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ABSTRACT
CODE-SWITCHING AND BILINGUALISM IN SATURIS LUCILII
Marcie Persyn
Cynthia Damon
I make three basic claims in this dissertation with respect to Lucilian codeswitching. First, that the Greek terms used by the poet are reflective of the rich,
multicultural literary tradition and social realities present in Rome in the late secondcentury BCE. Second, that the code-switching devices used by the satirist create tiers of
comprehension among his audience, insider and outsider groups that are frequently
subverted in accordance with methods typical of and complementary to satire as a genre.
And third, that Lucilius, in borrowing words both erudite and mundane, establishes
himself as a bilingual philologist of sorts, and makes the motif of language(s) intrinsic to
his novel form of satire. I develop my dissertation in four chapters and, for every codeswitch analyzed, I examine the relevant Greek and Latin lexical histories in order to
determine the types of words borrowed by Lucilius, as well as the possible genres,
literary traditions, and contemporary world activated by them. Chapter 1 focuses on the
code-switches of the Satires that are semantically philosophical, while Chapter 2 studies
those fragments that incorporate code-switches derived from the Homeric corpus (both
single words and lengthier quotations). In Chapter 3, the rhetorical code-switches that
evoke academic or grammatical contexts and traditions are evaluated. Finally, Chapter 4
centers upon code-switches that I label as “mundane,” a somewhat miscellaneous
selection of words from everyday life that can otherwise be characterized as distinctly
non-literary. There are sixty-two Greek words and expressions fully examined in these
chapters, each a code-switch unique in form and mechanism, all variously contributing to
Lucilius’ satiric purpose. The code-switches that I study here thus not only provide a
thematic access point for a close, crosslinguistic, and literary analysis of the fragmentary
Satires, they also have the potential to reshape how we conceive of the satirist, his genre,
his literary legacy, and the intellectual milieu of the second century BCE.
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Introduction
This dissertation examines the forms, mechanisms, and effects of the Greco-Latin,
bilingual code-switching found within the surviving corpus of Lucilius’ Satires, applying
the sociolinguistic theory to the fragments in order to better understand the role played by
the Greek words in his text. Although the Satires are desperately incomplete 1—with
fewer than fourteen hundred lines remaining from a work originally composed of thirty
books—the surviving fragments provide nearly two hundred examples of Lucilian codeswitching. Through demonstrating how Lucilius masterfully manipulated not only his
native language, but secondary language as well, this dissertation argues that language
itself is a core theme of the Satires, and that Lucilius consistently crafts for himself the
persona of a bilingual philologist.
Lucilius’ code-switches, taken as a unifying theme, delineate a portion of the
Satires that can be usefully examined collectively in spite of the fragmentary corpus; they
additionally offer unique evidence for the manner and extent of interaction between
Greek and Roman languages and culture, genre and literature in the second century
BCE. 2 The extent and complexity of Lucilius’ code-switching necessitates, in turn, the
reevaluation of the identity of the first Roman satirist, the influence of Lucilius’
bilingualism on the later development of the genre of satire, and the intellectual
background of the audience who first read and received Lucilius’ text.
Of course, Lucilius was not the first poet to utilize the Greek language in his
writings. But the Grecisms observed in earlier Latin authors—such as Livius Andronicus,
Naevius, Plautus, or Terence—can be explained by the following two reasons: first, these
Lucilius’ prolific writing was celebrated by Horace in his famous critique of the first satirist: .”..in hora
saepe ducentos/ ut magnum, versus dictabat stans pede in uno/ cum flueret lutulentus, erat quod tollere
velles;/ garrulus atque piger scribendi ferre laborem,/ scribendi recte…” (Serm. 1.4.9-13).
2
Several recent studies (particularly Delignon 2004, Sommerstein 2011, and Pezzini 2018; also Fiske
1920), have shown the indebtedness of the Satires to Greek comedy, as well as to the Grecizing ploys used
by Plautus; yet Kirk Freudenburg illustrates the tension still felt by scholars in connecting Roman satire
with Hellenic influences: “However much his satires may owe to the Greeks, and that is demonstrably quite
a lot, and however Hellenized and high-brow Lucilius may have been in his personal life, the overall
impression his poems make is that of being proudly home born” (2005: 5; see also Braund 2004: 413-418).
1
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authors were neither native Romans nor primary Latin-speakers; second, each of these
poets was actively engaged in adapting texts from Greek sources into Latin. 3 Ennius, too,
belongs to this category: the epic poet not only spent his career translating dramatic texts
from Greek models, but also proudly claimed trilingualism, code-switching and
incorporating linguistic puns into his own work that straddled multiple languages. 4
Lucilius is different, both in his personal identity and in the nature of his work.
Lucilius is the first Roman equestrian whose poetic writings we possess, 5 and he is
typically credited as the inventor of a new genre of literature, free of ties to a single
Greek origin. 6 Yet Lucilius is also a poet who classifies himself as a semigraecus, 7 whose
lexical and linguistic ties to the Greek language of Roman comedy have been well
documented, 8 and whom Horace would later criticize for his mixing Greek with Latin. 9
On the use of this term, and its ancient parallels and modern limitations, see Mayer 1999; for this
dissertation, I use the term “Grecism” to refer to all Greek words in the Lucilian corpus, inclusive of loanwords and Greek code-switches.
4
This claim to trilingual identity is reported by Aulus Gellius, who compares the self-proclaimed
multilingual Mithridates of Pontus (who claimed the astonishing comprehension of over twenty linguae)
with the trilingual Ennius: “Quintus Ennius tria corda habere sese dicebat, quod loqui Graece et Osce et
Latine sciret” (NA 17.17).
5
See, for example, Conte 1994, Goldberg 2005, and Feeney 2016. Michael Coffey’s dictum provides a
useful synopsis of this view: “Lucilius alone of Roman poets down to the end of the second century B.C.
was not a humble outsider in the society in which he lived” (1976: 38).
For an alternative viewpoint on the native identity of the satirist, see also Goh 2015, who argues that
Lucilius’ Campanian identity is a recurrent theme within the Satires.
6
As Chahoud puts it: “Ennius’ pioneering experiments with a variety of themes, registers and metres
prefigure the main characteristic of the genre; and yet his name left little trace in the tradition of Roman
satire, which is constantly associated with the abusive, dialogic and argumentative hexameters of Lucilius”
(2011: 368). See Rosen 2012 and Goldberg 2018 for a concise overview of the problems in identifying
Ennius as the progenitor of satire, foremost among which are the scarcity of fragments that survive from
Ennius’ Satires and the general dismissal of Ennius shown by canonizers (chiefly later Roman satirists and
the considerably later grammarians Quintilian and Diomedes); Pacuvius, also the author of a work labelled
“Satires,” is similarly disregarded.
Of course, no genre arises in a vacuum. Horace himself famously noted the influence of Old Comedy in his
canon list at Sermones 1.4.1-8 (see footnote 2). Satire had other formative debts: Greek iambic, mime and
mimiamb, and New and Roman Comedy also left their distinct marks (see Keane 2006, Rosen 2012,
Ferriss-Hill 2015). On the interpretation of Quintilian’s famous axiom, “satura quidem tota nostra est,” see
Freudenburg 2005.
7
379M/391W/9.20C/369K.
8
See Poccetti 2003 and 2018, and Pezzini 2018.
9
Serm. 1.10.20-21, where Horace mocks those who praise Lucilius on the grounds of his integration of the
Greek language: “‘at magnum fecit, quod uerbis Graeca Latinis miscuit.’” See Baier 2001 and Harrison
2007: 76-79 on the satirical aspects of this passage, as well as its companion piece in Serm. 1.4.
3
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Lucilius’ code-switching is therefore no accident of translation, nor a casual emulation of
poets who came before: it is an essential part of the Satires, known and noted by later
generations of Roman readers, with the potential to reshape our understanding of this
author, his poetry, and its legacy.
Methodology
This dissertation applies sociolinguistic theories of bilingual behavior to the
Satires, building upon the core concepts of sociolinguistics that every code-switching 1)
reflects multilinguistic capability of some degree, 2) responds to norms of speech
behavior, and 3) is the result of a choice on the part of the speaker or writer, typically
motivated by the desire to be selectively understood or misunderstood. Studies of modern
bilinguals have proven that code-switching and linguistic borrowings follow certain
predictable patterns of use, findings which have in turn been successfully related to the
study of ancient texts 10.
Each chapter of this dissertation is composed of a series of case studies in which I
explore various types of Grecisms used by Lucilius, simultaneously identifying the form
and mechanism of his code-switching and utilizing literary and linguistic analyses in
order to determine the effect his bilingual terminology had in the crafting of his poetry
and in the manipulation of his audience. In each case study, I assess the distribution,
frequencies, and lexical histories of the Grecisms themselves, studying the contexts of the
Greek words where used both by Lucilius and Greek or Roman predecessors, and noting
where Lucilius is the first extant author to import a word into the Latin language. Some
Grecisms the poet goes out of his way to explicate, or even translate, clearly for his
readers; others are left vague or inscrutable to the monolingual, creating spheres of
comprehension in his readership—and insider and outsider formulation typical of codeswitching and a device commonly employed in the genre of satire.

10
For example, the numerous studies of code-switching in Cicero’s works offered by Dunkel 2000, Swain
2002, Adams 2003b, Jackson 2014.
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For each case study, I provide what context can be drawn from the preserving
source material and the deduced location of the given fragment within the Satires; where
editors diverge in their placement of a text, I note the various potential contexts.
Likewise, when the constitution of the fragments diverges, I provide the texts (and, where
applicable, translations) of the editions of Marx, Warmington, Charpin, and Krenkel,
outlining the textual problems of each fragment recorded in the apparatus critici of the
editions and the source text.11 Thus, where a fragment is derived from the De
Compendiosa Doctrina, my discussion of the textual transmission includes Lindsay’s
critical notes, as well as those of the Lucilian editors.
With the context and text thus delineated to the fullest possible extent, I progress
to an investigation of the lexical histories of the words used by Lucilius. These histories
outline what types of literature such words are be found in, offering overviews of the
lexical distribution both before and after the satirist’s lifetime. Here, I give numerical and
statistical estimates of the frequency and distribution of these terms in the Greek and
Latin corpora. This data is assembled from current corpus search tools, the TLG, the TLL,
PHI, and Brepolis. Because of the imperfections and ongoing development of the corpora
tools—which have redundant textual inputs, missing works of literature, and some
ineffectual limitations 12—the numbers given are not absolute, but approximate.
Nevertheless, these lexical studies approximate the literary history of Lucilius’ Grecisms,
and thus grant an understanding of the types of words the satirist employed: whether they
were commonplace, rare, or even neologous; if they adhered to particular traditions of
literature; and how successfully they were integrated into the Latin language. With this

11
I use these four editions because they are seminal and representative of diverse textual- and literarycritical traditions. There are two further editions, Terzaghi 1966 and Christes and Garbugino 2015; I cite
these editions where relevant.
12
The dissertation will include an appendix detailing the limitations of current digital tools for corpora
searches (Appendix 3). Briefly, none of the corpus tools include the entire library of ancient texts, while the
TLG includes redundant versions of fragmentary texts; the TLL, of course, is not yet complete; Brepolis
does not allow for searches of non-Roman characters, requiring supplementation from PHI, and the word
form based searches of both Brepolis and the TLG allow for look-alike forms of other words to appear in a
search as well (such as lexis, where the morphology can be either that of a noun or a verb).

5

evidence assembled, each case study will conclude with an interpretation section that
traces the forms, mechanisms, and effects of each code-switching.
Through this juxtaposition of word histories and code-switching methodologies,
the generic purpose of Lucilius’ application of Greek words emerges. Firstly, his
Grecisms evoke multicultural literary traditions and social realities, and the poet’s use of
Greek terms to describe both Roman and Greek citizens of diverse classes reveals the
complex integration of language and culture of the second century. Secondly, by
alternating languages and borrowing both erudite and mundane vocabulary, the satirist
creates insider-outsider hierarchies typical of the satiric genre, manipulating the
comprehension of his audience from satire to satire, depending on the target of his
mockery and whom he intends to alienate. Finally, through his code-switching, Lucilius
establish bilingual philology as a recurring motif in his satire, in which he can import
words from other spheres, languages, and genres, and metamorphose them into terms that
serve his satiric program. Language interaction and exchange are thus intrinsic to
Lucilius’ Satires, and code-switching furthers the poet’s goal of mockery even as it
reflects his own skill in its clever implementation.
History of Scholarship
Until very recently, code-switching had been almost uniquely studied within
contemporary societies in spoken language communication; the nuance of tones, gestures,
or pauses which could indicate innate foreignness of a particular switch or loan were
considered lacking in written texts, and the rarified selection process poured into the
writing process was also widely considered to obscure the motivations that cause codeswitching in conversation. A special edition of the journal Language and Literature in
2015, however, has problematized both of these assumptions, and pushes for the
inclusion of literary code-switching within linguistic studies. This allows code-switching
theories to be applied to a fuller scope of language, both in medium and in time. As
Gardner-Chloros and Weston say: “The conventions and constraints of speaking and
writing may be different, but the broad semiotic consequences of setting up contrasts by

6

alternating languages are common to both.” 13 Adams had argued for much the same
when he declared that evidence of written bilingualism, though not the equivalent of
recorded transcripts of conversations such as is available to modern linguistic theorists,
can be nevertheless used in lieu of such spoken artifacts as the basis for our evidence. 14
Code-switching is present within the corpus of Lucilius, and while his corpus has
not been entirely overlooked by scholars interested in Greco-Roman linguistic
interactions, he nevertheless holds a sadly liminal position within many of the landmark
texts mentioned above. Lucilius lies just outside of the periods of study for both Feeney
and Hutchinson; Adams, too, keeps his observations limited. Scholars of Lucilius,
however, have contributed much thus far toward gaining an understanding of Lucilius’
bilingualism: Anna Chahoud’s work is particularly groundbreaking, and the recent
studies of Poccetti and Baier offer yet further insights, as did the seminal work of
Argenio and Mariotti. Ian Goh’s article, which problematizes the “Roman” identity of
Lucilius, contributes to a new trend in viewing Lucilius less as a maverick in Republican
literature, and more as a poet participating as much as his peers in intertextuality15 and in
the literary concerns and debates of Ennius’ generation 16 and that which followed. 17 It
will be my purpose to apply the benefits of a more linguistic approach to these Greek
words and Lucilius’ application of them, and to use the respective fields of ancient
bilingual theory, ancient translation theory, and studies on Lucilian satire together to
create a more composite picture of the fragmentary membra that remain of his corpus.

2015a, 189.
2003b. Classicists and medievalists had already been applying linguistic theory to texts, but the 2015
issue of Language and Literature marks a turning point at which sociolinguists are now communicating
with, and including, text-based linguists in their work (see Mullen’s article in the self-same edition, 2015).
15
See Sommerstein 2011 and Delignon 2004.
16
See Goldberg 2018 and Muecke 2005.
17
This generation of poets has often been associated with the political coterie called the “Scipionic Circle,”
in which Lucilius is typically included, though his role is not often clearly defined and the nature of the
group itself is vexed. See Korfmacher 1935 for a now dated treatment that argues for Lucilius’ support of
philhellenism because of his connection to the “Scipionic circle”; a more recent, and nuanced, account of
the Scipionic circle can be found in Hanchey 2013, who argues for the Scipionic circle being little more
(and nothing less) than the construct of authors such as Cicero who use these wise and amicable ancestors
as models for their own amicitiae. See also Gruen 1992.
13
14
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Bilingualism in ancient contexts has been studied, not just as a trait common to
the elite and to learned authors, but as a phenomenon that unites people, particularly in
business transactions and in border regions where cultural (and linguistic) blending
occurs most readily. Both aspects of bilingualism—its ability either to divide people or
bring them together 18—will be important for this thesis.
Although modern studies of multilingualism can survey speakers and track
ongoing changes with a plethora of evidence, the study of multilingualism in the ancient
world is limited to the written word. There are four types of evidence: bi-version
bilingual texts, texts displaying bilingual phenomena, mixed-language texts, and
transliterated texts. 19 Each of these, in turn, can show corrective bias and does not
necessarily reflect the language spoken in day to day life. 20 It is furthermore unclear from
texts to what extent “bilingual” texts reflect spoken language patterns, given that a single
inscription may reflect either an individual or a community, a personal idiosyncrasy or a
community-wide idiolect).
Bilingual evidence from a dead language is different from that of a spoken
language; while modern linguists can study bilingual phenomena such as code-switching
as it develops, classicists can only view a crystalized instant that cannot be evaluated by
the same criteria. 21 Even in modern linguistics, the fine difference between codeswitching and linguistic borrowing is problematic; the former can bring about the latter.
Despite the potential for hypercorrection in the written format, the collaborative effort of

18
See Mullen 2012 for an eloquent discussion of how bilingual phenomena reflect the formation or
presentation of identity.
19
These are categories as delineated by J.N. Adams (but pursued by many classical scholars in his wake).
Bilingual texts exhibit multiple languages, though these may be unequal in length, unmatched in
composition, parallel or “translationese,” or idiomatic. Texts displaying bilingual phenomena reflect
bilingual situations via orthographic variance or linguistic inference interference (explained below). Mixedlanguage texts demonstrate either codeswitching, alternation, or “language mixing.” Transliterated texts,
while rather self-explanatory, may reflect selective literacy, purposeful obfuscation, or ignorance of script.
20
See Mullen 2012 and 2015, passim.
21
Adams 2003b.
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epigraphy, according to Adams, makes linguistic phenomena more compelling, as the
discrepancies, idiosyncrasies, or errors often reflect the choices of multiple individuals. 22
J.N. Adams, however, makes some very important observations in his
monumental opus, including several disclaimers that must apply to all applications of
bilingual and code-switching theoretical apparatus to ancient texts. With these three
considerations in hand, we can attain, albeit cautiously, a great deal of insight into the
multi-lingual dynamics of the ancient world.
Firstly, the scholarship of ancient bilingualism focusing on elite Romans learning
Greek has a strongly lexical, and necessarily elite focus: we study the works of the
literate, who made up a slim minority of the ancient world, (and those few who were
wealthy but not, perhaps, educated enough to pay for someone to write on their behalf).
Secondly—though this point is closely related to the previous—much of the
remainder of Latin codeswitching that can be observed within literary and inscriptional
evidence evokes lofty, rather than contemporary, Greek vocabulary. The Romans
borrowing Greek more closely resemble a non-English speaker quoting Shakespeare than
one quoting a contemporary author.
Additionally—and most subtly—modern scholars can directly evaluate ancient
bilingual competence only through positive performance in a second language: that is, the
written records that survive from antiquity demonstrate the ability to produce bilingual
texts, but provide little evidence of an author’s bilingual comprehension, or their ability
to translate into their native tongue (as occurs during listening and reading). Though
some authors may offer accounts of their own capacity, these must be taken with the

22
But note the reservations of Robin Osborne, who begins a recent essay with a question of semantics: is
anyone truly bilingual, or does everyone use more or less mixed languages? In reality, all types of modern
linguistic terms fail in some way, and, similarly, all terms in language fail in some way. As Osborne
concludes: “What historical understanding requires is not the dissection of communications to trace their
genetic origins, but taking seriously the evident fact that these communications were communications”
(Osborne 2012: 333). Nevertheless, I would argue that the study of multilingualism and the dissection of
each inscription or other remnant from antiquity does not have to obscure the ephemerality of the subjects
which they entail—these texts function as witnesses both synchronically and diachronically. Bilingual and
code-switching theories provide a suggestive framework for analysis and, as such, provoke questions to be
asked. It is the role of scholars to suspect and revise the answers yielded.
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proverbial grain of salt. Adams adds that the “extent and quality of elite Roman
bilingualism…cannot be determined,” as, on the one hand, the basis of comparison is lost
and, on the other, because knowledge of Greek was a marker of status, it was prone to
being exaggerated either way, whether to the credit or mockery of the assumed
bilingual. 23
Adams’ judgment regarding the difficulty of assessing the linguistic skill—or
even vocabulary—denotes a problem that is not limited to classical studies or dead
languages. Scholars of modern bilingualism, too, have struggled to define the parameters
of what makes a “fluent” bilingual, as well as determining what motivations prompt
language-switching. A proverbial crop of terminology has sprung up in the endeavor to
clarify the phenomenon of bilingualism, and I will now detail some of that vocabulary.
The act of incorporating a secondary language component into a work or speech
composed within the author's or speaker’s native tongue may be described broadly as an
act of “linguistic borrowing.” Borrowing can be performed by bilinguals of various talent
or even by monolinguals: a person who does not speak Spanish may nevertheless
challenge a friend with an “Hola” rather than a “Hello,” as, too, may a Spanish language
learner, or an individual for whom Spanish is their native tongue. 24
Linguistic borrowing and, more specifically, code-switching should not be
confused with the creation of a “mixed language,” which is shared within a community,
and reflects institutionalization (code-switching, on the contrary, is often the ephemeral
product of an individual person’s or group’s linguistic style). Linguistic borrowing
typically occurs within limited circumstances, and rarely affects the vocabulary,
morphology, or syntax of the language into which words are incorporated (the matrix
language), and there are, furthermore, probabilities of borrowing. For example, a noun is
the most common of all grammar units borrowed across languages, whereas conjunctions

See, for example, Case Study III.1.A, wherein Lucilius describes the accusations of the court case
between Albucius and Scaevola, and the mudslinging over Albucius’ so-called “Graecomania.”
24
This point will be particularly relevant for Case Study III.1.A and Conclusions, where one of the
Grecisms implemented by Lucilius is the Greek welcome, χαῖρε.
23
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(and other functional words) are rarely transported across language barriers; that is, an
individual may occasionally code-switch using functional words, but these will rarely
become common borrowings, and are not typically integrated into a foreign matrix. 25
Fredric Field’s work describes conditions under which linguistic borrowing in
speech typically occurs, and what types of loans are most likely to be integrated. Field’s
study attempts to study and systematize the social contexts in which linguistic borrowing
can occur. There are two main types of borrowing: speech borrowing (usually only a few
words, by non-bilinguals), and language borrowing (lengthy borrowing, typically by a
bilingual). These may take place because of the dominance of an outside language,
language shift, or in order to fill semantic gaps. In his study, Field uses the term “matrix”
to denote the language into which donor items are borrowed (it is thus usually the more
[syntactically] prevalent in mixed languages). He argues that languages rarely borrow
items that require syntactic reshaping of their matrix, thus a language can only borrow as
far right as their own morphology and syntax allows, unless they naturalize the borrowed
word by shifting its function. Overall, it is the matrix language that serves as the limiting
factor.
Linguistic borrowing can be fruitfully contrasted with language interference,
where grammar or syntax of a secondary language is compromised by rules of the first, or
vice versa (as when a new Latin learner attempts to insert ablative absolutes into English

Verbs are more difficult to borrow, for the syntax possibilities vary across languages, such as the middle
voice in Greek, or the lack of an optative in Latin (Field 2002). Field’s research refines on the observation
that matrix languages tend to borrow nouns more frequently than adjectives and verbs, and these more
often than other word classes (a “hierarchy of borrowing”). To explain this, Field proposes a cline of
grammaticality or lexicality, including the following categories: content word, function word, agglutenizing
affix, and fusional affix.
As for the categories of the cline, “content words” are words that have meaning independent of syntax (i.e.
they have dictionary entries), while “affixes” do not and serve primarily to mark grammar elements (such
as gender or number), and “function words” have independent meanings but also mark syntax. The most
common borrowing that entails an affix is a form-meaning set, as is the case in the French borrowing
L’amour (l’ is a clitic with no meaning, but it is borrowed because it is attached to a content words). Field
classifies such combinations as “form-meaning sets.” In his words, the “principal task in a borrowing
situation is to (a) identify form-meaning sets that are compatible with the recipient system and (b) integrate
those form-meaning sets into the recipient language” (2002: 70).
25
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compositions). Whereas language borrowing can be performed from a position of relative
ignorance, language interference cannot, and demonstrates bilingual capacity by subtle
errors.
Additionally, linguistic borrowing can designate both a singular event or a
lengthier process, and in the latter case may lead to what is commonly known as the
creation of a “loan word.” Loan words are cases where a term borrowed from a one
language eventually becomes accepted within the broader, common parlance of another.
There, however, are two caveats to designating words as “loans.” First, spoken languages
are continually evolving, words that were commonplace a century ago that were
borrowed from other languages may continue to thrive within their adopted language, or
may fade from use. An excellent example in English may be “on-dit,” originally French,
popular Anglicized slang during the Georgian period, practically defunct in modern
English (except for readers of period drama). Second, the designation of “loan words” as
such is further complicated by being relative: a certain dialect or even idiolect of native
speaker/(s) may be more inclined to use a foreign term to the point of general acceptance,
which never extends beyond a certain community.
For scholars of the ancient world, the limitations of our sources and the range of
both time and territory make it still more difficult to assign with certainty the label of
“loan word” versus “code-switch,” though the inflected nature of both Greek and Latin
can aid in this. Many classical scholars assign the term “loan word” to those terms
borrowed frequently and with altered case endings that suit the matrix language (e.g.,
Adam’s machina). The difference between Greek and Latin scripts, too, can be of use,
though with the caveat that the written traditions were themselves fluid and subject to the
whims, corrections, and errors of scribes. The same logic must, naturally, extend to subtle
case endings, such as the difference between a Greek nominative in -os and a Latin
nominative in -us, further vexed because of the look-alike Latin accusative in -os. Script
and spelling alone therefore, while useful, do not a loan word label. Eleanor Dickey, in a
study on the use of Latin code-switches and loan words in Greek literature, has recently
drawn attention to this difficulty. She concludes that all cases where Latin morphology is
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maintained within a Greek matrix can be classified as a code-switch, but adds that not
every code-switch retains Latin morphology in every instance of usage. 26 Even scripts
can vary, with established loan words occasionally found in Latin script, and vice versa.
As Dickey exemplifies, usage history provides better guidance than morphology or script
alone for determining whether a term is a loan word or a code-switch.
The term “code-switching,” which may designate a change into a different
language using words more or less known, is to be preferred. It refers more generally to a
linguistic move, more or less marked, into a different language—the length of a codeswitch may vary, as, too, can the placement of a switch within a sentence. A singular
code-switch is often called a “tag-switch,” contrasted with phrase-based switches, such as
formula switching, which may be either inter- or intra- sentential. Code-switching may be
performed actively within spoken dialogue, within written dialogue, or within narrative
text, and, in each of the three scenarios, may be introduced by phrases that serve to
translate or transition from one language to the other—this is known as linguistic
flagging. Such markers sometimes include translations, but sometimes not. To refer to
language borrowing in ancient writings as “code-switching” therefore offers a slightly
more neutral frame of reference, as the label “switch” focuses on position and length of
the language change without making assertions regarding the degree of incorporation
within a matrix language of the borrowed terminology, or regarding the bilingual
capacity of the author.
Note, however, that “code-switching” is a procedural term, and while “codeswitch” can be loosely used to refer to a borrowed term itself, I will preferentially use the
term “Grecism” instead to refer to the terms themselves, and code-switching to refer to
the process.
One last—and lasting—term from modern linguistics that has had a deep effect on
how classicists conceptualize bilingual patterning is that of “diglossia.” As implied by its
Greek meaning, cases of diglossia theoretically exist when two languages coexist, but one

26

2018: 33-34.
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language retains a higher status or prestige than the other and the two languages have
separate, “compartmentalized” functions. The high and low languages of diglossia may
be different languages, or versions of the same language. 27 Bilingual contexts can either
cause language shift or bilingual maintenance. 28
In her seminal work on the theory of code-switching, Carol Myers-Scotton
proposed that bilinguals typically codeswitch to favor either a language of higher or
lower register, and thus their language choice serves to further their purpose in
communicating (known as the “Markedness Model”) 29. In brief, her theory states that
bilinguals will use “less-marked” switches preferentially—the more unusual the codeswitch item is, the more unlikely it is to be used, whereas a commonly-used term will be
borrowed more frequently. Similarly, the Markedness Model proposes that code-switches
occur more often within well-integrated communities with trusted audiences. According
to this theory, then, code-switching is leveraged to bridge social gaps or to implement
social hierarchies, and can be considered to reflect dynamics of power. The language of a
conqueror typically becomes the “higher,” “preferred” language for politics, for elite
literature, and in general for written records full stop.
The problem here, though, is obvious—preferred by whom? Statistically,
language change tends toward the “lower” languages, which is also—not
coincidentally—associated with the less educated, such as the working class and women.
In cases of diglossia, “low” languages propagate faster and outstrip their competitors, but
often leave few written traces. Diglossia and the Markedness Model alike have received
criticism. 30 Among scholars of the ancient world, Adams in particular has raised salient
Known as classical diglossia, such as Greek Koinē (see Mullen 2012).
The factors that determine shift and maintenance are many and varied, but Mullen points to the promise
of ethnographic bilingualism theory as one promising avenue for further research (2012).
29
1993.
30
Another key evaluative theory applied to code-switching is “Conversation Analysis.” It arose partially in
response to Myers-Scotton’s work, and argues that the motivations for code-switching must be evaluated
on the level of the conversation alone. According to the Conversation Analysis model, however, the lines
between these categories rely on the users and blur easily, which leads to the problematic label of
“language shift,” the point at which a word loses its foreign quality and becomes fully incorporated within
the matrix language (see Gardner-Chloros 2009: 26-27). It is nearly impossible to apply this model to dead
languages.
27
28
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questions, such as whether unmarked contexts actually exist. 31 He further argues that
Greek was a permanently marked switch among the elite, and its implementation could
either reduce social gaps (e.g., between elites ‘in the know’) or increase them (especially
for non-elites). Hellenizing therefore occurs simultaneously at two levels, one
elite/written, the other non-elite/spoken.
In bilingual studies, the concept of “domains” has been proposed to aid in the
explanation of language maintenance; in essence, a “domain” is an isolated area of
society that can preserve a “low” status language by keeping it from competing with a
“high” status language. Among the most common “domains” observed in studies of
bilingualism is the “domestic”; in such a scenario, a bilingual individual speaks one
language at home, another in society and, because the two languages function in different
spheres, they are kept separate and prevented from competing.
After 100 CE, there is no evidence of bilingual communities in Italy except Greek
and Latin. In a 2012 paper, James Clackson offered a speculative attempt to determine
whether Greek and Latin coexisted alongside local languages stably in such domains. 32
Due to the lack of evidence, Clackson turns to the only area of the ancient world that
offers a range of bilingual inscriptions from a variety of social contexts, spanning
multiple centuries: Egypt. Whereas many scholars argue that Egypt is the exception, this
paper assumes that Egypt is a useful model, particularly in its Late Antique development
of Coptic. After the fourth century CE, a surprising trend emerges in Egyptian
documents: in exchanges involving women, Coptic is the chief language used, not Greek;
exchanges involving men only are typically written in Greek. This trend may provide

He turns to the evidence provided by the letters of Cicero and points out the absence of code-switches
from periods of emotional duress in Cicero’s lifetime, evidence for additional factors dictating use of codeswitching (2003b).
32
It is evident that Latin coexisted in Italy with Etruscan until the second century BCE, when erroneous
Etruscan inscriptions begin to indicate the deterioration of the “low” language. Likewise, the bilingual tiles
inscribed by Oscan-Latin speakers indicate that the two languages existed side by side in a destabilizing
context—the tile production facility. Clackson additionally claims that the record keeping at La
Graufenesque in both Gallic and Latin conforms to the same pattern, though there are additional examples
of bilingual Latin and Gallic inscriptions, such as the erotic spindle whorls of Northern Italy, which reflect
a domestic (and therefore likely stabilizing) domain.
31
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evidence for a public-private binary, or a domain maintained by women in the home.
Given the degree of limitation in women’s lives in the ancient world, it is probable that
such a domain would be stabilizing. This premise is remarkably promising and the role of
language acquisition (which occurs within the home) in language maintenance could
further his argument here. I do, however, believe that the terms “high” and “low,”
inherited from diglossia, are potentially misleading, given that such terms are both
socially and individually variable—what is considered of “high status” in the forum is not
necessarily considered so on the farmstead.
Further, identifying language change pertaining to Latin—regardless of the
contact language or time period—is difficult since no language is monolithic and Latin,
though dead now, was a changing and multifaceted language during its use: variations
were a standard part of regional dialect and generic choices. Language diversity can also
stem from language shift, imperfect learning (i.e., “reduced languages”), or the deliberate
incorporation of a second language. In Italy, there was a certain unidirectionality of
bilingualism, sometimes referred to as “Romanization” or, more accurately,
“Latinization.” 33 Latin was changing vernacular languages, and vernacular speakers were
choosing to learn Latin despite the apparent disinterest of the Romans in learning their
neighbor’s. 34

See Adams 2010.
Etruscan, however, is also important because of its close contact with Latin, which led to two types of
Latin hybrid words—the more common, lexeme-based hybrid (e.g., con-technor), as well as the less
common, morpheme-based hybrid, which tends to occur in languages with closer relationships (e.g., socienna). Punic is significant because of its lengthy survival: there were Punic bilinguals in Rome to translate
Mago’s agricultural treatise in the mid-second century BCE, and Saint Augustine was still negotiating with
native speakers in the early fifth century. Adams additionally points to the emergence of so-called “Greek’s
Latin,” a variation of Latin highly altered by the amount and degree of Hellenic interference (2010).
Etruscan is also a significant source of language-contact with Latin because it was responsible for the
alphabet that spread throughout most of Italy. By the second century BCE, a modified (Latinized) version
of this alphabet was common to all of Italy (see Penney 1988 and Wallace 2011), a manifestation of
Romanization throughout mainland Italy. As Penney notes, there were other languages in close proximity
to Latin—including Raetic, Lepontic, Oscan, and Faliscan—but so little evidence remains of these that
their influence on Latin can only be estimated.
33
34
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Though there are occasional, notable points in history where a Roman took a
stance regarding language policy, such as Cato’s refusal to speak Greek, or Claudius’
stripping a Greek monolingual of his Roman citizenship. This instances seem more an
exception than rule, however, and should be thought of as political power plays rather
than examples of a well-represented attitude toward foreign languages. 35 The legal
function of Latin was virtually sacrosanct—Valerius Maximus describes magistrates
using only Latin during the Republic, and describes the case of Apollonius Molon in 81
BCE as the first time Greek was allowed to be spoken in the Senate without an
interpreter. Additionally, as Rome acquired increasing dominion over the East, dealings
with Greeks were typically conducted in Latin with the use of an interpreter (among the
most famous Latin addresses to Greek-speakers are those of Cato the Elder and
Flamininus). Through the use of such political devices even in areas where neither
spoken or understood, Latin assumed a symbolic status and began to exert the authority
(and thereby the identity) of Roman hegemony.
This lack of linguistic policy continues until the third century CE, at the end of
which Diocletian seems to have begun a linguistic policy that “persecuted” the Greek
language. 36 Libanius attests to the decline of Greek-teaching schools, whereas Latin
earned the label ἡ κρατοῦσα διάλεκτος under the tetrarchy; Constantine ordered that Latin
be the chief military language, and Theodosius published his code in Latin. Even Julian, a
philhellenic ruler himself, attempted to establish Latin in East; though the policy was
ultimately unsuccessful, like so many of Julian’s, it nevertheless indicates a shift in Latin
language policy in the late Empire.
Beyond Italy, however, is another story. The attitudes of Romans towards
vernacular languages varied across space and time. For the most part, the Roman
government ignored native languages, and it is clear that there was no set linguistic
policy for the first five hundred years of Roman hegemony in the Mediterranean. While
But see also Rochette 2011, who boldly asserts: “All the same, it is impossible to deny that Latin could
represent Roman identity and power” (549).
36
Although Adams has challenged this (2003b).
35
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the Romans shared their alphabet with vernacular speakers in the West (and, in all
likelihood, their language at the same time), many Romans never learned to speak Latin
yet still claimed to partake in “Romanitas.” 37 Greek was allowed to persist as the lingua
franca in the East and in Egypt, 38 as well as in many military contexts, a status confirmed
by the epigraphic records in these regions.
Yet it is clear that the Greek documents of the Roman government had Latin
originals, a fact verified by the degree of linguistic interference present in the texts. Latin
appears to have been the internal language of administration—the language of
bureaucrats (such as the correspondence between Pliny the Younger and Trajan)—while
Greek was its external face in the East. Rochette further argues that Latin was the
language of the courtroom and the army, Greek the language of urban documentation. In
Egypt, it has been estimated that only around one percent of the surviving documents are
composed in Latin rather than Greek, and most of these are military.
In the same region and time, however, Latin was additionally required for some
forms of documentation. For example, both birth certificates and wills in Egypt had to be
recorded in Latin, even if the speaker was Greek and signed his name in Greek. While
such bureaucratic requirements are not exactly a mandatory language-acquisition policy,
they do imply the importance of a certain degree of proficiency of Latin for life as a
Roman citizen and further point to “an attitude [which] is implicit on the part of the
Romans themselves that knowing the language was a mark of being Roman,” as Adams
argues. 39

37
“Romanitas” is a tricky word, for the very term “Roman” can represent two identities—either the global
aspect (i.e., belonging to the empire) or the local (used to describe a native of Rome, and, more specifically,
a speaker of Roman Latin). In his article, Adams analyzes the application of the term “Romanitas” as
component of Roman linguistic identity. Adams points out that such a term necessitates two corollary
perspectives about the Latin language: the viewpoint of insiders, who believe the Latin language to be
superior to others, and that of outsiders, who choose to “downgrade” their native language in favor of Latin
(Adams 2003a; see also Woolf 1998, and Webster 2001).
38
A status the Greek language had achieved during the Hellenistic period, after the conquests of Alexander
(see Rochette 2010).
39
2003a: 188.
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In addition to these pressures emanating from Rome, however, there is ancient
evidence that the provincials themselves began treating Latin as a language of prestige. 40
Whereas the emperor could choose to speak Greek, Latin, or use an interpreter according
to his whim and personal linguistic aptitude, and the number of epitaphs of soldiers
recorded in Latin seems to indicate pride in their new identities. 41 Given this use of Latin
by soldiers, Adams ventures that it was probable that the military provided both Latin
language and literacy training, even among Greek-speaking units, a further manifestation
of Rome’s elusive “language policy.” 42.
Given this complex data set, Jorma Kaimio argued that, under the Roman Empire,
equivalence between the languages, “utraque lingua,” was the general linguistic policy,
and the two continued to coexist until the fourth century. There remained, however, a
sharp linguistic divide between the East and the West, despite the unified governmental
apparatus, a phenomenon that Kaimio labelled “bilateral unilingualism.” 43
Frédérique Biville has since modified Kaimio’s findings, arguing instead that
Greco-Latin bilingualism was “bilateral but not symmetrical.” 44 Bilingual attitudes and
phenomena are more manifestly established among native Latin speakers aiming to
incorporate Greek into their speaking and writing. As Rochette claims, Latin had two

Examples include the petition from the Cumaeans in 180 BCE requesting to hold public business
transactions in Latin, the implementation of Latin as a language of record-keeping alongside Gaulish at La
Graufenesque, and the Gaulish inscription from Novara dedicated to a father whose son is distinguished by
a Latin name and the title “legatus.” Together, these examples represent the application of Latin on the
levels of community, business, and family. (See Adams 2003b).
41
One notable exception is Palmyrene, a language found far afield and often used in bilingual inscriptions.
Although there are few witnesses to Latin administrative bilingualism with other languages beyond Greek,
it has been elsewhere claimed that Latin probably dealt with local languages (either bi- or tri-lingually), but
on perishable objects. Evidence in favor of this includes the placard posted on the cross of Jesus and the
inscriptions posted by Cornelius Gallus in Egypt. Against this theory, however, is the notable absence of
languages such as Demotic, which has no attested bilingual interaction with Latin (Adams 2003b).
42
2003b.
43
1979.
44
2002.
40
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classes of words borrowed from Greek: written/learned (which are conservative in form)
and oral/vulgar (which change over time, often to follow Latin morphological patterns). 45
In his argument for disproportionate bilingualism, Biville goes so far as to claim
that ongoing bilingual efforts on the part of Latin-speakers eventually brought about a
“Graeco-Latin lexical koinē,” demonstrated by the formation of new words based on
Greek borrowings that, nevertheless, break Greek morphological rules (e.g., the name
Pyrgopolynices). 46 Yet Biville argues that few non-elite Romans should be considered
fully bilingual. He pushes back, particularly, against the argument that ancient
bilingualism was ubiquitous, a stance that necessitates his subsequent discussion of
evidence for monolinguals. 47 Because of the availability of interpreters, as well as
handbooks to aid in translation of commonplace terms in either language, 48 monolinguals
did not necessarily suffer for their language deficiency in the ancient world.
The Romans, with their hot and cold embrace of ancient Greek but not Koine,
offer an excellent cautionary tale against the easy application of the term diglossia. As
Adams demonstrated, both Greek and Latin could be languages of prestige depending on
the particulars of social circumstances, reducing the utility of the term “diglossia.” 49 It is
clear, when we look to the Romans, that not all Greek was better than Latin at all times.

45
2010. The corollary Latin influence on Greek is remarkably limited, mainly demonstrated in the works of
Greek historiographers, who used either transcriptions, calques, or equivalent terms to translate Latin
concepts into Greek, conforming the pattern of multilingualism expressed elsewhere in the Roman world.
46
The Romans termed some of these borrowings notha verba, namely Greek words taking Latin
inflections, though other linguistic shifts received no labels, such as the import of aspirated words (such as
rhetor) and the incorporation of y and z into the Latin alphabet. The lack of a distinct label, however, does
not mark a lack of awareness of the phenomenon, and these Greek borrowings were commonly discussed
by Latin grammarians. Even to this day, the letter y is named in many Romance languages “the Greek
letter”—in Spanish, i griega, in French, i grec, while Italian more directly terms it ipsilon.
47
Also presented in this chapter are the ancient terms for bilinguals. Suetonius calls the earliest Latin poets
“Semigraeci, and later “Graecolatini” is applied to the bilingual translators of the early Christian
community (cf. Egeria 47.3-4). Using these accounts, Biville proposes a gradient of skill in terms: “Graeci”
can be used for Romans highly fluent in Greek (e.g., Atticus); “semigraeci” for cultural mediators (e.g.,
Livius Andronicus); and, lastly, the diminutive terms “Graeculi” and the adjective “Graecanici” for those
Latin-speakers who can use Greek, but awkwardly.
48
E.g., the Hermeneumata Dositheana.
49
2003b.
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This seemingly paradoxical process of selection, of hyper-valuing certain aspects
of the Greek language but not others, has been much discussed in the works of classicists
such as Jorma Kaimio, Frédérique Biville, Bruno Rochette, and—in terms of
“translation” of Greek texts—by Dennis Feeney and Siobhan McElduff. Their research,
both inscriptional and literary, points to a demonstrably multi-lingual reality on the
ground, where Latin is used in part to declare allegiance from below, or to proclaim
power from above, which is in turn imperfectly reflected in high literature by a tradition
of aemulatio, wherein Roman authors contend with their Greek literary forebears in an
effort to “domesticate” foreign texts and, in so doing, “one-up” the Greeks who came
before. 50
Denis Feeney’s recent work on early Roman literature reinforces this
understanding, for, as he demonstrates using translation theory, the early Roman poets
translate Greek using methods that colonize the language—and by extension, its
contents—with Latinitas (2016). Instead of accepting the model of Hellenization (in
which there are active Greek agents, but passive Roman recipients), the “Latin translation
project” is designed to focus on the innovation of Latin literature as an independent
process of “appropriation and reuse.” 51 Latin’s earliest authors were bi-, tri-, or
quadrilinguals; as a Greeks living and teaching in Rome, early poets such as Livius

50
In an early study on Greco-Latin translation, Sebastian Brock compares the translation methods of the
Romans under two headings: “sensus de sensu” and “verbum e verbo” (1979). The former emphasizes
form, the latter content. Both Cicero and Horace expressed their opinions on methods of translation,
influentially preferring to translate the tenor and style rather than word for word. For legal texts (and,
relatedly, sacred texts), precision was prioritized instead. Brock identified three factors in the choice
between sensus de sensu and verbum e verbo: firstly, the nature of the text; secondly, the relative prestige
of languages; thirdly, how well the source language is known. A further matter in translation is the presence
or absence of expositores, bilinguals who can aid in the comprehensibility of verbum e verbo translations.
His work, though dated, nevertheless echoes issues of diglossia and “domesticating translations” still
relevant to modern studies.
51
Feeney begins by observing that vernacular translations are not a common element of what literature
survives of the ancient world—even in the Hellenistic world with Greek as a lingua franca, there are only a
handful of translations of native works into Greek (the histories of Berossus and Manetho, the translation of
the Septuagint); the translation of Greek literature into local languages is unheard of. Both translation
(which, for Feeney’s purposes, means “written” conversion) and interpretation (“spoken” conversion) were
clearly occurring for centuries across the Mediterranean, yet it was only the Romans who chose to coopt
Greek “literature.”
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Andronicus thus furthered both Hellenization and Romanization. Feeney notes, Latin
translation tendencies in the third century BCE run opposite to subaltern tendencies: with
Latin, the dominant language and culture, mimicking Greek. Soon after the works of the
first generation of dramatists, secondary scholarship calqued upon Greek literary-critical
studies began. 52 Latin literature continues in the second century by crafting the fiction
that it is the sole inheritor of the legacy of Greek literature, rather than a branch of it (as if
Greek literature had ceased in the fifth century). It is into this second generation of
authors that Lucilius was born.
It is fitting, then, that after this early period in the formation of genres and
literatures that were largely adapted from Greek and deeply concerned with language and
translation, Rome’s first satirist would become a figure well-respected not only for the
novelty of his poetic genre, but also for his linguistic aptitude. He was cited by
grammarians such as Nonius and Festus as an exemplum for the proper use of Latin, used
as a classical comparandum in the commentaries of Porphyrio and Servius, and both
quoted and praised by authoritative authors such as Cicero and Gellius; the latter even
dubs Lucilius a “vir adprime linguae Latinae sciens,” a phrase copied almost verbatim by
Macrobius. 53
Skilled not only in the Latin language, however, Lucilius’ bilingual philology was
also remarked upon, although not ultimately emulated, by Horace in the Sermones, who
writes: “‘at magnum fecit, quod uerbis Graeca Latinis miscuit.’” 54 It is an homage put in
the mouth of Horace’s interlocutor, and the poet subsequently explains why he prefers a
Latin-centric satire for his own work--in so doing, however, Horace implies that Greek is
what makes Lucilian satire distinct, and that code-switching is intrinsic to Lucilius’
poetic program.

Including the literary-critical works of Accius, Volcaius Sedigitus, Aelius Stilo, and others.
NA 18.5.10; Sat. 6.9.11. Macrobius writes scius rather than sciens.
54
Serm. 1.10.20-21.
52
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Applying Code-Switching to the Satires
In two crucial ways, Lucilius’ Satires is ideal for sociolinguistic analysis via
code-switching. Firstly, the bilingual capabilities of the poet himself can be established
fairly well from his vita, which provides evidence for his learning Greek both at home
and in a formal school setting. Secondly, the genre of his Satires suits such an
examination, because its use of colloquial language, varied registers, and idioms
collectively offer a literary, versified representation of sermo.
What little we know of the author’s life points to his exposure to multilingual
environments: his birth in Campania, in the northern reaches of Magna Graecia, adjacent
to regions where Oscan was still spoken; his education as an equestrian, which would
have entailed Greek rhetorical basics; his friendship with Scipio Aemilianus and his
Roman and Greek entourage; and his employment of slaves from throughout the
Mediterranean. Lucilius lived in a polyglot world, and had the resources to cultivate
familiarity not only with Latin literature and its elevated vocabulary, but also with the
Greek equivalent. His Grecisms, as I will show, reflect both the terminology of quotidian
linguistic interaction and the erudite vocabulary learned from formal study. The variety
and complexity of his engagement with the Greek language, studied in this dissertation,
demonstrate the satirist’s remarkable bilingual capacity in these languages.
Still more conducive to the socio-linguistic criteria for code-switching is the fact
that the genre of satire is conversational, aimed at capturing and mimicking sermo. 55 The
conversations represented are in verse form, but still preserve the vacillations of register
and syncopations common to casual speech. As Gardner-Chloros and Weston have
stated, dramatic texts, letters, and genres that emulate, parody, or record conversations
contain recognizable speech patterns. The sermo aspect of satire therefore reinforces the
applicability of analysis of spoken phenomena, such as code-switching.
Finally, the Lucilian corpus, with its textual corruptions and lacunose poems, can
be uniquely illuminated by a thematic study such as this. Rather than attempting to
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See Keane 2018.
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reassemble the Satires, by means of socio-linguistic analysis, I have a unifying
methodology with which I can trace thematic through-lines within the fragments. What
remains of Lucilius is quite substantial and, furthermore, is a rare contemporary witness
to the late second century BCE. Because of their incomplete state, Lucilius’ Satires have
hitherto exerted less influence over literary and historical discourses than is perhaps their
due: there is thus an opportunity to be found, along with the challenge. It is my hope that
this dissertation will put the fragments of Lucilius in closer dialogue with one another,
and will integrate the legacy of Lucilius’ manner of code-switching into our
understanding of prior and subsequent Greek and Roman literature.
In addition to offering a unifying lens through which to study the remains of the
Satires, sociolinguistic code-switching serves as my primary theoretical model in this
dissertation because the theory best explains why and how Lucilius employs Greek
words. Code-switching does not necessarily rely upon bilingual capabilities, but does
assume that there is not only a speaker with unique motivations, but also an audience
with a potential to understand or misunderstand the codes involved, whether multilingualor register-based.
Over time, code-switching can influence language and affect genres, but the
linguistic phenomenon is more typically understood as a function of social norms, a
conversational marker that maintains or enforces societal boundaries. In fact, it is
fundamental to Myers-Scotton’s seminal theory that the act of code-switching has the
power to create an insider and an outsider group. A speaker—or, in this case, a satirist—
may switch in order to increase the general comprehension of his audience, or decrease it,
but when a switch is made, someone is inevitably left out.
In this sense, code-switching is a perfect tool for satire. The genre itself depends
on just such a creation of insider and outsider groups, and often creates its humor by
subverting the one with the other: a person laughing at the mockery of another may be
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surprised to find themself suddenly become the target. 56 This satiric device relies not only
upon the reversal of expectation, but also upon a hierarchy of understanding: the satirist
manipulates the comprehension of his audience, distributing hints of the broader picture
but always evasively withholding the full elaboration. Some of his audience will perceive
and enjoy the jest, while others (the outsiders) will not--until the mockery moves on to
another subject, and favors another tier of readers. Lucilius implements this method of
mockery with adroitness, the variety of forms and mechanisms of his code-switching a
powerful tool for the manipulation of who is on the inside, and who is left out of (or
targeted by), the joke.
Description of Lucilian Code-Switching Forms and Mechanisms
Code-switching can take a variety of forms, identified on the basis of length,
location, and introductory phraseology. Lucilius’ Grecisms vary mostly in terms of
length. A “singular switch” occurs when only one word is borrowed within a quotation,
or, for this dissertation, within a fragment. A “multiple,” or “stacked,” switching involves
a multiplicity of separate terms, inserted into the matrix language but not as a single unit;
in the Satires, these words may occur within a series so long as they are terms with
independent values, or that are interrupted by Latin words—even an adfixed conjunction
such as -que. A “stacked” code-switching is not to be confused with a “phrase-based”
switching, in which a complete phrase or syntactic unit is borrowed as a whole, such as a
prepositional phrase or a paired name and epithet.
The placement of a code-switch within a sentence is also potentially significant to
sociolinguistic theory, which argues that fluent bilinguals are more likely to code-switch
between sentences rather than within discrete grammatical clauses. 57 The former
circumstance is called an “intersentential” code-switching, where the boundaries of a

A device understood and remarked upon in antiquity (see e.g., Serm. 1.1.69-70: “quid rides? mutato
nomine de te/ fabula narratur”; “why are you laughing? change the name, and the story is about you!”). See
Keane 2006: 43-44; Rosen 2007: 19-20, passim.
57
See Poplack 1980.
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sentence or clause are violated by the code-switch; thus, one sentence concludes in one
language, to be resumed in another. The latter form is known as “intrasentential,” and
respects syntactic boundaries, the code-switch(es) found within the sentence. Because of
the fragmentary nature of the Satires and the lack of original punctuation, these labels are
less helpful for Lucilius’ Grecisms. 58
These forms, by nature, can overlap: singular code-switches are usually
intrasentential, because, as single terms, they cannot cross syntactic boundaries; the
exception can occur when a following sentence is only one word long, such as an
interjection or imperative verb. 59 In addition, a singular code-switching may be either
flagged or unflagged. The same mixture of forms is also possible in stacked or phrasebased switches. In modern sociolinguistic analyses, these categories may be used to
estimate linguistic competency; in this study, the labels are useful for drawing attention to
the potential difficulty for the ancient reader’s comprehension of Lucilius’ Grecisms. The
longer or more involved a code-switch is, the more obviously foreign and potentially
alienating they are for the reader; phrase-based switches, in addition, are more likely to
retain their original Greek morphology, a further complication. The presence of a stacked
or phrase-based code-switch thus presents a different opportunity for bilingual
manipulation and cross-linguistic wordplay than an emphatic, but singular, code-switch.
For every case study in this dissertation, I identify the code-switching forms.
In addition to these various forms, Lucilius also code-switches using a range of
mechanisms, altering the morphology or attendant phraseology of his Grecisms in order
to clarify or obscure their meanings and reference points within the Greek language. I
have found seven main mechanisms for Lucilian code-switching in the Satires, discussed
below, and identify them as follows:
Code-switching can also be identified on the grounds of its originality. If a word or phrase has a
traditional meaning, especially if that heritage is superstitious or religious, it can be labelled a “formulaic”
switching; Lucilius does not code-switching in accordance with this last category. It is, in fact, far more
typical of epitaphs or recorded rites. See Adams 2003b: 21-22, 230ff.
59
Lucilius’ code-switch “chauno meno/thaunomeno,” studied in Case Study IV.4.B, could be recognized as
an intersentential switch within the Satires, because the verb is potentially self-contained in its syntax and
is immediately followed by the Latin word “inquit.”
58
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● Grecized or Latinized morphology
● Bastardized morphology
● Compounded morphology
● Flagged code-switching
● Translations or paraphrases
● Synonymous or Antonymous Grecisms
● Deliberate lack of reference
In the manipulation of his Grecisms, Lucilius displays many morphologies: he
may preserve a Grecism in Greek script, or with Greek spelling in Roman letters, or he
may Latinize the borrowed term, applying the equivalent Latin ending (-us for -ος, -a for
-η, vel sim) or smoothing the rough breathing of a theta or rho. I note these mechanisms,
respectively, as Grecized and Latinized morphology. Other Grecisms undergo still more
alterations to their formulation; thus, while Lucilius keeps the Greek comparative ending
for the word rhetoricoterus, he changes the ending of the adjective ποδαγρικός to the
thoroughly Latinate podagrosus. This is an example of bastardized morphology, which
can be juxtaposed to Lucilius’ third mechanism—compounded morphology. In
compounded morphology, Lucilius tacks a Latin prefix, adfix, or infix onto the Grecisms
(such as sub- or -que); the result is a hybridized term that may follow the compounding
rules of either the Greek or Latin language. 60
The surrounding text also contributes to Lucilius’ code-switching apparatus.
When a parenthetical phrase such as “quod Graeci aiunt” or “ut Graeci” is included in a
fragment, it is called a “flagged code-switching.” In this case, the Grecism itself is
qualified as foreign, its origin marked for the sake of the audience, but the word itself
may or may not be translated. The addition of translations, Latin equivalents, or
paraphrases is another mechanism that Lucilius may implement alongside his codeswitching, as are the addition of Greek synonyms, where one unknown borrowing may be
illuminated by another, more common, term. Note that this latter scenario may only occur
60
See footnote 46 on notha verba, the Roman name for hybridized Greek terms that followed the rubrics of
Latin compounding or, at least, violated those of their original language (e.g., Pyrgopolynices).
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in a stacked code-switch, but that not all stacked code-switches will include synonymous
or complementary Grecisms. Lucilius may also choose not to add any explication or
surrounding, illuminating phrases—a lack that is itself a mechanism of code-switching,
albeit one that aims at maintaining the mystery rather than clarifying the meaning of the
terminology employed.
The formation of the Grecism and the surrounding text together thus constitute the
form and mechanism of Lucilius’ code-switching, and the diverse combinations of form
and mechanism result in an assortment of poetic and bilingual effects, all of which
underscore Lucilius’ authority as a multilingual poet even as they maintain the theme of
language and create insiders and outsiders among his audience, who either comprehend
his bilingual wordplay or miss the joke altogether.
Description of Fragments Studied and Relegated
According to my count, Lucilius uses Greek terms over one hundred and eighty
times in the fragments of the Satires that survive. We can add to this forty-six proper
names for gods, people, and places, and an additional twenty-five forms potentially
rooted in the Greek language but no longer recognizably borrowed. The total is nearly
two hundred and fifty words. My dissertation examines approximately half of these;
Appendix 1 includes the remainder of the Grecisms, but I outline them below in brief and
explain why they are not included in this study. The total number of occasions where
Lucilius code-switches is staggering: when Horace famously penned that Lucilius mixed
Greek and Latin words, he was not exaggerating. 61
Furthermore, it is evident that we do not have all of the Greek words that Lucilius
used, nor even an accurate reflection of the proportion or frequency of his codeswitching. I would posit that the surviving fragments exhibit a lower frequency of Greek
Serm. 1.10.20-30: “at magnum fecit, quod verbis graeca latinis/ miscuit.” o seri studiorum, quine putetis
difficile et mirum, Rhodio quod Pitholeonti/ contigit? “at sermo lingua concinnus utraque/ suavior, ut Chio
nota si conmixta Falerni est.”/ cum versus facias, te ipsum percontor, an et cum/ dura tibi peragenda rei sit
causa Petilli? / scilicet oblitus patriaeque patrisque Latini,/ cum Pedius causas exsudet Poplicola atque
Corvinus, patriis intermiscere petita/ verba foris malis, Canusini more bilinguis.”
61
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terms than were present in the Satires. The reason for this is the nature of the texts that
preserve our fragments: Nonius Marcellus and the Festus tradition, two of the most
prolific preservers of the text, typically preserve brief passages of the Satires under
lemmatic, dictionary-like entries in works that studied the nuances of archaic Latin
vocabulary—Latin, that is; not Greek. As a result, any selection bias on the parts of our
sources is, in general, toward odd Latin formulations or morphologies, with Grecisms
included in the collateral, quoted content. There is very little favoring of Greek terms,
and the resulting body of texts probably masks much Greek content that has been lost.
Several of the Grecisms that are preserved within the sources are undoubtedly the
victims of textual corruption. The more outlandish the Grecism, the more likely it was to
be garbled by well-meaning but Greek-ignorant Medieval scribes. Thus, in some word
studies of this dissertation (e.g., ῥήσεις, prostomide), we rely upon conjectures of text
critics and of the Lucilian editors.
Likewise, it is in many cases impossible to know whether the satirist recorded his
Grecisms in Latin or Greek script. Occasionally, the nonsensical errors of medieval
scribes may provide evidence of pre-Carolingian Greek in the hyparchetypes of the
tradition. It must be mentioned, however, that Marx argues for the intervention of
Grecizing librarii early in the transmission, scribes who attempted to correct the text of
Lucilius by transliterating the Roman letters for Greek words back into Greek scripts,
where the Grecisms were recognized. 62
Marx’s conjecture, however, is unlikely for two primary reasons. The first is that
the Latin authors who preserve the bulk of Lucilian fragments had little generic incentive
to alter the format or orthography of Lucilius’ text in the first stage of transmission: the
glossaries from which many fragments are drawn and the De Compendiosa Doctrina
alike are lemmatic, and should be able to be cross-referenced to the Satires (or,
alternatively, whatever list or abbreviated source the Lucilian quotes were drawn from);
Marx writes: “Verba poetae recte tradita erant in archetypo litteris latinis: quae graecae aut litterae aut
voces illatae sunt in codd., eae natae sunt curiositate librariorum qui solebant litteris graecis ludere in
codd.” (1905: 10).
62
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the same logic is true of commentaries that cite Lucilius secondarily, as in Servius’
scholia on the works of Virgil, or Porphyrio’s on Horace. Secondly, if the late antique
grammarians did not alter Lucilius’ Latin script to Greek, there is even less reason to
believe that such a change would have been brought about in the later stages of textual
transmission. Medieval scribes who pass down the lexicographers, glosses, and ancient
works that record quotations of the Satires were highly unlikely to have been versed in
Greek letters, much less the Greek language. 63 Thus when the textual tradition preserves
Greek letters, or the gibberish generated by the presence of Greek letters, I choose to trust
this evidence.
In this dissertation, I concentrate on a selection of terms, culled from diverse
settings and representative of a range of categories, that together form an image of
Lucilius’ code-switching methods and the purposes he puts them to. Sixty-two of these
Grecisms receive complete treatments, with contextual evidence and lexical histories
evaluated in order to draw conclusions regarding Lucilius’ code-switching; a further
forty-nine borrowed terms are offered as comparanda in these case studies, with relevant
lexical history footnoted or otherwise remarked upon. I do not study all of the fragments
including Greek words in this dissertation, in part because of the sheer number—almost
two hundred and fifty!—and, rather, I offer a focused examination of the Grecisms that:
1) are well-attested in the Lucilian tradition, 2) are uncommon in Latin literature before
Lucilius’ life and therefore still probably foreign in their sense, and 3) have enough
surrounding context to manifest Lucilian code-switching mechanisms.
This selectivity, on the one hand, avoids the bewildering number of contexts and
conjectures to be explored for the entire corpus of Grecisms; it also bypasses the Greek
words used by Lucilius that were already well-integrated enough into the Latin language
so that the audience, and even the author, of the Satires may not have even recognized
these terms as code-switches. The existence of these additional Grecisms is not evidence
against, but rather proof in support, of my claims regarding the satirist’s bilingual range,
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See Holz 2007 and Peltarri 2011 for studies on this matter.
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offering examples of Grecisms completely adopted by Latin speakers that complement
the foreign code-switches examined in this dissertation. I provide in Appendix 1 a list of
the terms omitted from this dissertation, but discuss below why they have been excluded
from this study.
One group of these words are the Greek names for fish, foods, and animals. There
are thirty words of this variety, although five of these are unattributed, individual words
that have no framing context.64 Some are from the provinces, such as the saperda (a
Pontic fish, the σαπέρδης), and the scorpion (σκορπίος), but others belong to Italy, such
as asparagus (ἀσπάραγος), the musimo (μούσμων, a Sardinian sheep) and the ubiquitous
ostrea (ὄστρεον). Lucilius’ treatment and implementation of these terms, though, do not
evoke the Greek language, or even Greek cuisine; these are simply the names for objects
within the Roman world. While the words show a range of Latinized endings and
adaptations, they are not modifications made by Lucilius; and the satirist does not use
these terms to trigger language games, offering neither translations, paraphrases, or
conflicting cultural contexts. Words of this “category,” however, can be manipulated by
Lucilius, as he proves with his neologous “camphippi elephantocamelos,” but he does so
only rarely. 65
Greek naval and ballistic terms used by Lucilius function in the same, technical
manner. In what remains of the Satires, Lucilius borrows only nine words and
expressions of this category, and of these nine, four are found in poetry that preceded
Lucilius (cercurus, carchesium, catapulta, bal(l)ista), while five are found in the Satires
for the first time (sarisa, naumachia, mechanicus, petaurum, catapirates metaxa 66). The
majority of these words include noticeably Greek phonemes or roots: the chi of

The list includes the words: saperda, silurus, (cephalaeaque) acarna, ostrea (used four times), peloris,
murena, polypus, thynnus, cobium, squilla, acupenser, maena, sargus, obsonium, helops, mus; intubus
(used twice), cinnabar, asparagus, cima, puls, amia, cactus, ruta; rinoceros (used twice), echinus (found
twice), musimo, scorpio, cercopithecos, camphippus elephantocamelus.
65
This tantalizing, stacked code-switch was surely motivated by more than just the meter (see Warmington
1967: 420); unfortunately, these two words are all that survives of this fragment, and so these Grecisms do
not receive their own case study.
66
Found in the same fragment, the adjective modifying the noun to specify a type of yard on a vessel.
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carchesium and naumachia and mechanicus, and the xi of metaxa; the prefix cata- on
catapulta and catapirates; and the root ball- on ballista. All of these words, however, are
Latinized in their inflection, and have specific reference points that belong to, or
originated in, the world beyond Roman Italy.
The same function of explicit reference without secondary-linguistic activation is
seen in Lucilius’ use of Greek names and insults. The names are mythological, historical,
locational, or copies of those used in Roman and New Comedy, and there are fifty-seven
Grecisms of this type. 67 Words of this sort may allude to related genres (such as Chremes
and Pamphilus, both names for comedic characters) or historical events (including Phryne
and Cotus), but their function is not primarily linguistic. Still others of these names seem
to have belonged to significant others in Lucilius’ life: his slaves Metrophanes and
Zopyrion, memorialized in fragmentary epitaphs, and his lover, Hymnis—a woman
whose name, metapoetically evokes the lost palliata of Caecilius Statius of the same
name. There are more than fifty individual Greek names within the Satires.
There are, likewise, a large number of words found in the Satires that were
possibly derived from Greek cognates (cantherius, pellis, sibulus), or that share an IndoEuropean stem with related Greek words (such as popina, fuga, bos, plaga), or that
appear to have been borrowed, adapted, and integrated fully into the Latin language
before Lucilius’ writings (including hora, hornus, historia, and coma). 68 There are thirtyone words of this sort, which would not have been recorded in Greek script and were
unlikely to have been recognized as foreign to an audience.
The names are as follows: Chremes, Demaenetus, Phryne, Macedo, Agrion, Metrophanes, Zopyrion,
Arabus Artemo, Aristocrates, Cephalo, Muscon, Leonidas/Leontiadas, Gnatho (whose name appears
twice), Arcilocus, Cotus, Lysippus, Hymnis (named five times), Andron, Mycon, Rhondes Icadionque,
Pamphilus, Apulidae, Tusculidae, Scipiadae, Luciliades; Deucalion, Agamemnon, Cassandra, Cryses,
Tiresias (named twice successively), Nereus, Orestes, Hyacynthus, Musae, Tisiphone, Tityos, Eumenides,
Erinys; Rhodus (found twice), Ecbatana, Babylon, Dicarchitus Delus, Thermopulae, Carpathium pelagus,
Tessala, Sicyonia, Pyrgensia, Amyclae, Lipara Facelinae Diana (occurs as a phrase); scurra, propola,
mastigia, strabo, blennus, idiota.
68
Words grouped into this category include the possibly Greek terms: popina, calx, grabatus, mysterium,
corium, cantherius, bubulcus (used twice), trigon, tragicus, delphinus, hora, hornus, bos, pellis, spira,
ergastilus, fuga, eugium, aulaeum, sucerda, lana, strigilis, sibilus, pullo, plaga, tus, coma, historia, mango,
pessulus, hexameter.
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Finally, there are eleven Grecisms that are not studied in this dissertation as
unique case studies because they lack any context, or are irredeemably corrupt. These
include the following (with the morphology used by Lucilius retained): agelastus,
omotribes, hypereticosque celetes, calam, schedium, Χῖός τε δυνάστης, pararhenchon,
panaceam, and thomice canabina; the corrupt words, both conjectures, include chresin
and angarius. From this list alone, one might note the variation of Lucilius’ linguistic
adaptation: some words have been altered to suit Latin phonetics (omotribes has lost its
aspiration, but thomice, schedium, pararhenchon, and chresin retain it), compounded
with Latin conjunctions (hypereticosque), or variously presented with Greek or Latin
morphology (agelastus, calam, panaceam, and angarius are Latinized, but pararhenchon
and δυνάστης are not). There are examples of singular, multiple, and phrase-based codeswitching, and, of course, Χῖός τε δυνάστης retains the Greek script; further, there are
nouns, adjectives, conjunctions, and modified verbal forms (omotribes and
pararhenchon).
While the lack of context and textual difficulties of these forms make their role in
the Satires difficult to determine, the words nevertheless offer an at-a-glance impression
of Lucilius’ range of linguistic manipulation, a device that will be demonstrated over and
over in the fragments examined in this dissertation. The sixty-two terms that I study here
span many subjects and inflect various morphologies, but the code-switching forms and
the mechanisms that surround them are shared; each term, in turn, contributes uniquely to
Lucilius’ linguistic program and confirms his philological prowess.
Chapter Summaries
The bilingual code-switching present in Lucilius has drawn scholarly attention
from antiquity down to the present day, with Horace providing one of the earliest and
longest-lasting “criticisms” of Lucilius’ tendency to lapse into Greek. Despite Horace’s
harsh assessment, however, questions about Lucilius’ Grecisms have continued to
perplex his readers. In the more immediate past, the works of classicists such as Rudolf
Bouterweck, William Korfmacher, Italo Mariotti, and, most recently, Anna Chahoud
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have attempted to bring order to the fragmentary chaos by offering various, though
fundamentally similar, classification systems for Lucilius’ Greek terms. 69
Each of these frameworks attempts to group Lucilius’ Grecisms into categories
that are often either vague (such as Bouterweck’s sweeping dichotomy, “abstracta” and
“concreta”) or simply descriptive, rather than analytical (“Homeric quotation” is one
such label shared by these scholars). These typologies additionally hinge upon the
presumed purpose of the given Greek term within the limited context of what survives of
the Satires. In some cases, the grounding is fairly firm, as when the fragment in question
is either explained by its source text or belongs to a known and established passage from
the Satires, wherein additional fragments can aid in establishing subject matter. This is
true in the case of the Grecisms utilized in Lucilius’ discussions of Latin orthography,
where the satire’s very subject matter is a pedantic “grammatical” debate of the second
century BCE. But in many other instances, the assumption that a Lucilian Grecism
belongs to a single category has obscured additional possibilities for insecure fragments,
led to a false sense of confidence in ascribing its nature, or changed into a logically
circular mixture of these (i.e., the Greek term used is a luxury item, therefore the
fragment is about luxury items; the fragment is about luxury, therefore the reason that
Lucilius used the Greek word is to mock Greek luxury, and so on.)
Despite these potential pitfalls for typological surveys of this sort, and regardless
of the slight differences offered in the categories themselves by the aforementioned
scholars, it must be stressed that these studies offer the reader of Lucilius a beneficial
starting point for the analysis of his Grecisms. Yet they are not, of themselves,
informative of the author’s reason for code-switching, the comic or serious effect of
incorporating Greek into an otherwise overwhelmingly Roman genre, or the potential

Bouterweck 1873, Korfmacher 1937, Mariotti 1954, and Chahoud 2004. These diverge from the studies
of Argenio 1963 and Baier 2001, which analyze select Grecisms of Lucilius—Baier, for example, avoids
studying quotation or rhetorical Greek terms—and argue that Greek was a primarily derogatory, or
lowering, in effect, and is used banausically in the Satires. Argenio does note, however, that Greek can be
used to elevate a subject matter, but disclaims that the Roman audience would remain somewhat skeptical
of such usages nevertheless.
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limitations in the comprehension of his anticipated audience that the satirist would have
encountered in his appeal to a secondary language within his poetry. Bouterweck is solely
concerned with creating a list of terms, collected under vague headings; Korfmacher and
Mariotti sharpen the definitions of these categories and emphasize the range of terms
utilized by Lucilius, with special attention to the words that seem either vulgar or erudite.
Chahoud is the only scholar to classify the Grecisms as code-switches, and reassigns
them to categories that, she argues, reflect personae adopted by the poet in the Satires.
None of these studies effectively utilizes sociolinguistic theory, and all of them view the
Grecisms as anomalous within Lucilius’ corpus, 70 rather than intrinsic to his satiric
project.
There is, however, a key advantage to maintaining some of the categorical
frameworks laid out by these prior studies: these categories, qua categories, transcend the
lost layout of the Satires, and draw examples of Grecisms from throughout the fragments
regardless of speaker or imposed scenario. This suspension of immediate (often
unknowable) context may in turn disassociate ideas of class alone informing Lucilius’
Greek borrowing: that is, he can cull words from across genres and set them in in the
mouths of all sorts of surprising speakers—a Roman politician may say “hi” (chaere) in
Greek, a slave may quote Homer, an accused criminal summarize philosophy—each of
whom invokes a different “category” of Greek term, which can then be productively
contrasted with the code-switching of other figures.
I thus retain a modified framework of categories in this dissertation, retaining
“philosophical,” “Homeric,” and “rhetorical” as useful rubrics, but adding the category of
“mundane” in lieu of “miscellany” or “spoken Greek.” Such an arrangement allows new
parallels to be seen and invokes intratextuality in a way not often used of fragmentary
authors, without obscuring the scattered nature of the evidence or getting mired in futile
attempts at reconstruction. The four categories that I implement in this dissertation
Even Chahoud ultimately concludes that the Grecisms are used by Lucilius as linguistic masks, his codeswitching a tool to enhance transient satiric personae but not contributing to the overall effect or purpose of
the Satires.
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organize my study and demonstrate how Lucilius can utilize Greek as a second language
across topics, settings, and satires. The words may change, but the code-switching forms
and mechanisms remain the same.
The first and second chapters examine the Grecisms that reflect the Greek literary
heritage that Lucilius had access to and drew upon within the Satires, the first centered on
philosophical terms, the second on words and expressions found in the Homeric corpus.
While both are utilized by the poet in contexts that are typically parodic, there are a few
notable differences in Lucilius’ approach to these different bodies of text, especially in
the form and mechanism of his code-switching. His allusions to philosophy are vague,
inconsistent, and seem to undermine the tenets of the schools rather than support them,
while Lucilius quotes Homer verbatim and at length, appealing to a long tradition of
scholarship. Even the control of the Academy is based upon love affairs and erotic
favorites rather than wisdom or talent, and Lucilius lampoons the speakers in whose
mouths the Grecisms rest, placing these philosophical Grecisms within incongruous
Roman settings. The very forms of Lucilius’ philosophical code-switching reflect this
parodic manipulation and deliberate misconstrual, for the philosophical terms often
undergo Latinization and alteration of their forms, or are set among misleading Latin
paraphrases that undercut them. This divergence in Lucilius’ code-switching, his
willingness to alter and Latinize terms, marks a distinction in his treatment of philosophy
from that of other genres; the methods of his philosophical code-switching also contrast
with his use of rhetorical terminology, studied in Chapter 3: while he seeks to integrate
rhetorical terms into the Latin literary tradition, philosophical terms are appropriated in
order to access a new category of satirical targets among the Latin audience. In these
philosophical code-switches, Lucilius appears to mock not those who miss the joke, but
rather those who understand—or those who understand too well—the Greek tradition of
philosophy.
In Chapter 2, these terms are originally Homeric, and furthermore, are unique
because Lucilius gives phrase- and line-based quotations from the Iliad and the Odyssey.
These quotations frequently engage with a tradition of commentary on the Homeric texts,
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and reveal Lucilius’ familiarity with not only the text but also the paratexts of Homeric
epic: for example, when the satirist quotes the Iliadic “Ἆρες, Ἄρες” in the midst of a
discussion of the letter a, only the audience familiar with the Alexandrian scholarship on
Homeric scansion will understand the purpose of the phrase. Once again, the poet crafts
an allusion that depends on shared knowledge of highly-specific Greek language and
literature. When Lucilius code-switches in this manner, he mixes both language and
genre, interweaving his own hexameters with those of the first Greek poet and embedding
his own commentary on the epics among the works of his Greek predecessors and
contemporaries. Yet Lucilius’ Homeric quotations and Grecisms frequently maintain
Greek morphology, and even script. Through the creation of tension between languages,
poetic styles, and scholarly traditions, Lucilius crafts his own, novel form of Homeric
commentary: parody. His quotation of Homer complements his treatment of Roman epic
poets, such as Ennius, and draws the two literary traditions still closer through his parallel
reception and mockery.
The third chapter of the dissertation offers studies of the rhetorical words used by
Lucilius, fragments wherein Hellenic terminology for rhetorical figures and the
framework used by Peripatetics, Stoics, and Hellenistic language theorists are
implemented within a Latin framework. Despite the pedagogical potential for this
category, not every context into which Lucilius inserts a rhetorical Grecism in the Satires
is didactic. Lucilius puts rhetorical words in others’ mouths, as in the juristic encounter
between Albucius and Scaevola. Still elsewhere he explains—apparently to a sick
friend—nuances in the labels of rhetorical figures in Greek, all the while exhibiting the
selfsame rhetorical fireworks in the surrounding Latin. These terms reflect Lucilius’ own
rhetorical training, but additionally reflect debates that were contemporary with the
writing of the Satires. Though these rhetorical, grammatical, and compositional debates
are often thought of as remaining within Greek spheres of thought, Lucilius obviously
(and ironically) has his own thoughts to add. In putting these terms into conversations,
debates, court cases, the satirist reveals a broader culture of engagement with rhetoric in
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the second century, one in which jurists and senators could recognize rhetorical
terminology and training in action, as could Lucilius’ literary audience.
This third chapter will show that in borrowing terminology that describes
language itself, Lucilius recognizes among his audience a group of peers with similar
rhetorical training with whom he can share certain in-jokes and at whom he can aim still
other critiques (as at his sick friend over the rhetorical figures, or, alternatively, at Accius,
the likely addressee in Book 9’s debate over orthography). Even as his code-switching
creates this circle of knowledge, I show that Lucilius’ rigorous application of Greek terms
to Latin literature and language enriches his native culture, adapting the terminology to
suit its new matrix language and coopting the theoretical work of the Greeks for a Roman
purpose. The highly educative terms of this chapter and their varied applications to
Roman contexts anticipate the examination of Lucilian code-switches that reflect the
quotidian world, provided in Chapter 4.
The fourth and final chapter studies Greek words implemented by Lucilius to
refer to physical objects and appearances, cultures, careers, and actions of the mundane
world that is described by the Satires. These Grecisms do not belong to spheres of
learning or literature, and few of them have substantial textual histories in either Greek or
Latin, which may imply that Lucilius learned them through everyday experience rather
than literary study. The fragments studied in this chapter show a strong tendency toward
the code-switching mechanisms of translation and paraphrase, and Lucilius repeatedly
gives Roman equivalents alongside the Grecisms. The Grecisms of this chapter likewise
are directed at an altogether different group of audience members than the preceding
chapters, comprehensible not only to the bilingual student of Greek texts but also to the
lay speaker, craftswoman, or ailing patient. Bilingual code-switching of this sort reveals
the cultural complexity of Lucilius’ world, and demonstrates the range of registers,
colloquial and elevated, employed by the poet. Above all, this chapter will demonstrate
that language itself upholds Lucilius’ poetic program even when language is not the
subject of his satire.
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Conclusion
My overall aim in this dissertation is to deepen our understanding of the Greek
linguistic germ found in a deeply Roman genre and to argue that language confrontation
and crossover are intrinsic to the Satires of Lucilius, manifested most explicitly through
his Greek, bilingual code-switching. As the lexical histories demonstrate, Lucilius’
Grecisms—particularly the spheres of life or genres from with they are drawn—are rich
and varied, providing proof that Lucilius’ knowledge and manipulation of Greek is as
complex as his application of Latin. Among the mockery of contemporary politics,
mores, and public figures, Lucilius adds another theme to his poetry: the interaction and
development of the Greek and Latin languages, two languages in which Lucilius was an
expert par excellence.
Lucilius’ implementation of the Greek language evidences a deep familiarity with
Greek language and learning, objects and culture. The variety of Lucilius’ Grecisms—
which compass adverbs, verbs, participles, as well as nouns and substantive adjectives,
expressed via morphologies both adapted and “authentic,” and mechanisms both
clarificatory and obfuscating—intimates that the second-century, Roman, elite audience
was either already well-acquainted with the Greek language or amenable to the
borrowing of previously-unknown terms. At the same time, however, the frequent
novelty of the Grecisms and the fact that the Satires often offer the first form of a word in
Latin literature, suggest that Lucilius’ manipulation of these terms was unprecedented
and even intrinsic to the new genre that he was crafting.
The bilingual code-switching and the complex patterns of linguistic borrowing
studied in this dissertation form a key component of Lucilius’ satiric program. The use of
Greek language imitates the contact between the two languages, and suggests
engagement between the two literary traditions, enabling Lucilius to improve upon both
simultaneously in his new, mocking genre. His code-switching also connects or drives
him apart from his audience: depending on his satirical goals, he may implement
Grecisms to elude comprehension on the part of outsiders among his readers, or so as to
explicate a subject with absolute precision. The identity of the included and excluded
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audience, both within the Satires among the internal audience and outside of them,
changes with every word borrowed, and informs the complex game of mockery that lies
at the heart of Lucilian satire. Bilingual code-switching thus has a crucial role in the
effectiveness of the Satires’ generic function.
In my close analysis of Lucilius’ Grecisms and the complex nexus of codeswitching forms and mechanisms, I also argue against reductive observations regarding
Lucilius’ use of the Greek language. While some of the Grecisms found in the Satires are
highly specific, recherche terms drawn from elite circles of learning, others are
commonplace, learned through personal interaction with Greek-speaking non-elites, such
as freedmen and slaves. The Satires belong to a genre of invective and play: they reflect,
as much as they caricature, the author’s world—and Greek is a part of that complex
scene, one that the elite and non-elite Roman audiences shared with the satirist. The use
of the Greek language is neither inherently positive, nor innately negative; likewise, when
Lucilius code-switches, he does not always do so in order to mock Greeks, philhellenes,
or objects of Greek culture imported into Rome. 71
It is my contention that, through the marked display of his own deep familiarity
with Greek language, Lucilius first crafts an image for himself as a poet who can
integrate secondary languages within the nexus of his poetry, and, furthermore, shapes
the expectation for an idealized bilingual reader whose own skill in Greek allows for
subtle jokes and insults to be inserted beneath a poem’s surface meaning. Not every
reader of Lucilius’ Satires was necessarily bilingual at all, much less versed in the
recherché terms borrowed by Lucilius in these fragments. The Greek terms accumulate
further impact through their rarity, for they surprise and challenge the reader, begging the
question of the author’s voice and the identity of the target of his jests. The satire that
results from this mixture of language is a hybrid, saturated in the full sense of the word.
By developing a set of code-switching forms and mechanisms, Lucilius variously
accesses or denies this common experience, connects his literary work with that of his
71
Pace Baier 2001, who argues that Greek terms are used by Lucilius carefully in order to evoke cultural
tension or create scenarios in which the Greek is inherently derogative.
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Greek and Roman predecessors alike, and presents satiric scenarios that tantalizingly give
evidence of the complex, multilingual and multicultural environment of (Greco-)Roman
Italy at the end of the second century BCE.
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Chapter 1: Philosophical Code-Switches
Introduction
This chapter is divided into three subsections offering six case studies of passages
in which Lucilius uses Grecisms pertaining to “philosophical” topics, key words, and
figures. Through the course of this chapter, it will become increasingly evident that
Lucilius employed Greek philosophical terminology in such a way as to activate a
philosophical reference point while simultaneously distorting the meaning of his Greek
borrowings within a Roman context. To do so, he sets the Greek philosophical
borrowings alongside references to Roman customs, law, culture, and language in order
to make light of the tradition of Greek philosophy, a genre that he subverts so as to enrich
his satires. At the same time, he extends the generic applications of philosophical terms
and creates a novel form of philosophical parody, alluding to schools of thought and
complex theoretical apparatus even as he purposefully collapses boundaries between
schools, conflates philosophers, or otherwise banalizes philosophical content by means of
his code-switching.
The code-switches in this chapter rarely demonstrate mechanisms of paraphrase
or explication, and where Lucilius stacks his Grecisms, he does so to increase specificity
rather than to assist in comprehensibility. 72 However—and this is a distinction from
Lucilius’ treatment of Homeric Grecisms—more of these code-switches are Latinized:
only two of the following case studies include Greek-scripted switches, and one of these
is conjectural. Thus, while the terms are not explained, they are at least partially
assimilated, perhaps indicative of the higher degree of integration of philosophical terms
among the Roman elite; the fact that these terms are not explained or paraphrased would
support this.

To some extent, Lucilius’ code-switching method complements the degree of specificity of the
philosophical terms used—that is, when Lucilius switches multiple times and the terms he borrows are all
semantically philosophical, it is easier to recognize the theor(y/ies) he adopts as a target.
72
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It is not the goal of this chapter to discuss all of the fragments of Lucilius that
have been deemed “philosophical” by various scholars. There are, of course, Lucilian
fragments that are “philosophical” in content, but contain no Greek code-switching, 73 as
well as some that were preserved because later commentaries claimed that Lucilius had
some philosophical concept or school as the target of his mockery. 74 Instead, as ever, the
Greek terms remain at the center of this chapter, and I study only those fragments of the
Satires including code-switches that adhere to the form and mechanisms set out in the
Introduction. I consider the code-switches of the following six case studies to be
“philosophical” on the basis of either their origin from or frequent implementation within
the Greek philosophical tradition, or due to their accrual of philosophical valences before
the composition of the Satires.
One should note that the case studies of this chapter are almost entirely derived
from the earliest portion of the Satires, Books 26-30, which were published in the late
130’s or the early 120’s. 75 Only one of the following six fragments may belong to a
different portion of the Satires, and that fragment’s location is unattested. 76 This may
point to a preponderance of philosophical material in Lucilius’ early career. Several of
these fragments include the names of well-known philosophers, including Epicurus,
Polemon, and Socrates, while others borrow key terminology from figures such as
Empedocles or Plato.

Indeed, one of the lengthiest and most-discussed fragments of Lucilius is the so-called “virtus” fragment
(1196-1208W/1326-1338M/H23C/1342-1354K), which has been argued to represent Stoic theory of arete.
This argument is based on Cicero’s representation of Panaetius’ theory of honor, which has slight verbal
echoes with Lucilius’ fragment (see Görler 2004); however, as Raschke points out, the parallels are slight,
and the purpose of this satire is clearly ironic, Lucilius uses “an allusive pseudo-philosophical form, which
permitted him to highlight his victim’s acknowledged predilection for Greek culture and simultaneously to
undermine his lack of ‘Romanness’” (1990: 369). Raschke is wrong, though, to associate Lucilius’
viewpoints with those of his speakers, such as Scaevola, whose slurs against Albucius she uses as evidence
of the satirist’s attitudes against philhellenism.
74
E.g., 1225-1226M/1189-1190W/H32C/50K, preserved by Porphyrio, who attested that Lucilius targeted
the Stoics in this fragment (“per derisum”), as it appears to recount facetiously Stoic theories of happiness.
75
See Raschke 1979.
76
Case Study I.3.B.
73
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I have organized these Grecisms into the following three subsections: extended
philosophical reference; philosophers and their legacies; and philosophical-grammatical
references. The first subsection examines an exceptional fragment, far longer than any
other studied in this chapter, where Lucilius implements multiple, highly-specific codeswitches to create an allusion to several philosophical schools simultaneously, conflating
philosophical theories without ever naming a single philosopher. The second subsection,
which studies three briefer fragments, is distinguished by code-switches that are
explicitly associated with philosophers by name; these fragments involve both stacked
and singular code-switching forms. The final subsection examines two fragments that
incorporate Grecisms that seem to activate both philosophical and grammatical frames of
reference that relate both to their lexical traditions and to the contexts in which Lucilius
situates them.
Parody plays a prominent role in Lucilius’ generic adaptation of philosophy to
satire, and this chapter will demonstrate that a deep understanding of Greek philosophical
thought lurks beneath the satirist’s subversions and parodies of philosophical theory. This
degree of engagement with the philosophical tradition becomes the baseline for
understanding the satiric output of many of his poems, but the comedy is made still more
challenging by Lucilius’ choice to confront Greek philosophy in the Greek language. The
chapter will thus reveal how the poet utilizes code-switching as a limiting device for the
understanding of his audience, crafting an in-group familiar with philosophy who will
understand the joke, even as he mocks those too closely involved the philosophical
tradition. 77

This is true both in the case studies of this chapter, and elsewhere in the Satires. Three fragments, in
particular, use philosophical labels either as insults or dismissals: philosophus (754M/821W/28.13C/771K),
sophista (1117M/1210W/24HC/1208K), and sophos (1235-1240M/200-205W/30HC/1130-1135K); Baier
2001 notes the negative connotation (46). While the latter two words are first found in Lucilius,
philosophus, with varying degrees of Latinization, and the related term sophia, were already integrated into
the Latin matrix by the end of the second century BCE. None of these terms is associated with
philosophical contexts in their surrounding fragments, and each Grecism functions as a parenthetical label
in the nominative or vocative for witty (or too-witty) characters in the Satires.
77
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Subsection 1: Extended Philosophical Reference
This subsection includes only one case study, but the fragment examined in it is
exceptional both for its length—it runs to seven lines, while every other fragment in this
chapter comprises less than two complete hexameters—and for the extreme complexity
and polysemy of its philosophical engagement. The fragment utilized a stacked codeswitch of four unique Grecisms (ἀρχή, stoechia, γῆ, and πνεῦμα), the most Latinized of
which is repeated three times within the fragment. In spite of these unmistakably
philosophical terms, there is no single philosophical theory or school explicitly named in
this satire, and the code-switches occur in a context more suited to Greek comedy than to
a Greek symposium. Instead, the satirist creates a mélange of Greek terms and
philosophical references, engaging with the tradition at length in a manner that presumes
a high degree of familiarity with these theories among his audience, who must follow his
series of vague allusions. Setting these Grecisms within a Latin matrix and a Roman
setting, Lucilius contrasts the Greek philosophy with Roman traditions, undermines its
theoretical efficacy in argument, and creates a parody that spans genres, cultures, and
languages.
I.1.A: ἀρχαῖς, stoechi(is/a), γῆ, πνεῦμα (784-790M/805-811W/28.29C/789-795K)
Context of the Witness
The first fragment to be examined in this section survives in the miscellaneous
body of prose often classified as the “Scripta Probiana,” a collection of Late Antique and
early Medieval commentaries and grammatical exegeses to which the name of Marcus
Valerius Probus was attached. The work from which the following fragment hails is the
Commentarius in Vergilii Bucolica et Georgica, tentatively dated by Gioseffi to either the
fifth or sixth centuries CE. 78 This collection of notes on the Virgilian tradition, though
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1991. Cf. Thilo-Hagen 1902, who assign an earlier date to the commentary.
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possibly reflecting a tradition that had Probus at its root, 79 is unique within the [Probian]
corpus; nevertheless, for the study of Lucilian fragments, these texts can be productively
grouped with other [Probian] works. 80
The Scripta Probiana include eight fragments of Lucilius, 81 found across four
separate works: the commentaries on the Virgil’s Eclogues and Georgics, the Instituta
Artium, the de Nomine Excerpta, de Ultimis Syllabis. 82 Two of these fragments are
variously attributed to Lucretius, however, because the author(s) of the Scripta Probiana
gives Lucretius’ name; 83 in addition, there is another [Probian] quotation that the
compiler assigned to Lucilius, apparently in error, for it is associated rather with Livius
Andronicus. This confusion of names is troubling, given the range not just of subject
matter but also of meter represented by Livius Andronicus, Lucilius, and Lucretius. It is
certainly no coincidence that all three of these authors have l-initial names, and it is the
sort of misconstrual likely to occur if any (or several) of the authors of the Scripta
Probiana used a pre-compiled and alphabetized list of quotation sources. 84 The
probability of authorial access to a complete (or even partial) text of the Satires for a text
that was compiled so late is extremely low, but access to a list of glosses with Lucilian

79
See Jocelyn: “Probus’ name could have been attached in the same baseless way to Terentian and
Virgilian commentaries as it was to elementary works on morphology. The proper attitude for the modern
student is one of suspicion” (1985: 469).
80
Note, however, that Charpin does not make clear that the “Probus” of his sources is pseudepigraphical
and elects instead to differentiate between the [Probian] commentaries on Virgil and the grammatical
miscellanies.
81
Charpin’s accounting is troublingly inaccurate here; he includes five citations from the GLK (which is
correct), but only one from the Commentarius in Vergilii Bucolica et Georgica, which is incorrect—there
are three Lucilian fragments contained within the commentary, including the fragment examined here.
Neither my reckoning nor, apparently, Charpin’s includes the testimonium of the [Probian] Vita Persii 1.1
as a fragment.
82
These last three works can be found among the collected works in Keil’s Grammatici Latini (18551880).
83
Zetzel discusses the confusion between these poets’ names with respect to the scholium on Persius 1.2,
probably caused by abbreviations; he argues that “Lucilius” is perhaps the less obvious choice for a scribe,
“as Lucretius is in most contexts a far more expected name (1977: 41; cf. Sosin 1999).
84
As evidenced by Book 4 of the De Compendiosa Doctrina, in ancient alphabetization practices only the
initial letter (and not the subsequent letters, such as Li- or Lu-) mattered in organization.
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excerpts is both feasible and logical given the satirist’s prominent role in the
glossographical tradition. 85
Just as the author(s), dating, and style of the various works grouped among the
Scripta Probiana vary, [Probus]’s text likewise offers no set pattern for the quotation of
Lucilius. Two Lucilian quotations include book numbers, but others use non-specific
formulae such as “apud Lucilium” or “cum dicat Lucilius.” 86 Quotations may give partial
lines, full lines, or multiple lines, and the fragments are derived from various books of the
Satires, displaying a range of meters. Unlike other excerptors of Lucilius, however,
[Probus] gives practically no context or commentary upon the satirist (further reason to
doubt his/their access to the Satires).
I provide below the relevant selection from the Commentarius in Vergilii
Bucolica et Georgica, which provides the text of fragment 784-790M/805811W/28.29C/789-795K. 87
si ergo caelum pro igni acceperimus, superest, ut in eo, quod ait (A. VI, 726):
Spiritus intus alit
aerem dictum praesumamus. Hic est etiam, qui nobis vivendi spirituum commeatum
largitur. Hoc illud et Ennius appellavit in Annalibus:
Corpore Tartareo prognata Paluda virago,
Cui par imber et ignis spiritus et gravis terra.
Item Lucilius in XXVIII Satirarum:
Hoc cum feceris
cum ceteris reus una tradetur Lupo;
non aderit: ἀρχαῖς hominem et στοιχείοις simul
privabitur. Igni cum et aqua interdixerit,
duo habet στοιχεῖα. Adfuerit anima et corpore,
γῆ corpus, anima est πνεῦμα. Posterioribus
στοιχείοις si id maluerit, privabit tamen.
If, therefore, we understand “sky” (caelum) as “fire” (igni), it follows that, as in this
[passage], [Virgil] says—
“breath (spiritus) nourishes from within” (Aen. 6.726)
—we should realize that air (aer) is meant. Indeed, it is this that bestows upon us the
ways in and out for the breath of life. Ennius in the Annales also called it that:
See Case Study IV.2.D.
In the following passage neither Virgil nor Ennius receives a complete citation specifying the source of
the lines quoted (the numbers are provided by the editor), even though Lucilius does.
87
Text is Thilo-Hagen 1902, ad E. 6.31.
85
86
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the Swampy woman-warrior, birthed from a Hellish body,
for her, equal parts rain and fire, breath and heavy earth. (Ann. 7.220) 88
Likewise, Lucilius in [Book] 28 of the Satires:
when you’ve done this,
he, together with the rest, will be handed over to Lupus as a defendant.
He won’t come: he will deprive 89 the man at the same time of his origins
and his basic elements. Although he has forbidden [him] both fire and water,
he has two elements [left]. Should he come with his mind and body
—(earth is the body, the mind is breath)—, if he prefers,
then [Lupus] will deprive [him] of these latter elements nevertheless.

In this passage of [Probus], Lucilius is quoted in support of an extended series of
citations of Latin poetic and prosaic works that refer to the four-element theory of matter,
and the commentator’s chief concern is to establish Latin synonyms that are used in the
Virgilian corpus to refer to this Greek theory. 90 This passage on the terminology of the
four elements is much longer than the above selection, and goes on to incorporate further
quotations from Virgil, Cicero, Varro, and Ennius. 91 Of these authors, both Cicero and
Ennius (in a portion of the text not provided above) explicitly mention the Greek origin
of their terms, whereas the other authors—Lucilius among them—take the Greek
reference points as understood. [Probus]’ association of the Lucilian fragment with these
other four-element theory passages emphasizes the philosophical aspect of the lines, and
(Skutsch). This is a famously problematic passage from Ennius. The word “Paluda” is a hapax in Latin,
and received an etymological treatment from Varro (LL 7.37), who connected the term to the
paludamentum, a Roman military cloak. Others have proposed that “Paluda” is linked to “palus,” (swamp),
and therefore to a female divinity associated with mires and bogs (see Skutsch 1985: 396). I opt for the
latter reading on the grounds that the swampy nature of the virago may underscore the mélange of elements
that follows.
89
For the deponent form of this verb, see TLL s.v. privo, which points to a discussion within the [Probian]
tradition.
90
As when, after his first Virgilian quotation, the commentator confirms that spiritus in Latin stands in for
Greek aer.
91
The passage from Varro’s Logistoricus is particularly interesting in comparison with this fragment of
Lucilius, for it also contains a Greek-scripted borrowing that pertains to Greek elemental theory. Varro’s
comparison of the world to an egg, however, may be an original amalgamation of the Orphic “World Egg”
and Empedocles’ four-element theory; relatively little is known about the “World Egg” theory, so while the
Empedoclean elements of the passage are assured, any Orphic traces remain uncertain (it is perhaps
significant that this passage is not cited in Edmonds 2013). The relevant Varronian text is below
(Logistoricus 46):
Caelum ut testa, item vitellum ut terra, inter illa/ duo humor quasi ἰκμάς inclusus aer, in quo calor. (The sky
(caelum) is like a shell; likewise, the yolk is like the land; between these two,/ there is a humor enclosed,
air (aer), like the egg white (ἰκμάς), in which there is heat.)
88
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demonstrates that its philosophical valence was not only remarked upon in antiquity, but
was, in fact, the reason for its preservation.
This relatively long fragment is in senarii, and was taken from Book 28 of the
Satires. This was an early, polymetric book that contained at least three (by Marx’s
reckoning), potentially up to five (by Krenkel’s), satires in senarii, septenarii, and
hexametrical meters. At least one, possibly two, of the satires of Book 28, however, was
overtly philosophical in its subject matter: Charpin labelled this the “banquet des
philosophes”; another of the satires in this collection potentially lampooned, or at least
emulated, a plot taken from Greek New Comedy. It is to the latter satire that this
fragment belongs.
All four editors, on the grounds of meter, group this fragment with other senarii to
reconstruct a satire that apparently imitated a plot common to Greek New Comedy and
Roman Comedy: the besieging of a courtesan’s house. 92 The fragments associated with
this satire entail allusions to a long-time paramour of the main character (who seems to
be Lucilius in propria persona), and describe the bars used to break down doors, a crew
of friends or thugs recruited to aid in this assault, and the subsequent hauling before a
magistrate that occurred when the siege attempt failed.
This fragment is placed by all the Lucilian editors in the midst of the court
hearing, where the severe judge Lupus allegedly remains unimpressed by the defendant’s
philosophical recitation. Marx notes that breaking and entering was a crime on grounds of
violence (de vi), and could be prosecuted capitally, to be punished either by execution or
exile; this will prove particularly relevant to my translation below, but also informs the
mechanisms of code-switching displayed by Lucilius in this fragment.
The presence of Lupus as judge must be set in relation to Lupus’
(chronologically) later appearance in Book 1 of the Satires, where the harsh politician
appears once more before a jury, but this time is on the receiving end of divine justice.
Charpin claims that Lucilius included this political figure “sans doute à introduire un bon

92

Or, on Warmington’s reading, the quest to retrieve a cuckolding wife (1967: 257).
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mot sur le juge L. Cornelius Lentulus Lupus.”93 Lupus’ other appearance is within a satire
that parodies epic (paying homage even as it mocks the opening book of the Odyssey);
both satires in which Lupus is cast, then, have Greek (as well as Latin) literary forebears
and set Greek vocabulary inside a Roman (or Romanized) courtroom. The litigious
context here also recalls the public debate between Albucius and Scaevola, 94 another
court case into which Greek terms are injected, Athens brought to Rome.
Editions
784-790M:
hoc cum feceris,
cum ceteris reus una tradetur Lupo.
non aderit: ἀρχαῖς hominem et stoechiis simul
privabit, igni cum et aqua interdixerit.
duo habet stoechia, adfuerit anima et corpore
(γῆ corpus, anima est πνεῦμα): posterioribus
stoechiis, si id maluerit, privabit tamen.

805-811W:
Hoc cum feceris,
cum ceteris reus una tradetur Lupo.
Non aderit; ἀρχαῖς hominem et stoechiis simul
privabit, igni cum et aqua interdixerit.
Duo habet stoechia, adfuerit anima et corpore
(γῆ corpus, anima est πνεῦμα); posterioribus
stoechiis si id maluerit privabit tamen. 95

28.29C:
< ◡−◡−◡−◡ > hoc cum feceris
cum ceteris reus una tradetur Lupo.
Non aderit: ἀρχαῖς hominem et stoechiis simul
privabit, igni cum et aqua interdixerit;
duo habet stoechia. Adfuerit anima et corpore
(γῆ corpus, anima est πνεῦμα): posterioribus
stoechiis, si id maluerit, privabit tamen. 96

789-795K:
◡ − ◡ − ◡ −◡ hoc cum feceris,
cum ceteris reus una tradetur Lupo.
non aderit: ἀρχαῖς hominem et stoechiis simul
privabit, igni cum et aqua interdixerit.
duo habet stoechia, adfuerit: anima et corpore
(γῆ corpus, anima est πνεῦμα), posterioribus
stoechiis, si id maluerit, privabit tamen 97

93
1979: 330. Farrell tentatively suggests that the inclusion of Greek philosophy in this fragment may be a
dig at Lupus, questioning whether the joke is played on “Lupus’ own ridiculous philosophical pretensions,
or...instead from a gap between Lupus’ philistinism and the ludicrously grandiose concepts that Lucilius
attributes to him” (2014: 4).
94
See Case Study III.1.A and the Conclusions.
95
“When you have done this, he will be handed over together with the others to Lupus. Suppose he does
not appear in court; Lupus will deprive the man of ‘first beginnings’ and ‘elements’ too, when he has
forbidden him the use of ‘fire’ and ‘water.’ He still has two elements, supposing he does appear in court,
body and soul (body is ‘earth,’ soul is ‘air’); nonetheless Lupus will deprive him of these latter elements, if
that’s what he prefers.”
96
.”..[Q]uand tu auras fait cela, en même temps que les autres l’accusé sera livré à Lupus; il ne se
présentera pas: le juge privera notre homme des éléments fondamentaux au moment où il l’aura frappé de
l’interdiction de l’eau et du feu; il lui reste deux éléments. A supposer qu’il se présente avec son âme et son
corps (le corps est la terre; l’âme est l’air): de ces deux derniers éléments, le juge le privera quand même, si
tel est son bon plaisir.”
97
“[W]enn du das getan hast, wird der Angeklagte zusammen mit den übrigen dem Lupus übergeben.
Erscheint er nicht <vor Gericht>, wird Lupus ihm die Urelemente entzieh’n, indem er ihm <den Gebrauch
von> Feuer und Wasser untersagt. Zwei Elemente hat er, wenn er <vor Gericht> erscheint: Seele und
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I translate Marx’s text thus:
when you’ve done this,
he, together with the rest, will be handed over to Lupus as a defendant.
He won’t be there: he will deprive the man at the same time of his origins
and his basic elements, when he has forbidden [him] both fire and water.
He has two elements [left], [if] he should he come with his mind and body
—(earth is the body, the mind is breath); if he prefers,
then [Lupus] will deprive [him] of these latter elements nevertheless.

There are two primary peculiarities regarding the text of this fragment. The first,
not surprisingly, pertains to the Greek script within these lines. According to Marx, while
Greek letters appear in other manuscripts of the [Probus] tradition (P and V), manuscript
M omits all of the Greek words, leaving empty space in the text. This type of omission in
the fragment offers compelling support for the presence of Greek script in the archetype,
because it indicates that a scribe skipped over letters that she/he did not recognize,
possibly with the intention of returning to this foreign script later or calling in an expert
who never came.
Of the four Grecisms in this passage, only the word γῆ is at all uncertain. It
appears as “XH” in manuscript P, but this is almost certainly a mere paleographic error. I
would posit that a scribe mistook a lowercase gamma in the apograph for an uppercase
chi; the lowercase eta is similar enough to its capital form not to have been mistaken. The
emendation to γῆ belongs to Dubner, and is convincing on logical, contextual, and
paleographical grounds. The second problem in this text is the form of the first privabit,
as was noted above, which appears in the [Probian] tradition as the passive ending -bitur.
This form can be understood as a rare deponent, 98 but all four editors instead print
privabit in the active voice; the meaning of both is ultimately the same.

Körper (,Erde‘ ist der Körper, Seele die ,Luft‘): Dieser letzteren Elemente wird ihn Lupus, falls er das
bevorzugt, dennoch berauben.”
98
See TLL s.v. privo, which points to [Probus]’s own notes on the verb (GLK 4.203.37).
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Word Histories
Not only are there multiple Grecisms in this passage, but the words borrowed by
Lucilius here were very common in the Greek lexicon. This is particularly true of ἀρχή
and γῆ, which are frequently used as temporal or locational markers—as in the phrase
“from the beginning” (ἐξ ἀρχῆς) or “on land” (ἐπὶ γῆς); the online compiled dictionary
Logeion evaluates these as the 94th and 105th most common terms in ancient Greek, and,
as will be shown below, they are well attested before, during, and after Lucilius’ lifespan.
Neither στοιχεῖον nor πνεῦμα is uncommon, per se. Στοιχεῖον primarily appears in
philosophical texts; πνεῦμα, though it ultimately occurs more often in the Greek corpus
than either ἀρχή or γῆ, is nevertheless far less common in classical Greek works written
before the end of the Second Sophistic, though its frequency increases drastically in
Christian texts (where it is used to describe the Holy Spirit or the human soul).
To begin with ἀρχή: the ninety-fourth most common word in ancient Greek
occurs over one hundred and sixteen thousand times in the TLG corpus overall, with
more than eight thousand forms predating the end of the second century BCE. Ἀρχή is
found from Homeric Greek onward, and is attested broadly across genres. The meaning
borrowed here by Lucilius, “basic principle,” first occurs in Anaximander, but develops
as a philosophical term applying either to the fundamental aspect of being or of knowing.
This sense of the word can be invoked by either the singular or plural form. 99 In this
semantic valence, ἀρχή can act as parallel, though not synonym, to στοιχεῖον, and, indeed,
ἀρχή is coincidental with the latter term approximately eighty times before Lucilius, and
a further two hundred and fifty times before the end of antiquity. 100

LSJ s.v. ἀρχή A.2, which cites Simplicius’ In Aristotelis physicorum libros commentaria as evidence
(...Ἀναξίμανδρος, πρῶτος αὐτὸς ἀρχὴν ὀνομάσας τὸ ὑποκείμενον; 150.23). The same entry (s.v. A.II.4 and
A.II.6) shows that the plural form of ἀρχή has the specific meaning of “ruler” or “authority,” and is used to
denote Athenian leaders and, much later, spiritual powers.
100
Based on a TLG proximity search of five words. Anaximander is, once again, the first philosopher
thought to have grouped these words, and Diogenes Laertius writes in his testimonia: Ἀναξίμανδρος
Πραξιάδου Μιλήσιος. οὗτος ἔφασκεν ἀρχὴν καὶ στοιχεῖον τὸ ἄπειρον, οὐ διορίζων ἀέρα ἢ ὕδωρ ἢ ἄλλο τι
(Diog. 2.1).
99
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Within the Latin corpus, ἀρχή is more often found recorded in Greek script than
in Latin, as here: a PHI search yields eleven forms of ἀρχή in Greek letters: once in
Lucilius, Varro, Cicero, Augustus, and Aulus Gellius each; twice in Suetonius; and four
times in Julian’s Digest. Of these eleven forms, only Lucilius and Cicero code-switch
with this term; all other examples are taken from lengthy, verbatim quotations of Greek.
In Latin script, however, archē is only cited only six times by the TLL, 101 and half of
these uses are clearly alternate spellings for the Latin term arx. 102 The three that remain
include two glosses provided by Irenaeus and Tertullian, and one miscellaneous gloss on
“archia.”
As was mentioned above, though στοιχεῖον is the least frequent Greek term in this
fragment, it nevertheless is the most markedly philosophical. Στοιχεῖον refers to the
smallest base units of objects, and thus may refer to the letters of the alphabet, a single
syllable of sound, or the elements of matter. 103 There are over fifty-five hundred
attestations of the word from antiquity (out of nearly seventeen thousand total forms), and
more than one thousand uses survive from before Lucilius. It is first attested in
Anaximander’s philosophical fragments, where it appears, significantly, alongside ἀρχή.
Furthermore, the word is not only attributed to early, Ionian philosophers or testimonia
about their theories, 104 but also to an incredibly broad range of Hellenistic
philosophers. 105 Στοιχεῖον is furthermore not a poetic word, nor does it appear often in

A Brepolis search renders nothing.
That is, the form is a misrendering of the ablative of arx, “arce.” See TLL s.v. archē.
103
For a recent treatment on the philosophical and semantic development of this word, see Crowley 2005,
who argues that its most basic sense is “element,” and that the application of the term by atomists and
Platonists is not a metaphorical outgrowth of its other meanings (such as “letter” or “unit”); he argues,
additionally, that the philosophical application was in circulation before Plato’s writing.
104
For this word count, I have not removed the enumeration of philosophical testimonia; as a result, there is
a slightly greater margin of error (as discussed elsewhere, the TLG has redundant corpora with respect to
early testimonia, and furthermore, the descriptions of the fragments attributed to early philosophers are
often repeated multiple times).
105
As a representative sample of higher-use frequencies among philosophers, see the following list: Plato
(68), Aristotle (455), Xenocrates (30), Theophrastus (26), Zeno (10), Posidonius (25), and, most
significantly, Empedocles (7). Additionally, there are over one hundred testimonia associating this term
with the philosopher Chrysippus.
101
102
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non-philosophical prose genres before Lucilius, though its generic range increases with
the coming of the Second Sophistic. 106
There are but two borrowings of στοιχεῖον into Latin: in this fragment, and in
Terentianus Maurus’ De Syllabis, where a different philosophical valence of the term is
activated—its semantic sense of “syllables.” 107
As was the case with ἀρχή above, the Greek word γῆ is found from Homer
onward, across genres and literary forms, with almost one hundred and twenty thousand
total occurrences within the TLG corpus. Approximately ten thousand four hundred of
these forms belong to texts that predate Lucilius, scattered across the works of almost
three hundred authors. Unlike ἀρχή, however, γῆ did not evolve any philosophical
semantics: it refers to the ground literally (uncultivated or tilled); more figuratively, it can
represent a “land” or even a “country”; or it may refer to earth, the element. 108 It is only
in this final valence that γῆ is evoked in philosophical contexts, where it is one of the
primary materials out of which the world and everything within it is thought to be
composed.
The Latin borrowings of γῆ are very sporadic and, once again like ἀρχή, the word
is more often borrowed in Greek script than Roman letters. There are two places in the
works of Cicero (De Natura Deorum 2.67; ad Att. 14.10.1), and two in Seneca the Elder’s
Suasoriae (1.11, 1.16), as well as three further implementations of the word in Apuleius’
Apologia (65), Gellius’ Noctes Atticae (13.25.7), and Honoratus’ commentary on Virgil
(ad G. 1.pr). On the other hand, γῆ in Latinized script is solely used in phrase-based
references to Greek botanical terminology, as in [Apuleius]’ Herbarium on the

Thus, Plutarch (67), Philo Judaeus (97), Galen (636), Herodian corpus (92), Sextus Empiricus (115),
Alexander (710).
107
Terentianus Maurus’ text recounts Greek syllabic theories, according to which the στοιχεῖον is the first
syllable of a word: “In tantum vegeta est et vivida littera sexta, cum prior est, et muta loco subiecta
secundo: arcticon idcirco stoechion Graecia dixit” (p. 360, v.1164-6).
108
See LSJ s.v. γῆ.
106
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“omphalos ges,” 109 “ges asteros/astera,” 110 or ges ampelitis. 111 “Ge” is also used
phonetically to represent the letter g.
Πνεῦμα first occurs in Archilochus and is found over one hundred and twenty-two
thousand times throughout the TLG corpus; this is a frequency comparable with that of
ἀρχή and γῆ above; but while those words appeared eight thousand and ten thousand
times before Lucilius, respectively, πνεῦμα occurs less than one third as many times, with
only twenty-five hundred uses before the end of the second century BCE. As was
described above, the reason for this discrepancy is probably the additional semantic
meaning that πνεῦμα gained after the advent of Christianity. In the ancient corpus, πνεῦμα
is a cross-generic term, utilized by poets and prose-writers alike, but it is notably also a
medical term. 112 As with γῆ, its only specifically philosophical valence is evoked when
used in series with other materials of elemental theory. It is notable, therefore, that γῆ and
πνεῦμα co-occur almost two hundred and fifty times before the end of Lucilius’ life, 113
and that, once again, the first attested collocation belongs to Anaximander.
In Latin, pneuma is Latinized in approximately half of its uses: there are nineteen
citations listed by the TLL (only one of which is returned by a search on Brepolis), and
eleven are Latinized, while nine retain their original Greek script. 114 With the singular
exceptions of Lucilius (the first to borrow the term) and [Apuleius]’ Herbarium, all other
uses of the Grecism appear to have the function of glosses, and arise predominantly
among Christian authors (such as Augustus and Jerome), and in the synopses of Oribasius
the Greek physician (which account for eleven of the nineteen TLL citations). Again, the
main semantic valences are either religious or medical, but it is perhaps worth mentioning

Also known as French or Spanish lavender, equivalent to stergethron or στοιχάς.
A light colored soil, perhaps like chalk or “Cretan earth” (see Stracke 1974).
111
A technical name for bituminous earth, used by the Greeks and Romans to kill worms (cf. Pliny, HN
35.194).
112
Thus, it occurs over four hundred times in the Hippocratic corpus and over fifteen hundred times in
Galen’s works.
113
Out of circa one-thousand total collocations from antiquity.
114
The Latinized pneuma is not to be confused with the late Latin word, neuma, doubtlessly derived from
πνεῦμα but with a completely independent evolution and meaning: neuma means “tone” or a concluding
melody, and is not included in the TLL , PHI, or in Brepolis before the Medieval period.
109
110
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that the term is also applied, albeit just once, to the technical name for a certain plant, the
“ros terrae” or “profetae Dios pneuma.” 115
The rarest of the Greek terms in this fragment, then, was στοιχεῖον, still found
over one thousand times before the composition of the Satires. The remaining words
were commonplace, found throughout the Greek literary (and, no doubt, spoken) corpus.
And yet, none of these terms would be well-integrated into the Latin language—πνεῦμα
comes closest, yet still is found less than twenty times in Roman literature. Lucilius is the
first to borrow all of these Greek words, each of which had certain philosophical valences
that could be activated when used in tandem or in series with other Greek terms. When
used consecutively, as here, these Grecisms—with the plural forms of ἀρχή and
στοιχεῖον, and singular γῆ and πνεῦμα deliberately paired—make Lucilius’ philosophical
reference points unmistakable for the reader familiar with basic elemental or
constitutional theories.
Interpretation
In this fragment, Lucilius not only borrows four Grecisms for the first time in
extant Latin literature, he also stacks them together into a code-switch that is elaborate,
variegated, and beguiling. In form, his code-switches here have mixed adaptations. Just in
the diversity of morphology alone, the forms of these code-switches are striking: a Greek
dative (ἀρχαῖς), a Latinized ablative followed by a Latinized accusative (stoechi(is/a)),
two Greek nominatives (γῆ, πνεῦμα), and, finally, another Latinized ablative
(stoechiis). 116 Further, every word except stoechia—which, as was shown in the lexical
history above, was the rarest and most purely philosophical of these Grecisms; in short,
the least likely to be Latinized—is borrowed in Greek script and retains Greek

[Apuleius]’ Herbarium 80.48. This is the singular result yielded by a Brepolis query for “pneuma” and
its related forms. More commonly referred to as “malobathrum,” a cinnamon-scented plant like cassia
grown in Egypt, Syria, and used in costly perfumes.
116
Case study II.2.C involves a code-switch of similar complexity, with seven individual Greek terms
spread across five code-switches; that case study, however, does not show any repetition of Grecisms, as
here (for repetition, see III.1.C).
115
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morphology. This is true even of ἀρχαῖς, a Greek dative that must serve in lieu of a Latin
ablative, 117 despite the discrepancy of this syntactic scenario, since the separative case of
Greek is the genitive. 118
The code-switching mechanism is strange, for it cobbles together the syntax of
two languages. As Eleanor Dickey notes of Latin code-switches in Greek, the syntactic
structuring of code-switching typically incorporates forms that suit the case needed by the
matrix language. 119 Since Greek lacks an ablative (its separative functions served instead
by the genitive case), Lucilius either should have introduced his code-switch into a
different grammatical set up (one not requiring the ablative), or should have altered its
morphology to suit the matrix language (as he does with the Latinized stoechiis). Instead,
Lucilius forces a merging of a Greek form into a foreign syntactic construction (the
Greek dative ἀρχαῖς with the ablatival privabit), a solution that ultimately suits neither
language. It is a perplexing, but nevertheless strongly pronounced, gesture.
The strain of this syntactic and linguistic mixture, however, is lightened in three
ways. First, the actual case ending of the Greek dative ἀρχαῖς is identical in phonetics to
the Latin ablative in -is. Second, the poet sets the Latinized stoechiis in a parallel
syntactic position. Finally, the word order of the two Greek terms forbidden (ἀρχαῖς,
stoechiis) is mirrored in the subsequent line by the Latin elements (igni, aqua); though
both of these Latin terms are ablatives, the form igni is identical to its dative formation,
creating an echo of the previous syntactic compromise. Thus the tension between the
languages is retained and underscored by the Greek lettering of ἀρχαῖς, but it is a source
of confusion that is easily resolved by the inclusion of stoechiis, perhaps not even
noticeable to a reader ignorant of Greek cases.
Similarly, γῆ and πνεῦμα retain Greek morphology despite their potentially
confusing case endings (γῆ resembles a first declension noun in the nominative, but its
Italo Mariotti has argued that this is the first time in Latin literature where a Greek dative is used in lieu
of an ablative (1960: 74), but Marx doubts that it is truly the first time (1905: 277).
118
One of the primary case developments between Greek and Proto-Indo European is the merger of the
locative and ablative with the genitive and the shrinkage of PIE’s eight cases into five (see Rau 2010: 178).
119
2018: 20ff.
117
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oblique cases do not; likewise, the alpha of πνεῦμα could easily be mistaken for a
feminine noun, and the Latin speaker would not predict the stem change in its oblique
forms). Lucilius’ Latin equivalents, introduced by the phrase “γῆ corpus, anima est
πνεῦμα,” may build upon this potential confusion, likening the feminine Greek noun with
a Latin neuter noun that undergoes stem changes, while the neuter Greek noun is likened
to a simple feminine first declension. The chiastic patter of Greek-Latin-Latin-Greek—
scarcely interrupted by the verb est, as it is elided—invites such careful attention and
creates a potential for cross-linguistic pitfalls of this sort.
Lucilius also utilizes multiple code-switching mechanisms in this fragment.
Firstly, there is the explicit equation of γῆ and corpus, πνεῦμα and anima, but these
equivalents are both metaphorical: Lucilius does not say that γῆ is earth, and while an
anima is a type of wind, the valence of the Latin term here is “spirit.” That Lucilius did
not use the term ἀήρ or even the fifth element αἰθήρ, but rather code-switched via the
word πνεῦμα, is also significant. A fragment of Zeno that lists the four elements and
includes both στοιχεῖα and γῆ, nevertheless lists ἀήρ as the fourth element, not πνεῦμα. 120
Why does Lucilius, then, use a synonym? The answer seems to be due to the secondary
implications of other Greek words for air. That is, while γῆ, πνεῦμα, πῦρ, nor ὕδωρ were
not commonly imported into Latin literature, 121 ἀήρ and αἰθήρ were, and they became
hallmarks of grandiose epic phrasing. 122 By opting to refer to air as πνεῦμα instead,
Lucilius deftly avoids a Grecism that would remind the reader of a genre other than
comedy or philosophy, and uses a synonym that would still maintain a clear reference to
elemental theory.
These two elements, then, are explicated only in terms of their philosophical
semantics, not their primary, physical definitions. Neither stoechi(is/ia) nor ἀρχαῖς
receives such, even partially elucidating, treatment. Despite the triple repetition of

Fr. 102.15: εἶτα ἀπογεννᾶν πρῶτον τὰ τέσσαρα στοιχεῖα πῦρ, ὕδωρ, ἀέρα, γῆν…
Of these latter elements, πῦρ is borrowed only in extended quotations and glosses (the latter belong to
Servius), and ὕδωρ only twice: once in Varro (LL. 5.24) and once in Martial’s Epigrams (12.70).
122
See Case Study II.1.C.
120
121
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stoechiis-stoechia-stoechiis, the meaning of the term is left unclear; the sole hint for the
reader is the inclusion of the four elements themselves, which are examples of stoechia,
but this is, again, a clue only helpful for the reader who knows his basic philosophy.
The meaning of the code-switch ἀρχαῖς is buried in the antithesis between the two
phrases joined by stoechiis: ἀρχαῖς et stoechiis, and posterioribus stoechiis. Though
imperfectly parallel, since the first is a combination of two Greek code-switches and the
latter is a cross-linguistic adjective noun pair, the contrast between “origins and basic
elements” and “latter elements” is illuminating for the close reader. And, unlike the
previous mechanism for unravelling the sense of stoechi(is/a), this does not depend on
knowledge of Greek or Greek philosophy; it builds instead upon Latin structuring devices
and vocabulary.
Perhaps the most striking mechanism in this fragment, though, is the rare instance
of repetition of the same Greek term, stoechi(is/a). Lucilius is unusually emphatic in his
code-switching here, not only borrowing four separate Grecisms, but also iterating
στοιχεῖον on three separate lines. This repetition is echoed in Case Study III.1.C, wherein
Lucilius undertakes to explain the Greek rhetorical terms ποίησις and ποίημα (among
others) and utilizes almost pedantic levels of repetition even as he mixes Greek theory
with Latin practice. Yet, in spite of this similarity, the mechanism of III.1.C results in
absolute clarity, for Lucilius reuses his code-switches after he had already defined them.
Here, the repeated code-switch is left vague, comprehensible only by cross-referencing
the other Grecisms used in the fragment and recognizing the elemental theory alluded to.
Rather than explaining Greek theory, Lucilius here assumes that the reader will already
know it.
This rich layering of forms and mechanisms is further emphasized by the poet’s
mixture of elemental terms, half in Latin (ignis, aqua), half in Greek (γῆ, πνεῦμα).
Following Marx’s text and punctuation, we see that there is an equivalence drawn
between the defendant’s principal and basic elements, and half of his constituent
elements, fire and water. The separation of the four elements into two groups, first fire
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and water, then earth and air, is significant, for it allows the poet to use these four
elements to refer to two different cultural concepts, the one Roman, the other Greek.
First, as Kelly demonstrates, the Roman formula for exile was the interdictio
aquae et ignis, a denial of the two elements that were associated by the Romans not just
with life, but with ritual purity. 123 For a Roman reader, then, the ἀρχαῖς et stoechiis that
are equated with fire and water represent the right to be treated as a just human being.
The second pair, γῆ and πνεῦμα—or, rather, their equivalents, corpus and
anima—seem to refer to another fragment of the Satires where Lucilius groups the words
corpus and the anima, and calls these the critical elements of “physical” philosophers
(635-636M/676-677W/26.64C/660-661K): 124
principio physici omnes constare hominem ex anima et corpore
dicunt.

These lines of Book 26 are associated with a satire on philosophy and medicine, a
thematically outlying poem in a book that primarily describes Lucilius’ opinions of poetic
composition. Active in these lines is the combination of anima and corpus, as well as the
similar pair of animus and corpus; and the only Grecism is the singular switch “physici,”
Latinized in its script and case ending, that serves to label the experts speaking.
But who are these physici? The term applies broadly in Greek, sometimes
designating the Ionian philosophers who established theories of the inchoative elements
water, fire, earth, and air, 125 but occasionally it is used to describe natural historians such
as Aristotle. The ambiguity of the physici could serve a dual purpose: in the immediate
context, the natural scientists who contributed to medical theory are more relevant;
however, if compared with the fragment from Book 28 fragment examined here—a
connection implied by the shared collocation of anima and corpus—the physici may be

2006: 26, n 39.
This is Marx’s text, which I translate as follows: “In the beginning, all physicians say that man was
made from a soul and body.”
125
All four elements were respectively considered divine or originary according to different philosophical
schools—water was the basic element for Thales; earth, Xenophon; air, Anaximenes; fire, Heraclitus.
123
124
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meant to resonate with Ionian theories and to form an internal cross-reference within
these early books of the Satires. Understood in this way, this second fragment reveals that
the two remaining elements corpus and anima are related to physical wellness and health
(i.e., the composition of the body), while ignis and aqua reflect spiritual integrity. 126
This is a complex splitting of the elements. The interpretation I suggest requires
knowledge of the four elements theory, of Roman juristic terminology and practice, of
traditional Roman spiritual ideology, and of the medical theories of natural historians.
But all of these diverse requirements can be found hinted at throughout these early books
of the Satires, and there is a metapoetic beauty to the combinations made necessary by
Lucilius’ cross-linguistic arrangement of these elements: just as fire and water, earth and
air must merge, so too should spirit and body, elemental and natural theories, Latin and
Greek.
Just as they can be taken as two separate pairs to allude to Roman and Greek
traditions, the four elements also work together to cross-linguistically refer to the fourelement theory. As Farrell notes, the four-element theory implied in this fragment had
already long since spread to other Greek philosophical schools by the end of the second
century BCE, and was well known in Italy by this point. Farrell adds that the analogy of
earth to body, air to soul was originally Epicurean, and suggests that the fragment is
probably more general than specific in its relationship to philosophy. 127
I certainly agree that Lucilius’ four Greek terms can allude to any number of
Greek philosophical schools simultaneously. Greek philosophers themselves conflated
the terminology used by Lucilius in this fragment, with later Academics arguing
alternatively that Empedocles used the term stoecheia to refer to the four basic
elements, 128 or that it was Plato who first utilized the term. 129 But I think that this

Baier cleverly argues that this lose-lose situation—wherein the defendant either loses one half of the
elements (through exile) or the other (through capital punishment)—divides the four elements into high and
low classifications through the code-switch (2001: 43).
127
2014: 3-4, 10.
128
The poet-philosopher actually called the four elements the “roots” of the world (ῥιζώματα, Fr. 6).
129
See Crowley 2005.
126
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simultaneity is exactly the point of Lucilius’ bizarre code-switching patterns here. Just as
the two sets of elements can gesture to the duality of the mind and body, to Roman legal
practice and to Greek medicine, the four elements can call to mind Empedocles, the body
analogy Epicurus, the juxtaposition of ἀρχή and στοιχεῖον Aristotle’s Metaphysics, 130 in
addition to the grammatical, astrological, and technical semantic significance carried by
these latter terms. Every new Grecism added to the fragment brings additional
philosophical baggage, and Lucilius activates every new semantic with glee.
In any case, this is a fragment that plays with philosophy on many levels, making
reference to multiple, foundational philosophers at the same time as that satirist sprinkles
his text with allusions to conflicting philosophical theories. While so many precise and
stacked Grecisms should clarify Lucilius’ philosophical touchstone(s), his stacked codeswitching accomplishes the opposite, conflating theories and mingling what belongs to
Greek theory with that of Roman custom. This occurs when Lucilius uses Aristotle’s
combination of ἀρχή and στοιχεῖον and first treats them synonymously, then again when
he equates these primordial components of man with half of Empedocles’ four
elements—as evidenced by the apparent contradiction in terms of the phrase
“posterioribus stoechiis.” He at last completes the fourfold Empedoclean doctrine with
the inclusion of γῆ and πνεῦμα, but explains them as Epicurus’ analogy for the body and
mind. The result resembles a folding ladder of philosophy, each key word leading the
satirist to another theory, and another philosophical school. Lucilius falls just short of
enlightening his reader (or, as the case may be, the internal audience of the satire, Lupus),
and creates instead a delightful parody of the diversity and potential contradictions of
philosophy.

Marx and Charpin err in calling this juxtaposition hendiadys, for Greek philosophers differentiate
between the terms and use them in tandem in much the same way as Lucilius does here. The relevant
passage from the Metaphysics is found at 1.3 (983b7-13): Τῶν δὴ πρώτων φιλοσοφησάντων οἱ πλεῖστοι τὰς
ἐν ὕλης εἴδει μόνας ᾠήθησαν ἀρχὰς εἶναι πάντων· ἐξ οὗ γὰρ ἔστιν ἅπαντα τὰ ὄντα, καὶ ἐξ οὗ γίγνεται
πρώτου καὶ εἰς ὃ φθείρεται τελευταῖον, τῆς μὲν οὐσίας ὑπομενούσης, τοῖς δὲ πάθεσι μεταβαλλούσης, τοῦτο
στοιχεῖον καὶ ταύτην ἀρχήν φασιν εἶναι τῶν ὄντων, καὶ διὰ τοῦτο οὔτε γιγνεσθαι οὐθὲν οἴονται οὔτε
ἀπόλλυσθαι...
130
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Some of Lucilius’ audience, his ideal reader, would have recognized the
polysemy and conflation of these terms, or would have been aware of the eclectic
assortment of philosophies being evoked by the poet in this fragment. On the other hand,
a reader may have noted only a single point of reference, such as the most obvious fourelement theory, or the Epicurean equivalents between elements and human bodies, or the
strictly-Roman legalese for exile. Regardless of how many philosophical or cultural tags
were noted, any lay Roman reader would have realized that there was a comic tension
invoked by the presence of Greek philosophy within a Latin courtroom set within a Greek
comic plot. 131 If one were to “zoom in” on this particular episode, one would begin with a
Roman satire, written in Latin and offering a stereotypical episode from Greek New
Comedy; the Roman characters are brought up before the contemporary leader of the
senate, Lucius Cornelius Lentulus Lupus, and when threatened with the Roman formula
for exile (deprivation of fire and water), the witty rejoinder offered by the satirist is an
appeal to Greek philosophy, given trans-lingually.
So, in summation, the reader must be acquainted with Greek script and Greek
philosophy in order to understand the aggregated evocations of Empedocles, Epicurus,
Aristotle, and Plato; but the blending together of these theories, as well as the
circumstances in which they are inserted, reflect Latin adaptations of Greek concepts and
genres. Finally, the poet breaks up the constituent elements in such a way as to recall
Roman traditions, and transforms the entire philosophical reference into a
quintessentially Latin debate over crime and punishment. This multiplicity of cultural and
literary references, as well as the evidence of cultural and linguistic fusion, creates many
layers of potential misunderstanding, but also creates a masterful parody of philosophy
and its own diverse basic principles. Lucilius, through code-switching, interweaves
distinctly Greek and distinctly Roman elements throughout this fragment, and, for the

The last point stands somewhat in defense of the Empedoclean influence in this fragment, for in the
broader, co(s)mic context, Lucilius provide his reader not only with four elements, but with love and strife,
staging the philosophical argument amidst a lawsuit on the attempted assault on a lover’s house.
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enjoyment of the reader who knows his philosophy, transforms a legalistic and
philosophical tirade into humorous repartee.
Subsection 2: Philosophers and their Legacies
The following three fragments are grouped together on the basis of Lucilius’
inclusion of a philosopher’s name in addition to a Greek code-switch. The two of these
fragments (I.2.A: atomus, eidola, 753M/820W/28.15C/774K; I.2.C, ῤήσεις, Socratici
carti, 709M/788W/27.22C/716K) utilize stacked code-switches that are complemented
and underscored by the inclusion of the philosopher’s name; by contrast, the third
fragment (I.2.B: scole, 755-756M/822-823W/28.14C/772-773K) involves only a singular
code-switch. In all three of these case studies, Lucilius is explicit in naming Greek
philosophical authorities, sets prominent philosophers alongside what may be considered
their crucial contributions to the scholarly field, and then either subverts or coopts these
legacies by setting the philosophers within an alien (Roman, satirical) context.
I.2.A: eidola, atomus (753M/820W/28.15C/774K)
Context of the Witness
Nonius Marcellus, a putatively fourth-century grammarian, 132 is responsible for
the survival of over six hundred fragments of the Satires, all taken from either Books 120 or 26-30. 133 He studied and preserved Lucilius as evidence to support his definitions
of uncommon vocabulary, word forms, and meanings in Republican Latin for his grand
opus, the De Compendiosa Doctrina. Nonius’ method of excerption varies, and while his
quotations of Lucilius are typically brief—often just one line—he does not always adhere
to sense or metrical breaks for his cut-off points; Nonius does, however, use the same
formula to introduce selections from Satires 1-20, “Lucilius [in] Satyrarum libro n,” and
Both Marcus Deufert and Robert Kaster favor the later date, but Paul Keyser has argued that it is at least
possible that Nonius lived during the Severan period (Deufert 2000, Kaster 2012, Keyser 1994).
133
Charpin counted six hundred and seventy-four Lucilian fragments preserved by Nonius (1978: 19);
while some of these are found in other excerptors as well (such as 84-86M/84-86W/2.15C/74-76K on
lexis), this still leaves Nonius as one of the main witnesses to the text of the Satires.
132
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he generally provides the book number associated with the fragment; Nonius never
explicitly provides accompanying contextual information.
In fact, Nonius’ citation methodology has received more attention than the
contents of his excerpts, the general principle having been established by W. M. Lindsay
and consequently dubbed the lex Lindsayana. 134 According to Lindsay’s study, Nonius
compiled a list of sources (which Lindsay numbered 1-41), and, during the creation of the
De Compendiosa Doctrina, consulted them in a set order. The method is two-fold, for
Nonius first culled sources 1-41 for his choice of lemmata, then consulted his list in the
same sequence for additional quotations to support his definitions. Because of his
method, fragments of unnumbered works—such as tragedies—can be placed within
determined sequences: if Nonius cites fragment a before fragment e, then it is a logical
assumption that fragment a preceded e in the original text. The lex Lindsayana has been
refined in the past century, and scholars such as Diana White and Jarrett Welsh have
contributed to our understanding of the details of both the method and the lists
themselves, 135 but it still forms the basis for reconstructing the texts of many lost
Republican works. 136
What Nonius created was essentially a dictionary with cross references: because
of his failure to note context and the admittedly dry subject matter that prompted him to
record the fragments, there is little to remark about Nonius’ ostensible interactions with
the satirist. Clearly, from his inclusion among cited works in the De Compendiosa
Doctrina, Lucilius was viewed by Nonius as an authority on Republican Latin. It is a
vexing curiosity that Nonius cites only Books 1-20 as the Satires, while he never
references—and perhaps had no access to?—Books 21-25 and, still more strangely,
quotes Books 26-30 in reverse order. 137
And dubbed, appropriately, the lex Lindsayana (1901).
White 1980; Welsh 2012.
136
Marx notably overlooked the results of Lindsay’s work, and Krenkel has been accused of misapplying it
(White 1973).
137
That is, he cites Books 30-26. See White 1973, in particular, on the state of this last conundrum.
Compare Charpin 1978, who despairs of finding a precise means of placing the reversed fragments within
the Satires; Steinberg 2008 argues that Book 30, in particular, is problematically presented by Nonius
134
135
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The single-line fragment 753M/820W/28.15C/774K that follows is provided by
Nonius Marcellus at De Compendiosa Doctrina 478.24-29(Merc) under the lemma for
“volam”:
VOLAM, pro velim. Lucilius lib. XXVIII (15):
eidola atque atomus vincere Epicuri volam.
Plautus in Asinaria (109):
“atque audin etiam?” — “ecce.” — “siquid te volam.”
idem eadem (152):
meo modo loquar quae 138 volam, quoniam intus non licitum
est mihi.

you?”

“VOLAM” for “velim.” Lucilius in Book 28 [says]:
I would like to defeat the images and atoms of Epicurus! 139
Plautus in his Asinaria:
“And are you listening still?” — “Sure!” — “And if I would like something from
The same [author] in the same [play]:
I will say in my way what I would like, since I was not allowed to
[say so] inside.

This fragment is taken from Book 28 of the Satires; because it is in senarii, it is
attributed to the satire that recounts a dinner of (allegedly contemporary) philosophers.
Epicurus is mentioned by name at this dinner party, as is Polemon; many scholars have
assumed that Crates was part of this banquet and that the dialogue related by Lucilius at
least superficially resembled sympotic conversations in a veristic, if not wholly serious,
manner. 140 Marx proposed not only that the banquet is set in Athens, but that Albucius,

because it was already a confused corpus when the compiler accessed it—perhaps even when Horace read
it.
It is a further oddity that Nonius does not cite Book 21, though it was published by Lucilius in a set as
Books 1-21.
138
The italicized words are missing in the archetype of Nonius, according to Lindsay (1903: 768).
139
One could also translate this as: “I would like the images and atoms of Epicurus to win out!”
140
Cichorius 1908, Terzaghi 1966. Charpin is right to be skeptical of the serious aspects of this satire.
Though I am typically reluctant to reconstruct Lucilian plots from later satirical works, Lucilius’ fragment
disparaging the foodstuffs (769-770M/817-818W/28.37C/757-758K) calls to mind the travesty of a banquet
scene given by Horace in Sermones 2.8; in the later poem, Stoic theories are laid out, but without
seriousness, after the dinner spread is scattered and the second course ruined by a falling, dusty curtain.
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too, was one of the participants. 141 There are a number of other Grecisms in this satire,
but those are not philosophical in nature and will therefore be studied in Chapter 4. 142
Editions
753M:
eidola atque atomus vincere Epicuri volam

820W:
“Eidola atque atomus vincere Epicuri volam.” 143

28.15C:
Eidola atque atomus vincere Epicuri volam. 144

774K:
eidola atque atomus vincere Epicuri volam 145

My translation of Marx’s text is:
I would like to defeat the images and atoms of Epicurus!

The textual problems of this passage are minimal: eidola appears in the
manuscripts as “et dola,” a very clear case of simplification to familiar words that only
required the deliberate or accidental mistranscription of an i as a t. The other issue is the
idiosyncratic spelling of atomus as acomus in three Nonius manuscripts, including
manuscript L; 146 the exchange of t and c is a common enough orthographical variation,
however, and may be dismissed.
As for the translation of this fragment, the editors are divided—one can either
take the accusatives eidola and atomus as the subject of vincere used absolutely (as
Warmington and Charpin do), or resupply the first person speaker of volam as the subject
of vincere and take the accusatives as direct objects (as Krenkel). Both interpretations are
grammatically viable, but I prefer the latter.

1905: 269.
E.g., t(h)ensauri, 761M/830W/28.36C/762K, remarked upon under Case Study IV.3.B.
143
“‘I shall like Epicurus’ images and atoms to carry the day.’”
144
“Je voudrais que les images et les atomes d’Épicure triomphent.”
145
“[I]ch möchte, daß <wir> die Bilder und Atome des Epikur widerlegen.”
146
Manuscript L was considered by Lindsay to be the codex optimus, and he relied upon it heavily in his
edition of Nonius (see Lindsay 1896 and 1903).
141
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Word Histories
The word εἴδωλον first appears within Homeric poetry; circa four hundred uses of
the word predate Lucilius (out of two thousand antique uses, and a further seven thousand
forms from Byzantine texts). The word is found in poetry and prose alike, but few
authors use it regularly; exceptionally high use-frequencies before Lucilius are found in
authors such as Plato (60) and, unsurprisingly, Epicurus (26), as well as in the Septuagint
(93) and the Sibylline Oracles (23). 147 Though the common meaning of εἴδωλον is more
or less akin to that of imago, in the Epicurean philosophical school it came to represent
the illusion given off by atoms. 148
Lucilius is the first Roman author to borrow this Grecism. Few Roman authors
would emulate his borrowing, but they include Cicero (who uses the Greek-scripted term
four times at Fin. 1.21, Att. 2.3.2, and Fam. 15.16), Servius (who glosses imago with the
term in Greek letters in his note on Aen. 1.353), and Pliny the Younger (Ep 7.27.5, where
the Grecism is given in Latinized script but adheres to Greek morphology).
The derived form, idolum, on the other hand, was highly successful in its
integration into the Latin language, and occurs roughly twenty-four hundred times in
Latin texts from before the fifth century CE. This is, remarkably, almost the same
frequency as the Greek equivalent, despite the significantly later development of the
Latin adaptation of the term, which is found first in the third century CE.
There are four hundred pre-Lucilian attestations of ἄτομος, though the word itself
is slightly less frequent throughout antiquity than εἴδωλον (with fourteen hundred ancient
instances, six hundred fewer forms than εἴδωλον has). A further and more meaningful
point of distinction between these words is that ἄτομος remained a thoroughly

After Lucilius’ life, figures such as Plutarch (92), Aelius Aristides (28), Alexander (57), along with
Christian authors Origen (153) and Clement of Alexandria (54) are those who use the word most often. It
must be noted, however, that while this selection may point to a preponderance of prose, the corpora of
these authors are unusually vast.
148
See LSJ s.v. εἴδωλον A4. The word is found four times in the fragments of Democritus, as well as in the
title of one of his lost works: Περὶ Εἰδώλων ἢ Περὶ Προνοίας.
147
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philosophical term both before and after Lucilius. Over half of the pre-Lucilian usages
are accounted for by philosophers. 149
Atomus was certainly incorporated as a loan-word into Latin eventually. There are
approximately one hundred and seventy-five uses in the Latin corpus before the fifth
century CE. Lucilius, as Charpin observes, is the first to borrow the word. 150 Cicero
implements it almost forty times in his works, and there are two capitula including
atomus that belong to the ancient textual tradition of the De Rerum Natura. 151 Vitruvius,
Seneca the Younger, Quintilian, and Pliny the Elder are additional canonical authors who
helped bring this term into Latin parlance. There are more than one hundred forms of the
word in later commentators, apologists, 152 and even poets and playwrights. 153 Thus,
though the original Greek word was mostly prosaic and philosophical, its Latin
equivalent was more diversified in its applications.
There are only five instances of these terms co-occurring within the Greek corpus,
and none in the Latin corpus except for this fragment. The Greek authors who mention
both εἴδωλον and ἄτομος include (according to testimonia) Democritus and Sphaerus,
both of whom are credited with the authorship of a tract (or tracts?) entitled Πρὸς τὰς
ἀτόμους καὶ τὰ εἴδωλα, just as Diogenes Laertius claims that Epicurus wrote separate
works, the Περὶ τῆς ἐν τῇ ἀτόμῳ γωνίας and the Περὶ εἰδώλων. 154 Diogenes of Oenoanda
and Sextus Empiricus also would put these words together, and there is a recurring
passage associated with the “Placita Philosophorum” tradition. For this project, the
potential treatises that may have been in circulation during Lucilius’ lifespan are
significant, whether authored by Democritus, Sphaerus, or Epicurus himself. Without

149
High-frequency implementations of the term are found in the following: Aristotelian corpus (152),
Democritus (5), Xenocrates (56), Epicurus (51).
150
1979: 325. Charpin additionally notes that this is the first mention of Epicurus in Latin literature.
151
On the age of Lucretian capitula, or tituli, see Butterfield 2013 and 2016; the tituli are ancient, but not
Lucretian, and were probably originally marginalia. Charpin likewise notes that Lucretius does not include
eidolon in his poetry, but opts for the Latin terms simulacrum or imago instead (1979: 325).
152
Notably, Augustine of Hippo uses the word more than forty times throughout his works.
153
E.g., once in the Late Antique play the Querolus, and three times in the Carmina of Paulinus Nolanus.
154
Diog. 10.28.
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these works, there are very few collocations to match what Lucilius is doing in this
fragment.
Interpretation
This text includes a stacked code-switch of either two Greek borrowings,
complemented by a third Grecism in the form of Epicurus’ name—this is the first time in
Latin literature that Epicurus appears, but this dissertation does not include names, titles,
or labels as code-switches, unless they are incorporated with notably Greek features (such
as morphology or script). Every alternating word in this fragment is Greek, which forms a
unifying pattern, but the two code-switches are set somewhat apart from Epicuri because
of the elision that connects them: eidol-atqu-atomus are one unit when read aloud. All
three Grecisms are Latinized in script, though the words retain varying degrees of
Hellenic marking. Thus, while Epicuri is completely Latinized, the ending of eidola is
morphologically ambiguous in the neuter plural -a. This contrasts with atomus, a
puzzling form that must be understood as a plural accusative, either through a
monophthongization of the Greek accusative (-us for -ους) or by the adaptation of the
code-switch to a fourth declension noun with an accusative in -ūs. The latter is unlikely,
as atomus is otherwise attested as a second declension noun (albeit a rare feminine
second declension noun). 155
The stacking here is elucidating, each successive term more precisely associated
with Epicurean philosophy until we at last reach the name of the philosopher himself.
Between eidola, atomus, and Epicuri there is a gradual increase in specificity of theory:
from the image, to its component elements, to the author of the theory. The inclusion of
Epicurus’ name, delayed almost to the end of the line, is almost superfluous, as eidola
and atomus are sufficiently specific to represent the philosopher’s contribution to
philosophy. But the terms are not synonymous, and there are no Latin equivalents or
paraphrases in the text that survives. Lucilius’ stacked and complementary code-switches,
See TLL s.v. atomus. The former is defended by Charpin, who cites the lengthy discussion of Greek
phonetics in Lejeune 1971 for support.
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therefore, work as a mechanism that effectively name a philosophical school and identify
its primary theoretical contribution without further explanation. The content of Epicurean
theory—i.e., what an eidolon is, and what its relation to the atomus is—remains a
mystery to the philosophically-uninitiated, and the terms only add clarification for the
readers who already know Greek philosophy.
This brief fragment offers another tantalizing glimpse of Lucilius’ playful
interpretation of philosophy. Compare this single line to the passage studied above in
I.1.A, where Empedoclean theory is first conflated with other philosophical tenets then is
broken up and contrasted with Roman customs: despite the layering of philosophical
terms across languages and cultures, no philosophers or schools were explicitly
mentioned, nor any opinions on the truth value of the overlapping theories proffered.
Here, we are given the opposite: a straightforward citation of Epicurus and the two key
aspects of his theory of the elements that is introduced only to be challenged.
Both this fragment and the previous case are situated in contentious contexts, but
this one is dialogic rather than juristic. Of course, the contention here is deeply ironic:
whether the Epicurean atoms and phantasms are overcoming or being overcome, the verb
vincere is disruptive to the nature of the conversation. In the midst of a philosophical
symposium, we have a declaration of war, and one in which miniscule and unreal objects
pose a threat. Lucilius’ tight elision between the accusatives, eidol-atqu-atomus, binds
together the philosophical terms (creating a kind of eidolon out of atoms, in fact), and
intimates a united front—one against which the speaker can declare his polemic
vendetta. 156 In addition to the elision, Lucilius closely intertwines the Greek elements of
this line with their alliterative vowel-initial sounds, contrasting sharply with the Latin
words vincere and volam (note, again, that the atque is elided), even while cleverly
alternating Greek-Latin-Greek-Latin-Greek-Latin. Perhaps this is even a pun on the
technical meaning of atomos, “un-cuttable.”

156
Or, if the images and atoms of Epicurus are the subject of the infinitive rather than the object, the
speaker can inversely declare his partisanship and champion their cause instead.
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Although the sympotic setting should be the right place for such an attempt either
to disprove or to improve upon the philosophies of those who came before, the speaker’s
modus operandi—or, more precisely, his modus dicendi—is fallacious: the speaker may
know Epicurus’ philosophical model, but he does not know how to tackle those pesky
atoms. Vincere, in particular, transforms him into a quixotic hero, jousting at atomic
windmills. The target of Lucilius’ satire has shifted, no longer the figure who fails to
perceive the meaning of philosophy in a Roman context, but now the character who has
drawn too close to philosophy and, in the midst of a Greek symposium, threatens outphilosophize Epicurus himself.
The language of conquering, too, seems cross-culturally inappropriate and
therefore humorous: a Roman conqueror threatening to conquer Greek theory? If he were
successful in this one-upmanship, then it would be in keeping with the competitive
appropriation associated elsewhere with elite Romans, 157 and if not, then his aggressive
program would still underscore the rivalry between languages manipulated throughout
the Satires by Lucilius.
I.2.B: scolen (755-756M/822-823W/28.14C/772-773K)
Context of the Witness
Yet another fragment of Lucilius mentions a philosopher by name; it is preserved
in the De Compendiosa Doctrina, belongs to the same satire in which the eidola-atomus
fragment of Case Study I.2.A is found, and mentions the scholarch Polemon, who chaired
the Academy during the late fourth and early third century, before finally passing it on to
his successor Crates in 269 BCE. 158 Fragment 755-756M/822-823W/28.14C/772-773K is
found at Nonius 414.17(Merc), the sole example for the grammarian’s lemma on
“transmittere”:

See, e.g., Case Study III.1.A.
Crates’ direction of the Academy lasted only a year: on his death, he was succeeded by Arcesilaus, and
the so-called “Old Academy” with its conservative, Platonic views was replaced by the skeptical “New
Academy” (See Sedley 2012).
157
158
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Transmittere, tradere, derelinquere. Lucilius lib. XXVIII (13):
Polemonem amavit, morte huic transmisit suam
scholen, quam dicunt.
“Transmittere”: to hand off, to bequeath. Lucilius [says] in Book 28:
he loved Polemon: at his death, he handed off to him
his own “school,” as they say.

This fragment is derived from Book 28 and is closely associated with the
fragment examined in the previous case study.
Editions
755-756M:
Polemon et amauit, morte huic transmisit suam
scolen quam dicunt.

822-823W:
“Polemon et amavit, morte huic transmisit suam
scolen quam dicunt.” 159

28.14C:
Polemon et amauit, morte huic transmisit suam
scolen, quam dicunt. 160

772-773K:
Polemon et amavit, morte huic transmisit suam
scolen quam dicunt - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - 161

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
and Polemon loved [him]: at his death, he handed off to him
his own “school,” as they say.

The text problems of this fragment are relatively minor: mortem was transmitted
by the manuscripts, but was first emended by Lachmann to morte; likewise, two of the
Nonian manuscripts offer the slightly mangled word “scotlem” rather than scolen (the
correcting scribal hand AA, however, provides scolam, 162 which perhaps guided
Lachmann in his second intervention on the text, scolen). Both of Lachmann’s offerings
have been accepted by the four editors of Lucilius as well as by Lindsay in his edition of
Nonius.

“And Polemo loved him, and on his death handed/ on to him his ‘school’ as they call it.”
Polémon l'aima aussi (Cratès); à sa mort, il lui/ transmit son école, comme on dit.
161
[U]nd Polemon liebte ihn; bei seinem Tode überließ er ihm seine sogenannte Schule.
162
An orthographic variation of the Latinate scholam; because scolam is found as a correction in only one
manuscript, the gibberish “scotlem” is probably a better representation of the original text, hence the
choice of the editors to print the Greek morphology.
159
160
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In fact, the only difference between Lindsay’s text and that of the Lucilian editors
is the case of Polemon’s name. As reported by Lindsay, “Polemon et” is the text of
manuscripts L and BA, while AA has the slightly different “Polemo et.” Junius had
combined these words to read the accusative “Polemonem,” and Lindsay followed this
reading. Editors of Lucilius, on the other hand, have decided to keep Polemon as the
subject, and the et has remained, perhaps linking amavit to another verb in the lost
preceding lines or connecting this fragment with a longer catalogue of Academic
succession. The understood object of amavit, on this interpretation, then, is Crates, who is
also the huic of the following clause—the man who inherited the overseeing of the
Academy from Polemon and, according to Diogenes Laertius, was also his eromenos. 163
Word History
The word σχολή has several basic meanings; at its broadest level of meaning, the
term refers to leisure or relaxation, but from the time of Plato onward, the term came to
refer to the discussions or lectures enjoyed during free time. 164 In this it is not unlike the
Latin term ludus, “game,” which by extension meant either formally hosted games or
school. Charpin argues that σχολή is a technical term for the Academy, first introduced
into Latin by Lucilius here; 165 σχολή, however, remains a term applicable to many
schools of thought, and while the name Polemon makes the Academic reference
unmistakable, the word, if used in a vacuum, does not seem to have this specificity. 166
In Greek, there are approximately forty-seven hundred total usages of the word,
with only about three hundred and sixty predating Lucilius (out of circa sixteen hundred
and fifty antique occurrences within the TLG corpus). Given the range of meaning of
See Charpin 1979: 324-325. See also Warmington 1967: 265, note c.
See LSJ s.v. σχολή II.1-3.
165
1979: 325.
166
In addition to describing leisure, study, and the collection of students that belong to a certain
philosophical group, σχολή—especially in its later loan-word semantics—could be toponymic, referring to
the place of learning. It is worth noting here that Lucilius incorporates three other locational Grecisms that
describe both places and activities typical of Hellenic culture. These terms, used rather like labels, are the
following: stadium (used twice in the Satires, and found first in Lucilius), gymnasium (also used twice by
Lucilius, but first used by Plautus), and palaestra (found previously in both Plautus and Terence).
163
164
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σχολή, it is not surprising that the word is found across genres, both in prose and poetry,
without any set distribution patterns emerging.
The word was successfully incorporated into Latin as schola, with only two
Grecized forms found in Latin literature—here by editorial emendation, and once in
Cicero’s letters to Atticus 167—, rare instances indeed when compared to the more than
four hundred occurrences of the adapted form. The loan-word schola, however, is
predominantly philosophical in meaning: it lacks the range of σχολή and ludus.
Interpretation
In this fragment, the Grecism scolen is a singular switch, although one that is
complemented by the inclusion of a Greek philosopher’s name. But, by the same
reasoning as was used above in I.2.A, the name Polemon, while a Grecism, is not
technically classed as a code-switch for the purposes of this dissertation. Again, like
Epicurus’ name above, this is the first time that Polemon is explicitly named in Latin
literature; his name is not distinctly Latinized, but remains morphologically and
phonetically ambiguous—the nominative here is almost identical to its Greek form
Πολέμων, but for the Roman script.
Scolen retains its Greek case ending and, in spite of the shift from an eta to an e,
the vowel quantity remains long. The only differences made by the Latinization process
are the Roman script utilized and the lost aspiration of the xi in its alteration from σχ- to
sc-. Its line-initial position, placed just below another Grecism that is not distinguishably
Latin in morphology, emphasizes the foreign quality of these two words as well as their
pronounced relationship to one another: Polemon was the head of the Academy for more
than four decades, and this was one of his primary accomplishments. Lucilius’ use of a
Grecism to mark the contribution of a Greek philosopher here echoes the mechanism of
I.2.A (eidola and atomus together encapsulating the oeuvre of Epicurus).
The Greekness of the morphology of these terms and their interconnection is
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Att. 2.5.1.
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further marked by Lucilius’ inclusion of the qualifying phrase “quam dicunt.” Due to
Nonius’ incomplete extraction of the line, we are left to assume the identity of the
subject, but it is quite reasonable to guess that it would have been Graeci, or similar
(perhaps even philosophi? 168). Here, the flagging complements the Hellenic
morphologies above, though it also mirrors the conversational and sympotic setting in
which this fragment nests. 169 No matter the identity of these interlocutors, the mechanism
is the same: it is a flagged switch, meant to emphasize and help explicate a code-switch.
Because the line is broken off, we cannot know whether Lucilius included a paraphrase
or equivalent term within this relative clause, though such a supplement (in Latin or in
Greek) could have followed in the phrase “quam dicunt…”
The fragment is brief, and the speaker(s) unknown, and yet its subject matter—the
succession of the Academy at what would become a huge turning point—is topical and
deeply invested in contemporary philosophical developments. Assuming that Lucilius
composed Book 28 of the Satires ca. 131 BCE, 170 this satire was released upon the
Roman public a mere five years after the resignation of Carneades as head of the
Academy in 137/6 BCE, whose own pupil Clitomachus would succeed him in
129/128BCE. 171 The banquet Lucilius describes jumps from one contentious
philosophical reference to another, transitioning from the challenge to Epicurean theory
described above 172 to the erotically-motivated legacy of the Academics; these fragments
hint at philosophical debates and academic turmoil, crafting a smorgasbord of
philosophical figures, terminologies, and debates that are together embedded within a
Platonic symposium.
Like Platonic dialogue, this Lucilian satire too mixes philosophy with pleasure.
The name Polemon, and its inevitable evocation of πόλεμος, is a contradiction in terms

Philosophus is found in the singular at 754M/821W/28.13C/771K; see footnote 77.
Scolen, however, lacks the aspiration of the chi in σχολή, and is therefore not quite as the Greeks would
“say” it.
170
As argued by Raschke 1979.
171
See Striker 2012a and 2012b.
172
Case Study I.2.A.
168
169
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when set alongside the language of romance (amavit). The same form and mechanisms of
code-switching that draw attention to the term scole likewise underscore the Greek
philosopher’s name, a cross-linguistic pun that Lucilius leaves as a subtle jest for his
observant bilingual readers. This tension, though only appreciated by a select portion of
his audience, complements the juxtaposition between philosophy and love, succession
and leisure. This “philosophical” fragment thus begins to resemble a game of
etymologies and innuendoes rather than a serious history of the Academy.
Many of the themes of this fragment are echoed in the later fragment 832833M/959-960W/29.66C/836-838K, where Socrates himself becomes Lucilius’ target:
sic Socrates in amore et in adulescentulis
meliore paulo facie: signat nil quem amet. 173

While it implements no Grecisms beyond the name of Socrates, this second
fragment is complementary in its theme, and similarly describes the career of a lead
philosopher—that is, his romantic career. Just as insider information regarding the Greek
language develops a comic sub-theme in the contrast between Polemon and amavit, a
knowledgeable reader may note in this fragment the irony of Socrates (who was famously
ugly) falling in love with youths noted for their beauty (meliore paulo facie). But while
Socrates loved many young men (whose youth is stressed by the diminutive form used
here), Lucilius’ satire claims that the identity of his lovers was obscure, unlike the overt
nepotism of the relationship between Polemon and his heir Crates. Both fragments not
only relate the love affairs of the philosophers in an almost gossiping attitude, but also
include irreverent, hidden jests that potentially undermine the serious reputations of these
philosophers. Polemon becomes a leader who plays favorites, Socrates becomes a fickle
lover of pretty boys.
Whereas in the previous case study, the name of Epicurus was used synecdochally
to evoke the philosopher’s theoretical apparatus of atomic theory, here Polemon’s name

173
This is Marx’s text, which I translate as follows: “…thus Socrates, in love and among the young
adulescents/ of slightly prettier faces: he gives no sign of whom he loves.”
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first anticipates his legacy as the head of the Academy, then calls into question the nature
of the σχολή enjoyed by Academics. Here, he is not the philosopher, but first and
foremost the lover who passed on the school to his favorite. Just as in I.2.A, where
warfare interfered with the true nature of philosophical debate, here love is the interloper,
with the vocabulary of amavit and transmisit making the scholarly succession not only
erotic, but personal, more like a private bequest (suam scholen) among family or lovers
than a passing-down of responsibility or an election based on erudition or talent. 174
This parody of philosophy assumes both linguistic expertise and cultural
understanding: the reader should know that this type of erotic relationship across
generations had much precedent in Greek philosophical history. 175 Despite the exactitude
of Lucilius’ code-switching here—for the reader cannot mistake what Polemon or scole
he means—the philosophical content indicated by of his code-switches are, once again,
left obscure only to be undermined for the amusement of the careful reader. An audience
earnestly expecting to learn more about the philosophical schools would be disappointed,
perhaps even disillusioned by this description of the head of the Academy.
I.2.C: ῥήσεις, Socratici carti (709M/788W/27.22C/716K)
Context of the Witness
The final fragment of this section on philosophical code-switching is also found in
the De Compendiosa Doctrina, but belongs to Book 27 of the Satires. The text is from
Nonius 196.18(Merc), given in full below:
CHARTAM generis feminini. Masculini. Lucilius lib. XXVII (45):
nec si ubi, Graeci ubi nunc Socratici charti? quidquid quaeritis,
periimus.
“Chartam” belongs to the feminine gender; for the masculine, Lucilius in Book 27:

The word amavit, and its allusion to the erotic relationship between the heads of the Academy, may be,
as Lévy argues, a moment of disapproval of Greek sexual mores (2017); however, it seems more probable
that it is either gossip or humor.
175
Lévy 2017.
174
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nor if where, 176 where now are the Greek, Socratic books? Whatever you
ask, we’re done for.

Book 27 is another very miscellaneous mess of satirical fragments, and the
fragment above is situated within a series of lines whose theme has been variously
identified as changes in fortune (Marx and Warmington), love (Charpin), and human
behavior (Krenkel). Though Charpin and Krenkel diverge in their interpretations of this
satire, they agree that the philosophical papers of Socrates are evoked as an example of
useless information, with a parallel situation found in Propertius. 177
Editions
709-710M:
‘†nec sic ubi Graeci? ubi nunc Socratici carti?’
‘quidquid quaeritis, periimus.’
27.22C:
[nec] sic ubi Graeci, ubi nunc Socratici carti?
quidquid quaeritis, periimus. 179

788-789W:
Ῥήσεις ubi,
Graeci ubi nunc Socratici carti? “Quidquid quaeritis,
periimus.” 178
716-718K:
- ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - en
dic ubi Graeci, ubi nunc Socratici carti?’ — ,quidquid quaeritis
periimus’ - ˇ - ˇ - ˇ - 180

My translation of Marx’s text is the following:
“†So—where are the Greeks? 181 Where now are the Socratic books?”
“Whatever you ask, we’re done for.”

Marx himself concludes that the beginning of the line has not yet been adequately
emended. 182 Both Warmington and Krenkel are quite innovative in their emendations:
This opening clause is cruxed in the text of Marx, cannot be translated into clear English, and is clearly
in need of emendation (see below).
177
Quid tua Socraticis tibi nunc sapientia libris/ proderit aut rerum dicere posse vias? (Eleg. 2.34.27-28).
178
Where are the dissertations? Now where are those Greek Socratic pamphlets? “Whatever you ask, we’re
done for.”
179
Alors où sont les auteurs grecs? où sont maintenant les traités de Socrate? Quel que soit l’argument que
vous alliez chercher, nous sommes perdus.
180
,[N]a, du, wo ist jetzt die griechische, wo jetzt die sokratische Philosophie?‘ — ,Was ihr auch fragt, wir
sind verloren.‘
181
I assume that there is a break in sense here before ubi, though Marx’s punctuation does not render any
assistance on this front.
182
1905: 256.
176
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Warmington’s grows out of his expressed dislike of the syntax of Nonius’ transmitted
text, and while he does not offer an explanation of his conjecture, the Grecism ῤήσεις
seems to grow out of orthographic similarities, whereas Krenkel’s are based on
conversational idioms in Roman comedy. Lindsay notes in his apparatus criticus that
Lipsius had offered nescis, but this conjecture, though attractive, has not stuck. It seems
that Marx’s century-old judgment still stands. Yet while ῤήσεις is a conjecture, it should
still be studied in context of philosophical fragments, especially as it would serve as part
of a stacked code-switch.
Word History
Ῥήσις occurs approximately four thousand and three hundred times in the Greek
corpus, but only one hundred and fifty predate Lucilius and there are only eighteen
hundred antique uses. The Greek word is found across forms and genres, but is typically
only used a handful of times per author. Its meaning is rather open-ended, referring to
anything spoken (whether speech, dramatic dialogue, or a legend).
There is no additional borrowing of this word, whether in Greek or Latin script, in
the Roman literary corpus.
Σωκρατικὸς is far less common a Greek word: exhibited just over four hundred
and twenty times in the Greek corpus overall, there are a substantial sixty-six instances
that predate Lucilius. These are predictably found in philosophical texts, but also in
oratory. Thus, there are eleven forms of the adjective in the works of Lysias, eleven in
Antisthenes, and twelve in Aeschines. A further one hundred and fifty uses are antique,
scattered among Second Sophistic prose authors. 183
There are nearly one hundred and forty uses of Socraticus in Latin literature:
Lucilius is the first to borrow the word (which appears twice in his Satires), but it is
demonstrably a successful loan-word in later Latin literature. Lucilius’ poetic usage was

183
High-frequency examples include: Dionysius of Halicarnassus (10), Harpocratio (8), Plutarch (14),
Athenaeus (18), Diogenes Laertius (22).
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emulated by Propertius, Horace, Ovid, Persius, and Juvenal. 184 The remaining uses in
Latin are primarily prose, however. 185
The final Grecism in this fragment, Lucilius’ carti is derived from the Greek noun
χάρτης, a word found almost two thousand times in Greek literature, but only twentythree times before the end of the second century BCE (only eight of which are found
outside of fragmentary texts).186 Throughout its lexical history, however, χάρτης spans
genres, occurring in both prose and poetry, private and professional texts. 187
Ennius was first to borrow the word, 188 which, with over four hundred antique
uses in Latin literature, was another successful loan-word, albeit one with multiple
accepted orthographies (both ch- and c- were accepted, and while the loan-word was
more commonly feminine, Lucilius’ use here is, exceptionally, masculine). Later poets
including, famously, Catullus in his dedication to Nepos (tribus…cartis) and his
complaint about Volusius (cacata carta), as well as Lucretius, Tibullus, [Tibullus],
Horace, Ovid, and [Virgil] adopted this term into their poetry, evidencing its integration
into not only the Latin language, but into poetic diction as well. 189 Prose authors also
utilized the term, with few genre boundaries observable. 190 The word is found twice
elsewhere in the Satires. 191

184
The phrasings of Propertius and Horace are both evocative of Lucilius’ satire: Propertius describes
“Socraticis libris” (2.34.27), and Horace “Socraticae chartae” (AP 310).
185
Cicero contributes thirty-five instances of the word, Quintilian six, Gellius eight, Macrobius five.
Christian authors in Late Antiquity likewise use the term, e.g. Augustine (6), Jerome (10).
186
Among the fragmentary authors are the comic poems of Plato, Lysimachus, and Archimedes; the five
non-fragmentary works belong to the Hippocratic corpus, two “Epistulae Privatae,” and the Septuagint,
and four from the Greek Anthology.
187
Notable uses include: Dioscorides Pedianus (10); Heron (17); Galen (58); Aelius Promotus (16);
Oribasius (43); Gregory of Nycene (10).
188
Ann. 458(Skutsch): “neque me decet hanc carinantibus edere cartis.”
189
Ovid alone uses forms of charta eighteen times throughout his corpus, and Martial a further, shocking
forty-one times. The inclusion of the term by pseudepigraphical poets also points to its acceptability amid
poetry, as these anonymous poets typically utilized language that was already well-established.
190
Cicero (8); Pliny the Elder (23); Marcellus Empiricus (28); Porfyrio (7); Theodosian Code (24), etc.
191
1084-1085M/1013-1014W/30.12-30.13C/1065-1066K: haec uirtutis tuae <c>artis monumenta locantur./
et uirtute tua et claris conducere cartis.
These fragments include no additional Grecisms, and, given the integration into poetry that seems to have
been begun by Ennius, I do not treat these terms, when they occur singularly, as code-switches.
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Interpretation
This fragment contains three Grecisms, but only two code-switches, a “less-one”
pattern that has emerged in all of the fragments of this subsection. But in the previous
two case studies, the name-based Grecisms were discounted as code-switches; in this
fragment, it is not the adjectival Socratici that should be disqualified, but carti. Used by
Ennius once and later adopted by non-satirical poets otherwise not noted for
implementing Greek terms, carti appears to have already been in the process of being
integrated into the Latin matrix by the time that Lucilius uses it. This nascent loan-word
status is further supported by the triple use by Lucilius throughout the Satires, especially
as the other two uses are unmarked linguistically. Here, however, Lucilius’ use of the
masculine form in -i is exceptional—far less common in the Latin tradition that c(h)arta,
but closer to the original, masculine Greek term—, and thus, while carti should not be
treated here as a true code-switch, its Greek derivation and form contributes to the effect
of ῥήσεις and Socratici.
The fragment thus includes a stacked code-switch, but not a phrase-based codeswitch. Ῥήσεις, as Warmington has reconstructed it, is Hellenic in form, preserving both
its original Greek script and morphology; the case ending in -εις would not be
recognizable as a nominative plural for the Latin monolingual, unlike the subsequent
Grecisms Socratici carti. These latter terms are far more Latinized, creating a hierarchy
of comprehensibility between these borrowings on the grammatical level that is then
stressed further by the lack of illuminating context regarding the identity of these ῥήσεις
and carti.
Warmington’s conjecture suggests a complementary relationship between
Grecisms, the spoken ῥήσεις and the written carti that together intimate a complete
picture of Greek philosophical learning and the Socratic corpus—both written and
handed down orally. But these words are collectively unhelpful in whatever unfortunate
circumstances the speakers find themselves in (periimus). There is also the equation (or,
rather, conflation) that Lucilius makes between Graeci and Socratici carti, as if all
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Greeks, or all Greek books, are philosophical, impractical, or both. Their association with
the authoritative figure of Socrates apparently offers no redeeming value.
Socraticus is found in one other fragment of the Satires, in another poem that
includes Grecisms that were loan-words by the time of Lucilius’ writings. The text of this
other Socratic fragment is as follows (742M/835W/28.7C/800K) :
“Socraticum quidam tyranno misse Aristippum autumant . . .” 192

Tyranno, though derived from τύραννος, is already well-attested in the works of
Plautus, Ennius, Accius, and Pacuvius by the end of the second century BCE, and here in
the Satires we find a Latinized form integrated into an infinitival indirect statement. But
the term, set alongside the Greek name Aristippus, nevertheless underscores Socraticum
as a singular but emphasized code-switch, just as carti does in our primary fragment
above.
Between these fragments, then, Lucilius references first Socratic writings, then a
Socratic pupil; the philosopher himself is also named at 832-833M/959960W/29.66C/836-838K, where Lucilius describes his lovers. 193 In spite of the
specificity of invoking this founding philosopher by name, his theories are absent,
unnamed and unexplicated. There is thus a great deal of knowledge to be filled in by the
reader: who is Aristippus? who is the tyrannus? And, for the fragment studied here, what
are the carti of Socrates that could be thought of as ῥήσεις? The first two questions must
be answered by philosophical and historical familiarity, and Lucilius gives no help for
these solutions in what survives of the fragments. This contrasts with Lucilius’ stacking
mechanism in I.2.A above, where Epicurus is an almost superfluous reference amidst the
vocabulary that summarizes his theories, but it is similar to that found in I.2.B on
Polemon’s scole. Nowhere in these references to Socrates are his philosophical tenets
described, or even listed—the philosopher’s legacy is reduced to papers and people.

192
Marx’s text, which I translate as “Certain people say that the Socratic Aristippus had sent to the
tyrant…”
193
See I.2.B.
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But just as the eidola and atomus were the embodiment of Epicurus, and the
lasting contribution of Polemon was his school, the primary legacy of Socrates were the
dialogues were written about him by his students, young men whom he “corrupted.”
Socrates’ books may not exist, but Socratic ones do, thanks to the work of his
philosophical disciples; this is striking, since even a rogue philosopher such as the Cynic
Diogenes composed some form of literary output. It is thus the absence of texts of
Socrates, as well as the unique, vicarious means of survival of his speeches, that is the
unique philosophical “output” of Socrates. Between the Grecisms of the fragments that
refer to him, then, Lucilius neatly encapsulates the work of Socrates and possibly embeds
a jibe at the philosopher’s unique lack of written contributions—Socratici carti composed
of ῥήσεις, after all, is a neat description of the Platonic dialogues. This fragment, then, is
an homage that concentrates on the dialogic, ironic, and riddling elements of the
dialogues, which may craft an extra-generic complement to Lucilian satire.
Subsection 3: Philosophical-Grammatical References
The following two fragments are grouped together due to similarities both in
code-switching form and subject matter. The first Grecism examined in I.3.A,
zetematium, is a term used either within philosophical or grammatical debate (or rather,
its non-diminutive form zetema is found in these debates). The second Grecism, whether
archetypa or archaeotera, is a term that could be used to invoke either (Greek) literary
history or Stoic language theory. While both of these code-switches may recall
philosophical contexts, they do not paraphrase or explicitly reference the teachings of any
canonical schools of philosophical authorities. Instead, these two fragments blur the line
between literature and philosophy, and between philosophers, grammarians, and other
targets of Lucilian satire.
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I.3.A: zetematium (650M/675W/26.7C/607K)
Context of the Witness
The text of fragment 650M/675W/26.7C/607K is given by Nonius Marcellus at
359.2-21(Merc). I provide the entire lemma on “offendere” given by Nonius below:
Offendere, invenire. Pacuvius Iliona (204):
quos ego, ita ut volui, offendo incolumis.
Afranius Omine (228):
ea memoriter, cum venero, confecta ut offendam…
Quadrigarius Annali lib. II (36):
‘inde postquam aliquantum recessit, offendit montem, loca munita, res omnes
habentem, quae militibus opus sunt, ligna, aquam, pabulum.’
— Terentius Eunucho (234):
offendi adveniens quendam mei loci atque ordinis
hominem.
M. Tullius de signis (in Verr. II, IV, 64):
‘quod nondum perfectum templum offenderant, neque ponere potuerunt.’
— Lucilius lib. XXVI (33):
siquod verbum inusitatum aut zetematium offenderam.
M. Tullius de Republica lib. I (59):
‘sed imitor Archytam illum Tarentinum; qui cum ad villam venisset et omnia
aliter offendisset ac iusserat.
— Plautus Amphitryone (713):
eo more expertem te factam adveniens offendi domi.
Varro Sexagesi (491):
‘Romam regressus ibi nihil offendi quod ante annos quinquaginta, cum primum
dormire coepi, reliqui.’
“Offendere” is “to find.” Pacuvius in the Iliona [says]:
whom I, just as I wished, find unharmed.
Afranius in the Omen [says]:
so that, when I will have come, I find these things were done accurately…
Quadrigarius in the Annals, Book 2:
“thence, after he withdrew somewhat, he found a mountain—a defensible
location—which had all the things that soldiers need: timber, water, feed.”
— Terence in the Eunuchus [says]:
upon arriving, I found a certain man of my place
and position…
Marcus Tullius [says] about signs:
“because they had found the temple not yet completed, neither were they able to
place…”
— Lucilius in Book 26:
.”..if I had discovered any disused word or zetematium.”
Marcus Tullius in the Republic, Book 1:
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“but I emulate Archytas, the Tarentine, who, when he had come to the villa and
had found everything different from how he had commanded…”
— Plautus, in the Amphitryo:
in this manner, upon arriving, I found you at home, made free...
Varro in the Sexagesis:
“then, returned to Rome, I found nothing which I left fifty years before when first
I began to sleep…”

The Lucilian fragment that Nonius gives is from Book 26 of the Satires; the line
is composed in trochaic septenarii. Book 26 includes seventy-seven fragments. It was the
earliest book of the Satires published, and its arrangement, due to our problematic
understanding of the lex Lindsayana with respect to Books 26-30 of the Satires, 194 is very
insecure. The main theme of the book, or at least of one of its satires (of which there are
anywhere from three to five, in the opinions of different editors), seems to have been
dialectic and the construction of poetry; thus the satire with which this fragment is
associated is described by Krenkel as “Rechtfertigung” (justification), but by
Warmington as “On Writing Tragic Poetry.”
Editions
650M:
siquod verbum inusitatum aut zetematium offenderam

675W:
siquod verbum inusitatum aut zetematium
[offenderam. 195

26.7C:
si quod verbum inusitatum aut zetematium offenderam. 196

607K:
siquod verbum inusitatum aut zetematium
[offenderam 197

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
.”..if I had discovered any disused word or little inquiry.”

See Bolisani 1939, Charpin 1978, and White 1973 and 1980.
“[I]f I had hit upon some unusual word or a petty problem.”
196
“[S]i j’avais trouvé quelque mot rare ou quelque petit débat,.”
197
“[W]enn ich auf ein ungebräuchliches Wort oder ein grammatisches Problem gestoßen war.”
194
195
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The text of this fragment is reasonably secure; only verbum is a correction from
the archetype’s verum, marked by both Lindsay and Marx in their respective apparatus as
first made in the sixteenth century by Ianus Gulielmus. 198
Word History
The word history of Lucilius’ Grecism ζητημάτιον can be simply circumscribed:
there are only four instances of the word found within the TLG corpus, all dating from the
first through sixth centuries CE. 199 Its non-diminutive form, ζήτημα, has over one
thousand occurrences from antiquity, more than seventy predating Lucilius. This is a
word that belongs almost solely to prose authors: both Euripides and Sophocles evoke the
term (twice and once, respectively), but no other poets follow their lead. Instead, it is
predominantly philosophers and, later, Christian apologists who utilize this term. 200
In Latin, neither the simple nor the diminutive form appears except in this
passage.
Interpretation
The morphology of the singular code-switch in this fragment is unusual,
implementing a word with Greek diminutive morphology (albeit with a Latinized ending
in -um rather than -ον); building upon the evidence of the word history, this diminutive
may have been first formulated by Lucilius. Such neologous code-switching is striking,
and would usually contradict the purposes of a code-switch, which is meant to be at least
partially understood by a bilingual audience; thus the creation of a new word is a risky
communicative gambit. However, because the neologous aspect is simply the attachment

Lindsay also records that Mueller, in his edition, had suggested ad for aut; this emendation has not
succeeded.
199
The authors who use the term are: Epictetus, Libanius, Cosmas Indicopleustes (in the sixth century text
the Topographia Christiana), and the anonymous author of the Vitae Aesopi. Cosmas uses the term in
dialogue, describing a first-century confrontation between Paul, Festus, and Agrippa: “ζητημάτιά τινα
ἔχουσι...περὶ τῆς ἰδίας δεισιδαιμονίας” (7.42.4).
200
A curious exception to this is the Vitae Aesopi, which not only uses the diminutive form once (see
previous note), but also uses the regular form twenty-one times.
198
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of a diminutive ending to a well-represented Greek word, Lucilius’ gesture would not be
completely obfuscating, particularly to an audience whose native language formed
diminutives in a similar fashion (though with a different ending).
The code-switching mechanism of this fragment supports the possibility of
Lucilian innovation in a Greek term. Introducing the Grecism that is not evidenced before
the first century BCE is the parallel phrase “inusitatum verbum.” This is playful, as the
language of the fragment itself draws attention not only to the verbum itself, a Grecism
previously unused in Latin, but also to its novelty; by crossing language barriers here,
Lucilius hints that zetematium could have been new to Greek as well.
The reader is made to anticipate zetematium by the contextualizing phrase verbum
inusitatum, which nevertheless fails to explain the meaning of the Greek borrowing. That
is, while zetematium is an inusitatum verbum, this is not its semantic valence, and the two
terms, though offered as alternatives linked by aut, relate to different types of options—
an uncommon term, on the one hand, or a minute investigation, on the other. There can
be overlap, if the result of the minute investigation is itself an uncommon term, but this is
not a necessary semantic relationship. Lucilius is, again, deliberately mixing things up,
comparing the usage of a hapax with philosophical inquiry, which is itself named with a
neologism.
As Marx points out, Lucilius’ use of the Greek term here is especially pointed: the
Latin term quaestio carried the same semantic valence as the Greek ζήτημα, and was
recognizable in its own Latin, diminutive form at the latest by the middle of the first
century BCE, when Cicero describes his quaestiunculam (de Or. 1.102). 201 The parallel
between quaestio and ζήτημα is confirmed by Quintilian, 202 implying that Lucilius could
just have easily formed a Latin diminutive from quaestio. In using zetematium, then, the
In response to a query about the ars dicendi, Crassus responds: “Quid? mihi vos nunc...tamquam alicui
Graeculo otioso et loquaci et fortasse docto atque erudito quaestiunculam, de qua meo arbitratu loquar,
ponitis?” Not only the subject (rhetoric), but also the reference to “some little Greek, full of leisure and talk
and perhaps learned and wise” may shed some insight into the second-order associations with the
diminutive form of quaestio, and, by extension, of ζήτημα.
202
Inst. 3.11.1; Gelius’ use of theorematium offers another likely synonym (NA 1.13.9; see Charpin 1979:
270).
201
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satirist pays deliberate tribute and activates in the mind of his attentive reader the legacy
of Greek philosophy and grammatical inquiry, to which the ζήτημα most truly belonged.
Charpin, building upon this basis, argues that Lucilius is describing two types of debates:
“la recherche du mot rare” (inusitatum verbum) and “les debats psychologiques et
moraux” (zetematium). 203 Charpin’s interpretation explicitly connects the term zetema
with Plato and the Laws, claiming that, from that text onward the term implied a careful,
detailed investigation.
This potential connection to the Laws reinforces the comic tension of this
fragment, which introduces a Greek philosophical term only to undercut it with an
emphasis on language, accomplished first in Lucilius’ comparison of the Grecism to a
verbum, then underscored by the adaptation of ζήτημα into never-before-seen diminutive
form. 204 On the one hand, there is the collapse between his terms: he presents the
inusitatum verbum and the zetematium as alternatives, linked by aut, but since
zetematium is a word that occurs nowhere else, zetematium is itself an inusitatum verbum.
On the other hand, the thoroughness and careful examination implied by a zetema is
undercut by the diminutive form, as well as by the randomizing siquod, an indefinite that
implies that the inusitatum verbum—and, by extension, the researched quibble that the
zetematium represents—is simply the result of random chance.
The odd meaning of offendo here may further underscore the contradiction of
Lucilius’ Grecism in context; it is even possible that the strange meaning of offendo in
this passage, for which Nonius preserved it in the first place, plays off of the meaning of
ζητέω. Offendo, “to find (almost by accident),” is not quite a calque of the Greek verb,
but it is no antonym either. Offendo, in its semantic sense here, balances the precise,
focused search implied by ζητέω with the randomizing effect of siquod, but focuses on
the result rather than the process of seeking.

Charpin 1979: 270. Charpin points to NA 6.3.28 as an example of such a debate in Lucilius (whose
subject matter is Euripides), draws a comparison with Persius 1.63-117 and Petronius’ Satyricon 1-4.
204
Baier argues that this novel diminutive may be deliberately dismissive or derogatory (2001: 48).
203
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The fragment therefore requires a mixture of linguistic and semantic knowledge.
The compounding of the Greek term into a diminutive is an obstacle to understanding
that necessitates knowledge of Greek word-building, just as this uncommon sense of
offendo depends on a deep comprehension of the Latin language—misunderstanding this
verb could result in literal violence to the sense of the satire (“I offend…” or “I
damage…” are other potential, but erroneous, interpretations of the verb). While the
semantics of the code-switch itself is specific to Greek philosophical and grammatical
traditions, the surrounding Latin context makes the philosophical sense of zetematium
subservient to the theme of language.
I.3.B: archetypa/archaeotera (1111M/411W/H17C/1122K)
Context of the Witness
The last fragment in this subsection is preserved by Atilius Fortunatianus, a
grammarian who is tentatively dated to the fourth century CE. Very few details are
known of his life, but he was the author of a single surviving text, the De Metris
Horatianis, a metrical treatise that draws heavily on the preceding work of Caesius
Bassus. 205 Atilius Fortunatianus only quotes Lucilius once, so we can draw no patterns of
quotation or engagement with the satirist from his work. The fragment given here is
unassigned, and Fortunatianus provides little additional information about the text; the
fragment may even be a paraphrase, since it does not fit a hexameter as it stands. It
should be observed, however, that while Fortunatianus quotes Sallust with the phrase “ut
ille ait,” Lucilius is mentioned by name.
The passage below is the opening of the metrical treatise, which builds
dramatically up to the concluding quotation from Lucilius (6.278.19K, 59.1-60.5
Morelli 206):

205
206

A friend of Persius’ in the first century CE, and praised by Quintilian for his polymetrical poems.
These numbers are pages from Keil’s and Morelli’s editions, respectively; the text is from Morelli 2011.
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etsi scio te omni studio atque virtute in hoc maxime laborare, ut oratorem te perfici velis,
et hoc unum in animo volvere, quo avo et quo patre sis natus, <et> dies noctesque
insistere, ut eloquentia senatoriam cumules dignitatem — quid enim pulchrius
disertissimo praetore? aut quid sublimius eloquentissimo consule? — tamen arbitror ab
illa virtutum omnium via aliquando in deverticula flectendum discendumque esse
praeterea aliquid, pedetemptim tamen et tantum quantum oratorem et non valeat avocare
et possit ornare. cogita enim te de omnibus bonis artibus iudicaturum, et quanto dignitate
omnes homines <...> anteire, tanto scientia debere praestare.
accipe igitur horatiana metra, quae saepius flagitasti. nam quid refert hunc poetam
imitari, tenere, diligere, si non omnes virtutes eius penitus cognoveris? quare necessario
altius et a vivo <fonte> mihi—quod aiunt—repetenda res est, ut de metris ipsis
principalibus ante percurram, quo magis haec quibus intendimus in aperto esse possint.
sed, ut ille ait, ‘carptim, uti quaeque memoria digna videbantur,’ de multis auctoribus
excerpta perscripsi. quod si omnia velis cognoscere et nomina et genera metrorum, cum
tibi ab oratoria otium fuerit, veteres legemus id est, ut ait Lucilius, ‘archetypa unde haec
sunt omnia nata.’
Although I know that you are working most of all, with all zeal and excellence, at this
thing (namely that you wish to be perfected as an orator); I also know that you ponder
this thing alone in your mind, namely from what grandfather and what father you were
born, and I know that you dwell on this for days and nights, so that you might heap up
senatorial dignity with eloquence—for what is more comely than the wittiest praetor? Or
what is more lofty than the most eloquent consul? But anyway, I judge that sometimes
one must turn from this path of all virtues towards diversions and that something else
must be learned in addition, but nevertheless, step by step and only as much as it is not
able to distract an orator and is able to adorn [him]. Consider, then, that you are about to
pass judgment regarding all the good arts, and by as much as all men <lacuna> surpass in
dignity, by so much it is necessary that they excel in knowledge.
Receive, therefore, the Horatian meters which you have very often demanded. For what
bearing does it have to imitate, to consider, to relish this poet if you do not understand all
of his excellence on a deep level? Therefore, the matter—namely that I will first run
through these chief meters—must be resumed by me from a higher and living source, as
they say, so that these things on which we focus may be out in the open. But just as he
[Sallust] says, “[I decided to write] bit by bit, as each thing seemed worth remembering,”
I have written in full excerpts from many authors. But if you should desire to know all,
both the names and types of meters, while you have free time from oratory we will read
the old ones, that is, as Lucilius says, “the archetypes from which all these things were
born.”

After this auspicious quotation, the text moves on to its first subject matter, given
under the subheading “De Litteris Vocalibus.” The Lucilian quotation is an effective coda
to Fortunatianus’ introduction, but only liminally integrated into the text itself. As
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Fortunatianus provides no citation of book number or surrounding contextualization, the
satire to which this fragment belongs is unknown. 207
Editions
1111M:
_archaeotera * * unde haec sunt omnia nata

411W:
archaeotera...unde haec sunt omnia nata. 208

H17C:
<_> archaeotera <_> unde haec sunt omnia nata. 209

1122K:
<nosce> archaeotera <illa> unde haec sunt omnia nata 210

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
The more ancient things […] whence all these were born…

The two most recent editions of the text of Atilius Fortunatianus offer
“archetypos” (Keil) and “archetypa” (Morelli), respectively. The manuscript tradition of
the text is quite limited: only one manuscript (N) is known to predate the editio princeps
(produced by Parrhasius), with a further three manuscripts from the sixteenth century that
were copied and circulated contemporaneously with the first print edition.
Manuscript N gives the gibberish reading of “archeotyra,” either an aural
misspelling of the comparative Greek adjective “archaeotera” or a visual misrendering
brought about by pi-rho confusion across Greek and Latin scripts. Though all four editors
of Lucilius prefer the comparative form archaeotera, both words have potential to be
correct: archaeotera would be an echo of Fortunatianus’ veteres legemus, on the one
hand, while archetypa would preface the following subsections, the building blocks
necessary for the comprehension and composition of meter. Furthermore, archetypa is
used again elsewhere in the De Metris Horatianis.
It should be noted, however, that Atilius utilizes this quotation for the sake of this
Grecism, and if archetypa is the term he wishes to use to describe the models put forth by
Warmington, however, ventures to place this fragment in Book 10, assigning it to a satire on poetic
composition.
208
“[T]he older works, whence all these have arisen.”
209
“[L]es oeuvres de l’Antiquité d’où sortent tous les mètres actuels.”
210
“[L]erne die älteren Werke kennen, woher all diese Dinge stammen.”
207
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revered, ancient authors (veteres), it would also serve as the trigger word in recollecting
the fragment; it is therefore unlikely that the grammarian misquoted the opening, pivotal
word of Lucilius’ fragment, even though he seems to paraphrase the surrounding text.
But Atilius only quotes Lucilius once; we have no comparanda within his corpus, and no
alternative source outside of it, with which to compare this fragment, and little enough
information regarding the state of the Satires by the fourth century CE. The uncertainty
between archaeotera and archetypa, therefore, is far more complicated than a
paleographic or transmission-based problem.
Even if archetypa were established as the more likely term in the Atilian context,
given the looseness of his Lucilian excerpt to begin with, archaeotera would still be a
viable conjecture. While I maintain that archetypa is the more probable reading as per the
logic of utrum in altero, in my word histories below and subsequent analysis, I will offer
studies of both terms. 211
Attilius Fortunatianus’ text also leaves some gaps, as the line, such as it stands,
does not suit any of Lucilius’ meters. Marx, Warmington, and Charpin collectively leave
spaces to mark these missing words; Krenkel’s version follows Marx’s suggestion,
recorded in both his apparatus criticus and in his commentary.
Word Histories
The adjective ἀρχαῖος dates back to the Archaic era, its first surviving appearance
in the fragments of Hesiod. Its comparative form, ἀρχαιότερος, is less ancient, first
securely located in Thucydides. 212 Ἀρχαιότερος occurs just over one thousand times
within the TLG corpus; there are approximately two hundred forms found in texts from

For more information on the constitution of the text of the introduction of De Metris Horatianis, see
Morelli 1976. The article was published as Morelli began to prepare for his edition, eventually published in
2011; it provides a useful summary of the textual problems, Morelli’s emendations, and an overview of the
logic behind them.
212
Fragments of Mimnermus, Pherecydes, and Anaxagoras also appear in a word search on the TLG, but
the words occur in the introductory material or in the paraphrase, rather than in the fragments themselves.
211
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antiquity, thirty of which predate Lucilius. 213 Most ancient authors use the comparative
form rarely, perhaps four times at most in a large corpus (e.g., that of Lucian). The word
is more commonly found in prose texts, particularly among philosophical and historical
writers, with Aristophanes in the Birds providing a rare poetic instance. 214
In Latin, there are only three instances of the descriptive form of archaeus (used
by Pomponius Porphyrio and by Diomedes in his Ars Grammatica); all three instances
comment on the connection between Roman satire and Old Comedy, using “archea” to
describe “commoedia.” The comparative form is found only in this passage of Lucilius.
The noun ἀρχέτυπον and its often substantivized adjective form ἀρχέτυπος has a
rather different word history. Of the noun and adjective, there are circa fifteen hundred
forms in TLG, three hundred of which are from the classical corpus, with a mere six
predating Lucilius. 215 It is an infrequent term in classical Greek texts, 216 but implemented
across genres and in both poetic and prosaic forms.
In Latin, however, ἀρχέτυπον was incorporated as both an adjective and a noun
(or, arguably, a substantivized form of the adjective). In his TLL entry, Diehl argued that
the adjective came to mean either “ancient” or, by extension, “genuine,” whereas the
noun form retained a meaning synonymous with παράδειγμα. 217 There are twenty-eight
instances of the term in classical Latin; Martial alone contributes six of these. 218 Notably,
the term is used twice by Atilius Fortunatianus, both in this passage and later in the De
Metris Horatianis. 219
The descriptive and superlative forms of the adjective are quite common, with almost twelve-thousand
forms discoverable within the TLG corpus.
214
Av. 469.
215
At first glance, the count seems to be seven, but the same fragment is given twice by the TLG, variously
attested to both Simonides and Praxiteles.
216
The increase in the use of this term after the fifth century is the result of Christian authors, who use
ἀρχέτυπος in conjunction with words such as πίναξ and εἰκών.
217
1901.
218
Compare to Varro (1), Juvenal (1), Pliny the Younger (1). The eighteen remaining usages are found in
grammarians, such as Chalcidius in his translation of the Timaeus, Macrobius, Irenaeus, and similar.
219
294.5K/84.114-15(Morelli), where the author describes the Saturnian meter: “Cetera partim in Horatio
recognosces, partim in archetypis auctorum libris, unde haec nos excerpsimus.” The similarity in phrasing,
introducing a relative clause that begins with unde to explain the point of the archetypa, certainly promotes
this reading of the Atilian manuscripts.
213
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Interpretation
In this fragment, the text of the Grecism itself is uncertain; there are, therefore,
two different forms of code-switching possible here. If Lucilius borrowed the term
archaeotera, which the Lucilian editors print, his code-switch offers an unusual
borrowing of Greek morphology, extending not just to phonetics and case endings, but
also to the lengthier, comparative form in -oter-. While Latin as a matrix language shares
the grammatical potential for a comparative adjective, such a borrowing is uncommon; 220
additionally, the Greek and Latin comparative morphologies do not overlap, meaning that
archaeotera has undergone very little Latinization indeed, and retains a problematically
Greek form (not unlike zetematium, above). Archetypa, preferred by the Attilian editors,
is less unique as a code-switch, a substantive adjective with a plural neuter case ending
that is undifferentiated in form from Latin neuter nouns. Either Grecism would represent
a singular code-switch, but the comprehensibility and assimilation to Latin morphological
norms differ. Archaeotera is a far more demanding code-switch to be used in a fragment
that, at least as it stands, offers no further clarification on the meaning of the borrowed
term.
Thus, while both archaeotera and archetypa are Greek borrowings, the
ramifications of the terms with respect to our understanding of the fragment (and its
scansion 221) are radically different. Though both words have around the same numeric
frequency in Greek, archaeotera is a comparative form, derived from a far more
ubiquitous adjective. The reverse is true in their Latin reception, where archaeotera is
non-existent but for this fragment, while archetypa is integrated into the language as a
successful loan-word. Additionally, the terms have divergent distributions in Greek:

The lack of incorporation of the comparative archaeoteros into Latin follows the general rules of codeswitching laid out by Field and outlined in the Introduction. The descriptive form of the adjective,
archaeos, however, is similarly absent from the Latin corpus.
However, as will be exemplified in Chapter 3, Lucilius elsewhere proves himself capable of borrowing
comparative forms of Greek adjectives (cf. rhetoricoterus).
221
Both can be used within dactylic hexameter, albeit with assumed elision (see, e.g., Krenkel’s
suggestions for filling out the line).
220
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archaeotera is prosaic, whereas archetypa spans genres and subject-matters in both
Greek and Latin.
If archaeotera, therefore, is the Lucilian borrowing, it is a surprising one not only
because of its novelty and eventual singularity, but also because the poet was inserting a
non-poetic term into his Latin satire. This gesture is made the more ironic and powerful if
we trust the interpretations of Marx, Warmington, and Charpin, all of whom believe that
this is a word borrowed specifically to trigger a discussion of poetic literary history.
For Marx, the word archaeotera implies an understood contrast with neotera, and
calls to mind not only Cicero’s later (famous) derision of his contemporary poets, but
also Aristophanes’ earlier words on the same subject. Aristophanes is notably the only
poet before Lucilius to use this comparative form of ἀρχαιότεροι, but he does so not in
reference to literature, but rather in reference to the age of the chorus birds, who in their
eponymous play claim to be older than the very gods. In the passage to which Marx
refers, Aristophanes juxtaposes the neoteroi with geraiteroi, a synonym of archaeotera,
but nevertheless distinct. 222
On Marx’s interpretation, we must understand the “archaeotera whence all things
are born” to be the works of great Greek poets, such as Homer, 223 who serve as the
foundation of poetry for an author. But when we examine the Attilian context, Lucilius’
“older things” do not align rightly with the veteres of the grammarian, for while Attilius
clearly has authoritative (and, drawing from his rhetoric in the opening passage,
successful and outstanding) authors and their works in mind, Lucilius points to “older
things,” rather than specific older authors. While Lucilius elsewhere shows an interest in
combining Roman and Greek literature within a hybridized, terminological framework, 224
222
The adjective ἀρχαιότεροι is found at Av. 469; whereas Marx refers to Nub. 1370, 1391, 1395 (1905:
353). See also Cicero, Att. 7.2.1.
223
Or, as Fiske argues, the models presented by Old Comedy: “Marx believes that the passage refers to
Homer; and in fact it is true that Homer occupies a central position among the ancient classics…To me,
however, the similarity of the wording of the fragment with Horace’s Sat. 1.4.1-6 makes an allusion to the
Old Comedy more probable” (1920: 109). Fiske argues that the comparative degree of archaeotera does
not suit an allusion to Homer, the oldest of poets, and that the neuter refers to the rules of comedy—or, as
Fiske puts it, the “theory of the laughable”—that Lucilius derived from Attic models (ibid: 281).
224
See Case Study I.1.A, as well as III.1.C.
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Marx’s reading, in which Lucilius reveres Greek poetic paragons, aligns neither with his
alleged project at III.1.C, nor, indeed, with his playful and even irreverent application of
Homeric lines and words studied in Chapter 2.
Furthermore, the designation “archaeoterus” in Greek was used not only to refer
to famous authors such as Homer, but also to point to the leaders or founders of
philosophical schools: thus, Diogenes Laertius, discussing the Stoic breakdown of
philosophy into constituent parts (e.g., ethical) refers to Zeno and Cleanthes as
“archaeoteroi.” 225 While this is literary, it is also philosophical; Marx’s interpretation
cannot be leaned upon too heavily.
If instead we follow the editors of Atilius Fortunatianus and read archetypa, we
are presented with a Grecism of diverging meanings in its two language traditions: in
Greek, the term stays fairly neutral in meaning, “models” or “first-formed”; in Latin,
however, the term is imbued with a slightly weightier meaning of “ideal models” or
“legitimate models.” 226 Lucilius would be the first but not the only Roman author to use
it.
But to what models could these archetypa refer? Whereas archaeotera seems to
allude in broad strokes to literary traditions, archetypa are specific, whether
philosophical, grammatical, or literary. In the last case, the meaning of both potential
code-switches may overlap in their Latin semantics: thus, in Epigram 7.11, Martial seems
to allude to the literary tradition when he proclaims that his reader would prefer him to
have “archetypas nugas.” This only works, however, because of the inclusion of nugas,
which alludes to Catullus, one of Martial’s generic models. 227

225
See Diog. 7.84 (listed in the TLG also as fragment 1 of Chrysippus and 404 of Posidonius): οὕτω δ’
ὑποδιαιροῦσιν οἱ περὶ Χρύσιππον καὶ Ἀρχέδημον καὶ Ζήνωνα τὸν Ταρσέα καὶ Ἀπολλόδωρον καὶ Διογένην
καὶ Ἀντίπατρον καὶ Ποσειδώνιον· ὁ μὲν γὰρ Κιτιεὺς Ζήνων καὶ ὁ Κλεάνθης, ὡς ἂν ἀρχαιότεροι,
ἀφελέστερον περὶ τῶν πραγμάτων διέλαβον (text Theiler 1982).
226
The TLL breaks down the meaning of archetypos, -on and its Latinized variant archetypus, -a, -um as
either “primitus, antiquitus formatus indeque verus, sincerus” or, when used substantively, “exempla,
παράδειγμα” (Diehl 1901). Interestingly, this fragment of Lucilius is not cited in the article.
227
Thus elsewhere the poet uses forms of archetypus to allude to particularly well-executed dishware, and
Juvenal uses the term to refer to busts of philosophers (Sat. 2.6-7).
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Lucilius’ text, lacking any such illuminating noun, is open to interpretation, and
Terzaghi concluded that archetypa here refers to Stoic language theory. On this
interpretation, the basic models from which all (poetic) things are born are the phonetics
of language which evolved over generations, vowels and syllables eventually evolving
into words. 228 This is an appealing theory, for, as this dissertation seeks to demonstrate,
language and linguistic formation is a recurring motif of the Satires, and the poet shows
himself deeply engaged with grammatical theory time and again. Lucilius’ familiarity
with Stoic language theory in particular is showcased in Book 9 of the Satires, 229 but its
influence here cannot be confirmed.
And this leads to another uncertainty of this passage, namely, the reference point
of haec omnia. Since this is the first-person, proximal demonstrative, there could be a
juxtaposition between the Greek paragon alluded to and the potentially-Roman objects
brought into being from them. Set within the birthing metaphor introduced by “nata,” one
assumes that the archaeotera of literary history yield poetry, while the archetypa of
language yield sounds. The two textual reconstructions thus ultimately overlap in their
production, but it is also worth noting that the poet, after introducing these Greek terms,
proceeds to undermine the logic of literary inheritance or philosophical logic through a
humorous and somewhat warped metaphor. 230
No matter which word was found in the Satires, then, the Grecism used here
implies that Lucilius set his Satires within a network of literature and theory, influence
that is activated by language. From an originary Greek term spring his Latin creations.
Conclusion
In these case studies, Lucilius’ intellectual and generic engagement with the
nuances of Greek philosophical schools and prominent figures of that tradition is
Following a similar line of reasoning, Charpin suggested that archeotypa could alternatively be an error
made by Attilius, who meant to write prototypa (used elsewhere by Marius Victorinus to describe the basic
principles of meter). Cf. GLK 6.69 and 6.100.4.
229
See Case Study III.2.A.
230
What older or idealized things, after all, give birth?
228
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remarkably diverse and deliberately complicated. In spite of his obvious familiarity with
the various philosophical schools, their contentions and their primary theories, the satirist
does not appear to use Grecisms in order to evoke philosophy “for philosophy’s sake.”
Instead, with his code-switching expertise, he inserts select terms of philosophy, which,
like modern-day catch words, hint at the philosophical content of Lucilius fragments,
explicitly state the components of his philosophical source or model, or leave the reader
with multiple potential points of reference. The amount (as well as the elite nature) of
knowledge required to unpack these code-switches, too, is striking; a reader should be as
deeply engaged with the philosophical tradition as Lucilius to follow his more elaborate
parodies and linguistic gestures, especially given the lack of paraphrases and explications
recurrent among the case studies examined here.
Many of the words studied above were never truly incorporated within the Latin
language; instead, as Greek philosophy became more common in the Roman world, Latin
equivalents were developed and implemented by authors such as Lucretius, Cicero,
Virgil, and others. Rather than responding to or prompting a take-over of Greek
terminology and philosophical frameworks, therefore, Lucilius’ purpose here seems to be
to tackle Greek philosophy from a distinctly Roman point of view, and, in so doing,
overly-familiarizes philosophy until it is yet another theme for comedic relief.
These philosophical subjects and their founders, embedded within Roman satiric
contexts, are another genre that the satirist can subsume within his poems, incorporating
prosaic and foreign terms within a new context. Furthermore, the subject matter of
philosophy itself within these code-switching fragments appears to become a target of
Lucilian satire, constantly undermined and contradicted, and the poet uses his Grecisms
to undercut the established legacies of what philosophers he explicitly named. This
method of parody, which requires previous study of Greek philosophy but ultimately
ridicules the output of this genre, constantly shifts the identity of Lucilius’ satiric targets
and, in so doing, also rotates what readers are themselves threatened or privileged by his
subject matter. Code-switching and the uneven integration of Greek words into Roman
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matrixes once again creates insider and outsider groups, both with his philosophical
parodies among the philosophers, and outside among his readers.
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Chapter 2: Homeric Code-Switches
Introduction
In this chapter, I examine eight Lucilian fragments that incorporate Greek
borrowings originally found in the Homeric corpus. These fragments, though few in
number, include over twenty-two individual Grecisms, 231 and are thus rich in bilingual
content. 232 As was the case with the fragments in the previous chapter, the category of
“Homeric Grecisms” has been utilized by previous scholars of Lucilius in their
schematizations of Greek words in the Satires, 233 and, as in Chapter 1, the Grecisms
studied below take a variety of forms. Lucilius derives his Homeric borrowings from both
the Iliad and the Odyssey, 234 and reveals a knowledge of the text that includes both key
dramatic passages of the epics, 235 as well as passages better known for textual problems
that were debated within the Alexandrian scholarly tradition. 236
Among his code-switches, there are instances of generally “epic” language (words
and expressions used first by Homer, but employed by his emulators through the
centuries that followed), and quotations taken from specific passages (which carry
context with them, even as they mark a register and language shift). Likewise, these eight
fragments demonstrate methods of code-switching noted in Chapter 1, including both
231
It must be stated here that these fragments are not the only places in the Satires where we can see the
influence of Homer. I am not here treating epic themes employed by Lucilius (e.g., the concilium deorum),
nor arguably-Latinized paraphrases of Homer (e.g., 435-436M/461-462W/11.6C/436-437K, “hunc iuga
mulorum protelo ducere centum/ non possunt,” which Housman views as a reworking of Od. 9.241, “οὐκ
ἂν τόν γε δύω καὶ εἴκοσ᾽ ἄμαξαι/ ἐσθλαὶ τετράκυκλοι ἀπ᾽ οὔδεος ὀχλίσσειαν”; likewise with 247-248M/262263W/6.3C/250-251K, see Housman 1907a: 73).
232
Some fragments additionally include non-Homeric terms, but, as I will show below, these do not “deactivate” the Iliadic and Odyssean resonances of the fragments, and often, in fact, serve to underscore the
epicizing terms used by Lucilius. Thus the fragments are examined in this chapter, rather than elsewhere
(though they will be cross-referenced as necessary).
233
Chahoud 2004 and Bouterweck 1873.
234
Note that I do not here discuss Livius Andronicus’ Odusia, though this translation doubtlessly had its
impact in Roman reception of the Odyssey.
235
Such as the Nekuia of Od. 11 (cf. Clayman 2009: 122: “For parody to succeed the poet’s audience must
recognize his source and this suggests that the ‘Catalogue,’ the Nekyia, and the Teichoskopia were among
the more popular parts of the Iliad and the Odyssey”). See Case Study II.2.C.
236
Such as Zeus’ list of lovers in the Dios Apate of Il. 14, which was athetized by the Alexandrian scholar
Aristophanes of Byzantium. See Case Study II.2.B.
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singular and stacked forms, as well as pronounced, phrase-based code-switching; in one
of the fragments studied below, the satirist even integrates a full Homeric hexameter into
his poem. 237
Lucilius’ Homeric Grecisms are different from other types of code-switches in the
Satires because the phrases and words that he borrows resound not only with the echoes
of a literary tradition (of hexametric poetry), but also with rhetorical concepts and
strategies for which the Homeric corpus provided an early and authoritative example for
students of Greek. When Lucilius quotes Homer, he references the epic poems as literary
works and as school texts, and, as I will show below, many of the passages that he
incorporates into his poetry were debated by earlier, Alexandrian critics. The tradition of
learning represented by Lucilius’ Homeric code-switches was closely bound to and
informed by the rhetorical tradition, exemplifying subject matter and idealized style to be
analyzed or emulated. This mixture of literary and grammatical reference points is well
suited amidst many of Lucilius’ other code-switches studied in this dissertation. They
anticipate the integration of Greek rhetorical terminologies that I will examine in Chapter
3 and recall the parodic allusions to the philosophical tradition explored in Chapter 1. By
evoking a broad range of Homeric contexts and using Homer as a point of scholarly
debate, 238 Lucilius once again provides evidence of his own depth of learning even as he
creates a continuity between himself and the father of poetry.
Previous scholarship on the Lucilian quotation of Homer has funneled the
fragments almost solely through the ancient Greek tradition of parodia, drawing parallels
especially to texts that spoof the Iliad and the Odyssey. 239 George Fiske and Mario
See Case Study II.2.E.
As also demonstrated in the poesis-poema fragment (see Case Study III.1.C).
239
Poccetti 2018 also offers a study of Lucilius’ Homericisms that does not focus on parody, but rather on
linguistic variation. Just as Clayman notes of parody (see footnote 235), Poccetti argues that the linguistic
variation must reflect the multilingualism of Lucilius’ audience, because Homer must be understood and
recognized by the audience in order to be appreciated within the context of the Satires.
There is still, of course, parody of epic in the Satires, and I detailed in the previous chapter how codeswitching can advance this aspect of satire, whether comically or critically. But Lucilian parody and
criticism of Homer is not entirely dependent upon Greek code-switching, as when at fragment 480484M/520-523W/15.18C/482-485K he describes the “lies” of the epic poet. “Multa homines portenta in
Homeri uersi<bus> ficta / monstra putant, quorum in primis Poly<ph>emus ducentos / Cyclops longus
237
238
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Puelma Piwonka both maintain that irony is Lucilius’ primary purpose in quoting Homer,
and Catherine Connors’ contribution, in turn, has been to note that Latin epic, specifically
Ennius, was put to a similar, comic end in the works of Roman satirists. 240 One
particularly helpful insight on the Greek parodic tradition of Homer should be added to
these: Wolfram Ax, in his study of Timon of Phlius, argued that there were three manners
of Homeric exploitation used by Timon for his parody—“author-parody,” which takes
recognizably Homeric formulae and inserts them in a foreign context; “genre-parody,”
which borrows epicizing vocabulary not anchored to a specific passage; and “passageparody,” which mocks an extended unit of epic, such as the “Catalogue of Ships,” or the
Nekuia. 241
In the Satires, we can see Lucilius utilizing Homericisms that reflect each of these
three categories, even in combination with one another 242 or set alongside a formula
taken from another author. 243 But Lucilius’ parody is the more marked because it
transcends language barriers, even as the poet uses register-shifts for comic or dramatic
effect, 244 adding further complications and making his mocking technique all the more
complex. Thus, while it is worthwhile to note the similarities between Lucilius’ types of
code-switches and Timon’s range of parodic methods (for this provides yet another
bridge between Lucilius and the Greek reception of Homer), another form of organization
is called for.
My approach in this chapter will be two-fold: I will begin in the first subsection
with a study of the Homeric expressions that seem to function as individual “words”
(which I loosely refer to as “Homericisms”); in the second subsection, which makes up

pedes: et porro huic maius bacillum / quam malus naui e corbita maximus ullast.” Though the fragment
includes several Greek proper names, Lucilius refrains from implementing Homeric Greek in these lines.
Cf. Case Study III.1.C.
240
Fiske, more particularly, traces the influence of Timon of Phlius’ Silloi and the Diatribes of Bion within
Lucilius’ Satires (1920: 143ff). Connors’ key Lucilian example of epic parody of Ennius is his concilium
deorum, which was in turn later emulated in the Apocolocyntosis (2005).
241
Clayman 2009 is responsible for these translations of Ax’s 1991 terms.
242
As in Case Study II.2.C.
243
As in Case Study II.2.B.
244
Chahoud and Dickey 2010: passim.
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the bulk of this chapter, I will progress to Homeric quotations, phrases and stacked codeswitches that have a single reference point within the Homeric corpus and evoke an
established context. 245 The difference between these sections is partially methodological,
as in the first subsection I will be continuing the “word study” approach of the first
chapter, while in the second subsection I turn to a broader reception study of the Homeric
lines and half-lines, employing what I have termed “quotation histories.”
The Homeric Grecisms explored in this chapter are frequently given with limited
or no context; however, as I will argue, in each case, Lucilius continues to anchor his
borrowings within Latin frameworks and, furthermore, gives nods—or winks?—to his
readers, alluding to the wit and knowledge required to compose and, indeed, to interpret
his work. It is my goal in this chapter not only to observe how code-switching serves to
promote Lucilian parody of Homer, but also to examine the poet’s metaliterary selfpositioning, observing how the Grecisms chosen by Lucilius not only activate a
recollection of Homeric epic, but frequently incorporate as well the more contemporary
concerns of Homeric commentary. These fragments rigorously demand their own type of
esoteric knowledge, and repeatedly place Lucilius within and against a literary tradition
of a different language, genre, and society.
Subsection 1: Homericisms
The Grecisms included within this first subsection resemble to some extent those
examined in Chapter 1: Lucilius borrows Greek expressions and inserts them into a
Roman context, often with Latinized endings, either in singular or phrase-based forms.
The three fragments analyzed below represent both manners of switching: the first two
fragments utilize only a single Grecism each, euplocamo (991M/1095W/30.92C/1006K),
and αἰγίλιπ(ες/οι) (110-113M/102-105W/3.8C/108-111K); the third fragment
There is a resemblance in this division to two of Ax’s parodic categories; Lucilian “Homericisms” may
be seen as code-switches that utilize Homeric terms in incongruous settings, Ax’s “genre parody,” while his
“Homeric quotations” are more closely related to “author-parody” and “passage-parody.” The fragmentary
nature of the Satires makes differentiation between these latter types impossible to ascertain, since we can
only guess at the extent to which any Homeric passage was parodied in Lucilius’ lost poems.
245
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incorporates a prepositional phrase, eis aetera, into a Latin hexameter
(799M/848W/28.46C/752K). All of these fragments set epicizing terminology within the
Satires, and the Grecisms borrowed are derived from Homeric texts, but none is
explicitly evocative of any single moment of Homeric epic. Thus, these terms and
expressions are grouped under “Homericisms”; the next subsection, by contrast, will
examine “Homeric quotations.”
II.1.A: euplocamo (991M/1095W/30.92C/1006K)
Context of the Witness
The first Grecism I will examine in this chapter will, for many reasons, be the
most straightforward. The text of the fragment is preserved by Nonius in Book 1 of the
De Compendiosa Doctrina, the sole citation within a brief lemma. The entire dictionary
entry is as follows (35.29(Merc)):
DISCERNICULUM, acus quae capillos mulierum ante frontem dividit: dicta a
discernendo. Lucilius lib. XXX (58):
euplocamo digitis discerniculumque capillo.
Hair-bodkin: a pin which parts women’s locks above the forehead: so-called from
“dividing.” Lucilius in Book 30 [says]:
for the lovely-tressed woman on her fingers, and a hair-bodkin for her lock.

The context from the Satires is difficult to establish. Book 30, with over one
hundred, often single-line fragments associated with it, is little better than an adespotic
book. Editors have proposed four or even five satires within its compass, and these lines,
to add further confusion, range not only in subject matter but in meter as well. The
fragment above is a whole hexametrical verse, but little more can be positively said about
it in its original context.
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Editions
991M:
euplocamo digitis, discerniculumque capillo

1095W:
euplocamo digitis discerniculumque capillo. 246

30.92C:
euplocamo digitis discerniculumque capillo. 247

1006K:
euplocamo digitis, discerniculumque capillo 248

My translation of Marx is as follows:
…for the lovely-tressed woman on her fingers, and a hair-bodkin for her lock.

Despite the uncertainties regarding the context of this fragment, the text is quite
secure (although incomplete in its syntax), and there is no manuscript evidence to support
the possibility that euplocamo was recorded in Greek script.
Word History
The term εὐπλόκαμος is quite common in Homer: the epic poet offers twentyseven uses of the word, describing both goddesses and mortals, Greek and Trojan, as
“lovely-tressed.” The term is unmistakably Homeric, but it enjoyed a broad “reception”:
there are one hundred and eighty forms of εὐπλόκαμος in TLG corpus, approximately
fifty-four of which predate Lucilius, 249 while approximately forty-two postdate him yet
still belong to the antique corpus. 250 As simple arithmetic reveals, then, Homer alone is
responsible for 50% of the occurrences of this word before the Second Sophistic, and, as
further research demonstrates, the word is markedly poetic. Authors to use it before
Lucilius include Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, Euripides, Theocritus, Callimachus,
Apollonius of Rhodes, and Moschus; in fact, before the Second Sophistic, the historian
Hellanicus is the only prose author to invoke εὐπλόκαμος in a genre outside of poetry,
and he does so in a Homeric quotation. After Lucilius, the employment of εὐπλόκαμος
“[F]or the fingers of the woman with lovely tresses, and a parting-pin for her hair.”
“[D]ans sa chevelure aux belles tresses, de ses doigts, (elle ajuste…) et une épingle.”
248
“[F]ür die Finger einer schöngelockten Frau und eine Spange für ihr Haar.”
249
The number may be fifty-three, as one of the occurrences belongs to the Sibylline oracles, whose date
ranges quite late.
250
As in the note above, there are eight forms of this word that belong to the Greek Anthology, and are of
uncertain date.
246
247
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mainly falls into two categories: late epicizing poetry (not unlike what had preceded
Lucilius), and Homeric references and exegesis within the scholarly tradition, along with
a few rare examples of authors (such as Plutarch) following Hellanicus’ lead and quoting
Homeric verse embedded within prose.
There is no lexical history for euplocamus in Latin outside of the Satires and the
De Compendiosa Doctrina.
Interpretation
This fragment includes a singular code-switch that maintains several Hellenic
features from its original language, in spite of the Latin script it is recorded in: the prefix
ἐυ- marks a distinctly Greek compound—one that complements Lucilius’ borrowing of
the synonymous compound calliplocamon at Case Study II.2.B—even as the ending in o, though identical to the Latin dative ending, phonetically resembles the Greek
morphology of ἐυπλοκάμῳ. 251 The reader must recall this form, because while in Greek
the two-termination adjective in -ῳ can easily serve as a feminine adjective, in Latin the
dative in -o looks neuter or masculine. The code-switch, thus, retains key Greek
morphological aspects that necessitate reference to the grammar of the source language.
Lucilius’ compound, though not explicitly defined in the fragment, is nevertheless
possible to interpret due to the poet’s implementation of complementary terms within the
text that surrounds it. Particularly illuminating are the words discerniculum and capillo,
which reveal hairstyling as the theme of the line; capillo, especially, with its parallel case
and pendant position, provides a heavy-handed hint for the meaning of -plocamo.
This parallel is key to the linguistic play here. Even within this short hexameter,
Lucilius reveals his adroitness in pairing words of divergent cultures and registers
together. Though euplocamo and capillo belong to discrete halves of the line, their

Or, perhaps, the genitive form ἐυπλοκάμου? This would be more syntactically sensible, given the text of
the fragment, which could then be rendered “for the fingers of the lovely-tressed woman, and a hair-bodkin
for her lock.” This code-switch form would be even more obscure to a Latin-speaker, as the Greek genitive
does not resemble the Latin dative at all.
251
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similar, rhyming ending as well as their shared semantics of coiffure create a clever play
across the line. Euplocamo is epicizing; capillo is diminutive (and would, in fact, become
a key word of Latin elegiac poetry). Euplocamo means “lovely-tressed”; capillo may
refer to a single hair, intimating that the praise offered this unknown woman is either
insultingly or lovingly minute.
The list of accoutrements and the Homeric terminology, too, may echo a type of
feminized arming scene 252; lacking further context, we cannot know what was meant to
adorn her fingers—a distaff, in lieu of a sword, to match a hair-bodkin qua helmet,
perhaps? But in the middle of the line, Lucilius inserts a distinctly Roman term,
“discerniculum”—a second diminutive, and an item unusual enough that Nonius felt the
need to include it in his dictionary, yet culturally significant enough that Plutarch may
periphrastically refer to it as the hairclip keeping together the coiffure of a matron. 253 The
beauty of her hair may be recognized in Greek, but its styling relies upon a Latin device.
Crucially, the mundanity of the Latin words, as well as their diminutive endings,
obscure the epic register of the Greek compound; any lay reader may unpack the sense of
euplocamo, but only one versed in Homer would notice the additional register shift of
this code-switch. 254 The twin diminutives set alongside the epic epithet also mirror the
shift in genre manifest in this poem. Though euplocamo is still embedded in a hexameter,
Lucilian satire is far removed from epic in its subject matter, register, and characters;
Lucilius does not even locate the adjective in a typical Homeric sedes, as Homer never
places this word in the first position of a hexameter. Thus, Lucilius continues to defy
expectations, introducing an epic term into an intimate, homely scenario, plaiting together
this aggrandizing Homeric word with a mundane Latin context. This tension is not
pronounced, however; it is left to be enjoyed by the reader who knows his epic epithets.

As arguably occurs in Id. 15 of Theocritus (an observation made by Atkins 2017).
See Charpin (1991: 232), who loosely interprets Quaest. Rom. 87.
254
Compare to II.2.C, where the synonymous form kalliplocamon is part of an extended and overtly
epicizing passage.
252
253
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II.1.B: αἰγίλιπ(ες/οι) (110-113M/102-105W/3.8C/108-111K)
Context of the Witness
The text of this fragment is drawn from Book 16 of the Noctes Atticae of Aulus
Gellius, a brief account that explicates the meaning of the Latin phrase “susque deque.”
The passage culminates in the quote from the Satires, and reads as follows (NA 16.9.1-6):
Quid significet uerbum in libris ueterum creberrime positum ‘susque deque.’
‘Susque deque fero’ <aut ‘susque deque sum’> aut ‘susque deque habeo’—his enim
omnibus modis dicitur—verbum est ex hominum doctorum sermonibus. In poematis
quoque et in epistulis veterum scriptum est plurifariam; sed facilius reperias, qui id
verbum ostentent, quam qui intellegant. Ita plerique nostrum, quae remotiora verba
invenimus, dicere ea properamus, non discere. Significat autem ‘susque deque ferre’
animo aequo esse et, quod accidit, non magni pendere atque interdum neglegere et
contemnere et propemodum id valet, quod dicitur Graece ἀδιαφορεῖν. Laberius in
Compitalibus:
nunc tu lentu's, nunc tu susque deque fers;
mater familias tua in lecto adverso sedet,
servos sextantis utitur nefariis verbis.
M. Varro in Sisenna uel de historia: ‘Quod si non horum omnium similia essent principia
ac postprincipia, susque deque esset.’ Lucilius in tertio:
verum haec ludus ibi susque omnia deque fuerunt,
susque haec deque fuere, inquam, omnia, ludus iocusque;
illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem:
αἰγίλιποι montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi Athones.
What the expression set so often in the ancients’ books, “susque deque” means:
“Susque deque fero,” <“susque deque sum,”> or “susque deque habeo”—for it may be
said in all these ways—is a word drawn from the conversations of learned men. In both
the poems and letters of the ancients, it was commonly written; but you may find more
easily those who show this word off than those who understand it. In this way, most of us
rush to say those words that we discover are less common, but do not rush to learn about
them. Moreover, “susque deque ferre” means “to be at ease” and not to make much of
what occurs; and sometimes, also by extension, it means to neglect and look down on
[something], which, in Greek, is called “ἀδιαφορεῖν.” Laberius in the Compitalia [says]:
now you are sluggish, now you are just fine,
the mother of your family sits in an opposite bed,
a slave of little worth uses wicked words.
Marcus Varro in the Sisenna, or On History [says]: “but if the origins and continuations
of all these things were not similar, it would be just fine.” Lucilius in [Book] 3 [says]:
but there, all these things were a game, they were just fine,
I tell you, all these things were just fine, a game and a joke;
that was hard work, when we reached the border of Setia,
the mountains were aigilipoi, all Etnas, rugged Athoses!
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This fragment comes from the third book of the Satires, and describes part of
Lucilius’ itinerary from Rome to Sicily. 255 The journey, outlined by more than thirty
surviving fragments, is a comical series of unfortunate events; Setia itself is located in
Latium, so this fragment, as implied by its early jocularity, occurs early in the satirist’s
travels, but the use of past tenses and the repetition—all was fine—stresses that this is the
point at which the trip took a turn for the worse.
Editions
110-113M:
uerum haec ludus ibi, susque omnia deque fuerunt,
susque et deque fuere, inquam, omnia ludus iocusque:
illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem,
aigilip<es> montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi Athones.

102-105W:
Verum haec ludus ibi, susque omnia deque fuerunt,
susque haec deque fuere inquam omnia ludus iocusque;
illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem,
αἰγίλιποι montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi Athones. 256

3.8C:
Verum haec ludus ibi, susque omnia deque fuerunt,
susque et deque fuere, inquam, omnia ludus iocusque;
illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem,
αἰγίλιπες montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi Athones. 257

108-111K:
verum haec ludus ibi, susque omnia deque fuerunt,
susque et deque fuere, inquam, omnia ludus iocusque:
illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem,
αἰγίλιποι montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi Athones 258

I translate Marx’s text, respectful of its different punctuation, as follows:
but there, these things were a game, everything was just fine,
I tell you, everything was just fine, a game and a joke;
that was hard work, when we reached the border of Setia,
the mountains were sheer, all Etnas, rugged Athoses!

The text of this fragment holds a few minor textual corruptions, apart from the
transmission of the Grecism. At the very beginning, “verum haec” is Dousa’s emendation
on the manuscript reading “verum et”; at the very end, “omnes” has textual variants omne
Upon which Horace later modelled Sermones 1.5.
“But there all this was play and everything was / free and easy, all this I say was free and easy, play and
/ fun; but when we reached the boundary of Setia— / that was a hard business—goat-deserted mountains, /
all Aetnas and rugged Athoses.”
257
Mais dans ce parcours le voyage fut un jeu, tout se fit sans peine; tout, dis-je, se fit sans peine, tout fut
un jeu et une plaisanteriee; mais le moment difficile fut notre arrivée dans le territoire de Sétia: montagnes
à décourager les chèvres, partout des Etna, d’âpres Athos.
258
[A]ber dort war das noch Spiel, alles kleine Fische; kleine Fische waren das, sag’ich, alles war Spiel und
Spaß: Als wir jedoch in die Gegend von Setia kamen--das war harte Arbeit: sturmumtoste Gipfel, alle wie
Aetnas und steilragende Athosse.
255
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(in manuscript Z) and is omitted from Χ and Π. A more bizarre mistranscription is the
rendering of Setinum as sedinu in Q and Z, and the lectio facilior adaptation of this place
name in T to sed in que. While asperi Athones is transmitted by Z and I, and agreed upon
by all editors of the text (Gellian and Lucilian), four of the manuscripts offer
“aperiathones,” and Q the related nonsense “aperia hones.” But these latter two sets of
errors clearly arise from a lack of geographical knowledge—for a scribe unaware of the
place names of Setia and Athos, these misrenderings are almost inevitable.
It is the Greek that supplies most of the uncertainties: αἰγίλιποι is transmitted in
various misspelled forms across the manuscript tradition, including erroneous
transcriptions such as Z (ΑΙΓΙΑΠΟΙ), T (ΑΙΓΙΑBΟΙ), and Π (ΑΙΠΙΛΙΠΟY), and similar,
slightly varying, gibberish iterations. Mueller emended these variations to αἰγίλιποι, an
emendation retained by Warmington and Krenkel. This array a textual corruptions
explains the Greek script of three of the editions above; Marx’s refusal to print this term
in Greek reflects his belief in the meddling librarius. 259
The other difference across the editions is the case ending of this Grecism, which
Marx and Charpin print as, respectively, aigilipes/αἰγίλιπες; the ending in -es/-ες is based
on a conjecture of Franken, who regularizes the Greek form to follow the nominative
plural morphology of αἰγίλιψ, rather than the related form αἰγίλιπος. As the word history
below will demonstrate, not only is αἰγίλιψ the more frequently used form in ancient
Greek, it is the only form of the adjective used before Lucilius’ life. I therefore find
αἰγίλιπες the optimal reading.
Word History
There are two semi-overlapping forms of this Greek adjective, whose meaning
“steep” is drawn from the concept “too steep even for goats” (hence the prefix of αἴξ).
The two competing forms are the three-termination αἰγίλιπος and the single-termination
αἰγίλιψ. The latter is the Homeric form, and the one preferred by ancient Greek authors;

259

Discussed in the Introduction.
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Hesychius gives the former as a gloss, implying its rarity but also attesting its use. 260
Neither word is commonplace: there are just under one hundred instances of both words
together in the Greek corpus, and only nineteen of these are from classical Greek authors.
Only αἰγίλιψ is found before Lucilius’ life, and that only nine times—three of which are
from the Iliad, one from the Homeric Hymn to Pan, three are from epicizing tragedies,
and two from epitaphs in the Greek Anthology that are vaguely Homerizing. In each preLucilian case, the noun modified is a precipice (a πέτρα or a πέτρος). After Lucilius, the
adjectives are found primarily in Homeric exegesis, among authors such as Athenaeus
and Hesychius; the remainder are found in Byzantine commentaries and lexica.
The Latin corpus renders only this instance of the Grecism being borrowed.
Interpretation
Lucilius uses a singular code-switch in this fragment, one that is notable not just
for the poetic history outlined above, but also for its Greek script and morphology within
this satire. The morphology of this term is problematic, as the manuscript evidence (and
two of the Lucilian editors) would have Lucilius utilize a regularized Greek form not
attested before his time (αἰγίλιποι). Though this adjective may have appeared in works
now lost to us, the epicizing role that the term plays in this fragment makes close
adherence to the Homeric tradition a key component of Lucilius’ code-switching form
here—a term found so rarely in Homer should not be regularized to a different
declension, lest such deliberate alteration seem a mistake. As we see in other codeswitches, Lucilius is not above altering Greek word formation to suit his purposes, but
when he does so it is bold and emphatic, not a mere shift from third to second declension
endings. 261 The morphology to be preferred then is αἰγίλιπες.
The case ending in -ες is significant, for it is recognizable as a plural nominative,
especially when juxtaposed with montes, which makes the syntax of this Grecism clear.
Lucilius seems concerned that his audience understand the meaning of this word, for he
260
261

αἰγίλιπος· ὑψηλὸς τόπος (α1712).
See, e.g., Case Study III.1.B.
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includes as an elucidating mechanism a rough definition at the line’s end, when he
describes the Athonian mountains as “asperi.” As in other fragments wherein Lucilius
utilizes proper names alongside a Grecism, 262 the Grecisms Aetnae and Athones, though
not themselves code-switches, nevertheless contribute to the effect of the Homeric
borrowing here and aid in the code-switching mechanism that Lucilius uses to explain his
code-switch. Though part of a series of comparisons, the parallel between αἰγίλιπες
montes and asperi Athones is hinted at by their shared adjective-noun word order,
whereas the central pair Aetnae omnes follows a reverse sequence, noun-adjective. The
reader is meant to liken montes to Athones, which may have been a less familiar place
name than Sicilian Etna, and to compare αἰγίλιπες with asperi.
This careful explication indicates that this is a place in the Satires where the
Homeric element must be understood in order for Lucilius’ jest to succeed, and the single
Homeric Grecism is emphatic after so many Latin colloquialisms. Though the first part of
the journey is humdrum, thoroughly Roman and susque deque, once the satirist reaches
Setia and departs from the well-trodden road, things become challenging, harsh, and
suddenly, epically Greek. The placement of αἰγίλιπες at the beginning of the line is thus
not only marked, but transitional and deliberately innovative, as Homeric formulae
always position this word in the second foot of a hexameter. Whereas the first part of his
travels were a kind of game (ludus, iocus), after leaving the Roman road, the narrator
finds himself at the beginning of an Odyssey, activated by a Greek word and populated by
landscapes of epic.
But there is, in addition to this spoon-fed code-switching humor, some subtle
secondary tension that remains buried in this fragment, a metapoetic treat for an audience
that knows Homer well. That is, Lucilius’ Grecism, though used to launch an odyssey, is
notably Iliadic in its origin, not Odyssean; 263 likewise, Mount Athos is described within
the Iliad, but not the Odyssey, while Aetna is mentioned explicitly in neither epic (though
Sicily is of course key staging ground for the events of the latter poem). These Iliadic
262
263

See especially Case Studies I.2.A, I.2.B, I.2.C, and III.1.B.
The adjective is found once each in Iliad 9, 13, and 16, but never in the Odyssey.
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sources do not detract from the primary effect of his code-switch as an epic transition,
especially since Lucilius does not utilize this Homericism in order to reference the three
specific passages of the Iliad in which these terms occur. Rather, the conflation of Iliad
and Odyssey proves Lucilius’ expert manipulation of both Homeric texts, since the poet
combines these references in order to point to broader epic themes (heroic locales,
arduous journeys); this combination creates a diverting parody, one that operates through
the miniaturization of epic to an (in)appropriate, satiric scale.
While exacting in his adherence to Homeric morphology, the poet marks his
departure from such slavish quotation here by modifying the term montes rather than a
more precise translation of the Homeric πέτρα. Rather, the conflation here of journeys
and Homeric epithets is effective in creating a mixed reference to Homer sufficient to
create a mock epic of a journey gone wrong. In this borrowing of epic to produce parody,
this fragment closely resembles that which follows, where the target is not Homer so
much as it is Ennius and his fellow Latin epic poets.
II.1.C: eis aetera (799M/848W/28.46C/752K)
Context of the Witness
The last fragment under examination in this subsection is
799M/848W/28.46C/752K, preserved (once again) by Nonius in one of his several
lemmata on the definition of “tollere” (406.32-407.4(Merc)):
Tollere est elevare. Vergilius Aen. lib. I (66) et lib. XII (X, 892) 264:
et mulcere dedit fluctus et tollere vento.
[item in X]:
tollit se adrectum quadrupes.
M. Tullius Philippicarum lib. XI (24): ‘vel in caelum vos, si fieri poterit, umeris nostris
tollemus.’ — Lucilius lib. XXVIII (61):
tanti se emporiis montes εἰς αἰθέρα tollent.
M. Tullius [in] Hortensio (62): ‘nihil tamen esse, in quo se animus excellens tolleret.’
“Tollere” means “to raise up.” Virgil in Books 1 and 12 of the Aeneid [writes]:
...he granted both to appease and raise up the waves with the wind.
264

A worrying example of Nonius’ numbers, and their potential for error.
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[The same in Book 10]:
the beast raised itself upright.
Marcus Tullius in the 11th book of the Phillipics [writes]: “or, if it can be done, we will
raise you into heaven with our shoulders.” — Lucilius in Book 28:
such great mountains will raise themselves from the markets εἰς αἰθέρα.
Marcus Tullius in the Hortensius: “nevertheless, that there was nothing, in which the
excellent mind would raise itself.”

The fragment is taken from Book 28 of the Satires, and is one of only six
hexametric verses from the book. Though all the editors group these hexameters together
into a single satire within the book, they vary on placement and remain aporetic with
respect to the subject of the hexameter. Marx writes: “Atque primae saturae argumentum
quale fuerit, non video”; 265 while Warmington disparagingly remarks: “That the
following fragments are part of a separate satire is shewn by their metre; but we can trace
no connected theme. Accius and probably other well-known Romans were apparently
satirised.” 266
What, exactly, is happening within these pseudo-tragic phrases remains one of the
fragment’s mysteries, as divisive as the emendation of the text itself, 267 and it is difficult
to elaborate further on the placement of this fragment, given the many remaining gaps in
our knowledge about its context.
Editions
799M:
tanti se nemoris montes ad sidera tollent.

848W:
Tanti se e tenebris montes eis aetera tollent. 268

28.46C:
tanti se nemoris montes ad sidera tollent. 269

752K:
tantis <se> e tenebris montes eis aetera tollent 270

My translation of Marx text is the following:
1905: 266.
1967: 273, Note a.
267
Marx’s and Charpin’s emendations make the fragment descriptive of a looming forest; Krenkel suggests
that it may describe a solar eclipse, though Charpin, well aware of the Lachmannian tradition, thought
Lachmann’s text more closely resembled a thunderstorm (un orage; 1979: 335).
268
“Mountains so vast will raise themselves out of the darkness to the open sky.”
269
“[D]’immenses montagnes boisées se dresseront jusqu’aux étoiles.”
270
“[A]us so tiefem Dunkel werden die Berge sich zum Himmel erheben.”
265
266
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such great mountains of the grove will lift themselves up to the stars. 271

There are numerous problems in the reconstruction of the text of this fragment—
almost every word, saving only montes and tollent, has textual variations in the
manuscripts and editions of Nonius and Lucilius—though our four Lucilian editors fall
into roughly two camps: Marx’ reading, which Charpin also adopts, and that of Vahlen
and Lachmann, to which both Warmington and Krenkel subscribe.
What the Nonian manuscripts supply is essentially nonsense: the archetype’s
reading is “tanti 272 se temporis montes et faetera tollent.” Because there is so little
context to be derived from the other hexametrical fragments from Book 28, editorial
emendations have been wide and varied. Thus Palmer emended temporis, which is clearly
wrong, to the Greek term emporiis (arguably even more clearly wrong). In Palmer’s
defense, his reasoning follows the general guideline of lectio difficilior, with some scribe
along the way assuming that the less common form emporiis was simply temporis
without its t. Palmer’s emendation, however, contributes no further sense to the line;
rather than a reference to Greek markets, it seems to refer to the region in modern-day
Tunisia called Emporia, near the Gulf of Cabes region known as the Lesser Syrtis. Little
enough is known about the fragment so that Africa could potentially feature in it, but it
seems highly unlikely—as unlikely, indeed, as the markets that the word could otherwise
refer to. While I am eager to identify further Greek borrowings in the fragments, I cannot
credit this one.
Lachmann suggested tenebris in its place, and this conjecture is favored by both
Warmington and Krenkel, while Marx offered nemoris instead, with Charpin following
him. Lachmann’s suggestion requires the shifting of the word breaks in order to make
tenebris the object of the preposition e, so he provided “tantis e tenebris” as the first
words of the line; however, because tollo is strongly transitive, this alteration required
Tanti may also be understood to modify nemoris, which one might trasnslate as “The mountains of such
a great grove will lift themselves up to the stars.”
272
Marx’s apparatus criticus gives this as “tati,” noted in Müller’s edition as a superscript in manuscript L.
As this non-word is almost certainly the result of a neglected abbreviation, Lindsay justifiably omits it.
271
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him to add an additional se, which he inserted after montes (where a brief or abbreviated
word would not affect the meter and could easily be lost). The number of interventions
required by this reading is somewhat disheartening; at the least it is increasingly unlikely
with every alteration that Lachmann drew closer to the text.
Palmer’s other suggestion, to turn the gibberish phrase et faetera into ad sidera,
has been followed by two of Lucilius’ modern editors. Vahlen, elaborating on
Lachmann’s work, emended et faetera to eis aetera, an elegant explanation for the
nonsense, whereby through a simple, and eminently probably, transcription error, an i
was mistaken for a t, and an s for an f. This has been followed not only by Warmington
and Krenkel, but by Lindsay, too, in his text of Nonius. It seems more probable that the
Greek borrowing would be distorted in this way than the relatively common “ad sidera,”
and I find Vahlen’s suggestion persuasive. The meaning of these two prepositions,
however, is essentially the same—“to the stars/sky”—but the language differs, both in
linguistic origin (Latin versus Greek) and in register (common versus hyperbolic/poetic).
Word History
Though the collocation of the preposition “εἰς” and the accusative form “αἰθέρα”
might be considered a common enough phrase in its translation “into the air,” the phrase
is not altogether common in antiquity. Altogether, the TLG yields just over one hundred
instances of the phrase “εἰς/ἐς αἰθέρα” from antiquity. 273 It occurs as early as Homer’s
Odyssey, 274 and appears in Greek literature approximately thirty times before the end of
the second century BCE. All of the uses of this phrase are found in works that are either
poetic, philosophic, or both. The poetic genres in which it appears consist of epic,
tragedy, epinician, and pastoral, while the philosophers who invoke the phrase include
Empedocles, Xenocrates, and Hippocrates (the least philosophical), among others. After

These results were found using a proximity search, where the accusative αἰθέρα was set within three
words after the preposition.
274
Od. 19.540.
273
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the first century CE, the phrase is found widely in prose genres, including historical
works, apologetics, and commentaries.
The Latin history of this phrase is similarly poetically-oriented. While the Greek
phrase “eis aetera” does not recur in Latin, the adapted phrase “in aet(h)era” is found
twenty-one times via a PHI phrase search, and a further fourteen times in Brepolis. 275
Twenty eight of these are poetic, 276 only seven prosaic: Seneca the Younger accounts for
one usage of “in aet(h)era,” 277 four are found in Servius Auctus and Virgilian
commentaries or quotations,—prose in form, but with poetry at its heart—and Augustine
and Claudianus Mamertus once each.
As noted by von Mess in his TLL article on aether, Ennius had first borrowed the
term aether in his poetry (“vocabulum poetis frequentatum primus usurpavit
Enn[ius]”), 278 and, of course, the Grecism is found elsewhere within Lucilius’ Satires as
well—in fact, aetheris is the first word of Book 1 in all four of these editions of the
Satires, 279 though it may not have been the opening term of the first satire itself. Yet the
Greek phrase “eis aetera,” if Vahlen was correct in his emendation, belongs solely to
Lucilius, and its translated version, “in aet(h)era” predominantly to epic poets.
Interpretation
Lucilius’ choice to borrow a prepositional phrase rather than merely a singular
Grecism is striking in this lonely hexameter because his code-switch includes the
functional preposition “eis,” a relatively low-impact, functional word that contributes

I did not use the proximity function on PHI, due to its wide search parameters; both of these results are
of the exact phrase “in aethera.”
276
Including mostly epic authors, such as Virgil, Lucan, Ovid, Statius, and Silius Italicus; Petronius in one
of his metrical passages also accounts for a single use of the term. The TLL also cites Carm. Epigr. 1347.10
for “raptus in aethra”: this is probably be another usage of the term aether (in which case it was elided for
the meter), but it may here be noted that there is another term in Latin that belonged to the first declension
(aethra, which was derived from αἴθρα).
277
NQ 1.15.1
278
1901 (TLL 1.0.1149.13-1.0.1152.48).
279
Christes and Garbugino, however, have this as the second fragment of Book 1, and set what Marx,
Warmington, Charpin, and Krenkel designate as a testimonium in the primary position instead.
275
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little to the diction but multiplies the difficulty of comprehension. 280 The Greek
preposition eis, furthermore, is identical here in sense to in or ad in Latin: it is not a
necessary borrowing, filling no gap in the Latin lexicon, therefore it is a deliberate one,
invoked as a challenge to the Roman reader because of its likelihood of being confused
with the third-person demonstrative pronoun in either the dative or ablative case (eīs).
Both Greek words are Latinized in script, but it is αἰθήρ that undergoes the most
adaptations, its initial diphthong shifted to the Roman ae and its theta de-aspirated to a
dental t. Its morphology, however, particularly its neuter singular accusative ending in -a
is not assimilated to a Latin form. Just as eis the preposition could be confused for eīs the
demonstrative, aetera resembles a neuter plural rather, than singular, accusative.
If we follow the text of Warmington and Krenkel, the code-switching mechanism
here, too, is striking, as the sense of eis aetera is implicit in the construction of the line
itself. Montes, set roughly in the center of the line, straddles two oppositional
prepositions, the first Latin and originary in its sense (e tenebris, from shadows), the
second a Greek destination (eis aetera, into the sky). This is a neat juxtaposition of
locations—the shadows and the sky form a trajectory, and the mountains rest in the
central position not just of the line but of the movement described by the poetry itself,
their feet enshadowed, their peaks clouded. Note that the reconstruction of the text by
Marx and Charpin has no such balance between nemoris and ad sidera.
The lexical history of the Greek preposition and its origin in the Homeric corpus
offers some support for the interpretations of Warmington, Charpin, and Krenkel, that
Accius (or some similarly verbose tragic poet 281) was the target of Lucilius’ satire here. If
we accept Vahlen’s emendation “eis aethera,” this short fragment offers a code-switch
that has the potential to illuminate Lucilius’ opinions regarding overly-grandiose
verbiage. In borrowing a Homeric phrase, the satirist reveals that he is himself capable of
On the relative rarity of the linguistic borrowing of functional terms such as prepositions, see the
discussion of Field 2002 in the Introduction; the unlikelihood is mitigated by the association of eis here
with a phrase-based code-switch, but it is nevertheless noteworthy.
281
Warmington proposed that this fragment may mock another fragment of a lost epic (1967: 275, note a);
similarly, Charpin claimed it could be a parody of tragic characterization of prophets (1979: 335).
280
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using epicizing vocabulary, and his implementation of epic language and sound effects is
so over-the-top as to be ironic.
The fragment begins with the aggrandizing tanti, modifying either the montes or
nemoris and building up a grandiose setting. This opening word also introduces the aural
motif of the line, which resounds with dentals and assonance: either, “TanTi e Tenebris
monTes eis aeTera TollenT,” or “TanTi nemoris monTes aD siDera TollenT.” Both
versions of the line, but particularly the first arrangement, are Ennian in their sound
quality, 282 and the Grecism is at home amid these words, contributing its own share to the
assonance of both the vowels and the dentals.
The presence of aether in both the Annales of Ennius and the Satires of Lucilius
more closely bind these two Roman authors, and makes Lucilius’ word choice still more
pointed for the Roman reader. 283 In the same fashion, the Homeric phrase eis aetera used
here by Lucilius in what appears to be mimicry of Ennius recalls the comparison between
these two poets drawn by Lucilius himself—that Ennius was an alter Homerus. 284
There is another possible semantic valence of aetera implicit in these lines that
would depend on still further literary knowledge on the part of the reader, though this
would be Greek and philosophical familiarity. That is, if aetera is included in opposition
to the earthly montes, what we see in this text may also be related to philosophical
commentary, 285 which broke down the world into quintessential constituent elements,
labeled and parodied in other satires. On this reading, the concept of mountains (earth)
Lucilius’ dentals here are of a kinship with the extreme Ennian example: O Tite, tute, Tati, tibi tanta,
tyranne, tulisti (Ann. 104, Skutch). See Goldberg 1995: 93-95 & 136, and Reinhardt 2018.
283
Another fragment that similarly appears to mock Ennian epic is 1075M/1024W/30.57C/1048K, which
reads: “omnia tum endo muco videas fervente micare.” The phrase “endo muco” is related to or possibly
derived from the Homeric ἐν μύχῳ (see Warmington 1967: 333, note a), but has undergone much
adaptation to suit the Latin matrix; again, Lucilius uses an originally Homeric phrase to activate a criticism
of Ennius’ hyperbole, triangulating his satires within the nexus of Homeric and Ennian epics.
284
1189M/413(testimonium)W/18HC/1210K. See Hutchinson for a neat summation of the history and
ramifications of this appellation (2013: 36).
285
Here there is some risk of circularity; Lachmann’s initial emendation has been compared to the text of
the De Rerum Natura (specifically DRN 2.325, see Charpin 1979: 335); though these passages include
similar imagery but divergent phrasing, it still must be noted that the text that modelled Lachmann’s
Grecism-containing repair of the fragment is itself philosophical, and thus the philosophical overtones
detected here may be more modern than Lucilian.
282
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mixing with aether (sky) might offer yet another Lucilian infringement on philosophy, as
the satirist fuses elements in his epic mockery as they never should have been
combined, 286 even as he mixes other hexametrical genres, epic and Empedoclean
philosophy, into his own satire.
Such a code-switch—a Grecism borrowed as a phrase for the sake of verbal
balance, phonetic patterns, and epic-philosophical connections—requires not only careful
reading, but familiarity with Greek and Roman literature and Latin poetic stylistics to be
fully appreciated. This single line uses a Greek phrase to hone Lucilius’ criticism of
hyperbolic poetics, 287 and his cross-generic performance is all the more subtle because of
the shared meter across the epic and satiric genres.
Subsection 2: Homeric Quotations
Each of the five Lucilian fragments examined below includes phrase-based
Homeric quotations, used either alone, 288 in combination with other phrases, 289 or
alongside single-word Grecisms. 290 The passages are organized below in order of
increasing length of the quotation: from two words (Ἆρες Ἄρες, 351-355M/368372W/9.4-9.5C/344-348K), to two phrases (Thestiados Ledae and Ixionies alochoeo, 2425M/28-29W/1.22C/28-29K), to seven words (calliplocamon καλλίσφυροv, Amphitryonis
Acoetin, disyallabon, κούρην/Τυρώ eupatereiam, 540-546M/567-573W/17.2C/541547K), to a half-line (τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων, 231-232M/267-268W/6.2C/238-

See especially the case studies of Chapter 1 for such satiric treatments of philosophy; elemental theory is
treated explicitly in Case Study I.1.A, where γῆ and πνεῦμα show a similar mixture of opposing elements.
287
Marx likens this fragment to 110-113M/102-105W/3.8C/108-111K, which includes the Grecism-bearing
lines “illud opus durum, ut Setinum accessimus finem,/ aigilip<es> montes, Aetnae omnes, asperi
Athones.” The parallels are the use of Greek and the description of massive mountains, but as the latter
fragment is from Lucilius’ journey-satire of Book 3, it has little philosophical context. See Case Study
II.1.B.
288
As in Case Studies II.2.A, II.2.D, and II.2.E.
289
As in Case Study II.2.B, where the phrase-based switches Thestiados Ledae and Ixioniēs alochoeo are
combined.
290
As in Case Study II.2.C, which includes the stacked, singular switches calliplocamon, καλλίσφυροv, and
disyllabon.
286
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239K), to a full hexameter (ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν, 462-463M/491492W/14.7C/464-465K).
In each of these cases, Lucilius’ Homeric Grecisms evoke a specific moment from
their epic sources that were treated as a unit in Homeric scholarship. Therefore, they are
best termed “quotations.” As a result, these Grecisms have “quotation histories” in
addition to “word histories.” In some of these fragments, the Homeric context is
explicitly made use of, but in others, parody, if present, remains a far more veiled gambit,
whether due to the fragmentary nature of our evidence or because of Lucilius’ own
ambiguity. My study of the reception of these quotations will frequently extend beyond
the ancient world and into Byzantine and scholiastic traditions that may reflect ancient
thought on these lines. As I will show, both manners of quotation emphasize Lucilius’
mastery of Homer as a Greek intertext, and his code-switches create external references
to epic and its reception to be decrypted by the reader.
II.2.A: Ἆρες Ἄρες (351-355M/368-372W/9.4-9.5C/344-348K)
Context of the Witness
The first fragment studied in this section was preserved by Quintus Terentius
Scaurus, a grammarian of the early second century CE who reached his prime during the
principate of Hadrian. Scaurus produced several lost grammatical and exegetical works,
including a commentary on Horace written in at least ten books, a polemical treatise
against a rival grammarian (Caesellius Vindex), and an Ars Grammatica. 291 These works
are themselves known from fragments referred to by other grammarians, such as
Charisius and Diomedes. The De Orthographia, a brief work, is all that remains intact of
this prolific author.
The De Orthographia preserves three Lucilian quotations—grouped into two
fragments, both of which occur in the passage below and are attributed to the ninth book
This Ars Grammatica was either epitomized by the fourth century, or had a shorter, school-room
companion—an “Ars Minor”—that has survived in a single manuscript yet to be published (Munich,
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 6281). See Law 1987 and Kaster 2012.
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of the Satires. 292 Though two fragments hardly present enough data to make a “rule” for
Scaurus’ method of excerption, it can be observed here that he culls both individual
hexameters (as is the case in the first preserved line) and longer passages (as in the
second and third passages), and that both complete and incomplete hexameters are
included; his favored unit appears to be clausular, or sense-based.
Scaurus’ “deinde,” however, has caused difficulties for Lucilian editors, as it
could be read either as a part of the Lucilian fragment—in which case there is a lacuna
obscuring the interval between deinde and a primum 293—or as Scaurus’ method of
reintroducing the quotation, similar Nonius’ “idem.” 294 The latter is more probable. In
either case, all the Lucilian lines below belong to Book 9, but the distance between the
quotations remains unclear. Below is the text of De Orthographia (GL 7.18-19K): 295
Primum igitur per adiectionem illa videntur esse vitiosa, quod Accius geminatis vocalibus
scribi natura longas syllabas voluit, cum alioqui adiecto vel sublato apice longitudinis et
brevitatis nota posset ostendi. nam singulares vocales et produci et corripi possunt. unde
etiam Lucilius in nono saturarum de orthographia praecipiens ait
a primum est: hinc incipiam, et quae nomina ab hoc sunt:
deinde
†a primum longa brevis syllaba. nos tamen unum
hoc faciemus et uno eodemque ut dicimus pacto
scribemus pacem placide Ianum aridum acetum,
Ἆρες Ἄρες Graeci ut faciunt.
itemque quod Lucilius, ubi i exile est, per se iubet scribi, at ubi plenum est,
praeponendum esse e credit his versibus,
‘mille hominum,’ ‘duo meilia’: item hisce utroque opus, ‘meiles,
meilitiam.’ tenues i, ‘pilam,’ qua ludimus: ‘pilum,’
quo pisunt, tenues; si plura haec feceris, pila:
quae iacimus, addes e, peila, ut plenius fiat.
quam inconstantiam Varro arguens in eundem errorem diversa via delabitur, dicens in
plurali quidem numero debere litterae i e praeponi, in singulari vero minime, cum alioqui
i non aliud in singulari quam in plurali, neque aliud in media quam in extrema syllaba
Note that Biddau argues that the first line, a primum est…, is included by Scaurus only for context, to
announce the subject of the longer, subsequent quotation from the Satires (2006).
293
Both Marx and Charpin accept this interpretation (see under “Editions” below). In fact, this fragment
serves as Charpin’s example of the difficulty in determining placement given subsequent quotations (1979:
45).
294
Both Warmington and Krenkel take this view (see under “Editions” below; this is similarly supported by
Biddau, the most recent editor of the De Orthographia (2006).
295
Text from Keil 1878.
292
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sonet, ut in verbis manifestum est. dicimus enim ‘mitto misi misimus,’ nisi aliam hic vult
esse rationem [quod absurdum est], ut, cum verba quoque ex syllabis constent, ex diversa
regula corrigantur.
First, therefore, these things, through reduplication, seem to be full of fault, namely that
Accius wanted syllables that are long by nature to be written with twinned vowels, even
though a notation of length or brevity can be shown with a long mark, either added or
removed. For individual vowels can be both drawn out or shortened. Hence, indeed,
Lucilius in Book 9 of the Satires, giving precepts on orthography, says:
a is first: I will begin from this, and what nouns derive from this:
Then
†firstly, a is a long, [or] short syllable. Nevertheless we will
make this one thing, and by one and the same method as we speak,
we will write “pacem,” “placide,” “Ianum,” “aridum,” “acetum,”
“Ἆρες Ἄρες,” as the Greeks do.
And likewise this: when i is short, Lucilius orders that it be written on its own, but when
it is long, he believes that e should be set before it (in these verses):
“mille hominum,” “duo meilia”: there is a need for both these, “meiles,
meilitiam.” Shorten the i, “pilam,” with which we play; shorten,
“pilum,” with which [people] grind; if you made these many, “pila,”
which we throw—you add an e, “peila,” so that it becomes fuller.
Attacking this inconsistency, Varro slips into the same error in a different way, saying
that, indeed, in plurals, e needs to be set before the letter i, but not at all in singulars, even
though i otherwise sounds no differently in singular than in plural, and no differently in
the middle position than in the final, as is clear in verbs. For we say “mitto, misi,
misimus,”—unless a person wishes the reasoning to be otherwise, [which is an absurd
thing]—so that, although verbs are also made up from syllables, they are ordered by a
different rule.

Scaurus is opposed to the formation of geminates or diphthongs to reflect length:
both long and short quantities can be noted by the application or omission of a macron
(adiecto vel sublato apice), and there is no need for Accius’ rule of gemination. He
argues, furthermore, that there is no parallel for such lengthening in the orthography of
verbs. 296 Lucilius in the first fragment quoted gets orthography right, shunning Accius’
geminates, and Scaurus calls on him for support; in the latter fragment on the lengthening
of i to ei, however, he is sadly in error, by Scaurus’ reckoning, but the grammarian
concedes gracefully that Varro, too, made a similar mistake with respect to plural forms.
This is a unique appeal to Lucilius for evidence: Scaurus uses the satirist first as proof of
Thus mitto is singular and possesses a short i, and misi is singular and possesses a long i in the stem, and
misimus is plural and also has a both a long and a short i.
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his argument, then as a straw man. But even in the latter circumstance, Lucilius is in good
company, paired with another expert on the Latin language, and therefore allowed to
maintain his good standing as an author of authority on Latin orthography, even as the
satirist himself proves himself to be knowledgeable of Greek prosody too.
Editions
351-355M:
A primum est, hinc incipiam, et quae nomina ab hoc
[sunt,
deinde.
aa primum longa, <a> brevis syllaba. nos tamen unum
hoc faciemus et uno eodemque ut dicimus pacto
scribemus ‘pacem: placide; Ianum, aridum: acetum,’
Ἆρες Ἄρες Graeci ut faciunt.

368-372W:
‘a’ primum est, hinc incipiam, et quae nomina ab hoc
[sunt...
deinde—
‘aa’ primum longa, ‘a’ brevis syllaba; nos tamen unum
hoc faciemus et uno eodemque ut dicimus pacto
scribemus pacem Pacideianum, aridum, acetum,
Ἆρες Ἄρες Graeci ut faciunt. 297

9.4-9.5C:
A primum est, hinc incipiam, et quae nomina ab hoc
[sunt
deinde.
AA primum longa, A brevis syllaba: nos tamen unum
hoc faciemus et uno eodemque ut dicimus pacto,
scribemus pacem, placide, Ianum, aridum, acetum,
Ἆρες Ἄρες Graeci ut faciunt. 298

344-348K:
,a‘ primum est, hinc incipiam, et quae nomina ab hoc sunt
deinde
,aa‘ primum longa, <,a‘> brevis syllaba: nos tamen unum
hoc faciemus et uno eodemque ut dicimus pacto
scribemus ,pācem,’ ,plăcide,’ ,Iānum‘; ,āridum,’ ,ăcetum,’
Ἆρες Ἄρες Graeci ut faciunt ᴗ ᴗ − ᴗ ᴗ − ᴗ 299

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
a is first: I will begin from this, and what nouns derive from this…
[then:] 300
...firstly, /aa/ is a long, /a/ a short, syllable. Nevertheless we will
make this one thing, and by one and the same method as we speak,
we will write “pacem,” “placide,” “Ianum,” “aridum,” “acetum,”
“Ἆρες Ἄρες,” as the Greeks do.
“Vowels, a:...‘a’ comes first; I will begin with this and then the letter-names which come after it.../ and
then—/ First ‘aa’ for the long, ‘a’ for the short syllable. But we will spell both with one letter, and as we
say now will write in one and the same way pācem Păcideianum, āridum ăcetum, just as the Greeks do with
Ἆρες Ἄρες.”
298
“AA d’abord est une syllabe longue, A une syllabe brève: nous, pourtant, nous transcrirons cette réalité
phonétique par une seule graphie et nous écrirons d’une seule et même façon identique à notre
prononciation, les mots pācem, plăcide, Iānum, āridum, ăcetum, de même que les Grecs écrivent Ἆρες
Ἄρες.”
299
,”a‘ steht am Anfang: Hier will ich beginnen; und die Buchstabennamen, die sich daran anschließen /
und an späterer Stelle/ ,aa‘ zuerst für die lange, ,a‘ für die kurze Silbe <so sagt Accius>; wir aber
vereinfachen das und werden genauso schreiben, wie wir sprechen: ,pācem,’ ,plăcide,’ ,Iānus‘; ,āridum,’
,ăcetum,’ wie es die Griechen bei ῏Αρες und ῎Aρες tun.”
300
Because this deinde is Scaurian, not Lucilian, I set it within brackets.
297
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The text is riddled with problems of varying shapes and sizes. There is first of all
the two methods of handling deinde, discussed above. Keil’s edition of Scaurus also
draws attention to the unmetricality of “a primum longa brevis syllaba. nos tamen
unum…” by setting a crux on the initial word of the line, which, as a single letter as well
as a common abbreviation, is a locus ripe for confusion, omission, or mistaken
substitution. As can be seen above, the most recent editors have all adopted the same
solution, following Marx’s adaptation of Ribbeck’s proposed “aa geminum longa, a
brevis syllaba…” 301
A more recent proposition has been made by Biddau. Arguing that there is no
need for Lucilius to repeat his subject matter, he suggests that the line begins with “ac
primum,” and, following the suggestion of Ritschl, 302 inserts “an” between longa and
brevis, rendered as: “A<c> primum, longa <an> brevis syllaba, nos tamen unum…”
I do not find Biddau’s objection to repetition to be convincing—Lucilius may,
indeed, be redundant when he chooses, and, in fact, the redundancy in this fragment may
be part of its humor (an element that Biddau is not concerned with). He is, however, right
to note that Lucilian editors press the juxtaposition between aa and a because they are
seeking in these lines a direct reference to Accius that may or may not exist. Ritschl’s
emendation is brilliant in part because of its simplicity, and thus Biddau’s version of the
text, which is based on Ritschl’s, should be borne in mind.
The next major textual discrepancy presented in these lines is the “placide Ianum”
versus “Pacideianum” issue. Marx, Charpin, and Krenkel all print the former adverbnoun pair, which is present in all the Scaurian manuscripts. However, as Housman
pointed out, this printing leads to an inconsequence of sounds—ā, ă, ā, ā, ă—and a
single, outstanding adverb in a series of adjectives and nouns; Baehrens had offered,
drawing upon a similar corruption in Horace’s Sermones, that placide Ianum was a
scribal error for the far less common (but nevertheless immensely satirical) Pacideianum.

301
302

See Ribbeck 1874.
1852.
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This emendation not only resolves the pattern of “ā, ă, ā, ă,” 303 it also returns alliteration
between the noun-adjective pairs: p-, p-, a-, a-. Baehrens’ suggestion receives Housman’s
approval, yet only Krenkel and Warmington so much as mention Baehrens, and the
emendation is absent from the apparatus critici of both Marx and Charpin. 304
Last to be addressed is the corruption undergone by the Greek “῏Αρες, ῎Aρες.”
This offers a typical example of the mistakes made in the transcription of Greek script by
Latinate scribes. No doubt originally transmitted in capital Greek letters, the Homeric
quotation—not one likely to be known by a layman—would have appeared as ΑΡΕC
ΑΡΕC in the archetype. The letters then transmogrify into the gibberish “arpe.cape e” (of
manuscript B) and “apec ape” (of manuscripts E, P, as well as a sixteenth-century
edition). Dousa recognized and corrected this corruption, but the pattern nevertheless
remains exemplary of the difficulties inherent in the transmission of Greek text outside of
Byzantium.
Quotation History
Lucilius’ allusive “῏Αρες, ῎Aρες” stems from a formulaic prayer invocation, found
twice in Iliad 5: “Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε τειχεσιπλῆτα…” Book 5 of the Iliad is
one of the battle books that features Diomedes’ aristeia. In the first instance of this
vocative repetition, Athena hails Ares with these opening words, and adjures him to
depart with her from the battlefield (Il. 5.31); in the second, just after the encounter
between Diomedes and Aeneas, Apollo addresses Ares with these words and asks him to
come back to the battlefield so that he can drive Diomedes from it (Il. 5.455). The
formulaic line therefore creates a frame for Ares’ role in Book 5 of the Iliad, and frames
Diomedes’ activities with respect to the divine figures watching over the war. The
duplication of the vocative does not occur elsewhere in Homeric texts. 305
Provided that Lucilius is only concerned with a in the initial syllable.
Marx’s omission earned him a particularly wrathful detraction from Housman (1907a: 72-4).
305
It is, however, emulated by later poets who allude to Homer, as when Theocritus gives a double vocative
of “ὦ Κύκλωψ Κύκλωψ” (Id. 11.72). This double vocative, however, does not demonstrate the shortening
of forms for the meter of Homer’s original.
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Despite this infrequency of the phrase, the two Homeric lines became a fairly
common touchstone of Hellenistic and Second Sophistic authors in the Greek
grammatical and exegetical traditions, and even trickled outward to influence apologetic
writings of early Christian authors. There are approximately forty-three occurrences of
the double vocative “῏Αρες, ῎Aρες” to be found in the TLG corpus (including the two
Homeric originals): eleven are antique quotations, predominantly grammatical in nature,
all post-dating Lucilius; three are not Homeric quotations, but allusions to the epic poet
found in later poems 306; the remaining twenty-seven are Byzantine texts (mostly scholia
and commentaries) that belong to the sixth century or later. 307 In what follows, I will
present the eleven, antique Homeric quotations within their context in order to outline the
use that this brief snippet of the Iliad was put to by grammarians, and to reveal the type
of intellectual environment into which Lucilius’ fragment fits.
This Homeric line-opening became a matter of discussion for ancient
grammarians owing to its contradictory scansion. To fit the hexameter, the first vocative
must be scanned as − ◡ and the second as ◡ − . The alpha in Ares can be either long or
short, but the initial position of the hexameter allows for forced lengthening to occur 308;
the epsilon of the second vocative is long by position. Thus, the strange line does not

break, or even bend, any rules of hexametrical composition, but the oddity was enough to
call for explication even in the ancient scholarly tradition.
The earliest text “῏Αρες, ῎Aρες” can be found in is that of Tryphon’s Περὶ Παθῶν,
in which the Homeric quotation appears twice (with almost verbatim content 309). The
These include Manetho’s “Ἆρες Ἄρες, κακοεργὲ καὶ ἀνδράσι καὶ μακάρεσσιν…” (“Ares, Ares, evil-doer
to both men and blessed…,” Apotelesmatica 1.139, text from Köchly 1862) and Nonnus’ two lines, “Ἆρες,
Ἄρες, σὺ μὲν εὗδε, δυσίμερε, μοῦνος ἰαύων…” (“Ares, Ares, tormented by love, sleep lying down alone…,”
Dionysiaca 29.328) and “Ἆρες, Ἄρες, λίπε τόξα καὶ ἀσπίδα καὶ σέο λόγχην…” (“Ares, Ares, leave your bow
and your shield and your spear....,” Dionysiaca 36.259, text from Keydel 1959).
307
Phoebammon is the sole exception, and may belong to the fifth century. His text, however, is not
included in the overview given how late it is, and the intervening two centuries between Phoebammon and
the latest witnesses.
308
See Schulze 1892.
309
The text of Περὶ Παθῶν 2.6 is almost identical, though slightly shorter. The passage is as follows:
Ἔκτασις δὲ ὅταν τὰ συστελλόμενα δίχρονα ἐκταθῇ, ὡς Ἄρες Ἆρες, ἢ ὄντα φύσει βραχέα εἰς τὰ φύσει
μακρὰ ἀντίστοιχα μεταστῇ, οἷον φυσίζοος φυσίζωος.” I provide Περὶ Παθῶν 3.6 in Appendix 2, 1a.
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treatise deals with unusual modifications that occur in Greek words, such as in prosody.
Tryphon himself was an Alexandrian grammarian of the first century BCE; though he
lived almost a century after Lucilius, it is clear from the fragment that follows that he
shared the satirist’s academic interest in the line, as the passage discusses first the
concept of ektasis, the “stretching out” of short syllables into long. Tryphon provides no
fewer than four examples of ektasis, ranging from adjectives, to participles, to the proper
noun Dionysus.
The text that next preserves this Homeric quotation is that of Apion, a
grammarian of the first century CE “known from Rome to Greece to Alexandria.” 310 He
was the head of the Library of Alexandria after 20CE, an enemy of Josephus in the
appeals of 40 CE, the author of an alphabetical glossary of Homeric terms (from which
the fragment below was preserved), and even—so he claimed—the necromancer who
successfully resurrected Homer from the dead in order to answer once and for all the
conundrum of Homer’s provenance. 311 Colorful as this character was, his commentary on
Homer seems to have been more of a more staid manner. While not strictly grammatical,
the gloss on Ἆρες Ἄρες is concerned with the metaphors and synecdoches related to Ares’
name in epic 312; yet one can see from this text that the line “Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ” was
utilized by grammatical texts on a variety of subjects.
Roughly contemporary with the passage of Apion’s, albeit from a completely
different genre, is the short, elegiac epigram by Lucillius found in the Greek
Anthology. 313 Lucillius was a satirical epigrammist of the Neronian period, whose poetry
often mocked athletes (a theme found already in Lucilius’ depiction of the Pacideian
gladiator 314). The epigram is Homeric in pretense and appropriately begins a prayer to
Ares with the Homeric hemiepes found in this Lucilius passage. Lucillius’ epigram is
particularly significant to this discussion, however, because it is the only adaptation of
Damon 2011.
See Forbes and Wilson 2012, and Pliny NH 30.18.
312
See Appendix 2, 1b.
313
See Appendix 2, 1c.
314
149-152M/172-175W/4.1C/151-154K.
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the quotation to verse aside from Lucilius’ text and a later passage from Martial (see
below), and it has a similarly sardonic tone, belonging to a genre akin to satire. Lucillius
the epigrammist mingles aspects of the mundane with epic, sets the god of war within an
elegy, and likens Ares to a barber and the vulture-thick battlefield to the swarms of flies
found in less violent—certainly less heroic—circumstances.
Aelius Herodian, a grammarian of the second century CE, is the source of two
quotations of Homer’s “Ἆρες Ἄρες.” 315 Herodian was responsible for a twenty-volume
work on prosody (now lost) and was greatly influenced by the work of Aristarchus; he
also spent part of his career in Rome under the emperor Marcus Aurelius. 316 The
declension of Ares’ name, particularly the irregular form of the genitive, which varies
across dialects, is a topic discussed multiple times in the fragments of Aelius Herodian,
and this Homeric quotation is found twice in his corpus, once in the Περὶ Ἰλιακῆς
προσῳδίας, and again in the Περὶ κλίσεως ὀνομάτων. Unsurprisingly, the former passage
is primarily concerned with scansion; the latter text offers the phrase from Iliad 5 merely
as an example of the proper form of the vocative.
In contrast to Herodian’s mixture of prosodic and orthographic concerns,
Athenagoras repurposes this quotation altogether in his theological critique of Homer’s
depiction of the gods. 317 The repetition of Ares’ name is not important to his argument,
but rather the attached epithets “βροτολοιγέ” and “μιαιφόνε.” Clement of Alexandria,
another second century theologian, likewise quoted the entire line from Iliad 5 in his
Protrepticus, a refutation of Greek religion in which he points to the negative views of
the gods presented by Homer as one inherit weakness, the range and number of traditions
about the gods another. 318
The three remaining Greek texts that we will examine are grammatical. Sextus
Empiricus, a grammarian whose primary work, Adversus Mathematicos, offers a critique

See Appendix 2, 1d and 1e.
See Forbes, Browning, and Wilson 2012.
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See Appendix 2, 1f.
318
See Appendix 2, 1g.
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of grammar (among other disciplines), published his oeuvre toward the end of the second
century CE. When he discusses “metabolic” vowels—which can be shortened or
lengthened to suit the meter—, this Homeric quotation offers his first example of the
changeability of alpha. 319 This pride of place could be based upon the status of Homer as
paradigm par excellance, but it also implies that the vocation of Ares had become a wellknown locus for the mutability of vowels and the manipulation of meter.
The other two texts to be examined are both spurious, but probably antique and of
a kind with the texts compiled in this section. The first has been falsely attributed to
Hermogenes of Tarsus, the rhetorician admired by Marcus Aurelius but denigrated by
Philostratus, and the author of a number of grammatical school texts. 320 [Hermogenes]’
text is concerned with the techniques available to a poet in the creation of character and
personality, and he describes repetition as a means of achieving either a positive image
for a figure, or, in the case of Ares, a negative (or slanderous 321) one. Since his quotation
of the Iliadic line only includes “Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ,” his argument is based on the
exact repetition of Ἆρες in the vocative, which in turn draws attention to the following
adjectives that paint an unflattering portrait of the god of war.
The second passage was thought to have been written by the imperial grammarian
Arcadius, but has since been postdated to the fourth century CE; it is from a text titled the
De Accentibus, where [Arcadius] provides and expounds upon a list of the potential
accents of the Greek language. The line “Ἆρες, Ἄρες” is only indirectly quoted, as the two
vocatives are broken up to provide examples of both shortened and lengthened syllables,
but the Homeric echo nevertheless resonates. 322
This concludes the overview of Greek texts incorporating Homer’s “Ἆρες, Ἄρες”
line. To review, the works cited above span from the first century BCE to the fourth
century CE, are predominantly prosaic (with a single exception in Lucillius’ epigram),

See Appendix 2, 1h.
See Russell 2012.
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In the term διαβολῇ, one perhaps sees resonances of the critiques offered by Athenagoras and Clement.
322
See Appendix 2, 1j.
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and include contributions from both Classical and Christian authors. The strictly
grammatical texts concern prosody, accentuation, dialect, and the poetic effect of
repetition. The range of subjects implies that the Homeric phrase—one that, I emphasize,
only occurs twice in the Homeric corpus—was a topic of study that gained in momentum,
whether this impetus began in the more philosophical debates represented by the
Christian texts, or by the prosodic concerns of the grammarians. In any case, what
preceded Lucilius is lost to us, but the picture painted by what came after him is vivid
enough to imply something of the state of scholarship that the satirist was exposed to.
Toward this end, it is worthwhile to observe that a majority of the authors above
were active in Rome. There are Greeks aplenty quoting Homer in Italy, at least under the
reign of Marcus Aurelius, but what of the Romans? Excluding Scaurus, the text tradition
of “Ἆρες, Ἄρες” all but vanishes when we turn to the Latin corpus. Martial is a singular
and significant exception, 323 and his use of the phrase to describe the sounds (sonare) of
the Greeks is certainly a reference to Lucilius’ Satires.

Epigrammata 9.11 324:
Nomen cum violis rosisque natum,
Quo pars optima nominatur anni,
Hyblam quod sapit Atticosque flores,
Quod nidos olet alitis superbae;
Nomen nectare dulcius beato,
Quo mallet Cybeles puer vocari
Et qui pocula temperat Tonanti,
Quod si Parrhasia sones in aula,
Respondent Veneres Cupidinesque;
Nomen nobile, molle, delicatum

Epigram 9.11:
A name born alongside violets and roses,
from which the best part of the year is named,
which tastes of Hybla and the Attic flowers,
which smells of the nests of the loftiest bird.
A name sweeter than blessed nectar,
with which Cybele’s boy would prefer to be propitiated,
and he who mixes the cups for the Thunderer;
But if you sound in the Parrhasian courtyard,
the Venuses and Cupids echo back;
A well-known, soft, charming name

The only other occurrence of this Homeric quotation in a Latin author not covered either by PHI or
Brepolis is found in the fifteenth century work of Galeottus Martius Narniensis titled Inuectiuae in
Franciscum Philelphum, where the author comments on his quotation of Martial (2.138-9):
“Cum dicit: Ares, Ares, tetigit Homeri inconstantiam, qui in una et eadem syllaba diversa utitur quantitate.
Dicit enim Homerus: Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε τειχεσιπλῆτα, nam producitur prima, secunda
corripitur in uno eodem que nomine et versu, quod est magis admirandum…”
“When he says “Ares, Ares,” he touched upon the inconsistency of Homer, who used different quantities in
one and the same syllable. For Homer says “Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε τειχεσιπλῆτα”; because the
first is lengthened, the second is shortened in one and the same noun and verse, which is the more
admirable…”
324
Text is Heraeus & Borovskij 1976.
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Versu dicere non rudi volebam:
Sed tu syllaba contumax rebellas.
Dicunt Eiarinon tamen poetae,
Sed Graeci, quibus est nihil negatum
Et quos Ἆρες Ἄρες decet sonare:
Nobis non licet esse tam disertis,
Qui Musas colimus severiores.

I wanted to speak with a not-unrefined verse,
but you, unyielding syllable, refuse.
The poets, nevertheless, say “eiarinos” (“vernal”);
but they are Greeks, to whom nothing is denied
and for whom it is fitting to sound “Ἆρες Ἄρες”:
for us it is not right to be so eloquent,
we, who cultivate harsher Muses.

Without delving too deeply into any of the above passages, it is still abundantly
clear that there is a rich literary history surrounding this single Homeric half-line. One
could trace three threads of the tradition through the above texts: the theological
(represented by Athenagoras, Clement, and, in some degree, [Hermogenes]), the strictly
grammatical (Tryphon, Apion, Herodian, Sextus Empiricus, and [Arcadius]), and the
comedic (Lucillius and Martial). Lucilius informs at least two of these threads, for he
combines the humor of the later satirists with the erudition evident in the grammarians,
and he furthermore stands at the very beginning of the tradition, our first extant author to
quote this line.
Interpretation
Though this Grecism is the same name repeated twice in succession, the codeswitch is nevertheless phrase-based, as it activates a specific reference point in the
Homeric epics that was treated in the Hellenistic critical tradition a phrase-based unit.
Though the words themselves need no definition or equivalence to be understood—as the
parallel between Ares and Mars is obvious—it is noteworthy that Lucilius provides no
guidance for the Greek script here beyond the flagging phrase “Graeci ut faciunt.” The
shared shape of the capital alpha and the Roman a would allow the Greek-illiterate to
deduce that the phonetics of the /a/, the subject of this part of the orthographical satire, is
also a component of the code-switch, but the precise relevance of this Homeric quotation
would be overlooked by all but those acquainted with Greek prosody debates.
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As in the case studies from the second subsection of Chapter 3, 325 Lucilius is here
found integrating a Greek topic into a Roman nexus. Or, rather, he resolves a prosodic
problem confronted by both languages with an appeal to the Greek tradition, likening the
a of Latin to the alpha of Greek just as he does in the same satire with s and sigma. From
what little we know of the orthographical debate between Accius and Lucilius, this
appears to be the opposite of Accius’ strategy, whose orthography resembles that found
on ancient inscriptions and most often associated with the Oscan tongue. 326 Both authors
look to precedent, but Accius’ is Italian and Lucilius’ Homeric—put simply, Lucilius
turns to Homer for information about Latin spelling.
Lucilius’ presentation of his argument furthermore resembles that used by the
Greek grammarians. Like Tryphon, Lucilius provides his reader with a list “scribemus
pacem, placide, Ianum, 327 aridum, acetum,” but whereas Tryphon’s exempla are lists of
alternative scansion possibilities for the same word (φυσίζοος-φυσίζωος, λαοσσόοςλαοσσῶος, τιθέμενος-τιθήμενος, Διόνυσος-Διώνυσος), Lucilius provides a series of
different words altogether. 328 The satirist does not repeat himself until he arrives at the
marked Grecism itself, where Ἆρες Ἄρες offers an alpha longa and brevis, but within two
words that share the same orthography. The Grecism thus marks a shift in Lucilius’
pattern of examples, borrows from the format of example lists given in Hellenistic
literature, and becomes the linchpin for Lucilius’ argument, that orthography can be
identical regardless of vowel quality. Lucilius’ satire here is therefore a hybrid of the
methodology of Hellenistic scholars and the material provided by the Latin language. 329
The parallel between hoc faciemus and ut Graeci faciunt further emphasizes
Lucilius’ project of mutually enmeshing Latin orthography and the Greek grammatical

See Case Studies III.2.A, III.2.B, and III.2.C.
See Biddau 2006, as well as Allen 1989: 64 and Klausenburger 1972.
327
Or, on Warmington’s reading, Pacideianum.
328
The apparent randomness of the list is mitigated by Lucilius’ alliteration (provided that we read
Pacideianum with Baehrens and Warmington); the two sets of pairs thus recall the pairings of Tryphon.
329
Note that Martial’s poem accomplishes the opposite effect; while Lucilius draws together the languages
in theory and practice, Martial ostracizes himself and his “harsher Muses” from what is permitted for the
Greek poets to do.
325
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tradition. The Ἆρες Ἄρες phrase evokes not only Iliad 5 and the fury of Diomedes, 330 but
also the extensive commentary tradition on this phrase and its prosody. Moreover,
Lucilius himself emulates Homer in positioning “Ἆρες Ἄρες” at the start of his
hexametrical line, then pays homage to the other “Graeci” who explicated and defended
Homer’s seeming gaffe by explicitly flagging their custom.
This is an effective and subtle way to one-up Accius in the debate: by putting
himself on the side of Homer and the Alexandrian scholars who best understood him,
Lucilius gleans additional and ageless authority that crosses language boundaries and
therefore makes himself unassailable. In turn, Lucilius’ fragment serves as a development
upon Hellenistic theory. By incorporating a Greek phrase of grammatical contention here,
Lucilius likens himself to the Alexandrian scholars in his parsing of Latin orthography,
performing advanced prosodic and linguistic analysis of not one language, but two. At
the same time, the satirist hints at the simultaneity and intertwining of theory and practice
through his series of verbs, faciemus…dicimus…scribemus, then proceeds to accomplish
not just the analysis of hexametrical poetry, but the creation of it as well.
What could have been a mundane incorporation of two words of Greek becomes a
shrewd marker of Lucilius’ engagement with rhetorical issues of his time period, not just
in Latin but in Greek as well. The Latin language is the primary subject matter of the
satire, but Lucilius enriches his material with the integration of a secondary language, and
through this injection of code-switching, raises the orthographical debate to one that
confronts literary history and contemporary poetics as well. In this fragment, by invoking
Ares, Homer, and the Alexandrian scholarship with which he is clearly well acquainted,
Lucilius proves again that he is a master philologist, and one capable of making even the
most pedantic topics both relevant to his satire and key to his elaborate rebuttal at Accius’
expense.

The rage of Diomedes would additionally complement neatly Lucilius’ possible gladiatorial reference in
the preceding line, Pacideianum, an epithet that he applies elsewhere in the Satires to a daunting and
boastful gladiator (149-152M/172-175W/4.1C/151-154K).
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II.2.B: Thestiados Ledae, Ixionies alochoeo (24-25M/28-29W/1.22C/28-29K)
Context of the Witness
Nonius Marcellus provides this fragment in Book 4 of the De Compendiosa
Doctrina, a book titled the De varia significatione sermonum. The Lucilian excerpt
appears in a series of definitions of the verb contendere, whose meanings, Nonius claims,
include the following seven possibilities: festinare331; intendere 332;
adstringere/intorquere 333; comparare 334; certare 335; continuare 336; extorquere. 337
Nonius’ examples include both poetic and prosaic works as evidence, which includes
dramatic texts (both comedy and tragedy), satire (Lucilius’ and Varro’s), and a letter
addressed to the senate.
Below I provide the text of Nonius 258.38-259.11(Merc) 338:
Contendere significat conparare. Plautus in Vidularia (fr. XII):
signum recte conparebat: huius contendi anulum.
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. I (24):
ut contendere possem
Thestiados Ledae atque Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο.
idem lib. VII (4):
huncin ego umquam Hyacintho hominem, cortinipotentis
deliciis, contendi?
Caecilius Titthe (221):
egon vitam meam
Atticam contendam cum istac rusticana Syra?...
Licinius Macer in epistula ad senatum: ‘illi suam vitam mecum contendunt, quorum in
corpore ita crebra sunt vulnera †vitae, novae cicatrici ut locus non sit?’ — Naevius in
Lycurgo (36):
cave sis tuam contendas iram contra cum ira Liberi.
Accius in Tereo (647) 339:
video ego te, mulier, more multarum utier,
258.20(Merc).
258.26(Merc).
333
258.34(Merc).
334
258.38(Merc).
335
259.12(Merc).
336
259.17(Merc).
337
259.22(Merc).
338
Text is Lindsay 1903.
339
Note that this passage occurs previously in the De Compendiosa Doctrina 519.1-20(Merc), though in
the prior passage, the Accian lines precede Lucilius.
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ut vim contendas tuam ad maiestatem viri.
Varro Γνῶθι Σεαυτόν (210): ‘age nunc, contende alterum genus φιλοθέωρον, nequid ibi
viderit melius.’
“Contendere” means “to compare.” Plautus in Vidularia [says]:
the seal looks right: I compared his ring.
Lucilius in Book 1 of the Satires [says]:
...so that I would be able to liken to [that] of
Thestius’ daughter Leda and [that] of the spouse of Ixion.
The same man in Book 7:
did I ever compare that man to Hyacinthus, the sweetheart
of Apollo Cortinipotens?
Caecilius in the Titthe [writes]:
shall I compare my
Attic life with that countrified Syrian life?
Licinius Macer in a letter to the senate [wrote]: “do they compare their life with me, they
in whose bodies the wounds †of life are so frequent that there is no place for a new scar?”
— Naevius in the Lycurgus:
take care what you are about when you liken your ire with Liber’s ire!
Accius in the Tereus [says]:
I see that you, woman, adopt the manner of the many,
so that you liken your might to the majesty of your husband.
Varro in the Know Thyself: “come now, compare another type of sight-seer, whether he
saw anything better there.”

Nonius is generous enough to include the reference point of this Grecism, which
belongs to Book 1 of the Satires. Lucilius’ editors unanimously assign this to the council
of the gods satire, and the first-person verb “possem” has led Marx, Krenkel, and
Terzaghi to connect this line with 19-22M/24-27W/1.16C/23-26K, and the testimonium
of Servius Auctus that, according to Lucilius, Apollo refused to be called beautiful. 340
Marx even sees in Apollo’s apparent refusal to be called “Pulcher” a jest at Appius
Claudius Pulcher’s expense, parallel to the pun on Clodius’ cognomen in Catullus. 341
According to this reconstruction, then, Apollo refuses the epithet of “beautiful” for
himself by arguing that he pales in comparison with Zeus’ lovers. 342

340

Servius Auctus A3.119.
Carm. 79. Charpin remains skeptical (1978: 205).
342
This, in turn, may be connected with the lines from Book 29 of the Satires: Apol<l>ost n<u>men, qui te
antiquis non sinet/ delici<i>s maculam atque ignominiam inponere (895-896M/852-853W/29.64C/822823K).
341
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The second Lucilian quotation from Nonius in the passage above similarly frames
an instance of comparison: the context is clearly erotic, as the unambiguous apposition of
Hyacintho to deliciis makes clear, and Apollo is, again, a key figure—an interesting,
retrospective role for the god of poetry to play in the Satires. The text of 895-896M/852853W/29.64C/822-823K 343 appears to offer a parallel applicable to both of the Lucilius
fragments given above, as Apollo refuses to accept any insults to his lovers, just as here,
on Marx’ interpretation, he refuses to be compared to Zeus’ lover (an insult to all
parties?).
Editions
24-25M:
ut contendere possem
Thestiados Ledae atque Ixionies alochoeo.

28-29W:
…“ut contendere possem
Thestiados Ledae atque Ixionies alochoeo.” 344

1.22C:
<−ᴗᴗ−ᴗᴗ−ᴗᴗ > ut contendere possem
Thestiados Ledae atque Ixiones alochoeo. 345

28-29K:
, − ◡ ◡ − ◡ ◡ − ◡ ◡ ut contendere possem
Thestiados Ledae atque Ixionies alochoeo‘ 346

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
...so that I would be able to liken [x] 347
to that of Thestius’ daughter Leda and of the spouse of Ixion.

The text of this fragment is surprisingly secure, with only the second Grecism
devolving into textual corruption in the transmission history. Nonian manuscripts L and
BA present the text as “ixiones alcholocheo,” while AA offers the far more nonsensical
“eximone salcholocheo.” Mercier restored the (Latinized) Homeric quotation, “ixionies

343
Marx’s edition reads: “Apol<l>ost n<u>men, qui te antiquis non sinet/ delici<i>s maculam atque
ignominiam inponere.
344
“Apollo speaks:...‘that I might be able to compare my beauty with that of Leda, Thestius’ daughter, and
with that of Ixion’s wife.’”
345
“[Q]ue je puisse comparer la beauté de la fille de Thestios, Léda, et celle de la femme d’Ixion.”
346
,”daß ich mich messen könnte mit Leda, des Thestius Tochter, und mit der Gemahlin des Ixion.’”
347
Marx would doubtlessly fill in this unknown object of contendere with “myself,” given his interpretation
of the passage. I am, however, far more content with ambiguity, and so leave the undesignated object of
comparison unnamed.
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alochoeo,” which has since been standard in editions of Nonius and Lucilius alike,
though Lindsay returned the half-line to Greek script.
There is also no similar corruption to be seen in the first Grecism of the line,
“Thestiados Ledae.” This may reflect Lindsay’s conjectured dissonance between the
Latin script of the first half (less likely to be misconstrued) and the Greek of the latter
half, or may simply be the result of the far more common patronymic Thestiados in Latin
(used mainly by Ovid, discussed below). Lindsay’s use of the Greek script for Ίξιονίης
ἀλόχοιο is shared by none of Lucilius’ editors and, indeed, seems like a needless
infringement of editorial opinion on the text rendered by the manuscript tradition.
Quotation(s) History
This fragment of Lucilius, as discussed above, includes not one, but two separate
Grecisms, both two-word phrases used to refer to lovers of Zeus. Marx notes that Lucilius
here combines a Euripidean phrase with a Homeric hemiepes; Petersmann calls this a
“cento,” though “pastiche” is perhaps closer in sense and involves fewer generic
implications. 348
The original Euripidean context of “Thestiados Ledae”—and, indeed, the only
occurrence of the phrase in extant Greek literature—belongs to the Iphigenia at Aulis. 349
In this passage, Agamemnon recounts to an elderly slave of Clytemnestra the background
for the coming play and why he is distraught. His tale begins from “Thestian Leda,” the
mother of Helen and Clytemnestra and the matriarch of the women who drive the plot of
the Iphigenia at Aulis, but soon transitions to his recollection of the suitors’ attempt for
the hand of Helen and their subsequent, binding oath.
This the only time that the collocation of Θεστιάς and Λήδα occurs, but a similar
phrase appears again in Euripides’ Helen, 350 though it is split across a dialogic exchange
1999: 300. Note that the cento arose as an independent genre in Late Antiquity and was particularly
popular during the Middle Ages, when schoolroom poets (such as Virgil) were pieced together to create
something utterly new. Lucilius’ brief, two-part merger is a different sort of amalgamation.
349
See Appendix 2, 2a.
350
See Appendix 2, 2b.
348
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wherein Helen first asks “And is there a daughter to Thestius?,” prompting Teucer’s
response, “You mean Leda.” The stichic dialogue means that the individual terms are
separated by a space of only three words. As Lucilius’ borrowed phrase is so rare in
Greek literature, this disconnected quotation also deserves notice, especially since it was
composed by the same tragedian as wrote the primary point of reference.
Lucilius’ first reference point, then, is undoubtedly Euripides (and, it seems,
Euripides alone). He is the only Latin poet to take Euripides’ phrase as a whole, though
the patronymic “Thestias” and the name “Leda” are separately adapted into Latin
literature, the former solely by Ovid, who uses the Greek patronym seven times
throughout his works. 351
The Homeric half-line “Ixionies alochoeo” of the second half of Lucilius’
hexameter belongs originally to Iliad 14.317. The line is taken from the Dios Apate,
when Hera seduces Zeus with the aid of Aphrodite’s enchanting girdle, and successfully
distracts the god from the battlefield around Troy. Before the gods make love, Zeus
remarks that he has never felt such passion for a female as he does for Hera in that
moment, and (counter-intuitively) supports his claim of ardor with a list of the lovely
women of his past affairs. “Ixionies alochoeo” is the first exemplum offered by Zeus in
his catalogue of his past lovers and refers to Dia, the daughter of Eioneus and wife of the
Lapith Ixion, mother of the Perithoos whose wedding launched the Battle of the Lapiths.
The phrase Ίξιονίης ἀλόχοιο survives in the Greek corpus sporadically, and in two
primary categories: Homeric commentaries (as attested by marginal scholia in medieval
manuscripts of Homer), and as Homeric exempla within Christian apologetics. Their
frequency within ancient texts is low—there are only three cases, in fact—but there are
additional texts from the Byzantine period that are indicative particularly of the
grammatical reception of this Homeric phrase. I will present the passages below in
chronological order.

351
C.f. Fasti 5.305; Met. 8.298, 432, 451, 465; Rem. Am. 719; Tr. 1.7.15; the word also appears once in the
Itineraria Antonini Augusti (p49, Cuntz 1929).
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Aristonicus, the Augustan-era exegete from Alexandria, a grammarian descended
from grammarians, is the first to record that Zeus’ not-so-complimentary homage to Hera
was athetized in the Alexandrian recension by Aristophanes. 352 This is quite a lengthy
passage to excise, comprising in total eleven lines. Aristonicus’ note on the lines
explicates the meaning of the “diple” mark applied to the text, and remarks upon the logic
behind the removal of these lines—they are ἄκαιρος, ill-timed and unsuited to Zeus’
lustful goal. Aristophanes of Byzantium is an authority figure used as a prop for
Aristonicus’ logic in support of removing the lines.
The next author to comment on these lines is Athenagoras, who, in a passage
shortly following his quotation of the “Ἆρες Ἄρες” lines, continued his logical reproof on
the nature of Homeric gods by claiming that gods have nothing to do with lust. 353 Passion
is fundamentally mortal in its ability to be born and to die, and it belongs solely to
humans. He twists the Iliadic passage slightly by removing its immediate context—in the
Iliad, Zeus tells Hera that he has never before loved a woman with as much passion as he
feels for her at that moment; Athenagoras cleverly, if dishonestly, excerpts from this
speech, and instead frames Zeus as admitting that he has never actually felt passion. By
altering the text of the epic, Athenagoras makes Homer support his argument.
Citation of this passage has been erroneously attributed to another Christian
author, Justin Martyr. The text that contains this Homericism belongs to one of the
apologies of [Justin Martyr], the Cohortatio ad Gentiles; 354 its title is parallel to that of
another pseudepigraphic work, Cohortatio ad Graecos, which is studied by classicists
primarily as a repository of fragmentary Greek and Jewish texts. 355 [Justin Martyr], like
Athenagoras, uses classical texts as a means of explicating and defending Christianity. In
the passage from the Cohortatio ad Gentiles, he recounts the wealth of detail one
encounters in Homer, a source of learning about the gods. The catalogue of lovers

See Appendix 2, 2c.
See Appendix 2, 2d.
354
See Appendix 2, 2e.
355
See Frend and Edwards 2012.
352
353
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provided by Zeus is not questioned for its authenticity or quoted as evidence in religious
debate: it is cited as one of the mnemonic passages of Homer’s epics.
The remaining occurrences of Homer’s phrase Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο are far, far later
(if they are dateable at all), but they reflect a scholiastic and commentary tradition that
goes back to Alexandria and encapsulates the concerns about this passage of Iliad 14
potentially under study in the ancient world. Eustathius, a Byzantine scholar of the
twelfth century, offers a long account of this passage, noting the pattern of repetition in
Zeus’ catalogue, wherein the list of his lovers is stylistically diversified in vocabulary and
structure, but the subsequent lines that list his progeny adhere to a clear pattern. 356 This
insight is, as should be clear from this overview, unique to Eustathius. The poet, he
claims, is masterful in the balancing act of these lines; like [Justin Martyr], Eustathius
makes no remark about the dubious authenticity of the passage, and disregards the
Alexandrian expurgation. Instead, his emphasis is on the achievement of Homer in the
organization of this miniature catalogue.
The final four examples of Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο all belong to scholia, the first from
the tradition of commentary on Aelius Aristides, the others from the Homeric scholia.
These cannot be dated, but portions of them are probably quite ancient in content, if not
in form or transmission. The A scholia to Iliad 14, for example, contain a verbatim
passage from Aristonicus’ commentary on the passage given above. 357 The scholia on
Homer are largely repetitive, and focus especially on the Alexandrian athetization of
these lines and on glossing the identity of Ixion’s wife.
Unlike the Greek grammatical tradition, in which the number of references to this
phrase is manifold, the Latin corpus incorporates the phrase Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο only in
Lucilius and his preserver Nonius Marcellus. It never recurs, though “Ixionius” is a term
used by Virgil and subsequently commented upon by Servius, copied by Boethius, and
See Appendix 2, 2f. The passage has been pared down to concentrate on the two occurrences of the
Homeric phrase, but is nevertheless representative of Eustathius’ topic and style; what is omitted are further
(tedious) examples.
357
See Appendix 2, 2g-2j, where I have underlined the relevant section that repeats Aristonicus’
commentary (see Appendix 2, 2i).
356
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likewise found in Historia Augusta and Ambrose’s De Bono Mortis—in these cases,
however, the adjective is applied to the wheel, not the wife, of a different Ixion.
The three ancient and five Byzantine texts offer a fairly compact history of the
reception of this line, but nevertheless they reflect academic concern with the athetization
of the Alexandrian tradition on the one hand, and the identity of Ixion’s wife on the other.
As with the “Ἆρες, Ἄρες” fragment, too, there is a separate strain of reception represented
by the early Christian apologists Athenagoras and [Justin], who prove their literary and
rhetorical prowess with reference to this passage of the Iliad and, perhaps, reflect an
earlier stage in their education that first brought these lines to their attention.
Interpretation
The code-switching form found in this brief text involves two parallel, phrasebased code-switches that incorporate two Greek female epithets from epic and tragedy.
The two phrases are given in Latin script, 358 but only Ledae has Latin morphology;
Thestiados, Ixionies, and alochoeo are all Greek genitives, and, significantly, these words
have also undergone very little Latinization of their phonetics—Thestiados retains its
aspiration, as does alochoeo (a form that is still more striking because of its epic genitive
ending, adapted to Latin diphthongs).
These two phrases, though stacked, are not mutually informing. Though both are
paired terms that serve to name a mythological woman, the first is a patronymic-nominal
set, the second an adjective derived from the husband’s name alongside an epic term for
“spouse.” Only the first phrase, therefore, is explicit; the identity of the second woman,
Dia, is left a riddle. Naming her spouse, the insignificant Ixion, is hardly informative and,
in fact, could lead a reader to recall in error that more famous Ixion.
As was demonstrated by the quotation history above, this fragment of Lucilius
boldly merges a Euripidean and a Homeric epithet together: it is a learned act, with
recherché reference paid to Thestius and to the lesser Ixion, and it reveals Lucilius’

358

Pace Lindsay; see discussion above under “editions.”
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knowledge of Greek poetry, drama, and perhaps even interaction with the scholarly
tradition reflected in the quotation study above, the lineage of scholia that began in
Alexandria just a century before Lucilius’ birth in Italy.
Likewise, the form of Lucilius’ implementation of Thestiados Ledae and Ixionies
alochoeo challenges his reader to reveal a similar level of learning, albeit one in Greek
grammar and morphology. Though these words look like Latin datives (and, indeed,
Ledae could be either a Latin dative or genitive in form), the -oeo ending of alochoeo
reflects the Homeric genitive form in -οιο. It is most probable that these were genitives of
possession, though the term they depended on—the object of contendere, possibly a term
such as formam?—has been omitted by Nonius. 359 It is also possible, if unlikely, that
Lucilius means these words to look like, or even serve as, Greek genitives of comparison,
and that he borrows not only the Greek terminology, but Greek syntax as well. Such
syntactic code-switching is very rare, however, and, since the Latin verb contendo
generally takes the dative, accusative, or a cum construction for comparison, the syntax of
Lucilius’ text would suffer serious strain as a result. 360
The potential for the reader to be misled by these lines, in the form in which we
have them, is high: one might first mistake the grammatical construction, or may
misconstrue the mythological referents, or may misremember the origins of these two
women’s epithets. 361 Lucilius’ careful combination of the two phrases, as well as the
contrast between his two poetic points of reference, creates several places where the
content of these lines could be misinterpreted or not understood at all.
But for the reader who picks up on the multiple references, the allusion to these
two women may have further ramifications for Lucilian satire. The key to these two,

This type of omission is not atypical of the compiler, whose usual method is to include as much of a
quotation as is necessary to support his definitions, regardless of meter or, as in this case, syntactic units
(see Case Studies I.2.B and II.1.A). For observations on Nonius’ method of quotation and the lex
Lindsayana, see Case Study I.2.A.
360
See L&S s.v. contendo (II.B.3). The use of a Greek dative for a Latin ablative of separation in Case
Study I.1.A shows that such grammatical merging is at least possible in the Satires.
361
At first glance, Thestiados Ledae could be just as Homeric as Ixionies alochoeo, and it is rather
surprising to recall that Leda, though a lover of Zeus, is omitted from the catalogue at Iliad 14.
359
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tricksome lines would appear to be the word contendere. While the word doubtlessly
served its role in the speech from which this fragment has been excerpted (whose context
is forever lost), the word also reflects Lucilius’ wit just before he quotes two prestigious
Greek poets.
If we read contendere as a metaliterary term, implemented to point the reader
toward the two juxtaposed Greek phrases, a new interpretive possibility opens up: that
Lucilius cleverly brings into contrast two authors who were themselves famously
involved in certamina (Homer against Hesiod in the c.a. fourth-century Certamen,
Euripides against Aeschylus in Aristophanes’ Frogs). Indeed, by mixing his sources
across epic and dramatic genres, Lucilius seems to confound the original contexts of both
Greek phrases, rendering these phrases mere formulae rather than exact quotations meant
to evoke certain passages of Homer or Euripides. The Grecisms, therefore, are
implemented in order to evoke the authors, rather than their works.
Though we cannot recreate the context of this fragment, it most probably belongs
to the concilium deorum—a rhetorical contest in its own right, and a Hellenic scenario set
on a Roman legal stage, in which the two Greek, competing poets cannot be quoted by a
Roman satirist without a certain degree of irony, particularly when the mouthpiece of the
poet seems to be Apollo, the god of poetry shared by Greeks and Romans alike. The
code-switching here is thus not just about paying homage to or drawing parody from
Greek poets, nor alluding to mythological women: it is about positioning Lucilius’ Latin
poetry as the recipient of these genres and texts. Through code-switching, Lucilius adds
himself to the certamina of Greek poets, inserting a Roman poet into the Greek tradition,
thereby, coopting it.
II.2.C: calliplocamon καλλίσφυροv, Amphitryonis acoetin, disyallabon,
κούρην/Τυρώ eupatereiam (540-546M/567-573W/17.2C/541-547K)
Context of the Witness
This extensive fragment is preserved by Nonius in Book 1 of his De Compendiosa
Doctrina, in which he gives the full fragment at 25.26-26.6(Merc), and immediately
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thereafter repeats the third line of the fragment under a different lemma (VARI, 26.711(Merc)). 362 Below, I provide both passages 363:
COMPERNES dicuntur longis pedibus. Lucilius Satyrarum lib. XVII (1):
num censes καλλιπλόκαμον, καλλίσφυρον illam
non licitum esse uterum atque etiam inguina tangere mammis?
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis ἄκοιτιν
Alcmenam, atque alias? Ledam ipsam denique nolo
dicere: tute vide atque disyllabon elige quodvis.
Τυρώ eupatereiam aliquam rem insignem habuisse,
verrucam, naevum dictum, dentem eminulum unum?
VARI dicuntur obtortis plantis. Lucilius Satyrarum lib. XVII (5):
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis ἄκοιτιν?
nam et varices inde dicuntur venae in suris inflexae vel obtortae. Varro epistula ad
Varronem: ‘nam tuam redam non habuissem, haberem varices.’
Those with long feet are called “compernes.” 364 Lucilius in Book 17 of the Satires [says]:
surely you don’t think that it is impossible for that καλλιπλόκαμον,
καλλίσφυρον woman to touch with her boobs her belly and even her groin?
Surely you don’t think it impossible that Alcmena, Amphitryon’s ἄκοιτιν,
was knock-kneed or pigeon-toed? And the others? I won’t talk about, then,
Leda herself—see for yourself and choose any two-syllable word.
Surely you don’t think it impossible that well-fathered Tyro had any
marked feature, a wart, a thing called a mole, a single prominent tooth?
Those with twisted feet are called “vari.” Lucilius in Book 17 of the Satires [says]:
...that Amphitryon’s ἄκοιτιν was knock-kneed or pigeon-toed?
For from this, bent or twisted veins in the calves are called “varicose.” Varro in an epistle
to Varro [writes]: “for had I not had your carriage, I would have varicose veins!” 365

The repetition of the Lucilian quotation is curious, but points to Nonius’ method of culling his lemmata
as he read through a work. This passage is surrounded by several other lemmata taken from the Satires (and
from Varro), and a further curiosity may be observed in Nonius’ citation of 117-118M/109110W/3.13C/117-118K just prior to this passage, which, while belonging to Book 3 of the Satires and cited
for its use of the word “broncus,” likewise includes the word “eminulus” to refer to a jutting tooth. Perhaps
the compiler had originally grouped these two fragments together because of their shared orthodontic
terms.
363
Note that, less than ten Mercier pages later, Nonius will provide the Lucilian fragment on “euplocamo”
under the lemma “discerniculum.”
364
Here, Nonius departs from the definition given by Festus (41M) and the evidence of Varro (LL. 9.10),
where conpernis (literally, “knees-together”) is juxtaposed to vatius (bow-legged). Modern dictionaries side
with Festus.
365
Cf. 167.20-21(Merc): REDA. Varro Epistula ad Varronem: ‘quodsi tuam heri redam non habuissem,
varices haberem.’
362
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Nonius’ double citation of this fragment points us toward Book 17 of the Satires.
This is one of the most incomplete books of the Satires, quoted so rarely that fewer than
ten fragments survive: Charpin and Krenkel give six; there are seven in Warmington’s
edition (who incorporates 1296M/574W/65HC/1312K into the sequence); or sixteen
Marxian lines.
The editors of Lucilius have taken varying views of the subject matter of this
book. Charpin argues that Book 17 is about philosophy and, more specifically, Stoic
doctrine refuting Homer’s assertion of heroic strength, heroinic beauty, and Penelope’s
virtue. 366 Krenkel and Warmington both split the book into two satires. Krenkel’s
division characterizes one satire as portraying Penelope’s conversation with the nurse
Eurycleia, 367 the other a discourse on “intellectual property.” 368 Warmington’s two satires
offer first a parody of Homer, second a glimpse of, what he terms, “business life in
Rome.” 369 Marx’s discussion of this fragment is largely focused upon the textual
difficulties brought about by the Greek script; he, as both Warmington and Krenkel do,
places the speech in the mouth of Penelope (thus explaining her refusal to call use foul
language of Leda/Helen). 370 But, whether a parody or a synopsis of the Odyssey, all four
editors agree that this satire confronts the role of Penelope in the epic.

1979: 88.
In every edition except Charpin’s, the preceding fragment mentions Ulysses by name: “nupturum te
nupta negas, quod uiuere Vlixen/ speras” (“You refuse to get married, since you are already wed, because
you hope that Ulysses is alive,” 538-539M/565-566W/17.3C/539-540K). Though the speaker is not named,
Krenkel assumes it is Eurycleia.
368
1970: 79.
369
1967: 181.
370
1905: 202-4. Though Lindsay prints Ledam, all four editors prefer <He>lenam (see below).
366
367
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Editions
540-546M:
num censes calliplocamon callisphyron ullam
non licitum esse uterum atque etiam inguina tangere
[mammis,
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis acoetin
Alcmenam, atque alias, <He>lenam ipsam denique—
[nolo
dicere: tute vide atque disyllabon elige quodvis—
<κού>ρην eupatereiam aliquam rem insignem habuisse,
verrucam, naevum, punctum, dentem eminulum unum?

567-573W:
“Num censes calliplocamon callisphyron ullam
non licitum esse uterum atque etiam inguina tangere
[mammis,
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis acoetin
Alcmenam atque alias, Helenam ipsam denique—nolo

17.2C:
nunc censes καλλιπλόκαμον, καλλίσφυρον illam
non licitum esse uterum atque etiam inguina tangere
[mammis?
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis ἄκοιτιν
Alcmenam, atque alias, Helenam ipsam denique—nolo

541-547K:
num censes calliplocamon callisphyron ullam
non licitum esse uterum atque etiam inguina tangere
[mammis,
conpernem aut varam fuisse Amphitryonis acoetin
Alcmenam, atque alias, <He>lenam ipsam denique—
[nolo
dicere: tute vide atque disyllabon elige quodvis—
<κού>ρην eupatereiam aliquam rem insignem habuisse,
verrucam, naevum, punctum, dentem eminulum
[unum? 373

dicere: tute vide atque disyllabon elige quodvis—
κούρην eupatereiam aliquam rem insignem habuisse
verrucam, naevum, rictum, dentem eminulum unum? 372

dicere; tute vide atque disyllabon elige quodvis—
κούρην eupatereiam aliquam rem insignem habuisse,
verrucam naevum punctum dentem eminulum
unum?” 371

My translation of Marx is as follows:
surely you don’t think that it is impossible for any lovely-locked,
lovely-ankled woman to touch with her boobs a belly and even a groin?
Surely you don’t think it impossible that Alcmena, Amphitryon’s spouse,
was knock-kneed or pigeon-toed, and the others, and even Helen herself—I
won’t talk about her. See for yourself and choose any two-syllable word you like.
Surely you don’t think it impossible that well-fathered maiden had any
“‘Surely you don’t believe that any woman with lovely curls and lovely ankles could not touch paunch
and even groin with her breasts, and that Amphitryon’s wife Alcmena could not have been knock-kneed or
bow-legged, and that others, even Helen herself, could not have been—I prefer not to say it; see to it
yourself and choose any two-syllabled word you like—that a maiden begotten by a noble father could not
have had a mark of note, a wart, a mole, a pock-mark, one little prominent tooth?’”
372
“Penses-tu donc qu’il a été interdit que cette belle femme, aux jolies tresses, aux jolis talons, ait des
tétons qui tombent sur son ventre et même sur son sexe? que des jambes cagneuses ou des pieds tordus
aient appartenu à l’épouse d’Amphitryon, Alcmène, et à d’autres héroïnes; enfin qu’Hélène elle-même —
je ne veux pas le dire: fais-le toi-même et choisis, entre les épithètes, celui que tu voudras, n’ait-il que deux
syllabes! —, cette fille d’un noble père, ait rien eu de disgracieux, une verrue, une tache, la bouche fendue,
une seule dent trop longue et dépassant les autres?”
373
“[G]laubst du etwa, daß eine Frau, schöngelockt und mit schmalen Fesseln, den Bauch, ja sogar den
Schoß nicht berühren könnte mit ihren Brüsten; daß die Frau des Amphitryon, Alcmena, keine X- oder OBeine hatte und daß andere, sogar Helena selbst, nicht ... waren—ich will lieber nichts sagen; sieh selbst zu
und suche irgendein zweisilbiges Wort—, Auffälligkeit gehabt hat, eine Warze, ein Muttermal, einen
Fleck, einen einzigen kleinen vorstehenden Zahn?”
371
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marked feature, a wart, a mole, a spot, a single prominent tooth?

As indicated by Marx’s lengthy discussion, this passage has many textual
troubles. The problems begin with Nonius’ first citation, which is given as Book “XVI”
in manuscript BA; since a portion of the same fragment is repeated at 26.7(Merc), and
because this erroneous citation is given by only one manuscript, we can be fairly sure of
this fragment’s belonging to Book 17 of the Satires and the Odyssean satire therein. A
single vertical stroke is easily lost in transmission and, in this case, easily restored.
On the same principle of a misplaced or misread pen stroke, “num” was
recommended by Scaliger in place of the manuscripts’ reading of “nunc,” a simple but
nevertheless helpful replacement that has been utilized by all the editors except Charpin;
the same is true of his suggestion of ullam for illam.
The Greek words “calliplocamon” and “callisphyron” cannot be expected to have
come through the textual transmission process unscathed, and indeed, they do not. Two
readings, “caliplocamora aΛΙCΦΥΡΟΝ” of manuscript L, and “caliplocamora
ΔΑΛCΦΥΡΟΝ” of manuscript G show the typical confusions of capital alpha, lambda,
and delta; the common survival of the ending in “CΦΥΡΟΝ” is an accomplishment,
however, particularly given the un-Latin form of phi. This evidences that the stacked
terms here may have been given in conflicting scripts, possibly recorded originally as
calliplocamon καλλίσφυροv.
Amphitryon’s name underwent variant misspellings, though never to the point of
becoming unrecognizable (thus G gives both “amfitrionis” and “amfytreonis,” and L
provides both “amfitronis” and “amfitrenis”). These variations are clearly not caused by
misinterpretation of Greek script and, like the missing vertical stroke above, were
relatively simple to ameliorate.
The primary textual difficulty in this passage is the identity of the heroines.
Where the manuscripts read either “lenam” or “menam,” Scaliger corrected the text to
“Helenam,” and his suggestion has been accepted by all four editors of Lucilius. As clear
from the Nonian passage given first, however, editors of the Compendiosa Doctrina have
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corrected the manuscripts to read either “Ledam” (as Lindsay and “edd.”), or “Heram”
(as Onions). 374
The identity of the former heroine is linked to the alteration by Marx of Τυρώ (or,
rather, Τυρίν, as the manuscripts read, corrected to the appropriate accusative form by
Hadrianus Iunius) to κούρην, as κούρην is a common term used of women and the epithet
εὐπατέρεια is used to describe Helen once in the Odyssey (22.227). 375 If we accept this
reading, Lucilius creates his own epic phrase by combining a banal Greek term, κούρη,
with a rare Homeric epithet, εὐπατέρεια. If, however, we keep the manuscript reading of
Τυρώ, we have a direct quotation of Homer from the eleventh book of the Odyssey, Τυρώ
εὐπατέρεια. This phrase is drawn from same passage of the Nekuia from which Lucilius
derives the phrase “Ἀμφιτρύωνος ἄκοιτιν,” and it occurs just before the locus whence
Lucilius’ quotation of Achilles comes (studied below in Case Study II.2.E).
I find Τυρώ more convincing for three reasons. First, Τυρώ seems to me the more
difficult reading, as a rare name not much mentioned beyond the Nekuia. Second, in his
previous references to Greek heroines, Lucilius has been exact, naming names such as
Alcmena, Helen/Leda/Hera; Tyro is likewise precise, a name with an epithet attached,
whereas “well-fathered girl” is vague and out of character with his catalogue; it could be
in apposition to Helenam, but this relies on 1) the nominal emendation <He>lenam being
correct and 2) the connection of epithet to woman despite an interruption of more than a
whole hexameter. Finally, Τυρώ eupatereiam—or, as the manuscripts read,
ΕΥΠΑΤΕΡΕΙan—is a direct quotation from Homer, rather than a pastiche of Greek terms,
and one drawn from the same passage of the Odyssey as Lucilius’ previous Homeric
code-switch, Amphitryonis acoetin. Thus, Τυρώ better suits the Lucilian fragment than
Marx’s κούρην.

Onions 1895. His incomplete edition of the De Compendiosa Doctrina was published posthumously,
and spans the first three books; the project was later completed by Lindsay.
375
Marx 1905: 203.
374
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Word and Quotation History
Because this passage utilizes two types of Homeric Grecisms—single-term and
phrase-based switches—I will approach the Grecisms using two methods: word history
and quotation history. That is, for the first two Greek words that appear, καλλιπλόκαμος
and καλλίσφυρος, I will trace their individual word histories, while I will treat the latter
two Homeric Grecisms as paired words and trace only the history of the terms in their
Homeric phraseology. In the midst of these Homeric borrowings, I will also provide the
lexical history of the Grecism δισύλλαβος, which, while not Homeric, nevertheless plays
a pivotal role in this fragment that parodies the Odyssey.
Neither καλλιπλόκαμος nor καλλίσφυρος occurs frequently in the Greek corpus,
but Homer used each a number of times in his epics, and as will become clear from the
discussion below, both remained markedly epicizing in their post-Homeric reception.
Καλλιπλόκαμος occurs a mere sixty-two times in the TLG corpus, with only
twenty-nine contributions from antiquity. Homer used the epithet six times in both the
Iliad and the Odyssey, naming Demeter, Thetis, Ariadne, and Circe “lovely-locked”: for
the epic poet, it is a divine attribute, and in half of its usages, the word modifies either
θεά or ἄνασσα. Only five further uses antedate Lucilius: the word appears twice in
Hesiodic fragments (applied to Nymphs and Stheneboea), and one time each in the
Homeric Hymns (describing Leto), Pindar’s Odes (describing Helen), and Euripides’
Iphigenia at Aulis (describing the Muses). There are no occurrences of καλλιπλόκαμος
during the Hellenistic period, even among Homericizing authors such as Apollonius of
Rhodes (who, along with Callimachus and Theocritus, prefers the synonym ἐυπλόκαμος).
The authors who use καλλιπλόκαμος after Lucilius are, with two exceptions, 376
grammarians who quote Homer for the sake of exempla. These authors include:
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Aristonicus, who are the closest chronologically to
Lucilius, and who each use this word once; Aelius Herodian, who uses it nine times;
[Justin Martyr] is one exception, who uses Homeric quotation for the sake of religious rather than
grammatical apology. The other is Quintus of Smyrna, who writes an epicizing Posthomerica and describes
the nymphs twice with this Homeric adjective.
376
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Athenagoras and Athenaeus, once each. Hesychius also uses καλλιπλόκαμος to define
ἐυπλοκαμῖδες and ἠΰκομος. 377 With the sole exception of this fragment from the Satires,
there is no occurrence of this adjective in Latin.
Καλλίσφυρος is slightly more frequent than καλλιπλόκαμος: there are ninety-two
total results rendered by a TLG search, approximately forty-three of which are from
antiquity, twenty-three predating Lucilius. In spite of this slightly greater frequency of
use, the distribution of the adjective is decidedly similar to that of καλλιπλόκαμος. Homer
uses the term five times in his corpus, both in the Iliad and in the Odyssey (describing
Marpessa, 378 Danae, Ino, and Hebe as “lovely-ankled”); Hesiod uses it eleven times (both
in the Theogony and in his fragments, describing Nike, Clymene, Alcmene, Iphimede,
Argeione, Hebe, Danae, Aerope, and Hermione); and the Homeric Hymns a further four
times (to describe Demeter, Hebe, Leto, and Leda). Simonides implements it twice to
describe Alcmene, and Alcman in the description of female chorus leader. This epithet,
then, while still associated with divine women, is not limited to goddesses alone, but
extended to mortal consorts and, by Alcman’s measure, to fair maidens. No surviving
Hellenistic text exhibits this word.
After Lucilius, καλλίσφυρος occurs within Homeric quotations by historians (e.g.,
Diodorus Siculus and Pausanias), grammarians (e.g., Aristonicus and Pollux), and
apologists ([Justin Martyr]), but it is also used independently by some authors as in
Homericizing epics (e.g., Cynegetica of Oppian and the Raptio Helenae of Colluthus)
and in explanations of Homer (e.g., Chariton and Claudius Aelian). Hesychius in his
lemmata both defines the adjective 379 and uses it to define its synonym, εὔσφυρος. 380 As
with καλλιπλόκαμος, there is no trace of this word in Latin except in the Satires.

S.v. ε7076, and η970. It is of note that καλλιπλόκαμος does not merit its own lemma.
Twice in short succession, at Il. 9.557 and 560.
379
κ492.
380
ε7222.
377
378
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As should be made clear by this overview, both terms more or less crystalized
into epicizing vocabulary by the fifth century BCE, and could not be used in Greek texts
without carrying both Homeric and Hesiodic resonance.
Before examining the Homeric phrases, there is another Grecism in this fragment
whose lexical history we must analyze: disyllabon, a term that is decidedly unHomeric.
Its earliest occurrence dates to the Hellenistic period, though the texts in which it
appeared are now lost, available to us only by later paraphrases that may obscure the
initial sense or context (e.g., Clearchus’ and Dinas’ “uses” of the word are not extant, but
are reported by Herodian). There are well over two thousand forms of δισύλλαβος within
the TLG corpus, and almost one thousand of these are antique. Poetic usages are very
rare, but do include four occurrences in the Greek Anthology. But, in prose, Herodian
alone contributes over six hundred of these forms, and the fourth-century grammarian
Arcadius provides a further two hundred. Without these extreme (and late) outliers, the
term would be relatively rare, and, as it is, the word exists almost exclusively within the
grammatical generic tradition of Greek literature.
Furthermore, unlike the words above and the phrases yet to be examined below,
δισύλλαβος has a Roman lexical history in addition to its Greek one: a Brepolis search
results in, on the one hand, a mere four results from antique authors (including Lucilius,
Quintilian, and Caesius Bassus), but, on the other, over one hundred and fifty results from
the period of the Late Antique grammarians (including, for example, Martianus Capella,
Aelius Festus Aphthonius, Diomedes, and even Augustine), a strong indication of this
borrowing’s eventual success as a loan-word. Disyllabus exists as a Latinized adjective
alongside the far less common, but nevertheless ancient, term bisyllabus, which appears a
mere ten times in the ancient corpus on Brepolis, but is found in Varro and should
perhaps be considered a term in “competition” with the Greek borrowing. 381 What
Lucilius gives us then, in the midst of his Homerisms, is a Greek grammatical term
Note that Aelius Festus Aphthonius does use both terms in this work, but uses disyllabus roughly thirty
times for his single use of bisyllabus. Note also that Varro shows no qualms in using the Greek prefix di- at
Men. 398 for borrowed term “distichon.”
381
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developed in the Hellenistic grammatical tradition—a tradition that itself evolved
primarily because of exegesis on Homer.
Let us now turn to the borrowed Homeric phrases. The phrase ἀμφιτρύωνος
ἄκοιτιν is very rare in Greek literature. The original occurrence of the phrase belongs to
Book 11 of the Odyssey, whose text reads (11.266-68) 382:
τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ Ἀλκμήνην ἴδον, Ἀμφιτρύωνος ἄκοιτιν,
ἥ ῥ᾽ Ἡρακλῆα θρασυμέμνονα θυμολέοντα
γείνατ᾽ ἐν ἀγκοίνῃσι Διὸς μεγάλοιο μιγεῖσα:
After her, I saw Alcmene, Amphitryon’s spouse,
she who bore brave-spirited, lion-hearted Heracles
after she had sex in the arms of mighty Zeus.

The passage is taken from the catalogue of women whom Odysseus encounters
during his interview with the shades of the underworld. Alcmene is neither the first nor
the last of the women Odysseus sees, though she is relatively early in the list.
Homer’s phrase is used by Lucilius, and only once elsewhere in extant Greek or
Latin literature and long after the end of antiquity, 383 in Eustathius’ Commentarii ad
Homeri Odysseam. 384 Here, Eustathius digresses upon how rare Heracles is in the
Homeric corpus, citing this passage for its description of Alcmene and her vicarious glory
awarded through her bearing Heracles. Eustathius’ work here is interesting because he
both directly quotes Homer, and also provides a paraphrase of the Odyssean text, going
on to string together two verbatim Homeric descriptions of Heracles along with a phrase
of his own coining. After his recounting of this passage and Heracles’ various epithets—
Homeric and Eustathian—, he provides a further examination of the Homeric catalogue,
listing the other women witnessed by Odysseus.

Text is Murray 1919.
This result was determined by running a proximity search on the TLG of the two lemmata, and by
searching for the Greek term ἄκοιτις on Brepolis in its various potential, Latinized spellings.
384
See Appendix 2, 3a.
382
383
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The phrase “Τυρώ εὐπατέρεια” is not so rare in the Greek literary corpus. 385 The
phrase first occurs at Od. 11.235 386:
ἔνθ᾽ ἦ τοι πρώτην Τυρὼ ἴδον εὐπατέρειαν,
ἣ φάτο Σαλμωνῆος ἀμύμονος ἔκγονος εἶναι,
φῆ δὲ Κρηθῆος γυνὴ ἔμμεναι Αἰολίδαο...
Then I saw well-fathered Tyro first,
who said that she was the offspring of blameless Salmoneus,
and said that she was the wife of Kretheus, descendent of Aiolos.

Homer, through Odysseus’ eyes, goes on to relate the legend of Tyro, who was
raped by Poseidon and bore him two sons, then married to Kretheus (to whom she bore
additional children). As the passage above makes clear, Tyro is the first woman
encountered by Odysseus, and she also benefits from one of the longest descriptions in
Homer’s catalogue of women, twenty-five lines dedicated to her that even include direct
speech. Odysseus’ encounter with Tyro introduces the catalogue of women, and it should
not, therefore, come as a surprise that the passage receives further attention by Greek
authors (though all of the extant “receptions” of this quotation notably postdate Lucilius,
making the Roman satirist the first author we have who comments upon this particular
passage of Homer!).
Aristonicus of the first century BCE is the first Greek author to quote this
passage, 387 but his focus is not so much upon Tyro herself as upon vindicating her father
Salmoneus from the legends attached to him by later mythographers. 388 He argues that,
contrary to the νεώτεροι, Homer would not have called Tyro “well-fathered”
(εὐπατέρειαν) if Salmoneus had committed the heresies attributed to him by later poets.
Aristonicus is the only ancient author to cite this passage of Homer, but the commentator

On the other hand, if we accept Marx’ emendation and read κούρην eupatereiam in this fragment,
eupatereiam is uncommon enough to retain a strong Homeric element (there are only fifty-nine forms in
the TLG), but κούρη does not have an specific relevance.
386
Text is Murray 1919.
387
See Appendix 2, 3b.
388
Including both Greek and Roman authors, such as [Apollodorus], Virgil, Hyginus, Strabo, and Manilius.
385
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Eustathius and the scholia tradition together show that there was further discussion of
Tyro and this section of the Nekuia than currently survives.
Eustathius’ text, taken from the Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam, 389 is
concerned not only with establishing the pedigree of Tyro, but also the paternity of her
children and the order of lovers presented by Homer. The scholiastic tradition on the
Odyssey reflects Aristonicus’ concerns regarding the later, grim tradition regarding
Salmoneus’ hubris, 390 whereas the scholia on Pindar incorporate the Homeric quotation
in order to draw attention to the lineage outlined by Homer, more akin to the concern of
Eustathius. 391
It is clear from the passages above that the Homeric phrases quoted by Lucilius
are only treated by Homeric commentators within their genealogical context, a theme
that, as I contend below, Lucilius activates in his satire.
Interpretation
This is a remarkably complex fragment in its code-switching forms and
mechanisms, which vary dramatically among the nine Grecisms here (two of which are
proper names, and therefore Grecisms but not code-switches). The first two codeswitches calliplocamon and callisphyron/καλλίσφυρον, though used adjacent to one
another, do not act as a borrowed phrase, as there is no evidence for these words being
found together in Greek literature. Instead, these opening Grecisms are stacked switches.
These two words—both two-termination, compound adjectives formed from the
prefix καλλι- in Greek—share the same degree of adaptation according to the texts of
Marx, Warmington, and Krenkel 392: written in Roman script, their kappas replaced by

See Appendix 2, 3c.
See Appendix 2, 3d.
391
See Appendix 2, 3e.
392
Note that Charpin is not included in this count, because in his edition he gives every code-switch of this
passage in Greek letters (excepting only disyllabon), despite the lack of evidence for the Greek lettering of
calliplocamon and acoetin in the manuscript. In this emendation, he resembles Lindsay. Ironically, these
two editors in this passage have taken over the role of the librarius so castigated by Marx, altering the
apograph to become more true to Greek forms.
389
390
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homonymous c’s, but preserving the distinct accusative ending -on of Greek. The
uncertainty of form and gender caused by this foreign ending is mitigated by the
immediate proximity of the Latin word (i/u)llam, which agrees with these substantive
Grecisms. The vagueness of (i/u)llam, however, sheds no light on the meaning of
calliplocamon and callisphyron; the reader must either turn to a glossary, or recall the
similar form euplocamo (of Case Study II.1.A); and while that fragment might reveal the
sense of calliplocamon and allow for the deduction of the sense of calli-, the second
adjective, callisphyron, would not be at all explicable. As was discussed above the
manuscript tradition provides evidence that the latter Grecism was given in Greek letters,
creating an unbalanced stacking of calliplocamon καλλίσφυρον; the alteration in script
between these complementary terms further highlights the incomprehensibility of the
latter term to the non-Greek speaker.
The next Grecism offers a different code-switching form, for Amphitryonis
acoetin is phrase-based, 393 and it is immediately followed by the appositive Alcmenam.
Individually, neither Amphitryonis nor Alcmenam would be a code-switch, because they
are proper names and not otherwise marked by the inclusion of Greek script or
morphology (by this logic, the subsequent <He>lenam, too, is not a code-switch), but
because Amphitryonis is part of the Homeric quotation, I consider it a code-switch here.
All three of these words are Latinized in script, and both of the names have been
assimilated to appropriate declensions and have case endings to match. But acoetin keeps
its Greek morphology and is the more striking because it is set between Grecisms that
have been assimilated into Latin, an unfamiliar noun set between the proper names of
mythological figures already well-known from Plautus. The delayed inclusion of
Alcmenam, set in the following line, explicates who the reference point of the codeswitch is, and therefore this proper name serves as a complement to the code-switch
mechanism, just like the series of feminine accusatives (conpernem, varam, and

393
The exact phrasing “Amphitryonis acoetin” is found in the Odyssey, which Lucilius underscores by
positioning his code-switch in the same place in the hexameter as his Homeric model.
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Alcmenam) that help clarify the unusual Greek ending in -in. The perplexed reader thus
receives support from the surrounding context for the form and sense of these Grecisms.
The next code-switch, disyllabon, is singular within its clause, though as part of
the overall fragment it serves as a stacked code-switch. Similar in its alterations to
calliplocamon (and, perhaps, callisphyron) with a retained Greek neuter ending -on, this
term is less grammatically challenging for the reader because the -on ending can be
correctly associated with the homonymous -um of Latin—which is confirmed by
quodvis—whereas the -on of the two previous adjectives marked a feminine ending
dissimilar to the Latin -am. Moreover, disyllabon resembles the first two code-switches in
terms of its mechanism, since Lucilius omits any assistance for a reader struggling to
understand its meaning.
The final Grecisms serve as a phrase-based code-switch, regardless of whether we
read <κού>ρην eupatereiam or the preferred Τυρώ eupatereiam, because they serve as a
single syntactic unit. The latter quotation, however, directly references the same passage
of the Odyssey as the first phrase-based switch, and is therefore a direct Homeric
quotation as well as a phrase-based switch.
On both reconstructions, the code-switch integrates Grecisms that diverge in their
respective adaptations to the Latin matrix: both κούρην and Τυρώ are Greek-scripted and
adhere to their original morphology, despite the confusion that could result from these
foreign endings; these emphatically-Hellenic code-switches are then modified by the
Latinized compound eupatereiam. 394 This latter Greek compound could probably be
decoded by the Roman monolingual, given the ubiquity of the prefix eu- and the shared
semantics of pater, but no further contextualization of this phrase is supplied by the poet.
The reader must deduce the sense of κούρην from the context of the catalogue of women
here described by the satirist—potentially assisted by the name Helenam above—or they

The mixture of Greek and Latin scripts offers a neat parallel to the first, stacked code-switch,
calliplocamon καλλίσφυρον (provided one accepts the evidence of the manuscript tradition); the fragment—
what remains of it—begins with a code-switch of Latin to Greek, incorporates Greek figures and terms,
then concludes with a code-switch of Greek to Latin, a very tidy construction.
394
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must recollect the identity of Tyro in the Odyssey (potentially prompted by the previous
phrase Amphitryonis acoetin).
There is thus an alternation between stacked and phrase-based code-switches in
these lines, as well as similarities in the degree of assimilation that links these types of
switches. To be exact, calliplocamon, callisphyron/καλλίσφυρον, and disyllabon are all
stacked code-switches, and notably share the same obfuscating Greek ending; the
surrounding context then clarifies the forms of these words, without elucidating their
meanings. The two phrase-based switches, Amphitryonis acoetin and κούρην/Τυρώ
eupatereiam, combine Hellenic forms with Latinized modifiers that could be easily
interpreted, but the only clarification rendered is the addition of a name (Alcmenam and
either Helenam or Tyro). Such care is demonstrated in these code-switching patterns, but
it is striking not only how much the poet reveals in his stacking of these Grecisms, but
how much he leaves obscure.
It becomes obvious from this analysis, too, that this fragment is full of pairs,
twinned terms whose boundaries Lucilius tests as the fragment progresses. The opening
line pairs two synonymous Greek compliments, tying them together with asyndeton, then
easing back into Latin with the repetition of the double -ll- in “(u/i)llam.” Other paired
terms in the passage include uterum and inguina, conpernem and varam, the two
Latinized heroines Alcmena and Helen, and the twin commands vide and elige. The
extensive elision of this passage (the second line, for example, elides six consecutive
words) and the almost metapoetic use the term disyllabon (thematically opposed to unum
on the next line) create pairs and binaries, then combine them. The hexametrical genres,
like the Greek and Latin words used in this fragment, become dichotomous variants of
language and literature. This is a grand rhetorical gesture that, indeed, reflects the ironic
message of the passage—that even the most gorgeous, epic heroines had mundane faults,
features that made them human—while subtly revealing that even the most mundane
genre, satire, can employ gorgeous, epic poetics.
Once understood, calliplocamon and callisphyron/καλλίσφυρον immediately put
the reader in mind of Homeric women, and the adjectives, as made clear from the
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discussion above, are used in both the Iliad and the Odyssey of divine women. But the
Grecisms in this passage have a more specific reference point in the Homeric epics.
Depending on the textual reconstruction of this line, the women evoked by Lucilius in
this passage either completely or partially belong to the Nekuia of the Odyssey. That is,
the phrase used to introduce Alcmene, Lucilius’ Grecism “Amphitryonis acoitin” belongs
to the Odyssey’s catalogue of women, as does the phrase “Τυρώ eupatereiam,” and Leda
is another female figure who appears to Odysseus from the underworld. The emendations
of “Helenam” and “kouren” slightly lessen the effect of these resonances, but regardless
of whether we accept the emendations of Scaliger and Marx, respectively, the passage, in
its description of the beauty of Homeric women, has the effect of becoming Lucilius’
own version of a “catalogue of women.”
On the other hand, the sets of twins in this passage could also be used to argue
against the likelihood of Tyro, a third woman from the catalogue, earning her specific
mention when there are already two famous women represented (Alcmene and
Leda/Helen). That her epithet is delayed until the last in the series may also be seen as a
deliberate undercutting of Homer’s arrangement in the Nekuia. Whereas in the Odyssey
Tyro comes first and is worthy of a lengthy digression, in the Satires, we may be
witnessing Lucilius playfully suppressing her name and setting her at the very end, or
assigning her epithet to Helen instead (if Marx is to be believed), a woman who is surely
“well-fathered,” but rather lacking in many other desired virtues in a wife.
Disyllabon remains at the heart of this passage, nestled within a brief aside that
not only turns to the assumed auditor/reader of the poem conversationally, but also
interrupts the epicizing tendencies coursing through this fragment with a reminder of the
grammatical, providing a focus on the synthetic nature of the act of composition itself.
Perhaps, as Warmington and Marx have interpreted this passage, we are meant to
understand disyllabon as the speaker—Penelope’s?—reluctance to say a two-syllable
oath (much in the way that modern English speakers may refer to “four-letter words”). It
is a Greek term, probably given in Latin script (at least by Nonius’ account), but it draws
attention to the other Greek terms in the passage, which range in their degree of Latinity
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even though they are consistently Homeric. Furthermore, disyllabon is meant to activate
oaths supplied by the audience’s imagination; it is therefore presumably a Greek stand-in
that activates or alludes to Latin expletives—a sleight of hand that results in the
reader/addressee performing a code-switch in their own right.
If Penelope is the speaker, her role to some degree mirrors that of Odysseus in the
Nekuia, as it is through her eyes that we behold the women (and their flaws) and through
her mouth that we receive them. The irony is palpable, as the ideal Homeric wife gives an
account of mythological women and their potential flaws, particularly if Helen is one of
her targets. Lucilius would be inverting the Homeric catalogue of women not only with
his emphasis on female fallibility, but also by the ventriloquism of setting the words in
the mouth of the original witness’ wife, who speaks in a Latin hexameter (albeit one
littered with Grecisms).
When we analyze these Grecisms, they are all exceptionally high-registered; but
when we turn to the Latin words here, the vulgarity of the terms “Penelope” says is
striking. We don’t expect a Homeric heroine to speak in Latin, but if we did, it would not
be to say words like “belly,” “groin,” and “boobs,” and surely not to remark on the
“warts,” “moles,” “spots,” and “buckteeth.” After the lofty terms of the Iliad and the
Odyssey, Penelope’s grossly physical catalogue not only comically lowers the image of
the perfect Homeric heroines, but herself by extension. The humanization of these
heroines, 395 and the inclusion of Alcmena and, potentially, Helen, recall that these
women had roles to play not only in epic, but in comedy and, as Lucilius here proves, in
satire as well.
If Krenkel is right and the second satire in Book 17 is on plagiarism and
intellectual property, there is further irony to this (d)evolution of Homeric heroines and
the catalogue of women. In Lucilius’ inversion of the gender of the witness, the attributes
of the women, and the matrix language of the hexameter, the satirist parrots Homer yet

395
Or, as Argenio argues, the dehumanizing of Penelope and the other Homeric women, which he believes
reflects latent misogyny in Lucilius (1963: 10).
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still manages to compose his own “catalogue” of women, stealing his cast of characters
yet turning the passage to entirely new purpose.
Lucilius thus sets Homeric Greek beside Hellenistic terminology, Iliadic
references alongside Odyssean ones, and uncommon Greek words with mundane ones
(such as disyllabon or, doubtfully, κούρη). Yet there is another pair, one obvious, but one
that is necessary to remark on: the pair of languages, whose relationship is challenged
and toyed with in this passage. Not only does Lucilius vary the extent of Latinization in
his code-switches, he also mixes registers and genres within and, more markedly, across
the languages. Lucilius capitalizes on the tension caused by his code-switches to craft a
generically and culturally enlivened parody of Homeric women. To fully appreciate the
satire, a high register of Greek and a low register of Latin are essential—in addition to
basic familiarity with Homeric epic and, for a truly ideal reader, grammatical treatises!
This is a virtuosic composition, a response to Homer in Homer’s own terms and Homer’s
own meter that nevertheless consistently undercuts the nobility and aloofness of Greek
epic with comic mundanity of Roman satire.
II.2.D: τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων (231-232M/267-268W/6.2C/238-239K)
Context of the Witness
Not much is known about Pomponius Porphyrio. He was a third-century
grammarian, and he wrote a commentary on the oeuvre of Horace, but aside from this
contribution, we have nothing. The commentary itself is agreed to have been a school
text, judging from its content and didactic tone, but scholars have differed on whether the
text that we have received is Porphyrio’s original, or a fifth-century redaction. 396
In spite of the lack of information about Porphyio himself, much more can be said
about his work and its relationship to the Satires of Lucilius. First of all, Porphyrio is one
of the more frequent excerptors of Lucilius: Charpin credits Porphyrio with twenty-nine
“citations,” including approximately twenty-three fragments of Porphyrian origin within
396
Zetzel, in the most recent work on the subject, deems the work a redaction from the fifth century at the
earliest (2018: 149-150; cf. Kaster 2012, pace Conte 1994).
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his edition. 397 The bulk of these fragments occur within Porphyrio’s commentary on the
Sermones, a fact that makes sense generically; but notably the commentator does not
restrict Lucilius’ influence upon Horace to the satires alone, and Lucilius’ name also
appears in his commentary on the Odes, the Epistles, and in the Vita Horatii.
Unfortunately for the reconstruction of the Satires and for our understanding of
Porphyrio’s access to this text (already three hundred years old during his lifetime!),
Porphyrio has no set pattern of introducing a Lucilian fragment. Of the twenty-three
fragments for which he is responsible, 398 only eight have accompanying book numbers;
the remaining are consigned to incertae sedes. All of the Porphyrian fragments of
Lucilius seem to be hexameters, though not all of the lines that he quotes are complete.
The majority of his numerically-cited fragments are from Satires 3-8, with a single outlier
belonging to Book 30.
However, Porphyrio also makes several illuminating comments regarding the
content of intervening books (such as Books 10, 16, and 21), demonstrating awareness at
least of the Lucilian tradition, if not quite proving access to the text. 399 An additional
problem with Porphyrio’s unsystematic manner of quotation is his ingenuity in
introducing the text: on several occasions, as in the fragment studied below, it is difficult
to determine where the Porphyrian voice ends and the Lucilian voice begins (or, as here,
vice versa).
This fragment, including the Homericism “τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων,” is
provided by Porphyrio as a parallel to the conclusion of Horace’s ninth satire of Book 1
of the Sermones, where the poet recounts his persona’s comically unfortunate encounter
with “the bore,” a satire that ends somewhat abruptly with the words “sic me servavit

As one Porphyrian fragment attributed to Lucilius is deleted by Charpin on the grounds of its being unLucilian (517M/after-622W/580K), Charpin has only twenty-three fragments contributed by Porphyrio (see
Charpin 1978: 41, 79-80).
398
According to Charpin’s numbers.
399
Given the tripartite division of the Satires, which were published as three separate works (1-21, 22-25,
26-30), this distribution is encouraging, as it at least demonstrates that Porphyrio was not limited in his
access to Lucilius by, for example, only having Books 1-21 (compare with Nonius’ lists, described in Case
Study I.2.A).
397
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Apollo.” It is with this that Porphyrio’s lemma begins. I set below the text of Porphyrio’s
Commentarii ad Horatii Sermones 1.9.78. 400 As is clear from the numerous sigla
cluttering the passage, there are many textual problems to be discussed below:
sic me servavit apollo. [De] hoc <de> illo sensu Homerico sumpsit, quem et Lucilius in
sext<o> satyrarum repraesentauit sic dicens:
Ut disc<e>r[e]pe<re>t hac; τόν δ’ [ε]ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων [quem rapuit
Apollo] [fi]
A tergo.
Significat Horatius <se> sic liberatum ac recreatum, dum illum molestum aduersarius
suus rapit Ap[p]ollinem imitatus.
Thus Apollo saved me.” This he took from its Homeric sense, which Lucilius also depicts
in the sixth book of the Satires, speaking thus:
so that it mangles in this way; τόν δ’ [ε]ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων
from behind.
Horace shows himself thus freed and restored, while that man’s rival, emulating Apollo,
snatched up that annoying man.

If we trust the Porphyrian text and take this as a fragment from Book 6, 401 we
glean very little insight from this datum, for Satires 6 covers a diversity of themes even
greater than that found in other books: slaves, fights, politicians, traditions, and large
noses are only a small sampling of the topics confronted in the approximately twenty-two
fragments in this book. 402 Charpin summarizes it nicely when he says: “le charme du
livre 6 venait peut-être de sa discontinuité.” 403 Krenkel, on the other hand, divides the
book into four distinct satires—the first on friendship, the second on the Compitalia
festival for the free and slaves alike, 404 the third on a political symposium between Q.
Mucius Scaevola and Crassus, and the fourth on Lucilius’ supposed journey to
Sardinia. 405 This fragment is grouped with the satire introducing the festival.
Text is Holder 1979.
And there is reason to doubt it—Holder records in his apparatus that manuscript P has “septimo” rather
than “sexto,” a confusion that no doubt resulted from the similarity between Roman numerals and their
abbreviated forms VIo and VIIo. If this fragment belongs to Book 7 of the Satires, it takes on a very
different, very ironic meaning, for that book (as modern editors understand it) focuses on romantic love.
402
Charpin’s number; by comparison, Marx’s edition of Book 6 includes thirty-five lines.
403
1978: 162.
404
In honor of Diana and founded Servius Tullus (see Stek 2008).
405
1970: 68-9.
400
401
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Warmington, inspired by Horace and adhering to a theory set forth by George
Fiske, introduces a bore to the satire, and projects that he is the one from whom the
speaker of the fragment below wishes to be rescued. Fiske’s reconstruction of the satire
knits together several the fragments of Book 6 in order to create a narrative in which, not
just anyone, but Scipio himself is accosted by a bore and desires to be rescued. Setting
the Homeric quotation into Scipio’s mouth as a witticism prompted by irritation would be
in keeping with Marx’s decision to attribute epic words to the military genius, 406
however, given the very little context grouped at all securely around this fragment, the
introduction of Scipio to the scene is hazardous, to say nothing of the dangers of
recreating Lucilius by using Horace as our model. Fiske’s narrative has been rejected as
“too ingenious,” 407 and the most detailed rebuttal to it is offered by Rudd. 408
Given the troubled waters of Satires 6, then, we must approach this fragment with
almost no context in mind, and interpret it as an independent text.
Editions
231-232M:
<nil> ut discrepet ac ‘τὸν δὲ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων’
fiat

267-268W:
nil ut discrepet ac τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων
fiat. 409

6.2C:
<nil> ut discrepet ac τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων
fiat. 410

238-239K:
<nil> ut discrepet ac τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαζ 411εν ᾽Απόλλων
fiat 412

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
would that it would not be different, and would be like
“τὸν δὲ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων”!
406
See discussion under Case Study II.2.E; the ancient testimonia regarding Scipio and his tendency to
quote Homer offhand is Plutarch TG 21, Appian 8.132, and [Plut.] Apopthegm. Scip. Min. 22. See Marx
1905: 171.
407
Miller 2009: 40 note 85.
408
1961: 90-6.
409
“[S]o that it may be all the same and become a case of ‘and him Apollo rescued.’”
410
“Puisse tout se dérouler comme dans le livre et qu’intervienne la formule et Apollon l’arracha pour le
sauver!”
411
This zeta may be a misprint in Krenkel’s text.
412
“[D]aß es sich in nichts unterscheidet und ein Fall von ,ihn rettete Apollo‘ wird.”
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The text offered by Porphyrio is messy. As is made clear by Holder’s text, a
number of editorial interventions must be made in order to render Porphyrio’s reference
into a more reliable, hexametric form, and as can be seen from the various editions above,
the editors of Lucilius, forefronting sense, have made yet further emendations.
Baehrens and Marx have had the most influence in the shaping of this fragment. It
was Baehrens who proposed trusting the manuscript’s “discrepet,” and also Baehrens
who posited that the fiat of the following line belonged to Lucilius, rather than to the
gloss bracketed by Lachmann (quem rapuit Apollo, obviously a gloss on the Greek and
rightfully removed from the Lucilian text 413). Baehrens’ use of fiat, though unusual, was
defended by Marx, who cited the parallel of LL 7.28, which reads “sic fiet ‘mutua muli.’”
Holder’s text, vexed as it is by his puzzling and unlikely re-arrangement of letters
to make the first verb read “discerperet,” 414 retains instead of “fiat [ergo]”415 the phrase
“a tergo,” an additional, heroic detail that could arguably belong to the Latin gloss or to
Lucilius’ text (“Apollo snatched him/from behind”); it would be well within Lucilius’
code-switching capabilities to switch back to Latin in the following line. However, the
parallel between the subjunctives discrepet and fiat remain rather more appealing.
To this pair, Marx found the addition of “nil” necessary, in order to render the
sense of the passage “let it not differ…let it be x.” His emendation has been well-received
by the editors of Lucilius, who have similarly embraced both the context he presumes and

413
Lachmann deleted it on the grounds that it was probably a gloss that crept into the text, but it should be
stated that this could be where Lucilius stops and Porphyrio begins again, and that Porphyrio, not a later
glosser, translated the words, deliberately using a verb that Horace himself avoids (“rapio”) but one which
is far closer in sense to the Homeric original; if this is so, “fiat ergo,” which follows, is probably also
Porphyrian, and the commentator has given us a single, complete line of Lucilius, rather than a line and a
hanging word.
414
Holder’s discerperet must be meant as a calque of ἐξήρπαξεν, but while the two words do share the
meaning “rip out,” discerpo has a violent valence that is unavoidable (and not what one wants Apollo to do
to one’s self or one’s work). This is not the sense of the verb ἐξήρπαξεν in Homer’s original text.
415
The “ergo” is exiled to Porphyrio’s text as a transitional term to move away from the Lucilian quotation.
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the nil he adds. 416 Likewise, all of the Lucilian editors present the Greek phrase in Greek
script, and, indeed, the manuscripts provide the fairly accurate “ΔeeΞΗΡΠaCeN.”
Quotation History
Lucilius’ Homeric intertext is Iliad 20.443-4 (τὸν δ᾿ ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων/ ῥεῖα
μάλ᾿ ὥς τε θεός, ἐκάλυψε δ᾿ ἄρ᾿ ἠέρι πολλῇ). At this point in the epic, both the gods and
Achilles have returned to battle, and this line presents the would-be climax of the first
encounter between Hector and Achilles since the death of Patroclus. Athena supports
Achilles and preserves him from Hector’s spear, but it takes Apollo’s hiding Hector in a
mist to save the Trojan from Achilles’ onslaught. After Hector is spirited away, Achilles
swears to kill him and continues his massacre of the Trojan troops near at hand. The
scene, with its divine intervention and promise of vengeance from Achilles, obviously
prefigures Hector’s final encounter with Achilles but is a bit anticlimactic in itself, as is
noted in the Homeric scholia cited below.
This passage of the Iliad appears only in the post-classical scholarly tradition, and
even then, only in three passages. The first two instances of the phrase occur in
Eustathius’ twelfth-century commentary on the Iliad, where he summarizes the divine
rescue of Hector and juxtaposes it with that of Agenor and Aeneas. 417 The sole remaining
mention of this passage is in a scholion on Il. 20.443, wherein the commentator questions
the deus-ex-machina salvation of the Trojan hero. 418 The scholiast maintains that Homer
stretches out the suspense of the final arc of the Iliad with this penultimate encounter
between Hector and Achilles, but he does so in a fashion strains credulity (πρὸς δὲ τὸ
ἄπιστον).

Rudd seems to misunderstand or misread Marx’s text here, for he sees indicatives where there are
clearly subjunctives, but he remains a notable skeptic on this reconstruction (1961: 92-93).
417
See Appendix 2, 4a and 4b.
418
See Appendix 2, 4c.
416
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Homer’s line is otherwise unrepresented within the Greek corpus: it offered no
problems to the Alexandrians, and consequently receives little attention in the
commentary tradition (or, for that matter, elsewhere).
Similarly, if we set aside Lucilius and Porphyrio’s excerption of him, the Homeric
phrase, verbatim, has no reception in classical Latin literature. But if we examine the
Latin tradition with an eye towards translations of this passage, there is, in fact, a rich
tradition of re-framing Homer’s words that grows from Lucilius’ first foray.
Horace is the first poet who translates this half line into Latin. 419 His rendition
appears at the conclusion of Sermones 1.9, when he is rescued from the bore’s harangue
by the unexpected appearance of a litigator who takes the bore away to court. Horace’s
passage is brilliant not only because it pulls from two earlier authority figures in
hexametric poetry via a window reference, 420 but also because he adapts the verse about
Hector into one about himself and thus miniaturizes and makes mundane the lethal
confrontation between the archenemies of the Trojan War (or, by the same reasoning,
ironically elevates his unpleasant walk with a life-or-death struggle). That Horace chose
to translate the passage is also significant, for it not only marks a departure from the
Greek tradition and from the model displayed by Lucilius, 421 but also reveals Horace’s
own unique participation in the scholarly tradition. He does not merely refuse to include
Greek in his Sermo, he translates Homer’s verb “wrong,” including a more accurate
calque earlier in the passage (with eriperet, far closer in meaning to ἐξήρπαξεν than
servavit). 422 Horace thus departs from—discrepet, even—both Homer and Lucilius in his
version of the text.

419
Some scholars, including John Miller, and have conjectured that the line shortly later in Iliad 20 is a
closer verbal parallel (servo < ἐρύσατο, 20.450); Miller notes that both reference points are resonant in
Horace’s poem, and that he “elegantly ‘contaminates’ Homer with Homer” (2009: 40, note 86).
420
Cf. Gowers 2012, Miller 2009.
421
Anna Chahoud writes that “Horace is more demanding of his readers [than Lucilius] as he invites them
to recognize (a) the Homeric allusion in its translated form, (b) the Lucilius precedent, and (c) Horace’s
own reasons implied in the translation” (2004: 14).
422
This point has been made by several scholars. See Ferriss-Hill 2011: 451; Gowers 2012: 303;
Hutchinson 2013: 336.
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Horace’s satire is frequently interpreted as a drawn-out parody of epic,
miniaturizing a grandiose theme to a mundane incident 423 but John Miller has also argued
for the latent metapoetics of Apollo as the savior of Horace and Apollo as the god of his
poetry overall, likening his encounter with the god to Virgil’s in Eclogue 6 and
Callimachus’ in the Hymn to Apollo. This metapoetic alter-ego of Apollo has not yet been
associated with Lucilius due, perhaps, to the incompleteness of the Satires and the
overpowering influence of the reconstructions of Lucilius’ editors, who have not
interpreted his fragment in a literary-critical light despite the Homerism present. Horace’s
window reference to Lucilius and, through him, to Homer creates a curious continuity
between epic and satire, but also sets the three authors within a common tradition of
(comic) Homeric reception.
Sermones (1.9.61-78) 424:
Fuscus Aristius occurrit, mihi carus et illum
qui pulchre nosset. consistimus. ‘unde venis et
quo tendis?’ rogat et respondet. vellere coepi
et pressare manu lentissima bracchia, nutans,
distorquens oculos, ut me eriperet. male salsus
ridens dissimulare; meum iecur urere bilis.
‘certe nescio quid secreto velle loqui te
aiebas mecum.’ ‘memini bene, sed meliore
tempore dicam; hodie tricensima sabbata: vin tu
curtis Iudaeis oppedere?’ ‘nulla mihi’ inquam
‘religio est.’ ‘at mi: sum paulo infirmior, unus
multorum. ignosces; alias loquar.’ ‘huncine solem
tam nigrum surrexe mihi! fugit inprobus ac me
sub cultro linquit. casu venit obvius illi
adversarius et 'quo tu, turpissime?’ magna
inclamat voce, et ‘licet antestari?’ ego vero
oppono auriculam. rapit in ius; clamor utrimque,
undique concursus. sic me servavit Apollo.

Conversations/Satires (1.9.61-78):
Fuscus Aristius, dear to me, and who knew that man
well, ran into us. We stopped. “Where are you
coming from, and where are you heading?” he asks
and responds. I began to tug and press his
unresponsive arms with my hand, nodding, darting
my eyes, so that he would rescue me. Badly clever,
laughing, he hid it; my liver burns with bile.
“Surely, you were saying that you wished to say
something to me in secret.” “I remember well, but I
will speak at a better time. Today is the thirtieth
sabbath—do you want to fart at the snipped Jews?”
“I have no scruple,” I say. “But I do! I am a bit
weaker, one of the many. You will forgive me, I
will speak other things.” That so dark a day rose for
me! The wicked one flees and leaves me under the
knife. By chance, a rival, running into him, shouts
in a great voice, “Where [go] you, basest man?” and
“May I call you as a witness?” Surely I offer my
ear. He hauls him into court, there is an uproar on
all sides, a mob on all sides. Thus Apollo saved me!

This miniaturization can be seen not only in the plot of the satire, but also in Horace’s playful
phraseology and toying references to warfare, as he accomplishes in the quoted passage with the words
“sub cultro.”
424
Text is Klinger 1959.
423
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The two remaining Latin passages to be examined are more straightforward than
Horace’s tangled double-reception. Both of the following passages are from larger-scale
translations of the Iliad. The first a long hexametric poem that reduces the Iliad to just
over one thousand lines. This poem is known as the Ilias Latina, and its author’s identity
is a matter of conjecture—though the book-end acrostics seem to be a signature, “Italicus
scripsit.” 425 The date of the Ilias Latina is also doubtful, but it may belong to the early
first century CE. In the passage below, perhaps drawing on Horace’s servavit as an
example, the poet “Italicus” renders the same passage of the Iliad in his work as follows:
Ilias Latina (464-475) 426:
quem Venus aethereas genetrix delapsa per auras
accipit et nigra corpus caligine condit.
non tulit Oenides animis nebulasque per ipsas
fertur et in Venerem flagrantibus irruit armis
et neque quem demens ferro petat inspicit.....
caelestemque manum mortali vulnerat hasta.
icta petit caelum terris Cytherea relictis
atque ibi sidereae queritur sua vulnera matri.
Dardanium Aenean servat Troianus Apollo
accenditque animos iterumque ad bella reducit.

The Latin Iliad (464-475):
this man Venus Genetrix, having descended through
the heavenly winds, takes up and hides his body in a
dark fog. Oeneus’ offspring did not bear it in his
heart, and is born through the very clouds and
rushes against Venus with burning blades and does
not consider whom he, mad, seeks with his sword…
he wounds the heavenly hand with his mortal spear.
Cytherea, struck, seeks heaven with land left
behind, and there mourns her wounds to her starry
mother. Trojan Apollo saves Dardanian Aeneas and
inflames and draws back his heart to war.

The same phrase, utilizing Apollo and a form of “servo,” is also used by Hyginus
in a synoptic catalogue of Iliadic encounters. Below in his list of Achilles’ encounters,
Apollo saves (servavit) Agenor; earlier in the passage, Hyginus stated that Venus saved
(servavit) Aeneas.
Fabulae (110.3-4) 427:
Achilles cum Asterop<a>eo, Asterop<a>eus
occiditur. idem cum Hectore, Hector occiditur.
idem cum Aenea, Aeneas fugatur. idem cum
Agenore, Agenorem seruauit Apollo. idem
cum Penthesilea Amazone Martis et Otrerae
filia, Penthesilea occiditur.

Fables (110.3-4):
Achilles [fought] with Asteropaeus; Asteropaeus was
killed. The same man with Hector; Hector was killed.
The same with Aeneas; Aeneas was put to flight. The
same with Agenor; Apollo saved Agenor. The same
with the Amazon Penthesilea, daughter of Mars and
Otrera; Penthesilea was killed.

Perhaps Baebius Italicus (see Harrison 2012).
Text is Vollmer 1913.
427
Entitled “Provocantes inter se qui cum quo dimicarunt.” Text is Rose 1933.
425
426
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To sum up, then, in this fragment we see another side of Lucilian Homeric
quotation. The satirist is not only capable of calling to mind problematic or outstanding
passages from the Iliad and the Odyssey, culled from commentaries and developed into
common points of interest. He can also summon “random” lines whose influence on the
literary tradition in Greek was minimal, and that were subsequently shaped in the Latin
tradition entirely by his example. 428
Interpretation
A phrase-based code-switch, integrated into the surrounding Latin syntax but
retaining its Greek script and morphology, Lucilius’ borrowing of Greek here is both
visually and aurally arresting. The lack of further explication (in what survives) and the
mundane Latin that surrounds the quotation together concoct a puzzle for a reader, who
would only get the joke prompted by this juxtaposition of registers if he could
comprehend the Greek and catch the Homeric citation.
This fragment offers a long, syntactically-rich phrase whose meaning must be
known in order to understand the passage: the reader cannot riddle out the parts of a
compound here or guess the sense from context there. The transliterate reader, that is
someone who can construe Greek letters but is not versed in vocabulary and syntax,
could read “Apollo” easily enough, but not discern the action being undertaken by that
god. The fragment, additionally, shows complete syntactic integration, the Greek text
apparently functioning as the substantive subject of “fiat” as previous editors have
interpreted it.
But context remains a major problem here. The context of this line in the Homeric
text (which is preserved and parodied by Horace, also) gestures to the likelihood that
Lucilius, too, may have used this phrase as a deus-ex-machina clincher at the end of some

As was the case with the Latin reception of Αρες ῎Aρες, manifest in Martial’s window reference to
Homer through Lucilius (Case Study II.2.A).
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undesired conflict. 429 The humor of such a contrast—the extreme melodrama of Achilles’
penultimate encounter with Hector set alongside any confrontation we can set within the
context of Lucilius’ Satires—is pronounced, accentuated by the language and register
shift (though, of course, the details of the nature of the encounter remain unknown).
Though this particular Homeric line is rather lacking in a tradition of exegesis,
Lucilius’ quotation nevertheless refers to a single moment in the Iliad, a moment when
Hector nearly dies. Apollo’s name paired with the act of rescuing may have been specific
enough to spark a recollection of this scene for many of Lucilius’ readers, but the
quotation seems deliberately vague, even tantalizing, as if Lucilius challenges his readers
to know the texts of Homer as well as he. The very lack of Alexandrian commentary for
Lucilius to engage with here seems to show the poet forging new avenues of Homeric
study, all while maintaining his satirical, comic program.
One may also compare this fragment with Case Study II.2.B, where Lucilius
similarly introduces Homeric (and Euripidean) quotation alongside a potentially
metaliterary Latin term: contendere with Thestiados Ledae and Ixionies alochoeo.
Discrepet is playful when read as a moment of poetic self-awareness, a place where
Lucilius recognizes both the debt his hexameter owes to the “father” of Greek poetry, and
the vast gulf between their respective works.
II.2.E: ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν (462-463M/491492W/14.7C/464-465K)
Context of the Witness
The text below offers a lemma on the metaphorical juxtaposition of “pauci” and
“multi” as stand-ins for moralizing terms. The extensive passage belongs to the twelfth
book of the De Compendiosa Doctrina, whose subject is “de doctorum indagine.” The
passage offers a sequence of idioms taken from dramatic contexts, with Terence and
Unless we believe Rudd’s possibility that Lucilius is only interested in the verbal parallel and not the
intertextual baggage it carries with it (1961: 93). Given the number of Homeric Grecisms and the range of
meanings they bear, as explored by this chapter, this argument of Lucilius’ willful ignorance cannot be
persuasive or satisfying.
429
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Accius as Lucilius’ immediate precursors, and Afranius the end-cap of the passage; the
two fragments from Cicero’s Republic offer a prosaic interruption amidst these poetic
texts.
There are two further, significant notes on this passage. Firstly, the passage from
Accius’ Tereus is repeated within the same book a mere ten Mercier pages later. 430
Secondly, the sequence of Lucilian quotations is slightly skewed, as Nonius first cites a
passage that he attributes to Book 14 and follows this with a line taken from Book 13, in
apparent defiance of the lex Lindsayana; it is possible that the author doubled-back (there
are other points of the author bending Lindsay’s law), or that there has been a
transposition. It seems most probable, however, that one of the numbers is wrong, as
frequently occurs in the transcription of Roman numerals. 431
The following text is from Nonius 519.1-20(Merc):
Veterum memorabilis scientia PAUCORUM numerum pro bonis ponebat;
MULTOS contra malos appellabant. Terentius in Eunucho (1):
si quisquam est, qui placere se studeat bonis
quam plurimis.
Accius Tereo (647):
video ego te, mulier, more multarum utier,
ut vim contendas tuam ad maiestatem viri.
idem Epinausimache (314):
probis probatus potius quam multis forem!
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. XIV (6):
non paucis malle ac sapientibus esse probatum
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν! (Hom. Od. XI, 491.)
idem lib. XIII (15):
...unu’ modo de multis qui ingeniosust.
M. Tullius de Republica lib. IV (8): ‘nec in hac dissensione suscepi populi
causam, sed bonorum.’ — idem de Republica lib. VI (1): ‘et vero in dissensione
civili, cum boni plus quam multi valent, expendendos civis, non numerandos
puto.’ — Afranius Suspecta (321): noli ex stultitia multarum credere esse
animum meum.

Cf. 259.7(Merc), discussed under “Ixioniēs alochoeo.”
See for example, Nonius’ mistaken numeration of a passage taken from the Aeneid at 406.32407.4(Merc), discussed under Case Study II.1.C.
430
431
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A famous theory of the ancients placed the number of “few” in the place of the
“good”; on the other hand, they named the “many” the “bad.” Terence in the
Eunuchus [says]:
...if there is anyone who is eager that he please the good
rather than the majority. 432
Accius in the Tereus [says]:
I see that you, woman, adopt the manner of many women,
so that you liken your might to the majesty of your husband.
The same man in the Epinausimache:
I would prefer to be approved by the just rather than by the many!
Lucilius in Book 14 of the Satires:
not to prefer to be approved by the few and wise
than to lord over all the withering dead!
The same man in Book 13:
...only one man from many who is clever.
Marcus Tullius in Republic Book 4 [writes]: “in this unrest, I did not take up the
cause of the people, but of the good.” — The same man in Republic Book 6: “and
indeed in this civil unrest, when the good were more powerful than the many, I
think that citizens should be weighed, not counted.” — Afranius in Suspecta
[says]: don’t believe that my mind was in accordance with the stupidity of the
many women!

Book 14 of the Satires, to which this fragment belongs, includes diverse topics,
many philosophical, but several involving military and ambassadorial content. This
fragment is grouped by Charpin along with 14.6C as a philosophical satire that mocks
arrogance; Charpin avers that “discontinuité” is the key to this book. 433 Krenkel’s
reconstruction of the book is in two satires, the first a discourse on the preferability of the
vita activa to the vita contemplativa for the Roman (and simplicity over luxury,
productivity over withdrawal), the second satire an account of a military expedition to
Spain and the ideal manners of Roman soldiers. Discontinuity, indeed.
Marx’s primary concern in interpreting this fragment is focused upon the Greek
line, and he remarks first upon the Greek capitals’ transmutation, then conjectures,
wildly, that Lucilius may be quoting a “Scipionis dictum.” He places the whole fragment

Note that, in each case where I translate multi as “many,” the word carries the semantic weight of “bad”;
the same is true of pauci, “few,” and the second-order meaning of “good.”
433
1979: 58.
432
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in the mouth of Scipio on the grounds offered by the histories of Plutarch 434 and
Appian 435, who recorded moments when Scipio Aemilianus publicly quoted Homer. This
is overly specific context, rightly doubted by Charpin, 436 who proposes Lucilius is
speaking these lines to his friends on the nature of poetic glory.
Editions
462-463M:
non paucis malle ac sapientibus esse probatum
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν?

491-492W:
non paucis malle ac sapientibus esse probatum
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν. 437

14.7C:
non paucis malle ac sapientibus esse probatum
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν? 438

464-465K:
non paucis malle ac ,sapientibus‘ esse probatum
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν 439

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
...not to prefer to be approved by the few and wise
than to lord over all the withering dead!

The text of the Lucilian fragment is moderately secure, though the words “ac
sapientibus” have some explicable variants in the manuscripts, and the Greek text in the
tradition is predictably imperfect (NEHYECCI HATAHOMENOICIN ANACCEIN is
reported by Krenkel). Thus, “ac sapientibus” appears as the nonsensical
“acsasipientibus” in L1, “ac si sapientibus” in AA and CA, and “ac si a sapientibus” in BA.
This tangle, which Lindsay proposes to be the result of a superscripted correction gone
TG 21.4. Plutarch depicts Scipio Aemilianus’ speech upon the death of Tiberius Gracchus as including
the Odyssean quotation ὡς ἀπόλοιτο καὶ ἄλλος ὅ τις τοιαῦτά γε ῥέζοι, which evokes a negative response
from the crowd.
435
Pun. 8.132. Appian gives the moving account of Scipio Aemilianus’ rueful quotation at the fall of
Carthage of Il. 6.448-9, “ἔσσεται ἦμαρ ὅταν ποτ᾿ ὀλώλῃ Ἴλιος ἱρὴ/ καὶ Πρίαμος καὶ λαὸς ἐϋμμελίω
Πριάμοιο” (“There will be a day when sacred Ilium and Priam and the people of the spearman Priam will
be destroyed”).
436
1979: 203.
437
“[N]ot to prefer to be thought honourable by the few and wise rather than ‘to be a king over all the souls
that are dead and gone.’”
438
“Qui ne préférerait recevoir l’approbation d’une poignée de gens, mais de gens sages, plutôt que de
commander à tous les squelettes de l’empire des morts?”
439
“[D]aß er es nicht lieber hat, von den wenigen ,Weisen‘ anerkannt zu werden, ,als über die ganze Schar
vermodernder Toter zu herrschen.’”
434
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awry, was first “corrected” by Dousa to the text currently accepted by the four Lucilian
editors.
Quotation history
The line that Lucilius here extracts from Homer belongs to Odyssey 11, the
Nekuia, where Odysseus confronts his deceased comrade Achilles, who utters his
indictment of Hades (and, potentially, regret for the choice made in the Iliad). Although
the words uttered by Achilles in the underworld are celebrated and much-discussed in
modern scholarship, 440 ancient authors are more reticent. There are, in fact, only two
passages in the Greek corpus of the TLG from antiquity that bring up Achilles’ morbid
lines. 441
The first passage is taken from Plato’s Republic. 442 Socrates introduces the
subject of epic poetry that concerns death and the underworld, and observes that the
untruths communicated by poets would have to be stripped from his ideal city. Seven
Homeric quotations, from both the Iliad and the Odyssey, are provided as examples of the
type of poetry to be removed for the good of his hypothetical citizens. Achilles’ words
from the Nekuia are particularly appropriate fodder to be removed, for they cast a pall
over the concept of Hades and could cause the citizens of Plato’s ideal city to fear death
in a counter-productive manner.
The second passage belongs to the oration of Dio Chrysostom entitled Περὶ
βασιλείας Δ, or, “The Fourth Speech on Kingship,” which was composed almost five
hundred years after Plato’s Republic. 443 In this speech, Dio’s subject matter leads him to
discuss Alexander, and in criticizing the Macedonian king’s lust for power, he quotes
Homer, depicting Alexander as the foil of Achilles: whereas Achilles would prefer
See Gainsford 2008 for a discussion of this passage and a useful, recent bibliography on the topic.
Results were found using a proximity search of νέκυς and καταφθίω. There are, additionally, later and
Byzantine texts that quote this line, including the following: Stobaeus’ Anthologium (4.52a); Eudocia
Augusta Homerocentones (1.2142); Eustathius Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam (v.1, p. 429); and the
anonymous Vitae Homeri spuriously attributed to Plutarch (1713).
442
See Appendix 2, 5a.
443
See Appendix 2, 5b.
440
441
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slavery to kingship of the dead, Alexander, Dio writes, would rule over anyone, so long
as he remained the king. While in Plato the text was elicited as an example of the
negative effect, or danger, of Homeric verse upon an impressionable mind, here the
quotation is used as an antithetical model for kingly behavior: Achilles’ humility is
preferable to Alexander’s madness for power.
There is no tradition of this Greek quotation in the Latin, beyond the text of
Lucilius and Nonius Marcellus’ citation. This silence is rather telling: it not only puts
Lucilius into a unique position as the Latin echo of Homer, but also reinforces the impact
of the grammatical tradition, which could make certain Homeric lines almost ubiquitous
by including them in a young man’s education (about, say, prosody for example), or
render them uncommon by excluding them.
Interpretation
Despite the brevity of this fragment, this passage offers the longest Grecism in the
Lucilian corpus—a phrase-based code-switch that absorbs a complete hexameter intact in
script and morphology, includes syntax dependent upon the previous Latin line, 444 and
necessitates translation of Greek for comprehension of the satire. The reader cannot
ignore or pass over this bit of Homer, and (at least in what remains of the original text)
Lucilius gives no prelude, warning, or paraphrase for this switch. One moment, his reader
is in the Satires, the next he is in the Odyssey.
Were Lucilius an author of the Second Sophistic, perhaps this would come as less
of a surprise, in light of the budding tradition of centos and pastiches of both Homer and
Virgil that grew up among epigonistic authors. Even in this era, however, Lucilius’ satire
would be anomalous, due to the language shift—later Roman authors wrote pastiches in
Latin; later Greek authors composed theirs in Greek. Lucilius is doing something unique,
something new, switching not only language and register here, but genre and context.

444
Charpin notes the parallel between the malle used by Lucilius and the βουλοίμην of Od. 11.489 (1979:
229).
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This fragment invites the question—could an ancient reader comprehend this
satire without recognizing its Homeric source? Perhaps Lucilius went on to explain his
reference (we will never know); or, perhaps, his juxtaposition “paucis” and “sapientibus”
is a wink to the knowing few in his audience who cultivated both literary knowledge of
Greek, 445 (required to translate the Homeric quotation), and idiomatic comprehension of
Latin, (necessary to realize this colloquial valence of “paucis” as “bonis”).
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have aimed to complicate our understanding of Lucilius’ use of
Homer, not only by demonstrating the wide array of linguistic switching methods he
employs in his quotation strategies (which led to the complicated structure of this
chapter), but also by putting the original Homeric texts alongside their reception in Greek
and Latin literature. This allowed me, in turn, to present Lucilius as not only a poet
functioning within the tradition of epos, or as a parodist mocking what came before him,
or as scholar responding to the work of learned Greeks, but rather a mixture of all of
these things.
His engagement with Homer is at times explicit, and carries contextual baggage
that enables hilarious parody to take place (as is clear in his satirizing of the Nekuia, a
locus all the more fitting because of its serious subject matter, list-like qualities, and
history of being lampooned in Greek parodies, such as the Silloi), but at other times, the
original Homeric context must be overlooked in order to see Lucilius’ true purpose, such
as in the Αρες ῎Aρες fragment, where Homer provides the example, but Homeric
commentators (the Graeci) present the justification.
These fragments thus assume an audience versed not only in the Greek text of
Homeric epics, but also in the scholarly tradition that grew around them in the Hellenistic

This is an intellectual, rather than a moral, distinction between the few and the many. It certainly
resembles the “poetics of exclusion” adopted by Callimachus and Horace, who both protest their aversion
to the crowd (both generically, and in terms of vapid audiences, see Bassi 1989). See also Puelma Piwonka
on the relationship between Lucilius and Callimachus (1949).
445
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period. Lucilius offers some of the earliest evidence of such engagement; 446 and though
later Latin authors such as Virgil in his emulation of Theocritus would perform similar
acts of erudition, Lucilius’ addition of parody to the mixture of epic and commentary is
novel, unique, and, of course, amusing. This academic engagement, combined with the
difficult Greek forms and scripts utilized in many of this chapter’s case studies, excludes
the less-educated of Lucilius’ readers from comprehending his satires and thus privileges
the elite, philhellenic portion of his audience. At the same time, however, Lucilius’
recurrent use of colloquial and non-literary Latin advantages native Latin-speakers in
their interpretation of these poems, creating the almost contradictory double requirement
of literary Greek and popular Latin.
The extreme flexibility that Lucilius demonstrates in his use (and abuse) of
Homer not only fittingly reflects the rich variety that is characteristic of the “saturation”
of satura, but also reveals him to be a complicated and innovative inheritor of epic. In
these eight fragments alone, Lucilius proves himself capable of rewriting, excerpting,
parodying, and responding to criticism of the Iliad and the Odyssey. He thus becomes
more than another Homer: he takes over the entire Homeric tradition—making careful
selections from the Iliad, Odyssey while also activating Homeric exegesis—and offers it
up to his Roman audience in Latin hexametric verse of an entirely different sort.

446

See Breed forthcoming on Lucilius’ creation of a similar critical tradition with respect to Ennius.
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Chapter 3: Rhetorical Code-Switches
Introduction
This chapter offers analyses of the Lucilian Grecisms that have been previously
labeled “rhetorical” terms. “Rhetorical” is a broad umbrella, and it shelters terms that on
their own may be grammatical, 447 or literary-critical, 448 or that developed meanings
specific to the scholarly tradition. 449 Rather than genre, the commonality that links these
sub-categories is the intense concern with the nuance of language, both Greek and Latin;
oratory is one genre concerned with language, but it is not the only one. Thus, the term
“rhetorical” as a label for Lucilius’ Grecisms is potentially misleading.
There are, however, three advantages to the continued use this term. First, and
least, the term “rhetorical” has been adopted as a diagnostic in the works of previous
scholars of Lucilius, whose evaluations I use as a starting point for my own work;
retaining the label “rhetorical” thus grants continuity between the current project and past
studies of Lucilius’ Grecisms. Second, the term “rhetorical” evokes a genre of not only of
speech, but also of education and theory, recalling the handbooks and treatises whose
contents would have been familiar not only to the well-educated Lucilius, but also to the
audience reading his satirical dissertations on language. Lucilius was certainly well
versed in “rhetoric,” and his Satires are filled with similarly-trained characters
aggregating sermones. The term thus gives us some parameters not so much for the text
as for the type of reader ideal for interpreting the Satires. Third, “rhetorical” concerns
were common to both Greek and Latin: terminology crossed languages, as did the
framework for evaluating style and quality. For a poet engaging in the mixture of Greek
and Latin, “rhetorical” words offer a successfully integrated paradigm of bilingual
borrowings, albeit in a dry format. Lucilius’ satires, with their compromising and fluid

E.g., designations of parts of speech, such as lexis.
E.g., literary standards, such as euphonia.
449
E.g., evaluative labels, such as atechnon.
447
448
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mockery, take established “rhetorical” terms and add humor that crosses the linguistic
barrier.
It should be noted, however, that neither this chapter, nor Lucilius himself, can be
entirely restricted by the categories imposed by modern scholars 450: many of the
fragments under scrutiny in the following pages incorporate several Greek terms, among
which the theme of language may dominate or be overshadowed. There will therefore be
terms analyzed in the following discussion that touch upon language only in so far as
they are neighbors to a “rhetorical” Grecism. That Lucilius so easily compromises the
criteria of our modern frameworks should only underscore that these categories are
themselves mere aids to our understanding, and not the solutions to the questions raised
by his bilingualism. It also points to a broader purpose to Lucilius’ use of “rhetorical”
terms beyond merely designating an academic topic: in most cases where Lucilius
incorporates terms of various modern categories, the effect is comic and the clash
demonstrably purposeful.
Lucilius’ “rhetorical” terms offer a useful starting point from the vantage point of
ancient witnesses, too. The satirist was admired throughout antiquity for his skill with
words and his knowledge of language. Successful, oratorically-trained authors such as
Cicero, Aulus Gellius, and Macrobius praised Lucilius as both a homo doctus et
perurbanus 451 and as a vir adprime linguae Latinae scius. 452 This chapter takes these
judgments regarding Lucilius’ wit and examines his expertise not only in Latin, but in
both languages. Through the course of this chapter, for example, Lucilius’ attention to
detail and awareness of grammatical tradition will reveal his own linguistic capabilities,

The terms studied belong, for the most part, to Chahoud’s list of “rhetorical terms” (2004); her list,
however, does not include words that she determined too Latinized, and she ignores Greek names in the
Lucilian corpus. The fragment studied below on poesis, for example, is one that she dismisses.
I assign some Grecisms described by Chahoud as “rhetorical” terms to other chapters. Thus the codeswitches scholen, ῥήσεις, and archaeotera/archetypa are treated in my first chapter on philosophical
Grecisms (see Case Studies I.2.B, I.2.C, and I.3.B).
451
De Orat. 2.25.
452
NA 18.5.10 and Sat. 6.9.11.
450
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and likewise will develop the role of the pedant in his Satires—a feature of Lucilius
overlooked except in his often-dismissed satire on orthography in Book 9.
As will become clear in the word studies below, Lucilius does not restrict himself
to any single register of either Greek or Latin, and he switches between Greek and Latin
with the same flexibility and ease with which he changes from a lofty to a vulgar tone. 453
I contend not only that the satirist evokes Greek to prove himself just as erudite and
capable a poet as his second-century predecessors—both Greek and Roman, and those,
like Lucilius, who may have set themselves somewhere in between 454—but also uses the
languages and the discordant shifts between them to underscore the humor of his poetry
and create layers of allusion that could be interpreted in full only by the reader who
shared Lucilius’ rhetorical training and bilingual capacity. Lucilius’ satires offer a
mixture of subjects, targets, registers, and meters: the poet is just as capable of
manipulating his alternation between Greek and Latin for ironic effect, and bilinguals and
bilingualism itself becomes a trope within his poetry.
Subsection 1: Performing Greek
This first subsection is divided into three case studies that incorporate twelve
distinct Grecisms. Case Study III.1.A includes three code-switches, set within a Roman
court case (lexis, emblemate, and rhetoricoterus, 84-86M/84-86W/2.15C/74-76K). Case
Study III.1.B relates either a sermo or a letter describing and mocking rhetorical figures
alluded to in Greek terms but enacted with Latin examples (atechnon, Eisocratium,
ληρῶδεςque, and (su[m/b])meiraciodes, 181-188M/186-193W/5.1C/182-189K). Finally,
in Case Study III.1.C, Lucilius offers his own commentary on poetic and generic
terminology utilized by Greek critics, and through clever code-switching insinuates
himself into hexametrical and commentary traditions simultaneously (poema, poesis,
θέσις, ἔπος, and enthymema, 338-347M/401-410W/9.2-9.3C/376-385K). These twelve
Greek words—with the exceptions of emblemate, ληρῶδεςque, and
453
454

See Chahoud 2004, along with Korfmacher 1935 and Mariotti 1954.
See the study of semigraecus below in Case Study III.2.A.
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(su[m/b])meiraciodes—have rich lexical histories, and the majority of them are
commonly occurring Greek technical terms or literary-critical labels that were integrated
into the Roman critical vocabulary. In all of these fragments, Lucilius utilizes stacked
code-switches, applying additional rhetorical (and, in the case of emblemate, artisanal)
Grecisms as both contradictions or complements to one another. These are not the only
stacked rhetorical code-switches, but these fragments provide virtuosic code-switching
performances that explicitly and implicitly integrate Greek rhetorical terms into
discussions of Latin oratory, literature, and poetics.
III.1.A: lexis, emblemate, rhetoricoterus (84-86M/84-86W/2.15C/74-76K)
Context of the witness(es)
The two fragments that provide our first three Grecisms are found in Book 3 of
Cicero’s de Oratore. Cicero was an admirer of Lucilius’ work: the satirist is mentioned
thirty-five 455 times in the Ciceronian corpus (seven times in his letters, 456 twenty-eight
times in the dialogues, never in his speeches, forensic or otherwise 457). It is Cicero to
whom we owe several of the longer, block quotations of the Satires 458; it is also from
Cicero that Lucilius derived much of his good reputation among later rhetoricians such as
Quintilian and Fronto. At least thirteen direct quotations from the Satires are provided by
Cicero, and Marx adds a further two in the form of testimonia, 459 leaving us with a total

Svarlien 1994. Lucilius’ name only occurs twenty-five times in a corpus search.
One of these references is not, however, made by Cicero himself but by his correspondent, Trebonius
(Fam. 12.16.3). Trebonius’ phrasing is somewhat elliptical, but he invokes Lucilius as a paragon of libertas
and apologizes for lashing out against others after a Lucilian fashion (he uses the verb laedo to describe the
satirist’ action).
457
This distribution, shared between personal missives and expositions on language and culture but absent
from his speeches, resembles Cicero’s invocations of the playwrights Accius and Plautus. Neither of these
poets receive as much attention as Lucilius does, mentioned thirteen times each for Lucilius’ twenty four.
Collectively, however, these authors all pale in comparison to Cicero’s citations of Ennius, whose poetry
occurs throughout Cicero’s oeuvre, legal and avocational alike.
458
Including 88-94M/87-93W/2.19C/89-95K on Scaevola’s marked greeting of Albucius in Athens, and
153-158M/176-181/4.2C/155-160K on a threat issued by a gladiator.
459
1241M/after-1134W/H15C/1259K and 1300M/“Catal”W(p422)/H177C/1316K. In each of these cases,
it is clear that Cicero is providing words of Lucilius—but the boundaries are difficult to determine, leaving
them classified as testimonia.
455
456
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of fifteen Lucilian fragments. 460 His quotations of Lucilius are typically at least one full
line, but sense, rather than syntax or meter, serves as his rule for excision, and thus the
length of fragments preserved by Cicero fluctuates. In addition, Cicero quotes only
hexameters from the Satires. Because Cicero did not use Lucilian book numbers to locate
the fragments we gain from his works, over half of the Ciceronian fragments remain
unassigned hexameters.
Unlike other excerptors of Lucilius, however, Cicero clearly has favorite passages
of the Satires. For example, Cicero gives a paraphrase from the Satires describing
Marcus Crassus’ inclination to laughter at both Fin. 5.92 and Tusc. 3.31 with almost
verbatim phraseology (1300M/“Catal”W(p422)/H177C/1316K). Likewise, he discusses
the passage from Satires 4 about a spirited gladiator and his vaunting words three times
(Opt. Gen. 17, Tusc. 4.48, QFr. 2.3.4). 461
But it is Book 2 of the Satires and its account of the prosecution of Albucius by
Scaevola to which Cicero returns most often, first in the De Oratore, again in the Orator,
and finally as a paraphrase in the Brutus. 462 All three of these works date to after Cicero’s
exile, a stage in his career marked by increasing concern with philosophy rather than
practical politics. The Lucilian fragment thus not only has an intertextual history in its
passage from the Satires to Cicero’s works, it also has an intratextual context that

460
One further fragment could, potentially, be added and has been proposed in the past. The passage in
question is Fin. 1.5, in which the text may read either Lucilius or Licinius; the text is further problematic,
as it is unclear where the boundaries of Cicero’s quotation belong. Otto Skutsch, however, manufactured a
hexameter from this section of Cicero, and assigned it to Porcius Licinius (1970: 123). Though the
fragment is a criticism of Atilius and, thus, a very Lucilian topic, none of the four key editors have included
this potential fragment in their editions.
461
Credit for the position of this fragment belongs to Nonius, who cites this passage under a number of
lemmata (see, e.g.. 393(Merc), s.v. SPURCUM).
462
Fragment 84-85M/84-85W/2.15C/74-75K is given in full twice in the Ciceronian corpus—de Orat.
3.171, which also provides 86M/86W/2.15C/76K, and Orat. 149—and it is furthermore paraphrased at
Brut. 274; the connected 88-94M/87-93W/2.19C/89-95K, also from the court case, appears at Fin 1.9.
Nonius 188(Merc) and Pliny the Elder at NH 36.185 each provide the first fragment (84-85M/8485W/2.15C/74-75K), in whole and in part, respectively. Nonius, however, tags his excerpt as belonging to
Cicero, rather than Lucilius; yet it is Nonius’ Latinized lexeis that the editors of Lucilius adopt. The first
fragment is also paraphrased by Quintilian at Inst. 9.4.113. This is, to say the least, a well-known fragment,
and Cicero’s contributions are no doubt mostly responsible for the frequency of its reproduction, as proven
by Nonius’ misleading citation.
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developed over the final decade of Cicero’s life as the orator revisited the fragment again
and again. 463
I provide two of the texts below in a parallel layout so that the reader may see
how not only the context, but the quotations themselves, vary across these two
Ciceronian texts. As the text of the Brutus provides only a paraphrase of the Lucilian
fragment, it is not included below:

de Orat. 3.171-172: 464

Orat. 149-150: 465

Sequitur continuatio verborum, quae duas res
maxime, conlocationem primum, deinde
modum quendam formamque desiderat.
Conlocationis est componere et struere verba
sic, ut neve asper eorum concursus neve
hiulcus sit, sed quodam modo coagmentatus et
levis; in quo lepide soceri mei persona lusit is,
qui elegantissime id facere potuit, Lucilius:

Collocabuntur igitur verba, aut ut inter se quam
aptissime cohaereant extrema cum primis eaque
sint quam suavissimis vocibus, aut ut forma ipsa
concinnitasque verborum conficiat orbem suum,
aut ut comprehensio numerose et apte cadat.
Atque illud primum videamus quale sit—quod
vel maxume desiderat diligentiam—ut fiat quasi
structura quaedam nec tamen fiat operose; nam
esset cum infinitus tum puerilis labor; quod apud
Lucilium scite exagitat in Albucio Scaevola:

quam lepide λέξεις compostae! ut tesserulae
[omnes
arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato.

Quae cum dixisset in Albucium inludens, ne a
me quidem abstinuit:
Crassum habeo generum, ne rhetoricoterus tu sis.

Quid ergo? Iste Crassus, quoniam eius abuteris
nomine, quid efficit? Illud quidem; scilicet, ut
ille vult et ego vellem, melius aliquanto quam
Albucius: verum in me quidem lusit ille, ut
solet. Sed est tamen haec conlocatio
conservanda verborum, de qua loquor; quae
vinctam orationem efficit, quae cohaerentem,
quae levem, quae aequabiliter fluentem; id
adsequemini, si verba extrema cum
consequentibus primis ita iungentur, ut neve
aspere concurrant neve vastius diducantur.

‘Quam lepide λέξεις compostae ut tesserulae
[omnes
arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato!’

nolo haec tam minuta constructio appareat; sed
tamen stilus exercitatus efficiet facile formulam
componendi. nam ut in legendo oculus sic
animus in dicendo prospiciet quid sequatur, ne
extremorum verborum cum insequentibus primis
concursus aut hiulcas voces efficiat aut asperas.
quamvis enim suaves gravesve sententiae tamen,
si inconditis verbis efferuntur, offendent auris,
quarum est iudicium superbissimum.

See Persyn 2019 for an examination of how Cicero develops these quotations to reflect his own
developing views of oratory.
464
Text from Wilkins 1902.
465
Text from Reis 1932.
463
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de Orat. 3.171-172:

Orat. 149-150:

The topic that follows is the sequence of words,
which most of all requires two elements: first,
juxtaposition; and then, a certain measure and
shape. It is characteristic of placement to put
words together and arrange them in such a way
that their combination is neither harsh nor
gaping, but somehow cohesive and smooth.
That man Lucilius—a man who was able to do
this most tastefully—cleverly joked about this
in the character of my father-in-law:

Therefore words will be positioned either so
that, between them, the last words cling together
as aptly as possible with the first words and they
are with the most pleasant sounds possible, or so
that the shape and ensemble of the words
complete their circuit, or so that the period falls
lyrically and aptly. And let us see what sort of
thing this first thing is—a thing which requires
thoroughness most of all—so that it becomes a
certain semi-structure and yet does not become
so laboriously. For this would be both an endless
and a childish task, which Scaevola scolds
knowingly in Albucius, recounted in Lucilius:

“how cleverly are his lexeis composed! Just like
all the tiny shards
in art, in a pavimentum and in a vermiculate
mosaic.”

After he had said these things while mocking
Albucius, he did not abstain even from me:
“I have Crassus as my son in law—don’t you be
more rhetorical!”

What, then? What does your “Crassus”
accomplish, since you abuse his name? Only
this: obviously, as he wishes and as I would
wish—something a bit better than Albucius:
though he was teasing me, indeed, as he was
his habit. But nevertheless this placement of
words that I speak of must be maintained, one
that produces a speech that is tied-together,
coherent, smooth, even-flowing. You all will
achieve this if your word endings are joined
with the subsequent word beginnings in such a
way that they do not run together harshly and
are not drawn out too broadly.

how cleverly are his lexeis composed, like all the
tiny shards
in art, in a pavimentum and in a vermiculate
mosaic.

I do not wish for this construction to appear so
small, but nevertheless, a trained stylus will
easily fulfill the formula for composing. For just
as the eye in reading, so the mind in speaking
will look forward toward what follows, lest the
meeting of the last words with the first ones
following after cause either stuttering or harsh
speech. For however pleasing or weighty the
sentences, nevertheless if they are brought out
by unfounded words, they will offend the ears
(whose judgment is superior).

The context of the satire from which the above fragments were drawn is relatively
well known, and Lucilian editors stand in agreement on its placement. Book 2 of the
Satires gives an account of a court case, wherein the eminent Quintus Mucius Scaevola
(Augur 466) was prosecuted by Titus Albucius on charges de repentundis. The trial, which

466
Not to be confused with the Quintus Mucius Scaevola of the following generation, called “Pontifex,”
who became regarded as one of Rome’s seminal jurists par excellance (see Tuori 2004).
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occurred in 119 BCE, may have had legitimate grounds, but was probably a career move
on Albucius’ part against the more established Scaevola.
The lawsuit of Albucius against Scaevola no doubt offered the satirist rich
material for mockery, with two such opposite figures on either side of the dispute.
Scaevola was older and well-respected, he had been praetor just a year previously, would
rise again to become consul in 117 BCE; he was also a Stoic with populist leanings.
Albucius, on the other hand, was a young man seeking a starting point for his career, and
he was an Epicurean straight out of the garden in Athens. Given this Stoic-Epicurean
dichotomy, it has been suggested that the court case may have been pitched by Lucilius
as philosophical debate between the two Romans, 467 but one may also presume that age
played a factor in the jests and jabs traded in Lucilius’ version (and probably also in the
real court speeches). It is the affectation of Greek, however, that past interpretations of
Book 2 have isolated as the primary point of satire in these fragments, and modern
scholars (following Cicero) have often described Albucius as a Grecomaniac. 468
In spite of the fragments that show Scaevola successfully mocking Albucius,
neither the outcome of the trial nor the position that Lucilius took towards the two
politicians is known; as Rosen points out, it is doubtful that Lucilius would have picked a
single side to stay on, when there was such abundance of material for mockery provided
by both men. 469

E.g., Rosen 2012.
See, e.g., Korfmacher 1935: 459 and Petersmann 1999: 298.
469
2012: 24, 26. There is little reason to believe that Lucilius’ satire was based on personal ire against
Scaevola, or to use these fragments to trace the impact of Scipio’s political connections on the satirist (pace
Robinson, 1953: 33); see also Goh 2018 on the historical value of Lucilius’ representation of Republican
rhetoric in this satire.
467
468
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Editions
84-86M:
‘quam lepide lexis compostae ut tesserulae omnes
Arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato.’
‘Crassum habeo generum, ne rhetoricoterus tu seis.’

84-86W:
“Quam lepide lexis conpostae ut tesserulae omnes
Arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato!
“Crassum habeo generum, ne rhetoricoterus tu seis. 470

2.15C:
Quam lepide lexis compostae ut tesserulae omnes
arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato!
Crassum habeo generum, ne rhetoricoterus tu seis. 471

74-76K:
,quam lepide lexis compostae ut tesserulae omnes
arte pavimento atque emblemate vermiculato‘
,Crassum habeo generum, ne rhetoricoterus tu seis‘ 472

I render Marx’s text as follows:
“how cleverly are his lexis composed, like all the tiny shards
in art, in a pavimentum and in a vermiculate mosaic.”
“I have Crassus as my son-in-law—don’t you be more rhetorical!”

It is rare and pleasant to see these four editors in such accord regarding the body
of the text. There is, however, such an abundance of source material that, in this case, the
concord is not surprising, though it must be noted that all four editors follow the
manuscript evidence and Lindsay’s choice to print lexis in Roman letters, rather than the
Greek λέξεις given by the Ciceronian editors above.
There are textual variations worthy of note in the manifold traditions that preserve
this fragment, but they do not, ultimately, lead one to question the editorial decisions of
Marx, Warmington, Charpin, and Krenkel. The three main textual corruptions of the
tradition are in manuscripts of the De Oratore and include the transmission of ex iis for
lexis (in A2 and H), sinthesis for lexis (by V, O, and P), and the mangling of
rhetoricoterus tu seis (rhetorico te rustu sis in A2, H, and P2; rhetorico te rus tu ses in
other manuscripts of the same tradition). All of these malformations support the Latin
script of these words in the manuscript tradition, and the substitution of sinthesis would

(S) “How charmingly are ses dits put together—artfully like all the little stone dice of mosaic in a paved
floor or in an inlay of wriggly pattern!/(S) “Crassus have I as son-in-law, lest you be too much l’orateur.
471
Comme joliment sont rangées les tournures; toutes rangées avec art, comme les cubes dans un carrelage
et dans une mosaïque vermiculée!/ J’ai Crassus pour gendre, s’il faut rabattre ta belle rhétorique!
472
,wie reizend sind die Wörter zusammengefügt, kunstvoll wie alle die Steinchen in einem Mosaikboden
und in zierlich verschlungener Einlegearbeit‘/,Crassus ist mein Schwiegersohn — nur, damit du nicht zu
,rhetorisch‘ bist.‘
470
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appear to be the result of a well-intentioned gloss intervening in the transmission of the
text.
Word Histories
These associated fragments offer three terms whose lexical histories I will here
lay out: λέξις, ῥητορικός, and ἔμβλημα. As was noted above, the editors of the Satires
give λέξις in Latin script and with a Latinized nominative plural ending, -īs rather than εις. Likewise, ῥητορικός receives the Latin comparative ending in -cus. Ἔμβλημα also
appears in its Roman form, integrated with the third declension but with the long /ɛː/
sound of the eta preserved, as is clear from the scansion. Each of these words has a rich
history in both Greek and Latin; they are borrowed and Latinized early, and they persist
beyond the time of Lucilius.
The number of distinct occurrences of the noun λέξις in the Greek corpus
approaches twenty thousand; a precise count is difficult to attain, as forms of the noun
overlap with forms of the verb λέγω, and the TLG, whose search parameters are based on
spelling, cannot differentiate between the lemmata, even in a lemma-based search. 473
Antiphon seems to be our first extant source for the word; he is credited by a number of
later works (including the Suda) with the definitive quotation: “κεῖται δὲ ἡ λέξις καὶ ἐπὶ
πράγματος ἢ προσώπου ἢ λόγου” (“lexis depends also on practice or persona or speech”).
While it is possible that this too is a later imposition, the late fifth century, to which he
belongs, offers a smattering of other, similar authors using the term (such as Hellanicus
and Thrasymachus). We can thus roughly pinpoint the development of λέξις to the

473
A fact that reveals that this is not, in fact, a lemma-based search at all, but rather a form-based search.
See Appendix 3. By limiting the search parameters to forms of the noun that were unique (i.e., disregarding
the nominative and accusative plurals, though that is the form we find in Lucilius, as well as the dative
singular), I derived a conservative estimate of just over nineteen-thousand. The timeline of the search
results are also initially misleading, because later testimonia about ancient authors are attributed to the early
authors’ respective eras, though the commentaries themselves are much later; for example, λέξις appears
anachronistically under the classification of Aeschylus—who did not use the term—because the testimonia
preserving his fragments refer either to his dialect or to the excerpt itself as a λέξις (a similar case occurs
with Hecateus, where his λέξις is compared with that of Herodotus by a later author who could compare
them side by side).
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timeframe within which sophism and oratory itself were taking root in Athens, a logical
collocation. The term is used approximately five hundred times before Lucilius’ lifetime.
Most of the earliest authors to mention λέξις are also Athenians, and the term was
made commonplace by the works of Plato (who uses λέξις almost twenty times) and
Aristotle (whose corpus contains a staggering one hundred-eighteen instances). Though
remaining chiefly within the purview of Greek grammarians as rhetorical literature
disseminated throughout the Mediterranean, λέξις also occurs in other genres, particularly
medical—Galen alone used the term over one thousand times in his vast corpus, though
this number should be weighed against Dionysius of Halicarnassus, whose oeuvre is far
smaller and yet nevertheless exhibits more than four hundred references to λέξις. Despite
these heavy preponderances, the distribution of authors who discuss λέξις after the
classical period is global, crossing space, time, and registers; the term is widely
distributed, used by hundreds of Byzantine authors and commentators until the fall of
Byzantium.
Λέξις also successfully crossed the language barrier: it first appears in Lucilius’
Satires, but Varro (Men. 398), Quintilian (Inst. 9.4.113), and Velius Longus (Orth. 47K)
would also utilize the term. 474 After the second century CE, the frequency of lexis (often
with Greek endings preserved) increases as the word becomes a rhetorical label of late
antique grammarians, such as [Victorinus] and Charisius, where it is typically associated
with the words “barbaros” or “schemata.” Though not quite commonplace, the word
settles well as a loan-word within Latin technical vocabulary of rhetorical treatises, just
as it had done in Greek.
Lucilius’ rhetoricoterus is derived from ῥητορικός, a far less common word in
Greek than λέξις, though it appears over fifty-seven hundred times in the TLG corpus and
nearly four hundred times before the end of the second century BCE. As with λέξις,
Antiphon is again the earliest secure usage (one of his treatises was even called the

These are notably authors who we know had reference to Lucilius, as they are sources for the Satires.
The passage from Quintilian is his paraphrase of this fragment.
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Ῥητορικὴ τέχνη). 475 Thrasymachus and Isocrates venture to use the novel term at a few
isolated instances, but it is Plato who dramatically increases its frequency, using the word
ῥητορικός more than one hundred-thirty times, a usage so marked that Edward Schiappa
has even argued that Plato invented the term. 476 Aristotle’s seventy-one instances seem
meager by comparison, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ fifty-four times are almost
paltry. The adjective can be found across genres in commentaries, etymologies, and
scholia; ῥητορικός remains common in grammatical treatises of the Second Sophistic, 477
and Byzantine commentators such as Eustathius maintain its popularity. 478 The
comparative degree of ῥητορικός is used only sixty-seven times in the Greek corpus.
In Latin, rhetoricus is an early borrowing, found first in Ennius 479 and in Cato the
Elder, who titled a work on oratory (addressed to his son) the “De Rhetorica.” This
custom of titling an oratorical treatise with the Greek term—as in the Rhetorica ad
Herennium and the alternative title to Cicero’s De Inventione, Rhetorici Libri Duo—
ensured that this word would be integrated into Latin grammatical and exegetical
language from an early date. There are over six hundred occurrences of forms of
rhetoricus from before fifth century CE, of which Cicero contributes almost thirty (5%)
and Quintilian over one hundred (16%). A number of the later instances are citations
only, and refer back to the works associated with Cicero. Yet, as was the case in Greek,
the term belongs almost exclusively to grammarians throughout Latin literature. 480

Aesop is attested to have used the word in his fables, and there are testimonia that attach forms of
ῥητορικός to Anaxagoras, who antedates Antiphon; however, in both of these instances, the term is
probably a later, anachronistic imposition. The fifth century is the safest estimate for the origin of
ῥητορικός.
476
1990. Laurent Pernot writes: “Rhētorikē was a technical word, specialized, a term of the trade, carrying
an intellectual connotation because of its suffix -ikos. It is in this sense that Plato ironically puts it in the
mouth of Gorgias: still a specialized usage, still (as we might say today) a “-tech” word, which can contain
a whiff of charlatanism” (2005: 23). Pernot is wrong, however, to attest that Isocarates never uses the word;
it occurs in the Antidosis, the Nicocles, and three of the fragments.
477
Aelius Aristides’ almost three hundred uses are a significant peak, alongside Sextus Empiricus’ one
hundred twenty-six. By comparison, Galen only uses the term forty-two times, which points toward this
term’s more restricted application to rhetorical and grammatical texts.
478
Eustathius refers to ῥητορικός over two hundred-sixty times.
479
Varia 28 (Vahlen).
480
Even Ennius, the first to borrow the term, was sometimes recognized as a teacher of Greek.
475
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Lucilius, with his comparative form and his satirical setting, is one exception; but both
Petronius and Juvenal also use the term, pointing to a continuity of the term in low-brow,
mocking genres. 481 This may be compared to the surviving Atellan farce fragment of
Novius, which offers another fascinating glimpse of a singular borrowing and
bastardization of the Greek loan: the poet in question has transformed ῥητορικός into a
first conjugation verb which has even undergone a glib Latin syncope! 482
In contrast with these rhetorical terms that were successfully integrated into the
Latin matrix, ἔμβλημα is rare, and has an especially peculiar word history. Lucilius is the
first author in either the Greek or Latin corpora to use this term in reference to mosaics,
and there is only one Greek author who uses the term at all before Lucilius. 483 In Latin,
emblema has two primary meanings: it refers either to the centerpiece of a mosaic, or to
the round decorations affixed to silver or gold plate. 484 Greek shares these two
definitions, in addition to several others. 485 An uncommon term in Greek, ἔμβλημα
appears only eighteen times in the corpus of the TLG.
Latin emblema is far more popular by comparison: sixty results predate 400 CE,
and Cicero alone is responsible for ten of these. 486 Pliny the Elder mentions emblema
twice, once in reference to the decoration of a phiale (NH 33.156), once in reference to

Sat. 58.8.5 (iam scies patrem tuum mercedes perdidisse, quamvis et rhetoricam scis) and Juv. 7.171
(...ad pugnam qui rhetorica descendit ab umbra...). In both of these cases, rhetoric exists as a distraction
from what the target should be doing.
482
“Age nunc, quando rhetoricasti <satis>, responde quod rogo” (“Come now! When you’ve rhetorick’ed
enough, answer what I ask!,” Asinus fr. 5, text from Ribbeck 1898).
483
The author is Philo of Byzantium, and he uses ἔμβλημα to describe the sole insert of a shoe (Bel.
102.39).
484
The TLL also gives Quintilian’s metaphor of an emblema for a well-articulated speech delivered as if
extemporaneously as a sub-category for the latter definition (Inst. 2.4.27). Given the parallels in Cicero,
where the metaphor is clearly mosaic and the point not just the beauty but the amount of advanced work
that is required to make a speech beautiful, I am inclined to set this category underneath the former
definition (pace Burckhardt).
485
See LSJ, s.v. ἔμβλημα. Each of the subsidiary meanings of this term build upon its etymological
meaning—a thing fitted into something else, whether that is a shoe sole, a spear shaft to its head, or a sluice
gate into a canal.
486
Seven of these references belong to Cicero’s accusations from the Verrines, and describe Verres’ theft
of the riches of Sicily. In these cases, Cicero clearly refers not to mosaics (whose emblemata are luxury
items, but fairly difficult to steal), but to gold- and silverware. The other three uses belong to the Lucilian
passages given above.
481
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the invention of pavimentum (NH 36.185). Varro also mentions an emblema in RR 3.2.4,
where the mosaic is used as synecdoche for luxury in an argument between two vying
agriculturists. The necessary success of this term as a loan-word in Latin is best
encapsulated by Dio Chrysostom; though he composed his history in Greek, Dio reflects
the Latin lack of equivalent for emblema when he describes Tiberius’ refusal to use the
term emblema, and the emperor’s consequent difficulty in finding an equivalent term. 487
The majority of the remaining occurrences of the term belong to grammarians, such as
Charisius, Donatus, and Pompeius Maurus, who would discuss its origin, gender and
declension. Even in Servius, two of his three uses of the term are for the sake of
demonstrating pattern of the declension, which he notes is analogous to the more
common borrowing poema. 488 Thus emblema, though itself a term that belongs to the
manufacturing of art, was in the end taken over by pedants.
Each of these terms, as I hope to have made clear, is technical in both Greek and
Latin. At the time of Lucilius’ composition, however, λέξις and ῥητορικός belonged to
grammatical and rhetorical genres, whereas ἔμβλημα was still relatively unaffected by
linguistic debates, and referred directly to a Greek, imported, luxurious form of art. It was
the intervention of grammarians concerned with word classification and of Cicero,
concerned with metaphor, who altered the course of the word’s history.
Interpretation
The code-switching form of this fragment is stacked, though the three Grecisms
that collectively magnify the effect of Lucilius’ language borrowing are, notably,
dispersed across grammatically separate clauses. Furthermore, Cicero’s quotation
associates rhetoricoterus with the preceding two lines, but in the original satire there may

Dio is explicit about this lack of Latin equivalent, writing that Tiberius was unable to find a native term
to substitute for emblema (“καίτοι μὴ ἔχων ὅπως ἐπιχωρίως αὐτὸ ὀνομάσῃ,” 57.15.2).
488
Servius’ note on Aen. 5.536 uses emblema to gloss Virgil’s “cratera impressum signis,” and
demonstrates the mundanity of the term, which can be used to clarify a less common Greek item to a
Roman audience.
487
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have been intervening text; if so, these lines incorporate first a stacked code-switch (lexis,
emblemate) followed (after an indeterminate lacuna) by a singular one (rhetoricoterus).
All three code-switches are in Latin script, but both lexis and rhetoricoterus retain
Greek morphological elements that mark them as borrowings. Lexis appears to have a
Latin-friendly form, resembling a third declension accusative plural; however, the long īs must be a modified version of the Greek nominative plural ending in -εις. 489 The form
of lexis is thus deceptive, and the reader may check herself once she reaches compostae,
questioning first whether the scansion is correct, and whether lexis compostae could be a
genitive, before realizing the adaptation of the Greek ending must be a nominative plural.
Rhetoricoterus, with its aspirated initial rh- and its comparative infix in -oter- is
unmistakably Hellenic (and, by extension, obfuscating, since the comparative degree in
Latin is not cognate), but its case ending is Latinized and cannot be doubted. 490 These
two framing Grecisms thus act as distinct linguistic hurdles. Emblemate is ironically
placed in between, where the Greek term is adapted to a Latin-specific case, the ablative,
and shows complete a morphological shift toward the matrix language that contrasts with
both of the words that surround it.
In terms of the code-switching mechanism with which Lucilius deploys these
words, this fragment gives quite detailed paraphrases, and the stacking of the codeswitches themselves is highly elucidating. There is something of a ring structure created
by lexis-emblemate-rhetoricoterus, and the framing positions of the two rhetorical terms,
combined with their complementary morphological challenges, invite a parallel between
the two terms that is mutually-informative. Although the surrounding Latin context sheds
little light on the meaning of these Grecisms, they do not need such support because of
their shared semantics.

A similar shift of a Greek plural ending can be seen in Case Study I.2.A, where the word atomus must
be understood as an accusative plural, despite its similarity to a singular form.
490
See Case Study I.3.B, where the Grecism may be a similar comparative form, archaeotera, though there
are textual problems.
489
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But lexis is also syntactically bound to and anticipates emblemate, since the latter
term is in a clause of comparison with lexis and both are described as objects that can be
composed. Emblemate has no corresponding code-switch from the mosaic trade, but,
within the ut clause, the mosaic terminology in Latin implies the meaning of emblemate,
which must be a floor piece that incorporates tesserae, distinct from pavimentum, and
modified by the (thoroughly Latin in its formation) adjective vermiculato. Lucilius thus
creates an elaborate explicative framework, Greek terms complementing Greek terms, but
Latin terms likewise supporting the reader where the poet’s analogy veers from the topic
of language to artisanal craftsmanship (arte).
We must first note the mixture of technical registers that Lucilius sets in
Scaevola’s mouth as he moves between these code-switches, shifting from Grecisms that
are rhetorical, to those of manufacturing, and back to rhetorical once more. Though we
do not have many surviving, written examples of ἔμβλημα, it must have been a term once
used when speaking to artisans and merchants; “emblemate” mosaics were one of the
most recent developments in Greek art available in Rome, 491 a novel luxury that could be
purchased by the elite. There is therefore an alteration between registers here as well as a
shift in subject matter—a transition between words belonging to the schoolroom and one
taken from a workshop—but Scaevola’s Grecisms both represent hallmarks of the Roman
elite and demonstrate a knowledge not only of rhetoric, but of art.
Scaevola’s words, as presented in the fragments above and contextualized by
Cicero, effectively praise the artfully compact fit of his rival’s words, even as he,
apparently, mocks them with the Grecizing label “lexis.” The metaphors of two different
types of flooring technique are effectively visual, and the analogies offer a cultural
mixture: pavimentum had belonged at Rome for well over a century; vermiculate mosaic

Pliny the Elder, in fact, uses this fragment to date pavimentum to before the war with the Cimbri (pre
113 BCE), though he notes that ruled mosaic (scutulatum) predates the Third Punic War (NH 36.185).
Opus vermiculatum, however, is an invention of the second century. Katherine Dunbabin dates the arrival
of this form of mosaic in Italy to the second half of second century BCE, evidenced particularly in
Campania (1999). Her examples date closer to 100 BCE, such as the Alexander mosaic in the House of the
Faun in Pompeii; the Nile Mosaic at Praeneste, closer to Rome, may date to this same time period.
491
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was a Greek craft, born in the east, and relatively new to Rome. Like the Roman and
Greek technologies, the Latin and Greek words side by side exist in competition with one
another. Scaevola encourages his auditor to envision each word of Albucius’ as falling
into place and creating a work as smooth as the pavimentum, or as aesthetically pleasing
as the well-articulated mosaic, and, effectively, a blend of Roman and Greek arts.
Scaevola’s mockery of at first appears quite complimentary in terms of rhetorical
evaluation, unless we interpret compostae, and not lexeis, as the lynchpin that holds his
insult together. The problem, then, is not that Albucius speaks lexis, nor that he combines
Greek with Latin—for Scaevola is doing that same thing with great skill—it is that he has
had to painstakingly put together his speeches beforehand so that they cohere and has
hauled them in wholesale into the courtroom. This would follow the model of actual
emblemata, which were often assembled off-site and then delivered and cemented into a
pre-cut hole in the simpler borders of the surrounding tableau. The reference to mosaic,
then, reveals that Scaevola is mocking not Albucius’ “too-rhetorical” speeches, but the
synthetic and artificial quality of Albucius’ pre-arranged presentations. 492 This
interpretation undoes the apparent compliment paid to Albucius, and also corresponds to
Scaevola’s later mockery of Albucius’ masquerade of Hellenism at 88-94M/8793W/2.19C/89-95K. 493
In this later passage from the same satire, Scaevola recounts meeting Albucius in
Athens, where he hailed his fellow Roman before an audience of Romans and Greeks
with the phrase “chaere, Tite!” The passage includes a stacked code-switch, combining
the twice-repeated “chaere, Tite” with another Grecism, chorus; these borrowings are
marked with emphatic and redundant allusions to Greek language and culture, “Graece”
and “Graecum”; but, equally explicitly, the passage related by Scaevola contrasts these
with Albucius’ Latin identity as someone “Romanum atque Sabinum.”
Scaevola’s code-switching greeting to Albucius utilizes a different register of
Grecisms, but also defies on several levels social norms of welcoming. By calling
492
493

An interpretation supported by Cicero’s own uses of the mosaic to refer to pre-arranged speeches.
This passage will be discussed at greater length in the Conclusions.
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Albucius by his praenomen, and by code-switching in public, Scaevola insinuates an
intimacy between himself and the younger Roman that is both false and socially
inappropriate. As Adams points out, the public code-switching of this episode is a faux
pas, given that code-switching was often used as an intimate gesture between close
friends rather than between political rivals. 494 By calling out “chaere,” Scaevola
insinuates himself into Albucius’ philhellenic circle, and implies the crassness of such
public switching. 495 Scaevola intensifies this effect by layering in sexual puns, Greek and
Latin euphemisms that are activated in this setting by Albucius’ name itself. The “turma”
of lictors and the Athenian “chorus” that surrounds them echo this, laughing and chanting
“chaere, Tite.”
That this fragment follows closely after Scaevola’s rhetorical and artisanal codeswitches is no coincidence. Scaevola shifts deliberately from the high-register
implementation of lexis, emblemate, and rhetoricoterus (where rhetoric and mosaic alike
are technologies of the elite) to the quotidian chaere and the dramatic chorus, here used
qua turba. The first fragment introduces Greek terminology in order to criticize
Albucius’ mode of speaking, while the latter reveals how by careful manipulation of a
spontaneous greeting, Scaevola can craft in a moment an insult that is more rhetorically
effective than Albucius’ precomposed creations. What a composta lexis!
It is crucial that, in mocking Albucius’ Greek affectation, Scaevola affects Greek;
the older Stoic essentially out-Hellenizes him, and shows himself well-versed in Greek
language and culture too, even more so than the fresh-from-Athens youth. The fragment
demands a deft reader capable of interpreting the multiple levels of the poem—one who
was versed in the areas of Greek culture common to the elite Roman, rhetoric and art;
who was conversational in both vulgar Greek and Latin; and who was familiar with the
proper conduct expected in mannerisms such as address across both cultures. Even so, the
fragment likewise has the potential to be understood and enjoyed by a less capable
2003b.
A further affront, as Anna Chahoud notes, because Scaevola’s use of Albucius’ praenomen is both
overly-familiar and Hellenizing (2004).
494
495
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interpreter, whether among the internal audience of the fragment, the jury, or the external
audience of the Satires, the readers. The poem can thus be approached from several
viewpoints and languages, made possible by the layering and interaction of code-switches
that effect a hybridity so well-suited to satire.
III.1.B: atechnon, Eisocratium, ληρῶδεςque, (su[m/b])meiraciodes (181-188M/186193W/5.1C/182-189K)
Context of the Witness
The Noctes Atticae of Aulus Gellius is enriched by numerous quotations from
authors of the Republican period, Lucilius among them. Approximately twenty-one
Marxian fragments are provided by Gellius, 496 and the satirist is frequently praised by the
author and his cast of characters for his style and authority. 497 According to Gellius,
Lucilius writes facetissime hercle, 498 belongs to the gracile genus dicendi, 499 and was
notable for his retrospective criticisms of other poets: clariorque tunc in poematis eorum
obtrectandis. 500 Lucilius even earns the accolade of being a “vir adprime linguae Latinae
sciens.” 501 The satirist comes across not just as an excellent poet, but as a knowledgeable
critic as well, 502 and Gellius invokes Lucilius alongside authorities such as Cicero, Cato
the Elder, Plautus, and Virgil, spanning both time and genre depending on the needs of
his topic.
Gellius’ method of excerpting from the Satires is unsystematic. His fragments of
Lucilius vary in length: sometimes as brief as a single word or two, 503 sometimes several
By my count. There are at least two possible fragments not included in Marx (NA 1.3.19 and 8.5.pr).
Unfortunately, the text of NA 8.5 is lost, and the Lucilius-promising caput is all that remains.
497
At NA 20.8.4, the poet Anianus asks his auditors “nonne Lucilium...nostrum meministis dicere…?”;
likewise, the boor at NA 11.7.9 assumes his audience is familiar with the Satires and pitches the rhetorical
question: “non enim Lucilium....legistis, qui tergiuersatorem ‘bouinatorem’ dicit?” (11.7.9).
498
NA 18.8.
499
NA 6.14.6. See also Front, De Eloquentia 1.2.
500
NA 17.21.49. Ennius, Caecilius Statius, Terence, Pacuvius, and Accius are also included in this series,
with Lucilius delayed until the ultimate place, introduced with this -que.
501
NA 18.5.10. Macrobius would mimic the sentiment (Sat. 6.9.11).
502
See Poccetti 2018.
503
E.g., anu noceo, (280M/304W/7.11C/284K) and vescum (possibly 602M/722W/26.62C/630K).
496
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lines (as here). Lucilius may be cited amid a list of other Republican authors, or multiple
times within a passage, or as a single quotation. While Gellius typically provides a
citation of the book number of the Satires from which he draws his selections, not every
Lucilian fragment is introduced with accompanying book number, 504 which led Marx to
assume that Gellius was himself drawing upon an intermediary grammaticus for at least
some of his references. 505 This may be true for some of Gellius’ quotations, but the
repeated praises and clever invocations of the satirist certainly (effectively) convey a
deeper literary interaction. Gellius himself was a well versed and witty reader of Lucilius,
not merely a parrot copying out the opinions of his teachers and models.
The passage to be analyzed here is taken from Book 18. 506 Aside from the chapter
heading, it has no surrounding context, introductory story, or characters voicing its
judgments. The evaluation of Lucilius’ fragment is, apparently, Gellius’ own, and his
commentary on the fragment is clearly playful, with Gellius attempting to out-satirize the
satirist, offers us another model for comparison to the fragmentary satire. 507 The
introductory passage, in which Gellius follows the Lucilian model and mimics excessive
Isocratian stylistics, sheds some light on Lucilius, providing not only some of its
surrounding context, but also its location in the Satires and an impression of how an
ancient Roman reader would receive Lucilius’ text.

Note that when excerpting from the Satires consecutively, Gellius on two separate occasions uses the
phrase “alio loco” to designate the shift between passages. The equally ambiguous phrase “in saturis” is
likewise used once by Gellius to refer to an excerpt from Lucilius, though the same phrase is elsewhere
applied to the works of Varro and Ennius.
505
Marx 1904: 76-77.
506
There are two Lucilian quotations in Book 18 of the Noctes Atticae: at 18.5, he is cited as comparandum
for Ennius’ archaic spelling of equus (“eques”), and at 18.8, discussed here, on the matter of Greek
rhetorical figures.
507
Pace Goh, who cautions: “In evaluating Lucilius’ allusion to a Greek predecessor, we should not limit
ourselves to what Gellius, learned though he is, has to say about the fragment he so usefully preserves”
(2014:191). Though Goh himself argues for Gellius crafting himself as a satirist, he interprets the passage
from the Noctes Atticae as Gellius “deliberately misinterpreting Lucilius,” who, Goh argues, does not mock
his friend’s poor use of rhetoric, but teasingly deprecates his own (ibid 189, n8).
504
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Below I provide the text of NA 18.8, 508 the source for 181-188M/186193W/5.1C/182-189K. This is a lengthy chunk of Lucilian satire, composed of eight lines
from Book 5, even with the presumed lacuna.
Ὁμοιοτέλευτα et ὁμοιόπτωτα atque alia id genus, quae ornamenta orationis
putantur, inepta esse et puerilia Lucilii quoque uersibus declarari.
Ὁμοιοτέλευτα et ἰσοκατάληκτα et πάρισα et ὁμοιόπτωτα ceteraque huiusmodi
scitamenta, quae isti apirocali, qui se Isocratios uideri uolunt, in conlocandis uerbis
immodice faciunt et rancide, quam sint insubida et inertia et puerilia, facetissime hercle
significat in quinto saturarum Lucilius. Nam ubi est cum amico conquestus, quod ad se
aegrotum non uiseret, haec ibidem addit festiuiter:
quo me habeam pacto, tametsi non quaeris, docebo,
quando in eo numero mansi, quo in maxima non est
pars hominum, * * * 509
ut periisse uelis, quem uisere nolueris, cum
debueris. hoc ‘nolueris’ et ‘debueris’ te
si minus delectat, quod ἄτεχνον et Eisocratium est
ληρῶδεςque simul totum ac συμμειρακιῶδες,
non operam perdo, si tu hic.
[The chapter argues that] homoioteleuta and homoioptota and others in this
type, which are thought to be the decorations of style, are proclaimed likewise in
the verses of Lucilius to be unsuitable and childish.
How stupid and incompetent and childish homoioteleuta and isocatalecta and parisa and
homoioptota and the other dainties of this type are, things which those without taste (who
wish to seem like Isocrates) produce excessively and offensively when they compose
their words! Lucilius—by Hercules—shows this most wittily in the fifth book of his
Satires. For when he griped at his friend that he was not visiting him while he was sick, at
the same time he adds these things teasingly:
I will educate (you) about how I fare, even if you don’t ask,
since I have remained in that number, in which the greatest part of men
is not…<lacuna>
...that you wish that I had perished, whom you wouldn’t visit, although
you should’ve. If this “wouldn’t” and “should’ve” is less pleasing
to you, because it is “atechnon” and “Isocratian” and
simultaneously both totally “lerodes” and “symmeiraciodes,”
I’m not going to waste my time, if you are such! 510
Text taken from Marshall 1968; translation mine.
Here Marx notes, “Post ‘pars hominum’ plures desunt versus” (1905: 78).
510
This phrase, “si tu hic,” is ambiguous; Marx interpreted this phrase to be the introduction to the ut clause
at the fragment’s beginning, and meaning something along the lines “if you are such that…” Yet there is a
preceding lacuna, which probably contained the purpose for the ut clause, and metrically the hic could be
hīc; since the thrust of this fragment is Lucilius’ wish that his friend had joined him, the latter scansion and
meaning “here” is at least possible and deserves mention, though this is not how I interpret the line.
508
509
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The Lucilian fragment is derived from Book 5 of the Satires, a book that contains
forty-six lines in Marx’s edition, which Charpin divides into twenty-eight distinct
fragments. The satires associated with Book 5 seem to fall into two main categories: the
first is a facetious “letter” from a recuperating Lucilius to a friend who had refused to
visit him (this fragment provides the bulk of the context for this satire); the second satire
is a complaint by Lucilius regarding bean-rich country fare. 511 Various incertae
fragments of related subject matter have also been lumped in with these two themes.
Charpin argued that there was a third topic, l’expédition militaire, though there is little
evidence in support of this theory.
The epistolary nature of the fragment has been taken for granted at least since
Marx’s edition. Charpin supplies the text of Gellius as evidence for this being a personal
missive, though as should be clear from the text and translation given above that there is
no cause to make this logical leap from Gellius’ words alone. Another of the fragments
associated with this satire, 189-190M/194-195W/5.2C/192-193K, includes a reference to
the health of a “scriptor,” and this is assumed to be a term used by Lucilius to describe
himself and his ordeal. The term scriptor, however, seems altogether too elevated to suit
the colloquial tone of the preceding fragments, and it is also unclear why Lucilius would
shift away from the first-person framework within the same context and begin referring
to himself in the third-person as a scriptor. We cannot designate this fragment as a letter,
then, on the basis of Gellius’ testimony or the weight of scriptor. Some have argued that
Horace’s Epistles may be modeled on this satire, but as Bishop and Haight remarks,
before Horace, there are only two potential instances of verse letters mentioned: Spurius
Mummius’ letters homeward (see Cicero, Att. 13.6.4) and, possibly, this fragment of
Lucilius. 512

A laughable topic, but one supported by the many food terms, Latin and Greek, found in the Satires, and
furthermore attested by Charisius: “nam Lucilius in V deridens rusticam cenam enumeratis multis herbis”
(GLK 1.100.29).
512
See Bishop 2018: 226 and Haight 1948.
511
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Lacking clear evidence for assigning these fragments to an epistolary satire,
therefore, I will continue my analysis with the assumption that this section of the Satires
does not, in fact, form a letter but represents yet another of Lucilius’ many sermones.
Editions
181-188M:
quo me habeam pacto, tam etsi non quaeris, docebo,
quando in eo numero mansi quo in maxima non est
pars hominum . . .
ut per<i>isse uelis, quem uisere nolueris, cum
debueris. Hoc 'nolueris' et 'debueris' te
si minus delectat (quod atechnon) et Eissocratium hoc
lerodesque simul totum ac si miraciodes,
non operam perdo, si tu hic.

186-193W:
Quo me habeam pacto, tam etsi non quaeris, docebo,
quando in eo numero mansi quo in maxima non est
pars hominum. . . .
ut periisse velis, quem visere ‘nolueris’ cum
debueris. Hoc ‘nolueris’ et ‘debueris’ te
si minus delectat, quod atechnon et Eisocration
lerodesque simul totum ac sit meiraciodes.
non operam perdo, si tu hic. 513

5.1C:
Quo me habeam pacto, tam etsi non quaeris, docebo.
quando in eo numero mansi, quo in maxima non est
pars hominum…
Ut per<i>isse velis, quem visere nolueris, cum
debueris. Hoc nolueris et debueris te
si minus delectat quod ἄτεχνον et Eissocratium hoc
ληρῶδεςque simul totum ac συμμειραχιῶδες
non operam perdo si tu hic 514

182-189K:
quo me habeam pacto, tam etsi non quaeris, docebo,
quando in eo numero mansi, quo in maxima non est
pars hominum
ut per<i>isse velis, quem visere nolueris, cum
debueris. hoc ,nolueris’ et ,debueris’ te
si minus delectat, quod atechnon et Eissocratium
lerodesque simul totum ac sit meiraciodes,
non operam perdo, si tu hic 515

I render Marx’s text as follows:
I will educate (you) about how I fare, even if you don’t ask,
since I have remained in that number in which the greatest part of men
is not…<lacuna>

“Although you do not ask after me, still I will let you know how I find myself, since I have managed to
stay among the number in which the greater part of mankind is not found . . . that you wish that man to
have passed away whom you would not come and see when you should have. If this ‘would’ and ‘should’
is not to your liking because, you say, it is all without art, and Isocratian, and all rubbish and withal
childish—I won’t waste my time, if that’s the kind you are.”
514
“Comment je me porte, bien que tu ne cherches pas à le savoir, je vais te le dire. Puisque je suis resté au
nombre de ceux qui ne constituent pas la plus grande partie de l’humanité...Si bien que tu voudrais que soit
mort celui que tu n’a pas voulu aller voir, alors que tu aurais dû le faire. Si ce nolueris et ce debueris ne te
plaisent pas parce qu’ils sont sans art, et isocratiques, sots en même temps qu’enfantins, je ne perds pas ma
peine, puisque toi…”
515
“[W]ie es mir geht, werde ich dich, obgleich du nicht danach fragst, wissen lassen, da ich noch einer von
denen bin, zu denen der größte Teil der Menschheit nich zählt…, daß du dem den Tod wünschst, den du
nicht besuchen wolltest, obgleich du es eigentlich solltest. Falls dir dieses ,wolltest‘ und ,solltest‘ mißfallt,
weil es regelwidrig und isocratisch, ganz und gar läppisch zugleich und albern ist <, wie du sagst> — nun,
ich vergeude meine Mühe nicht, wenn du so einer bist.”
513
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...that you wish that I had perished, whom you wouldn’t visit, although
you should’ve. If this “wouldn’t” and “should’ve” is less pleasing
to you (because it is artless) and if this is both “Isocratian”
and silly and at the same time wholly childish— 516
I won’t waste my time, if you are such a person!

This fragment, lengthy as it is and with so many Greek borrowings, naturally has
many textual corruptions, especially clustered around the Greek terms. Atechnon is not
very problematic: its form in the manuscript tradition is an orthographical variation,
atexnon, slightly more Greek in its form but not reflective of a tradition of non-Roman
letters. Eissocratium—due no doubt in part to Lucilius’ idiosyncratic spelling of
Isocrates’ name, but probably also to the further-reaching fame of Socrates—appears in
manuscripts Q and Z as “eis Socrati(c)um,” a dative/ablative plural form of is, ea, id
(perfectly familiar to a Latin scribe) combined with a version of Socrates’ name.
However, and given that the word eis would make no grammatical sense in the passage,
the diphthongized spelling of Isocrates’ name is preferred, and there is no need to
perform a lexical history for the gibberish “eis Socratium” recorded in the manuscripts.
By contrast, “symmiraciodes” is the consistent reading of the manuscripts, and the
variations of this word belong not to codices but to recent editors. Ernout proposed
changing this to an entirely Greek formation, συμμειραχιῶδες, while Marx and
Warmington each gave a Latinized si/sit m(e)iraciodes in their editions. 517 Terzaghi alone
retained the manuscript form.
It is surprising that Charpin’s edition alone uses Greek script to render ληρῶδες,
given that this word appears in the codices of Gellius in capital Greek letters and has, in
the manuscript tradition, even endured the mistranscription of a Λ to an Α. 518 In addition
to the lambda-alpha confusion, difficulties cluster at the beginning of the word, which
give rise to the hoc of Marx and Charpin; the corruption here may have arisen from the
ligature mark for a rough breathing mark, which, by no coincidence, resembles the letter

I choose to read this as anacoluthon.
Warmington’s “sit meiraciodes” resembles Housman’s suggested “sit μειραχιῶδες” (1907b: 150).
518
As occurs in manuscript Z.
516
517
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H. Likewise, the termination of the word diverges, -ες in two manuscripts, but the
grammatically impossible -ης in Z. These problems are to be expected of Greek text,
transcribed by copyists who may never have seen Greek letters elsewhere. 519 It is highly
unlikely that a scribe would have intervened and replaced Latinized Greek with its Attic
form so early in the tradition as to have generated so many variants. It is therefore quite
logical to assume that, at least in the Gellian transmission of this satire, ληρῶδες was
passed down in Greek script.
Charpin also makes the decision to print ἄτεχνον and συμμειραχιῶδες, which
occur in Latinate script in the manuscripts, but he retains Eissocratium. He has good
reason for this: whereas the similar adjectival form Isocrateo is found twice in Cicero, 520
ἄτεχνον, ληρῶδες, and (συμ)μειραχιῶδες go no further in Latin. The provision of these
words in Greek script, therefore, is meant as a signal to the reader of the foreign status of
these unadopted words. The choice of Marx, Warmington, and Krenkel to present the
Lucilius’ Grecisms with Roman letters reflects the manuscript tradition, but also suggests
the theory that what Gellius wrote may not be identical to what Lucilius penned.
Other emendations have been made to this fragment that will be discussed in the
sections that follow, but I find them improbable reconstructions that should not be
included in this overview of the textual problems and their most likely solutions.
Word Histories
Gellius’ excerption of Lucilius provides a number of Greek terms whose histories
will here be evaluated. The problem of script has been discussed with reference to
Charpin’s decisions and the text of Gellius, but there are the additional issues raised by
this fragment. The affixing of -que to ληρῶδες and the conjectured addition of συν- to
μειραχιῶδες are dealt with simply enough: there are no parallel attestations of these
compounded forms, so I provide studies of ληρῶδες and μειραχιῶδες in their simple
The lambda, omega, delta, and lunate sigma would have been particularly boggling; the remaining
letters are look-alikes of Roman capitals.
520
Orat. 207 & 235.
519
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forms below. There are also two conjectures suggested for ληρῶδες—ὀχληρός and
σκληρώδης—and while both conjectures have been consigned to the apparatus critici of
the editions of Lucilius and belong to the “improbable reconstructions” designation I
gave above, I include brief histories of these terms, too.
Ἄτεχνος has two primary subdivisions in the definitions given by the LSJ: the
adjective may refer to one who is unskilled in a τέχνη, or to someone who has received no
training in said skill (and, by extension, may have no vocation at all). 521 The word thus
denotes either a lack of talent, or a lack of knowledge. If we disregard the use of the word
in the undatable amalgamation of works attributed to Aesop, 522 ἄτεχνος first appears in
the fifth century in the corpus of Plato and soon becomes a standard term of technical
treatises. It is a relatively common word in Greek, and occurs approximately seven
hundred times in the entire TLG corpus; one can be ἄτεχνος in any discipline, 523 and thus
the adjective is well-represented not only in rhetorical literature, 524 but also in the
medical corpus, 525 and even in treatises on war. 526 The word maintains this broad
distribution across predominantly technical genres 527 from the Classical Period to the
Second Sophistic. Fifty instances of this term predate Lucilius, and well over two
hundred further uses belong to antiquity. The remaining four hundred uses date to the
Byzantine period, and can be found in Christian writings and late commentary traditions.

521
Note that there is a rare, alternate form of this adjective: ἀτεχνής. Its meaning is identical and the LSJ
records only three instances, Sextus Empiricus’ Adversus Mathematicos 7.395, Babr. 75.4, and the
Hippocratic Fract.16. The TLG does not even include a separate lemma for ἀτεχνής.
522
Where the reference is to an ἄτεχνος ἰατρός (Fab. 7).
523
Plato uses the word once in reference to midwifery (Theaet. 150a).
524
Plato (14), Aristotle (15, of which 12 occurrences belong to the Poetics and the Rhetorica alone), and
Philodemus (3) provide a fair representation. Notably, however, the word is absent from the works of
Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Sextus Empiricus has a staggering seventy-nine uses, responsible for over 11%
of the forms of ἄτεχνος. Twenty-eight of these are clustered in six brief and redundant chapters in Book 3
of his Πυρρώνειοι ὑποτυπώσεις; the remaining fifty-one are spread among the prologue and Books 1, 7, and
11 of his Adversus Mathematicos, concentrated in his sections on rhetoric and on “dogmatic philosophies”
(see Striker 2012c).
525
E.g., Hippocrates (7), Galen (44), Soranus (3).
526
Philo of Byzantium uses the term twice in his Belopoeica.
527
There are other, less technical authors who use the term as well—e.g., Lucian (11), Plutarch (14), Philo
Judaeus (8)—but each of these authors are themselves students of rhetoric and, in many of their works,
deliberately problematize or emphasize rhetorical training.
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Aside from this fragment of Lucilius, we find no further attestations of the
borrowing of ἄτεχνος into Latin. Roman authors would utilize the parallel formation iners
for their own rhetorical commentaries. 528
It is not remarkable that the first instances of the adjective Ἰσοκράτειος occur in
the Greek corpus during the lifespan of the Athenian orator (the reverse would be far
more astounding), nor that this term is frequently grouped with words such as λόγος,
ῥήτωρ, and ῥητορεία. On the whole, however, Ἰσοκράτειος is uncommon. There are only
fifteen distinct uses 529 of this adjective in the entire TLG corpus, eight of which belong to
antiquity, but only one of which predates Lucilius, a single usage that dates to the fourth
century BCE. 530 This clear chronological gap does not mark a silence on the topic of
oratory, nor a falling out of fashion of the Isocratian style—rather, it underscores the
heavy losses to the Greek corpus from this time period. As Pernot demonstrates, 531 the
Hellenistic Age was a time of rapid advancements in rhetoric, but the course of progress
was ultimately lost by preference for more recent, more advanced texts; thus, treatises
such as [Demetrius]’s De Elocutione survive, but the precedents on which it improved do
not. Both [Demetrius] and [Longinus], the principal authors of ancient treatises on
Hellenistic rhetorical theory whose works have survived, use the term Ἰσοκράτειος. 532
Though the dating of both of these works is problematic, we can justifiably assume that
their main tenets were available to Lucilius, if perhaps under other titles or by other
hands.
Lucilius’ Eissocratium offers an orthographically unique, Latinized form of the
adjective Ἰσοκράτειος; the satirist is the first to borrow the word, and, after Lucilius’
To this point, Warmington’s note may be salient: “Atechnon (ἄτεχνον) = iners, not deserving the name
of art. The fault of Isocrates was that he wrote letters like speeches” (1967: 61n.b). See also Housman
1907b: 151.
529
To clarify: a TLG search renders twenty-one results, but three fragments are repeated in later testimonia,
lowering the total of “distinct usages” to nineteen; and the form Ἰσοκράτεια, found a collective three times
in Aelius Herodian and in Arrian, is the name of an Amazon, not an adjective at all.
530
Theopomp. fr. 20a.48, Jacoby 1954-1969.
531
2005: 57.
532
[Demetrius] associates the speakers Gorgias and Alcidamas with this stylistic classification (De
Elocutione 12.3), while Longinus refers to a group, perhaps even a stylistic school, as the Ἰσοκράτειοι in De
Sublimitate 21.1.
528
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lifetime, the term belongs only to the grammatical tradition. 533 The Latinized form of this
word is quite rare, found only three times in Latin literature: Lucilius is the first to use it,
and Cicero, perhaps borrowing from the satirist’s vocabulary, makes up the two
remaining instances, both in his Orator. 534 In both languages, then, the term is rare and
its meaning clear.
Ληρώδης on the other hand, appears over two hundred times in the TLG. Its
earliest occurrence is within the Platonic corpus in the Theaetetus, and from its first usage
the term is associated with jest. 535 Including this Platonic passage, there are seven total
instances of the adjective that predate Lucilius; of these, two are within the Aristotelian
corpus, one from the Historia Animalium, the other from the De Rhetorica. The latter
passage is particularly notable for the confluence of ληρῶδες, τέχνῃ, and Ἰσοκράτους that
strongly calls to mind Lucilius’ borrowings in his satire. 536 The remaining four forms

Dionysius of Halicarnassus (3, 2 of which are found in the De Isocrate); [Demetrius] (1); [Longinus]
(1); Diogenes Laertius (2).
534
.”..ergo in aliis, id est in historia et in eo quod appellamus ἐπιδεικτικόν, placet omnia dici Isocrateo
Theopompeoque more illa circumscriptione ambituque, ut tanquam in orbe inclusa currat oratio, quoad
insistat in singulis perfectis absolutisque sententiis” (.”..therefore in others, that is in history and in that
which we call ‘epideictic,’ it is pleasing that all things are spoken in an Isocratian and Theopompean
tradition because of this limitation and period, so that the style runs as if shut up in a circuit, until it
occupies individual, complete, and finished sentences.” Orat. 207; text from Reis 1932, translation mine).
“Atque ut plane genus hoc quod ego laudo contempsisse videantur, aut scribant aliquid vel Isocrateo more
vel quo Aeschines aut Demosthenes utitur...” (“And as they may seem plainly to have looked down upon
this type, which I praise, at least let them write something either in an Isocratean fashion or in the way
Aeschines or Demosthenes used…” Orat. 235; text from Reis 1932, translation mine).
535
Socrates, anticipating the Stoic paradox, explains that the preoccupations of the philosopher with deeper
mysteries lead to his ignorance of secular affairs—his failure to respond appropriately to the gossip of his
neighbors, thus, makes the philosopher appear foolish despite his wisdom: ληρώδης. Within this speech,
Plato uses various forms of γελάω and γέλως to communicate the mockery of the crowd, as well as the
misunderstood laughter of the philosopher (Theaet. 174d).
536
It is improbable that these shared collocations arise solely from coincidence, but it should be noted that
Pernot has argued that Aristotle’s De Rhetorica was not commonly consulted in antiquity and had limited
circulation, though its theories were put forth by Aristotle’s students and known through indirect tradition
(2005: 44).
533
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stem from fragments of Erasistratus, 537 Chrysippus, 538 Artemon, 539 and from the
Septuagint. 540 This list spans registers and genres, and the word is clearly represented
throughout the Greek-speaking Mediterranean world.
After the second century BCE, the word becomes more common. One finds
approximately eighty-two examples from the five centuries between Lucilius and the
putative end of the Second Sophistic, and there are over one hundred forms of this
adjective within post-antique treatises. The tenth-century Suda also provides a number of
synonyms for this well-used word: τουτέστιν οὐδενὸς λόγου ἄξιον, ληρῶδες, ἀνόητον; 541
the use of this term within the context of a gloss points to its ubiquity, though the
surrounding series may have a mitigating effect—a reader would probably recognize
ληρῶδες, but the synonyms are provided as insurance.
In spite of this rich history, Latin does not absorb the word or borrow it outside of
Lucilius’ corpus.
The emendations that have been suggested for ληρώδης should also have their
lexical histories briefly overviewed here. Ὀχληρός is quite common and widely
distributed—forty instances of the adjective predate the Satires, and range from
Demosthenes to Menander, from Euripides to Callimachus; over four hundred postdate
Lucilius. Σκληρώδης, on the other hand, is rare; there are only fifteen forms of the word
within the TLG corpus, nine of which are Galenic, pseudo-Galenic, or medical in nature,
all of which belong to the first century CE or later. Neither is incorporated into Latin.
Lastly, let us examine μειρακιώδης. The first occurrence of this adjective is in the
orations of Isocrates. There are just under three hundred forms of the adjective in the

537
A third-century vivisector who wrote medical treatises and used ληρώδης to describe bunk hypotheses;
the fragment survives only because it was quoted by Galen, who also uses the term in his own work during
the Second Sophistic.
538
The successor to Cleanthes as head of the Stoa in the late third century BCE; here he uses ληρώδης with
reference to “monolemmatic” words.
539
A commentator from Pergamon, who lived during the second century BCE, known for his work on
Pindar; in this fragment, a note on Pyth. 3.48, the tale of Coronis is criticized and ληρώδης describes a
μῦθος (fr. 7, Müller).
540
Macc. 2.12.44.
541
α4073.
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Greek corpus. Nineteen predate Lucilius; approximately one hundred further instances
belong to antiquity; and the remaining one hundred-seventy stem from Christian and
Byzantine authors. Before Lucilius, the use of μειρακιώδης is split fairly evenly between
philosophical-oratorical texts and historical ones. After the second century BCE,
however, the distribution is more concentrated and the term is used primarily within
rhetorical and literary works. 542 Most authors do not use μειρακιώδης above three times
in their works. 543
Its Roman lexical history is simple: μειραχιῶδες does not occur in Latin literature
outside of Lucilius’ Satires.
There is a pattern here of highly technical, fairly infrequent, terms that are not
borrowed into Latin beyond Lucilius and his later readers/excerptors; Ἰσοκράτειος is the
sole exception—and Cicero, himself an excerptor of Lucilius, may have taken the word
directly from his forebear and model. This stands in opposition to the pattern observed
previously in the previous case study, where it was shown that λέξις and ῥητορικός were
embraced by Latin grammarians and commentators in their own scholarly traditions.
Whereas λέξις and ῥητορικός were commonplace in both Greek and Latin corpora and
were set beside the artisan’s term ἔμβλημα, the Grecisms in this fragment are far more
infrequent and “niche,” but nevertheless markedly rhetorical in their lexical history. As
was mentioned above, I think it no coincidence that the only author before Lucilius to
collocate a combination of these terms was Aristotle—it is texts such as the De Rhetorica
that Lucilius is here modeling, though the terms are ludically problematized in Lucilius’
satire.

E.g., Dionysius of Halicarnassus (11), Lucian (7), Philo Judaeus (6), Philostratus (16). Compare to
ἄτεχνος, which was prominent in medical and well as rhetorical treatises: μειρακιώδης occurs in Plutarch
fourteen times, but only once in Galen.
543
Cyril of Alexandria is an outlier, and uses this adjective twenty-four times, accounting for a total of 8%.
542
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Interpretation
The language-switching form utilized by Lucilius in this fragment is quite similar
to that observed in the previous case study: the satirist strings together singular and
(predominantly) Latinized code-switches, interspersed by common Latin words,
alternating between languages and registers with no evident signposting. Additionally, as
was true of lexis, emblemate, and rhetoricoterus, each of the four Grecisms in this
fragment shows unique adaptations to the Latin morphological system.
The first code-switch, the Latin-scripted atechnon, keeps its Greek markers (the
initial alpha privative, the aspiration of the chi in the consonantal cluster /-chn-/) and the
neuter ending in -on, which is helpfully akin to -um and further clarified by the adjacent
quod. Eissocratium is a similar case: given in Latin letters, the initial Greek diphthong
/ei-/ is retained, but the ending is shifted to the Latin accusative form, -um.
Here, as per the evidence of the manuscripts, ληρῶδες is unique, Greek-scripted
and with the qualities of the eta and omega are underscored by the spondee they fill in the
meter. While there is no help to a reader who could not read Greek letters, the ending is ες is indistinguishable from the Latin accusative, and thus not syntactically confusing.
The most striking part of this code-switch, however, is that the Greek adjective, with its
intact Hellenic morphology and script, is compounded with the Latin affix, -que. A
comparable mixture may occur with meiraciodes, which, though given in Roman letters
in the manuscripts, may have been compounded either with sym (a modification of the
Greek preposition συν), or with the Latin prefix sub- (itself based on a preposition),
though three of the Lucilian editors deny this possibility. M(e)iraciodes is nevertheless
meant to serve as a foil to ληρῶδες, and the two function together as atechnon and
Eissocratium do; likewise, all four of these are adjectives derived from various root
nouns (μεῖραξ, λῆρος, τέχνη, Ἰσοκράτης) that have undergone extensions and alterations.
The code-switching mechanism is unlike that of Case Study III.1.A, however.
Whereas in the fragments associated with the Scaevola-Albucius debate, the Grecisms
were either mutually informative or paraphrased by the surrounding Latin context, the
Grecisms here in this fragment, still stylistic and rhetorical in content, are left a mystery
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for the reader who lacks rhetorical training. Likewise, Case Study III.1.A invoked jargon
from both grammatical and artistic traditions that would eventually (if they had not
already by the end of the second century) take root in the Latin language; here, as was
demonstrated in the lexical histories above, Lucilius’ Grecisms are not, and never would
become, loan-words.
Instead, these are Greek terms that one encounters after poring over treatises on
rhetoric and history, and Lucilius’ satire shows them shared between two learned
interlocutors in a private setting (sermo or epistula), unlike the presumably public oratio
of Satires 2. Similarly, though the speakers of this fragment criticize one another’s style,
the rarity of the Grecisms themselves point to a much more nuanced understanding of
rhetorical theory and its practice. The ideal internal and external audience of this poem
are the same: only a student of the ars dicendi, like Lucilius’ addressee, would see where
Lucilius slyly hints at the meaning of these code-switches by performing the rhetorical
figures made famous by Isocrates. This rarified audience may be metapoetically alluded
to when Lucilius writes “quando in eo numero mansi quo in maxima non est/ pars
hominum”; he means that he is alive rather than dead, but the vague periphrasis may also
suggest that he is also part of the elite—another “number” that most people do not belong
to. 544
The first pair of Grecisms in this passage bears out this point well, for atechnon
playfully gestures to Greek traditions of rhetorical theory, compounded and potentially
compromised by the parallel Eisocratium. Thus, Lucilius’ first Grecism in this passage
caused one attentive reader 545 to conjecture that the ἄτεχνος of the manuscripts should be
changed to τεχνίον, on the grounds that ἄτεχνος could not be applied to something that
was also Isocratian; Housman, who doggedly protected ἄτεχνος, pointed to Plato’s
dismissal of Isocrates’ art as a τέχνη ἄτεχνος 546 as a potential resolution to the tension
between these words. But surely there is more low-hanging fruit to be plucked: namely,
See Case Study II.2.E for a similar, delineating use of paucis in the Satires.
Scaliger.
546
1907b: 151; see Phaed. 262C.
544
545
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the verbal play between ἄτεχνος and the genre of Τέχναι, rhetorical treatises that Isocrates
was often associated with. 547 Lucilius can thus call excessive homoioteleuton both
“artless” and “textbook-free,” and, in what Grube calls “ridiculing the Isocratian fondness
for homoioteleuton,” 548 the satirist can make a clever gesture to Isocrates as Plato saw
him, and as Hellenistic grammarians in retrospect would have viewed an early paragon
who preceded their treatises, 549
Lucilius readies his readers for such pedagogical topics and jokes in the opening
line of this fragment, when he promises his interlocutor that he will “teach” him how he
is (docebo). There follows not only his witty trifold and bilingual homoioteleuton, 550 but
also repeated forms of quibbling Latin forms, such as mansi 551 and the ambiguous forms
of the perfect subjunctive/future perfect (debueris and nolueris); 552 and while the whole
is wrapped in a poetical form, the hexameters Lucilius here uses are filled with so many
monosyllables that is appears almost banal.
This collocation of advanced Greek rhetorical terms and devices with the nittygritty aspects of Latin morphology and prosody complements the tension between
language register and language formation that is also at play in this fragment. Lucilius’
second pair of Grecisms, ληρώδης and μειρακιώδης, are uncommon words but belong to a
widely productive class of third declension adjectives ending with -ώδης, 553 especially
See Socratic Letter 30.4 and 30.10, and the discussions of Papillon 2009 and Too 1995: 164ff.
1965: 160.
549
It has also been suggested that the mention of Isocrates may be a gesture towards the letter-writing
genre, or at least towards the tension between speech and epistle, as Isocrates was known for both (Goh
2014). If this is the case, the role that Isocrates plays as a generic paragon is ironic, as the rhetor himself,
within the very bodies of his letters, frequently questioned the power of the written word compared to that
of the spoken, which can be temporized and clarified according to need (Hodkinson 2007: 289-290). As I
argued above, however, I do not find the presupposition that this fragment belongs to a letter convincing,
and so while Isocrates is an interesting model for Lucilius as a multi-generic author, his importance as a
composer of letters is here of secondary interest to his meaning as the pater eloquentiae (De Orat. 2.10).
550
[uelis]-nolueris-debueris-nolueris-debueris; atechnon-Eissocratium/-on; lerodesque-miraciodes.
551
Which, as Priscian notes, should be expected to take the form “manui” (Inst. 3.373.1).
552
A puzzle even for Roman grammarians; see Gellius, NA 18.2: “Postrema quaestionum omnium haec
fuit: ‘scripserim,’ ‘legerim,’ ‘uenerim’ cuius temporis uerba sint, praeteriti an futuri an utriusque.”
553
As Smyth points out: “So -ώδης meaning smelling (ὄζω), as in εὐώδης fragrant, acquired a range of
meaning originally inappropriate to it by passing into the general idea of ‘full of,’ ‘like,’ as in ποιώδης
grassy (ποία), λοιμώδης pestilential (λοιμός), σφηκώδης wasp-like (σφήξ)” (833a); elsewhere, he notes that
adjectives formed with this suffix are often denominatives (858d16).
547
548
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common in koine Greek and probably colloquial. 554 Thus in both languages, Lucilius
plays up the tension between register and style: nolueris and debueris are easy enough to
understand and are frequent words in the Latin language, yet the forms are difficult to
parse; on the other hand, ληρῶδες and μειραχιῶδες look impressive and are uncommon,
but belong to a widely productive category of koine adjectives whose formation is regular
and whose syntax is straightforward.
As a last conflationary attempt at humor, Lucilius offers us two Grecisms that
seem to have been compounded according the rules of Latin, not Greek, syntax: the first
is, undoubtedly, ληρῶδεςque, and its pendant—and highly problematic—
synmeiraciodes. 555 Housman argues that “the Greeks do not prefix their intensifying σύν
to adjectives of quality,” and, indeed, such an intensified form occurs nowhere else in the
Greek corpus of the TLG. 556 Likewise, he remarks that Franken’s proposal of the GrecoLatin chimeric form subμειραχιῶδες is a “bastard compound.” 557 But perhaps Housman’s
accusation of bastardy is closer to the mark than he anticipated: after all, just because the
Greeks never prefixed σύν to a qualitative adjective does not mean that it was impossible
for Lucilius to do so, and the artful parallelism and playful violation of grammatical rules
represented by a form like subμειραχιῶδες would integrate well with the iconoclastic
humor of this fragment, which mocks Isocratian style by the subtle emulation of it. 558
Given the level of learning that Lucilius demonstrates elsewhere in his corpus, the
possibility must be entertained that the satirist here knowingly breaks—or, at least,
bends—a subtle rule of Greek word formation. Such combination of Greek and Latin
words, scripts, and syntax make for what might elsewhere merit the label cacosyntheton
(a Lucilian Grecism discussed in Case Study III.2.A).

Though strangely not in Menander; see Willi 2002: 22.
As preserved in the manuscript tradition. The editions above show a variety of attempts to emend this
inappropriate compound.
556
1907b: 150. The OCT of Aulus Gellius mistakenly credits M. L. West with the conjecture of
subμειραχιῶδες, but, as evidenced by Housman’s essay, the suggestion had already been made by Franken.
557
Ibid.
558
A possibility Petersmann notes, but does not elaborate upon (1999: 300, note 16).
554
555
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This erudite rhetorical subject is, in turn, packaged within a hilariously mundane
context. One might have expected rhetorical criticisms to be slung about by opposing
lawyers in a court case, as in the previous case study. But this type of advanced literary
harangue is not what Lucilius wanted from his friend while on his sick bed, 559 and the
satirist’s well-informed digression on homoioteleuton, followed by his abrupt—perhaps
grumpy?—dismissal of the learned topic should leave its reader in stitches. This
fragment’s humor rests upon such disruption of expectations. No sooner does Lucilius
introduce these grammatical issues than he cuts himself off, and though the satirist makes
his list look casual, the depth of knowledge required for such play is anything but. The
Greek rhetorical terminology is skillfully enacted in Latin, integrated into the personal
correspondence between two Romans, and ultimately made through such cognitive
dissonance to enhance the humor of Lucilius’ satire.
III.1.C: poema, poesis, θέσις, ἔπος, enthymema (338-347M/401-410W/9.2-9.3C/376385K)
Context of the Witness:
Below is the text from Nonius 428.12-26(Merc). 560 This fragment is unusually
extensive for Nonius, and it has been argued that the grammarian shortened the fragment
in order to focus only on the lines dealing with the difference between the two Greek
loan-words. 561 I include the entire lemma, including the comparanda from Varro that
Nonius supplies in support of his distinction between the terms “poesis” and “poema.” 562
POESIS et POEMA hanc habent distantiam. Poesis est textus scriptorum; poema inventio
parva quae paucis verbis expeditur. Lucilius Satyrarum lib. IX (36):
non haec quid valeant quidve hoc intersiet illud
cognoscis? primum hoc quod dicimus esse poema,
pars est parva poesis.
Idem (39):
Note the parallel to Catullus 38, which has been marked at least since Ellis’ commentary of 1876.
Text from Lindsay 1903.
561
Munro 1877. But what has been omitted remains a mystery.
562
This is one of the few Nonian lemmata that define Grecisms; the grammarian’s concern is typically
reserved for establishing the meanings of archaic Latin terms.
559
560
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epistula item quaevis non magna poema est.
illa poesis opus totum, ut tota Ilias una est
una θέσις sunt Annales Enni atque ἔπος unum,
et maius multo est quam quod dixi ante poema.
quapropter dico: nemo, qui culpat Homerum,
perpetuo culpat neque quod dixi ante poesin:
versum unum culpat, verbum, enthymema locumve.
Varro Parmenone (398): ‘poema est lexis enrythmos, id est, verba plura modice in
quandam coniecta formam. itaque etiam distichon, epigrammation vocant poema. poesis
est perpetuum argumentum ex rythmis,’ [FORA et FORI ut genere, ita et sensibus distant.
nam neutro iudiciorum et litium sedes est, masculino spatia in navibus apertiora vel in
gladiatoriis ludis.] 563 ‘ut Ilias Homeri et Annalis Enni. poetice est ars earum rerum.’
“Poesis” and “Poema” have this distinction: a “poesis” is the structure of writings; a
“poema” is a small “inventio” that is related by a few words. Lucilius in Book 9 of the
Satires [writes]:
you do not know what these mean, or how this and that differ.
The former is that which we call a “poema.”
It is a small part of “poesis.”
Likewise:
additionally, any little “epistula” is a “poema”;
on the other hand, “poesis” is a whole work, as the Iliad is one whole,
as the Annales of Ennius are a single “thesis” and a single “epos,”
and it is much more than what I called before a “poema,”
for which reason I say—no one who finds fault with Homer
faults him all the time, nor does he fault the “poesis” that I named before;
he faults one verse, word, “enthymema,” or passage.
Varro in the Parmeno [writes]: a “poema” is a “lexis enrythmos,” that is, many words
loosely thrown together into some kind of form. And so, indeed, they call a distych, a
short epigram, a “poema.” A “poesis” is a continuous plot formed from measures. [...]
just like the Iliad of Homer and the Annales of Ennius, “poetics” is the art of these things.

As Nonius informs us, the Lucilian fragment is derived from Book 9 of the
Satires, whose subject matter is both orthographical and grammatical. As the
orthographical fragments have often been viewed as Lucilius’ clash with Accius over the
correct spelling of Latin words, Warmington also believes that this fragment extends the
terms of the debate with Accius to the classification of poetry. 564 This is possible, and our
The sentence on the gender distinction between fora and fori is an interpolation, and Lindsay (following
Mueller) brackets it to be omitted; it is a paraphrase from Nonius 447(Merc). However, as Tarrant notes,
interpolations often lead to deletions as well as transpositions (2006, summarizing Courtney 1987); we
must at least posit the possibility that, by design or accident, the Varronian fragment may be syncopated
just as the Lucilian fragment is.
564
1967: 127 note a.
563
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fragments of Accius record the playwright using the term poema (though not poesis, or
any of the other loan-words); yet without the collocation of terms or further evidence,
Warmington’s conjecture must remain just that.
Editions
338-347M:
non haec quid valeat, quidve hoc intersiet illud,
cognoscis. primum hoc, quod dicimus esse poema.
pars est parva poema.
−ᴗ epistula item quaevis non magna poema est.
illa poesis opus totum, (tota[que] Ilias una
est, una ut θέσις annales Enni) atque opus unum
est, maius multo est quam quod dixi ante poema.
qua propter dico: nemo qui culpat Homerum,
perpetuo culpat, neque quod dixi ante poesin:
versum unum culpat, verbum, entymema, locum
[<unum>.
9.2-9.3C:
Non haec quid valeat quidve hoc intersiet illud
cognoscis. Primum hoc quod dicimus esse poema:
pars est parva poema…
<−ᴗ> epistula item quaevis non magna poema est
illa poesis opus totum, tota Ilias una
est, una ut θέσις Annales Enni, atque opus unum
est, maius multo est quam quod dixi ante poema.
Qua propter dico: nemo qui culpat Homerum
perpetuo culpat, neque quod dixi ante poesin:
versum unum culpat, verbum, entymema, locumve. 566

401-410W:
Non haec quid valeat, quidve hoc intersit et illud,
cognoscis. Primum hoc quod dicimus esse ‘poema.’
Pars est parva ‘poema’ <‘poesis.’>
Idem—
Epistula item quaevis non magna ‘poema’ est;
illa ‘poesis’ opus totum, ut tota Ilias una est,
una θέσις sunt Annales Enni atque ἔπος unum,
et maius multo est quam quod dixi ante ‘poema,’
quapropter dico—nemo qui culpat Homerum
perpetuo culpat, neque quod dixi ante ‘poesin’;
versum unum culpat, verbum, enthymema, locumve. 565
376-385K:
non haec quid valeant, quidve hoc intersit et illud,
cognoscis. primum hoc quid dicimus esse ,poema‘:
pars est parva, ,poema‘ <poesis>
idem
<metrica> epistula item quaevis non magna ,poema‘ est.
illa ,poesis‘ opus totum, ut tota Ilias una est,
una θέσις sunt Annales Enni atque ἔπος unum,
et maius multo est quam quod dixi ante ,poema.’
quapropter dico: nemo qui culpat Homerum
perpetuo culpat, neque quod dixi ante ,poesin‘;
versum unum culpat, verbum, enthymema locumve 567

565
You do not understand what this (poesis) means and how the one differs from the other. First take that
which we call a ‘poem.’ A ‘poem’ is a small part of ‘poesy.’/The same writer—/Again any epistle (in
verse) which is not long is a ‘poem,’ but the ‘poesy’ above mentioned is a whole work just as the whole
Iliad and the Annales of Ennius each make one theme and one epic; and it is a much bigger thing than that
(namely, a ‘poem’) which I mentioned before. Wherefore I say: no one who blames Homer blames him all
through, nor that which I mentioned before—his ‘poesy’; he blames a line, a word, a thought, or a passage.
566
Tu ne sais pas ce que signifie poésie, ni non plus en quoi ce mot diffère du mot poème. Voici d'abord ce
que nous appelons poème : un poème est la petite partie…/... de même, une épître quelconque qui n’est pas
longue, est un poème. Mais la poésie, voilà l’œuvre entière (et l’Iliade tout entière est une comme les
Annales d'Ennius sont une composition une); voilà l’œuvre une ; elle est bien plus grande que ce que j'ai
appelé poème tout à l’heure. C’est pourquoi j’affirme : pas un de ceux qui critiquent Homère, ne critique
l'ensemble ni ce que je viens d’appeler la poésie : on ne critique qu'un vers, qu’un mot, qu’une pensée ou
qu’un passage isolé.
567
[W]as diese Begriffe bedeuten und wie sich der eine vom anderen unterscheidet, weißt du noch nicht.
Zuerst das, was wir ,poema‘ nennen: ,poema‘ ist nur ein kleiner Teil der ,poesis‘; /derselbe —/auch ist jede
Epistel in Versen, die nicht lang ist, ein ,poema.’ ,Poesis‘ aber ist ein Gesamtwerk — wie zum Beispiel die
Ilias und die Annalen des Ennius, Einheit von θέσις und ἔπος — und ist viel größer als das, was ich eben
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My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
you do not know what these things mean, or how this and that differ.
The former is, firstly, that which we call a poema.
Poema is a small part...
...any little “epistula” is likewise a poema;
on the other hand, poesis is the whole work, (as the Iliad is altogether,
as the Annales of Ennius are altogether), and it is a single work,
a much greater thing than what I called before a poema,
for which reason I say—no one who finds fault with Homer
faults him all the time, nor does he fault the poesis that I named before;
he faults one verse, word, enthymema, or passage.

As is clear from the texts above, the Lucilian editors fall into roughly two camps
on the text of this fragment, and the parallels align more or less vertically on the table
above. Marx and Charpin exchange the ἔπος of Nonius for opus, alter the text so that two
successive lines begin with est, but retain the “pars est parva poema” of Nonius (Marx
also conjectures an unum to conclude the satire, though his suggestion has not been
successful). Warmington and Krenkel, on the other hand, retain ἔπος but also supply the
Latinized genitive “<poesis>” at the end of the first segment of this fragment (and
Krenkel additionally supplies “metrica” to modify epistula and complete the meter).
One thing, however, that all of these editors agree on is the presence of a lacuna in
the fragment, and none attempts a reconstruction, unlike previous editors. Mueller, for
example, who edited the text of the De Compendiosa Doctrina, supplied the filler:
“poema; idyllion ecce poema aut/disticha.” 568 H. A. J. Munro, however, argued that
reconstructing Lucilius on the basis of Varro contributes nothing to our understanding of
the fragment; 569 this stance has been supported across all four more recent editions, and
Lindsay, too, did not repeat Mueller’s attempt.

,poema‘ nannte. Deshalb sage ich: Keiner, der den Homer kritisiert, tadelt ihn von Anfang bis Ende, auch
das nicht, was ich eben ,poesis‘ nannte: Er tadelt einen Vers, ein Wort, einen Gedanken oder eine Stelle.
568
Idyllion is a particular malapropism, as the rare word is first attested in Latin by Pliny the Younger
(listed alongside epigrammata and eclogas, Ep. 4.14.9) and found otherwise only in titles; εἰδύλλιον
appears in Greek for the first time in the fourth century CE, and thirty-seven of the forty-five total
occurrences (82%) belong to the scholia on Theocritus.
569
1877.
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In part due to the lacuna, the fragment has some problems of scansion, and several
lines are incomplete or in need to alteration. Pars est parva poema and the subsequent
epistula item.. lines that are adjacent to the lacuna are thus both incomplete, the first only
half of a hexameter, the second missing its initial foot. Close attention to the editions,
however, reveals that the line with the two Greek borrowings θέσις and ἔπος is also
missing a syllable, resulting in the array of emendations exhibited above: the manuscripts
agree on the reading “una θέσις ut annales,” which Marx and Charpin alter to “est, una ut
θέσις,” and Warmington and Krenkel to “una θέσις sunt.” Leo’s clever recommendation,
to alter “ut” to “velut” also deserves mention here. Franken’s emendation σύνθέσις is
attractive, too, as its letters could feasibly be deformed into what survives in the
manuscripts and, more importantly, because its rhetorical sense—“composition”—is apt
for this passage; put simply, synthesis goes together with the context of this fragment,
while thesis (whose grammatical meaning pertains to prosody, and whose general sense
is too broad) is slightly dissonant; given that all the Nonian manuscripts preserve θέσις,
however, while ἔπος is clearly corrupted, I suspect that the issue of scansion lurks
elsewhere in the line, and as such I do not treat σύνθέσις in the word history section that
follows.
Poema, poesis, and θέσις share an integral transmission history, but this is not true
of the other two Grecisms in this passage. A clear example of a lectio facilior, the deictic
estoc is thus preserved by the manuscripts rather than ἔπος, which was an emendation of
Lachmann’s (based on sense, but also the probability of deriving ESTOC from the Greek
capitals ΕΠΟC). Enthymema, too, must be reconstructed from the manuscript evidence,
entymema tema.
Munro also conjectured “poesis” in lieu of “thesis” (on the basis of a lost pi and
the confusion of Latin/Greek letters) and proposed “etos” for ἔπος; both readings are
problematic, and his resulting translation “The Iliad in its whole extent is one single
poesis, just as are the Annals of Ennius and one single year of these Annals is with him
far greater than what I have called a poema” makes little sense. The word “etos,” though
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perhaps epic-sounding in his register, is a non sequitur in the list of Greek words
borrowed in this fragment. 570
In the lexical studies that follow, I survey all five Grecisms provided by these
editions.
Word Histories
The words in this fragment, as will be shown below, were all commonplace terms
in the Greek lexicon, well-established before Lucilius and successfully borrowed into
Latin after him. With the exception of poema, however, Lucilius is the first Roman
author to borrow these words, which implies that he is engaging in something novel,
something to be investigated.
There are approximately two hundred and forty occurrences of the word ποίημα in
the surviving corpus that predate Lucilius, 571 and over eleven hundred from the ancient
tradition before the fifth century CE (out of more than five thousand forms in the entire
TLG corpus). Although less common in rhetoricians, 572 the occurrences of the term in
Plato (53) and the corpus of Aristotle (22) demonstrate that ποίημα was a rhetorical topic
by the fourth century BCE. Though few instances of the term can be found in Hellenistic
rhetorical works, 573 ποίημα becomes far more commonplace after the first century
BCE. 574 The word remained widespread in the Second Sophistic both in literary and
grammatical works. 575 The distribution of ποίημα extended beyond the Greek critical
sphere—for example, the Septuagint holds almost thirty instances of the word—but it did
not become a typical, “technical” term across disciplines (thus Galen only uses it seven

Munro 1877: 303-305.
Ποίημα shares similar problems with λέξις, in that this term is used in introductory material by
testimonia—at least twenty of the “earliest” results from the TLG have to be disregarded for this reason,
and at least a further twenty-five testimonia on lost philosophers such as Empedocles and Protagoras.
Herodotus is the first to use the term.
572
Note the following distribution: Isocrates (5), Lysias (1), Demosthenes (0), Aeschines (6).
573
Dionysius Thrax, for example, uses the word only six times.
574
Thus: Diodorus Siculus (32), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (44), and Philodemus (147).
575
E.g., Philo Judaeus (11), Strabo (11), Plutarch (82), Lucian (19), Pausanias (21), Dio Chrysostom (22);
Julius Pollux (10), Athenaeus (60), Diogenes Laertius (21).
570
571
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times). Ironically, despite its meaning, ποίημα occurs only rarely in poetry: Callimachus’
two programmatic uses of the word are the more notable because they are so isolated
within the Greek tradition.
Poema is borrowed before Lucilius: five different authors each use the term once:
Plautus in the Asinaria; Accius, Afranius, and Pomponius in fragments; and, most
famously, Ennius in his proem to the Annales. From these six instances in the second
century and the wide range of genres they represent—epic, comedy, personal poetry, and
satire—poema’s adoption into Latin literature would quickly take root, resulting in
approximately three hundred and fifty results from before 400 CE. 576 Poema is well
established in satiric literature, and can be found in Horace, Persius, Petronius, and
Juvenal, but it is also a shared term across authors and periods, 577 particularly among
grammarians and Christian apologists. 578
An initial lemmatic search of ποίησις on the TLG provides over twelve thousand
results, but these can be further refined by omitting forms shared with the verb ποιέω (as
was done with forms of λέξις). Narrowing the results to noun-specific forms leaves just
over four thousand forms in the Greek corpus—though this is a low estimate.
Approximately one-fourth of these results predate the fifth century CE, of which almost
three hundred predate Lucilius. From the beginning of the fifth century BCE, 579 authors
from all over the Greek world use this term: Thucydides (1) and Herodotus (4) are its
earliest users, but their contemporary rhetoricians soon followed, 580 as did the

Poema becomes a high-frequency term in the first century BCE: Cicero, in both letters and treatises,
uses the term twenty-nine times; Horace, in his Epistulae (including the AP) and the Sermones repeats the
word poema twenty-two times.
577
Catullus’ Carmina include three forms, Varro seven (between the Men. and the LL), the Rhetorica ad
Herennium six, and even Vitruvius offers two. Similarly, Suetonius mentions poema nine times in his
corpus, Quintilian seven, Aulus Gellius nine, but Macrobius only three times.
578
E.g., Jerome (10), Charisius (29), Diomedes (20), Donatus (12).
579
Note that, as with ποίημα, a number of late testimonia describe sixth—even seventh—century authors’
ποιήσεις or record the ancients’ comments on the ποιήσεις of other poets such as Homer, but these
testimonia cannot be relied upon for exact wording.
580
Isocrates (11), Isaeus (23), Demosthenes (15).
576
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philosophers. 581 Dionysius Thrax used the term only twice, 582 but Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (23) and Philodemus (28) indicate its continued importance among critics
in the late Hellenistic period, 583 while Second Sophistic authors such as Plutarch (35),
Dio Chrysostom (45), and Pausanias (32) point to its use in a more literary sphere. 584
Ποίησις, though not by any means as restricted as some technical terms, 585 was thus
typically applied by Greek authors interested in literature or speechcraft.
In Latin, the application of the borrowed term is limited: Lucilius’ is the first
attested use of poesis in the Latin corpus, but there are at least thirty additional
occurrences of the word beyond his Satires: Varro 586 and Cicero 587 are responsible for
three of these uses each, and Horace pens the famous phrase “ut pictura, poesis” in the
Ars Poetica. Beyond these authors, the Latin tradition of poesis is entirely
grammatical, 588 with many of these grammarians continuing, in what was probably a far
more earnest way, Lucilius’ effort to contrast properly poesis and poema; epic remains a
consistent point of reference, although later grammarians would replace Lucilius’
reference to Ennius with Virgil. 589
Plato (55), Aristotelian corpus (69). Democritus wrote a Περὶ Ποιήσεως, and Aristophanes, in addition
to using the term nine times in his play s, also wrote a play titled Ποίησις, whose titular, female character
was the embodiment of poetic composition. Very little survives of this play, but even from its sparse
remains, it is fairly clear that Aristophanes is lampooning contemporary debates regarding ποίησις.
582
One of his applications of the term is particularly important, as it may refer to Neoptolemus’ trifold
theory of composition (discussed below): “Παρέπεται δὲ αὐτῷ τρία· γένη, ἀριθμοί, πτώϲειϲ. Γένη μὲν οὖν
εἰσι τρία· ὁ ποιητής, ἡ ποίησις, τὸ ποίημα. Ἀριθμοὶ τρεῖς· † ἑνικός, δυϊκός, πληθυντικός· ἑνικὸς μὲν ὁ ἡ τό,
δυϊκὸς δὲ τώ τά †, πληθυντικὸς δὲ οἱ αἱ τά”(“Three things attend this: genders, numbers, cases. Further, the
genders are three: poet [masc.], poetry [fem.], poem [neut.]. The numbers are three: singular, dual, plural.
ὁ, ἡ, and τό are singular; τώ and τά are dual; οἱ, αἱ, and τά are plural.” Ars Grammatica 62, Uhlig). The
triune ποιητής-ποίησις-ποίημα seem unlikely to have been chosen as a random demonstration of gender
alone, and were probably key topics in Dionysius’ work.
583
Ποίησις is found ten times in the Septuagint and thirteen times in Josephus, reflecting its spread to
Jewish bilingual authors.
584
Other Second Sophistic statistics to bear in mind include Galen (16), Lucian (8), Aelius Aristides (19),
Athenaeus (29), and Hermogenes (26).
585
The term is, by counter example, also found frequently in alchemical treatises.
586
Twice in the Menippeans, once in the de Lingua Latina.
587
Twice in his Tusculan Disputations, once in the de Oratore.
588
E.g., Quintilian (2), Macrobius (2), Charisius (2), Diomedes (2).
589
Aelius Festus in the De Metris Omnibus offers useful comparanda: “nam poesis et poema distant eo,
quod poema <uno> tantum modo clauditur carmine, ut tragoedia vel rhapsodia, poesis autem ex pluribus, id
est corpus operis confecti, ut Ilias Homeri et Aeneis Vergilii” (“for poesis and poema are distinct in this
581
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There are slightly fewer than nine hundred occurrences of θέσις that predate
Lucilius’ lifespan, and there are well over eleven thousand total forms in the TLG corpus,
approximately thirty-five hundred from antiquity. Pindar gets the honor of being the first
to use the term, though he only uses it once. 590 Θέσις occurs across genres, though it
tends to be favored by prose, technical authors—particularly rhetorical, 591
mathematical, 592 and medicinal. 593 It is a much less common term in literary works, even
in the Second Sophistic, 594 rare in poetry and only occasionally mentioned by
historians. 595
In the Latin corpus, thesis is a successfully integrated, fairly typical grammatical
term. Lucilius is the first to use it, Cicero follows in his Orator, and, after him, it is not
until the first century CE that the word recurs (twice in Seneca’s Controversiae, nine
times in Quintilian, and once in Suetonius’ de Grammaticis et Rhetoribus). The
approximately one hundred and fifty remaining forms of thesis from the ancient Latin
corpus are all found in Roman grammarians, where the term is either metrical (thesis
opposed to arsis 596) or Ciceronian, used to explicate the disposition and training of an
orator. 597

way, namely that a poema is only restricted by one song, like a tragedy or a rhapsody, but a poesis is from
many, that is, a body of a completed work, like Homer’s Iliad and Virgil’s Aeneid.” 56K; translation mine).
See also TLL s.v. poēsis, 1a.
590
O. 3.8.
591
The continued development of this term can be seen in the thread running from Plato (29), Aristotle’s
corpus (253), and Theophrastus (30) to Hellenistic authors such as Dionysius Thrax (3), Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (13), and Philodemus (7) and on to still later grammarians, including the Stoic theorist
Apollonius Dyscolus (80), Aelius Herodian (89), and Sextus Empiricus (44).
592
Thus, Apollonius of Perge (50), Euclid (266), Theodosius of Bythinia (29), Ptolemy (495).
593
Forms of θέσις occur in the Hippocratic corpus twenty-seven times, in Galen a stunning six hundred and
thirty-five times, and in Oribasius sixty-three times. These three corpora alone account for almost 7% of the
total results on the TLG, and 21% of the ancient occurrences.
594
Despite the period’s tendency to borrow technical—particularly literary and pedagogical—topics into
texts, representative statistics include Strabo (25), Plutarch (28), Lucian (5), and Athenaeus (15).
595
E.g., Polybius (23), Diodorus Siculus (17), and Philo Judaeus (37).
596
See, e.g. [Marius Victorinus]’s De Metris Omnibus.
597
Marius Victorinus, Explanationes in Ciceronis Rhetoricam (praef., p5): “Tractat autem in principiis
quattuor thesis: unam talem, studendum esse sapientiae cum eloquentia; aliam, parum prodesse solam
sapientiam, tamen prodesse; tertiam, multum nocere eloquentiam si sine sapientia sit...Quarta thesis:
studendum esse eloquentiae, sed tamen quae sit mixta sapientiae.”
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Ἔπος has a broad range in meanings, and gained many nuances as the Greek
language developed. 598 Unlike most of the terms thus far analyzed in this study, ἔπος is
Homeric; there are over seventy-seven hundred forms of this word provided by a TLG
search, and over four hundred and forty come from Homer alone. Just under three
thousand iterations belong to Greek authors from before the fifth century CE, with over
fourteen hundred—almost half of the occurrences—predating Lucilius, another anomaly.
Ἔπος is widespread across the corpus from the eighth century BCE onward, with archaic
poets, 599 dramatists, 600 historians, 601 philosophers, 602 and rhetoricians 603 each utilizing it
for their own purposes. The term is found throughout writings of the Second Sophistic, 604
but, from the Classical period onward, it most frequently can be found, unsurprisingly,
within epic or epicizing tradition, used both to emulate Homer and to describe Homeric
style. 605 In fact, it is clear that by the Hellenistic period, ἔπος could refer to hexametric
verse or even the epic genre by synecdoche. 606
If we follow Warmington’s and Krenkel’s texts, as I am inclined to, Lucilius is
the first author to bring epos into Latin. Epos never quite reaches the frequency of poema,
poesis, thesis, or even enthymeme: Brepolis returns nineteen results, to which we must
add an additional four notations from the TLL found in authors not included in the
Brepolis corpus, 607 and a further three turned up by PHI. 608 This brings the total to
twenty-five post-Lucilian iterations of epos in classical Latin. There is a strong pattern to
Compare Cunliffe 1977 s.v. ἔπος with the LSJ entry.
E.g., Hesiod (13), Theognis (15), Pindar (40).
600
E.g., Aeschylus (40), Euripides (44), Sophocles (76), Aristophanes (54).
601
E.g., Herodotus (82) and Polybius (13).
602
E.g., Plato (119), Aristotelian corpus (41), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (29 times in his rhetorical works,
only twice in the Ant. Rom.), Philodemus (12).
603
E.g., Demosthenes (10), Aeschines (12).
604
E.g., Philo Judaeus (27), Strabo (44), Plutarch (110), Dio Chrysostom (47), Galen (92), Lucian (60),
Pausanias (165).
605
Thus, both Callimachus and Apollonius, in their Homerizing moments, use this term (twenty-five and
sixty-two times, respectively); similarly, the anonymous Certamen of Homer and Hesiod features thirteen
forms of ἔπος, while Homeric commentators such as Aristonicus (58) and Porphyry (93) also invoke the
word.
606
See LSJ s.v. ἔπος, IV. See also Van Sickle 1975.
607
Sidonius (3) and a fragment of Suetonius (1).
608
These results include Cicero, Aulus Gellius, and the Digest, with epos used once each.
598
599
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its meaning for Roman poets: Horace uses the term at Serm. 1.10.43 to describe the work
of Varius and Virgil 609; Ovid at Rem. 393 calls Virgil’s work a nobile epos; and Martial
in Ep. 12.94 utilizes epos in his recusatio of the epic genre. Likewise, among the late
grammarians and commentators, 610 the term usually designates hexameter or heroic
content. 611
Compared to the words examined above, ἐνθύμημα—with just over four hundred
and thirty occurrences in the classical corpus, and over sixteen hundred total forms in the
TLG—is far less frequent, though there are still almost two hundred instances of the word
before Lucilius to be reckoned with. The term is found first in orations by fifth century
rhetors such as Lysias and Isocrates (it occurs, at roughly the same time, in Sophocles’
tragedies), yet Aristotle claims to write the first Τέχνη on enthymemes in his Rhetorica,
where he defines an ἐνθύμημα as an ἀπόδειξις ῥητορικὴ, the strongest of rhetorical
proofs; 612 ninety-seven of the pre-Lucilian instances of ἐνθύμημα—nearly half!—belong
to the Aristotelian corpus, and ninety of these belong to Aristotle’s Rhetorica. Hellenistic
and Second Sophistic authors give a few, concentrated examples of the term’s use, 613 but,
for the most part, Greek authors after Aristotle offer, at most, two or three instances.
Before 400 CE, there are some sixty borrowings of enthymema into Latin,
sometimes given in Greek script, sometimes Latinized, taking endings -e and -ibus. 614
Quintilian makes up roughly 28% of these, with seventeen forms of enthymema in his
Insitutio Oratoria; the much later Iulius Victor, with twenty uses, offers a further 33%,
[Acron] argued that Horace used epos for epodos (Scholia in Sermones 1.10.43), but as Varius was an
author of epic, this seems just a confusion caused by Horace’s own Epodes.
610
Who include, e.g., [Caesius Bassus], Diomedes, and [Acron].
611
Thus, Diomedes in the Ars Grammatica writes: “Epos dicitur Graece carmine hexametro divinarum
rerum et heroicarum humanarum que conprehensio; quod a Graecis ita definitum est, ἔπος ἐστὶν περιοχὴ
θείων τε καὶ ἡρωϊκῶν καὶ ἀνθρωπίνων πραγμάτων” (483K).
612
Rhet. 1355a.
613
Among Hellenistic authors and works are: Anaximenes (23), Alcidamas (14), Septuagint (28, where
ἐνθύμημα is mentioned mostly in prophetic books), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (47), and, potentially,
[Demetrius] (14), depending on his dating; Second Sophistic authors who use the term more often include
Philo Judaeus (21), Plutarch (7), and Hermogenes (40). Galen, however, never references ἐνθύμημα.
614
As prescribed by Pliny the Elder (Dub. Serm. 82) and observed by Quintilian, Gellius, Julius Victor,
Fortunatianus, and Jerome. Pliny’s formulation includes a reference to poemata, and he claims to be
following the rules of Varro (“Varronis regula”).
609
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and Fortunatianus’ nine forms are an additional 15%. What remains are mostly scattered
occurrences from either late grammarians and apologists, 615 or from classical authors.
Both Cicero and Aulus Gellius incorporate the word into their works four times,
respectively; Seneca the Elder mentions the logical syllogism in his Controversiae, and
Pliny the Younger even uses the term in his praise of Isaeus. Fronto is an interesting case,
as he uses the term once in his Latin correspondence with Marcus Aurelius, but three
times in his Greek letters. Lastly Juvenal, no doubt crafting a connection to the first
satirist, mentions enthymema in Sat. 6 while mocking hyper-intellectual “bluestockings.” 616
Poema, poesis, thesis, epos, and enthymemum were thus all, with varying
frequencies, integrated as loan-words into the Latin language; nevertheless, aside from
poema, Lucilius is the first to introduce these Grecisms. This is Lucilius’ most
“rhetorical” fragment both in number of Grecisms and in the range of fields whose lexical
histories the words resonate with. In this fragment, Lucilius plucks terms from
grammatical, rhetorical, and logical genres and weaves them together. Elsewhere in his
Satires, Lucilius uses mixture of nuanced terms and common ones, or words that
belonged to a single recondite genre; here, each word stands in place of a vast history of
literature and the cross-referencing of so many genres and theories demonstrates
Lucilius’ learning. To illustrate this point, the results of a proximity search for forms of
ποίησις and ποίημα reveal that only Plato, Aristotle, Dionysius Thrax, and Posidonius
collate these terms before Lucilius’ lifetime. 617 Philodemus, though later than Lucilius,
cites and responds to the work of third-century grammarian Neoptolemus, and is found
mixing ποίησις and ποίημα seventeen times in his grammatical treatise fragments.
Lucilius’ work, early and poetic though it is, belongs in this dialogue. 618
E.g., Jerome (1), Arnobius (3), Ausonius (1), and Charisius (1).
Ep. 2.3.3.
617
These collations are found, respectively, in Charmides 163b9; in Physica 202a23; in Ars Grammatica
62 (Uhlig); as well as in a fragment of Posidonius preserved by the Vitae Philosophorum of Diogenes
Laertius (7.60).
618
There are a number of other collocations of this fragment’s Grecisms evident in the TLG corpus: Pindar
is the only author to mention both ἔπος and θέσις (O.3.8), where he describes poetry as ἐπέων θέσις.
615
616
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Interpretation
Lucilius, explaining in crystalline verse the meanings of Greek poetic
terminology, implements code-switches in this fragment that are stacked, semi-Latinized,
and highly redundant. First of these rhetorical terms, poema, appears in Latin script,
missing its -οι- diphthong (ποίημα), its eta now an ē, its case ending indistinguishable
from the Latin first declension. Appearing three times over in this fragment in exactly the
same form, these neuter nominatives contrast with the twice-repeated forms of poesis,
and with the look-alike neuter Grecism enthymema, which has the same ending, but acts
as an accusative in its clause.
The two forms of poesis and poesin share the Latinized script and altered vowel
quantities of poema; but the morphology, particularly of poesin, is distinct and Hellenic
(though poesis can be assimilated to the Latin nominative of the third declension without
difficulty). The final Latin-scripted term, enthymema, keeps the Greek prefix /en-/ and
the phoneme /thy/, and its accusative singular ending in -a could be easily confused with
the Latin plural accusative, or, worse, with the singular nominative. Indeed, its contrast
with poema may even invite such a misunderstanding. By contrast, the other two codeswitches, θέσις and ἔπος (provided we accept the reading ἔπος given by the editions of
Warmington and Krenkel rather than opus) are both Greek-scripted and retain their Greek
morphology. 619
There are several mechanisms used by Lucilius among these Grecisms, but all
work to explicate the terms. The satirist employs numerous flagging phrases—quod
dicimus, quod dixi, quapropter dico, quod dixi ante—that, while not flagging crosslinguistic borrowing as explicitly as a phrase such as “Graeci aiunt,” 620 would
nevertheless still emphasize the foreign nature of these terms, even though the identity of
Aristotle’s Rhetorica (1418a.9) and Anaximenes (Rh. Al. 9.2.4) discuss both ἐνθύμημα and ποίησις in close
contexts. Philodemus mentions three of Lucilius’ five Grecisms—ἔπος, ποίημα, and ποίησις—in Book 1 of
the Περὶ Ποιημάτων (fr.132, Janko); likewise in Book 4, Philodemus also mingles ποίημα and ποίησις with
the similar σύνθεσις, casting further support on Franken’s conjecture (Cols. 15 and 109, Janko).
619
Note that the Grecism Ilias, though morphologically Greek, is not a true code-switch, as it is the title of
Homer’s poem and therefore better considered a proper name or label.
620
E.g., 915M/859W/29.71C/809K.
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the poet is that of a native speaker. 621 Lucilius (whether in his own voice, or through his
narrator) takes on the role of translator, and aligns himself both with the Greeks whose
language he speaks (dicere), but also the Romans whose language he composes in.
The repetition of these Grecisms is also meant to clarify the meaning of his codeswitches, with the thrice-repeated poema, in particular, a term meant to be understood by
the reader. 622 “Pars est parva poema” and “illa poesis opus totum” are reductively
simplistic formulae for explanation, and both definitions are followed by examples (first
the Iliad, which is a poesis; then the Annales, which is also too large to be a poema) and
by further repetitions of each term. Definition, example, repetition—it is a
straightforward and pedagogical pattern.
While neither θέσις nor ἔπος is repeated in this manner, both words occur in the
same line, in the same grammatical role, in mirroring positions in the hexameter,
modified by forms of the same Latin adjective unus. The stacking is therefore itself
deliberately complementary, and it allows for a triangulation of these two terms and the
Annales with which they are equated; further definitions are delayed for three lines,
where verbum and locum serve as coy equivalents, respectively connected through
semantics and etymology. 623

This assumes the speaker (or correspondent) of this satire is Lucilius himself; there are no fragments
associated with this satire that identify a different first person speaker, but it is still possible that Lucilius’
first-person verbs were in the mouth of a satirized figure rather than in propria persona; if it is one of
Lucilius’ characters, he serves as the mouthpiece of the poet qua expert. Case Study I.1.A examines
another fragment that potentially involves Lucilius himself figuring in a satire and speaking Greek.
622
This is not the only time that Lucilius uses a form of this term in the Satires. A comparable instance is in
1013M/1091/30.4C/1084K, where the text reads: “et sola ex multis nunc nostra poemata ferri.” Perhaps
this line, which is among the incertae sedes fragments, was associated with this satire? The noun-adjective
pair is the same as that used by Ennius in the Annales: Latos <per> populos res atque poemata
nostra…/<…clara> cluebunt (12-13, Skutsch), so it is equally possible that the fragment belonged to a
satire that mocked or criticized epic, or to another satire altogether. In the single line given, poemata is not
complemented by any other Grecisms, and may have been used more as a loan-word than a code-switch.
623
Locum is, like θέσις, a noun formed from a verb (loco has a parallel meaning to τίθημι); likewise,
verbum at its base meaning is a direct translation of ἔπος.
There is some comic undercutting of this equation in the concluding line, where the poet states that even
Homeric critics only find fault with “one verse, word, enthymeme, or passage.” The fragment has only just
stated that the epics of Homer and of Ennius are singular, monolithic works (una poesis, una θέσις and
unum ἔπος); the equivalence of θέσις to locum and ἔπος to verbum, then, collapses the whole poems with
their individual components. So, when Lucilius concludes that no one faults Homer everywhere, only
621
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By careful analysis of the phrasing used by the poet in the context that surrounds
these code-switches, the satirist’s goal of anchoring Greek terminology in the Latin
matrix emerges. Note first the poet’s deliberate enmeshing of words. Despite the high
number of Grecisms in this fragment (five distinct terms that occur ten times in these
brief lines 624), Lucilius delicately balances his code-switches with Latin terminology: as
parallels and counterparts for poema, poesis, θέσις, ἔπος, and enthymema, he offers
epistula, opus, locum, verbum, and culpo. The repetition of his Grecisms is matched by
redundancy of Latin forms of dicere, culpare, unus and opus. Enthymema is ensconced
by verbum and locum, which themselves correspond to the above Grecisms ἔπος and
θέσις.
And Lucilius does not just balance grammatical terms: he mixes them together. A
perfect example of Lucilius’ blending can be seen in the first word of the second part of
the fragment, epistula, a generic term that, at first glance, seems to evoke letter writing
and epistolography. However, as one reads the passage through and notices the aural play
between the words epistula, opus, and epos, Lucilius seems instead to be merging the
Greek generic term epos and the Latin diminutive ending -ula to refer playfully to a short
epos, or, as he puts it, a non magna poema. 625
This crossing of terms is still more dramatically underscored by a mingling of
languages and texts: the Ilias is an opus (a Greek text, with a Greek title, defined by a
Latin word), whereas the Annales is both a θέσις and an ἔπος (a Latin text, with a Latin
title, identified by two Greek terms). 626 In addition to learning the meaning of Greek
critical terms, Lucilius also wants his readers to compare the corpora of Greek and Latin,
juxtaposing the Iliad and the Annales directly even as Ennius himself had done in naming

piecemeal, after stating that a single piece of Homer is equal to the whole, he offers a rather hilarious
contradiction.
624
Or, four terms nine times by Marx’s and Charpin’s reckoning.
625
It is even possible (and, I argue, probable) that Lucilius wrote “epostula,” a novel compound of his own
making later simplified in the manuscript tradition to the more common word. A neologism such as this
could easily have been obliterated, leaving no hints except for the oddity of reference to an epistle here.
626
Such cross-referencing criticism will feature once more in Case Study III.2.A, where the Grecisms
cacosyntheton and sigma are drawn into Lucilius’ discussion of Latin phonetics.
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his poetry poemata. 627 This is an act of poetic criticism—metapoetically marked by the
use of culpat—as well as cross-linguistic creation of a shared, coherent canon.
Lucilius’ authority to criticize epic is established by the opening phrase of these
lines: “non...cognoscis” immediately sets up a hierarchy between the fragment’s speaker
and his audience—you could perhaps punctuate this opening line as a rhetorical question:
“you don’t know?...first this, then…” In the eight lines that follow this bold challenge,
Lucilius as first pedagogue explains Greek literary terminology, then as critic practices
Greek literary criticism. Both these actions are done explicitly, the literary knowledge
that he relays made approachable for a lay reader without specialized training; however,
still more tantalizing connections can be drawn between Lucilius and Hellenistic
theoreticians.
Implicitly, the stacking of the Grecisms poema and poesis resonates with allusion
to Greek compositional theory. Nonius’ lemma actually alludes to this: in his introduction
to this fragment, the grammarian stated that a poema is small (parva, paucis verbis),
which is what Lucilius states explicitly in these lines; but Nonius also likens a poesis to a
textus, and poema to an inventio. Not only size, therefore, distinguishes the Greek loanwords—so, too, do their roles in composition. This distinction, which defines poesis in
terms of content and poema in terms of style, 628 complements what Lucilius (and Varro)
write, but it is a binary that belongs originally to Hellenistic theories of poetic
composition. These implicit, corresponding meanings of poema and poesis echo in
particular two parts of Neoptolemus of Parium’s trifold theory of poetic composition,
referenced in Dionysius Thrax, preserved by Philodemus, and later adapted by
Posidonius and, famously, Horace in the Ars Poetica. 629

12-13 Skutsch. There may even be some favoring of Ennius, as his is the first name to be mentioned in
the fragment. In fact, it seems that Homer’s name is only mentioned in order to bring up his flaws and the
blame found in him, whereas no one (in what remains of the fragment) scorns the Annales or its author.
628
Vis a vis the stylistic concerns inherent in rhetorical inventio/εὕρεσις, which Nonius would have known
well.
629
This theory was also received by and debated among other Greek critics of the Hellenistic period, whose
works are thoroughly fragmented but nevertheless represent a broadly-staged response to Neoptolemus (see
Porter 1995 and Janko 1995), in which, I argue, Lucilius plays a unique, Roman role.
627
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According to Neoptolemus’ theory, these were the three critical elements of
poetic creation: poema, the plot or content of a poetic work; poesis, the style in which it
was crafted; and poeta, the agent responsible for the work. In this fragment, Lucilius
applies the terms of this compositional theory—still hotly contested in his time—with
plain-speaking (dicimus, dixi, dico, dixi), using the most obvious illustrations in both of
his reference languages, Homer’s Iliad and Ennius’ Annales. But in spite of these
potentially condescending elements, Lucilius does not “dumb down” Greek literary
theory. Instead, he crafts a puzzle for his astute readers. While poema and poesis are
defined and redundant in the lines, the third component of Neoptolemus’ theory of
composition, the poeta, is fulfilled only allusively by the examples given by Lucilius
(Homer, Ennius, and himself). He provides his reader guidance to understanding this
omission in his final code-switch of this passage, the seeming non-sequitur, enthymema.
The provision of two parts of a whole, which leaves as understood a critical and
obvious component, is one type of enthymeme, the final code-switch of this fragment. 630
Lucilius, as the poeta composing the Satires, as well as Homer and Ennius (whose status
as poetae is not stated), thus serve as the implied premise, the poema and poesis the
stated facts. The conclusion of this enthymeme is not just the assimilation of Greek and
Roman terminological apparatus, but also poetry and criticism: Lucilius becomes through
logical association a hexameter poet and literary critic to be included alongside Homer
and Ennius. In these short, compact lines, Lucilius has transformed Greek into Latin,
Greeks into Romans, and Romans into Greeks, but he has also turned his satire into an
epos and his dicere into culpare. Enthymema, the final code-switch, is thus no red
herring, but a clue to the reader with which to decode the secondary theories at play in the
fragment.

On Horace and the Ars Poetica, see Brink 1963 and Laird 2007. More recently, Ferriss-Hill (2018) has
contributed to the presence of Greek theory and language in the Ars Poetica, albeit in a conference paper
yet to be published.
630
Copeland has argued that the enthymeme became (and would remain even into the Middle Ages) one of
the key components of Greek rhetorical theory (1995: 152); it is therefore a powerful tool for Lucilius to
invoke here.
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This is not a necessary or unavoidable outcome from the borrowing of poetic
terminology. As a point of contrast, Lucilius implements the adjective po(e)eticon
(obviously related to the terms used in this fragment 631) in Book 15 of the Satires, whose
subject matter is typically classified as philosophical. 632 The po(e)eticon fragment
(495M/542W/15.14C/499K) was preserved by Nonius in a lemma that defines tunica,
quoted along with another tunic-describing passage from Book 1 of the Satires (536.15537.1(Merc)). The text of Marx reads 633:
scit poeeticon esse, videt, tunica et toga quid sit. 634

631
Ποιητικός is almost entirely prosaic in its usage, and during both the Classical and Hellenistic periods
the term belongs almost entirely to the rhetorical tradition. There are almost nine thousand forms, just over
twenty-five hundred are from antiquity, with only approximately four hundred and fifty instances predating
Lucilius. Of these pre-Lucilian forms, 85% belong to a mere five authors: Plato (46, just over 10%); the
corpus of Aristotle, including, of course, the Περὶ Ποιητικῆς (279, 62%); Theophrastus (12, 2.5%),
Chrysippus (41, 9%), Posidonius (12, 2.5%). After Lucilius, the term is both more popular and more
widespread, found unsurprisingly in authors of rhetorical texts, cross-generic authors of the Second
Sophistic, and technical writers.
There are well over five hundred forms of po(e)eticus in the Latin corpus; it is first attested in a fragment of
Cato the Elder, and becomes a relatively common loan-word by the first century BCE (Cornelius Nepos
uses the term twice; Cicero seventeen times in his corpus; Varro nine times in the de Lingua Latina and the
Menippeans; Horace even names one of his most influential works the Ars Poetica). During the first and
second centuries CE, the term is absorbed into literary-critical discourse, becoming commonplace in the
works of late grammarians, especially those commenting on Horace. Of note for this project, poeticus
occurs also within the satiric tradition—twice in Petronius, once in Juvenal, and four times in Apuleius’
works.
Thus, while both Greek and Latin developed typically-rhetorical valences for this adjective, Greek authors
would predominantly use the term in prose, whereas Roman authors would not balk at incorporating the
term into poetry, or even writing a discourse on the parameters of poeticus in verse.
632
See Charpin 1979: 67-68 for a useful overview of several proffered interpretations. Both Warmington
and Marx believe this particular fragment picks up on the theme of avarice (and conforming to the pattern
of diatribes), whereas Charpin is inclined to interpret this as a response to the Platonic-Aristotelian
“classification des artes.” Krenkel, on the other hand, believes this fragment to be part of a diatribe against
superstition, extending the subject of Marx’s first satire in this book, and argues that ποιητικός and the
dichotomy invited by its comparison with tunic and toga is a matter of truth and falsehood (1970: 77-78).
One might suggest that Krenkel’s interpretation is, itself, a bit too poetic.
633
This is a secure fragment; the only divergence among editors is whether to follow the manuscript
tradition and print poeticon in Latin letters (as Marx does, with the addition of a second -e-), or to change
the code-switch to Greek script (ποιητικόν, first suggested by Junius and followed by Lindsay,
Warmington, Charpin, and Krenkel.) Marx’s proposed Latin spelling of poeeticon with two e’s would be a
hapax, as Roman authors either use the original Greek diphthong (-oi-) or drop the middle vowel
altogether.
634
I translate this as: “He knows that it is “creative,” he sees what sort of thing underwear and outerwear
are.”
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Although it is a form closely related to poema and poesis, there is no overt
connection made to the satire of Book 9. The emphasis is instead on knowledge—
knowledge with a Greek flavor 635—embedded within a Latin system of recognition (scit,
videt, and this axiomatic phrase). The analogy that Lucilius offers may gesture
nebulously to composition, if prose and poetry are meant to be compared respectively to
a tunic (an under-garment) and the more elite and embellished toga; 636 but there is little
support for this interpretation in the fragment itself or its associated context. Rather than
translating a Greek apparatus of terminologies, Lucilius’ equation of this Grecism with
Roman dress reveals how rhetorical terms related to poema and poesis could be utilized
mundanely, without literary-critical ramifications.
Lucilius’ poema-poesis fragment thus introduces powerful analytical tools to both
his readers and to the Latin language: compositional theory, genre, and criticism 637 are all
resonant in these nine lines. In addition, he combines Neoptolemus’ theory with others:
he frames the epics with appropriate generic terminology (epos), possibly proposes a new
generic term in Latin (epistula), and recounts the practices of Greek critics of Homer (qui
culpat). Furthermore, Lucilius is not just employing the terms of a critic. Here, while
likening Ennius to Homer, 638 he is performing the act of criticism in verse form: first
explaining his methodology in good pedagogical fashion, then piling on his own further
arguments and terminologies, even as he responds to those who came before him. 639 The
Grecisms here declare Lucilius’ intentions to take these words and use them to the fullest

Pace Warmington, who sets this fragment after the line about the tocoglyphos, the interest-earner, and
writes: “He knows that his loans or his hoards are creative (ποιητικὰ) of fresh interest (τόκοι)...Scit
ποιητικὸν esse might mean ‘he knows how to be creative” (1976: 171 note c). Warmington’s placement of
the fragments is built on this interpretation, but his interpretation also depends on their proximity—it is
circular, and therefore unconvincing.
636
Another fragment associated with this passage includes the Grecism amphitapos
(13M/13W/1.11C/15K).
637
Perhaps textual criticism? While I disagree with her reading, Elaine Fantham counts this “culpat” as
Lucilius’ reflection on Homeric recension practice of using a stigma to mark excision (1989: 227).
638
And let us not forget that, according to Jerome, it was Lucilius who dubbed Ennius an “alter Homerus”
in the first place (1189M/after-413/H18/1210K).
639
See Breed forthcoming on Lucilius’ critical reception of Ennius, which Breed argues is similarly learned
and the more striking for its presence in the genre of satire.
635
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of their sense within a Roman linguistic and literary context. In a book of the Satires that
was so deeply philological, Lucilius proves that he is well versed in theory and practice
alike, and that satire is a suitable genre for such literary analysis and cross-linguistic
criticism to take place in.
Subsection 2: Greek in Roman Contexts
The following three case studies provide examinations of fragments in which
Lucilius repurposes Greek rhetorical code-switches to suit Roman contexts. While two of
these case studies include stacked code-switches (III.2.A, cacosyntheton, sigma, 377380M/389-392W/9.19-9.20/367-370K; and III.2.C, clinopodas, lychnosque, σεμνῶς, 1516M/15-16W/1.12C/16-17K), the remaining examination is a singular code-switch,
derived from a fragment that is classified by three of the four Lucilian editors as a
testimonium (III.2.B, euphona, 1168M/After-417-418W/H11+/1188K). This case study
will incorporate the related constructions, bonum schema and epiphoni, other Grecisms
with little context, in order to suggest how euphona—even as a single word associated
with the Satires—can reflect and contribute to our understanding of Lucilian interactions
with Hellenistic theories of euphony and rhetorical figures. Whereas in the previous
section, Lucilius’ Greek words provided the main subject matter of his poems and
elevated their subject and their speakers to a level of high-performing rhetorical skill, the
following fragments set Grecisms against quotidian objects and concepts, first alluding to
the Greek rhetorical sphere, then undercutting or mitigating this valence through register
clash, cultural mixture, and irony.
III.2.A: cacosyntheton, sigma (377-380M/389-392W/9.19-9.20/367-370K)
Context of the Witness
The following fragment is preserved by the little-known and rarely-perused De
orthographia of Velius Longus. An antique grammatical treatise concerned with the
nuances of the formation and spelling of Latin words, the De orthographia examines in
particular gemination, assimilation, and the building blocks of the Latin language—from
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letters to consonant clusters and phonemes. Aulus Gellius described Velius Longus as a
“homo non indoctus” and lists him as the author of a work called the De usu antiquae
lectionis; 640 Gellius’ passage provides the sole terminus ante quem for Velius, who must
predate the Antonine Gellius and has most recently been attributed to the late first century
CE. 641
The De orthographia is probably a separate work from that referred to by Gellius,
and it is one of the primary sources for the ninth book of Lucilius’ Satires, supplying
within its relatively short compass a total of seven fragments. 642 As is common for
grammarians from the first century CE onward (and as Gellius leads us to expect), Velius
Longus predominantly uses loci classici for his supporting evidence; Virgil, Cicero,
Persius, and Accius are just a few of the authors he cites. 643 The grammarian also shows
familiarity with Greek grammatical tradition, as at Orth. 48.1, where he draws upon the
tradition of Simonides as the creator of the eta and the omega 644—he does not, however,
quote any Greek authors other than Homer. 645
Velius does not quote his sources at length or at the level of whole sentences, nor
does he excerpt on the basis of metrical completion. 646 His quotations of Lucilius, as well
as those of other authors, are rendered on a clausal basis and enough context is provided

NA 18.9.4.
Marta Di Napoli argues that his life span and the publication of his work can be more narrowly inferred
“sulla base di testimonianze indirette e di elementi interni al De orthographia” (2011: xxv).
642
364-366M/377-379W/9.10C/353-355K, 369-370M/382-383W/9.12C/358-359K,
374M/393W/9.15C/371K, 375-376M/394-395W/9.16C/372-373K, 377-380M/389-392W/9.19-9.20C/367370K, 381M/396W/9.17C/374K.
643
The Aeneid is, by far and away, his most common source; Persius, by contrast, is only referenced once
(see Di Napoli 2011: 172-173). Note that he does not explicitly quote Accius, but appeals to his habit of
gemination (Orth. 55). Some quotations are unattested.
644
A tradition at least partially known to Pliny the Elder (NH 7.192).
645
Here it is perhaps appropriate to draw attention to the wild conjecture made by Léon Herrmann, who
ventured that the Velius Longus of the De orthographia and the Longus of the Daphnis and Chloe could be
one and the same (1981). This argument, which fails to take into account the number of Longi in the
ancient world and perhaps attempts to “elevate” the authors of two extra-canonical works by merging them
into a single entity, has received little support (Bowie 2012, “Longus”).
646
When referring to Aen. 5.560-561, Velius provides only “quibusve/ urg[u]entur poenis,” which is a
cohesive unit within its context but less so outside of it, and a far cry from being metrically whole (Orth.
59); the unattributed and brief “Troiaque nunc stares” is, at least, half of a hexameter, but is similarly an
ambiguous fragment of a lost whole (Orth. 55).
640
641
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that the fragments generally maintain coherence, if not clarity. The grammarian, on
occasion, gives multiple examples; when additional examples are introduced by the word
item, it indicates a shared source. We glean four Lucilian fragments in this manner, first
at Orth. 47 and again at Orth. 56. 647 Furthermore, Velius cites and excerpts from authors
in a fairly straightforward fashion, providing their words as support for his claims
according to a dry, cut-and-paste methodology. He does not appear to offer paraphrases
of his ancient sources, nor does he imitate or play with their subjects or styles. Thus when
Velius draws upon Lucilius, he leaves behind his—and by extension, Lucilius’—sense of
humor. Orthography alone is his focus, and it thus only from Book 9 of the Satires that
Velius derives Lucilian quotations.
In the passage that preserves this fragment, Velius examines the codependence of
consonants and vowels, and Velius offers first a quotation from Terence’s Phormio,
wherein during a stichic exchange the character Chremes says only “st.” 648 He then
furnishes further examples from Lucilius. As he makes clear with the Terentian
quotation, Velius’ subject here is the consonant cluster /st/, which is, he argues, a sound
that can conclude a syllable after the t but cannot by itself serve as a syllable. 649 In light
of this, Velius rather cunningly compares it to x, a “duplex littera” and one of the
semivowels he references just before (semivocales), which is constituted from the
individual sounds /c/ and /s/. According to Velius, x, like /st/, cannot be split apart.
The Lucilian fragments are relevant for Velius as a source of contrast, since each
fragment begins with a single—simplex, as it were—letter that requires the addition of a
vowel sound to complete the hexametrical line: “r” must be pronounced as /ēr(r)/ and “s”
Which yields 364-366M/377-379W/9.10C/353-355K and 369-370M/382-383W/9.12C/358-359K.
Ph. 743. When Terence uses /st/, the two letters make a heavy syllable on their own.
This process is not to be confused with syllabic notation, a shorthand system wherein vowels are omitted
with the understanding that a letter must be pronounced with its phonetic name (so /st/ would be
pronounced as /ēs/ + /t/). Wallace points to CIL I2.239, where the name “Petronius” is abbreviated as
“PTRONIO” (2011: 24).
649
As Joshua Katz has recently argued, /st/ is a particularly difficult phoneme in Latin, a dental fricative
that is activated by poets with care and deliberation. Katz’ discussion of Catullan emphasis of /st/ provides
further evidence for Velius’ argument against the possibility of splitting the phoneme into its distinct
letters, as assimilation and the fronting of the /s/ in Latin together make the /st/ collapse into a single,
dentalized sound (2000: 339-341).
647
648
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must be /ēs/ to form the opening syllable of the respective first feet. 650 These fragments
are not cited because of the Greek words cacosyntheton and sigma, nor for their reference
to the semigraec(e/ei), but for the information they relate about the Latin shorthand
system. I provide below the text of Velius Longus’ De Orthographia 46-47: 651
Inventi sunt tamen qui et sine vocali putent posse syllabam fieri. nam animadvertimus
apud comicos ‘s’ et ‘t’ pariter scriptas litteras, ut apud Terentium in Phormione:
non is obsecro es[t],
†quem te semper dicunt† :: St :: Quid has metuis fores 652
Hoc ‘s’ et ‘t’ pariter renuntiat silentium. Sed si hoc sectentur, possint etiam plerasque
consonantes et omnes semivocales 653 pro syllabis ponere. Nam apud Lucilium in nono, in
quo de litteris disputat, omnes vicem syllabarum implent, cum dicit
†a re non multum abest† 654 hoc cacosyntheton atque canina
si lingua dico; nihil ad me, nomen hoc illi est;
item:
‘s’ nostrum et semi graece quod dicimus sigma
ni[hi]l erroris habet.
Apparet ergo haec nihil aliud quam locum syllabae tenere nec tamen syllabas esse. non
ergo accedendum est iis qui putant sine vocali syllabam <fieri posse>, ut etiam <‘s’ et
‘t’> significationem vocis terminet, quoniam silentium denuntient. Et errant: nam et ‘x’
significat aliquid (sic enim vocamus) neque tamen ideo syllaba aut lexis est. Et haec ipsa
constat ex ‘c’ et ‘s,’ nec ideo et illam quisquam syllabam dixit, sed duplicem litteram.
Some, nevertheless, have been found who think that there can be a syllable without a
vowel. For we notice in comic writers the letters s and t written together, as in Terence in
the Phormio:
I swear! Aren’t you the one
who they say always— :: Shh! :: Why do you fear those doors?
In this way, s and t together announce an “omission.” 655 But if [experts] should follow
this [line of reasoning], they would also be able to set most consonants and all
semivowels in the place of syllables. For in Lucilius in Book 9, wherein he offers his
Additionally, the “names” of the letters must be lengthened, by position, to fit the meter (see Allen
1989: 114).
651
Text taken from Di Napoli 2011; translation mine.
652
Compare to the OCT text of Kauer and Lindsay, which reads: “SO. quid? non obsecro es/ quem semper
te esse dictitasti? CH. st. SO. quid has metuis fores?” (Ph. 742-743).
653
See L&S, s.v. semivocalis: “In gram., as subst., a semi-vowel (of which there were, acc. to the old
grammarians, the foll. seven: f, l, m, n, r, s, x), Quint. 1, 4, 6; 1, 7, 14; Prisc. p. 540 sq. P.; 564 ib. al.”
654
Note that this is Di Napoli’s rendition of Lucilius, and the cruces that she includes are her own, not
reflecting the editing choices of Marx, Krenkel, or Charpin. All of the Velian codices read “a re” here,
which does not scan. Given the lack of context, it is probable that a scribe seeing the lone “r” would make
such an innovation.
655
Unfortunately, silentium is not yet in the TLL, but the nuance of Velius’ usage here seems to correspond
to the late concept of a silentium as a gap in spoken or written language (DMLBS s.v. silentium 4).
650
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arguments about letters, they all take the place of syllables, when he says:
†it is not much removed from the matter† if I speak this ugly combination
and with a dog’s tongue: it is nothing to me, for it is its name.
Likewise:
our ‘s’ and what we, in a semi-Greek way, call a ‘sigma’
has no kind of mistake. 656
Therefore it seems that these have nothing other than the place of a syllable, and are
nevertheless not syllables. Therefore, the fact that st circumscribes the expression of
sound must not be yielded to those who think that there can be a syllable without a vowel,
since [the letters] declare a pause. And these people are wrong: for x also expresses
something (for so we say), and yet it is on account of this neither a syllable nor a lexis.
And this same thing [x] is compiled from c and s, nor on account of this has anyone
called this too a syllable, but a “double letter.”

Velius describes the satire of Book 9 from which these fragments are drawn as a
poem focused on a debate regarding letters of alphabet (de litteris disputat). There are
three letter-initial fragments surviving, beginning with a, r, and s. 657 While the wording
of the fragment on the letter a includes the promising phrase “primum est, hinc incipiam,”
it nevertheless cannot be determined whether Lucilius discussed the entire alphabet from
a to x, and whether he incorporated his discussions of diphthongs here or elsewhere
within Book 9. There are many additional fragments concerned with spelling and
associated with this sequence in Book 9, 658 among which these three letter-initial
fragments may be outliers, or may indicate the overall, now lost, format of the poem. 659
As this is a fragment, the subject of habet could also be taken as a third party, the verb interpreted in a
copulative sense, and the whole translated: “he considers our s, which we also call in a semi-Greek way a
sigma, no mistake.” It is worth bearing this alternative translation in mind, though Warmington, Charpin,
and Krenkel all favor translations that resemble the text above.
657
351-355M/368-372W/9.5C/344-348K and the fragments studied here (377-380M/389-392W/9.199.20C/367-370K). The fact that these letter-initial fragments together spell out ars is surely a coincidence,
if a happy one.
658
Marx sets off fragments 349-381 (348 and 382 are included in the sequence, but are not Lucilian; they
are included testimonies from Porphyry and Cassiodorus). With some internal repositioning, 366-396W
present a similar sequence, though Porphyry’s testimony is far removed. These fragments correspond to
9.1, 9.4-20C, with 338-347M incorporated, 373M removed, and some slight reordering. Likewise, they are
equivalent to 344-375K, with some minor internal shuffling.
659
That Velius only offers two examples of letter-initial fragments in his argument against syllabic
notation, when letters such as “m” and “n” would also require the same phonetic treatment when scanned,
may imply that Lucilius’ satire was not exhaustive, but it may also indicate that it was Velius who
overlooked some Lucilian fragments when composing the De Orthographia. It is probable, however, that
Lucilius focused his satire on the more limited set of problematic phonemes that specifically troubled the
euphonists, implied by his punning examinations of the following orthographic problems: the addition of
the letter e to the dative furi of the third declension (367-368M/380-381W/9.11C/356-357K); the spelling
656
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That this satire served as Lucilius’ response to the orthographical practices of
Accius is an interpretation supported by numerous testimonies from later grammarians
such as Varro, 660 Quintilian 661 and Marius Victorinus, 662 who attest that Accius utilized a
particular method of spelling: doubling his long vowels, recording the velar nasal -ng- as
-gg- as per Greek practice, and refusing to utilize the emphatically Greek letters y and
z. 663 These are rules not observed by Lucilius, as Porphyry later comments. 664
It is clear that Accius was the frequent target of Lucilian satire, furnishing ample
material for Books 3, 9, and 10. As Luigi Pepe presents the case, Lucilius and Accius
stand on opposite sides of the grammatical debate, with bad blood between the two
flowing, both artistic and political. 665 This is, however, far from a universal position.
Ettore Bolsani had formerly proposed that the “enmity” between the two is entirely
generic, Lucilius’ mockery entirely aimed at Accius in his role as a tragedian with lofty
phrasing and haughty presentations. 666 Ian Goh’s evaluation is perhaps most suited to the
genre and most reflective of the partial image that we can form from the limited historical
and literary evidence: “As a response to Accius, the very concept of a satirical grammar
itself could be a joke, with perverted, nonsensical rules.” 667

of the nominative plural of the second declension with a diphthong -ei (364-366M/377-379W/9.10C/353355K and 369-370M/382-383W/9.12C/358-359K); the assimilation of the prepositional prefix ad- to acbefore the stem of -currere and to ab- before -bibere (375-376M/394-395W/9.16C/372-373K and
374M/393W/9.15C/371K); and the gemination of l (381M/396W/9.17C/374K).
660
In a fragment from De Origine Linguae Latinae, preserved by Priscian (GL 2.30K).
661
Inst. 1.7.14.
662
GL 6.8K.
663
On the “Greekness” of these letters, see representatively Servius “y et z Graecae sunt litterae. y vocalis
est, z pro duplici…” (CommDon 423, Keil 1864) and the very similar “Y et z graecae sunt litterae propter
nomina suae gentis admissae, quarum y vocalis est, z consonans duplex” of the Fragmenta Bobiensa
(539K).
664
In his commentary on Serm. 1.10.53.
665
1946: 110.
666
1939.
667
2013: 113.
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Editions
377-380M:
[a] r[e]: non multum [ab]est, hoc cacosyntheton atque canina
si lingua dico: nihil ad me, nomen enim illi est.

389-392W:
‘r’; non multum est hoc cacosyntheton atque canina
si lingua dico; nihil ad me; nomen enim illi est.

s nostrum et semigraecei quod dicimus sigma
nil erroris habet.

‘s’ nostrum et semigraeci quod dicimus ‘sigma’
nil erroris habet. 668

9.19-9.20C 669:
R: non multum est, hoc cacosyntheton atque canina
si lingua dico: nihil ad me, nomen hoc illi est.

367-370K:
,r’: non multum est hoc cacosyntheton atque canina
si lingua dico: nihil ad me, nomen hoc illi est
item—
,s’ nostrum et semigraecei quod dicimus ,sigma’
nil erroris habet 671

S nostrum et semi graece quod dicimus sigma
nil erroris habet. 670

My translation of Marx is the following:
the r: It is not much, if I speak this ugly combination and
with a dog’s tongue: it is nothing to me, for it is its name.
our ‘s’ and what we semi-Greeks call a ‘sigma’
has no kind of mistake.

This fragment has a textual transmission history that is somewhat unusual among
the fragments studied in this dissertation, because the textual corruptions cluster not
around the Grecisms but around the Latin words that surround them. Cacosyntheton and
sigma are both secure in the manuscripts, and the primary textual variations apply to the
initial r, the phrase “multum est” that follows it, and the spelling of semigraec(e)i.
The codices all report “a re” for “r,” “multum abest” for “multum est” and the
adverbial spelling “semigraece.” Sense, and the parallel fragment beginning in s, have
guided the editors to a near-consensus, though the form of semigraec(e)i remains a point

668
“‘r’; it does not make much difference if I speak/ this in an ugly sound-unit and in dog-language;/ I am
not answerable for it, because that sound/ is its name./ our ‘s’ and what we call in our half-Greek way/
‘sigma’ has no fault in it.”
669
Charpin prints these as separate fragments, and rather confusingly breaks up the text of Velius.
670
“R: il n’y a pas beaucoup de différence si je prononce cette syllabe dans un groupe phonique dissonant
et dans le langage des chiens; ce n’est pas de ma faute; c’est le nom de la lettre.”
“Notre S et ce que, selon a mode des demi-Grecs, nous appelons sigma, ne donne lieu à aucune méprise.”
671
“ ,r‘: Es spielt keine Rolle, ob ich es als schnarrende Lautverbindung und wie ein knurrender Hund
ausspreche: Das ist mir gleich; denn ,r‘ ist sein Name.
unser ,s‘ und das sogenannte ,Sigma‘ des Halbgriechen haben <als Laut> nicht Nachteiliges an sich.”
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of contention. 672 It should be noted, however, that since the opening letter “r” is not
attested, it is possible that Lucilius wrote a similar phoneme, such as -rr-, which more
closely corresponds with the canine sound evoked, or even a Greek rho, which would
also scan and would anticipate the sigma in the subsequent fragment (though this latter
suggestion is highly improbable 673). Di Napoli even offers the possibility that both r and
s may have been doubled. 674
Word History
In light of this intellectual context, the word history of cacosyntheton introduces a
further question pertinent to our understanding of the Lucilian corpus and his access to
Greek literature—namely, when does cacosyntheton become a predominantly literarycritical, grammatical term? Of the scarce three uses of this word that potentially predate
the life of Lucilius, 675 all invoke the concept of an ill-formed, physical body. The
evidence in Greek and Latin for this term’s relevance to literary criticism all postdates
Lucilius, with the word gaining this semantic valence in the first century BCE and
retaining it ever after. This could be due to the dearth of texts and from losses to the
philosophical and grammatical traditions of the middle Hellenistic period. Nevertheless,
the remaining Greek examples from the classical corpus—there are only eight, and six of
these are in early Christian texts; the remaining two are found in Aristonicus and
Lucian—are all literary-critical, and the evolution in the word’s meaning seems to occur
between the second and first centuries BCE.

Marx conjectures this nominative plural form on the basis of comparanda in Varro’s De Re Rustica
(2.1.2), and both Warmington and Krenkel follow this choice, indicating that the editors were not troubled
but by the identification of nos with semigraec(e)i.
673
Notably, the string of textual corruptions that led to a re would be more probable if, in the latter
possibility, the rho was spelled out rather than recorded as a Greek letter, as this would have been inclined
to generate conjectures with the lookalike Latin letter p. See, for example, what took place in the
transmission of Ἆρες Ἄρες, morphing into apec ape (Case Study II.2.A).
674
2011: 98.
675
Two are Aesopic, and one belongs to the corpus of [Pythagoras]—none of which are dateable with any
precision. In other lexical histories, I have discounted Aesop; I retain his work here because of the scarcity
of alternatives.
672
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In fact, cacosyntheton occurs more frequently in surviving Latin literature than it
does in Greek: a Brepolis search renders approximately twenty forms of the word in
works of late grammarians, such as Donatus (3), Pompeius Maurus (4), Diomedes (2),
and Servius (1). Cacosyntheton is semi-Latinized, treated as a second declension neuter
in oblique cases and in the plural, and grammarians define it as an indecens structura
verborum. 676 Servius’ commentary on Aeneid 9.609 (where he describes Virgil’s “versa
iuvencum Terga fatigamus hasta” as a cacosyntheton) is employed an example by many
of the later grammarians.
Σίγμα is, by comparison, a far more frequent term than cacosyntheton, but it is
still exhibited fewer than five hundred times in the entire TLG corpus, with only twentysix of these found before the end of the second century BCE. Philosophers and
grammarians constitute the majority of these usages, 677 but Herodotus, Xenophon, and
Eubulus are additional contributors from prose and dramatic genres. This same, primarily
prosaic distribution continues after Lucilius’ death, with most uses found in grammatical,
prosaic works 678; exceptionally, the musician Alypius contributes over one hundred uses
in his Isagoge Musica.
In Latin, the word sigma is rare: Lucilius is the first to use it, and in classical
literature only Martial would emulate him. 679 Eight further passages from Late Antique
authors exhibit this term, roughly half of which are grammatical and prosaic. 680 The
remainder are historical (i.e., two instances in the Historia Augusta) and poetic (Paulinus
Nolanus’ single poetic use in his Carmina and the two poetic forms in the De nuptiis
Philologiae et Mercurii of Martianus Capella). Thus, not only is sigma a rare word in the
Latin lexicon, it is also one of diverse, unpredictable genre.

E.g., Sacerdos Artes Grammaticae 454K; Charisius Artis Grammaticae p357 (Barwick & Kühnert);
Diomedes Ars Grammatica 451K.
677
Especially Plato (13), in the Cratylus and the Theaetetus, as well as in spuria. Further frequencies
include Aristotle (2), Aristoxenus (2), Apollodorus (2).
678
E.g., Plutarch (2), Aelius Herodian (7), Athenaeus (7); Galen (12) and Oribasius (2) are medical authors
who also use this term.
679
Twice, in Epigrams 10.48.5 and 14.87.1.
680
Pompeius Maurus (two passages, although there are four forms); Terentius Maurus (1).
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Interpretation
The two fragments given here are quoted separately but in close association by
Velius; they include subsequent letters of the alphabet, and may have been consequent in
the Satires—or there may have been intervening text. This is similar to Case Study
III.1.A, where the two fragments required collective treatment, albeit with the caveat that
they may have been separated in the original context of the poem. Here, however, the
break determines whether the two code-switches cacosyntheton and sigma were
immediately adjacent and stacked, or whether they were at a remove from one another,
distinct and singular as code-switches.
Both code-switches are phonetically, rhetorically, and metrically emphasized.
Lucilius highlights cacosyntheton (which fills almost two feet on its own) by repeating
the hard c sound throughout the line and positioning the word itself just after the ictus of
the third foot, a traditional place for the caesura of the hexameter. Sigma, reserved until
the final position of the hexameter, is complemented and anticipated by the alliteration of
s, semigraec(e/ei), sigma, all terms made relevant to one another by the context of the
fragment, set at intervals of two words.
The two Grecisms share the same degree of adaptation to Latin. Cacosyntheton is
a compound that begins with the common prefix caco-, followed by the phoneticallyGreek /-synth-/, and concluding with a Greek accusative ending in -on. Sigma, too,
combines a Greek consonant cluster /-gm-/ with its own neuter accusative ending, -a.
Both foreign accusatives are clarified by the nearby addition of a Latin accusative form
(hoc modifies cacosyntheton; quod is an object complement of sigma), and the two are
likewise flagged by speech verbs of the first person (si…dico, and quod…dicimus). The
latter phrase, with the form semigraec(e)i included, is a code-switching flag, for it
explicitly marks a departure from the matrix language performed by the speaker. While
cacosyntheton is left without any supporting explanations or paraphrases, sigma is plainly
equated with the Roman letter s, a further departure in the code-switching mechanisms of
these two fragments.
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Paolo Poccetti argues that these fragments together mark Lucilius’ allegiance to
reproducing the sounds of spoken Latin, pointing to further examples from the corpus
where Lucilius syncopates words to follow more idiomatic formations, such as ardum for
aridum. 681 In support of this theory is Lucilius’ own inclusion in both fragments of forms
of the word dico, a contrast to many of the other orthographical fragments that focus on
the act of writing rather than speaking (as scribemus 682 and scribas 683). The scansion of
these lines also indicates that the letters themselves must be phonetically sounded out,
indicating that the pun is distinctly aural; this is reinforced by the jest that a dog’s growl
(canina lingua) is a sonorant “rr” sound. 684 Notably, however, what Lucilius purports to
do here is to include an offensive sound, r, an ostensible cacosyntheton, a claim that
somewhat undercuts any positive valuation by Lucilius of the sounds of spoken Latin (at
least, the spoken sound of r).
There are two levels of irony at play in the r fragment. The first, and most
superficially amusing, is that nowhere in these two lines does Lucilius repeat the “r”
sound: he only makes the undesired sonorant once, when he gives the name of the letter,
and avoids the phoneme for the remainder of the r fragment. The second form of irony is
based on the phonetic tension built up between the borrowed, compound Grecism
cacosyntheton and the surrounding, banal Latin: compared to the surrounding Latin,
cacosyntheton is itself a bit of an ear-sore—a Greek literary term, a double compound,
and decidedly a mouthful at five syllables in length.
Cacosyntheton, furthermore, is neither quotidian nor colloquial, and its register is
distinctly elevated in comparison to the words that surround it. Contrary to the argument
laid out by Mariotti, 685 who claims that Lucilius’ entry point to Grecisms is through
predominantly lower class terminology (mainly that of merchants and slaves),
733M/748W/27.23C/715K; Poccetti 2018: 110ff.
351-355M/368-372W/9.5C/344-348K.
683
375-376M/394-395W/9.16C/372-373K.
684
Einarson notes that there is no practically no observable difference phonetically between the Latin name
for the letter (ṛ) and the sound it produces (1967: 15). This might be read in favor of the reading “abest”—
“there’s not much difference,” that is, between the name and the sound of the letter.
685
1954.
681
682
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cacosyntheton is not a common or vulgar word. It is a compound whose parts could be
broken down and whose sense could be estimated within context, but whose meaning is
neither translated nor hinted at by the satirist. 686 As Lucilius additionally chooses to
borrow not a noun or adjective, but rather a substantivized adjective, he makes the task of
deciphering the word all the more difficult, as this is an additional step in the mental
process of translation—a ugly-formed what? (cacosyntheton x) rather than an uglyformation per se (cacosynthesis). Even if the meaning could be deduced from such
deconstruction, the individual components do not relay the lexical connotation of this
word.
Thus, the mere inclusion of the Grecisms is neither funny nor crass: it is the
surrounding framework of Latin and the latent echoes of pedantic scholarly debate that
make the joke. The humor comes, on the one hand, from undercutting a high-register
term through the dismissal of a grammatical concern and using common vocabulary
around it, and, on the other hand, by parroting the dry style used by pedagogues in the
schoolroom. 687 This latter aspect was well-argued by Goh, who labels this device
“parodying the didactic mode,” deliberately undercut by Lucilius’ “nonchalance.” 688 The
scholarly reader may be the only one to recognize this level of the joke, reminded perhaps
painfully of his own education, but the non-scholar will at least be able to apprehend the
foreignness of the Greek term and its immediate, unwelcoming context. At this level, the
humor is in the cacophony of cacosyntheton next to mundane Latin words, the contrast
between a doubly-compounded code-switch and the utterly colloquial and dismissive
“non multum est” and “nihil ad me,” whose colloquial nature is further enforced by the
frequency of Lucilius’ use of the verb dicere. 689

Both κακο- and εὐ- based formations are found among Lucilius’ code-switches; on the frequency of this
type of compounding, see Risch 1944 and Tribulato 2015: 63-132.
687
Thus Lucilius’ phrase “ni[hi]l erroris” can be explained.
688
2013: 113, 117.
689
Compare to Case Study III.1.B, where the words atechnon, Eisocratium, ληρῶδεςque, and
(su[m/b])meiraciodes—a hardly euphonic assemblage—were enmeshed in idiomatic Latin.
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The same pun may resonate in the subsequent fragment, where the words
semigraece(i) and sigma are strongly juxtaposed with their Roman equivalents. The
phonetic /ēs/, representing the name of the Latin letter and positioned at the line’s
beginning, is a visual and sonic pendant to sigma at the line’s ending. Semigraece(i)
stands in the middle of the line, three words on each side, and on both edges a single
word away from an inclusive first person plural—nostrum to the left and the verb dicimus
to the right. Biville has discussed this term, drawing upon Suetonius’ later testimony, 690
and defines the semigraecus as a bilingual intermediary between Greek and Roman
language and culture; Suetonius lists Livius Andronicus and Ennius as his paragons for
this label. It is Lucilius, however, who first uses this rare Latin term. 691
But it should be remarked that this is the classification of a bilingual author whose
native language was Greek, and Suetonius’ evaluation is somewhat Hellenocentric,
figuring the early Latin poets as Greeks who are not quite Roman. Lucilius, a native
Latin-speaker, seems to invert this, describing a Latin practice performed by Romans
who are not quite Greek. The fragment is designed simultaneously to blur the us-them
binary drawn by the Roman and Greek identity claimed by its speaker, and to draw a line
between the differences in the languages, a division as intrinsic as their alphabets and
scripts. The /s/ may sound the same, but s and σ are distinct to the cultures that label
them. 692
Sigma, however, is not the only Greek letter named in the fragments, though one
has to look beyond the orthographical satire of Book 9 to find its partner. This other
appeal to the Greek alphabet appears in Book 11 of the Satires, where the satirist
incorporates the letter “mu” in a colloquial phrase: “non laudare hominem quemquam,

DGR 1.2.
Its only other classical attestations belong to Varro’s description of Greek-speaking shepherds (RR
2.1.2) and to Florus’ description of Tarentum, which garnered the aid of Pyrrhus of Epirus due to its
Spartan roots (Epit. 1.13). Its hypothetical complement, semiromanus, is not an antique formulation, and is
only found in [Acro]’s scholion to the Sermones 1.7.2, which belongs to the fifth century CE at the earliest.
692
Like r above, the Roman name for the letter s is nearly identical to its sound, whereas the Greek
counterparts rho and sigma are labels that depart from mere phonetic representation. A further complication
is the other traditional name for this letter, σάν (Fisher 2013: 38).
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neque mu facere, inquam” (426M/454W/11.16C/397K). The phrase “mu facere” is
idiomatic: “to make a mu,” means to grumble, or boo at something. Ennius employs the
letter in a fashion in a fragment from the Incertae (9-10 Skutsch). The diverse
applications of these respective Greek letters highlight both the pedantic application
observed in these orthographical fragments, and the semantic range of Grecisms that are
activated by Lucilius, who just as easily defamiliarizes a Latin letter by association with a
foreign group (s, semigraec[e/ei], sigma) as he does naturalize a Greek letter by
deploying it within a common Latin expression (mu facere).
Beyond the puns and cross-linguistic tension that Lucilius implements in these
fragments, however, the rules observed by Lucilius in these lines have touchstones in
ancient grammatical treatises that are enhanced by the satirist’s use of Greek. While
Accius arguably embodies the sum of both Alexandrian and Pergamene scholarship in his
flexible incorporation of Greek methodology and willingness to form neologisms
grounded in deep etymological comprehension, 693 Lucilius’ orthographical fragments
conform broadly to, or at least mimic, Stoic theories of language and also evoke or
presume a foundation informed by the euphonist school.
Ferdinand Sommer first ascribed Lucilius’ logic in Book 9 to the Greek notion of
sympatheia, comparing his fragments to the examples surviving from the work of the
Tryphon, who postdates Lucilius but seems to belong to the same school of thought. 694
Sympatheia affects orthography because the spelling of a word, such as the dative furei,
hypothetically corresponds to its universal sense—the dative is given something, thus the
thief (fur) receives an extra letter in its third declension ending (-ei rather than mere -i),
as amusingly presented in 367-368M/380-381W/9.11C/356-357K. 695 More intriguing
still, as pointed out by Ted Somerville, Lucilius is startlingly accurate in his application

See Dangel 1990.
See also Case Study II.2.A, another fragment from Book 9 that reveals the influence of the tradition to
which Tryphon belongs.
695
There is a direct parallel for this example in φιλήτης, which was explain by sympatheia to lose letters
from its root, υφειλέτης, because the thief took them away (EM s.v. φιλήτης). While Lucilius surely perverts
the notion in jest, Tryphon’s reasoning is apparently in earnest.
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of certain spellings, particularly in his observation of the difference between /ei/ and /i/.
In this orthographical satire, at least, Lucilius’ only “mistake” is the dative form illi; he
otherwise correctly retains the diphthong in words descended from an original IndoEuropean diphthong, while he spells words descended from an historical /ī/ with an “i”
alone. 696
Two further parallels to Lucilius’ text are here salient. First, the listing of letters
that occurs within the treatises of euphonists such as Dionysius of Halicarnassus (though
he does not detail the entire alphabet, and groups his letters into subcategories). Second,
the commentary on the Aeneid by Servius, who uses both cacosyntheton and
homoeoteleuton to describe a passage of Book 9. 697 As neither Dionysius nor Servius is
especially innovative in their respectively conservative disciplines, it is possible to extend
their lexical apparatus back to the time of Lucilius, tracing roots back even as far as the
Alexandrian method of commentary and analysis. Thus, while Charpin’s statement about
these Lucilian fragments—“Ce fragment date, dans la littérature latine, l’une des
premières réflexions sur l’esthétique des phonèmes” 698—remains true within our corpus,
we do not by extension have to assume that Lucilius is speaking in a vacuum, either
Greek or Latin.
The use here of the term cacosyntheton implies a deep familiarity with the cutting
edge of Hellenistic rhetorical and linguistic debates. 699 With this term at once rare and, in
Lucilius’ lifetime, either developing new meanings or on the cusp of doing so, it is
clearly a difficult word to borrow, necessitating a well-versed and deeply intellectual
translator who is aware of the lexical shift taking place contemporaneously—and, by
extension, an equally informed audience. At the same time, the equation of s with sigma
and semigraec(e/ei) in the fragment that follows reveals the satirist’s interest in
The very same pattern was also remarked upon by Somerville as present in the New Gallus fragment,
whose sole foible is likewise the dative mihi. See also Kent 1911 and 1913 (pace Fay 1912 and 1913).
697
Aen. 9.606.
698
1979: 193.
699
This implies an understanding of Greek far more subtle than that of the tourist-debutant described by
Niall Rudd, who suggests a Lucilius fluent enough to order around his Greek slaves in Magna Graecia, and
who “knew and respected several exponents of Greek learning (1986: 170; cf. Charpin 1991: 194).
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sociolinguistic contrast and fusion. At the heart of these fragments lies a deep
comprehension of language, contemporary linguistic (and perhaps pedagogical) theory,
both Greek and Roman, and, beneath it all, an abiding appreciation of irony and a sense
of humor that can enliven even the most pedantic of subjects.
III.2.B: euphona (1168M/After-417-418W/H11+/1188K)
Context of the Witness
The following Grecism is found in a testimonium on Lucilius’ Satires taken from
the Artis rhetoricae of Gaius Chirius Fortunatianus (also known as Consultus
Fortunatianus), a grammarian of the late fifth century CE whose work was particularly
influential during the Middle Ages. 700 His treatise is in three short books, written in a
question-and-answer format, the first two of which concern details of inventio, especially
terminology (both Greek and Latin); the third book contains sections on dispositio,
elocutio, memoria, and pronuntiatio. Fortunatianus only quotes Lucilius at one point in
his text, so no patterns of excerption for this poet can be determined. I provide the
relevant text here (3.6): 701
Habeo de coniunctis verbis: in singulis quae observabo? ut naturam eorum consideres.
Sunt enim quaedam sono litterarum aut levia aut gravia aut splendida et plena: alia contra
dura, levia, sordida, exilia: de quibus facilius auribus iudicari quam oratione tradi potest.
A quali syllaba magis incipiendum est? a longa; nam vitandae sunt plures breves et plura
monosyllaba.
Quid hic aliud observabimus? ut quae verba magis sonantia sunt, ea potius conlocemus,
quae Lucilius ἔυφωνα appellat, id est quasi vocalia, ut pro Caelio: aliut fori lumen est,
aliut lychnorum, cum potuisset etiam structius dicere aliut lucernarum…
I hold [thus] about joined words; as to individual words, what things shall I note?
Consider their nature. For certain [words] are either smooth or weighty or clear or full in
the sound of their letters: others, on the contrary, are harsh, fickle, filthy, sparing.
Regarding these, it can be judged more easily by ear than handed down by oration.
From what type of syllable is it better to begin? From a long one, for many short and
many monosyllables ought to be avoided.
According to Liebermann 2006. There is no subtitle “De Inventione,” though the other four aspects of
rhetoric have subtitles.
701
Rhetores Latini Minores, Halm 1863 p124.
700
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What else will we note here? That those words which are more resonant we should put
together more—which Lucilius names “euphona” (that is, somewhat sonorous)—just
like in the Pro Caelio: “the light of the forum is one thing, that of lamps something else,”
although he could have said even more ornately “that of lanterns something else.”..

The placement of this Grecism is entirely unknown: most of the editors of
Lucilius treat this as a witness rather than a verifiable fragment. Warmington and
Terzaghi alike conjecture that “euphona” belongs to Book 9 of the Satires, though
Warmington does not award the testimonium with a fragment number; Marx, Charpin,
and Krenkel leave this among the incertae. This word study is exceptional, as it examines
such a short fragment, but the thematic approach of this dissertation allows this standalone “fragment”—lacking context and composed of only two words, but nevertheless
incorporating a code-switch—to be connected with the other rhetorical fragments of this
chapter. 702
Editions
1168M (as witness):
Quid hic aliud observabimus? ut quae verba magis
sonantia sunt, ea potius conlocemus, quae Lucilius
euphona appelat, id est quasi vocalia. ut pro Caelio ‘aliut
fori lumen est, aliut lychnorum,’ cum potuisset etiam
structius dicere ‘aliut lucernarum.’

After-417-418W:
Chir. Fortunat., III, 6, ap. R.L., 124, 7 H: Quid hic aliud
observabimus? Ut quae verba magis sonantia sunt, ea
potius conlocemus, quae Lucilius ‘euphona appellat.’

H11+ 703
CHIR. FORTUNAT. Rh.L. Halm 124,7: Quid aliud
observabimus? ut quae verba magis sonantia sunt, ea
potius conlocemus, quae Lucilius euphona appellat, id est
quasi vocalia... 704

1188K:
Chirius Fortunatianus 3,6 apud Rhetores Latinos
Minores p. 124,7 Halm: ,Quid hic aliud observabimus?‘
,Ut quae verba magis sonantia sunt, ea potius
conlocemus, quae Lucilius ,euphona‘ appellat.‘ 705

Notably, Chirius Fortunatianus juxtaposes Cicero’s choice of lychnos with the synonymous, Latin
lucerna, favoring lychnos as the more sonans/euphonos choice. Case Study III.2.C below will examine
Lucilius’ use of these terms. It is interesting that the Grecism is less euphonic than the Roman term.
703
Charpin marks allusive “fragments” with a cross: “les fragments reconstruits d’apres une allusion”
(1991: 71).
704
CHIRIUS FORTUNATIANUS, Rh.L. Halm, 124,7: Quelle autre remarque ferons-nous? Il faut soigner
l’ordre des mots qui sont les plus sonores: Lucilius les appelle harmonieux, c’est-à-dire en quelque sorte
chantants.
705
Chirius Fortunatianus: ,Welche andere Regel sollen wir hier beobachten?‘ ,Die, daß wir beser diejenigen
Wörter zusammenstellen, die voller tönen, die Lucilius ,euphona‘ (Wortharmonien) nennt.‘
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As this is given as a testimonium, my translation of Marx’s text is consistent with
that given above for the text of Servius.
The manuscript tradition of Chirius Fortunatianus is reliable, the only textual
variations regarding Lucilian text two alternative spellings of the Grecism: euphona, as
printed by the four Lucilian editors, is rendered by manuscripts B and P; eufona is given
by D, but corrected to eufonia by a later hand. Halm prints this word in Greek letters, but
Lucilian editors retain the manuscripts’ Latin script.
Word History
The LSJ entry for the adjective εὔφωνος is brief, offering “sweet-voiced, musical”
as the primary definition, with subheadings granting “loud-voiced” and “euphonious” as
alternatives; its related noun εὐφωνία, likewise, is glossed as “goodness of voice [or]
tone, euphony.” This brief treatment reflects the relative rarity of the adjective, which
occurs just over one hundred times within the Greek corpus before 400 CE (only twentyfour of which belong to the ages before Lucilius). If, however, we supplement this
adjective with its closely related noun form—εὐφωνία—we can add a further ninety
forms, six predating Lucilius. What follows is first a selective history of the words’ usage
in Greek literature, second their history in Latin literature.
I treat εὔφωνος first, as it is the earlier and (slightly) more common of the terms;
its earliest and most secure 706 attestation found within the Greek corpus belongs to
Pindar. 707 Aeschylus’ Cassandra is next to use the word, describing the chorus as
There are additionally four occurrences of both εὔφωνος and εὐφωνία within the Aesopic tradition, but
the transmission of these texts is particularly vexed, and while the life of the author is typically dated amid
the 6th century BCE, the wording of the texts associated with him may stem from much later recensions.
707
At Pyth.1.38 and Isth.1.64. In the first instance, he describes the εὐφώνοις θαλίαις to be enjoyed by the
victor, and immediately thereafter invokes Apollo, a context that implies songful celebration (featuring
Pindar’s own composition); in the second, Pindar uses the word to describe the Muses themselves
(εὐφώνων Πιερίδων). Late scholia on Pindar gloss both instances of the word, explaining both in terms of
the accompaniment of musical instruments (specifically aulos-flutes and citharas) or songs and hymns
(Scholia vetera et recentiora partim Thomae Magistri et Alexandri Phortii). An epigram variously
attributed to Plato and Leonidas dubs Pindar as the minister (πρόπολος) of the εὐφώνων Πιερίδων,
indicating the long association of Pindar with his well-tuned Muses (ELG 17 (Diehl) versus AG 7.35
(Beckby)).
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ξύμφθογγος οὐκ εὔφωνος. 708 In these earliest attestations (and even in the Aesopic
tradition), the word is closely related to the pleasing nature of the sound of song; by the
early fourth century, however, Aristophanes and Xenophon both use the adjective with
reference to heralds. 709 No longer do singers alone lay claim to the attribute, and it is
perhaps at this juncture that εὔφωνος comes to refer to clear-speaking, or to refer to
comprehensibility; it serves as a topic for both Demosthenes and Aristotle on three
occasions, respectively, and for the Hellenistic historian Antigonus. 710 By the end of the
fifth century, antonyms begin to occur as well, as in the title of one of Democritus’ lost
works: Περὶ εὐφώνων καὶ δυσφώνων γραμμάτων. 711 The application of εὔφωνος to
specify categories of sound continues in the second century BCE when Dionysius Thrax
divided the Greek phonetic system into its constituent parts in his Ars grammatica. This
theory of language—propounded by Dionysius Thrax and practiced by the Stoic
Posidonius—was of great importance to the euphonists, whose theories of sound were a
matter of debate during and after Lucilius’ lifespan: thus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus
employs εὔφωνος nine times in his oeuvre, and Philodemus, three times. The Second
Sophistic, a period all but defined by its attention to the details of Atticism, accounts for
roughly ninety uses overall, but the word is occasional, used twice, or perhaps three
times, by even the most productive authors. 712
Of the six pre-Lucilian forms of εὐφωνία found in the TLG, three occur within
grammatical contexts, 713 the other half are found across a variety of genres, with the
playwright Critias, Xenophon in his Memorabilia, and Demosthenes contributing them.
Like εὔφωνος, εὐφωνία is both far more commonly used in the period after the second
century BCE (when the corpus itself expands) and is seen in prose works by authors who

Ag. 1187.
Ecc. 713; Hell. 2.4.20.
710
Other uses include: Democritus (2), Demetrius (1), Dionysius Thrax (1), Posidonius (1).
711
He is the first to use the antonym δυσφώνος, and may have created the word himself in antithesis to
εὔφωνος. The word κακόφωνος is devised for contrast in the Aristotelian Corpus, where forms of εὔφωνος
and εὐφωνία occur a total of five times (generally in discussion of musical creatures or instruments).
712
Thus, Plutarch uses the term five times, Lucian twice, Dio Chrysostom twice, and Galen never.
713
Aristotelian corpus (2), [Euryphamus] (1).
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typically use the term sparingly, 714 though its grammatical nature lends itself to be found
most commonly in works on rhetoric and linguistic theory. After the Classical Period,
neither εὔφωνος nor εὐφωνία is found within poetic works.
The history of the word euphonos in Latin literature is far briefer to relate.
Lucilius is the first extant Latin author to use the term, and the adjectival form is used
perhaps only seven times again, though two are conjectures: first in Juvenal’s Satires,
where it would probably serve as an echo of Lucilius 715; second in an anonymous
grammatical treatise erroneously ascribed to Charisius; 716 the remaining five uses are also
grammatical, and include a note of Servius’ on Aeneid 12 (though this is in Greek letters).
Euphonia, however, has a much richer history in ancient Latin texts, and was a
concept used by late grammarians and exegetes; over eighty instances occur on the TLL
(though fewer than fifty in Brepolis), but most are between the third and fifth
centuries. 717 Its usage is limited, as select examples will show. The spurious Ars
attributed to the Julio-Claudian grammarian Q. Remmius Palaemon yields one account in
Latin of “euphonia,” where the term is evoked to explain the disappearance of syllables
from certain superlative adjectives, 718 and the pattern of idem, eadem, and idem. 719
Though the author has borrowed a Greek concept, he furnishes no meaning for the term
itself and does not hesitate to use it to explain Latin phonetics. Servius’ use of the term
adheres to a similar system, and the grammarian uses the term eleven times in both in his
commentary on Donatus and his Virgilian works. According to Servius’ usages,

E.g., Diodorus Siculus (2), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (4), [Demetrius] (4), Philo Judaeus (2),
Philodemus (4), Galen (1), Lucian (3), Pollux (4). The corpus of Herodian (with ten uses) and Philostratus’
works (with twelve uses) are anomalous, and together compose 24% of the antique uses of this term.
715
6.O7. This is Housman’s emendation for the cruxed word printed in Clausen’s text, “eupholio” (which is
not a word); the “O lines” in this satire exist in a single copy, so there is no manuscript tradition for
comparanda. If Housman’s conjecture is accurate, two of the three instances (and possible two of two,
given that [Charisius] is also dubious) would belong to Roman satirists. Watson and Watson’s 2014 text
prints euphono.
716
Praeverbium est euphonon (De Differentiis of [Fronto], 595K), though “euphonon” is a correction, and
“euphimion” belongs to the manuscripts.
717
E.g., Jerome (2), Diomedes (4), Charisius (2), Donatus (3), Consentius (9).
718
Such as facillimus and simillimus, which lack the internal -iss-, as in facillissimus.
719
Ars.[sp] 536 & 542.
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“euphony” is a means to separate Virgil from Ennius, 720 and allows the poet to break the
ius regulae, in favor of “Graecitas”; it is also evident from comparing Servius’ phrasing
to Greek contemporaries and predecessors, such as the first century CE author Erotianus
and the second-century CE Herodian, that there are parallel systems cross-linguistically
for using “euphony” as a means to explain anomaly (e.g., Servius’ euphoniae gratia
directly parallels εὐφωνίας χάριν 721).
Thus in both languages, the adjective and noun forms εὔφωνος and εὐφωνία are
most frequently found in works of the lexicographers, commentators, and grammarians,
though their occurrences are not limited to prose texts. The impression relayed by this
brief overview is of a word whose earliest meaning—“well-sounding”—stayed largely
unchanged, but whose context came to be almost entirely literary-critical. After the first
century BCE, the semantics of these Greek terms had been reified and preserved by the
conservative genres of grammar and commentary.
Interpretation
Determining the precise form and mechanism of this code-switch is not possible
due to the brevity of this fragment (or testimonium), but one might observe that the
phrasing of Chirius implies that Lucilius described certain words as “euphona,” an
adjectival borrowing that may have been linguistically flagged—if appellat was in the
original satire, as Warmington’s punctuation argues—and that drew an equivalence
between (potentially Latin) vocabulary and this Greek adjective. It can also be noted that,
according to the majority of the manuscripts and the consensus of the editors, Greek
phonetics are preserved in this code-switch, while Latin script and morphology are
adopted.
In order to appreciate the potential impact of this word within a Lucilian context,
it is paramount to situate the term as a catchword of the euphonist school and, in turn, to
720

A.7.683.
Vocum Hippocraticarum Collectio 124K; Περὶ Ῥημάτων 3.2, p789; Παρεκβολαὶ τοῦ Μεγάλου Ῥήματος
p9.
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position Lucilius as a poet potentially in dialogue with this contemporary group. In
addition to defining what sounds contribute to εὐφωνία, the euphonists were also
concerned with the constitution of poetry and laudable composition; while the former
subject was apparently largely a settled matter, the latter led to long-lasting debates
between the euphonists and the kritikoi. Thus the connection between the works of
Dionysius Thrax and Dionysius of Halicarnassus extends beyond the coincidence of their
names. Shared phonetic theory can be traced through the authors’ respective
classifications of letters, and both utilize the terms εὔφωνος and εὐφωνία. 722
Dionysius Thrax categorizes the Greek vowel system into the following groups:
five “protactic” vowels (which precede other vowels in the formation of diphthongs, α ε η
ο ω); two “hypotactic” vowels (which follow in diphthong formation, ι υ); and the six
diphthongs themselves. His organization of consonants is more complex, and include
seventeen that are σύμφωνα (β γ δ ζ θ κ λ μ ν ξ π ρ σ τ φ χ ψ), eight that are ἡμίφωνα as
well as εὔφωνα (ζ ξ ψ λ μ ν ρ σ), and nine that are ἄφωνα as well as κακόφωνα (β γ δ κ π τ
θ φ χ); of this last category, three are μέσα (β γ δ), three are ψιλὰ (κ π τ), and three δασέα
(θ φ χ). 723 Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ own discussion of the classification of sounds in
the De compositione verborum, though clearly responding to Dionysius Thrax’s work,
results in inconsistency among his proposed categories; Vahteera suggests that Dionysius
was attempting to form rules that explained his instincts, his ἄλογος αἴσθησις, though the
outcome of this process is riddlingly complex and aporetic. 724
In addition to the alphabetic studies of the two Dionysii, the nature of euphony
and its theoretical ramifications is agreed to have formed a significant portion of
Philodemus’ treatise On poetry. 725 There are many occurrences of both εὔφωνος and
εὐφωνία in this text, and while these are often reconstructions (some based merely on

Vaahtera 1997: 588 n5.
Posidonius seems to apply these theories of sound in Fragment 41, arguing that the name of Sicily
altered from Trinacria to Thrinacia in accordance with the constraints of euphony.
724
See Vaahtera 1997.
725
See Janko 1995.
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limited context and the presence of the prefix εὐ-, or the stem -φωνία), the context makes
these emendations relatively secure. 726
Even stripped of context euphona is evocative, resonant with Hellenistic theory
and debate: εὔφωνος—and its corollary noun, εὐφωνία—were the defining qualities of
the euphonist school of the later Hellenistic period, many of whose proponents were
contemporaries of Lucilius. 727 Furthermore, many of the euphonists were not only
contemporaries, but neighbors as well. Crates famously visited Rome, broke a leg, and
was forced to linger for the duration of the healing process in 168 BCE, well before
Lucilius’ Satires; while Dionysius Thrax was located at Rhodes, the Roman Aelius Stilo
is among his adherents. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, too, came to Rome as a teacher of
rhetoric, albeit in the mid-first century BCE. Philodemus was based near Naples, and
even Demetrius may have relocated to Italy, if one can judge on the basis of the Latin
names of his dedicatees. 728 Together, these Greek scholars’ presence in and near the heart
of the Roman homeland indicate that the evolution of euphonic theory took place on
Italian soil, the debate manifesting itself and continuing long past Lucilius, who would
have had privileged access.
Two other fragments offer content that is particularly relevant to this attestation of
euphona. The first is derived from Servius, 729 and treated by Marx and Krenkel as a

Richard Janko has further argued that it is Crates of Mallus whose techniques, and particularly his
practice of metathesis, were foundational to the euphonists, paralleled by Dionysius Thrax and “borrowed”
by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, as well as synopsized and refuted by Philodemus (1995: 93, 96). Janko also
suggests that Dionysius of Halicarnassus “plagiarized” Philodemus (ibid).
727
Philodemus is our primary source for the thinking of these Greek scholars, whose work is mostly lost to
us; on the reconstruction of these works, see Janko 1995, 2000, and 2010.
728
Janko 1995: 88.
729
Servius cites Lucilius as an authority on rhetorical figures, and claims that he would praise Virgil’s use
of anadiplosis and climax. The text reads: CAENEA TURNUS TURNUS ITYN ut ait Lucilius bonum
schema est, quotiens sensus variatur in iteratione verborum, et in fine positus sequentis sit exordium, qui
appellatur climax. (A. 9.570, text from Thilo 1878-1884; the italicized section is from the Servius Auctus).
My translation is: “CAENEA TURNUS TURNUS ITYN: as Lucilius says, this is a “good schema,”
whenever the meaning is altered in the repetition of the words, and whenever it, placed at the end, is the
beginning of the following, which is called a “climax.”
726
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testimonium; 730 the entire fragment consists of the phrase “bonum schema,” a rhetorical
Grecism like euphona, but one modified with a Latin adjective rather than a Greek prefix.
This is a borrowing of an already confirmed loan-word, found a second time in
the Satires to describe a specific technique favored by wrestlers (though still associated
with Greeks and their gymnasia, the technical skill learned is utterly different). 731 The
applications of σχῆμα in Greek are diverse, and the word is ubiquitous 732; likewise,
schema is variously Latinized, a successful loan-word with forms such as schematorum
found in addition to more Latinate schemis. 733 Σχῆμα is the label applied to the rhetorical
figures made standard by Gorgias and reified by rhetorical treatises from Aristotle’s time
onward; in Latin, schema is translated by grammarians variously as figura, exornatio,

Servius provides no locus for the Lucilian phrase, leading Marx and Krenkel to treat this as either a
testimonium, Charpin as an uncertain hexameter, and Warmington to set this in Book 10 of the Satires,
whose first subject appears to be the stylistics of poetry and oratory. Warmington places this fragment just
before that which contains “euphona.”
731
804M/972W/29.17C/921K: “in gymnasio ut scema antiquo spectatores retineas.” See LSJ s.v. σχῆμα
A7a. The fact that Lucilius was familiar enough with Greek vocabulary and customs to use the same term
in such divergent contexts reveals not only the nuance of his (bi-)linguistic capacities, but also the subtle
skill with which he utilized his Grecisms.
732
There are almost thirty-four thousand forms of σχῆμα within the TLG corpus, and it is found in more
than one thousand individual authors and anonymous works. Of these, almost twenty-three hundred forms
predate Lucilius, and another seventy-six hundred are found before the end of the Second Sophistic. During
and after the Classical Period, σχῆμα occurs across genres, though its highest frequencies belong to prose
works: e.g., orators (Isocrates, 2; Demosthenes, 8; Aeschines, 2), historians (e.g., Thucydides, 2;
Herodotus, 1; Xenophon, 22; Polybius, 40); the term is particularly common in rhetorical and philosophical
treatises (e.g., Plato, 152; Democritus, 58; Aristotelian corpus, 582; Theophrastus, 108; Chrysippus, 54),
and mathematical works (Archimedes, 529; Euclid, 87). By the Second Sophistic, σχῆμα has become
typical of Greek vocabulary (e.g., Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 218; Philo Judaeus, 77; Josephus, 63);
Plutarch, 189; Lucian, 79; Aelius Aristides, 200; Athenaeus, 67; Alexander of Aphrodisias, 1,457;
Porphyry, 122; Galen, 876; Oribasius, 171). Despite the gradual increase in occurrences of this work from
the Classical Period onward, it remains unusual in poetry (Aeschylus, 1; Sophocles, 3; Euripides, 23;
Aristophanes, 15; Theocritus, 1; and Callimachus 1).
733
The Brepolis corpus yields four hundred results from antiquity, about three-quarters of which belong to
late antique grammarians and exegetes (E.g., Charisius, 20; Diomedes, 15; Pompeius Maurus, 30; Marius
Plotius Sacerdos, 64; Jerome, 7). Five uses predate Lucilius, all from the stage (Naevius, 1; Plautus, 1;
Caecilius Statius, 2; and Pomponius, 1). Its meaning is bipartite in Latin: either technical, as in Vitruvius
(8) and in the medical treatise of Cassius Felix (14); or rhetorical (as in Seneca the Elder’s Controversiae,
12, and Quintilian’s Institutio, 50). For the latter category, the remains of the grammarian Rutilius Lupus
are also helpful, which draw heavily from Hellenistic treatises and outline the various types of schemata for
a Roman audience (schema occurs twenty-four times in what survives). Roman poets, from the second
century BCE playwrights up until Late Antiquity, would also utilize the term (Petronius and Martial, once,
each; Martianus Capella’s De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, 23).
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ornamentum, lumen, conformatio, forma, and gestus orationis. 734 Lucilius’ reference to
schema, rather than the Latin figura, is marked, copied by later Latin poets as well as
prose authors. 735
Elsewhere, Lucilius has demonstrated his own skill with schemata of the
rhetorical variety (e.g., his virtuosic homoioteleuton in Case Study III.1.B). The
qualification “bonum,” however, and Servius’ citation of Lucilius along with his
description of the criteria for anadiplosis positions the satirist in a seat of authority when
it comes to schemata: that is to say, it is not so much that Lucilius knows schemata, it is
that he knows the difference between a schema that has been well executed (i.e., one that
is bonum) and one that has not. 736 This is an excellent parallel with euphona, 737 which
Lucilius could have translated into Latin as either sonans and vocalis (potentially
compounded with bene). In both of these fragments, Lucilius alludes to a rhetorical
school whose theories he sets forth elsewhere in his Satires—euphonia a theoretical
backdrop for his orthographical arguments, bonum schema his model in his mockery of
Isocrates. In both fragments, too, the poet sets himself as a judge of quality: someone
who can distinguish a schema that is bonum and a phone that is eu. It is clear from the
sources that preserve these Lucilian terms that the satirist’s words on these subjects had
lasting influences on Roman authors, since his say remains important even centuries later.
There is, in addition, another Lucilian fragment that implements a compounded
code-switch derived from φωνή that should be compare to Lucilius’ use of euphona. This
fragment—a complete hexameter!—is preserved by Nonius, and associated with Book 29
of the Satires. 738 The text reads:

Pernot 2005: 102.
But see Pernot 2005, who notes that Roman grammarians after Quintilian favored “figura” as the
designation for rhetorical devices (102). See also L&S s.v. figura IIB2 and TLL s.v. figura 3A. For an
ancient definition, see e.g., Fronto, Ep. 1.2.6.
736
Note that Servius also cites Lucilius as an authority on types of solecisms (CommDon. 446.19).
737
And, for that matter, with cacosyntheton.
738
Charpin groups this fragment with the series of Socratic passages (1991: 12), whereas Warmington
groups this with miscellaneous “other fragments” (1967: 281). Krenkel sees this as part of a long satire that
renders love advice, using Socrates as an example here (1970: 92-93); his reading is similar to that of Marx,
though Marx keeps the Socratic fragments in a separate satire (1905: 300).
734
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tum illud epiphoni, quod etiamnunc nobile est, 739

Warmington and Lindsay print the Grecisms in Greek letters, ἐπιϕώνει, but both
forms, epiphoni and ἐπιϕώνει, are editorial reconstructions. 740 Epiphoni has no textual
history in Latin beyond the Satires and Nonius, though the Greek form ἐπιφωνέω is not
exactly rare. 741 Two main aspects of this fragment stand out. First of all, the form of
Lucilius’ Grecism is outstanding—not only is his Greek borrowing a verb, but it is both a
compound and an imperative form that is incorporated syntactically into the sentence,
granted a Latin object and qualified by a relative clause. 742 Epiphoni—calling to mind the
related word ἐπιφώνημα, which has the sense of “witticism” or “rhetorical
embellishment” 743—demands that the auditor respond with something nobile, a notably
Roman descriptor of quality that underscores the cultural mixture implied by the codeswitch. But once again, Lucilius combines the idea of a Greek sound with an idealized
form; and though this compound Grecism (whether epiphoni or ἐπιϕώνει) does not
explicitly allude to Greek rhetorical theory, the homonymity between this code-switch
and euphona creates an internal reference, one that reinforces Lucilius’ connection
between Greek theory and Latin practice.

My translation of Marx’s text is: “Then pronounce this thing, which is even now well-known.”
Manuscript L, Lindsay’s codex optimus, preserved nonsense here—epitofoni—corrected in Dousa’s
edition and converted to an imperfect verb in Greek script by Mueller in his text of Nonius (ἐπεϕώνει);
Lindsay kept the Greek script, but returned the verb it an imperative form now universally accepted by the
editors of Lucilius.
741
The compound verb ἐπιφωνέω appears just over eight hundred times in the TLG corpus, approximately
one hundred and sixty of which date to antique authors. In keeping with the relative rarity of this word,
there are only twenty-one verifiably pre-Lucilian attestations of ἐπιφωνέω in Greek; its earliest occurrence
is in the epic cycle (specifically, the Little Iliad). There is no clear generic pattern to the use of this word,
though it is slightly favored by prose authors, particularly after the Classical Period (e.g., Sophocles (1),
Aristotle (1). The Aristeae Epistulae (7) and Septuagint (3) are Hellenistic, prose works with unusually
high frequencies of this word). Towards the end of the Hellenistic Period and into the Second Sophistic, the
word occurs in language theorists (Philodemus (4), [Demetrius] (2), [Longinus] (1), Sextus Empiricus (3))
but also in other historians and other prose writers (Philo Judaeus (5), Plutarch (22), Aelius Theon (7),
Athenaeus (11); Galen (10)). The distribution remains regular.
Lucilius is the only Roman author to borrow this term. It has no textual history in Latin beyond the Satires
and Nonius.
742
Compare the verbal Grecisms of Case Studies IV.4.A and IV.4.B, as well as the discussion of chaere
under Case Study III.1.A and in the Conclusions.
743
See LSJ s.v. ἐπιφώνημα.
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The variety of code-switches utilized in these three potentially cross-referencing
fragments is striking, for in each case, Lucilius opts for an uncommon form or a crosscultural amalgamation. In the first (and main) text, the poet borrows the adjective
euphonos, rather than the contemporary theoretical buzzword euphonia, and becomes a
judge of quality rather than an defendant of the paradigm itself. In the second, he avoids a
common translation, figura, but nevertheless qualifies the Greek rhetorical figure with a
Latin modifier, bonum. In the third text, the concept of speaking out (cleverly) is
verbalized through a Greek code-switch, but the thing to be said must adhere to Roman
sensibilities. Each one of these is thus an allusive and clever borrowing that integrates
Greek ideals with Roman ones, further promoting an image of the satirist as a poet who
could judge quality on the basis of his own understanding of rhetorical theory, as well as
an author well-versed in the debates themselves.
III.2.C: clinopodas, lychnosque, σεμνῶς (15-16M/15-16W/1.12C/16-17K)
Context of the Witness
The final fragment to be examined in this chapter was preserved in the Saturnalia.
Macrobius preserves seven Lucilian fragments in the Saturnalia, 744 five of which appear
in Book 6. Quoted in series alongside other respectable veteres such as Varro, Ennius,
and Lucretius, Lucilius provides Macrobius chiefly with another source for Virgil’s
complex use of language. Macrobius’ comparanda are notably not respective of genre,
and include excerpts from both poetry and prose. Poetic quotations are often neither
metrically nor syntactically complete. Only hexameter verses of Lucilius are quoted in
the Saturnalia, and five of the seven Lucilian quotations include precise citations of the
book number. 745

By my count. Lucilius is mentioned by name eleven times in the Saturnalia.
Of the two that provide no locus, one appears to be copied from the Noctes Atticae and provides the
same fragment and discussion of the archaic spelling “ecum” for “equus” (Sat. 6.9.11, NA 18.5.9-10). Both
passages begin with an assessment of Lucilius as a shrewd manipulator of the Latin language—almost
verbatim in phraseology—and though both authors typically cite the locus within the Satires, neither
includes a citation for this passage. The other incerta fragment is prefaced by a lengthy summary, and is
744
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When fragment 15-16M/15-16W/1.12C/16-17K of Lucilius appears, it is not in
conjunction with Greek formulations or with Hellenic diction, but rather nested carefully
within the Latin tradition. The term under consideration by Macrobius is lychnus.
Originally a Greek word dating back to Homeric text (λύχνος), 746 Macrobius could have
included this Virgilian term within Eustathius’ account of Hellenisms in Book 5. Instead,
what we seem to have is an example of an integrated loan-word, Latinized in case and
incorporated into the matrix of the Latin language to such an extent that, in Macrobius’
time and for his literary purposes, 747 it can be listed alongside other obscure, but
nevertheless Latin, words, albeit with a caveat as to its Greek origin. 748
Thus, though for Augustan poets it was of critical import to be the first poet to
introduce a genre, 749 for Macrobius it is more important not to be the first to borrow
Greek terms. Virgil is emphatically “non primus,” but instead is one who followed
(secutus est) the path of his predecessors. And this path—namely, the use of Greek
words—merits the label of “audacia,” a term that can have either a positive or negative
valence, applied to Virgil only twice in the Saturnalia. 750 Both passages discuss Virgil’s
innovative word choices (here lychni; at Sat. 6.5.4., liquidus in lieu of purus), but neither
is original to Virgil: Lucretius, Lucilius, and Ennius first cleared the path for his
brilliance.

provided as evidence for the definition of the rare Latin term catillo (parasite, Sat. 3.16.16-18). Perhaps, as
is probably the case with Sat. 6.9.11, Macrobius copied this discussion from an earlier grammarian.
746
See Od.19.34.
747
Macrobius is somewhat anomalous, however, as a litmus test for a loan-word; as Kaster remarks: “his
command of Greek was unusually strong for a Latin-speaker of his day” (2011: xi).
748
Caecina, the speaker, goes to great lengths to ensure that the Latin usage of this term is established,
rallying the support of three diverse hexameter poets as proof. Ennius, Lucretius, and Lucilius are a trifecta,
representing either the tria genera dicendi in their linguistic registers, or, alternatively, the low, middle, and
high subgenres of the hexameter represented within the Virgilian corpus itself (see Van Sickle 1975).
According to either (or both) of these readings, Caecina effectively establishes the Roman pedigree of
lychnus across time, register, and (sub)genre.
749
See, for example, Thomas 1988, who writes of Virgil: “The claim for primacy is traditional in Augustan
poetry, or became so, and the details recur as poets claim to accommodate a Greek genre to an Italian
setting” (39, ad 3.10-15).
750
Both here and at Sat. 6.5.4.
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That the Lucilian fragment includes additional Greek terms (clinopodas, semnos)
is not of interest to Macrobius (or to Caecina, his mouthpiece), an indication that these
Grecisms are not to be included within the Latin tradition that Virgil inherited. Indeed, as
will be demonstrated in the word study below, neither of these terms have a lexical
tradition within Roman literature beyond the work of Lucilius.
Macrobius’ text is given below (Sat. 6.4.17-18): 751
Inseruit operi suo et Graeca verba, sed non primus hoc ausus; auctorum enim veterum
audaciam secutus est. dependent lychni laquearibus aureis, sicut Ennius in nono:
. . . lychnorum lumina bis sex,
et Lucretius in quinto:
quin etiam nocturna tibi, terrestria quae sunt,
lumina, pendentes lychni.
Lucilius in primo:
porro “clinopodas” “lychnosque” ut diximus σεμνῶς
ante “pedes lecti” atque “lucernas.”
He grafted into his own work Greek words, too, but he was not the first to dare this, for
he followed the daring of the ancient authors. “lamps hang from golden coffers,” 752 just
as Ennius in his ninth [book]:
…the lights of twice-six lamps
and Lucretius in his fifth [book]
indeed, there are night lights for you, which are earthly:
hanging lamps.
Lucilius in his first [book]
as from then on we solemnly said “bed-feet” and “lamps,”
before “the feet of a bed” and “lanterns.”

This fragment belongs to the Concilium Deorum of Book 1 of the Satires, a locus
for many of Lucilius’ more mundane code-switches, and generally considered a satirized
version of the council of the gods of the Odyssey and the type-scene emulated in Ennian
epic. Lucilius’ satire relates a meeting of the gods, who, upon the death of Lucius
Cornelius Lentulus Lupus, lament the state of Rome and the influx of Greek luxury. A
harsh parody of Lupus (who is found and vilified elsewhere in the Satires, 753 Lucilius’

Text is from Kaster 2011; translation is mine.
Aen. 1.726.
753
See Case Study II.1.A.
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concilium deorum served as a model for later Latin concilia, including that of Seneca’s
Apocolocyntosis. 754
Editions
15-16M:
porro ‘clinopodas’ ‘lychnos’que ut diximus semnos
ante ‘pedes lecti’ atque ‘lucernas’

15-16W:
“Porro ‘clinopodas’ ‘lychnos’que ut diximus semnos
anti ‘pedes lecti’ atque ‘lucernas.’” 755

1.12C:
porro clinopodas lychnosque ut diximus semnos;
ante pedes lecti atque lucernas. 756

16-17K:
,porro ,clinopodas‘ ,lychnos‘que ut diximus semnos
ante ,pedes lecti‘ atque ,lucernas‘ 757

I render Marx’s text as follows:
...as from then on we said ‘couch-feet’ and ‘lanterns’ loftily,
When before [we said] the feet of couches and lamps.

The textual tradition reveals that scribes struggled with rendering clinopodas.
Gibberish forms, set alongside a redundant iteration (perhaps a gloss or correction), are
common to several codices: Keinopoda clinopodas (N), KEINOpodac clinopodas (P),
Kae(i)nopodas clinopodas (A and F), and chachinopoda clinopodas (the most
malformed, R). While some of these transcriptions may imply that the word was at least
partially Hellenic in script, there is not enough conclusive evidence, nor, indeed, shared
errors across the manuscripts, to make a well-grounded argument to this effect.
However, the manuscript tradition does indicate that semnos appeared in Greek
letters, as “cemnoc” is the form recorded in the manuscripts. 758 It is curious that none of
the editions provide semnos in Greek script, despite the manuscript evidence from the
Macrobian tradition. This alteration may be a reflection of Marx’s theory of the meddling

See Freudenberg 2015: 98ff.
“And further, the way we said ‘clinipods’ and ‘lustres’ magnifically, instead of ‘bed-feet’ and
‘lamps.’”…
756
et puis ces clinopodes et ces lustres, comme nous nous sommes mis à dire avec emphase, étaient
auparavant des pieds de lit et des lampes.
757
,sodann ,Klinopoden‘ und ,Lüster,’ wo wir früher - <sogar> in gravitätischen Situationen - <nur> ,Füße
vom Bettgestell‘ und ,Lampen‘ sagten.‘
758
Kaster 2011: 82, note 114.
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librarius, but it is more probable that the Lucilian editors have Latinized the word based
on the assumption that the Macrobian tradition would be more conducive to Greek forms
and more likely to have been altered from the Lucilian original. To the contrary,
however, Warmington suggests that the Latin “anti” that he prints may have been
recorded in Greek script as well. 759
Word Histories
For this particular fragment, it will be useful to analyze the textual histories not
just of the Greek words entailed, but also of the Latin equivalents that Lucilius proposes
they replaced. 760 This will help establish how ironically Lucilius is applying the term
“semnos,” and may indicate better what registers of Latin and Greek this fragment
utilizes.
Κλινόπους, although a straightforward compound formed of two relatively
common Greek words, is first found in Lucilius; it is not found in an extant Greek text
until Strabo, 761 and it never becomes common in literary parlance (perhaps not surprising,
given its quotidian point of reference). There are only twenty-three surviving textual
references to this word, and of these, twenty-one occur within late antique and Byzantine
glossaries, etymologies, and commentaries. The entries within this corpus are largely
conservative in format, typically preserving verbatim phrases as they parse either the
Homeric term ἑρμίς or the very uncommon word ἠλέκτραι (which refers to the eyes of
sphinxes carved on the feet of couches 762). These glossaries, however, offer a vital piece
of information: in each lemma where it occurs, κλινόπους defines the recherché term. In
other words, it is the more familiar vocabulary option for a couch-foot in Greek. With

As per Mueller’s 1872 edition.
Compare this to fragment 386M/417W/10.1C/389K, where Lucilius translates crisis as iudicium:
“<h>orum est iudicium, cr<i>sis ut discribimus ante.”
761
Geog. 17.3.11. Strabo describes leaving garlic around the feet of couches to ward off scorpions.
762
See, e.g., Photius’ Lexicon η110. A nice example of a sphinx-footed support can be seen at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s online catalogue
(https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/256543), though this archaic example is thought to
belong to a basin rather than a couch.
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ἑρμίς representing the epic term for this furniture piece, κλινόπους, supplied as a
definition, may belong to a more colloquial register, spoken often but written rarely.
After all, how often should one mention chair-feet in epic, tragedy, history, rhetoric,
medicine, or any of the genres of literature that have survived the attrition of textual
transmission?
By this same logic, pedes lecti, too, are fairly infrequent in classical Latin
literature; it is difficult to number the forms of this exact phrase conclusively (as Brepolis
has no functional proximity search and the TLL gives only Lucilius as a citation for this
phrase); and pes, used in the correct context, can be used to refer to the foot of a bed even
without the dependent lecti. A PHI search renders fewer than ten instances, although
these are found sporadically across genres. Mentioned first by Lucilius, the phrase also
appears in the Catullan corpus, 763 in Propertius, 764 in Varro, 765 in Ovid’s Metamorphoses
(though Ovid provides a paraphrase), 766 in Pliny the Elder, 767 in Seneca the Younger, 768
and in Aulus Gellius. 769 Roman satirists, elegists, epigrammists, and prose authors thus
use the phrase, but it is absent from “elevated” poetry and prose, just as its Greek
equivalent is.
Λύχνος, on the other hand, occurs over thirty-seven hundred times in the TLG
corpus from the archaic to the Byzantine period, appearing in almost every genre and
register—from Aristophanes and Menander to Lycophron and Callimachus, from
Thucydides to Plutarch, Homer to Hipponax. Approximately two hundred and fifty of
these forms predate Lucilius, and, before the end of the Second Sophistic, just over one
hundred ancient authors had utilized the term; this number quadruples in the Byzantine
period, during which over four hundred distinct authors/corpora include λύχνος in their
works. This word is ubiquitous in Greek, both classical and koine, poetic and prosaic.
Carmina 61.108; Carmina 10.22 also describes the foot of a grabattus, an army cot.
3.6.14.
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LL 6.55.
766
8.656.
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NH 24.137.
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Ben. 2.34.2.
769
NA 10.15.14.
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On the other hand, l(u/y)chnos is very unusual in Latin, especially when compared
to the native term lucerna, Lucilius’ preferred alternative (found twice elsewhere in the
Satires). Ennius is the first poet to employ it in his work, but forms of “l(y/u)chnos”
appear also in Varro’s De Lingua Latina, in the Pro Caelio, and in the De Rerum Natura
and the Thebaid. These instances, however, along with Pliny the Elder’s seven uses and
Macrobius’ three citations, are the whole of the classical Latin corpus’ contribution of the
term. During and after Macrobius’ time period, the word becomes fairly commonplace
among both cento authors (such as Ausonius) and Christian authors (who write about the
lychni of their souls). This upsurge—over sixty total forms according to the TLL 770—in
the usage of the loan-word may be the result of Virgil’s use as a school text: young
Roman readers were exposed to the word l(u/y)chnos at a young age. It is also possible
that, given the preponderance of Christian authors responsible for propagating the
borrowing, the term may reflect their reading of the Septuagint tradition, in which the
word also occurs. As Christian authors also had to gain their knowledge of Latin
literature from a schoolmaster and, as Augustine attests, would have been deeply familiar
with Virgil’s oeuvre, these are not mutually exclusive possibilities.
It is by lucerna that most Roman authors refer to lamps: even the sparse literature
of the second century BCE bears this out, with the word showing up three times in
Plautus, three times in Lucilius, and twice in Cato the Elder, a man whom we can trust to
avoid a Greek loan-word. Lucerna, used in the classical Latin corpus over one hundred
and fifty times, can be seen in verses of elegy, satire, lyric, and didactic poetry; 771 prose
authors who invoke lucerna(e) in their works include Cicero—both in dialogues and in
his personal letters—Petronius, and Apuleius, among many others. If we extend our
survey of this word to the fifth century and include Christian authors, the number

Though only thirty-six occur in Brepolis.
Propertius, Lucretius, Ovid, and Horace are among the ranks of poets who employ lucerna. Horace uses
the word in both his Odes and in his Satires, bridging genres and registers. He does not use l(u/y)chnos in
any form. It is worthwhile to compare this with Lucretius, who uses both terms for lamps in the De Rerum
Natura.
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increases to over one thousand, mirroring the increase in use of l(u/y)chnos observed
above.
Yet it is just as illuminating to observe where lucerna does not appear. Though
we have seen that several Roman authors—including Lucilius, Cicero, and Lucretius—
use both l(u/y)chnos and lucerna, the term is studiously avoided by Virgil throughout his
corpus, and is not to be found either in his model Ennius, nor in his epic successors, such
as Statius, Silius Italicus, or Ovid in his Metamorphoses. 772 Servius bluntly explains
Virgil’s choice in his commentary on two separate Virgilian loci—once on the Aeneid
and again, when commenting on Virgil’s compromising terminology in the Georgics:
“LYCHNI: He used the Greek saying so as to not import anything cheap.” 773
“TESTA CUM ARDENTE: He refused to say “lucerna” because of its cheapness, and he
did not use “lychnus” again, as in his epic poem’s “ut dependent lychni”; for the style in
these books is middling, as we said above.” 774

Lucerna is a vilis word: a term for day to day usage, not for epic poetry. The
distribution and frequency patterns, which show a preference for this word in more
colloquial genres, support Servius’ statement.
Lastly, there is σεμνῶς, never a loan-word in Latin, invoked at the end of the line.
While there are over seven thousand forms of the related adjective in the TLG Greek
corpus, σεμνῶς is far less frequent, rendered just under eight hundred times in the entire
corpus, with only forty-five forms predating Lucilius. The adverb is found across genres,
though it is more common in prose and rarely more than once or twice in a given
author. 775

Though Ovid does use lucerna in his love poetry and in his Heroides.
LYCHNI Graeco sermone usus est, ne vile aliquid introferret (A. 1.726).
774
TESTA CVM ARDENTE propter vilitatem lucernam noluit dicere, nec iterum lychnum, sicut in heroo
carmine, ut dependent lychni: medius enim in his libris est stilus, sicut diximus supra (G. 1.391).
775
A very select sample of classical authors who use this term include: Aeschylus (2), Plato (4),
Demosthenes (3), Lycophron (1), Septuagint (1), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (3), Galen (8), Aelius
Aristides (7), Athenaeus (3), Hermogenes (9).
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Aside from a single mention in the epistles of Pliny the Younger 776 and a seventhcentury CE translation of Greek scholia, 777 this word leaves no trace in Latin literature
except in Lucilius’ Satires. It is thus starkly out of place amidst the furniture terms, and
not just because of its lofty meaning.
Interpretation
The three stacked code-switches in this fragment are each unique in their codeswitching forms. While clinopodas and lychnos are both given in Latin script, the
accusative plural endings -as and -os are unequally adjusted from their Greek
morphology, clinopodas retaining its original ending in -ας, while lychnos is modified
from its regular -ους. Semnos, too, is unique, and must be understood as a
morphologically-intact code-switch, a Greek adverb in -ōs (-ως), though the length of the
vowel is ambiguous in it scansion at the line termination. The manuscript tradition stands
in support, additionally, of this final code-switch being Greek-scripted.
Lucilius’ code-switching mechanisms here are similarly mixed: not only does the
satirist implement Grecisms that reflect varying degrees of Latinization, he clusters the
Grecisms across the first line and distributes them among Latin function words and a
single speech marker, creating a staccato effect in his stacked code-switches. He further
divides two of the Grecisms by utilizing dissimilar methods of compound formation. The
first, clinopodas, is a straightforward Greek compound, albeit one that is not evident in
the literary corpus before the Satires; the second, however, is a hybrid term, formed by
the addition of the Latin infix -que to the Greek noun lychnos. 778 These two Greek
objects, though set side by side in the text, are thus still divided by the Latin postpositional conjunction -que, which unites them in sense even as it separates them in
formation.
Ep. 2.11.17, on the style of Tacitus.
Iohannes Scotus’ Quaestiones ad Thalassium pr.3. which renders semnologia into latin as insignes
sermones. Though insignis is a possible synonym for σεμνός, the adverbial form insigniter is rare.
778
See Case Study III.1.B for two other possible cross-linguistic compounds in the Satires, ληρώδεςque and
(su[m/b])μειρακιώδες.
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Exact translations of these first two Grecisms are given by the poet in the
following line, which follows a parallel construction, albeit with pointed differences:
where the first line includes porro, the second gives ante; clinopodas occupies the same
metrical position as pedes lecti just below; for lychnosque, a similar adjective-noun pair
is provided in the form of atque lucernas. In these latter formulations, however, inversion
of word order must be noted: Lucilius could have perfectly emulated the previous line by
inverting the order of pedes lecti to lecti pedes, a mirror for clinopodas in sense and
construction; the same word inversion occurs in the shift from noun-conjuction (lychnosque) to conjunction-noun (atque lucernas). The contrast between the lines is subtle.
The difference is the more noticeable because of the exactitude of Lucilius’
translations for his code-switches. Pedes lecti is almost a direct translation of the
compound κλινόπους, transferring the bodily metaphor of the “foot” that relies on the
position of the “foot” as the lowest, stabilizing member of an object. 779 Lucerna, too, has
the homophonous prefix luc-, and though the Latin term was probably derived lux and is
only coincidentally similar to the Greek word form, Lucilius is not the only one to
correlate these terms: Varro also remarks on the common formulation of λύχνος and
lucerna across languages. 780 Still further evidence of their linguistic equivalence is that
both terms are also applied to what appears to be the same type of fish. 781
779
TLL s.v. pes. Seneca the Younger remarks on the dearth of terminology that makes such metaphors
necessary: “Ingens copia est rerum sine nomine, quas non propriis adpellationibus notamus, sed alienis
commodatisque: pedem et nostrum dicimus et lecti et veli et carminis” (“There is a great abundance of
things without name, which we call with appellations not belonging to them, but foreign and loaned: we
call ours a foot, as well as that of a couch and a sail and a poem,” Ben. 2.34.2; text Hosius 1900, translation
mine).
780
“Candelabrum a candela: ex his enim funiculi ardentes figebantur. lucerna post inventa, quae dicta a
luce aut quod id vocant λύχνον Graeci” (“Candelabrum is from ‘candle’: for from these burning ropes were
fixed. Lamps were discovered later, which were so called from ‘light’ or because the Greeks call it
‘lychnos.’” LL 5.119).
This account differs from that provided by Servius, who claims that lucerna has to be related to λύχνος
because of the short u sound it holds in scansion: a lychno autem lucerna dicta est, unde et brevis est ‘lu,’ ut
Iuvenalis “dispositae pinguem nebulam vomuere lucernae.” Horatius “ungor olivo, non quo furatis
inmundus Natta lucernis.” Si enim a luce diceretur, non staret versus. (“‘Lamp’ is said, moreover, from
‘lantern,’ whence also the la- is short, as Juvenal writes: ‘strewn lămps spewed a fat spume.’ Horace writes:
‘I am smeared with olive oil, not with that which the dirty Natta [takes] from stolen lămps.’ For if it were
spoken from ‘līght,’ the lines would not stand.” Aen. 1.726).
781
Strabo, Geog. 17.2.4 and Pliny the Elder, HN 9.82.
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As the lexical history above has demonstrated, κλινόπους and λύχνος diverge also
in their usage histories in Greek as well as in their integration into Latin. While none is
particularly common, κλινόπους, and its Latin parallel pes lecti, are conspicuously absent
from the literary corpus, and yet both are undeniably labels for items from daily life, as is
demonstrated in part by where they are found (primarily within Greek glossaries as
clarification, and within Latin comic and erotic poetry, respectively). Λύχνος, by contrast,
is ubiquitous in Greek, but borrowed as a high-register loan-word into Latin poetic
diction. Both terms are used to refer to household objects, terracotta lamps and carved
footpieces on beds. 782 Both of these Greek terms are rare in Latin—one because of its
presumably low register, the other because of its high register—and both have
demonstrably pre-existing, or at least coextant, terms native to the Latin language that
could have been utilized by the poet.
Σεμνῶς is the linguistic lynchpin that holds this satirical fragment together, even
as it is the rhetorical term that seems so dissonant in its meaning from the previous codeswitches. Practically a hapax in Latin, this term not only means “loftily,” but itself
exemplifies the prestige of borrowing an foreign term for the sake of defamiliarization.
Compared with the banal furniture terms that precede and succeed it, σεμνῶς appears as a
stranger, and this intensifies the power of its ironic undercutting. But there is additional
tension between the actual, colloquial register of all of these words and the perceived
prestige of the Greek terms. By putting the first two terms together and juxtaposing them
with σεμνῶς, Lucilius draws attention to the falsity of the Roman’s “high register”
incorporation of these terms. Λύχνος is Greek’s lucerna, and it is only because of the
foreign character of the former that it became vogue among poets. Lucilius, who borrows
from Greek with greater circumspection, would be amused by such facile code-switching.

Pace Charpin, who argues along with Mariotti that these are terms for elite furnishings: “Les clinopodes
ne sont pas de simples pieds de lit, mais des pieds de lit ouvragés, en bronze ou en ivoire, ces χρυσαῖ
σφιγγόποδες qu’Athénée associe aux ψιλαὶ περσιχαί et aux ἀμφίταποι…de même, les lychni ne sont pas de
simples lampes, mais les luxueux lampadaires qui ornent les salles de festin.” (Charpin 1978: 198; Mariotti
1960: 53-54). The other fragments Charpin alludes to are examined under Case Study IV.1.A.
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Lucilius is playing a very subtle game here. The tension between registers is even
marked in the shift in conjunctions between the lines. Atque is often avoided in
hexameter poetry, 783 especially before a consonant where it is unelided, as here.
Furthermore, he puts together clinopodas, with its Greek accusative ending, lychnos, with
a Latinized ending more or less homophonous with the Greek -ους but compounded with
-que, and semnos, a Greek adverb whose ending looks misleadingly accusative. This
fragment is not only about translation, incorporation of Greek language and culture, or
luxury: its primary concern, rather, is the rise in register that code-switching appears to
give a poet, author, or speaker.
Conclusion
This chapter has sought to bring together rhetorical Grecisms from across the
body of Lucilius’ Satires and to unite them thematically in order to explore how the
satirist uses Greek code-switches to complement his satiric program, reflect his own elite
erudition, and position the reader in an educational—but nevertheless amusing—dialogue
with the author. In some of these fragments, particularly those in which the poet changes
language and registers multiple times, the effect of his Greek borrowings is virtuosic,
overwhelmingly performative and designed to impress the audience with the bilingual
skill of the speaker; these fragments were grouped under subsection one, and labelled
“performative.” The second grouping of fragments clustered together passages of the
Satires in which Lucilius melds Greek concepts and terms with Roman problems or
objects; these Grecisms are successful due in no small part to the poet’s demonstrable
understanding of the nuances of the Greek language.
These terms reflect Lucilius’ own education, and presume an elite audience who
shared such exposure to rhetoric, even as he explicates and draws equivalents for his
See Butterfield 2008, though that scholar is not convinced that atque is “unpoetic,” his statistics do
demonstrate that it is far less commonly found in verse from the first century BCE onward than alternative
forms such as et or -que. His study does not take Lucilius into account, and avoids fragmentary corpora
altogether. I would suggest that, while not necessarily prosaic, the conjunction may belong to a lower
register than -que.
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code-switches that enable them to be understood by those with lesser pedigrees and, in
the later Latin tradition, secure the integration of many Greek terms into the Latin
oratorical matrix. The vocabulary found in these case studies, though primarily rhetorical
in origin, was nevertheless varied in frequency and register. Many of the Grecisms are
ubiquitous technical terms that reflect the satirist’s rhetorical training; yet even the most
common words reflect an uncommon understanding of the nuance of Greek language
when the satirist combines them, as in Case III.1.B, with words of a similar nature, or
contrasts them, as in Case III.1.A or III.2.C, with terms from another register altogether.
Lucilius’ rhetorical code-switches are particularly erudite (and especially
challenging for his readers) when the satirist alludes to the contemporary debates of
Hellenistic language theorists, such as the Stoics and the euphonists. The works of these
language critics, though often associated with Greek spheres of thought, are clearly wellknown by the satirist, and he makes the language theories of his Greek contemporaries
integral to many of the satires above. Those who share his knowledge are variously
allowed to partake in his humor, or targeted by still more convoluted rhetorical allusions.
This repurposing of dry rhetorical data into satire reveals Lucilius’ mastery of language
and theories of language, so great that he can craft riddles cross-linguistically and make
Hellenistic debates about Greek both relevant to a Roman audience and amusing for
them.
What Lucilius is doing with these Greek words is both innovative and deliberate.
It reflects the deep-seated authority of Greek within the rhetorical tradition, but twists the
pedagogical role that Greek played among Romans into something humorous and clever
rather than pandering or habitual. Lucilius’ rhetorical Grecisms are not simply torn from
the pages of Technai, and they are not the tongue-in-cheek slang of staged comedy,
either: these rhetorical terms of Lucilius, disembodied within the discourse-based poetry
of the Satires, are now a matter for sermo between peers, a source of laughter among the
learned Romans, and words that can be applied to Latin as naturally as to Greek.
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Chapter 4: Mundane Code-Switches
Introduction
The twenty-three Grecisms examined in this chapter defy straightforward
categorization. Essentially miscellaneous, these borrowings have been variously
identified as “spoken Greek”; 784 a mixture of “medical,” “culinary,” and
“unclassified,” 785 as well as “erotic” and “mercantile.” 786 Each of these categories,
though capturing an aspect of the code-switching context involved, essentially makes
Lucilius’ incomplete corpus still more disparate and fragmentary. Chahoud’s category
“spoken Greek,” for example, creates a false binary, as if the Greek offered in other
satires represents an “unspoken” variety. 787 Likewise, subdivisions such as “culinary”
and “mercantile” obscure the identity of the speaker, who may be a cook or may simply
be a member of a symposium.
While these terms are difficult to classify, there are commonalities that unite them
both negatively and positively. On the negative side, the majority of these terms have
almost no lexical histories 788; likewise—with the exception of the three medical
borrowings ἀπεψία, ἀρθριτικός, and podagrosus—the terms examined here do not allude
to a specific field of knowledge, whether of Greek theory (such as rhetoric or philosophy)
or Greek literature (such as Homer). The positive link between these words is that they
are predominantly object-oriented or physically-anchored, either referring to specific
material objects (e.g., jars and horse tack), physical manifestations (including medical
symptoms and careers), or visceral reactions (e.g., sexual arousal and shock).

Chahoud 2004.
Korfmacher 1935.
786
Mariotti 1954.
787
While this is arguably true of several of the Homeric Grecisms studied in Chapter 2, it still is not
applicable to every instance of Homeric quotation (e.g., Case Study II.2.A, Ἆρες Ἄρες, a vocative that is
within quotation, and thus inherently “spoken”); the same is true of the philosophical code-switches, such
as eis aithera in Case Study II.1.C.
788
Cyathus, a measuring device, is an exception, as is the adjective psilos; both are paired, however, with
far less frequent Grecisms.
784
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My proposal, therefore, is to study these Grecisms collectively under an
altogether different rubric, which I argue is best conceptualized as “mundane
physicalities.” There are four subsections in this chapter, grouping together Grecisms of a
decreasingly material nature. These are titled as follows: “Greek objects” 789; “symptoms
and physiognomy” 790; “money-workers” 791; and “reacting in Greek.” 792
Greek is not the only language that Lucilius borrows in these fragments, with
Eastern and Italic code-switching also evidenced here; further, it is typical of these
Grecisms to occur in pairs, whether complementary or otherwise, with other borrowed
terms, sometimes from one of Lucilius’ tertiary languages. In the first two subsections,
where specific foreign objects are alluded to, Lucilius consistently adds helpful
equivalences or even translations in Latin, transforming the contrast between the
languages into a synthesis and creating tiers of comprehension among his audience
members through the utilization of various registers of language and specificity of
explication. In the latter two subsections, language conflict and contrast is used by the
poet to reflect, condemn, and praise the identities of various characters, whose cultural
and linguistic backgrounds are revealed by the Grecisms used to describe them.
I thus aim in this chapter, by grouping these diverse words, to reveal how Lucilius
uses the very diversity of these Grecisms in order to create scenarios of linguistic and
cultural interaction and to craft an image of the complex world of the second century
BCE, one that the poet could make transparent or obscure through code-switching.
Language mixture, he proves in the use of these mundane terms, is not just suited to
literary terms or theoretical study, but also thrives in real life settings.

Containing the terms psilai, amphitap(oe/i), arytaena, stomide, and epiteugma.
A long subsection, covering ἀπεψία, cyathus, ἀρθριτικός, podagrosus, oxyodontes, Lamia, Pytho/Bitto,
empleuron, and mamphulas.
791
With only two case studies on the words tocoglyphos, Syrophoenix, tesorophylax, and abzet.
792
Alternatively, one might call this selection “Greek verbs,” as the Grecisms examined are ψωλοκοποῦμαι
(in connection with diallaxon) and chauno meno/thaunomeno.
789
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Section 1: Greek Objects
In the following four case studies, I examine five Grecisms: psilae and
amphitap(oe/i), the latter of which is found in two fragments of the Satires; arytaena; the
potentially corrupt but nevertheless Greek (p[r]o)stomide; and epiteugma. All are either
nouns or substantive adjectives, and, with the singular exception of psilae, all are
uncommon in both Greek and Latin. But what makes this a productive subset within this
chapter is not the form or infrequency of the borrowings themselves, but the materiality
that unites them: all of these terms have specific, physical reference point(s) that the
Grecism refers to—and, in the case of arytaena and (p[r]o)stomide, these are objects that
may have lacked exact Latin equivalents. As I will demonstrate below, it is because of
this particularity that Lucilius, either explicitly or implicitly, includes vocabulary to
translate or clarify the meaning of these terms.
IV.1.A: psilae, amphitap(oe/i) (13M/13W/1.11C/15K and 252M/277W/6.5C/257K)
Context of the Witness
In this short lemma, Nonius provides not one, but two, fragments of the Satires,
setting them in comparison with a line from the Menippean Satires of Varro. As will be
noted below, these three entries, together with Nonius’ own work, together make up three
of the four total instances of the Grecism in ancient Roman literature. The lemma is as
follows (540.26-32(Merc)):
AMPHITAPOE vestes dicuntur utrimque habentes villos. Lucilius Satyrarum lib. I (28):
psilae atque amphitapi villis ingentibu’ molles.
idem lib. VI (10):
pluma atque amphitapoe et si aliud quid deliciarum.
Varro Manio (253): ‘alterum bene acceptum dormire “super amphitapo bene molli”.’
“Amphitapoe”: fabrics are so-called when they have wool on both sides. Lucilius in Book
1 of the Satires [says]:
smooth and double-sided ones, soft with massive wool tufts.
Likewise in Book 6:
down and double-sides and any other treat.
Varro in the Manius [says]: “another well-received thing is to sleep ‘on top of a very soft
double-sided thing.”
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The two fragments grouped together by Nonius are from Books 1 and 6 of the
Satires, and though they are united by the shared Grecism amphitapos, their contexts
vary. The fragment from the first book is taken from the council of the gods, while the
context of the satire of Book 6, from which the second text is derived, is a diatribe on
luxury and lack; Warmington thinks this a political diatribe, presenting various
viewpoints of the time.
Editions
13M:
psilae atque am<ph>itapae, uillis ingentibus, molles,

13W:
“psilae atque amphitapi villis ingentibus molles.” 793

252M:
pluma atque am<ph>itapoe et si aliud quid deliciarum

277W:
pluma atque amphitapoe et si aliud quid deliciarum. 794

1.11C:
psilae atque amphitapoe villis ingentibus molles. 795

15K:
psilae atque amphitapi villis ingentibus molles 797

6.5C:
pluma atque amphitapoe et si aliud quid deliciarum. 796

257K:
pluma atque amphitapoe et si aliud quid deliciarum 798

I translate Marx’s texts above as, respectively:
smooth and double-sided, with large wool tufts, soft…
down and double-sided and any other treat.

As Lindsay remarks, there are many, predictable gibberish versions of
amphitapoe passed down in the manuscripts of Nonius (though the lemma is surprisingly
stable, with its only alternative form in its ending -ae in L and V rather than -oe). The
Greek word in the first fragment is represented as “amfytavi” in manuscripts L1, CA, DA
but as the more accurate “amfytapae” in AA and BA. Lindsay ventures that it could be
amphytapoi, though, as clear from the text above, this suggestion has not been followed
“‘[S]ingle-napped and soft double-napped coverlets / with huge tufts.’”
“[F]eather-down and double-napped coverlets and / every other choice luxury there is.”
795
[D]es tapis simples et des tapis doublés, aux longues soies, moelleux.
796
[P]lume, tapis doubles, et tous les autres rafffinements de luxe.
797
[E]inseitig und wiche zweiseitig gerauhte Decken mit sehr langen Haaren.
798
Daunenkissen und beidseitig gerauhte Couch-Decken und jeder andere Luxus.
793
794
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by Lucilian editors. In the second fragment, the manuscripts offer “amfytapoe,” a
straightforward Latinization, whereas the form in the Varronian line appears as
“amf(i/y)tabo,” a more idiosyncratic spelling.
As for the variations across editions, in the first fragment one sees that Marx
attempts to regularize the feminine ending of psilae with a matching amphitapae, perhaps
judging both to be adjectives. This, however, is incorrect, and Marx’s ending in -ae is
rejected by later editors, due to the fact that ἀμφίταπος is either a masculine noun or
substantive drawn from a two-termination adjective, while the feminine adjectival form
ψιλή can refer substantively to carpets. 799
Word Histories
In the Greek corpus of the TLG, ἀμφίταπος occurs approximately forty times
overall, 800 but there are further instances of the term found within papyrological finds. 801
Eight of these predate Lucilius, found within fragments of Clearchus and Lycon 802 and
Callixenus, as well as twice in the Septuagint. There are additionally two mentions of this
adjective in papyri from the so-called Zenon Archive that both date from the third century
BCE. 803 After the second century BCE, the word appears in authors such as Pollux (1)
and Athenaeus (2) and Diogenes Laertius (2), but mostly in lexica and grammaticallyadjacent genres. Photius, 804 for example, defined ἀμφίταπος as τάπητες ἀμφίμαλλοι (rugs
wooly on both sides). 805

See LSJ s.v. ψιλός, II.b.
Notably, this word cannot be lemma-searched in the TLG; perhaps the result of its low frequency?
Although other, less frequent, words have been successfully searched in this project.
801
As cited by the DGE.
802
Twice.
803
PCair. Zen. 484.13 and 423.4 These papyri are not included in the TLG corpus, but the DGE records
them.
804
α1370.
805
Hesychius likewise includes the related gloss on ἀμφιτάπης· χιτὼν ἑκατέρωθεν ἔχων μαλλούς (α4122).
The related word ἀμφιτάπης is found in comedic fragments, as well (once in Alexis, once in Diphilus), and
is similarly defined by grammarians and within lexical traditions (Ptolemaeus Grammaticus, (2); Pollux
(4); etc.).
799
800
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In Latin, Nonius preserves and represents all but one of the uses of this word in
Roman literature; the single extra instance from an antique author is found in Ulpian’s
Digest, where the jurist gives descriptions of the forms of clothing acceptable for men, or
women, or both; 806 the form here, however, is adjectival, and ends in -a. The TLL adds to
these citations of Isidore 807 and of a late antique gloss. 808
On the other hand, ψιλός is found nearly three thousand times in the antique
Greek corpus, with a further five thousand forms from late Antique and Byzantine
literature. First implemented in the time of Homer, ψιλός belongs to both prosaic and
poetic genres alike, although it is admittedly far more frequent in prose and increasingly
uncommon in later poetry. 809 Almost three hundred uses predate Lucilius; it is a very
common term in Greek, and one with wide-ranging meanings—bare, simple, smooth.
In Latin, forms of this adjective appear in Lucilius’ Satires once (where it refers
to soft material), three times in Pliny the Elder (where the term gives the Greek name of
geographic areas) 810, and five times in grammarians (where it is contrasted with dasia,
and notes rough and smooth aspiration). 811
Interpretation
There are strong reasons to group these two fragments together for analysis.
Though found in separate satires located books apart, these lines are deliberately
evocative of each other, creating an internal reference within the Satires. Not only do
these fragments share the Grecism amphitap(oe/i), but the themes of the satires that these
fragments are associated with also overlap, offering criticisms of luxury in the face of
traditional Roman identity; both of these criticisms are offered from figures of authority
or privilege, the first from a god amidst a divine assembly, the second by a noble in the
Dig. 34.2.23.2.
Orig. 19.26.5.
808
Gloss V.339.56.
809
A selection of frequencies can give an idea of this distribution, e.g.: Homer (3), Thucydides (48), Plato
(21), Sophocles (5), Aristotle (32), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (43), Plutarch (34), Galen (103).
810
NH 4.79, 5.137, and 6.111.
811
Marinus Victorinus (1), Audax (1), and Pompeius Maurus (3).
806
807
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middle of a diatribe against his peers. The shared Grecism, conversational context, and
internal audience thus create a strong connection between two fragments. When closely
comparing the texts, one immediately notices the similar formulation between these two
fragments, both of which begin with a disyllabic p-initial word (psilae, pluma), followed
by the elided “atqu-amphitap-.”
Despite this shared formulation, Lucilius’ form of code-switching offers a subtle
variation between the fragments. In the fragment from Book 1, Lucilius gives a stacked
code-switch and joins psilae and amphitap(oe/i)—both obviously Greek, with
pronounced syllables formed of psi and phi and the Greek plural nominative ending in
oe—with the undeniably Latin conjunction atque. In the second fragment, the poet only
code-switches once, and the same atque serves a different function. It offers an uneven
linkage between the Latin pluma and the Greek borrowing and creates something of a
false equivalent between the terms, which share neither the same language of origin
(Latin and Greek) nor the same point of reference (the down inside a cloth and the
embroidered covering on its surface). The shared formulation is therefore superficial,
with deeper contrasts formed by the linguistic alteration made noticeable by the common
word order.
The two fragments vary in their code-switching forms, but do share the same
mechanism, incorporating explanatory phrasing in Latin that clarifies the sense of the
Greek terms (albeit with varying degrees of specificity), and provides guiding context for
the potentially-baffled reader. In the first fragment, a reader uncertain of the meanings of
psilae and amphitap(oe/i) can nevertheless derive the sense of these Grecisms from the
latter half of the line, where “villis ingentibus” makes it obvious that a rich cloth is the
subject of the Greek modifiers, and “molles” offers a further clarification of its quality. In
the latter fragment, pluma serves a similar function, anchoring the Greek terminology
utilized without overlapping in sense; the allusive clause “si aliud quid deliciarum,”
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though open-ended in its meaning, explicitly states that the fabric described qualifies as a
sumptuous object, a deliciae. 812
Even for the well-versed bilingual reader, the redundancies and qualifications
could be illuminating, especially in the first fragment, given the range of meanings of
ψιλός in Greek; Lucilius’ clarificatory phrasing—his form and mechanism in the codeswitches—makes it impossible to mistake ψιλός here for its grammatical significance, 813
since it lacks its opposite dasia, is paired instead with amphitap(oe/i), and aligns with the
Latin synonym molles, its complement at the termination of the line.
The explicit nature of his code-switching here furthermore allows the satirist an
opportunity to employ additional language games for the benefit of his more astute
readers (or, perhaps, those with a broader knowledge of Greek) without obfuscating the
original sense of the texts. In both fragments, there are Latin terms that recall
homonymous Greek words: in the first, the adjective molles resembles the Greek word
μαλλοί (wool); likewise in the second, pluma is phonetically identical to πλύμα in Greek,
though vastly different in meaning, as πλύμα means washing fluid (or, in slang, refers to a
prostitute). The latter may seem an interpretive stretch, but Lucilius, in placing pluma in
the same metrical position as psilae, encourages comparison between the lines, and
thereby creates the expectation that this first word should be a Greek one. The double
entendre embodied by the concluding “deliciarum” may also hint at the alternative
meaning for pluma, forming a clever pun on the nature of luxurious fabrics, which
provide a soft place for sleeping and bedding alike.
There are thus three distinct spheres of the Greek language activated in these
fragments, linguistic hurdles that would have been selectively understood by Lucilius’
audience. At the most common lexical level is the Grecism psilae; amphitap(oe/i) is more
Another fragment on luxury is 71M/60W/2.13C/61K, a fragment without much context, that
nevertheless provides a tantalizing list of foreign garment terms: “chirodyti aurati, ricae, toracia, mitrae.”
Chirodyti and toracia are both rare borrowings, mitrae slightly more common but nevertheless an imported
item. This contrasts with Lucilius’ mention of the purpureo gausape, a mundane cloth made luxuriant with
dye, at 568M/598W/20.1C/570K
813
Though phonetics is the reason why most later Roman authors would borrow this Greek term, in
discussions of aspiration.
812
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precise in its meaning and rarer in its usage, which would perhaps be a stumbling block
for the less adept Greek reader. Both words are given Latinized endings and explanatory
phrases to ensure comprehensibility, but the Greek activation and shared patterns across
the fragments invite the close reader of the Satires to read pluma as yet another instance
of language interaction, one in which Greek slang contradicts the otherwise lofty points
of reference within the satire.
The use of these Greek terms in both fragments implies expensive, or exotic,
imports, underscoring the luxury that is made explicit by the descriptions of these cloths
as “molles” and as types of “deliciae.” That “amphitapa” appears in Ulpian’s Digest in a
list of clothing acceptable for a pater familias to don implies that the garment could
suggest status. In these fragments, Lucilius positions these Greek words in the middle of
contests over Roman identity. “Clinopodas” was another Grecism involved in this debate,
and, as was shown in Chapter 3, evokes not just controversy over material objects, but
also about the language used to name them (recognized by the poet in his application of
the Grecism semnos). Lucilius, with his careful layering of diverse Grecisms that activate
various registers of the Greek language, also shows in this fragment that even in satires
that do not explicitly confront or thematize language, he can make the contrast between
languages a key component of his humor.
The next case study, which examines a fragment subsequent to the psilaeamphitap(oe/i) line and belongs to the same satire from Book 1, will further elaborate this
idea.
IV.1.B: arytaena (17M/14W/1.14C/18K)
Context of the Witness
Despite his own partial survival, Flavius Sosipater Charisius, a grammarian of the
fourth century CE who assembled a five-book Ars Grammatica, is credited by Charpin
with preserving forty-two Lucilian fragments. These fragments are provided both by the
surviving portions of the Ars Grammatica itself, and by the compilations of Charisius
made by Julius Romanus and Flavius Caper. Charisius provides predominantly
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hexametrical lines of Lucilius, fragments of varying length, and often omits the location
within the Satires.
In the text that follows, extracted from an alphabetic series of definitions,
Charisius does cite Book 1 of the Satires as the source of his text. Though the lemma
given is “autumnal,” Charisius’ discussion is concerned with principalia nomina. He
cites authority figures Varro, Pliny the Elder, and Lucilius in order to exemplify how
nouns used to designate where you put or place something are often derived from the
word for what is stored: thus an equile is where you put an equus, and so forth. The text
is as follows (GLK 1.118.25-32):
Autumnal Varro, ‘aequinoctium autumnal,’ quod idem Plinius eodem libro VI notat.
Videndum tamen est an reprehensione sit dignum prius illa nobis spectata ratione.
Nomina quaedam sunt principalia, quae Plinius Secundus eodem libro facientia appellat,
ex quibus possessiva nascuntur, quae patiendi vocat, ut aquale. Nam Lucilius libro I
saturarum ‘arutaenaeque’ inquit ‘aquales’; non ut autumnal. Huius autem principale
nomen est aqua. Quod vero patitur ac tenet aquam aquale, ut equile sedile monile, ait
idem Plinius [aquale].
“Autumnal”: [writes] Varro, “autumnal” equinox, which Plinius likewise notes in the
same Book 6. However, one must see whether it was worth reproof according to that
method observed by us before. Certain names are original, which Pliny the Elder calls in
that same book “active,” from which possessives are born, which he calls “passive,” such
as “aquale.” For Lucilius, in Book 1 of the Satires, says “and ewers—water pails”; not
as “autumnal.” Moreover, the originary noun for this is “aqua” (water). But this “aquale”
bears and holds water, just as a horse-stall or seat or necklace, says Pliny likewise.

The fragment is part of the council of the gods satire, in the midst of the dialogue
in which semnos and clinopodas are incorporated, as well as one of the amphitapoe
fragments (discussed in the previous case study). Though Keil in his edition of Charisius
does not include “inquit” in the Lucilian quotation, all four editors below do, and use this
in their interpretation to draw an equivalence between arutaenae and aquales. The
speaker is unknown, though the passage seems to offer various critiques of secondcentury Rome.
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Editions
17M:
– ˘ – ˘ ˘ – 'arutaenae'que, inquit, aquales.

14W:
“ ‘arutaenae’que” inquit “aquales.” 814

1.14C:
< – ˘ ˘ – ˘ ˘ – > arutaenaeque, inquit, aquales. 815

18K:
– ˘ ˘ – ˘ ˘ – ,arutaenae‘que, inquit, ,aquales‘ 816

My translation of Marx’s text is as follows:
…and “ewers,” he says, [that is] water pails.
Keil’s apparatus criticus notes that manuscript N of Charisius records the
nonsense phrase “arutae neque,” a mistranscription made, doubtlessly, with the best of
scribal intentions, as the scribe preserved the first part of the unknown/non-existent word
(arutae) in order to find the comprehensible neque. Keil also notes that Dousa conjectured
“arutaenaeque et aquales,” rather than “arutaenaeque inquit aquales.”
Word History
There are forty-five total uses of the feminine noun ἀρύταινα 817 rendered by a
simple TLL search, but closer inquiry reveals that eight of these uses are redundant—
either conflicting editions of fragments (such as those of Aristophanes), or the same
fragment attributed both to its original author and to the preserving witness (e.g.,
Athenaeus, Julius Pollux). Thus, we are left with thirty-seven instances of ἀρύταινα in the
TLL corpus. Only five of these uses of the term predate Lucilius, and only twenty are
antique and unique. All are found either in comic genres, 818 grammatical and
lexicographical texts, 819 or medical texts. 820

“‘[A]nd the term “draw-liquids” is used’ said he, / ‘for water-basins.’”
[E]t les arutènes, dit-il, sont des pots-à-eau.
816
[U]nd ,Gefäße,’ so sagt er, ,Wassereimer.‘
817
Related to the even more infrequent word ἀρυτήρ, appearing only twice (once in Dioscorides Pedianus
and once in the scholia to Hesiod.
818
Aristophanes (2); Antiphanes (1); Timon (1).
819
Theophrastus’ Characteres (1); Heraclides (2); Athenaeus (7); Suda (2); Phrynicus (1).
820
Galen (1); Oribasius (1).
814
815
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As for the Latin corpus, while a Brepolis search provides only the text of
Charisius and a gloss in the Pauline recension of Festus, 821 the TLL offers three additional
citations, all from anonymous Latin glossaries. 822
Interpretation
This partial fragment incorporates a code-switch that is singular in form and
Latinized in its morphology: the upsilon is rendered as a u (not a y), the αι diphthong as
the homophonous ae, the plural ending that of a Latin first declension noun. As in the
previous fragment, Lucilius provides a means for his reader to interpret the Grecism
given, but whereas the meanings of psilae and amphitap(oe/i) were implied by molles and
pluma in their respective fragments, here we have a clear equivalence drawn by the
speaker.
Aquales, as either an adjective modifying the Grecism or (less likely) as a
substantive paralleling it in sense and meaning, specifies the exact valence of the Greek
word for Lucilius’ audience. Lucilius, the first Roman author to borrow ἀρύταινα, has not
only Latinized the term but has also translated it for his audience. This need to translate
the term is itself ironic, as these are objects found in daily life, but whose names rarely
appear in literature. Even “aqualis,” though term obvious in its etymology and formation,
is uncommon in Latin texts.
This line contributes to the series on the subject of luxury, and, though not one of
the traditional shapes of Greek vases, 823 the word arytaena may be evocative of sympotic
culture, and the hedonistic extremes possible within such a setting. 824 On the other hand,
“Arytaenam sive art<a>enam vas ab auriendo sic appellabant” (19.15, Lindsay). Paulus’ gerund
“auriendo” must be understood as a form of the verb “haurio,” to draw water; as arytaena is a Greek
borrowing, this is a false etymology, but it reflects an intriguing confusion on the part of the lexicographer
with respect to arytaena’s language of origin.
822
These in addition to the uses in Lucilius, Charisius, and Paulus Diaconus. It has to be noted here that
there is an extraneous citation of Charisius given under “citation view,” which corresponds to the apparatus
criticus of the edition of Charisius (“Char. gramm. I.118.38”). This citation is irrelevant—perhaps even an
error?
823
Arytaena is not a shape recognized by the Beazley archive, for example.
824
The inclusion of clinopodas, psilae, and amphitap(oe/i) in the discussion likewise evokes a comfortable,
elite convivium.
821
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the precise semantic value of both ἀρύταινα and aqualis imply buckets and ewers, rather
than fine dinnerware. If, then, the physical reference point is something rough and ready
rather than an object of finesse, Lucilius creates a tension between the appearance of
luxury—an illusion that code-switching can introduce, when implemented as an
exoticism—and the reality of simplicity, and mocks the implied difference in status that
is created by linguistic obscurity.
This is an irony that may be further underscored by the identity of the
interlocutors: though we are not sure precisely who speaks these lines, they occur within
the conversation of the gods—gods who, as the Romans were well aware, held identities
that transcended the barriers of the Greek and Latin languages. These gods, both Greek
and Roman, here speak both Greek and Latin in a discussion about mortals and the banal
implements of human life. The juxtaposition of languages, class, and identity, then, are
made physically manifest by the wordplay between arutaena and aqualis.
Another Grecism may nestle in the lines of this satire, though editors disagree on
its placement and, indeed, on the Greek word borrowed within the fragment:
14M/17W/1.13C/13K, another incomplete line, reads either “miracla ciet elephantas” or
“miracla ciet tylyphantas.” 825 The former is the text as recorded in Nonius, who uses this
fragment to explain how ancient authors used “mira” and “miracula” to introduce
descriptions of marvels and monsters. Yet while an elephant is certainly a marvel, the

There are seven other fragments in the Satires that incorporate sympotic/vase terminology through
Grecisms: calix (found twice in the Satires, and once in Cato), urceus (a highly modified form of ὔρχα, also
found in Cato and Plautus), cadus (either a borrowing or a cognate of the Greek κάδος, and found often in
Plautus), catinus (found in Cato and, according to Varro, derived from the Siculan κάτινον, LL 5.120),
oenophori (οινοφόρος, found later in Horace, Persius, and Martial), and cyathus (part of a stacked codeswitch, discussed in Case Study IV.2.A below).
Note that oenophorus, though first found in the Satires and clearly still Greek in its form and semantics, is
not studied individually in this chapter (or dissertation) because it lacks any indentifiable code-switching
mechanisms, instead resembling the vegetable and animal terminology discussed in the introduction as
“labels” rather than “switches.” Such use of Greek sympotic terms qua labels is not unique to Lucilius: in
fact, there is an entire section of Macrobius’ Saturnalia dedicated to the study of Virgil’s use of Greek vase
terminology (5.21).
825
Warmington’s apparatus also notes the transmitted text of manuscript E, “phalaenas” (derived from
φάλλαινα, whale).
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reading is arguably a lectio facilior; nevertheless, both Krenkel and Warmington keep
this phrasing.
The latter version, preferred by Marx and Charpin, includes the Greek accusative
of τυλυφάντης, a rare word that specifically refers to a weaver of cushion covers. It is
found a mere three times in Greek literature, in the sole surviving fragment of Hyperides’
speech Ὑπὲρ Μίκας 826 as well as in the two citations of Hyperides by Pollux; there are no
other occurrences of the Grecism in Latin. While there is little “wondrous” about a
weaver, τυλυφάντης does make more sense in the context of a satire deriding luxury (far
more than elephants). It is a highly specific label for a niche career, and it, again, draws
attention to the contrast between the luxury items and the laborers who produce them. 827
Lucilius’ miracla, on Nonius’ interpretation, suggests that stirring up Greek cushionweavers could be considered catastrophic, a concept in keeping with the hyperbolic
rebuttal of luxury that runs through this passage.
Smooth and double-sided cloths, ewers, and cushion-weavers—with this series of
objects (and the people who make them), Lucilius crafts an image of opulence threaded
through with Greek influence. But the items themselves, and the Greek terms that evoke
them, require explanation, and Lucilius turns the subject of these fragments from culture
to language, and uses the tension in the one to reveal that in the other.
IV.1.C: (p[r]o)stomide (511M/518W/15.3C/515K)
Context of the Witness
Lucilius is the only authority quoted by Nonius for his lemma explaining the
meaning of the Grecism implemented by this fragment, p(r)ostomis. This is unusual in
the fragments preserved by Nonius, who is typically concerned with defining Latin terms,
The fragment is very brief: “ἐμισθώσατο τυλυφάντας” (“she hired cushion-weavers”). The speech itself
was possibly in defense of a prostitute, on the basis of Athenian graffiti praising her beauty—public
attention untypical of matrons and maidens of ancient Greece—and because her name rather than
patronymic is given in the speech’s title (see Kapparis 2017: 353, 426).
827
This is also not the only place in the Satires where Lucilius code-switches using a rare Grecism that
describes weavers: fragment 1056-1057M/1053-1054W/30.88C/999-1000K mentions the role of the
gerdius (γερδιός) in housekeeping. This Grecism will be discussed further under Case Study IV.2.D below.
826
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rather than Greek borrowings or derivatives; it is not, however, the sole exception (see,
e.g., his lemma on poema and poesis). The lack of comparanda added is also significant,
because, as we will discuss below, there is some debate as to the accuracy of Nonius’
spelling, and even Lindsay emends the text of Lucilius to include to the prepositional
phrase pro stomide under the lemmatic heading “prostomis.” The brief lemma is given
below: (22.24-27(Merc)):
PROSTOMIS dicitur ferrum quod ad cohibendam equorum tenaciam naribus vel morsui
inponitur, graece, ἀπὸ τοῦ στόματος. Lucilius Satyrarum lib. XV (17):
truleu’ pro stomide huic ingens de naribu’ pendet.
“Prostomis” is the name of the metal piece which is placed in the nostrils or mouth for
restraining the stubbornness of horses; 828 in Greek, [it is derived from] “ἀπὸ τοῦ
στόματος.” Lucilius in Book 15 of the Satires [says]:
a large basin hangs in front of his mouthpiece from his nostrils.

This fragment is one of several that describe a champion stud horse—fragments
that, though consistent among themselves, show very little commonality with the other
surviving remnants of Book 15. Lucilian editors set these lines aside, and have a range of
explanations for the content of the rest of the book. Both Marx and Krenkel separate the
book into three satires, with the themes of superstition and vice constituting the first two;
but while Marx assigns the third satire to the theme of “anger” (setting the description of
the stallion within this last topic), Krenkel names the horse itself as the theme for the
third chapter. Warmington and Charpin, on the other hand, find less precise means to
define the book. Charpin, rather than separating the fragments by theme, collectively
calls these quotidian scenes (la vie courante 829). Warmington, still more simply, groups

The modern name for this device in horse tack is a “twitch.” Used for equestrian training and care for
millennia, the twitch is, essentially, a noose attached to a long handle; after it has been inserted into a
horse’s mouth (where a bit would reside), the twitch can be tightened to the point of distraction/discomfort,
in order to make a recalcitrant horse focus on the pinch felt in his/her nose. There is some contemporary
debate regarding how humane it is, as the pinch can easily morph into pain. For a pragmatic discussion of
the twitch in veterinary medicine (and an illuminating, step-by-step walkthrough of its application, see:
https://www.vetnursing.ie/nose-twitch/).
829
1979: 67.
828
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the fragments of Book 15 as “horse” lines, and “philosophy,” allowing the latter to
become a centering device for discussions of superstition and anger.
Editions
511M:
trulleus pro stomide huic ingens de naribus pendet.

518W:
Trulleus pro stomide huic ingens de naribus pendet. 830

15.3C:
trulleus postomide huic ingens de naribus pendet. 831

515K:
trulleus pro stomide huic ingens de naribus pendet 832

My translation of Marx’s text is:
a large basin hangs in front of his mouthpiece from his nostrils.

As noted above, all of the manuscripts of the De Compendiosa Doctrina offer the
readings “POSTOMIS” for the lemma, with “postomide” in the quotation of Lucilius.
Lindsay’s edition follows, in part, the emendations of Salmasius, who altered the text to
read “STOMIS” and “pro stomide”; all the editors, except Charpin, have adhered to
Lindsay’s judgment. 833 Italo Mariotti, however, prefers epistomis. 834
There are, therefore, three possibilities here: the text may read (as Marx,
Warmington, and Krenkel propose) pro stomide, with stomis the borrowed term; it could
also read “postomide” (as the manuscripts and Charpin have it), from postomis; or it
could follow Marriotti’s suggestion, epistomide, from epistomis. Notably, both the TLL
and the Lewis and Short point to prostomis as an alternative form in Latin of postomis. In
the word histories that follow, I will provide lexical overviews of all three possibilities:
stomis, p(r)ostomis, and epistomis. As will become clear, there is very little difference

For a mouthpiece he has a huge basin hanging from his nostrils.
La muselière <une fois enlevée>, un grand seau lui descend des narines.
832
[A]n Stelle des Mundstückes hat es einen gewaltigen Futtersack an den Nüstern hängen.
833
Warmington does allow, however, that “it is not clear whether pro stomide is right. The manuscripts of
Nonius have postomis in the lemma, and postomide in the quotation, perhaps rightly, for a glossary says
postomis, ἐπιστομίς. Moreover, Lucilius may be speaking of a horse, of a flute-player (ἐπιστομίς and στομίς,
mouth-band), or of a tippler” (1967: 165, note e).
834
1960: 60-61.
830
831
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between these words in terms of their meaning, generic usage, or frequency in either
Greek or Latin.
Word Histories
All three of the words that follow refer in general to mouthpieces, whether those
used on horses or those used by flute players.
Though preferred in the text printed by three of our editors, στομίς has only four
total instances in the Greek corpus. The LSJ notes that this an alternative form for the far
more common term στόμιον, but the only time it is implemented in antique literature is in
the works of Julius Pollux, in a passage that compares musical and equestrian
terminology. 835 There are a further two forms in the lexicon of Hesychius, where στομίς
defines first κημός, 836 then φορβειά. 837 The final use is from John of Damascus, an
eighth-century saint.
The word is similarly rare in Latin, found only three times in the Brepolis
corpus. 838 Two of these occurrences are from this fragment, first in the Satires and again
in the fragment quotation of the De Compendiosa Doctrina. The remaining use is a that
of a related word, stomida, a conjecture based upon the texts of Nonius and Lucilius and
found in a textually-compromised passage in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, where it
describes the harness put on Lucius (while an ass) by the man who has purchased him. 839
Yet προστομίς is even less common in Greek, with only a single use, albeit one
that predates Lucilius (whereas all the forms of στομίς postdated Lucilius). Προστομίς is
used by Apollodorus in the Poliorcetica to describe the end-tube affixed to reeds for the
“ὁ μέντοι Πλάτων ὁ κωμικὸς ἐν Κλεοφῶντι μάραγναν τὴν μάστιγα ὠνόμασεν. ἐκαλοῦντο δέ τινες καὶ
αὐλωτοὶ φιμοὶ διὰ τὸ κώδωνας ἔχειν προσηρτημένους, οἷς ἐγχρεμετίζοντες οἱ ἵπποι ἦχον ἐποίουν
προσόμοιον αὐλῷ. καὶ σπάθην μὲν καὶ χιλωτῆρα καὶ στόμια καὶ ὑποστόμια καὶ στομίδας καὶ ἐχίνους καὶ
τρόχους καὶ δακτυλίους καὶ σκληροὺς καὶ μαλακοὺς χαλινοὺς ἔχεις ἐν τοῖς ἱππικοῖς, στόμια δὲ πριονωτὰ ἐν
Ἀναγύρῳ ἔφη Ἀριστοφάνης” (Onomasticon 10.56).
836
A nosebag or muzzle for horses.
837
A halter.
838
There is no entry for this term yet in the TLL, which has not yet finished the letter s.
839
Sed praevenit cogitatum meum emptor anxius pretio depenso statim, quod quidem gaudens dominus
scilicet taedio mei facile suscepit, septemdecim denarium, et ilico me stomida spartea deligatum tradidit
Philebo—hoc enim nomine censebatur iam meus dominus. (8.25.6)
835
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construction of brick walls. 840 In the Latin corpus, if we trust that prostomis is an
alternative spelling of postomis, 841 there are three total occurrences: the two found in
Lucilius and Nonius (of which, Brepolis only recognizes the lemma from Nonius under a
single-word prostomis), and one, under postomis, in the Adagia of Erasmus, who cites the
text of Nonius. 842
And ἐπιστομίς is even less common: used only once in Greek, long after Lucilius’
life (in Hesychius’ lexicon, to define ἐπίχαλκον στόμα 843), and never in Latin.
These text histories illuminate that there is no difference between these terms
from Nonius’ perspective, since no Latin authors from his lists use either stomis,
p(r)ostomis, or epistomis. Lucilius was his only citable source for exempla for this term.
Στομίς is slightly more common than the alternatives, and προστομίς has the added
difficulty of only being used to mean a reed mouthpiece in the surviving Greek corpus.
The evidence of the lexical history of ἐπιστομίς makes Marriotti’s reading highly
improbable. But in defense of Charpin’s reading, there also seems no reason to prefer
stomis, on the grounds of such a slight difference in use frequency given the consistency
in the manuscripts of Nonius. Erasmus’ acceptance of the term may offer further
believability to the reading.
Interpretation
This fragment, associated with neither the council of the gods satire of Book 1 nor
the diatribe of Book 6, does not appear to be thematically engaged with the theme of
luxury, except insofar as the ownership of a horse could be conceived of as a class
distinction (hence the social meaning of eques). But once again, Lucilius supplies a

“εἰ δὲ μή, καὶ κάλαμοι συντίθενται οἵους οἱ ἰξευταὶ ἔχουσι διατετρημένοι πέραν· καὶ ἀσκώμασιν
ἐμφυσώμενοι ἐφ’ ὃν θέλεις ἐπέρχονται τόπον καὶ ἐγείρουσι τὸ πῦρ προστομίδα σιδηρᾶν σύριγγα ἔχοντες.
Ταῦτα πάντα ἐπὶ πλινθίνων τειχῶν” (p 152, Wescher).
841
The TLL does not give a unique lemma for prostomis, but redirects to postomis (in support of the
evidence of the Nonian manuscripts).
842
“Quanquam et equis lignum aut ferrum dentatum in nares inseritur, aut etiam in morsum, ad cohibendam
eorum ferociam. Id instrumentum Postomin appellatum indicat Nonius.” (Adagia II.1.19).
843
Hesychius writes: “ἐπίχαλκον στόμα· τὸ τῶν αὐλητῶν, διὰ τὴν φορβειάν, οἱονεὶ ἐπιστομίδα” (ε5411.2).
840
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Greek word for a physical object, although it is a term evocative of a very different class
of item: the bit (στομίς) or mouth-twitch (προστομίς) of a horse. 844 This latter piece of
equestrian tack is utilized by trainers and caregivers of horses, not by casual riders;
further, twitches are only necessary for high-strung horses. The use of this term,
therefore, implies a hands-on approach to the steed, and relates information about the
animal’s temperament. It also, perhaps, explains the presence of the large trulleus
hanging before the horse: the trainer has both a treat in hand, and a potentially punitive
device. 845
It is worth noting that there are extant Greek texts that describe the care and
taming of horses, such as Xenophon’s Περὶ Ἱππικῆς or the late-antique Ippiatrica, yet
none of these texts utilizes these terms. In effect, then, neither στομίς nor προστομίς is a
casual piece of vocabulary (any more than mouth-twitch is); its use here underscores both
Lucilius’ knowledge of Greek and his obsession with horses, the latter perhaps causally
connected to the former, as passion often leads to learning advanced terminology even in
secondary languages. It is even possible that Lucilius here deliberately uses a non-literary
Greek term, implementing a rarer code-switch rather than a word such as φορβειά,
preferred by Xenophon and others.
But can Lucilius expect his audience to be equally horse-mad? The answer is, in
all likelihood, no. Indeed, the poet seems to assume a lack of comprehension on the part
of at least some of his audience here, for he gives the descriptive phrase “de naribus.”
While not a translation of either στομίς or προστομίς, and though it describes the location
of the trulleus, “de naribus” recalls the phrase that, according to Nonius, serves as the
basis from which this term was formed, ἀπὸ τοῦ στόματος. Lucilius’ text, whether pro

If these terms are meant to describe a musician rather than a horse, there a numerous implications. First,
the fragment would probably not belong to this equestrian sequence. Second, the text becomes rather
dehumanizing because of its body-focused description. Third, the meaning of trulleus must be sympotic or
alcoholic in nature, and the person drinking from the trulleus lacks either the etiquette or instruments
necessary to drink from a more fitting vessel.
845
Unless the preposition “pro” means “in place of,” in which case the animal described is gentle,
deserving a basin (of treats?) rather than a disciplinary tool.
844
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stomide or postomide, provides a Latinized form, unique in the ablative case, but one that
can still evoke a Greek phrase even after such extreme phonetic shrinkage.
The specificity of Lucilius’ Grecism is further complemented by that of trulleus.
Related to trulla (a ladle, essentially the equivalent of a cyathus 846) and with the
alternative form trulleum, this is a term both utterly banal in its reference and potentially
unknown as a lexeme. In other words, it serves as a pendant for the Grecism, even as it
provides no additional information for its interpretation. 847
Both of these adapted terms, precise in their reference points and belonging to a
limited (and limiting) area of knowledge, challenge the reader of the Satires: in order to
comprehend the language used in this fragment, one must understand not only the
languages involved in the text, but also the equipment described. An eques may know
these terms—his hostler certainly would understand at least one language or another—
but Lucilius makes comprehension possible, albeit difficult, for those less familiar with
horses provided that they have linguistic capabilities to make up for their lack of
equestrian know-how.
IV.1.D: epiteugma (828-829M/954-955W/29.59C/816-817K)
Context of the Witness
Nonius provides still another fragment for analysis in the lemma below (339.918(Merc)):
Longe, etiam valde. Vergilius Aen. lib. V (406):
ante omnia stupet ipse Dares longeque recusat.
M. Tullius in Verrem, [de praetura] 848 Siciliensi (II.II.53): ‘hic longe primus civitatis est
Epicrates.’ — et de Officiis lib. I (69): ‘in his et nobilissimi philosophi, longe principes.’
—Lucilius lib. XXIX (15):

See below at Case Study IV.2.A.
The same is true in reverse, of course: pro stomis and postomis do not explain what a trulleus is, or what
its use in equestrian care could be.
848
Lindsay utilizes these square brackets, and notes in his apparatus that the phrase is omitted in some of
the manuscripts, including his preferred manuscript L; his brackets probably represent his suspicion that
this was a gloss, though the resulting sense of the solitary “Siciliensi” is unclear.
846
847
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cum viderim in vita mea
ἐπίτευγμα Apelli longe opera ante alia omnia.
Sisenna Historiarum lib. IV (109): ‘egregias et longe praestantis ac timendas
adversariorum opes esse.’
Terentius in Adelphis (65):
et errat longe, mea quidem sententia
“Longe,” also “exceedingly.” Virgil in Book 5 of the Aeneid:
Dares himself was stunned before all other things and recoils greatly.
M. Tullius in Against Verres [writes about] his Sicilian [praetorship]: “here, by far,
Epicrates is the first of the state” and in De Officiis Book 1: “in these, the most celebrated
philosophers, the leaders by far.” Lucilius in Book 29:
since I have seen in my life
the coup of Apelles, by far ahead of all other works.
Sisenna in Book 4 of the Histories: .”..that the assistance of enemies are outstanding and
very distinguished and must be feared.”
Terence in the Adelphoe:
and he errs by far, at least to my judgment

Erotic love is a primary theme of Book 29 of the Satires. This fragment is drawn
from a satire that recounts either a.) a conversation spanning a range of topics
(Warmington and, seemingly, Marx), b.) an argument staged between two male lovers
(Krenkel), or, c.) a military anecdote about Hannibal and Scipio, modelling and mocking
the attempted amorous assault on a beloved’s house (Charpin).
Editions
828-829M:
<praeclarum> cuium viderim in vita mea
epiteugma belli longe opera ante alia omnia

954-955W:
cum viderim in vita mea
ἐπίτευγμα Apelli longe opera ante alia omnia. 849

29.59C:
< ˘ – ˘ – > cum viderim in vita mea
epiteugma belli longe opera ante alia omnia, 850

816-817K:
˘ – ˘ – cum viderim in vita mea
epiteugma Apelli longe opera ante alia omnia 851

My translation of Marx’s text is:
whose brilliant coup du guerre I’ve seen in my life
by far ahead of all other works.
[S]ince I have seen an artifice of Apelles far in/ advance of all other works known in my life.
...j’en ai pourtant vu dans ma vie, mais c’est un chef-d’oeuvre bien supérieur à tous les autres.
851
[D]a ich ein Gemälde des Apelles gesehen habe, das weit über allen anderen Kunstwerken steht, die ich
in meinem Leben erblickte.
849
850
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The first line of this fragment is very problematic in the manuscripts, reading “cui
ubi deriminutia (vita) meae” in L and BA, “cui derim in vita mea(e)” in AA and H1.
Quicherat first emended the text to its current, accepted form. The Grecism, however, is
relatively consistent, with slight spelling variations (epitegma in L and BA; epitagma in
AA), whereas the word that follows shows no such stability—“apepelli” in L and BA, but
“ap(p)elli” in B, AA, and G.
Marx made several alterations to the apograph of Nonius: adding in the opening
“praeclarum,” modifying cum to cuium, and replacing “Apelli” with “belli.” Warmington
argues: “In spite of Marx, I feel that the manuscript reading forces us to refer the fr. not to
any bellum (sc. Scipio at Zama) but to ‘Apelles’ and a work of art.” 852
Word History
The word ἐπίτευγμα, derived from the verb ἐπιτυγχάνω, implies success in an
attempt, whether through chance or skill. There are a mere eighty occurrences of the
word in Greek literature, thirty-five of which are antique, with six predating the first
century BCE. 853 Its earliest use is in the fifth century BCE, and it is limited to prose.
Almost a quarter of the ancient uses are accounted for by Diodorus Siculus (nine unique
applications); there are, additionally, three uses each in Philodemus, Thessalus, and Cyril
of Alexandria. All remaining incidents, however, are individual usages, found only once
each, but in a wide range of authors. 854 Hesychius both defines it and utilizes it in
definition: an ἐπίτευγμα is a stroke of luck (ἐπιτυχία) 855, and is offered as a definition for
κύρμα (booty), alongside κύρημα (windfall). 856

1967: 307, note c.
Once in Empedocles, Aristotle, and Posidonius; three times in the geographic description of the
Erythraean sea by Agatharchides.
854
Such as Josephus, Porphyry, Origin, etc.
855
ε5327.
856
κ4692.
852
853
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In Latin, ἐπίτευγμα is found (in Greek script) both in this fragment, and in one of
Cicero’s letters to Atticus, 857 where Cicero plays with various Grecisms to describe
gradations of success and failure in his criticism and advising of Caesar. 858
Interpretation
This is the least concrete Grecism included in this section, in part because of the
textual uncertainty as to whether Lucilius wrote “belli” (as Marx and Charpin support) or
“Apelli” (as Warmington and Krenkel print). The epiteugma itself is either an
accomplishment of war achieved in the Battle of Zama (and thus perhaps in praise of the
heroics of Scipio Africanus) or the creation of a masterpiece. Whichever success is
described, Lucilius makes clear within the text of the fragment that it can be witnessed
(viderim), and implies that its viewing was both extraordinary and singular, as both the
phrase in vita mea and the tense of viderim hint. One should add that, if we accept the
latter reading “epiteugma Apelli,” Lucilius’ Satires are the first mention of the artist
present in Latin literature, later to be followed by Cicero in the De Oratore and the
Brutus. As Cicero is also the only other Roman author to borrow epiteugma, this is an
appealing connection. The use of this Greek word, then, would underscore the identity
and sphere of Apelles’ success: a Greek term for a Greek artist.
In the reading “epiteugma belli,” the Grecism is found as a singular code-switch,
while “epiteugma Apelli” more closely resembles a stacked switch. In both versions,
epiteugma is notably Greek in form, a -ma noun formation derived from a verb with the
unmistakably Hellenic prefix epi- and the consonant clustering -gm- just before its Greek
accusative case ending. The name Apelles, by contrast, is given a Latin genitive form,
transitioning back to the Latin host language, and distinguishing Lucilius’ paired
borrowing from a Greek quotation or phrase-based switch: that is, he has not taken the

Nothing, however, is found in either Brepolis or the TLL.
“Ubi enim ἐπíτευγμα magnum nullum fieri possit, ἀπóτευγμα vel non magnum molestum futurum sit,
quid opus est παρακινδυνεύειν?” (13.27.1). The phrasing, with its artfully interspersed Greek codeswitching, resembles a quotation or paraphrase; but if it is such, Cicero’s source is lost.
857
858
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phrase “ἐπίτευγμα Ἀπελλοῦ” from any source, but has instead modified the words to
varying degrees.
In spite of the potentially-baffling Greek formation and morphology of the word
“epiteugma,” the sense of this Grecism is made clear by Lucilius, who contrasts its sense
of accomplishment with the Latin word opera, using a Roman equivalent as a
complement for his code-switch. Yet the equation between epiteugma and opus is
imperfect, and deliberately so: the Greek term refers to a feat accomplished through skill
and luck, but the Latin has no such extra connotation, positive or otherwise.
Instead, there is a clever language game here that extends beyond the mere
equation of “success” to “work” or “art.” Both epiteugma and opus are etymologically
related to goddesses: ἐπίτευγμα to Τύχη, opus to Ops. 859 These roots, with divergent
stems but cognate goddesses, bind the two words together closely beyond the parallel
drawn by Lucilius’ syntax alone and create a cultural and linguistic parallel in this
fragment regardless of the identity of the epiteugma’s perpetrator. Apelles or Scipio,
Greek or Roman, the accomplishment stands—a stroke of luck and example of skill
blessed by goddesses that transcend either culture.
Section 2: Symptoms and Physiognomy
All of the case studies in this subsection examine fragments where Lucilius
borrows more than one term, occasionally drawing from more than one language. There
are ten unique, non-Latin words in the six fragments given below: ἀπεψία and cyathus;
arthriticus and ἀρθριτικός; oxyodontes co-occurs with the Hellenic names Lamia and
Pytho/Bitto and the Umbrian-derived gumiae; lastly, the Greek empleuron, set alongside
the Syrian mamphulas. While physical objects, such as the cyathus (a ladle) and
mamphula (a type of bread) are present and provide the poet with fodder for multilingual
and multicultural cross-references, these fragments are grouped together into this
subsection on the grounds of their focus on the physical features, abnormalities, or

859

This is not the only time that Lucilius equates opus to a Grecism: see Case Study III.1.C.
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symptoms of his characters. Several of the Grecisms allude to medical and scientific
traditions, but as will be shown, the activation of these fields of knowledge is secondary
to the poet’s main goal in crafting vivid scenes of complex and sometimes culturallyambivalent figures.
IV.2.A: ἀπεψία, cyathus (923-924M/976-977W/1Sen.C/927-928K)
Context of the Witness
This Grecism is found the compendium of Nonius, in a brief lemma on the
unusual meaning of the verb tollo in this fragment. Oddly, Nonius has a second version
of this lemma on tollere (at 407.10-12), which gives as evidence of this meaning of tollo
a quotation of Varro’s Sexagesis; it is in the first lemma that Nonius cites Lucilius
(406.22-24(Merc)) 860:
TOLLERE, occidere. Lucilius lib. XXVI (XXVIII,40):
at cui? quem febris una atque una ἀπεψία,
vini, inquam, cyathus unus potuit tollere.
“Tollere,” to kill. Lucilius in Book 26 [says]:
but for whom? that man whom one fever and one tummy-ache
could slay, I say, one ladle of wine could (too).

Nonius informs us that the fragment is derived from Book 26 of the Satires;
however, as is noted in the parentheses, the fragment has been attributed by editors since
Lachmann to Book 28 of the Satires, with the allowance by recent editors that it could
alternatively have been found in Book 29. 861 As the fragment itself reveals, more reliably,
its meter is an iambic senarius; there are seven other unplaced senarii associated with this
part of the Satires, but little thematic continuity can be discovered among them.
Unfortunately, that is more or less the sum of the data to be derived about the fragment’s
context.

This is quite close to Nonius’ lemma “tollere est elevare,” where he provides the fragment including the
Homeric phrase “eis aethera” (407.2(Merc)), see Case Study II.I.C.
861
Explained by Marx (1905: 305).
860
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Editions
923-924M:
at cui? quem febris una atque una ἀπεψία,
uini, inquam, <c>ya<th>us unus potuit tollere.

976-977W
Anxit quem febris una atque una ἀπεψία,
vini inquam cyathus unus potuit tollere. 862

1Sen.C
at cui? quem febris una atque quem una ἀπεψία
vini, inquam, cyathus unus potuit tollere? 863

927-928K:
at cui? quem febris una atque una ἀπεψία,
vini, inquam, cyathus unus potuit tollere 864

My translation of Marx’s text is identical to that above:
but for whom? that man whom one fever and one tummy-ache
could slay, I say, one ladle of wine could (too).

While the opening word of the fragment is emended by Warmington, 865 the
manuscripts consistently relay “at cui,” a disjunctive opening of two terms that typically
mark a new syntactic unit; likewise consistent is the manuscript tradition’s phrase “una
atque quem una.” Of the editors of this text, only Charpin preserves this apograph,
whereas Lindsay strongly questions its likelihood (implementing a deeply skeptical “vix”
in his apparatus report). Indeed, “quem” seems too common in these two lines, and
Mueller, in his edition, added yet another, emending the second line to read “vini quem.”
Lindsay notes only one slight variation on the Greek scripted term in this
fragment, with ἀπεψα given in L1, a consistency confirmed in the apparatus of Charpin.
Cyathus, however, is a form found in only one manuscript, and that in a later correction
(in F); the other manuscripts of Nonius, instead, preserve hiatrus, a gibberish term that
seems like a cross between hiatus and iatros. 866 Our editors have all followed the
correction of F.

862
“A man whom one fever, one attack of indigestion / did choke,—one ladle of wine, I tell you, was
enough / to have carried him off.”
863
...mais pour qui? un homme qu’un seul accès de fièvre, qu’une seule indigestion, qu’une seule coupe de
vin, dis-je, aurait pu emporter?
864
[A]ber wem? Den ein einziger Fieberanfall, den eine einzige Verdauungsstörung, den ein—sage ich—
einziger Becher Wein hätte umlegen können.
865
Warmington writes (1967: 315, note b): “I suggest anxit or angit, but the fragment is doubtful. Potuit
here means probably ‘could have.’”
866
If this is a bastardization of ἰατρός, then the fragment becomes a mockery of hypochondria; but on this
reading, the genitive of vini must rely on the last word of the previous line “an indigestion of wine.”
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Word Histories
Within the Greek corpus, there are nearly eight hundred and fifty total forms of
ἀπεψία; fifty-four of these are from literature before Lucilius. More than half of these
(thirty-two, to be exact) belong to the Aristotelian corpus, to which a further eleven from
Theophrastus, two from Aristophanes the grammarian, and one of Chrysippus, can be
added—all texts that focus on the phenomenon of apepsia in relation to plants and
animals, cause and effect. The remaining eight instances are found in medical texts. 867
After Lucilius, this proportion shifts, and there is instead a pronounced majority
of occurrences of ἀπεψία in medical texts: of the approximately three hundred and
seventy antique forms of ἀπεψία that postdate Lucilius, 49.5% are found in the works of
Galen alone (182); [Galen], Oribasius, Aretaeus, and Soranus contribute an additional
24.5% (37, 24, 18, and 11, respectively). The remaining occurrences stem from other
genres. Plutarch uses the term twelve times in his works, and Alexander, the grammarian,
adds a substantial fifty-five uses. There are also many authors who use the term only once
or twice (e.g., Epictetus, Julius Pollux, Stobaeus). Overall, it is a term that chiefly
belongs to prose works.
In the Latin corpora—both those of the TLL and Brepolis—there are no
borrowings of this term, except here. 868
Κύαθος refers primarily to a small, single-handled, ladle-shaped vase 869; by
extension, the term comes to refer to small measurements, both of solids and liquids. 870

Hippocrates (3), Diocles (2), Erasistratus (3).
Charpin notes that, in Greek medical texts of Galen and Aristotle, apepsia is equivalent to dyspepsia;
pursuing this as a synonym, I discovered that d(u/y)spepsia does slightly outstrip apepsia for frequency in
the Latin corpus: there are three, rather than one, uses: twice in Cato’s Res Rustica (127), and once in
Cassius Felix’s medical work De Medicina ex Graecis Logicae Sectae Auctoribus Liber Translatus (44).
However, δυσπεψία, is rare in Greek: there are just thirty-five results in the whole of Greek literature, and
only two predating Lucilius (in fragments of Diocles and Machon).
869
For an excellent visual of this vase type, see http://dhc.aarome.org/collections/pottery/item/43618. The
date appears to be mistaken on the website, though; bucchero ware is archaic, and so it should be dated to
the sixth century BCE, rather than CE (an easy typo to make). This example is particularly cogent, as it was
produced by the Etruscan culture in Italy, and denotes a long and rich familiarity with the cyathos,
complemented by the word history described here.
870
According to the LSJ, one κύαθος equaled a twelfth of a pint (= 1⅓ oz.), or roughly four spoonfuls.
867
868
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In the Greek corpus, it is a fairly common term (especially by comparison to the other
terms of this chapter; it is more than twice as frequent as ἀπεψία among ancient authors).
There are just under fifteen hundred forms throughout Greek literature, of which
approximately nine hundred and seventy-five are antique. One hundred and fifteen
predate Lucilius, the earliest offered by Anacreon. A total of thirty-eight authors
implement the word before Lucilius, albeit rarely more than once or twice. The term is
applied sporadically across genres: drama 871; philosophical works 872; within the
Hippocratic corpus (27); and in the Septuagint (4). After the first century BCE, the bulk
of the instances of κύαθος are in medical works (~58%), 873 but a similarly broad
distribution remains in effect.
Clearly, cyathus was successfully introduced to the Latin language; as the Lewis
and Short denotes, in Latin literature, a cyathus was not only a ladle and a measurement
size, but also a unit of Greek money. 874 There are circa seven hundred antique usages,
and fifteen predate Lucilius; these fifteen instances are from Roman Comedy and from
prose, with almost an even division—seven are Plautine, one is from Terence, and seven
are from Cato’s De Agri Cultura. The term is so well-integrated, it occurs even in poets
who are noted elsewhere for not using Greek. 875 Medical and encyclopedic genres
frequently utilize it. 876 The late, anonymous Carmen de Ponderibus et Mensuris
summarizes the state of the loan-word well: “Sed cyatho nobis pondus quoque saepe
notatur.” 877

E.g., Euripides (1); Aristophanes (3); Menander (1); Alexis (6).
E.g., Plato (4); Aristotle (10); Chrysippus (4).
873
Dioscorides Pedianus (81); Galen (330); Oribasius (92).
874
In this, it closely resembles the term medimnus, also borrowed by Lucilius (twice), but with little support
for its recognizability as a foreign, Greek term, given its frequent use in prose after Lucilius’ life in prose
and its singular use in Plautus before the composition of Satires. The use in comedy before Lucilius,
coupled with its ubiquity in later prose, suggests that the term was used by Lucilius’ prose-writing
contemporaries, whose work is now lost.
875
Thus, its six uses in Horace’s Odes and Sermones; Juvenal, a poet who does not hesitate to implement
Greek terms, has only three forms of the term, by comparison.
876
Cornelius Celsus (45), Pliny the Elder (150).
877
Line 74.
871
872
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This Lucilian fragment, therefore, includes a term belonging primarily to the
medical community—a term that is marked as uncommon in the text itself by its Greek
sounds (alpha-privative and psi) and, potentially, its Greek script—and a term that noted
a household item of common dishware and marketplace measure. The first, apepsia, is
found only here in the Latin corpus; the second is relatively ubiquitous. Yet both are
highly specific terms in their application, and, despite the disparity in their usage, the
words complement one another in reference to poor health and means of treatment. 878
Interpretation
The Grecisms of this fragment straddle the concept of physicality. 879 The cyathus
of the second line has a concrete, real-world object with which it should be identified: a
ladle used in various settings, an intrinsic piece to a symposium but also a common
measuring device in trade and medicine. Apepsia, though a physical experience shared by
most people at some point in life, is a symptom or ailment rather than object; it is not
quite intangible, but it has no material point of reference. Yet it is a word that narrows the
sense of cyathus to its medicinal applications, and therefore it serves to further hone the
image crafted by this fragment. Neither apepsia nor cyathos can be utilized without
evoking the medical valences of the words, and when used in tandem (as here) in a
stacked code-switch, Lucilius’ reference to the Greek medical tradition becomes
unmistakable. 880
A modern parallel could be construed as the following: “You are suffering from gastroesophageal
reflux; take two teaspoons of honey.” Gastroesophageal reflux is hardly an everyday phrase and it belongs
to a higher register than teaspoon, yet the mixed registers are neither unexpected nor obfuscating in this
context.
879
Marx’s and Charpin’s commentary only examine the scansion of these lines, as febris offers a surprising
example of the mute plus liquid rule among second-century poets.
880
Given Lucilius’ willingness to use rare terms elsewhere and tendency to choose the linguistically more
convoluted route, his borrowing of ἀπεψία rather than the rare alternative δυσπεψία may illustrate a desire
on his part for the indigestion of the character to be easily identifiable.
Just as there are other fragments that utilize sympotic terms, there are additional implementations of Greek
medical terminology found in the Lucilian corpus, including the following: hepatia (a borrowing found also
in Petronius and Apuleius, but not studied here because of its lack of surrounding context); stomachus
(found in Plautus and common in subsequent Latin prose, perhaps already a successful loan word by the
late second-century); querquera (used twice in the Satires, but found first in Plautine fragments);
878
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As I argued in the previous section, there is a discrepancy between the usagefrequencies of these terms: any reader of the Satires who engaged in trade, agriculture, or
attended the Roman theater, would have understood the meaning of “cyathus,” but the
sense of “apepsia” may have been more elusive (except to sufferers diagnosed with it),
since Lucilius is the first to borrow the term. It is therefore interesting to observe that
Lucilius does not alter the Greek form of the latter term, and even gives the symptom in
Greek script, while cyathus appears in a more Latinized form. 881 The less familiar term
therefore maintains its foreign morphology and script, while the more integrated term is
Latinized.
Yet Lucilius explicated both words through paraphrase and context. Apepsia and
cyathus have significant Latin counterparts in the fragment, complements that create a
fuller description of the sufferer’s medical troubles. Febris is closely syntactically bound
to apepsia through the carefully redundant arrangement “una atque una.” Likewise,
Lucilius includes the genitive vini, which, though he interrupts the phrase with the
intrusive “inquam,” depends on cyathus and, in turn, reveals exactly what sort of
“medicine” is being administered. It is only through the combination of Greek and Latin
that the reader understands first the symptoms involved, then the ironic prescription for it.
And the final word of the fragment, too, adds to the delicate linguistic balancing
act of this fragment, and the dubious aspect of the speaker’s prescription. As a Latinspeaker would know, the verb tollo has two somewhat antithetical meanings, one
meaning to destroy, the other raise up. Lucilius’ ambiguous choice thus implies that the
treatment itself may have two outcomes: it could kill (as Nonius relates) or, if we take
cataplasma (also used by Cato); and the stacked phrase gangraena herpestica (Lucilius is the first to
borrow both terms, and the only Roman author to use herpestica). This last example offers a genuine codeswitching pun, for the poet uses the verb serpsere as a jest on the serpentile action of the Greek adjective
ἑρπυστικός, but there is little additional context to comment upon; gangraena and herpestica have
overlapping medical senses, and thus specify a medical condition with few additional linguistic undertones.
Medical terms that are related to Greek, but that are not classifiable as code-switches or Grecisms include:
angina (a cognate of ἀγχόνη rather than a borrowing, derived from the Latin verb angere); panus (related to
the Greek word for thread, πῆνος, but with a medical valence unique to Latin that means tumor).
See Santini 2004 for a full discussion of these terms.
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But see the discussion of this fragment’s transmission, where it is noted that “cyathus” is only preserved
in a single manuscript as a later correction.
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tollo metaphorically, cure. The repetition of unus in the second line may even invite a
complicated re-use of the verb, as it re-launches the main clause; the fragment could thus
be translated as “that man whom one fever and one tummy-ache could slay, I say, one
ladle of wine could cure.” 882 Amidst so much specificity, the vagueness of the primary
verb of the fragment at least leaves such a meaning open to interpretation.
The fragment thus provides an excellent example of the type of language
confrontation favored by Lucilius, where the expectations set by one language are
amusingly undercut or underscored by a reference in the other, and deep comprehension
of both is necessary to realize the content and context of his humor.
IV.2.B: ἀρθριτικός, podagrosus (331-332M/354-355W/9.26C/332-333K)
Context of the Witness
The following fragment is derived from the De Compendiosa Doctrina, where it
is sandwiched between two quotations from Varro. 883 The lemma offers two conflicting
glosses for the rare term ramex, which can refer either to the vessels within the lungs
(pulmonary alveoli) which resemble small pockets, or to hernias, another pocket-shaped
protrusion. The full lemma, with its contrasting examples, is given below (166.415(Merc)):
RAMITES dicuntur pulmones vel hirnea. Plautus Mercatore (138):
tui causa rupi ramites, atrum dum sputo sanguinem.
idem Poenulo (539):
neque nos quemquam flagitamus neque nos quisquam flagitat;
tua causa nemo nostrorum est suos rupturus ramites.
Varro Trihodite, περὶ ἀρετῆς κτήσεως (561): ‘priusquam in orchestra pythaules inflet
tibias, domi suae ramites rumpit.’ — Lucilius Satyrarum lib. IX (72):
quod deformi’ senex, ἀρθριτικὸς ac podagrosus
est, quod mancu’ miserque, exilis, ramite magno.
Varro Gerontodidascalo (192): ‘rapta a nescio quo mulione raptoris ramites rumpit.’

Note, however, that the L&S gives no parallel of this sense, so it must remain suppositional.
In apparent defiance of the order of Lindsay’s list, in which citation of Lucilius’ first twenty books
should precede any reference to Varro: perhaps this quotation entered or was included as a kind of gloss by
Nonius.
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“Ramites” are called lungs or hernias. Plautus in the Mercator [says]:
because of you, I burst my lungs, while I spew dark blood!
The same in the Poenulus:
we aren’t importuning anyone, and no one is importuning us;
none of us for your sake is going to burst his lungs!
Varro in the Trihodis, “On the Attainment of Excellence,” [writes]: “before the player in
the orchestra blows on his flutes, at his home he has burst his lungs.” — Lucilius in Book
9 of the Satires [says]:
because he is a misshapen old man, arthritic and gouty,
because he is crippled and wretched, starved, with a large hernia.
Varro in the Gerontodidascalus [says]: “snatched by some mule-driver, she smashed the
hernias of her snatcher.”

The fragment, as Nonius informs us in the text above, belongs to Book 9 of the
Satires. While the primary subject of fragments found in this book is composition—how
best to write and not to write, on the rules of Latin orthography, 884 and on the definition
of terms basic to the nature of composition 885—the satire from which this is drawn,
according to the editors, focuses on a rather different subject: Rome, in all its diversity.
As Charpin notes, this satire depicts “avec réalisme plusieurs scènes de la vie romaine,”
offering a catalogue of figures met as one passes through the city: the Salii priests
dancing; a brick-maker and grain-seller; a boaster, and old man, and a prostitute; an
argument, a group of chlamys-wearing ephebes, and a pig. 886
It is a truly cosmopolitan view offered, and the language evoked by the poet is as
varied as his subject matter—both lofty and lowly, both Greek and Latin, with Lucilius’
narrator deftly code-switching across both register and language to intimate subtly the
differences in class and status of his subjects.

As in the cacosyntheton fragment studied in Case Study III.2.A.
As in the poesis/poema fragment studied in Case Study III.1.C.
886
1979: 9-11. Note that this order follows Charpin’s arrangement; Warmington’s differs slightly.
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Editions
331-332M:
quod deformis, senex arthriticus a<c> po<d>agrosus
est, quod mancus miserque, exilis, ramice magno

354-355W:
quod deformis senex ἀρθριτικὸς ac podagrosus
est, quod mancus miserque exilis ramite magno. 887

9.26C:
quod deformis, senex arthriticus ac podagrosus
est, quod mancus miserque, exilis, ramice magno 888

332-333K:
quod deformis senex arthriticus ac podagrosus
est, quod mancus miserque, exilis, ramite magno 889

My translation of Marx’s text diverges only in punctuation from that given above:
because he is misshapen, an old man arthritic and gouty,
because he is crippled and wretched, starved, with a large hernia...

Lindsay’s apparatus criticus is surprisingly sparse on this passage: he notes,
primarily, the consistent alternative spellings of ramice(s) for ramite(s), Dousa and
Mueller’s choice to print macerque rather than miserque (a synonym of exilis, but with
no apparent support in the manuscripts), and the nonsensical rendering of ac as “as” in
most of the manuscripts (except in H2).
Charpin’s apparatus, however, shows what Lindsay’s overlooks: that manuscript
L, Lindsay’s codex optimus, offers not the ἀρθριτικὸς ac podagrosus that he prints, but
rather “apopititus as potagrosus.” The last word is simply an alternative spelling, though
Marx, in his honesty, puts his imposed d in brackets, and Charpin, following him,
italicizes the alteration. It is “apopititus as” that deserves further attention, none the least
because it features one of the Grecisms examined here.
The most probable scenario is that the archetype preserved this text in capitals,
resembling the following: ΑΡΘΡΙΤΙΚΟC AC PODAGROSUS. A later scribe, not paying
close attention in the wavering candlelight under which she worked, misreads the rho’s as
p’s, the theta as a Latin o, the kappa as a t; this explains the apopitit- part. But what of the
“[B]ecause he is a deformed, rheumaticky, gouty / old man, because he is a poor maimed lanky wretch /
with a big rupture.”
888
[P]arce que ce vieillard est difforme, goutteux et podagre, parce qu’il est manchot, piteux, étique avec sa
grosse hernie.
889
[W]eil er ein häßlicher, an Gicht und Rheuma leidender alter Knacker ist, weil er gebrechlich, elend und
arm ist und einen starken Bruch hat.
887
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-us and the as? Marx argued that the meddling librarius was at work here, changing
Lucilius’ Latin to Greek and getting carried away in a frenzy, accidently changing the
Latin conjunction “ac” to the nonsense “as.” Thus, Marx “restores” the Greek supported
by the manuscripts of Nonius with Latinized script, and the other editors, with the sole
exception of Warmington, follow Marx.
But if Marx is correct, why would the librarius not also alter the shape of
podagrosus—a Latinized Greek borrowing, obvious from its pod- stem (rather than ped)? And, once again, what is the motivation of this phantom librarius in his altering of the
text to something less likely to be understood? It seems more probable that the reverse
process occurred—that the hyparchetype included Greek letters, then mistranscribed into
Latin characters by someone wishing the text to be easier to read and copy. This explains
much more logically the appearance of the “as,” which would result from a scribe
assuming a lunate sigma where, in fact, a capital Roman letter c existed. It also explains
the shift of -oς to -us.
Warmington’s adherence to Lindsay’s Greek script is therefore preferable, and
has the further advantage of highlighting the discrepancy between ἀρθριτικὸς and
podagrosus, the first borrowed in original script from Greek, the latter a thoroughlyLatinized form derived from ποδαγρικός.
Word Histories
Ἀρθριτικὸς, in a search of the TLG, appears just over three hundred times; only
about half of these are antique (148), a mere ten of which predate Lucilius.
Unsurprisingly, nine of these are found in the Hippocratic corpus; the remaining
occurrence, however, belongs to a fragment of the New Comic poet Damoxenus. 890 This

Found in his play Foster-brothers (fr. 2, Olson), preserved by Athenaeus. The fragment offers a
facetious monologue, in which the speaker describes how he derived appropriate skills for cooking from
studying philosophy, concluding with the quip: λέγει Δημόκριτος—οὐδ᾿ἐμφράγματαγινόμενα ποιεῖ τὸν
φαγόντ᾿ ἀρθριτικόν. Epicurus and Democritus are the primary points of reference (διόπερ μάγειρον ὅταν
ἴδῃς ἀγράμματον/ μὴ Δημόκριτόν τε πάντα διανεγνωκότα, /καὶ τὸν Ἐπικούρου Κανόνα, μινθώσας ἄφες
ὡς ἐκ διατριβῆς.
890
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latter usage, though singular, remains important, for it reflects the potential of this word
to be invoked in a comedic, rather than medical, context. In post-Lucilian antiquity, the
bulk of the uses of ἀρθριτικὸς occur in medical works, 891 but there are occasional forms
of the word found in other prose genres, such as the single use in the histories of Philo, or
in astrological texts of the Second Sophistic. 892
The word is also found in Latin, transliterated as “arthriticus,” and is found ten
times in the corpus of Brepolis. The distribution of the word across genres mirrors that of
Greek, with seven out of the ten instances of the term found in the fifth-century CE
medical texts of Cassius Felix and Marcellus Empiricus. The remaining three occur in
various works: one in Cicero’s letters 893; one in an anonymous legal text, describing the
pre-existing conditions that excuse one from the inspectio praetoris 894; and, of course, the
very first instance of this term, that found in Lucilius’ Satires and studied here. The TLL,
notably, finds a further fourteen instances not recorded in the Brepolis corpus; eight are
medical, six are in exegetic and lexicographic texts.
Lucilius’ second borrowed term in this fragment, podagrosus, is adapted with a
Latin adjectival ending from the Greek term ποδαγρικός. 895 Though occurring over three
hundred and thirty times in the TLG corpus, ποδαγρικός is found only fourteen times
before Lucilius, and, like ἀρθριτικὸς above, is predominantly medical in its application
(78.5%). 896 It appears, additionally, in the works of Theophrastus, Hegesander, and
Polybius, once apiece. This proportion does not change after Lucilius. There are one

E.g., Dioscorides Pedianus (12), Galen (73), and Oribasius (29).
E.g., Cyranides (10), Teucer (2), and Artemidorus (1).
893
Ad Fam. 9.23.1. “Tuli scilicet moleste, ut debui, sed tamen constitui ad te venire, ut et viderem te et
viserem et cenarem etiam; non enim arbitror cocum etiam te arthriticum habere.”
894
“Siue autem quis arthr<i>ticus sit siue posicus siue epilempticus siue orbus et his similia, excusantur”
(Iuris Romani Anteiustiniani Fragmenta Vaticana 130).
895
As noted in the TLL, the meanings are more or less identical: “podagrosus: i.q. podagricus”
(10.1.2489.55 ).
896
Thus, the Hippocratic corpus (10), Crateuas (1).
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hundred and thirty-five further instances from the antique corpus, again, mostly within
medical texts, 897 but also within histories, 898 and some astrological texts. 899
In Latin, the adapted form podagrosus was rare, with only nine surviving
instances documented: these are found in Plautus (2), in Lucilius (1), Nonius (2), 900 the
Historia Augusta (2), Charisius (1), 901 and in the Mulomedicina of Chiron (1). This is, by
far, the less common form of the word; by comparison, there are seventy-six uses found
in the TLL of podagricus—a ratio of almost 1:12, podagrosus to podagricus. Lucilius,
again, opts for the less common word, though he follows the example set by Plautus in
doing so.
Additionally, it should be noted that the two words co-occur twenty-five times in
Greek and seven times in Latin. 902 This makes sense, as the terms describe coextensive,
often mutually-inclusive symptoms: arthritis (a swelling of the joints, often in the hands)
and gout (an arthritic swelling, often concentrated in the foot). The mirroring distribution
of these terms across languages, as well as the reduced frequency in Latin, offers a
consistent pattern of language use between Greek and Roman cultures. That in both
Greek and Latin, these terms stray into comic genres is likewise significant of the shared
role of the bent old man in medical texts, on the one hand, where he is the patient, and
comic texts, where he is the crotchety target.
Interpretation
As in the previous case study, this pair of lines from the Satires employs a stacked
code-switch of two Grecisms in tandem with one another in order to create a unified
image, despite the discrepant forms and degrees of Latinization present in the Grecisms
E.g., Dioscorides Pedianus (32), Galen (49), Oribasius (24).
Diodorus Siculus (1, using the term to describe Marcus Licinius, following the example set by
Polybius); Plutarch (3, on various figures).
899
Cyranides (3), and Maximus (1).
900
Who repeats one of the Plautine and, of course, the Lucilian uses.
901
Artis Grammaticae 5, pg95, which provides a nice differentiation between the two forms of this Greek
borrowing: “Podagrosus a podagra bene dicitur, {sed et pod}agricus {a pe}dum {aegri}tudine, cuius
exemplum apud {Laberium} est {in aquis} {{calidis 'podagricus non recessit'}}.”
902
Here, with the search extended to include forms of both podagricus and podagrosus.
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themselves. Whether we do or do not accept the evidence of the manuscripts and side
with Warmington in leaving ἀρθριτικός in Greek script, the two borrowings are still
separately treated in their adaptation to the Latin language. Whether arthriticus or
ἀρθριτικός, the sound qualities of the Greek adjective are only slightly altered, a
nominative in -ός replaced with the Latin ending -us. On the other hand, podagrosus is
not only Latinized in its case ending, but also in its very formation: the Latin adjectival
adfix -osus replacing the -ικός of the original Greek term, 903 despite his acceptance of the
similar form of ἀρθριτικός. Podagrosus is not only Latinized here, it is made
conversational, and as such it contrasts both with its original Greek form and with that of
the adjacent arthriticus, and the stacked code-switch accomplishes a clever contrast
between words that may seem otherwise synonymous and coherent—a linguistic feat that
seems further underscored by a metapoetic understanding of the word deformis at the
line’s beginning, which, though describing the old man, may warn the close reader of the
coming hybridization.
The description evoked by these words is then reinforced by Lucilius’ mechanism
of code-switching, for the poet provides an elucidating chain of Latin descriptives in the
following line. Corresponding to and elaborating upon arthriticus and podagrosus are the
two pairs “mancus miserque” and “exilis, ramice magno.” Although podagrosus is a
thoroughly Latinized version of the Greek word there is a tension between the highly
Latinized version of the original ποδαγρικός—contrasting with the more “intact” form of
arthriticus, only modified slightly in its -us ending—together, the words are almost
redundant in sense. Arthriticus and podagrosus describe the same symptoms manifested
in different parts of the body (arthritis typically in the hand and gout in the foot); mancus
and miser, too, are a bit synonymous, though exilis and ramice magno may seem like a
contradiction in terms, until one realizes that the old man’s emaciation is what makes his

On the poetic usage of Latin adjectives in -osus, see Knox 1986. While his study overlooks the evidence
provided by the Satires, his study of adjectives ending in -osus among Roman poets is nevertheless
supported by the Lucilian implementation of these adjectives, which aligns with Knox’s observations on
Horace, Juvenal, Persius, and Martial.
903
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hernia apparent. The word picture painted by these myriad, cross-linguistic adjectives is
vivid, and the senex deformis is suitably described in both languages. In spite, or perhaps,
because of, the two languages used to describe the senex, his cultural identity is not made
clear by this fragment, nor is it necessarily called into question.
Yet within the same satire, Lucilius uses another pair of Grecisms, pareutactoi
and clamides, precisely for this effect: to showcase and question the cultural identity
affected by figures found within Rome. Rather than provide a separate case study for
these Grecisms, I examine them here, where their contrast with the fragment above, with
which they are closely associated, can be more easily analyzed.
Two Lucilian fragments are listed under Nonius’ gloss for the term
“pareutactoi,” 904 a shared (and rare 905) Grecism that points to a continuity of themes
between the fragments like that observed in Case Study IV.1.A above in the re-use of
amphitap(oe/i). In each fragment, the adjective pareutactoi is plural and substantive, and,
more importantly, paired with a different Greek term (clamides and ephebum,
respectively). The first of these belongs to the same satire as the deformis senex, the other
belongs to Book 28, in a satire of iambic senarii often associated with the subject of a
philosophical banquet. 906
At 321M/349W/9.31C/324K, the fragment grouped with the same satire as
arthriticus and podagrosus, the text of all four editors reads: “unde pare<u>tactoe,
clamides ac barbula prima.” In the sequence of this satire, the young men provide
contrast with the single, deformed old man: they are blatantly elite and obviously young,
67.14(Merc). The lemma gives a definition obviously drawn from the text of Lucilius: “Paratactoi, qui
de pueritia veniunt ad pubertatem: a graeco vocabulum sumptum.” For evidence, Nonius provides these
two fragments of Lucilius alongside a syntactically challenging fragment from Varro’s De Compositione
Saturarum: “pareutactae adsunt, mulier quae mulier, Venus / caput.”
905
There are no uses of this Greek adjective documented in the extant Greek corpus, though it is found in
epigraphic evidence IG 3.107. the closely-related verb παρευτακτέω, too, is uncommon, with only two uses
in Greek literature—both from Polybius (3.50.7 and 5.56.7); the LSJ adds a further use from epigraphical
remains (BCH 55.439, Delos, second century BCE). In classical Latin, Lucilius, Varro, and Nonius’ gloss
are the only uses of the term, to which a late gloss from the CGL might, tendentiously, be added (the TLL
includes it, though the transmitted text reads peracto, and the definition is inconsistent with the meaning of
this Greek term, see CGL V.651.20).
906
See Case Studies I.1.A and I.2.A.
904
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called “pareutactoe” because of their military duty and wearing the Greek mantle (the
chlamys) often associated with active service, but with their first beard still on their face.
The code-switches, like arthriticus and podagrosus, are both stacked and
complementary—the soldiers are identified as such by the mantle that they wear; these
Grecisms, too, are Latinized at different levels, the first preserving Greek infixes par- and
eu-, along with the (slightly modified) plural nominative in -oe rather than -i.
But, unlike in the arthriticus and podagrosus fragment, Lucilius does not clarify
the meanings of these code-switches: instead, he uses them as an obfuscating device that
underscores the confused identity of the young men described. They are young men at
Rome, a place where Greek soldiers dressed in military garb should not appear, and they
bear on their face the mark of Roman adolescence: a “barbula prima,” evidence not just
of their age, but also a reference to the Roman custom of shearing the first beard growth
in dedication to a god or goddess. 907 Who are these young men, Greek or Romans,
Lucilius seems to challenge through his cross-linguistic word-play: youths who affect
Greek clothing and status, contrasted with the elder who is afflicted with Greek
symptoms.
In the second fragment incorporating the word pareutactos
(753M/816W/28.12C/770K), Lucilius writes: “e<ph>ebum quendam quem
p<a>reutacton uocant.” It is another case of mixture of language morphologies in a
stacked code-switch. Likewise, in both fragments, however, Lucilius uses an uncommon
borrowing (pareutactoe 908) alongside a more mundane, comprehensible one adapted to a
Latin form (chlamides, ephebum). Whereas at 321M/349W/ 9.31C/324K, the youth of the
described figures is imparted with a Latin phrase “barbula prima,” here, in the sympotic
setting, all is Greek.

This transition to manhood was celebrated during the Liberalia, a festival Varro connects with the Salii
(LL 6.14), priests whom Lucilius has also described in this Satire. The prima barbula is thus a pointed
reference, perhaps anticipated in the previous context, and certainly juxtaposing with the elderly, decrepit
man.
908
A word that may, as Baier argues, have a moralizing undertone (2001: 44-45); this would contrast with
the potentially negative characterization of the decrepit old man.
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Lucilius, therefore, in depicting the senex deformis and the pareutactoi in Book 9
sets up a cultural contrast through a confrontation of language made obvious by his
double code-switch. 909 In the old man, Greek medical terms grotesquely explicated with
Latin reveal a caricatured elder; in the youths, Greek military rank and uniforms relate
one cultural claim of young men whose facial hair tells another story about their identity
as they linger in the streets of Rome. The Grecisms are used to encapsulate the
personality, figure, and class of the figure described, but their contrast with the Roman
setting and surrounding terminology undercuts fully alienating associations and instead
produces a cultural blend through cross-linguistic interplay.
IV.2.C: oxyodontes (1065-1066M/1028-1029W/30.80C/1038-1039K)
Context of the Witness
Gumia, itself a rare word, is glossed by Nonius below in a lemma that only
supplies a single fragment of Lucilius’ Satires for its support; this is curious, as the term
gumia recurs in Lucilius at 1235-1240M/200-207W/30HC/1130-1137K (preserved by
Cicero’s De Finibus 2.24, another of Nonius’ authorities). One would expect both of
these fragments to be set side by side, but this is not the case, as the text below shows
(117.29-118.2(Merc)):
GUMIAE, gulosi. Lucilius lib. XXX (44):
illo quid fiat, Lamia et Pytho oxyodontes
quod veniunt, gumiae †illi, evetulae, inprobae, ineptae?
“Gumiae,” gluttonous people. Lucilius in Book 30 [says]:
what is to be done with him, because the sharp-toothed Lamia and Pytho,
are coming, women gluttonous for him, oldies, wicked, absurd?

This motif of contrasting characters—representing the melting pot of Rome during the second century,
is noted by Charpin, who points to the juxtaposition between the senex here and the similarly old and
unattractive prostitute described in the same satire.
909
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Editors subdivide Book 30 into anything from four 910 to six 911 satires; both Marx
and Krenkel group the book into five poems. The subjects of these satires vary
dramatically. Krenkel’s titles are: modesty (Bescheidenheit), the temptations of a ‘straw
widow’ (Versuchungen einer Strohwitwer), a Spanish story (Spanische Anekdote), the
rejection of epic (Abehnung eines Epos), and literary polemics (Literarische Polemik).
Marx’s five themes, on the other hand are as follows: customs of women (drawn from
anecdotes of the Numantine war); a defense of satire; the vicissitudes of marriage; a
dinner-party gone awry; and a second satire drawn from stories of quarrels during the
Numantine war, addressed to N. Caelius. On Charpin’s reconstruction, the first satire
covers poetic inspiration, the second a satiric diatribe on the function of the poet, the third
offers episodes of storytelling, and the fourth a moralizing poem. Warmington’s six
poems are: Roman affairs; Troginus’ wartime dinner party; social life in Rome; a defense
of Lucilius’ brand of poetry; the temptations of a “lonely wife”; and an untitled,
miscellaneous satire. 912 Krenkel sets this fragment in the “Spanish story”; Marx and
Warmington in the dinner party satires; Charpin in the moralizing poem. All four agree
that the fragment relates an untimely interruption by undesir(ed/able) prostitutes.
Editions
1065-1066M:
illo quid fiat, Lamia et Bitto oxyodontes
quod veniunt, illae gumiae vetulae inprobae ineptae?

1028-1029W:
“Illo quid fiat Lamia et Bitto oxyodontes
quod veniunt, illae gumiae evetulae improbae ineptae?” 913

30.80C:
illo quid fiat, Lamia et Bitto oxyodontes
quod veniunt, illae gumiae vetulae inprobae ineptae? 914

1038-1039K:
illo quid fiat, Lamia et Bitto oxyodontes
quod veniunt, illae gumiae vetulae inprobae ineptae? 915

Terzaghi, Charpin.
Warmington.
912
One notes, with some measure of irony, that the broad variation in these reconstructions may reflect
more accurately the respective mindsets of the editors, rather than the nature of the fragments or poet.
913
“What may come of him that the sharp-toothed/ Lamia and Bitto are turning up there, those/ wretched
little gluttonous villainous stupid old/ hags?”
914
Que peut-il advenir du fait que viennent là une Lamie, une Bitto, aux dents pointues, ces goulues
décrépites, malhonnêtes, stupides?
915
[W]as soll daraus werden, daß die scharfzahnige Lamia und Bitto kommen diese verfressenen,
unverschämten, abgeschmackten alten Drachen?
910
911
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I translate Marx’s text as follows:
what is to be done with him, because the sharp-toothed Lamia and Bitto
are coming, those gluttonous women, oldies, wicked, absurd?

There are some problems in the security of the text of the fragment. “Lamiae” is
found in F3, and, as marked with the crux in Lindsay’s text, the illi of the second line has
a variety of reconstructions (“illiae vetulae” is the reading of manuscripts L and BA). 916
More pressing is the nonsense made of the Grecism. The manuscripts give “pitto
ixiodontes,” first altered by Scaliger to “Pytho,” mirrored in Lindsay’s text, which Marx
changed to read “Bitto” based on the female name found four times in the Greek
Anthology (although never in Latin literature, except potentially here). On this reading,
the two women’s names are typical of Greek hetairae. 917
Lindsay’s “Pytho” is still defensible, however, when taken as a parallel to Lamia:
both Pytho and Lamia are Greek-sounding (and, in the former, Greek-derived), but are
both likewise potential Latin names with unmistakable, monstrous overtones—“Pytho”
evocative of the monstrous snake of Delphi, Lamia a horsey monster who ate babies. 918
Sharp-toothed, indeed.
Word History
The Greek word ὀξυόδους is not at all common in the ancient Greek lexicon. A
compound formed of the adjective ὀξύς and the noun ὀδούς, there are only two antique
uses; both substantially postdate the Satires: Marcellus in the De Piscibus, and Nonnus in
the Dionysiaca. Likewise, both are poetic and offer descriptions of animals (a bream in
Marcellus, an eagle in Nonnus). There twelve further uses from Byzantine scholia, lexica,
or commentaries. Except here, there are no uses of this Greek term in Latin literature.
Lindsay also offers, with the dubious “forte,” the rather inexplicable rearrangements of “g. mille
evetulae” and “illi g. v.”; “evetulae” is not a word.
917
Charpin points to the lovers of Themistocles and Demetrius Poliorcetes as potential models for the name
Lamia here used for an erotic partner, rather than a childhood bugaboo (1991: 227).
918
Aristotle and Pliny also use the term λάμια to refer to a type of shark (see LSJ s.v. λάμια, IIA).
916
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Interpretation
This fragment arguably contains three separate, stacked code-switches, if we
allow the names here to function linguistically as lexemes rather than specifically to
name certain persons. 919 All three of these words are Latinized in script and morphology,
though the adaptation only truly alters the formation of the adjective oxyodontes, whose
Greek quality is still maintained by the prefix oxyo-, containing two Greek letters as well
as a collocation of vowels uncommon to Latin (yo/uo).
The verbal layout of this fragment mirrors the construction seen in the previous
case study, with Grecisms clustered at the terminus of the first line elaborated upon in
successive with a long series of Latin words of over-lapping sense. The mechanism of
Lucilius’ code-switching, however, is not the same. In the previous fragment, arthriticus
and podagrosus corresponded neatly with the descriptions of the old man as “exilis,
ramice magno.” Here, the Greek words include two feminine names, and the negative
Latin descriptives of the second line offer meanings that complement rather than
correspond to the definitions of the Grecisms. The Greek borrowings and the Latin
modifiers occupy the same metrical space, and almost the same space as well (nine and
ten syllables, respectively). The women, who are probably sex-workers, 920 are not
desirable, as Lucilius makes clear in his virtuosic elision of the final three (or four, on
Warmington’s reading) words: “(gumi-e)vetul-improb-ineptae.” These defamatory insults
explain the personalities and appearances of Lamia and Pytho/Bitto, but do not, per se,
clarify the sense of “oxyodontes.”
As was shown in the word history above, Lucilius is the first author to utilize this
term; on these grounds, Charpin (following Argenio) suggests that Lucilius crafted the
919
This is allowable on the grounds that the prostitutes described probably used these names themselves as
a kind of code-switch, albeit a cultural as well as linguistic one; in assuming their Greek pseudonyms, they
assume an “otherness” that makes their trade more socially amenable.
920
Based on the context of the satire. Note, however, that another Lamia—or, rather, Lamiae—appear
elsewhere in the Satires, at 484-489M/524-529W/15.19C/490-495K. As Damon notes, Lamia does not
appear alone in either poem: “The expression terriculae Lamiae would then embrace other members of the
demonic sisterhood such as Empusa, Mormo, and Gorgo. Lucilius gives Lamia a ‘sister’ at 10651066M...where the name Bitto (pitto codd., Pytho Scaliger) seems modeled on the names of other female
spooks and the poet uses another diminutive.” (Forthcoming).
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word “oxyodontes” by adapting the type of epic word-formation evidenced by words such
as καλλιπλόκαμος. Due in part to the incomplete nature of our corpus, and in part to the
presence of the adjective ὀξυόδους in poets of the Second Sophistic who were unlikely to
have read Lucilius and equally unlikely to formulate the same term independently
through serendipity alone, I doubt that Lucilius originated the term. It is more probable
that his source of the word is simply lost, especially given the quantity of comedy lost.
This assumed attrition, however, does not mean that the term was commonplace in the
missing corpus; it is, however, the type of compound that could be easily unraveled by
anyone with a knowledge of Greek and the rules for forming compounds. For such a
reader, Lucilius layers in a number of linguistic puns to underscore the toothiness of the
women.
What does potentially refer to the “sharp-toothed” aspect of these rapacious,
uninvited guests is the scattering of allusions to both animals and monsters throughout
the fragment. Though “Lamia” and “Pytho” are both perfectly viable pseudonyms for sex
workers (as is “Bitto”), they are also the names of monsters associated with women—the
first a punished lover of Zeus, transformed into a kind of demon who ate children to salve
the loss of her own children, 921 the latter a child of Gaia who tormented the pregnant
Leto. But both have additional semantic resonances, as a “lamia” was also the name for a
type of shark, 922 and the monstrous Python conceived of as a dragon or serpent. There is
thus more to these Greek names than first meets the eye.
And there is another animal allusively present in this fragment: a pig. In Latin, as
Nonius attests, “gumia” grew to mean “gourmand”; its origin, however, was Umbrian,
from “gomia,” which meant “sow.” 923 While pigs are, to this day, noted for their

See Imperio 2015 and Cappanera 2016.
See footnote 918 above.
923
Of course, much of the Umbrian language is lost, a what remains is imperfectly understood. “Gomia,”
however, is part of a formulaic offering of three fetid sows to the gods, attested in the crucial inscriptions
known as the Iguvine Tables, bronze tablets engraved at various points between the third and first centuries
BCE and describe sacred rites of the Umbrian city of Iguvium (see Nagy 2007); its etymology has been
closely connected to the Indo-European verbs for birth, such as gemere in Latin, or κύειν in Greek (Janda
2006).
921
922
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appetites, in the ancient world, swine were also closely associated with women and
sexuality. In both Greek and Latin, words for “pig” were used as slang and euphemisms
for women’s sexual organs—χοῖρος in Greek, and porcus in Latin. 924 The idea of rapacity
in the fragment is thus not limited to food and the dinner party interrupted, but also to
sex, the trade that the women seem to be engaged in and their apparent motivation in
accosting the men gathered together.
Sharks, snakes, and pigs thus are all lurking behind Lucilius’ linguistic
borrowings, evoked respectively by lamia, pytho, and gumia. Sharp-toothed and
dangerous, but also closely affiliated with women, sex, and consumption, Lamia and
Pytho embody a threefold threat, but one that necessitates knowledge of three languages
at various registers in order to be fully appreciated. 925
Additionally, the possibility that these are Roman names must linger in the
reader’s mind (Lamia the name of a gens, Pytho a masculine cognomen). The setting of
this riotous scene within a military camp—the apex of Roman culture, according to the
judgment of Lucilius’ contemporary, Polybius—during a foreign war defamiliarizes the
satire still further, and forms a liminal space for culture in which the female interlopers
both do and do not belong. These polysemous names, set alongside the Greek oxyodontes
and the Umbrian gumiae, showcase how Lucilius can implement code-switching to
complicate a Roman reality with multi-cultural traditions, but also illustrate the poet’s
skill at utilizing multiple languages and terms from a range of registers to create a single,
cohesive jest.

The text of the Iguvine tablets where the Umbrian term appears is as follows: “Post verír Treblanír, si
gomia trif fetu †Trebo Jouie, ocriper Fisiu, totâper Ijouinâ” (6A58). Images of the bronze tables can be
viewed online at: https://www.palazzodeiconsoli.it/en/room-with-the-iguvine-tables.
924
Henderson 1991: 48, 131, passim; Adams 1982: 82, 216.
925
Marx extends the greedy valence of gumiae to oxyodontes citing Catullus’ description of Furius’
horrible family: .”..verum est et pater et noverca, quorum/ dentes vel silicem comesse possunt…” (23.3).
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IV.2.D: empleuron, mamphulas (1250-1251M/1055-1056W/108HC/1268-1269)
Context of the Witness
Sextus Pompeius Festus, a grammarian of the second century CE, wrote a work
entitled De Significatu Verborum, an abridgement of the work of Verrius Flaccus. 926
Festus’ glossary was originally alphabetized and filled twenty books, but only the latter
half of the work survives, and that in just one eleventh century manuscript (F), with later
copies derived from F dating to the sixteenth century. 927 The tradition is further
complicated by the eight-century epitome of Paulus Diaconus, a reduced version of the
De Significatu Verborum made significant by the loss of the first ten books, to which the
Pauline epitome is the only witness.
Festus’ work (including the Pauline recension) provides either fifty-five or fortyfive citations of Lucilius. 928 These fragments include both septenarii and hexameters,
and, as Festus’ glosses are brief, so, too, are his quotations: he quotes double, single, and
incomplete lines from the Satires. 929 Festus himself does not cite book numbers, and thus
fragments that survive only in the De Significatu Verborum cannot be placed within the
Satires, and remain fragments incertae sedis. 930 It is noteworthy, however, that the
Pauline recension sometimes adds citations to Festus’ glosses, the numbers possibly
drawn from Nonius. Furthermore, J. A. North has argued that Festus’ quotation of
Lucilius is exceptional within the De Significatu Verborum, driven more often by the
need for explication of the content of the Satires than by the definition of archaic
terms. 931
Mountford 2012, “Sextus Pompeius Festus.”
Marshall 1983, “Festus”: 162-164.
928
J. A. North gives the higher count (2007: 49), and, given Charpin’s other inaccuracies—see, e.g., Case
Study I.1.A on Charpin’s inaccuracies regarding [Probus]—North’s sum is more probable. The discrepancy
could also be explained by differing methodologies, such as if Charpin disregards mentions of Lucilius that
do not result in numbered fragments.
929
As Welsh discusses, Festus typically favors quotation of complete hexameters (2015).
930
Festus’ lack of citations may reflect a stylistic choice on the part of the author, but it is equally possible
that he simply did not have access to Lucilius’ Satires in a complete book form. Ennius, for example, is
usually (although not always) quoted with the relevant book number included.
931
A part of North’s argument that the De Significatu Verborum is crafted from research projects that date
to the first century BCE, and was the result of research that took place over at least two stages, the first of
926
927
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The fragment studied here appears under the gloss for “mamphula” (122.15Th/126.11-15 Lindsay):
Mamphula appellatur pa<nis> Syriaci genus, quod, ut ait Verrius, in clibano antequam
percoquatur, decidit in carbones cineremque. Cuius meminit Lucilius (1250): ,,Pistricem
validam, si nummi suppeditabunt, addas empleuron, mamphulas quae sciat omnis.‘‘
“Mamphula” is the name for a type of Syrian bread—the type that, as Verrius says, falls
onto the coals and ash before it is cooked in a chiminea. Lucilius recalls this: “if there
are coins to spare, you should add a stout baker-woman, broad-sided, who knows all
her pitas.” 932

The hexameter is unplaced, and therefore has no context, hypothetical or
otherwise, to be stated here.
Editions
1250-1251M:
pistricem validam, si nummi suppeditabunt,
addas, empleuron, mamphulas quae sciat omnis.

1055-1056W:
Pistricem validam, si nummi suppeditabunt,
addas empleuron mamphulas quae sciat omnes. 933

108HC:
pistricem validam, si nummi suppeditabunt,
addas, empleuron, mamphulas quae sciat omnis. 934

1268-1269K:
pistricem validam, si nummi suppeditabunt,
addas empleuron mamphulas quae sciat omnes 935

I translate Marx’s text as I did that of Festus above:
if there are coins to spare, you should add a stout
baker-woman, broad-sided, who knows all her pitas.

which was author-focused, working through texts individually and explicating difficulties as they arose,
rather than term-centered, pouring over ancient authors in search of archaic terms. (2007: 60, ff). North
writes: “The conclusion of this discussion must therefore be that in so far as Lucilius is treated rather
differently from other authors, it was precisely because his texts soon raised difficulties of interpretation, no
doubt because of their contemporary allusions and racy style” (idem: 65-68). I have some reservations with
respect to this interpretation, as I find Festus’ lack of book numbers potentially indicative of an
unfamiliarity with a complete edition of the Satires, as I outlined in the previous footnote.
932
“Pita” may be an anachronistic translation, but it is evocative of the type of bread described by Festus.
933
If you will have enough cash you should get also/ a hefty broadsided bakeress who knows about all/
kinds of Syrian burnt cakes.
934
[I]l faut ajouter, si tu as les moyens, une boulangère solide, aux larges flancs, qui connaisse tous les
pains à la syrienne.
935
[W]enn das Geld reicht, kannst du noch eine kräftige, füllige Bäckerin dazunehmen, die alle syrischen
Brotsorten kennt.
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A lacuna precedes this gloss, and manuscripts W and X offer problematic readings
of the opening words, W with the heavily abbreviated and misspelled “app. pa. tiriaci,” X
with a lacunose “app . . . . . . . . . . syriaci.” 936 Panis, therefore, is the conjecture of the
editio princeps. There are several minor divergences, mostly mistranscriptions of
uncommon words. 937
“Empleuron” offers few textual problems, spelled with only a slight alteration of
enpl- in X. The LSJ does note, however, that there is an alternative to the Greek word
ἔμπλευρος, one that begins with the prefix ευ- and is slightly more frequent (see below). I
conjecture here that the capitals ΕΜ- AND ΕΥ- are easily mistakable, as are the Roman
forms EM and EU, when the dip of the mu or m is curved. Eupleuron could be a better
reading for this text: still a rare word for Lucilius to choose, but one with Aristotelian
precedent.
The form of “mamphula” does vary among the manuscripts; the first edition, in
fact, prints “manphula,” while X gives “maniphulasque” in the fragment. Lindsay hedges
that “manphula” could be accurate, as the definition of the term and thereby its spelling is
from this passage alone. In the word histories below, I research both possible
orthographies, though I follow the editors in preferring the spelling with an m.
Word Histories
There are only four instances of the adjective ἔμπλευρος in the Greek corpus: two
occur in scientific texts, the Hippiatrica (ca. fifth century CE) and the Geoponica (tenth
century CE), and one in Hesychius. 938 Hesychius refers to the fourth “occurrence” of this
term, associated with one of Sophocles’ lost plays. There is an alternative form,

Lindsay describes this as a ten-letter gap, hence the ellipses above.
E.g., “olibano” for “clibano” in W; “proquoquatur” and “cineresque” in X; valida in all the manuscripts,
emended by Scaliger to validam; and “numini” for “nummi” in X (possibly the result of religious
interference).
938
The gloss reads: ἐμπλευροῦ· ἐνάλλου εἰς τὰς πλευράς. Σοφοκλῆς Αἰχμαλωτίσιν (“ἐμπλευροῦ· contrary to
the ribs. [cf.] Sophocles, Captives,” ε2467). It is a strange explication.
936
937
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εὔπλευρος, which is found ten times in Greek literature (four of these are in Aristotle; the
rest are in medical texts and lexica, with a single exceptional use contributed by Philo 939).
Empleuron only appears in this fragment (and Festus’ gloss) in the Latin corpora;
there are also no borrowings of the alternative eupleuros.
Ma(m/n)phula, on the other hand, does not occur in the Greek corpus. In Latin,
the TLL lists one citation of this fragment in Festus, 940 one in the glossary supplement to
the CGL, and one potentially found in Jerome. 941 Brepolis adds two further, medieval
texts.
Interpretation
In the fragment of the previous case study, Lucilius integrated borrowed
terminology not just from Greek, but also from Umbrian, setting oxyodontes alongside
gumiae. Here again, there is a tertiary language activated by the satirist: the hapax
mamphulas, though Latinized in form, is presumably of Syrian origin, and we rely on
Festus for its meaning. 942 The forms of both borrowings, empleuron and mamphulas
alike, include phonemes that would sound foreign to the Roman ear; the Grecism retains
its original morphology, adhering to the shape of a two-termination adjective despite its
feminine gender, while the Syrian borrowing is Latinized in its case ending. This is
indeed a stacked code-switch, but one that not only mixes degrees of Latinization, but
also crosses three language barriers.
Once again, Lucilius provides his reader with a Latin term as an anchor for his
Grecism and locates it in a mirror position. Thus, validam anticipates empleuron, and the
two words occupy the same location in subsequent hexameters and function as
λέγομεν γὰρ πλευρὰς ἔχειν τὸν ἄνθρωπον ἴσον τῷ δυνάμεις, καὶ εὔπλευρον εἶναι τὸν ἀθλητὴν ἀντὶ τοῦ
ἰσχυρόν, καὶ πλευρὰς ἔχειν τὸν κιθαρῳδὸν ἀντὶ τοῦ δύναμιν ἐρρωμένην ἐν τῷ ᾄδειν. (Legum Allegoriarum
2.21).
940
With an unfortunate typo in the citation view online that makes it appear that there are two citations of
Festus, when, in fact, the reference to “Festus 1251” corresponds to Marx’s numeration of Lucilius.
941
The text describes tasks performed by a faithful maidservant, including the phrase “mamphulam
adponere,” but some editors have printed “mattulam” instead, and most prefer “mappulam” (Epist.
108.27.2). Hilberg 1912 offers an unconvincing defense for Jerome’s use of the Syrian borrowing.
942
A claim made by Charpin, but supported in the word history given above (1978: 46).
939
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translingual synonyms, although with interesting distinctions. The blatantly Latin,
feminine -am ending contrasts with the more ambiguous ending -on of the Grecism,
which maintains its two-termination adjectival morphology. But both words are united, as
is shown in the more replete lexical history of εὔπλευρος, in the simultaneous implication
of strength and stockiness alike in the baker-woman.
The obscurity of the words borrowed emphasizes the rare skill of the pistrix to be
hired, 943 just as the relative clause stresses that this is a unique area of knowledge. She is
the one who knows all about mamphulae—possibly the only one, as Lucilius does not
bother to describe this bread, and the only clue to the nature of the mamphula is that she
is to be hired as a pistrix. This knowledge, explicitly marked with the verb sciat, and the
physique necessary to implement it (validam/empleuron), are what makes her worth her
pay. 944
Lucilius’ linguistic borrowing from Syrian as manifested in this bread term has a
classic intertextual model. It recalls the code-switch found in Hipponax, the Greek iambic
poet who included a Persian bread, called a κόλλιξ, in his poetry. 945 But whereas
Hipponax’s κόλλιξ is understood as a rustic, poor man’s roll, the mamphula is a culinary
treat worth its price. This literary echo, particularly as it is shared between the kin genres
of iambos and satire, enables Lucilius to activate not only Syrian, but Greek culture and
literature simultaneously, making both available to the Roman palate. 946
Pistrix itself a far from common term, and Varro’s use of the term confirms its sense here (LL 5.138).
Further evidence for the work of female bakers, and for their potential to come to Rome from abroad, is
attested by CIL VI 6338, “Prima Sura Alexandri L<liberta> pist<rix>.” “Sura” implies that the pistrix
(in/de)scribed here was Syrian—perhaps another who knew her pitas? (Harcum 1914: 21-22).
944
For evidence of the potentially high wages of Roman bakers, consider the tomb of Eurysaces at Rome.
This odd monument, located near the Aqua Claudia and shaped like a bread-making device, is ostentatious
and demonstrates the wealth that could be accrued by a proud pistor during the late Republic (the tomb
dates to the latter half of the first century BCE).
Of further interest here, the tomb of Eurysaces is shared with his wife, Atistia; though she is not called a
pistrix in her epitaph, the inscription states that her remains were stored in a panarium, a bread basket!
Eurysaces’ name may or may not support theories that he was a freedman, but it surely provides a basis for
the assumption that he was of non-Roman descent (see Petersen 2003: 253, passim).
945
See Dale 2017 and, more generally, Hawkins 2013. As Lucilius explicitly names Archilochus in
fragment 698M/786W/27.37C/732K, his familiarity with Hipponax is not a stretch.
946
Indeed, Warmington (though none of the other editors) groups in the same satire as this another
fragment describing the talent that should be brought into the home. Fragment 1056-1057M/1053943
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Another object-oriented term in this text makes pronounced the cultural
confrontation highlighted by Lucilius through linguistic shift, for the Syrian-bread baking
woman, though described in Greek, should be paid in nummi, i.e., with Roman denarii.
The use of Roman coinage raises yet another cultural object, and secures the Roman
context of the satire. Lucilius (or his unknown speaker) seems to recommend to his
reader (or internal audience): “If you’ve got some Roman coins, get yourself a Greek
and/or Syrian chef.” It is elsewhere in the Satires that the poet borrows a markedly Greek
form of money, calling a certified tetradrachm synecdochally an “Atticon.” 947 Just as his
choice there to justify Greek money in Roman terms is significant of cultural interchange,
so, too, does his preference for Latin legal tender here represent a degree of crossfertilization. As will be explored in the following subsection, money—and the various
employment positions necessary for keeping track of it—is a thematic locus for such
exchange.
Section 3: Money-workers
There are only two case studies in this subsection, incorporating four codeswitches that reflect on the nature and culture of money-lenders and money-keepers. The
linguistic borrowings are predominantly Greek—tocoglyphos and Syrophoenix in one
fragment; tesorophylax in another—but the inclusion of an Oscan verbal form abzet, as
well as the ethnicity referred to in Syrophoenix, reveal a focus in these satires on mixing
1054W/30.88C/999-1000K, “curare domi sint / gerdius, ancillae, pueri, zonarius, textor,” equates the role
of the gerdius (γερδιός), a weaver, with that of the textor. This possible Grecism is found only eleven times
in the Greek corpus, and those only in late lexica, but there are three occurrences in the Latin corpus that
predate these (in Lucilius, Nonius, and in the fourth-century Mathesis of Julius Firmicus). The linguistic
origin of this term is thus debatable, and it may have had a Latin origin that was later brought into the
Greek lexicographical tradition (see Ehrlich 1910: 62).
947
The fragment, 1199M/1259W/172HC/1222K, reads as follows according to all four editions: .”..lecti
omnes. Atticon hoc est.” Charpin cites the phrase “quinque argenti lectae numeratae minae” from Plautus’
Pseudolus in order to explicate the meaning of “lectus” as “certified” with respect to legal tender, as in this
fragment (1149; Charpin 1991: 305).
A similar use of Greek monetary terms is found in 881M/903W/29.26C/851K, where Lucilius uses the
Grecism bolus in reference to gambling. Originally derived from βόλος, this word was already commonly
utilized (and Latinized) in the comedies of Plautus and Terence. In his use of the term, Lucilius offers no
code-switching mechanisms.
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economic roles with cultures beyond Greek and Roman. The first case study gives a
negative caricature; the second an almost panegyric one.
IV.3.A: tocoglyphos, Syrophoenix (497-498M/540-541W/15.7C/496-497K)
Context of the Witness
This Lucilian fragment is derived from a long lemma in the De Compendiosa
Doctrina on the negative valence of sacrum (397.25-43(Merc)):
Sacrum etiam scelestum et detestabile: ita et consecratum. Afranius Fratriis (185):
o sacrum scurram et malum!
Plautus Poenulo (88):
vendit eas omnis, et nutricem et virgines,
praesenti argento—homini, si leno est homo,
quantum hominum terra sustinet, sacerrimo.
Vergilius (Aen. III, 57):
auri sacra fames.
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. XV (24):
ac de isto sacer ille tocoglyphos ac Syrophoenix
quid facere est solitus?
Turpilius Demetrio (25):
etiam me inrides, pessime ac sacerrime?
idem Lindia (133):
abhinc triennium
sacerrimum domicilium hoc quidam contulit
leno.
Varro Lege Maenia (240):
‘signa tum sacra esse desierunt, posteaquam homines sunt facti.’
“Sacrum” also [means] wicked and abominable: so along with “holy.” Afranius in
Sisters-in-Law:
oh vile and wicked buffoon!
Plautus in the Poenulus:
he sells them all, nurse and virgins alike,
for silver in hand to the most vile man—if a pimp
is a man—of all the men [whom] the earth sustains.
Virgil [says]:
a vile hunger for gold.
Lucilius in Book 15 of the Satires [says]:
and about this—what was that vile usurer and Syrophoenician
accustomed to do?
Turpilius in Demetrius:
are you also mocking me, worst and most vile one?
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The same man in Lindia [says]:
three years ago,
a certain pimp got together this most vile
home.
Varro in the Maenian Law:
“then the statues ceased to be vile, after they were made men.”

As noted under the examination of p(r)ostomide, Book 15’s subjects range over
both equine and philosophical-emotional subjects (superstition, anger, vice). This
fragment, in part no doubt, because of its use of moralizing/insulting terms such as isto
and sacer, is grouped by the editors with the satires on vice (Marx), philosophy’s
response to spiritual flaws (Warmington), and superstition (Krenkel).
Editions
497-498M:
ac de isto sacer ille tocoglyphos ac Syrophoenix
quid facere est solitus?

540-541W:
Ac de isto sacer ille tocoglyphos ac Syrophoenix
quid facere est solitus? 948

15.7C:
ac de isto sacer ille tocoglyphos ac Syrophoenix
quid facere est solitus? 949

496-497K:
ac de isto sacer ille tocoglyphos ac Syrophoenix
quid facere est solitus? ᴗ ᴗ – ᴗ ᴗ – ᴗ ᴗ – ᴗ 950

My translation of Marx’s text is below:
and about this—what was that vile usurer and Syrophoenician
accustomed to do?

There are numerous issues in the text transmitted in the first line of this fragment,
which have led to various textual reconstructions: thus, Aldus suggested adde isto for ac
de isto, 951 and Turnebus adjusted the manuscript apograph “istos sacer” to the more
comprehensible isto sacer.

But that devil of a money-grubber, that Syrophoenician, what did he usually do in a case like that?
Habituellement que fait, dans une telle circonstance, ce diable de grippe-sous, ce Syrophénicien?
950
[U]nd dieser verdammte Pfennigfuchser, dieser Syrophönizier, was machte der gewöhnlich in solchem
Falle?
951
A clever suggestion—“add to this!”—but one that stems fundamentally for a discomfort with fragments
and incomplete syntax. Aldus’ emendation is a good one, but unnecessary.
948
949
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But it is in the latter half of the first line, where the Grecisms reside, that the real
nonsense arises. “Illotocolfo sax(s)iro” is presented by manuscripts L, G, AA, and E, and
the final syllables are spelled as “fenix” in all manuscripts except B, which preserves
“phoenix.” The process of emendation spanned the works of Iunius (ille), Roth
(tocoglyfos), and Iunius and Turnebus (ac syrophoenix), put together by Mueller. 952
Word Histories
An uncommon word with a negative connotation, τοκογλύφος, as Warmington
notes, defines a person who records and earns money through interest on his loans,
formed as a compound of the verb γλύϕω.” 953 In the Greek corpus, there are just over
forty instances of τοκογλύφος, none of which predates Lucilius. Roughly half of these are
from antique authors; the majority (57%) are from Christian authors 954; Philo also uses
the term three times, however, Lucian twice, and Plutarch once. All of its uses belong to
prose genres. There is no Latin tradition for this term, except in this fragment.
Συροφοῖνιξ is even more rare: there are just three uses extant in the TLG and,
again, none predates Lucilius. The three occurrences belong to Lucian, 955 Eunapius, 956
the Byzantine works of Eustathius. It is roughly as frequent in Latin, however, Lucilius’
usage being the earliest in Roman texts, but followed by Juvenal (twice in Satire 8 957),
and finally by Tertullian (twice in separate works, though within identical texts 958).

Who persisted in emending the subsequent line’s quid to quod.
Warmington 1967: 171, note b.
954
E.g., Origin (1); Gregory of Nycene, Contra Usurarios (4), etc.
955
Deorum concilium, 4.
956
Vitae Sophistarum 16.2.2.
957
Sed cum pervigiles placet instaurare popinas, /obvius assiduo Syrophoenix udus amomo/ currit
Idymaeae Syrophoenix incola portae /hospitis affectu dominum regem que salutat,/ et cum venali Cyane
succincta lagona (Juv. 8.157-161).
958
Nam et magos reges fere habuit oriens et damascus arabiae retro deputabatur, antequam transcripta esset
in syrophoenicen ex distinctione syriarum, cuius tunc uirtutem christus accepit, accipiendo insignia eius,
aurum scilicet et odores, spolia autem samariae ipsos magos... (Aduersus Iudaeos 9; c.f., Aduersus
Marcionem Book 3, p398)
952
953
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Interpretation
How Lucilius spelled these words is completely obscured by the text’s
transmission, as is the degree of Latinization (though the editors have reconstructed the
words according to Greek morphology). There is a great deal of precision in the terms
that Lucilius implements in this fragment. Tocoglyphos and Syrophoenix are both
compounds, the first incomprehensible to the non-Greek speaker, the second more or less
self-explanatory for someone versed in geography, although it evokes a cultural mixture.
Even casual knowledge of Greek may not suffice to unpack the compound tocoglyphos,
which is an infrequently-used combination of obscure meanings of τόκος (usually defined
as “offspring” but metaphorically representing “interest” in this case) and γλύφω
(typically “to write” but here more precisely “to tabulate”). The inherent nastiness of
usury is implied by the distortion of τόκος, as if one were taxing a client’s children.
Furthermore, in what survives of the fragment, the poet offers no Latin assistance to his
reader in decrypting the sense of these code-switches: only the Grecisms illuminate one
another, collapsing into a single concept by drawing upon an unseemly stereotype.
While in Case Study IV.2.D above, the Greek (empleuron) and Syrian
(mamphulas) words associated with the pistrix reflected the positive and unique
knowledge that increased the value of the baker-woman’s culinary contribution, here
Lucilius’ stacked code-switch crafts a caricature of an Eastern usurer, hateful because of
his occupation, and insulted for this reason (isto, sacer). Because of the ac connecting
tocoglyphos and Syrophoenix, the usurer’s cultural identification gets absorbed into the
slur that is denoted by the first term.
It is unlikely that the combination of terms gives a neutral reflection of the class
and identity of ancient money-lenders or loan-sharks. It is, unfortunately, far more
probable that this pair of Grecisms reveals a cruel Roman stereotype, possibly akin to the
(appalling) stereotypes drawn of Jewish money-lenders in later literature, as embodied in
Shakespeare’s Shylock. Lucilius’ use of Syrophoenix here clearly paves the way for
Juvenal’s later use of the word in Satire 8, where the Syrophoenician character is
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unctuous, a friend and semi-pimp to a desperate prostitute, who appears near the Jewish
quarter in the Porta Capena. 959
Again, contrasting this Syrophoenician usurer with the Greco-Syrian chef may
provide insight. Both fragments give clearly-defined examples of remunerative trades
available to freedmen and immigrants in Rome that required niche knowledge. Both of
the people described in these satires are “others,” almost certainly non-Romans—maybe
even non-Latin speakers—and the first is a woman, in addition. Yet in the first fragment,
the Grecism empleuron reflects the baker-woman’s capabilities, and she is described in
the attendant Latin phrases as strong and knowledgeable, with her foreign identity an
added asset. In this, tocoglyphos forms a somewhat disconcerting appellation for an
unseemly job, and his “otherness” offers no advantage, but rather implies a suspicious
distance from his clients and their concerns. The Grecisms tocoglyphos and Syrophoenix
vilify here, where elsewhere they have heroinized.
IV.3.B: tesorophylax (581M/623W/22.5C/583K)
Context of the Witness
A series of late Latin glossaries, collectively known as the Corpus Glossariorum
Latinorum, provides eight fragments from both the early and later books of Lucilius,
rendering fragments of various length and meter. Though part of a series of glosses found
in another manuscript (the so-called “asbestos glosses”), there are three fragments—
along with several other unusual, glossed terms—unique to a single, tenth-century
codex. 960 This solitary glossographical work includes not only the “asbestos glosses,” but

See Courtney, who cites Lucian and Eunapius as further exempla of derision of Syrophoenicians, in
addition to the Roman satirists Lucilius and Juvenal (2013: 358, n. 159).
960
Vaticanus 1469. Goetz expresses this singularity by delightfully quoting Varro: “Quarum glossarum
alibi nec vola nec vestigium est” (1889: xviii). There is a similar sequence in p in Festus, (<Pegnides>,
<Pipatio>, <Pepteides>), but the Lucilian “pedicum” is noticeably absent from this list (Goetz 1885: 324325 and Goetz 1889, CGL IV, pg XVIII).
959
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also several additional quotations, among which are three Lucilian fragments. The
following fragment is one of these. 961 The text of the entire gloss is below 962:
‘abzet: extincta est vel mortua. Lucilius in XXII. primum Pacilius tesorofilax pater
abzet’
“abzet”: means destroyed or dead. Lucilius in [Book] 22 [says]: first, Pacilius, a
treasurer, a father, is dead

As the gloss states, the text is from Book 22 of the Satires, a very uncertain book
with remarkably few fragments still extant. There are only six lines (five fragments)
attested to this book; Books 22-25 are unique because of the possibility—advanced by
Marx and Terzaghi—that it was published after Lucilius’ death, and by their use of the
elegiac distich. This is a significant meter to use, as many of the fragments in these books
have a fatalistic or morbid theme, possibly representing epitaphs 963; Krenkel argues that
these poems are heartfelt dedications of Lucilius to his deceased slaves.
Editions
581M:
primum Pacilius tesorophylax pater abzet

623W:
Primum Pacilius tesorophylax pater abzet. 964

22.5C:
Primum Pacilius, tesorophylax, pater, abzet 965

583K:
primum Pacilius tesorophylax pater abzet 966

My translation of Marx’s text is the same as that above:
first, Pacilius, a treasurer, a father, is dead 967
The two additional fragments of Lucilius are from divergent parts of the Satires, one from Book 2
(74M/63W/2.10C/73K), the other an unattested hexameter (1249M/1209W/117HC/1266K).
962
Goetz shows that there are two primary syntactic problems in this gloss (1885: 324-325). The first is that
the definition of abzet is an adjective (either feminine singular or neuter plural in morphology), though
abzet itself seems to be an Umbrian verb form (related to absens or abiit, see Marx 1905: 216-217); the
second problem is the striking morphology of abzet itself.
963
Charpin 1979: 116.
964
First my treasurer Pacilius, a very father, a ’s a/ cauld corp.
965
D’abord Pacilius, le trésorier, un vrai père, n’est plus là.
966
Vater Pacilius, mein Kassenverwalter, verschied als der erste.
967
Charpin comments that the syntax of the line is vague, and that though a series of appositives in the
nominative are one possible interpretation of the fragment (and the one that he sides with in his translation,
961
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The textual problems of this fragment are, in absence of a textual tradition for
comparanda, largely hypothetical. Lucilian editors, aware of this lack, have mostly kept
the transmitted text, but adapt the -fi- of the transmitted text to a more Greek -phu-.
Word Histories
In the Greek corpus, θησαυροφύλαξ can be found a mere thirty times. Only two of
these are from authors who wrote before Lucilius, one from a fragment of Megasthenes’
history, the other from the Septuagint. There are only eleven additional antique uses,
extant across a range of prosaic texts and genres. 968
In Latin, beyond this singular fragment, there is no trace of the various spelling
possibilities of the Latinized form of t(h)es(o/au)ro(fi/phu)lax: within the corpus hosted
by Brepolis, one may, however, find Irenaeus’ use of the related form
thesaurophylacia. 969 The TLL has not yet reached the letter t, and given the sparsity of the
term, it seems highly improbable that tesorofilax will merit an entry.
Interpretation
The famed tria corda of Ennius are present in this epitaph, three languages—
Greek, Oscan, and Latin 970—crammed into five words. The Latin name Pacilius is a
related to an Oscan name, Paakul, and this Italian element is further enhanced by the
verbal form abzet, a rare example of either Oscan or Paelignian code-switching. In the
midst of the line appears the Greek term for the career of the deceased man, a
tesoro(fi/phy)lax, but this Grecism, too, bears the imprint of local dialects: the loss of
aspiration and the monophthongization of vowels change thesauro- to tesoro-, and result
see footnote 965), an alternative is to read pater as a vocative and the words as a quotation (as proposed by
Terzaghi).
968
Diodorus Siculus (3), Vettius Valens’ astrological works (2), and once each in the works of the exegete
[Macarius], Julian, and Ephraem of Syrus, and Polyaenus; the Histories of Alexander the Great, and
Arrian’s Historia Indica compose the remaining two.
969
“Vere enim magna sunt thesaurophylacia caelestia: immensurabilis est in corde Deus et
incomprehensibilis in animo, qui comprehendit terram pugillo” (Aduersus Haereses 4.19.2).
970
Potentially four, if abzet is Paelignian rather than Oscan (see Warmington 1967: 197, note a; Charpin
1979: 266.
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in a form that is in keeping with Oscan-Umbrian pronunciation. 971 It is a singular Greek
code-switch, but it is not the only crosslingual element. Primum, Pacilius, and pater are
Latin anchors, tied together by alliteration, that preserve a Roman context even as
Lucilius builds an “atmosphère non romaine, plutôt que restituer un dialecte donné.” 972
A similar alteration of form and mixture of cultures occurs at fragment
(761M/830W/28.36C/762K), where Lucilius borrows the word simpler term θησαυρός (a
Grecism previously found in Ennius, Naevius, and Terence) but bastardizes its form to
read as either thensauri (Warmington) or tensauri (Marx, Charpin, Krenkel). 973 The
fragment reads “primo redundant, aurum ac tensauri patent,” a platitude on the initial
plentitude of riches. It belongs to the philosophical banquet of Book 28, but, in spite of
this Greek setting, the satirist gives an obvious equivalent to the Grecism with the
preceding word “aurum,” anticipating its meaning.
The poet does not provide such support in this fragment: his audience is left to
puzzle over the sense of tesoro(fi/phy)lax, obviously of great importance due to its central
position in the line. As in the last case study, this short fragment depicts a person with a
non-Latin job title built of a Greek compound yet gives no aids for comprehension.
Perhaps through internal reference to the chronologically-earlier satire that glosses
thensauri as aurum, the observant but monolingual reader could unravel that the Grecism
referred to money; the second part of the compound would not be illuminated by such
study, however.
The monolingual reader would also be unlikely to contrast the praise here with the
vitriol directed against the tocoglyphos of the previous case study, though the themes and
borrowings of these two fragments invite such comparison. This is especially true of the
code-switches tocoglyphos and tesoro(fi/phy)lax, both Greek terms for jobs overseeing
money, both compounds, yet completely different in their semantic resonance and

Chahoud 2004: 23.
Charpin 1979: 266. He cites Mariotti 1960.
973
The inclusion of an -n- is not without parallel in Latin (e.g., formonsus, found three times in the Satires),
but it is a novel adjustment for this Greek word.
971
972
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application. The term Lucilius applies here is formed of positive terms, θησαυρός
(treasure) and φύλαξ (guard). While his career is monetary in nature, it is honorable: both
the money and the task are elevated. Furthermore, unlike the anonymous Syrophoenician,
Pacilius has a name, a title of respect (pater), and has earned a poetic epitaph from the
poet upon his death.
Instead, to understand this epitaph, its sense, and positive context, the reader must
share the same linguistic capabilities of the poet and, more interestingly still, the
deceased dedicatee of the poem. Lucilius uses code-switching to encapsulate and
perpetuate the identity of the dead slave, and rewards the readers who belong to a similar,
multi-cultural/multi-lingual group, the only audience who can comprehend the text.
Section 4: Reacting in Greek
The final two case studies of this chapter focus on instances of spoken codeswitching in the Satires, both potentially corrupt in their transmission or deliberately
bastardized by Lucilius, and neither with demonstrable lexical histories. The first
Grecism of this subsection is ψωλοκοποῦμαι, but I attach to the study of this fragment
another instance of code-switching from the same satire, where the poet borrows the
attested verb diallaxon. The second case study is on the problematic chauno
meno/thaunomeno. As I note below, these unusual (mal)formations are arguably both
instances of Greek spoken by common Roman people, the one in an account of a sexual
encounter, the other in an anonymous woman’s gossipy complaint. All the Grecisms are
in the first person and are used to depict visceral reactions.
IV.4.A: ψωλοκοποῦμαι (303-304M/331-332W/8.1C/302-303K)
Context of the Witness
Nonius provides the following fragment of Lucilius under two separate lemmata,
one for the verb “componere” and one for the verb “lingere.” The latter is potentially an
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interpolation, based on a marginal note for the word fictrix in the fragment 974; this would
also explain the omitted quotation of Virgil, ousted when the gloss was inserted. 975 Both
lemmata are given below (257.37-43(Merc); 308.18-23(Merc)):
Conponere, coniungere. Vergilius lib. VIII (486):
conponens manibusque manus atque oribus ora.
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. VIII (3):
cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum ψωλοκοποῦμαι.
idem in eodem (5):
tum latu’ conponit lateri et cum pectore pectus.
Sallustius Historiarum lib. III (IV,53): ‘suspectusque fuit, incertum vero an per
neglegentiam, societatem praedarum cum latronibus conposuisse.’
“Conponere,” to join together. Virgil in Book 8 [says]:
...joining together hands with hands and mouths to mouths.
Lucilius in Book 8 of the Satires [says]:
when I drink from the same cup, I embrace her, I join together my lips
with the lips of the fashioner—that is when I burst with lust.
The same man in the same [work 976 says]:
then he/she joins together side with side and breast with breast.
Sallust in Book 3 of the Histories [says]: “and he was suspected to have joined the
fellowship of booty together with thieves—but it is unknown whether it was through
negligence.
FINGERE est lingere. Vergilius lib. VIII (634):
illam tereti cervice reflexa
mulcere alternos et corpora fingere lingua.
***Lucilius Satyrarum lib. VIII 977 (3):
cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum ψωλοκοποῦμαι.
“Fingere” is “to lick.” Virgil in Book 8 [says]:
she [the Lupa] strokes the boys, alternating, her soft neck
curved, and licks their bodies with her tongue.
974
Warmington disagrees with respect to the connection between fingere and lingere: “Nonius is probably
wrong in quoting this fragment elsewhere as illustrating the use of fingere for lingere, as though ‘fictrix’
meant a ‘licker into shape.’ (Warmington 1967: 103, note a). Following Marx’s example, he translates
fictrix here as “jade,” as if a synonym of meretrix. Lindsay suggests that a gloss of the type “unde fictricem
meretricem dicit” may have also fallen out of the text. For further comparison, the TLL likens Lucilius’
meaning to “simulatrix,” i.e., a woman who feigns love (6.1.649.70).
975
Another possibility is that the transcriber of the archetype made a saut du même à même error, skipping
from the “lib. VIII” of the Virgil citation to that of Lucilius.
976
Does Nonius mean the same book, poem, or passage? How specific the eodem is remains murky.
977
The text is italicized because it was omitted in the manuscripts, first re-supplied by Stowasser.
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Lucilius in Book 8 of the Satires [says]:
when I drink from the same cup, I embrace her, I join together my lips
with the lips of the fashioner/(licker)—that is when I wear out my cock

Book 8, of which fewer than twenty-five lines survive, includes fragments on
various subjects: sex, women, travel, home life, and trade 978 (or, by Krenkel’s reading:
sex, desire, and a horse; or, by Warmington: women, dining luxury, and a horse). There
are few enough lines that Krenkel proposed the fragments could be combined to represent
a man’s train of thought—dissatisfaction with sex, desire for more, a turn to pastimes, a
dismissal of the whole affair. 979
Editions
303-304M:
cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum psolo copumai,

331-332W:
“cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum ψωλοκοποῦμαι. 980

8.1C:
cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum ψωλοκοποῦμαι. 981

302-303K:
cum poclo bibo eodem, amplector, labra labellis
fictricis conpono, hoc est cum ψωλοκοποῦμαι 982

I translate Marx’s text according to his interpretation of the term fictrix: 983
when I drink from the same cup, I embrace her, I join together my lips
with the lips of the harlot—that is when I wear out my cock.
Charpin 1978: 183.
Vielleicht aber gehörten doch alle drei Themen zu einer Satire: ,Wo ist die Frau, die mir feurige
Geliebte, treusorgende Hausfrau und meine Hobbies verständnisvoll respektierende Ehegefährtin sein
kann? Eine solche gibt es nicht - also verzichte ich’ (1970: 71).
980
“When I drink from the same cup, embrace her,/ lay my lips to her little ones (the scheming jade!) —/
that is, when I’m lustful.”
981
[Q]uand je bois dans la même coupe, quand je l’embrasse, quand j’attache étroitement mes lèvres à ses
petites lèvres de faiseuse, c’est-à-dire quand mon gland est brisé de fatigue.
982
[W]enn ich aus demselben Becher trinke, sie umarme, meinen Mund auf das Mündchen einer Künstlerin
im Zungenkusse presse—das heißt doch: Erektionengeplagtsein.
983
This is not the only way to interpret fictix here, despite Nonius’ gloss. Poc(u)lo, labra, and labellis
collectively form a sequence that blends from one form of kiss—the press of lips to the brim of a cup—to a
more passionate one. Lucilius is not just saying that one drinks and then makes love: rather, he plays with
the metonymy of cups, which, like humans, possess lips, ears, noses or feet, and even eyes. This, I argue, is
the real reason why the paramour of this fragment is a “fictrix,” for in this series he embraces not just a
lover, but the cup he has shared with her: the passion between them is prompted, or mirrored, by the
fashioning of the poculum. She is still a paramour, and perhaps a prostitute, but she is also assimilated with
the cup itself.
978
979
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Because the fragment recurs in the De Compendiosa Doctrina, there are twice the
number of textual variations possible, but comparison between the passages can support
emendations. In the first iteration at 257.37-43, “poclo” and “bibo” are problematic (with
“ploco” in AA, and the reversed and divergent phrase “(eodem) obvio” in several
codices); “fictrices” is another alternative that appears in several codices. At the later
section, manuscript L gives “proclo” (provided but corrected in AA), the nonsensical
readings “abra” and “bellis” also appear in lieu of labra labellis, and “fictrices” is the
apograph.
Scribes also clearly struggled with the conclusion of this fragment: “ipso loco
pomas” is the simplification offered by the manuscript tradition of section 257—all
common Latin words, which together render no sense. The Grecism ψωλοκοποῦμαι is
Junius’ correction, drawn from the various readings “ωλοκοπουμη” found in manuscript
L, “οκοσιουμη” in AA, and “ωλοκοπουμη” in BA.
Word History
There are no forms of this verb in the Greek literary corpus; the sole instance of
the verb being used occurs in a papyrus. 984 Even the nouns ψωλός and ψωλή, to which
this compound is related, are uncommon. 985 In Latin, a single use of the Greek word
“psolen” in the Carmina Priapea represents the closest term to that of Lucilius. 986
Interpretation
This Greek borrowing, as the conjecture stands, is a hapax in both languages.
Lucilius presents his reader with a code-switch that has undergone no Latinization, and,

PLond. 604 (cf. Crönert and Crönert 1910: 470).
It appears only three times in Aristophanes, once in Herodian, and once in Pausanias; there are just over
forty further uses, all in Byzantine lexica and scholia (scholia on Aristophanes contribute more than half of
these). Likewise, Aristophanes uses ψωλή three times, and there are eighteen additional forms within later
scholia.
The verb compounded, κοπόω, is found approximately three hundred times in the TLG, but only six predate
Lucilius.
986
68.5.
984
985
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as per the Nonian manuscript tradition, may even have been recorded in Greek script.
This is a singular switch, incorporating a Greek term with no surrounding explications or
paraphrases except for its erotic context.
The Grecism itself is a compound verb, built of ψωλός (aroused) and κοπόω (to
weary), potentially a neologism crafted by Lucilius for this very scene. 987 The Greek
middle voice ending -οῦμαι makes the verb still more foreign to the Latin reader, who
must know a crass term for an aroused phallus, an uncommon verb with an innocent
meaning, and the middle voice morphology unique to Greek in order to understand the
situation the speaker describes here.
Unlike many of the previous case studies in this chapter, this one offers very little
clarification in the surrounding Latin: ψωλοκοποῦμαι may be the expected result of an
escalating series that begins with embracing (amplector), followed by kissing (compono),
then the inevitable erection. Though the Grecism itself has no tangible object to which it
can be equated, the action of the verb results in an obvious physical manifestation: the
arousal that results from his kissing, which escalates in the following sexual encounter,
where the satirist uses another Greek term in flagrante. The series of verbs is revealing of
linguistic nuance, however, as amplector approaches the Greek middle in its sense,
hinting at the Grecism to come, even as the application of compono—another
compound—requires a subtle knowledge of Latin semantics.
The vividness of the encounter, coupled with the many first-person verbs, argues
that this fragment is part of a spoken account: the succeeding fragment (also in Nonius’
lemma above) changes briefly to a third person, relating his partner’s response with a
construction that mirrors the phrase “labra labellis...compono”: “tum latu’ conponit lateri

Editors have elsewhere proposed Lucilian word-crafting of Greek, as in the Case Study IV.2.D on
oxyodontes, where the lexical history renders such neologism unpersuasive. The lack of forms of the verb
in any other texts, and Lucilius’ inclusion of the verb compono, however, may make this fragment
exceptional; read metapoetically, compono could serve as an admission of neologism on the part of the
poet.

987
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et cum pectore pectus” (306M/333W/8.2C/304K). The narrative then turns once more to
the first person, and the speaker gives another verbal Grecism, διαλλάξων. 988
Editorial consensus gives the text of fragment 307M/333W/8.3C/305K 989 as: .”..et
cruribus crura diallaxon.” The Grecism employed, διαλλάσσω, is given in Roman letters,
but in Greek form, and functions as a future active participle; this is as morphologicallycomplicated a code-switch as ψωλοκοποῦμαι was, though the verb borrowed is, at least,
well-attested in Greek (albeit not in Latin). 990 Again, the reader is given no aid beyond
the context of the satire and the similarity in construction of “cruribus crura” with “labra
labellis,” “latus lateri,” and “pectore pectus.” Though Lucilius stretches the semantics of
διαλλάσσω here to mean “mix” or “mingle”—the verb more typically implies exchange
or difference—he softens this by utilizing the same grammatical construction in Latin as
would be found in Greek, supplying a dative and accusative as in his phrases with
conpono.
Exchange and combination—linguistic, grammatical, sexual—lie at the heart of
this fragment, and the poet enlivens the repetitive sequence of the erotic encounter with
his use of challenging Grecisms, the first difficult because of its rarity (or novelty), the
second because of the semantic stretching of the Greek term borrowed. If this is a firstperson account of sex, one might propose that the teller occasionally loses himself in the

988
Warmington adds that the aorist imperative διάλλαξαν is another possible reading (1967: 103, note b).
Both are grammatically complex terms to borrow, since the Greek future participle is so different from
Latin -urus, and the aorist is not a tense shared by Latin.
989
The fragment is preserved by Porphyrio in his commentary on the Sermones (ad 1.2.125). He gives no
additional information in this citation; for notes on Porphyrio’s quotation methodology, see Case Study
II.2.D.
990
The verb διαλλάσσω has over twenty-five hundred occurrences in Greek corpus, almost fourteen
hundred of which are antique, with approximately two hundred and fifty predating Lucilius. It is found first
in the archaic lyric poetry of Alcman and Stesichorus, and its generic applications vary widely: some poets
and dramatists do use this term (Alcman, 1; Stesichorus, 1; Euripides, 5), as do philosophers (Plato, 15;
Aristotle, 12; Theophrastus, 4) and, frequently, orators (Isocrates, 21; Demosthenes, 19) and historians
(Thucydides, 9; Polybius, 2; Diodorus Siculus, 33; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 60), and grammarians
(Chrysippus, 6; Posidonius, 8, Herodian 58), and medical theorists (Hippocrates 9, Galen 86). As for
Roman authors, there are no citations in TLL, and the Grecism is only in Lucilius’ Satires and Porphyrio’s
preserving context according to Brepolis.
Notably, in its aorist and future participle forms (those that this borrowing are modelled on), the verb has
over three hundred and thirty forms.
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narrative and grasps for the appropriate terms, lapsing into a secondary language where
phrases would otherwise become explicit. Lucilius, never one to avoid crass humor, 991
may be imbuing one of his characters with bashfulness; it is also possible, though, that
the poet here plays a hierarchical game with his readers, inserting baffling Greek in the
satire at its juiciest parts, denying complete understanding to some while stimulating the
lurid imagination of others.
IV.4.B: chauno meno/thaunomeno (238-239M/275-276W/6.7C/243-244K)
Context of the Witness
Nonius provides the final fragment for this chapter in a lemma unusual because of
its lack of definition and for its citation of Apuleius (68.20-69.1(Merc)):
ABSTEMIUS. Varro: ‘abstemius est, immo scit quo rete leporem teneat lupum non
teneri.’ Apuleius in libro Ludicrorum (1):
sed fuisti quondam Athenis parcus atque abstemius
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. VI (20):
†thaunomeno, inquit balba, sororem
lanificam dici, siccam atque abstemiam ubi audit.
Varro de Vita Populi Romani lib. I: ‘quantopere abstemias mulieres voluerint esse, vel ex
uno exemplo pote videri.’
“Abstemius.” Varro: “he is abstinent, indeed he knows that a wolf is not held by a net
that holds a hare.” Apuleius in his book the Ludicra [says]:
but you were once at Athens, sparing and abstinent!
Lucilius in Book 6 of the Satires:
I’m amazed, says the stutterer, your sister is called
a wool-spinner, when she hears she is dry and abstinent.
Varro in Book 1 of The Life of the Roman People: “how greatly women wanted to be
abstinent, can be seen even from one example.”

Lucilius’ fragment is set by editors in the same satire on luxury to which the first
case study of this chapter, on amphitapoe, belongs. It is in immediate proximity, and one
The poet elsewhere uses both Greek and Latin sexual terms freely. Among his Greek borrowings are the
following: cinaedus (found twice); maltam; androgyni the compound moechocinaedi (grouped together in
fragment 1058M/1048W/30.89/994K, but with little surrounding context to illuminate the code-switching);
and possibly the word pathicus, though this is a conjecture favored only by Warmington and Krenkel.
In Latin, and in the same series as that to which these two code-switches belong, the poet explicitly calls
the penis a “mutto”; elsewhere, he uses bulga and natrix as a metaphors for female and male genitalia.
991
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may even imagine that the same speaker scolds about the plush rugs as who casts
aspersions on the sister here.
Editions
238M-239:
– ᴗ ᴗ – ᴗ ᴗ ‘chauno meno’ inquit balba, sororem
lanificam dici, siccam atque abstemiam ubi audit.

275-276W:
“Chauno meno” inquit balba, sororem
lanificam dici siccam atque abstemiam ubi audit. 992

6.7C:
< – ᴗ ᴗ > thaunomeno inquit balba, sororem
lanificam dici siccam atque abstemiam ubi audit. 993

243-244K:
– ᴗ ᴗ – ᴗ ᴗ ,chauno meno‘ inquit balba, sororem
lanificam dici, siccam atque abstemiam ubi audit 994

I translate Marx’s text below:
I’ll stay empty, 995 says the stutterer, when she hears that
your sister is called a wool-spinner, dry and abstinent.
There are a number of textual problems in this fragment centering on the opening
word. 996 The manuscripts provide alternate forms of thaun(a/o/u)meno that are rather
consistent, but unfortunately, “thaun(a/o/u)meno” is not a word attested elsewhere. Thus,
Mueller transcribed it to “θαυμα μεγ’” and Lachmann to “θαυμα μεν.”
The “chauno meno” of the editions above are Marx’s conjecture. While his is the
text that I translated above, I will add here that I find this emendation dubious for three
reasons. First, the Greek word is abbreviated—stuttered?—in its form, and should end in
an -os. Second, the adjective is not two-termination, and since the speaker is identified as
female, it seems strange for her to use the masculine form rather than chauna. Third, the
phrase is somewhat disconnected from the statement that follows and can be construed
992
“I’ll thtay open” said she with a lisp, when she/ heard that her sister was said to be a spinster of/ wool,
and to be sober and temperate.
993
Je suis surprise, dit la bègue quand elle entend dire que sa sœur la filandière est tempérante et sobre.
994
,mir steht alles offen,’ sagte sie stammelnd, als sie hörte, daß ihre Schwester eine Spinnerin genannt
wurde, saftlos und züchtig.
995
Marx’s Latin rendition “chauno meno” is meant to represent the phrase χαῦνο(ς) μένω/μενῶ (see
Warmington 1967: 87, note a). The adjective χαῦνος can mean spongy, or empty, or vapid; it is possibly
sexual, as Warmington believes, but would also imply contrast with the “siccam” worker-woman of the
next line.
996
Dousa also altered the apograph’s “valva” to “balba,” which recent editors have retained.
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only through imaginative translation of a rare Greek word, as is reflected in my
deliberately stilted translation above.
Another possibility was recently offered by Chahoud, who conjectured that a
better reading might be ‘thaumaino,’ “I am amazed,” a suggestion that resembles Mueller
and Lachmann’s in its ultimate meaning.
Word Histories
Marx’s conjectured phrase χαῦνος μένω has no ancient parallels: the closest is the
phrase “οὐδὲ χαῦνον ἂν μένοι” from the thirteenth-century CE Carmina of Manuel Philes.
As explained above, I am dissatisfied with this formulation, but it still may be useful to
note that the adjective χαῦνος occurs over one thousand times in Greek literature, with
nearly seventy-five forms predating Lucilius, and can be found in both prose and poetic
forms. There are no borrowings of the adjective in Latin, except here—if, indeed, this is
even the correct reading.
On the other hand, θαυμαίνω only appears twenty-four times in Greek literature;
one of these uses, however, is in the Odyssey, and there are two additional forms in the
Homeric Hymns, providing three of the five instances that predate Lucilius. No other
Roman authors utilize this Greek verb.
Interpretation
This fragment emphasizes the secondary element to the experiences recounted,
marking this removal with the Latin verbs inquit, dici, and audit. In this text, we
assuredly have an example of someone speaking Greek, and the identity of the speaker,
too, is established by the word balba, the stutterer. This adjective, set alongside a
troublingly distorted Greek phrase, is not innocent, and seems as though it may account
for some of the issues of transmission of the Grecism itself.
The forms of the code-switch vary depending upon the reconstruction of the text,
but all retain Greek aspirants (chi, theta) and are Latinized in script; chauno meno and
thaunomeno, additionally, follow Greek morphology, though meno and thaumaino, as
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finite verbs, have the ambiguous first-person verbal ending in -o that is shared by Latin.
On all of these formulations, however, the mechanism remains the same: a striking lack
of reference. There is no surrounding paraphrase, or contextualizing element, in the Latin
to clarify the meaning of the word for the audience (or, for that matter, to assist the
textual critic in her endeavors).
Just as in the previous fragment, the Grecism is verbal, either a phrase “chauno
meno” (according to the majority reading), a rare verb distorted by the manuscripts
“thaumaino” (as Chahoud ventures), or a bastardized form not found elsewhere,
“thaunomeno” (as Charpin and the manuscripts present it). No matter which reading is
preferred, the Greek word(s) are slightly awkward, their syntax and semantics stretched,
and the words themselves are wrong or, at least, mispronounced.
On the first version, “chauno meno,” the female speaker not only obscures the
syntax of her phrase-based code-switch by eliding the nominative ending of χαῦνος, she
also makes what may be a typical learner’s error of assuming that the adjective employed
is two-, rather than three-, termination. Because she is female, she should not refer to
herself as “chauno(s),” but as “chauna,” which would fit the meter without necessitating
any elision. Furthermore, even if her syntax were correct, χαῦνος remains a strange
choice of adjective to apply to oneself; when not used to describe bone matter, the
adjective typically describes people that are conceited and vapid, not free and available
(as the editors assume she wants to say).
Chahoud’s conjecture offers a neater scenario, as the primary difficulty of
thaumaino is that it must be understood absolutely. Additionally, however, thaumaino is
more often associated with gazing upon something wondrous—being shocked because of
what one sees; the context of the fragment would then be synesthetic, as the speaker is
amazed by the verbal depiction of the sister that she has heard (dici, audit). In fact, the
very neatness of this construction, and the idea that a stuttering peasant woman could
smoothly and synesthetically employ a Greek verb used by Homer, may be an argument
against Chahoud.
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The third possibility, the bastardized or improvised form thaunomeno, has no
parallel in Greek or Latin literature, resembles a Greek participle particularly divergent
from Latin morphology, and involves a confusion of the equally Hellenic chi and theta.
Despite these distortions, the similarity of thaunomeno to θαῦμα is potentially less
nonsensical and mind-boggling (despite its impossible form) as the mixed-up phrasing of
the (relatively) more syntactically-correct “chauno meno.”
None of these possible Grecisms are strictly physical, except insofar as they
conjure either the idea of spongy material (chauno), or a reaction of shock, as if the
speaker were gaping at the news she relays. In what survives of the fragment, too,
Lucilius provides no guidance for the sense of the Greek. The stuttering woman is
incomprehensible when she speaks Greek—a feature that cannot be coincidental.
Compare this depiction to Lucretius’ DRN 4.1164: “balba loqui non quit, traulizi,
muta pudens est…” Lucretius’ shocking uses of the Greek verb τραυλίζω (to lisp),
combined with the adjective balba, provides a parallel for this passage. Lucretius,
however, is explicit in his judgment: a stuttering woman cannot communicate, and is
effectively mute. The code-switching implies that her disability is not restricted to one
language, but applies to both Greek and Latin. Lucilius’ image (which Lucretius must
have drawn upon) likewise creates a dichotomy between the languages that the balba can
speak, but here, it is only her Greek that suffers; the Latin that follows is flawless, if
simple.
How Lucilius characterizes women is at stake here. The fragment begs the
question: whose sister? If the auditor’s, then how can this speaker know her? If the
speaker’s sister, why is she surprised about the information that she is a wool-worker and
a teetotaler? Despite Warmington’s instinct to take both chaunos and siccam as double
entendres, abstemius must be understood as with reference to wine, not sex (see L&S
I.B.3.b); the fluid of wine, compared to the sponginess of chaunos and the dryness of
siccam, is sufficient contrast, without bringing sex in to the picture. The description of
the soror is fundamentally respectable: she does not drink, rather she weaves wool—a
traditional occupation for a mater familias.
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The only rational, then, for this sexual interpretation among editors is the
assumption that women in Lucilius’ texts must be lascivious in order to be amusing or
relevant to satire. But in this fragment, where a stuttering, code-switching woman
complains about the news relevant to another woman, such undertones are unnecessary:
the image of the lisping gossip is amusing enough. This is not to defend Lucilius’
depiction as anything other than mockery; as Chahoud notes, “When it comes to women,
the mode of representation in Latin literature is often hostile, and derisive affectations of
female speech are not uncommon” 997 Further, we have seen in previous case studies in
this chapter that women, whether Roman or other, can be invoked by their career in both
non-amorous (pistrix) and erotic settings (fictrix). There is no single stereotype for men in
the Satires: why should there be for women?
This is an important concluding point for this chapter, however, where mundane
Grecisms have been used by the poet to describe settings and figures of both elite and
non-elite status, with the act of code-switching observable among characters of similarly
diverse backgrounds. The Grecisms in this chapter, though often depicting banal or even
grotesque objects or actions, are not inherently base or crass, and while many belong to a
lower register of the Greek language, they can nevertheless fulfill a role in the poetry of
the Satires.
Conclusion
The case studies of this chapter have examined words of mundane life, drawn
variously from the experiences of the elite and wealthy, to those of the poor, sick, and
elderly. Lucilius uses Greek to alternately praise or blame, pinpoint or obfuscate,
allowing the confrontation of languages in these satires to complement the expression of
other opposites. Lucilius uses these terms to enrich and enliven the Satires, sometimes
benefitting from the higher specificity or additional nuances of the Grecisms (e.g.,
amphitap(oe/i) and tocoglyphos), sometimes because they complement Hellenic settings
997
2004: 24. She draws attention to similar episodes in Juvenal’s Satires especially (6.185-199 and 15.4748).
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or figures (epiteugma Apelli, oxyodontes), and sometimes because they distance the
reader and thereby enhance the depiction of an “other” (arthriticus and podagrosus).
It is particularly striking in these case studies that Lucilius not only adapts Greek
to his poetic agenda, but that he can also code-switch from additional languages—both
Italic and not—and successfully interweave these terms. Altogether, with these mundane,
physical borrowings that lack literary success and defy straightforward grouping, Lucilius
creates in the Satires a consistent image of a diverse, mundane world, allowing his wit
and linguistic expertise to reveal his conception of the Rome he inhabited. In other words,
while the previous chapters have shown how the elite Romans could discuss Greek ideas
and literature, this chapter presents instead Lucilius showing how the common Roman
encountered Greek language and culture in “reality.”
In the fragments above, Lucilius shows that Greek is not just the language of the
classroom, library, or symposium; he code-switches not just to describe objects and
people within the world, but also how people interact and respond to one another in the
melting pot of second-century Italy. Linguistic play, compromise, and fusion are equally
applicable to the lower registers of the Greek language, and the satirist shows himself
capable of creating complex verbal allusions with words found beyond the typical ancient
Greek, literary lexicon. These case studies reveal how Lucilius the philologist can take
words of mundane import and transform them into riddles and challenges for the reader.
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Conclusions
In tracing the lexical histories and recording the forms and mechanisms of codeswitching used by the satirist, this dissertation has sought to make three primary claims
with respect to Lucilian code-switching. The first claim is that Lucilius uses crosslinguistic code-switches within his poetry in order to reveal cultural complexity, that a
mixture of the Greek and Latin languages is not only found among lower-class scenes but
within the conversations of various tiers of society. The second claim is that these codeswitches are frequently utilized to create hierarchies of understanding, alluding to areas
of linguistic, literary, and otherwise specialist-forms of knowledge that are variously
explained or obfuscated by the poet in order to create insider and outsider groups among
his audience members; the forms and mechanisms of Lucilian code-switching thus enable
the satirist to shift targets in his poetry and create jokes only comprehensible to part of his
audience. The third claim is that bilingual play and matters of language together form a
theme intrinsic to Lucilius’ project in the Satires, where the poet—both in satires that
confront language variation explicitly, as well as in satires that reflect completely
separate subject matters—recurrently proves himself a bilingual philologist, competent
and well-versed in contemporary language theories, but applies this erudition into his
poetic framework not to relay knowledge, but to enhance his satiric program.
Illustrative of all three of these aspects of Lucilian code-switching is the chaere
fragment of Satires 2, briefly discussed under Case Study III.1.A and worth revisiting
here in conclusion. Another piece of the Albucius-Scaevola prosecution recounted by
Lucilius, this passage presents Scaevola’s mockery of Albucius’ masquerade of
Hellenism.
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The lengthy passage, also derived from Cicero’s oeuvre, 998 is as follows (8894M/87-93W/2.19C/89-95K) 999:
“Graecum te, Albuci, quam Romanum atque Sabinum
municipem Ponti, Tritani, centurionum,
praeclarorum hominum ac primorum signiferumque,
maluisti dici. Graece ergo praetor Athenis,
id quod maluisti te, cum ad me accedis, saluto:
‘chaere’ inquam ‘Tite.’ Lictores, turma omnis chorusque:
‘chaere Tite.’ Hinc hostis mi Albucius, hinc inimicus!”
“That you be called ‘Greek,’ Albucius, rather than ‘Roman’ and ‘Sabine,’
‘Peer’ of Pontius, of Tritanius, of centurions, as well as
the ‘standard bearer’ of the most outstanding and foremost men—that is what
you preferred. In Greek, therefore—which is what you preferred—
I, as praetor in Athens, greet you upon your approach to me:
‘Chaere,’ I say, ‘Titus.’ My lictors, the multitude, and the whole chorus say:
‘Chaere, Titus!’ For this reason, Albucius is to me a hostile enemy!”

Scaevola is laying it on thick here: his opening word, Graecum, positioned
emphatically at the start of the line, and the attendant adverb Graece, placed in the first
position of the subsequent sentence, anticipate and linguistically flag the two codeswitches of the fragment: the naming of the crowds as a “chorus,” and the surrounding,
repeated address to Albucius “chaere, Tite.” These stacked Grecisms are transliterated
into Latin letters and have Latin-friendly morphologies, though all three forms offered
keep their original, initial aspiration of chi as ch-. All three Grecisms are placed in
emphatic and complementary positions, line-initial and line-terminal, further
distinguished and coordinated by their shared alliteration.

The passage is found at Fin. 1.3.8, and it should be noted that Cicero’s use of the satirical fragment has
perhaps had a disproportionately large effect on subsequent analysis; Hubert Petersmann, for instance, has
used this passage as an example of Lucilius’ ridicule of the “inappropriate” use of Greek, though the
mockery itself is put in the mouth of Scaevola (1999). See also Adams 2003b: 353-4; Jones 1989; Chahoud
2004; O’Sullivan 2012.
999
The sole variation among editions of this secure fragment is Charpin’s rogue decision to print χαῖρε in
Greek script rather than Latin. The manuscripts do not support this, however, as they provide the Latinbased errors “chere” in P and “care” in B and E.
998
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Both of these Grecisms had a rich textual history in Greek literature that predated
Lucilius. In its present imperative forms, 1000 most commonly used for greetings, χαίρω
occurs over five thousand times in the Greek corpus, nearly five hundred times before
Lucilius; while also occurring in prose texts such as Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, the forms
χαῖρε and χαίρετε are most commonly found in dramatic texts (both tragic and comedic)
as well as in hymnic poetry that evoke gods by name. Approximately seven hundred uses
of χορός (out of more than nine thousand total) predate Lucilius. Like χαῖρε and χαίρετε,
the distribution favors the poetic-dramatic, though prose works also implement the
word. 1001 Both are words of the theater, of religious festivals, reflecting key aspects of
Hellenic life.
Such rich lexical history is not shared by these Grecisms once transposed into
Latin. Lucilius is the first Roman author to borrow chaere, and among classical authors
he would only be followed in this borrowing by Varro (RR 2.5.1) and Persius (pr. 8),
though six attested forms in graffiti attest its colloquial presence in Italy. 1002 On the other
hand, not only is Lucilius not the first Roman author to use chorus 1003—which is found
first in Naevius (Pall. 75, Ribbeck), as well as in the contemporary works of Accius
(Poet. 11, Morel)—, the term would also quickly become a successful loan-word in the
Latin lexicon, where it appears more than four hundred times in classical and Late
Antique works, poetical and prosaic works alike. 1004 Chaere is therefore rare as a literary
term, a colloquialism not appropriate for poetic diction, in the Latin corpus, while chorus
kept a higher register once transferred into its new matrix language.

Note that χαῖρε is ambiguous, its morphology shared by the third-person imperfect verb, so the
estimated frequencies here are slightly elevated.
1001
Particularly grammatical-philosophical texts, such as the works of Aristotle and Chrysippus.
1002
In addition, there are ten Late Antique and Medieval instances of the Grecism, all commentaries or
glosses.
1003
Note that Lucilius elsewhere uses dramatic Grecisms corago (428-429M/456-457W/12.4C/434-435K),
tragicus (567M/594W/19.3C/563K), and exodiumque (1264-1265M/414-415W/16HC/1282-1283K); none
of these three terms will be separately examined in this dissertation, as the first two are not first borrowed
by Lucilius, nor used in conjunction with other Greek code-switches, and the third lacks any context.
1004
An indicative selection of classical authors to utilize “chorus” includes: Cicero (6), Horace (15), Virgil
(17), Varro (5), and Ovid (21).
1000
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In the Satires fragment, both code-switches are translated in the surrounding
context: Lucilius—or, rather, his speaker Scaevola—introduces chaere with the explicit
verb “saluto,” and similarly positions chorus immediately adjacent to the Latin synonym
turma. Furthermore, what Scaevola actually says to Albucius is “traveler’s Greek,” the
most straightforward and common vocabulary possible; a modern parallel would be
words such as “hola” or “ciao,” so common as to be easily apprehended even by
monolinguals. The presence of this hail in graffiti, which makes up almost a third of the
citations in the TLL,1005 attests to this colloquial aspect.
The meaning of chaere is thus made blatantly obvious by Scaevola for his
audience—insultingly so, for his addressee and opponent, Albucius, who is so proud of
his Greek education and acculturation. What Scaevola accomplishes with his brief
greeting—picked up and repeated by the original crowd of citizens and soldiers at
Athens, subsequently explained so that the audience and jury at Rome could also easily
comprehend—is to intimate that the linguistic knowledge that Albucius takes pride in can
be parroted by anyone. 1006 The “insider” circle into which Albucius attempts to gain
access is thus made public and cheapened as the result. Baier views this as
condescension: Scaevola first introduces Albucius’ Roman and Sabine identity, possibly
hinting that Albucius is a kind of second-class, nouveau riche citizen, only to undercut
this identity by marking Albucius’ pretensions to Greekness.
But there are also bilingual insults that Scaevola attacks Albucius with here in this
passage that would only be understood by people with an adroit, multi-registered
comprehension of both languages as well as both cultures. 1007 The main example is the
subtle, cross-linguistic euphemism of Tite. Already a deeply personal form of address,
this vocative singular form of Albucius’ name, Titus, contrasts with Scaevola’s earlier

And this is doubtless a low-figure representation, given how few graffiti have yet been recorded.
Ironically, when Persius would later borrow the Greek greeting, it was placed in the mouth of an actual
parrot.
1007
Damon 2018 uses this passage as a paradigm of ambigua verba.
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address of “Albuci”; as Chahoud notes, the use of the praenomen itself is Hellenizing, and
would have been embarrassingly intimate among Romans in such a public setting. 1008
“Tite” is a faux pas from one Roman to another, and paired with the Greek
greeting, it draws attention to Albucius’ affectation of Greek culture. But Scaevola seems
to be using this name for an additional jest. Unfortunately (for Albucius), the name
“Titus” can be mistaken for low-register words for genitalia in both Latin and Greek:
titus, as Jones argued, could be used in Latin slang to refer to the penis, while the
homonym τιτίς was a Greek metonym for the vagina. 1009 Scaevola has thus managed to
call his political opponent—to use modern slurs—both a dick and a twat at the same time.
“Tite” is thus an affront in both languages, as well as the wrong form of address, and
implies inappropriate mixing of cultures, languages, and even gender. 1010
This vulgarism explains the hilarious reaction of the crowd at Athens, which is
made up of two groups: the Roman lictors could be counted upon to catch the Latin slur,
while the Attic “chorus” would have understood the Greek double-entendre. Both groups
repeat after Scaevola, the Roman lictors no doubt laughing as they call Albucius by one
insult (a dick), the Greeks as they call him by another (a twat). Scaevola’s secondary
audience, then, the jury at Rome who hear the whole account of the scene in Athens, is
shown both halves of the jest, and allowed to see all or part of the humor with Scaevola.
Only the part of the audience—bilingual like Albucius the target, fluent in the slang of
both languages—will see every level of the joke, and this idealized response has already
been effectively modeled within the fragment itself by the audiences presented within the
text.
When Scaevola concludes account, he claims that Albucius has become a
“hostis…inimicus” to him. While inimicus may seem redundant, the other semantic
meaning of hostis—“stranger” 1011—may also be at play in his words, a final double-

Chahoud 2004.
Jones 1989; O’Sullivan 2012.
1010
One might get at this sexual wordplay in English with the translation, “Ciao, Titty!”
1011
L&S, s.v. hostis I.
1008
1009
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meaning for the Roman audience to detect. After all of the Greek affectation derided by
Scaevola, Albucius has ceased to be Roman peer, and has become instead a foreign
enemy: and Scaevola has exposed him by his own clever use of code-switch!
Lucilius’ cross-linguistic and cross-cultural jest here reflects the diversity of his
world, giving an audience at Athens that mixes the Greek populace and Roman officials
of various status, 1012 and incorporating both lofty language and low-register slang. This
reflection of realia is typical of satire, in which quotidian language is expected, and
contrast with elite phrasing (such as Albucius’ list of Roman titles) is equally
commonplace.
And yet, Lucilius’ Greek is unique in the tradition of Roman satire. Lucilius’
precedent of mixing Greek and Latin together is studiously avoided by Horace in his
Sermones, 1013 and is even, famously, mocked by the Augustan satirist. Horace, however,
makes a point of diverging from the example set by Lucilius, criticizing his model for
wordiness (Serm. 1.4), as well as for mixing Greek and Latin (Serm. 1.10); it has even
been argued that, where Horace most resembles Lucilius, the later poet emphatically
departs from Lucilius’ example—as in Sermones 1.9, where Lucilius’ encounter with a
bore is adapted by Horace, who translates the Homeric quotation of Lucilius’ original
satire. 1014 Persius, Juvenal, and Martial, as has been seen repeatedly in word studies of
this dissertation, are more amenable to the use of Greek than Horace was. These satirists
share not only in the general usage of Greek words, but also specifically employ many of
the terms employed by Lucilius: thus, Juvenal was, perhaps, the only other classical Latin
poet to use the rare compounds euphonos and Syrophoenix 1015; Martial uniquely shares

While Albucius and Scaevola are elite Roman citizens, the lictors would have been either plebs or
freedmen.
1013
Though Horace does utilize Greek terminology in his Odes and his Epistles, particularly in the Ars
Poetica (see Gitner forthcoming for useful examination of Horace’s characterization of grammatici and
Greek experts). Yet, as I have argued elsewhere, Horace in the Ars Poetica borrows Lucilian code-switches
poema and poesis in his rhetorical explications (Persyn 2019).
1014
See Case Study II.2.C, and, particularly, the recent work of Ferriss-Hill 2011.
1015
See Case Studies III.2.B and IV.3.A.
1012
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the Homeric quotation “Ἆρες Ἄρες” and the naming of the letter sigma with Lucilius 1016;
and Persius, alone, would borrow the term chaere used in this fragment.
This last example, in particular, reveals the debt of later satirists to Lucilius.
Persius’ use of chaere in his Prologue is clearly meant as an allusion to the father of
Roman satire, and it is likely that these other shared Grecisms of Juvenal and Martial paid
similar homage. After the program of Greek intermingled with Latin set forth by Lucilius
and marked by Horace, such code-switching could become part of any subsequent satire,
and thus Greek terms in imperial satirical literature could just as easily evoke early
Roman satire as Latin quotations.
The chaere fragment additionally creates multiple levels of internal audiences
whose behavior predicts that of the external audience of the Satires and, simultaneously,
illuminates the social and intellectual atmosphere of the late second century BCE.
Lucilius’ internal audiences, both at Athens and at Rome, reflect a diverse Roman
community that was alive to bilingual humor, and capable of interpreting both colloquial
and erudite jests found throughout the Satires.
Likewise, the mockery of Albucius (a learned bilingual) by Scaevola (another
learned bilingual) reveals that Lucilius’ targets, and the audience that gets to laugh at
them, are not limited by who can understand what languages. Scaevola furnishes both
linguistic markers and equivalents for his additional audience, the jury at Rome, and
through these explications, he implies that at least part of the audience only partially
grasped Greek and prioritizes their understanding of the bilingual insult employed at
Athens. The stacked code-switches from Scaevola’s same speech are different: lexis,
emblemate, and rhetoricoterus allude to an altogether different area of Greek knowledge,
one shared among the elites who received rhetorical training, and not explained to the
broader audience within or external to the satire.
While basic literary fluency may have been de rigueur among the elites, Lucilius’
degree of familiarity with Greek far exceeds a schoolroom standard. His scholarly

1016

See Case Studies II.2.A and III.2.A.
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engagement with language, both Greek and Latin, often leads the satirist to derive his
code-switches from recherche traditions; these satires address a far different audience
from those of the chaere fragment, involving little morphological or semantic
guidance. 1017 These code-switches, however, prove not only Lucilian engagement with
contemporary Greek scholarship, but also that there was an audience attuned enough to
such nuanced study to be amused by its inclusion in the Satires.
As this court case reveals, there are few limitations to the types of Grecisms,
settings, or speakers that Lucilius is able to implement for the sake of his satire. The
fragment above shares many elements with Roman Comedy 1018: the careful staging and
drama that are underscored by the theatrical term chorus; the type-scene of an older man
rebuking a younger man; and even the performative context of Scaevola’s court room
oration, in which he recounts the scene and provides something of a prologue to explain
Scaevola’s abiding animosity (“Hinc hostis mi Albucius, hinc inimicus”). And, indeed,
even the use of Greek was not uncommon in the plays of Plautus and Terence; some case
studies have even included Grecisms employed by previous Roman poets—as with
poemata in Ennius, or the dramatic uses of schema and tyrannus. Lucilius’ Satires thus
exist, self-consciously, within a tradition of Greek used in Latin literature.
However, as numerous studies have shown, Plautine comedy utilized Greek to
reflect so-called “low-class” registers and languages: slaves (especially male slaves)
speak Greek, oaths are expressed in Greek, 1019 and even supposedly Roman characters
have punny Greek names. 1020 Further, the plots and titles of both Plautus and Terence are
originally derived from Greek literature, and even the settings are typically Greek. By
contrast, in the above satire, the primary situation is a Roman court room, and even in the
Athenian anecdote, we find lictors and a Roman turma. Whereas in Plautus (and Terence,
Most often displayed in the case studies of Chapter 2, where Homeric criticism was frequently implied
by Lucilius’ code-switches.
1018
An elaborate set-up that is similar to that found in Case Study I.1.A. Lucilius explicitly builds off of
Roman comedy, taking premises and names from the stage (e.g., Chremes, Gnatho).
1019
See Fontaine 2010.
1020
For Plautus, such data has been well argued by Shipp 1953, and paralleled in the thorough study of
Terence’s plays by Maltby 1985.
1017
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as well), the majority of speakers of Greek are of the lower classes, few of the speakers
whose identities can be discerned in the Satires are non-Romans, and many of those who
code-switch most proficiently are elite (as Scaevola himself proves).
This last point is significant: Lucilius’ code-switches do effect puns in some
occasions, 1021 but they are more often stacked for extensive effect, allude to specific
external works, and can be set in the mouths of any of Lucilius’ characters. Rather than
comedy, they result in satire—more varied, more subtle, more cutting. Lucilius remains
unique from his comedic forebears therefore not only in his use of novel Greek words
alongside terms previously-borrowed by his forebears, but also for his mixture of terms,
integration of them, and the satiric role the terms play in his poetry.
Lucilius’ code-switches advance the colloquial nature of his satires and reflect
cultural diversity. This reflection of reality is natural to satire, and not surprising, as it is
analogous to the colloquial Latinisms found throughout the tradition and related genres.
Regardless of how much Greek had permeated the colloquial dialects of Rome, 1022
Lucilius’ use of Grecisms from diverse registers, colloquial and erudite, is exceptional,
especially when there are deliberate register clashes. 1023 The Grecisms of the Satires are
not inherently banal, negative, or derogatory, in nature, 1024 and Lucilius depicts elite
Romans—perhaps himself included—code-switching in order to mock other bilingual
Romans, to reference circles of shared rhetorical or grammatical learning, or to deride or
praise people of foreign origins. Most often, Lucilius’ code-switches create a group that
will understand and a group that will be left out of the joke, and the satirist utilizes a
range of code-switching mechanisms in order to manipulate who will understand and
who will be left as a potential target for his humor. Above all, these complex usages of
the Greek language reveal Lucilius to be a philologist of not one but two languages,

E.g., the bilingual, aural jingle of ἔπος and opus in Case Study III.1.C.
Argenio 1963 raises this argument, but the degree of Greek language commonly heard on the streets of
Rome cannot be determined.
1023
Such as lexis and rhetoricoterus alongside emblemate here and in Case Study III.1.A; or clinopodas and
lychnosque juxtaposed with σεμνῶς in Case Study III.2.C.
1024
Pace Baier 2001 and Mariotti 1960.
1021
1022
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demonstrated by his ability to craft neologisms and cross-linguistic compounds, to
elevate low-register terms while degrading high-register ones, and to implement language
thematically as a vital and versatile device for activating his satire.
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Appendix 1: List of Lucilian Grecisms
I. Grecisms Examined (Code-Switches)
• Amphitap(oe/i) (IV.1.A)
• Amphitryonis acoetin (II.2.C)
• Archetypa/archaeotera (I.3.B)
• Arytaena (IV.1.B)
• Atechnon (III.1.B)
• Atomus (I.2.A)
• Cacosyntheton (III.2.A)
• Calliplocamon (II.2.C)
• Chaere (Conclusions)
• Chauno meno/thaunomeno (IV.4.B)
• Chorus (Conclusions)
• Clinopodas (III.2.C)
• Cyathus (IV.2.A)
• Disyallabon (II.2.C)
• Eidola (I.2.A)
• Eis aetera (II.1.C)
• Eisocratium (III.1.B)
• Emblemate (III.1.A)
• Empleuron (IV.2.D)
• Enthymema (III.1.C)
• Epiteugma (IV.1.D)
• Eupatereiam (II.2.C)
• Euphona (III.2.B)
• Euplocamo (II.1.A)
• Ixionies alochoeo (II.2.B)
• Lexis (III.1.A)
• Lychnosque (III.2.C)
• Mamphulas (IV.2.D)
• Oxyodontes (IV.2.C)
• (P[r]o)stomide (IV.1.C)
• Podagrosus (IV.2.B)
• Poema (III.1.C)
• Poesis (III.1.C)
• Psilae (IV.1.A)
• Rhetoricoterus (III.1.A)
• Scolen (I.2.B)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sigma (III.2.A)
Socratici carti (I.2.C)
Stoechi(is/a) (I.1.A)
(Su[m/b])meiraciodes (III.1.B)
Syrophoenix (IV.3.A)
Tesorophylax (IV.3.B)
Thestiados Ledae (II.2.B)
Tocoglyphos (IV.3.A)
Zetematium (I.3.A)
Αἰγίλιπ(ες/οι) (II.1.B)
Ἀπεψία (IV.2.A)
Ἆρες Ἄρες (II.2.A)
Ἀρθριτικός (IV.2.B)
Ἀρχαῖς (I.1.A)
Γῆ (I.1.A)
Ἔπος (III.1.C)
Ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταϕθιμένοισιν ἀνάσσειν (II.2.E)
Θέσις (III.1.C)
Καλλίσφυροv (II.2.C)
Κούρην/Τυρώ (II.2.C)
Ληρῶδεςque (III.1.B)
Πνεῦμα (I.1.A)
Ῥήσεις (I.2.C)
Σεμνῶς (III.2.C)
Τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν ᾽Απόλλων (II.2.D)
Ψωλοκοποῦμαι (IV.4.A)

II. Grecisms Relevant to Code-Switches
• Androgyni Moechocinaedi
• Angina
• Atticon
• Bolo
• Cadum
• Calix
• Cartis
• Cataplasma
• Catino
• Chirodyti
• Cinaedos
• Corago
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exodiumque
Gangraena
Gausapa
Gerdius
Gerdius
Gymnasio
Hepatia
Herpestica
Homeri
Maltam
Medimnus
Mitrae
Mu
Oenophori
Palaestra
Panus
Pasceolum
Pathicam
Philosophus
Physici
Poeeticon
Poemata
Polyphemus Cyclops
Querquera
Socrates
Socraticum Aristippum
Sophista
Spiram
Stadio
Stomacho
Thensauri
Toracia
Tyranno
Urceus
Zona (and related forms zonarius, zonatim)

III. Grecisms Relegated (Not Code-Switches)
a. Fish, Food, Animals
• (Cephalaeaque) acarna
• Acupenser
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amia
Asparagus
Cactus
Camphippus Elephantocamelus
Cercopithecos
Cima
Cinnabar
Cobium
Echinus
Helops
Intubus
Maena
Murena
Mus
Musimo
Obsonium
Ostrea
Peloris
Polypus
Puls
Rinoceros
Ruta
Saperda
Sargus
Scorpio
Silurus
Squilla
Thynnus

b. Naval and Ballistic Terms
• Bal(l)ista
• Carchesium
• Catapirates metaxa
• Catapulta
• Cercurus
• Mechanicus
• Naumachia
• Petaurum
• Sarisa
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c. Names, Nicknames, and Insults
• Agamemnon
• Agrion
• Amyclae
• Andron
• Apulidae
• Arabus Artemo
• Arcilocus
• Aristocrates
• Babylon
• Blennus
• Carpathium pelagus
• Cassandra
• Cephalo
• Chremes
• Cotus
• Cryses
• Demaenetus
• Deucalion
• Dicarchitus Delus
• Ecbatana
• Erinys
• Eumenides
• Gnatho
• Hyacynthus
• Hymnis
• Idiota
• Leonidas/Leontiadas
• Lipara Facelinae Diana
• Luciliades
• Lysippus
• Macedo
• Mastigia
• Metrophanes
• Musae
• Muscon
• Mycon
• Nereus
• Orestes
• Pamphilus
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phryne
Propola
Pyrgensia
Rhodus
Rhondes Icadionque
Scipiadae
Scurra
Sicyonia
Strabo
Tessala
Thermopulae
Tiresias
Tisiphone
Tityos
Tragicus
Tusculidae
Zopyrion, related to Zopyriatim

d. Latinized Derivatives/Loan-Words
• Aulaeum
• Bos
• Bubulcus
• Calx
• Cantherius
• Coma
• Corium
• Delphinus
• Ergastilus
• Eugium
• Fuga
• Grabatus
• Hexameter
• Historia
• Hora
• Hornus
• Lana
• Mango
• Mysterium
• Pellis
• Pessulus
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plaga
Popina
Pullo
Sibulus
Spira
Strigilis
Sucerda
Tragicus
Trigon
Tus

e. Lack Context (Possibly Code-Switches)
• Agelastus
• Calam
• Hypereticosque celetes
• Omotribes
• Panaceam
• Pararhenchon
• Schedium
• Thomice canabina
• Χῖός τε δυνάστης
f. Conjectures (Possibly Code-Switches)
• Angarius
• Chresin
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Appendix 2: Greek Texts Cited in Chapter 2
1. Greek texts from Case Study II.2.A
a. Tryphon, Περὶ Παθῶν (3.6) 1
Ἔκτασίς ἐστιν ὅταν ἢ τὰ συστελλόμενα
δίχρονα ἐκταθῇ, ὡς τὸ Ἄρες Ἆρες, (τὸ
γὰρ πρῶτον ᾱ μακρὸν γέγονεν,) ἢ τὰ
φύσει βραχέα εἰς φύσει μακρὰ
ἀντίστοιχα μεταστῇ, οἷον φυσίζοος
φυσίζωος, λαοσσόος *λαοσσῶος, 2
τιθέμενος τιθήμενος, Διόνυσος
Διώνυσος.

And “lengthening” (ektasis) is whenever short
bisyllables that have been contracted are
lengthened, as in “Ἄρες Ἆρες”—for the first
alpha is long—, or whenever syllables short by
nature are changed into syllables long by nature
(their opposites), such as “φυσίζοος φυσίζωος,
λαοσσόος *λαοσσῶος, τιθέμενος τιθήμενος,
Διόνυσος Διώνυσος.”

b. Apion, Fragmenta de Glossis Homericis (v47, p224) 3
Ἄρης ζʹ· τὸν δαίμονα. τὸν πόλεμον. τὸν
σίδηρον. τὴν εἰς τὸν πόλεμον ὁρμήν. τὸ
τραῦμα. τὸ ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ πολεμικὸν
κατάστημα. καὶ τὸν θάνατον. ἐπὶ μὲν τοῦ
δαίμονος· „Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ.“ ἐπὶ δὲ
τοῦ πολέμου· „θεράποντες Ἄρηος.“ ἐπὶ τοῦ
σιδήρου· „ἔνθα μάλιστ’ ἀφίει μένος ὄβριμος
Ἄρης.“ ἡ εἰς τὸν πόλεμον ὁρμή· „δῦ δέ μιν
Ἄρης [δεινὸς Ἐνυάλιος], πλῆσθεν δ’ ἄρα οἱ
φρένες ἐντός.“ τὸ τραῦμα· „ἔνθα μάλιστα
γίνετ’ Ἄρης ἀλεγεινός“ ... καὶ ἐπὶ τὸν
θάνατον· „γνωστὸν ἐνὶ μεγάροισιν Ἄρεως
ἀλκτῆρα γενέσθαι.“

“Ἄρης”: there are 7 [meanings]: the god;
war; iron; the call to battle; a wound; the
warlike condition of the soul; and death. On
the god, e.g. “Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ.” On
war, e.g. “θεράποντες Ἄρηος.” On iron, e.g.
“ἔνθα μάλιστ’ ἀφίει μένος ὄβριμος Ἄρης.”
The call to battle, e.g. “δῦ δέ μιν Ἄρης
[δεινὸς Ἐνυάλιος], πλῆσθεν δ’ ἄρα οἱ φρένες
ἐντός.” The wound, e.g. “ἔνθα μάλιστα γίνετ’
Ἄρης ἀλεγεινός..”..And, on death, e.g.
“γνωστὸν ἐνὶ μεγάροισιν Ἄρεως ἀλκτῆρα
γενέσθαι.”

Text is Schneider 1895.
The asterisk marks a textual problem; the form of the word is probably construed from the preceding
term’s pattern of lengthening.
3
Text is Ludwich 1919.
1
2
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c. Lucillius, Greek Anthology (11.191) 4
Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε,
παύεο, κουρεῦ,
τέμνων· οὐ γὰρ ἔχεις οὐκέτι ποῦ με
τεμεῖς·
ἀλλ᾿ ἤδη μεταβὰς ἐπὶ τοὺς μύας ἢ τὰ
κάτωθεν
τῶν γονάτων, οὕτω τέμνε με, καὶ
παρέχω.
νῦν μὲν γὰρ μυιῶν ὁ τόπος γέμει· ἢν δ᾿
ἐπιμείνῃς,
ὄψει καὶ γυπῶν ἔθνεα καὶ κοράκων.

Ares, Ares, bane of mortals, bloodthirsty one,
stop cutting, barber! For you have nowhere at all
left to cut me;
but, already having turned toward my muscles or
what’s
beneath my knees, cut me in this way and I will
surrender.
For the place is full of flies even now; but if you
tarry,
you will see tribes of both vultures and ravens.

d. Aelius Herodian, Περὶ Ἰλιακῆς Προσῳδίας 3.2 (p 47L) 5
Ἆρες Ἄρες: Ἰξίων τὸ δεύτερον ὀξύνει, ἵν’
ᾖ ἀντὶ τοῦ βλαπτικέ· οὐδέποτε γὰρ
κλητικὴ ἀναδιπλασιάζεται παρὰ τῷ
ποιητῇ. οὐχ οὕτως δὲ ἔχει ἡ παράδοσις.

“Ἆρες Ἄρες”: Ixion 6 lengthens the second, so
that it is the opposite of “harmful one.” For the
vocative is never reduplicated by the poet, and
the transmitted tradition is not like this.

e. Aelius Herodian, Περὶ Κλίσεως Ὀνομάτων 3.2 (p. 682, Lentz)
τὸ δὲ Ἄρης διαφόρους ἔχει κλίσεις· καὶ
γὰρ κλίνεται τῷ λόγῳ τῶν ἰαμβικῶν οἷον
Ἄρητος ἔχον τὸ Ἀρητιάδης
πατρωνυμικόν, καὶ πάλιν τῷ λόγῳ τῶν
σπονδειακῶν οἷον Ἄρου, ἐξ οὗ τὸ
ἦλθεν Ἄρῃ ἐπίκουρος,
ὥσπερ τῷ Χρύσῃ· καὶ πάλιν
παύσασθαι βροτολοιγὸν Ἄρην
ἀνδροκτασιάων
ὥσπερ τὸν Χρύσην. ἔστι δὲ καὶ Ἄρης
Ἄρους, ἐκ ταύτης δὲ τῆς γενικῆς ἔστι
κλητικὴ
Ἆρες, Ἄρες, βροτολοιγέ,
μιαιφόνε,

But “Ἄρης” has divergent inflexions, for it is
declined based on the pattern of iambics, such as
“Ἄρητος,” which has the patronymic
“Ἀρητιάδης,” and also, on the contrary, is
declined based on the pattern of spondaics, such
as “Ἄρου,” taken from:
“ἦλθεν Ἄρῃ ἐπίκουρος,” 7
Just as “τῷ Χρύσῃ.” And, on the contrary:
“παύσασθαι βροτολοιγὸν Ἄρην
ἀνδροκτασιάων.” 8
Just as “τὸν Χρύσην.” And there is “Ἄρης
Ἄρους,” and from this genitive, the vocative is:
“Ἆρες, Ἄρες, βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε.” 9
Just as “Δημοσθένης Δημοσθένους,

Text from Paton 1918.
Text from Lentz 1965.
6
Demetrius Ixion, a grammarian of the second century BCE and a contemporary critic of Aristarchus.
7
“The ally came to Ares...”
8
.”..to stop Ares, bane of mortals, from slaughter.”
9
“Ares, Ares, bane of mortals, bloodthirsty one.”
4
5
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ὥσπερ Δημοσθένης Δημοσθένους
Δημόσθενες. εὑρίσκεται δὲ καὶ Ἄρεως
Ἀττικῶς διὰ τοῦ ω, ὡς ἀπὸ τοῦ Ἄρευς
Ἄρηος Ἰωνικῶς καὶ Ἄρευος Αἰολικῶς.

Δημόσθενες.” And “Ἄρεως” is revealed as Attic
on account of the omega, just as from the
“Ἄρευς” Ἄρηος is Ionic, and Ἄρευος is Aeolic.

f. Athenagoras, Legatio sive Supplicatio pro Christianis (21.3) 10
“μαίνετο δ’ ὡς ὅτ’ Ἄρης ἐγχέσπαλος” —
σιώπησον, Ὅμηρε, θεὸς οὐ μαίνεται· σὺ δέ
μοι καὶ μιαιφόνον καὶ βροτολοιγόν, “Ἆρες,
Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε,” διηγῇ τὸν
θεὸν καὶ τὴν μοιχείαν αὐτοῦ διέξει καὶ τὰ
δεσμά·

“He raged just as once Ares the spear-wielder.”
Hush, Homer: a god does not rage. But you
describe to me the god as bloodthirsty and a
bane to mortals—“Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ,
μιαιφόνε.” You narrate his adultery and his
chains.

g. Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus (2.29) 11
Τί δ’ εἴ σοι τοὺς πολλοὺς εἴποιμι Ἀσκληπιοὺς
ἢ τοὺς Ἑρμᾶς τοὺς ἀριθμουμένους ἢ τοὺς
Ἡφαίστους τοὺς μυθολογουμένους; Μὴ καὶ
περιττὸς εἶναι δόξω τὰς ἀκοὰς ὑμῶν τοῖς
πολλοῖς τούτοις ἐπικλύζων ὀνόμασιν; Ἀλλ’ αἵ
γε πατρίδες αὐτοὺς καὶ αἱ τέχναι καὶ οἱ βίοι,
πρὸς δέ γε καὶ οἱ τάφοι ἀνθρώπους γεγονότας
διελέγχουσιν. Ἄρης γοῦν ὁ καὶ παρὰ τοῖς
ποιηταῖς, ὡς οἷόν τε, τετιμημένος,
Ἆρες, Ἄρες, βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε,
τειχεσιπλῆτα,
ὁ “ἀλλοπρόσαλλος” οὗτος καὶ “ἀνάρσιος,” ὡς
μὲν Ἐπίχαρμός φησι, Σπαρτιάτης ἦν·
Σοφοκλῆς δὲ Θρᾷκα οἶδεν αὐτόν· ἄλλοι δὲ
Ἀρκάδα. Τοῦτον δὲ Ὅμηρος δεδέσθαι φησὶν
ἐπὶ μῆνας τρισκαίδεκα·

And what if I tell you about the many
Asclepiuses or the numbered Hermeses or
the Hephaestuses told in stories? Don’t I
seem to be remarkable, flooding your
hearing with these many names? But the
homelands and the skills and the lives, and
even more so the graves, argue that these
were men. There Ares, according to the
poets, is honored, for example as:
“Ἆρες, Ἄρες, βροτολοιγέ, μιαιφόνε,
τειχεσιπλῆτα.” 12
This one was “fickle” and “implacable,”
and, as Epicharmus said, Spartan. But
Sophocles knew he was Thracian. And
others that he was Arcadian. But Homer
says that he was bound for thirteen
months... 13

Text is Schoedel 1972.
Text is Mondésert 1949.
12
“Ares, Ares, bane of mortals, bloodthirsty one, sacker of cities...”
13
After the conclusion of this passage, Clement quotes Iliad Book 5 once more, describing the capture of
Ares by Otus and Ephialtes (385-7); the passage continues in similar fashion, with authors and peoples
pitted against one another in their varying traditions.
10
11
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h. Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathematicos (1.101) 14
καὶ μεταβολικὰ καλοῦσιν· ἕκαστον γὰρ αὐτῶν
πέφυκεν ὁτὲ μὲν ἐκτείνεσθαι ὁτὲ δὲ
συστέλλεσθαι, οἷον τὸ μὲν α ἐπὶ τοῦ
Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγὲ μιαιφόνε
τειχεσιπλῆτα,
τὸ δὲ ι
Ἴλιον εἰς ἱερήν· τῇ δ’ ἀντίος ὤρνυτ’
Ἀπόλλων,
τὸ δὲ υ
θεσπέσιον νεφέων ἐκ Διὸς ὗεν ὕδωρ.

They call these doubtful [vowels], for each
of them are sometimes lengthened,
sometimes shortened, such as the alpha in:
“Ἆρες Ἄρες βροτολοιγὲ μιαιφόνε
τειχεσιπλῆτα”; 15
and the iota in:
“Ἴλιον εἰς ἱερήν· τῇ δ’ ἀντίος ὤρνυτ’
Ἀπόλλων”; 16
and the upsilon in:
“θεσπέσιον νεφέων ἐκ Διὸς ὗεν ὕδωρ” 17

i. [Hermogenes of Tarsus], Περὶ Μεθόδου Δεινότητος (9) 18
Ἐπὶ προσώπου συστάσει
“Νιρεὺς δ’ Αἰσύμηθεν ἄγε τρεῖς νῆας
ἐίσας,
Νιρεύς, Ἀγλαΐης υἱὸς Χαρόποιό τ’
ἄνακτος,
Νιρεύς, ὃς κάλλιστος ἀνὴρ ὑπὸ Ἴλιον
ἦλθεν”·
ἐπανέλαβεν, ἵνα κοσμήσῃ τὸ πρόσωπον. ἐπὶ
διαβολῇ δὲ
“Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ”·
ἐπανέλαβεν, ἵνα τὸ πρόσωπον διαβάλῃ.—
Ἐπὶ ἤθους βεβαιώσει
“τοῦ δ’ ἐγὼ ἀντίος εἶμι, καὶ εἰ πυρὶ
χεῖρας ἔοικεν,
εἰ πυρὶ χεῖρας ἔοικεν”·
ἐπανέλαβεν, ἵνα τὸ ἀνδρεῖον βεβαιώσῃ.

On the Manner of Forcefulness 9:
On the accumulation of character:
“Νιρεὺς δ’ Αἰσύμηθεν ἄγε τρεῖς νῆας ἐίσας,
Νιρεύς, Ἀγλαΐης υἱὸς Χαρόποιό τ’ ἄνακτος,
Νιρεύς, ὃς κάλλιστος ἀνὴρ ὑπὸ Ἴλιον
ἦλθεν.” 19
He repeated [it], so that he would adorn the
character. But for slander:
“Ἆρες, Ἄρες βροτολοιγέ.” 20
He repeated it, so that he would slander the
character. On the confirmation of customs:
“τοῦ δ’ ἐγὼ ἀντίος εἶμι, καὶ εἰ πυρὶ χεῖρας
ἔοικεν,
εἰ πυρὶ χεῖρας ἔοικεν.” 21
He repeated it, so that he would confirm his
valor.

Text is Mau & Mutschmann 1961.
“Ares, Ares, bane of men, bloodthirsty stormer of cities…”
16
.”..into holy Ilium, but Apollo was roused against her...”
17
“Divine water rained from the clouds from Zeus…”
18
Text is Rabe 1969.
19
“Nireus led three well-balanced ships from Aesyme, Nireus, son of Aglaia and lord Charopus Nireus,
who came to Ilium, the fairest man of all.”
20
“Ares, Ares, bane of mortals.”
21
“And I go against him, even if he is like fire in his hands, if he is like fire in his hands.”
14
15
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j. [Arcadius], De Accentibus (p216) 22
Περὶ προσῳδιῶν. Προσῳδίαι εἰσὶ δέκα·
ὀξεῖα,
οἷον· θεός, βαρεῖα, οἷον· Πὰν,
περισπωμένη, οἷον· πῦρ, μακρὰ, οἷον·
Ἄρης, βραχεῖα, οἷον· Ἄρης, δασεῖα, οἷον·
ἥλιος ʽ, ψιλὴ, οἷον· ἠέλιος ʼ, ἀπόστροφος,
οἷον· ὡς ἔφατ’ ʼ, ὑφὲν, οἷον· πασιμέλουσα ῀,
ὑποδιαστολὴ, οἷον· Δία δ’ οὐκ ἔχε, νήδυμος
ὕπνος. Διαιροῦνται δὲ αὗται εἰς τέσσαρα·
εἰς τόνους, εἰς χρόνους, εἰς πνεύματα καὶ εἰς
πάθη.

Regarding variations in pitch. There are ten
variations: high-pitched/acute, such as “θεός”;
low-pitched/grave, such as “Πάν”; circumflex,
such as “πῦρ”; long, such as “Ἄρης”; short, such
as “Ἄρης”; aspirated, such as “ἥλιος”;
unaspirated, such as “ἠέλιος”; elided, such as
“ὡς ἔφατ’”; conjoined, such as “πασιμέλουσα”;
divided, such as “Δία δ’ οὐκ ἔχε, νήδυμος
ὕπνος.” These are divided into four parts: into
accents, quantities, breaths, and modifying
signs. 23

2. Greek Texts from Case Study II.2.B
a. Euripides, Ἰφιγένεια ἡ ἐν Αὐλίδι (49-57) 24
Αγ. ἐγένοντο Λήδαι Θεστιάδι τρεῖς παρθένοι,
Φοίβη Κλυταιμήστρα τ,’ ἐμὴ ξυνάορος,
Ἑλένη τε· ταύτης οἱ τὰ πρῶτ’ ὠλβισμένοι
μνηστῆρες ἦλθον Ἑλλάδος νεανίαι.
δειναὶ δ’ ἀπειλαὶ καὶ κατ’ ἀλλήλων φθόνος
ξυνίσταθ,’ ὅστις μὴ λάβοι τὴν παρθένον.

Ag: There were three maidens born to
Thestian Leda: Phoebe, and Clytemnestra, my
wife, and Helen. The blessed young men of
Hellas came first as her suitors. Dread threats
were offered according to their envy for one
another, by whoever did not take the maiden.

b. Euripides, Ἑλένη (130-5) 25
Τε. μέσον περῶσι πέλαγος Αἰγαίου πόρου.
Ελ. κἀκ τοῦδε Μενέλεων οὔτις οἶδ’
ἀφιγμένον;
Τε. οὐδείς· θανὼν δὲ κλήιζεται καθ’
Ἑλλάδα.
Ελ. ἀπωλόμεσθα· Θεστιὰς δ’ ἔστιν κόρη;
Τε. Λήδαν ἔλεξας; οἴχεται θανοῦσα δή.
Ελ. οὔ πού νιν Ἑλένης αἰσχρὸν ὤλεσεν
κλέος;

Text is Schmidt 1860.
See LSJ s.v. πάθος, IV.2.c.
24
Text is Diggle 1994.
25
Text is Diggle 1994.
22
23

Te: They passed into the middle of the strait of
the Aegean Sea.
Hel: And no one knows if Menelaus arrived from
there?
Te: No one, but he is said to have died in Greece.
Hel: We’re lost! And is there a daughter to
Thestius?
Te: You mean Leda. Indeed, she passed away in
death.
Hel: Surely it can’t be that the shameful renown
of Helen killed her?
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c. Aristonicus, De Signis Iliadis (h315-327) 26
(h315-7) οὐ γάρ πώ ποτέ μ’ ὧδε θεᾶς ἔρος οὐδὲ
γυναικός
θυμὸν ἐνὶ στήθεσσι περιπροχυθεὶς
ἐδάμασσεν,
οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο
(h327) οὐδ’ ὁπότε Λητοῦς ἐρικυδέος, οὐδὲ σεῦ
αὐτῆς.
(315) ἡ διπλῆ ὅτι ἐξαρκεῖ τὸ κεφαλαιωδῶς
εἰπεῖν· τὸ δὲ ἐξ ὀνόματος ἐπιφέρειν ἐνέκοπτε
μᾶλλον ἢ ἔπειθεν.
(317) ἀπὸ τούτου ἕως τοῦ οὐδ’ ὁπότε Λητοῦς
ἐρικυδέος (327) ἀθετοῦνται στίχοι ιαʹ, ὅτι
ἄκαιρος ἡ ἀπαρίθμησις τῶν ὀνομάτων· μᾶλλον
γὰρ ἀλλοτριοῖ τὴν Ἥραν ἢ προσάγεται. καὶ ὁ
ἐπειγόμενος συγκοιμηθῆναι διὰ τὴν τοῦ κεστοῦ
δύναμιν πολυλογεῖ. καὶ Ἀριστοφάνης προηθέτει.

“For never thus has love for a goddess or
woman,
overflowing in my breast, tamed me,
not even when I loved the wife of Ixion....
nor when I loved the glorious Leto, nor you
yourself.”
315. The διπλῆ mark suffices to speak
summarily, and to infer from its name, it
cut out rather than persuade. 317. From
this, up to “οὐδ’ ὁπότε Λητοῦς ἐρικυδέος,”
11 lines are athetized, because the
recounting of names is unfitting. For it is
better [they be] strange to Hera than that he
bring [them] up. And he, yearning to sleep
together, speaks much about the power of
the girdle. Aristophanes also rejected it.

d. Athenagoras, Legatio sive Supplicatio pro Christianis (21.5) 27
οὐκ ἐρῶσιν, οὐ πάσχουσιν· ἢ γὰρ θεοὶ καὶ
οὐχ ἅψεται αὐτῶν ἐπιθυμία ... κἂν σάρκα
θεὸς κατὰ θείαν οἰκονομίαν λάβῃ, ἤδη
δοῦλός ἐστιν ἐπιθυμίας;
οὐ γὰρ πώποτέ μ’ ὧδε θεᾶς ἔρος οὐδὲ
γυναικός
θυμὸν ἐνὶ στήθεσσι περιπροχυθεὶς
ἐδάμασσεν,
οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης
ἀλόχοιο,
οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Δανάης καλλισφύρου
Ἀκρισιώνης,
οὐδ’ ὅτε Φοίνικος κούρης
τηλεκλειτοῖο,
οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Σεμέλης, οὐδ’ Ἀλκμήνης
ἐνὶ Θήβῃ,
οὐδ’ ὅτε Δήμητρος καλλιπλοκάμοιο
ἀνάσσης,
οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Λητοῦς ἐρικυδέος, οὐδὲ
σεῦ αὐτῆς.

26
27

Text is Friedländer 1853 (repr. 1965).
Text is Schoedel 1972.

They do not love, they do not suffer. For [they
are] gods and their desire will not touch
[them]...and if a god should take on flesh
according to a divine process, is he then a slave
to his desire?
“For never thus has love for a goddess or
woman,
overflowing in my breast, tamed me,
not even when I loved the wife of Ixion,
nor when I loved Acrisius’ lovely-ankled
daughter, Danae,
nor when I loved the daughter of far-famed
Phoenix,
nor when I loved Semele, or Alcmene in
Thebes,
nor when I loved the fair-locked queen
Demeter,
nor when I loved the glorious Leto, nor you
yourself.”
[Love] can be born, it can die, it has nothing of
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γενητός ἐστιν, φθαρτός ἐστιν, οὐδὲν ἔχων
θεοῦ. ἀλλὰ καὶ θητεύουσιν ἀνθρώποις·

a god. But it is also for slaving humans.

e. [Justin Martyr], Cohortatio ad Gentiles (3A-B) 28
Καὶ εἰ μὴ τὸν ὃν Βριάρεων καλέουσι
ὑπέδεισαν οἱ μάκαρες θεοί, ἐδέδετο ἂν ὑπ’
αὐτῶν ὁ Ζεύς. Ὅσα δὲ καὶ περὶ τῆς
ἐρωτικῆς τοῦ Διὸς ἀκολασίας Ὅμηρος
λέγει, ἀναγκαῖον δι’ αὐτῶν ὑμᾶς
ὑπομνῆσαι ὧν εἴρηκε ῥητῶν. Ἔφη γὰρ
αὐτὸν οὕτω πρὸς τὴν Ἥραν λέγειν·
Οὐ γὰρ πώποτέ μ’ ὧδε θεᾶς ἔρος οὐδὲ
γυναικὸς
Θυμὸν ἐνὶ στήθεσσι περιπροχυθεὶς
ἐδάμασσεν,
Οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο,
Οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Δανάης καλλισφύρου
Ἀκρισιώνης,
Οὐδ’ ὅτε Φοίνικος κούρης τηλεκλειτοῖο,
Οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Σεμέλης, οὐδ’ Ἀλκμήνης ἐνὶ
Θήβῃ,
Οὐδ’ ὅτε Δήμητρος καλλιπλοκάμοιο
ἀνάσσης,
Οὐδ’ ὁπότε Λητοῦς ἐρικυδέος, οὐδὲ σεῦ
αὐτῆς.
Τίνα δὲ καὶ περὶ τῶν ἄλλων θεῶν ἐκ τῆς
Ὁμήρου ποιήσεως ἔξεστι μανθάνειν, καὶ
ὅσα ὑπὸ ἀνθρώπων πεπόνθασιν,
ἀκόλουθόν ἐστιν ὑπομνῆσαι νυνί. Ἄρεα
μὲν γὰρ καὶ Ἀφροδίτην ὑπὸ Διομήδους
τετρῶσθαι λέγει, πολλῶν δὲ καὶ ἄλλων
θεῶν διηγεῖται πάθη.

And if the blessed gods did not fear him whom
they call Briareus, Zeus would have been bound
by them. And how many things Homer says
about the erotic licentiousness of Zeus, it is
necessary though these that you remember the
specifics that he said. For Homer says that he
spoke thus to Hera:
“For never thus has love for a goddess or
woman,
overflowing in my breast, tamed me,
not even when I loved the wife of Ixion,
nor when I loved Acrisius’ lovely-ankled
daughter, Danae,
nor when I loved the daughter of far-famed
Phoenix,
nor when I loved Semele, or Alcmene in
Thebes,
nor when I loved the fair-locked queen
Demeter,
nor when I loved the glorious Leto, nor you
yourself.”
But what it is also possible to learn about the
other gods from the poetry of Homer, and how
many things as they suffered because of men, it
follows to recall now. For Homer says that Ares
and Aphrodite were wounded by Diomedes, and
he lists the sufferings of many other gods.

f. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem (v3, p650-1) 29
(v. 315–27) «Οὐ γάρ πώ ποτέ με», φησίν,
«ἔρος περιῆλθε» τοιοῦτος, «οὐδ’ ὁπότ’
ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο οὐδ’ ὅτε περ
Δανάης,” καὶ τὰ ἑξῆς, ἐπίτηδες ἐπιμείνας

28
29

Text is Otto 1879.
Text is van der Valk 1979.

“For never yet has,” he says, “love” of such a
sort “come upon me, not even when I loved the
wife of Ixion, nor [when I loved] Danae,” and in
order, keeping fittingly to such a distinct pattern,
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τοιούτῳ λαμπρῷ σχήματι, ὥσπερ καὶ τῇ
λέξει τοῦ «ἔτεκε». καὶ γὰρ καὶ αὐτὸ
πολλάκις ὁμοιοσχημόνως φησίν, οἷον «ἣ
τέκε Πειρίθοον, ἣ τέκε Περσῆα, ἣ τέκε
Μίνω». καὶ τούτοις μὲν οὕτως ἐπέμεινε. Τὸ
δὲ «ἠρασάμην» ἅπαξ ὡς οἷον πτωχικῶς
εἰπὼν ἀφῆκεν ἑπτάκις ἐν τοῖς ἑξῆς
νοηθῆναι αὐτὸ ἀπὸ κοινοῦ, ἐντραπεὶς τὸ
τοῦ ἐρᾶν ὄνομα καὶ μὴ θελήσας ἐπιμεῖναι
καὶ αὐτῷ, ὑπομνήσας δὲ μόνον αὐτοῦ πρὸς
τῷ τέλει ἐν τῷ «ὡς σέο νῦν ἔραμαι, καί με
γλυκὺς ἵμερος αἱρεῖ». Οὕτω καὶ ἐπιμένειν
καιρίως οἶδεν ὁ ποιητὴς καὶ αὖθις ἐλλιπῶς
τοὺς λόγους προάγειν ἐν δέοντι...
Ἔτι κατ’ ἀρχὰς μὲν τῶν τοιούτων
διηγημάτων μίαν ἐκτίθεται μητέρα καὶ ἕνα
παῖδα «οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης
ἀλόχοιο, ἣ τέκε Πειρίθοον, οὐδ’ ὅτε περ
Δανάης καλλισφύρου Ἀκρισιώνης, ἣ τέκε
Περσῆα.”..

just as if in the style of an “ἔτεκε.” For indeed he
says the same thing often in the same form, such
as “ἣ τέκε Πειρίθοον, ἣ τέκε Περσῆα, ἣ τέκε
Μίνω.” And in this manner he continues these.
But saying “ἠρασάμην” once frugally, as an
example, he threw out afterwards seven-fold
[examples] to be understood from a shared
[verb], having hesitated at the word “to love”
and not wishing to keep to it, having recalled
this only towards the end in “ὡς σέο νῦν ἔραμαι,
καί με γλυκὺς ἵμερος αἱρεῖ.” Thus the poet
suitably knew to keep to it and, on the other
hand, to draw out the words elliptically when
necessary…
And still, from the beginning of such tales, he
sets out for himself a single mother and one
child: “οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο,
ἣ τέκε Πειρίθοον, οὐδ’ ὅτε περ Δανάης
καλλισφύρου Ἀκρισιώνης, ἣ τέκε Περσῆα.”..

g. Scholia in Aelium Aristidem (165.7) 30
μήτε Ὅμηρον δέχεσθαι τῇ πόλει] ὁ Πλάτων
ἐν τῇ
Πολιτείᾳ λέγει ὅτι δεῖ, μυρίσαντας καὶ
στέψαντας Ὅμηρον ἐκβαλεῖν τῆς πόλεως·
μυρίσαι μὲν καὶ στέψαι, ὡς ποιητὴν,
ἐκβαλεῖν δὲ, ὅτι ἔβλαπτε διὰ τῶν μύθων
τοὺς νέους, λέγων „Οὐδέποτ’ ἠρασάμην
Ἰξιόνης ἀλόχου“ καὶ „Ἦ ῥα καὶ ἀγκὰς
ἔμαρπτε.“ καὶ ἄλλως δὲ φιλοσωμάτους γὰρ
τοὺς ἀνθρώπους ἐποίει λέγων· ὡς ἀπ’
Ἀχιλλέως ἥρωος τηλικούτου βουλοίμην καὶ
ἐπ’ ἀρουρέων θητευέμεν ἄλλῳ ἀνδρὶ
παρακλήρῳ· θέλει οὖν εἰπεῖν ὅτι οὐδὲν
μέγα, εἰ σκώπτων Ὅμηρον διαβάλλει καὶ
Μιλτιάδην.

30

Text is Dindorf 1829 (repr. 1964).

“μήτε Ὅμηρον δέχεσθαι τῇ πόλει”: Plato in the
Republic says that it is necessary that they,
having anointed and garlanded Homer, cast
him out of the city. To anoint and garland him
as a poet, but to cast him out because he
corrupted the youth with his stories, saying
“Οὐδέποτ’ ἠρασάμην Ἰξιόνης ἀλόχου” and “Ἦ
ῥα καὶ ἀγκὰς ἔμαρπτε.” And besides, he made
men lovers of the body alone, saying how,
from the astounding hero Achilles, “βουλοίμην
καὶ ἐπ’ ἀρουρέων θητευέμεν ἄλλῳ ἀνδρὶ
παρακλήρῳ.” Therefore, he wishes to say that
it is no big deal if, scoffing at Homer, he
discredits even Miltiades.
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h. Scholia in Iliadem (317) 31
<Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο:>. οἱ νεώτεροι Δίαν
ὀνομ[άζουσι

“Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο”: The newer [poets] call
[her] Dia.

i. Scholia in Iliadem (317a-318) 32
(317a) οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην· κοινὸν
ἄνωθεν νοεῖται ἐπὶ πάντων τὸ οὐδέποτε
οὕτως ἠράσθην· διὸ καὶ ἕκαστον τῶν
λεγομένων αὐτὸ καθ’ ἑαυτὸ κόμμα ἐστί·
διόπερ αἱ στιγμαὶ ἐν αἰτήματι τίθενται. | ἀπὸ
τούτου δὲ ἕως τοῦ „οὐδ’ ὁπότε Λητοῦς
ἐρικυδέος“ ἀθετοῦνται στίχοι ἕνδεκα, ὅτι
ἄκαιρος ἡ ἀπαρίθμησις τῶν ὀνομάτων·
μᾶλλον γὰρ ἀλλοτριοῖ τὴν Ἥραν ἢ
προσάγεται. καὶ ὁ ἐπ<ε>ιγόμενος
συγκοιμηθῆναι, διὰ τὴν τοῦ κεστοῦ δύναμιν,
πολυλογεῖ. καὶ Ἀριστοφάνης προηθέτει.
(317b) Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο: τῆς ὕστερον
γενομένης Ἰξίονος· παρθένοις γὰρ Ζεὺς
συγγίνεται. ἐναντίον δὲ αὐτῷ τὸ
„Ἀγαμεμνονέην ἄλοχον“ τὴν πρώην
Ἀγαμέμνονος.
(317c1) <Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο:> Ἰξίονος γυνὴ
Δία, Ἠϊονέως θυγάτηρ.
(317c2){ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο:} τῆς Ἰξίονος
γυναικὸς Δίας. ἦν δὲ αὕτη θυγάτηρ
†ἰηονέως†. μετὰ δὲ τὸ φθαρῆναι—ἐζεύχθη.

[317a:] “οὐδ’ ὁπότ’ ἠρασάμην,” it is
commonly known from the beginning by all
that he had not yet loved so. And therefore,
each of the things said is a subclause on its
own. For the marks were set down by
assumption. From this point up to “οὐδ’ ὁπότε
Λητοῦς ἐρικυδέος,” eleven lines are athetized,
because the recounting of names is unfitting.
For it is better [they be] strange to Hera than
that he bring [them] up. And he, yearning to
sleep together, speaks much about the power of
the girdle. Aristophanes also rejected it.
[317b:] “Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο”: later becoming
“Ἰξίονος”; for Zeus sleeps with maidens. And
opposite to this, the phrase “Ἀγαμεμνονέην
ἄλοχον,” now the girl of Agamemnon.
[317c1:] “Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο”: the wife of Ixion,
Dia, daughter of Eioneus.
[317c2:] “Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο”: “Dia, wife of
Ixion”; she was the daughter of Eioneus. And
after she was seduced, she was wed.

j. Scholia in Iliadem (D scholia, 317) 33
Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο. Τῆς Ἰξίονος γυναικός. Ἦν
δὲ αὕτη θυγάτηρ Ἰονέως. Μετὰ δὲ τὸ
φθαρῆναι αὐτὴν ὑπὸ Διὸς, ὕστερον Ἰξίονι
ἐζεύχθη.

Ἰξιονίης ἀλόχοιο: “the wife of Ixion.” And
she was the daughter of Eioneus. 34 But after
she was seduced by Zeus, later she was wed
to Ixion.

3. Greek Texts from Case Study II.2.C
Text is Erbse 1969-1988.
Text is Erbse 1969-1988.
33
Text is Heyne 1834, closely parallel with the 317c2 of the prior passage.
34
A variation of the name Ἠϊονεύς, which is uncommon enough to cause difficulties, as in 317c2.
31
32
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a. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam (v1, p412) 35
(Vers. 265.) Ὅ τι τὸν πολὺν Ἡρακλέα
πολλαχοῦ τῆς τε Ἰλιάδος καὶ τῆς Ὀδυσσείας
καταμερίσας ἱστορικῶς ὁ ποιητὴς, ἐνταῦθα
μικροῦ τινὸς αὐτὸν ἀξιοῖ λόγου. διὸ καὶ περὶ
τὴν αὐτοῦ μητέρα σμικρολογεῖται, εἰπών·
Ἀλκμήνην ἴδον Ἀμφιτρύωνος ἄκοιτιν,
ἥπερ Ἡρακλέα γείνατο Διῒ μιγεῖσα. καλεῖ δὲ
αὐτὸν θρασυμέμνονα θυμολέοντα καὶ μένος
αἰὲν ἀτηρῆ.

The fact that the poet, having distributed
precisely the great Heracles in many places of
the Iliad and the Odyssey, did so is worthy of
some short speech here. Therefore, he makes
brief mentions of his mother, 36 saying: “I saw
Alcmene, Amphitryon’s spouse…[she who
bore Heracles after she had sex with Zeus].”
And he calls him “brave-spirited,” “lionhearted,” and always baneful in strength.37

b. Aristonicus, De Signis Odysseae (11.236 scholion 2) 38
(236) ὅτι οὐχ ὑποτίθεται ἀσεβῆ τὸν
Σαλμωνέα, ὡς οἱ νεώτεροι. οὐ γὰρ
εὐπατέρειαν ἂν τὴν Τυρὼ εἶπεν οὐδὲ
ἀμύμονος πατρός.

Because it is not suggested that Salmoneus was
ungodly, as the newer [poets say]. For he would
not call Tyro “well-fathered” were she not born of
a “blameless father.”

c. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam (v1, p409) 39
(Vers. 234.) Ὅτι τὴν Τυρὼ, ἧς που καὶ πρὸ
τούτων ἐμνήσθη, εὐπατέρειαν λέγει ὅ
ἐστιν εὐγενῆ, καὶ Σαλμωνέως μὲν
θυγατέρα ἱστορεῖ, Κρήθεως δὲ γυναῖκα
υἱοῦ Αἰόλου...ἐρασθῆναι δέ φησιν Ὅμηρος
τὴν Τυρὼ ποταμοῦ Ἐνιπέως. αὐτῆς δὲ αὖ
πάλιν ἐρῶντα Ποσειδῶνα ὁμοιωθῆναι τῷ
ῥηθέντι ἐραστῇ ποταμῷ καὶ οὕτως αὐτῇ
μιγῆναι. τὴν δὲ ἐκ Ποσειδῶνος τεκέσθαι
Πελίαν καὶ Νηλέα, ὧν Πελίας μὲν ἐν
Ἰωλκῷ ἐβασίλευσε, Νηλεὺς δὲ ἐν Πύλῳ.

That he calls Tyro, whom he recalls once and
before all these, “well-fathered”—that is, “wellborn”—and observes that she is the daughter of
Salmoneus and the wife of Kretheus, son of
Aiolus...And Homer says that Tyro was in love
with the Enipeus River. And, again later, [says]
that Poseidon, in love with her, became like the
fore-mentioned river, her lover, and thus had sex
with her; and from Poseidon, she bore Pelias
and Neleus, of whom, Pelias ruled in Iolchus
and Neleus in Pylos. And these two were thus

Text is Stallbaum 1825 (repr. 1970).
Note that σμικρολογέομαι can mean either to treat briefly, or examine at length (see LSJ, s.v.
μικρολογέομαι).
37
Square brackets denote Eustathius’ paraphrase of a Homeric quotation; quotation marks denote an exact
replication of a Homeric epithet; the final description of Heracles lacks quotations as it is Eustathius’ own
formulation.
38
Text is Carnuth 1869. The text may begin just after a lacuna, perhaps the reason why this is cited as
“scholion 2” when there exists no “scholion 1.”
39
Text is Stallbaum 1825 (repr. 1970). I have removed from the passage below some of Eustathius’ less
relevant discussion (e.g., on the accentuation of names) in order to focus on his commentary about Tyro;
the passage concludes with a lengthy quotation of Homer’s passage, which I have similarly cut short.
35
36
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καὶ τούτους μὲν τοὺς δύο οὕτω γενέσθαι
αὐτῇ ἐκ Ποσειδῶνος, ἀπὸ δέ γε Κρηθέως
Αἴσονα καὶ Φέρητα καὶ Ἀμυθάονα. καὶ
τοιαύτη μὲν ἡ περὶ τῆς Τυροῦς ἐνταῦθα
ἱστορία. ἡ δὲ Ὁμηρικὴ περὶ τούτων φράσις
τοιαύτη. ἔνθα δὴ πρώτην Τυρὼ ἴδον
εὐπατέρειαν, ἧς τὸ πρωτότυπον εὐπάτηρ
εὐπάτερος, ὃ οἱ μεθ’ Ὅμηρον εὐπάτωρ
φασὶν, ὁμοίως τῷ προπάτωρ καὶ τοῖς
τοιούτοις. ἡ δὲ Τυρὼ αὕτη φάτο
Σαλμωνέως ἀμύμονος ἔκγονος εἶναι. φῆ δὲ
Κρηθῆος γυνὴ ἔμμεναι Αἰολίδαο, ἣ
ποταμοῦ ἠράσσατο Ἐνιπῆος θείοιο...

[born] to her from Poseidon, and from Kretheus
[were born] Aison and Pheres and Amythaon.
And such is the story here about Tyro. And such
is the Homeric text about these things. “Then
indeed I saw well-fathered Tyro first,” whose
prototypical form is “εὐπάτηρ, εὐπάτερος,”
which those after Homer call “εὐπάτωρ,”
likewise for “προπάτωρ” and such [words].
And Tyro herself “said that she was the
offspring of blameless Salmoneus. And she said
that she was the wife of Kretheus, descendent of
Aiolus, who was beloved by the divine river
Enipeus…”

d. Scholia in Odysseam (Book 11 hypothesis, v.236) 40
(236) Σαλμωνῆος ἀμύμονος] τινὲς
ἀτασθάλου γράφουσι. πῶς οὖν οὐχὶ καὶ τὴν
εὐπατέρειαν μετέθηκαν; ὅτι οὐχ ὑποτίθεται
ἀσεβῆ τὸν Σαλμωνέα, ὡς οἱ νεώτεροι. οὐ
γὰρ
εὐπατέρειαν ἂν τὴν Τυρὼ εἶπεν οὐδὲ
ἀμύμονος πατρός.

“Of blameless Salmoneus”: Some write
“arrogant.” How, then, do they not alter the
“well-fathered”? Because it is not suggested
that Salmoneus was ungodly, as the newer
[poets say]. For he would not call Tyro “wellfathered” were she not born of a “blameless
father.” 41

e. Scholia in Pindarum P4 (scholion 127) 42
ἐξ ἀγαυῶν Αἰολιδᾶν: Αἰολίδης ὁ Ἰάσων·
Αἴσονος γὰρ τοῦ Κρηθέως [γίνεται] τοῦ
Αἰόλου υἱός· ἔνθ’ ἦτοι πρῶτον Τυρὼ
ἴδον εὐπατέρειαν, 43 ἣ φάτο Σαλμωνῆος
ἀμύμονος ἔκγονος εἶναι· φῆ δὲ Κρηθῆος
γυνὴ ἔμμεναι Αἰολίδαο·εἶτα τὸ ἑξῆς·
τοὺς δ’ ἑτέρους Κρηθῆϊ τέκεν βασίλεια
γυναικῶν Αἴσονά τ’ ἠδὲ Φέρητα.

Text is Dindorf 1855 (repr. 1962).
The underlined text exactly copies Aristonicus.
42
Text is Drachmann 1966-1969 (2nd edn).
43
Note the textual variation.
40
41

From the noble descendants of Aiolus: Jason was
the descendent of Aiolus, for he was the son of
Aison, the son of Kretheus, the son of Aiolus.
Then truly, “I first saw well-fathered Tyro, who
said that she was the offspring of blameless
Salmoneus, and said that she was the wife of
Kretheus, descendent of Aeolus.” And then in
turn, the queen of women bore to Kretheus the
others, Aison and Pheres.
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4. Greek Texts from Case Study II.2.D
a. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem (v4, p422) 44
(v. 407 s. et 413 s.) Μετὰ δὲ τούτους
Πριαμίδην Πολύδωρον ῥίπτει παραΐσσοντα,
νῶτα βαλὼν ἄκοντι. (v. 455) Ἐφ’ οἷς
παραφανέντος Ἕκτορος οἴκτῳ τοῦ
ἀδελφοῦ, εἶτα ἐξαρπαγέντος ὑπὸ
Ἀπόλλωνος, «Δρύοπα οὔτασε κατ’ αὐχένα
μέσον ἄκοντι», (v. 457–9) μεθ’ ὃν
Δημοῦχόν τινα ἠΰν τε μέγαν τε κατὰ «γόνυ
δουρὶ βαλὼν ἠρύκακεν» εἶτα «οὐτάζων
ξίφεϊ μεγάλῳ» ἀνεῖλεν.

After these, he hurled at Priam’s son Polydorus,
who had rushed past, throwing with a spear at
his back. After Hector, his brother, appeared by
them, out of pity, then having been snatched up
by Apollo, “he wounded Dryops in the middle
of his neck with a spear”; after him, some good
and great Demouchus according to “having cast
at his knee with his spear, he detained [him]”
then “wounding with his great sword” he
destroyed him.

b. Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem (v 4, p432) 45
(v. 440–4) Τὸ δὲ οὐκ ἐπλαγίασέ που, ἀλλὰ τὸ
πάντῃ τεράστιον, ἐπανελθὸν καὶ οἷον
παλιμπλαγχθὲν «ἂψ ἵκεθ’ Ἕκτορα δῖον, αὐτοῦ
δὲ προπάροιθε ποδῶν πέσεν. αὐτὰρ Ἀχιλλεὺς
ἐμμεμαὼς ἐπόρουσε κατακτάμεναι μενεαίνων,
σμερδαλέα ἰάχων. τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων
ῥεῖα μάλα, ὥς τε θεός,” καθὰ καὶ ἐν τοῖς ἑξῆς
τὸν Ἀγήνορα καὶ πρὸ τούτου δὲ τὸν Αἰνείαν ὁ
Ποσειδῶν, «ἐκάλυψε δ’ ἂρ ἠέρι πολλῇ».

But not yet had he struck this, but one
monstrous in every way, having retreated
and such as had been foiled: “he reached
again divine Hector, and he fell before his
feet. But Achilles, eager, went to win,
enraged, shouting terribly. But Apollo took
him up very easily, as a god can,” and
afterwards he [rescued] Agenor, and before
him, Poseidon “hid in a big cloud” Aeneas.

c. Scholia ad Homerum (ad 20.443) 46
(443) τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων: πιθανῶς
ἀναρτᾷ τὴν ἐπιθυμίαν τῶν ἀκροατῶν, εἰς
τέλος τῶν ποιήσεων ἑαυτῷ ταμιευόμενος τὴν
σφαγὴν Ἕκτορος. πρὸς δὲ τὸ ἄπιστον βοηθείᾳ
χρῆται, ὥσπερ ἀπολογούμενος διὰ τοῦ „ῥεῖα
μάλ’ <ὥς τε θεός, ἐκάλυψε δ’ ἄρ’ ἠέρι
πολλῇ>“

Text is van der Valk 1987.
Text is van der Valk 1987.
46
Text is Erbse 1969-1988.
44
45

“τὸν δ’ ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων”: plausibly, he
keeps the desire of the hearers in suspense,
saving up the slaughter of Hector up to the
end of his poem. And in an unbelievable way,
he supplies aid, as if defending himself
through “ῥεῖα μάλ’ <ὥς τε θεός, ἐκάλυψε δ’
ἄρ’ ἠέρι πολλῇ>.”
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5. Greek Texts from Case Study II.2.E
a. Plato, Πολιτεία (3.386b-c) 47
Δεῖ δή, ὡς ἔοικεν, ἡμᾶς ἐπιστατεῖν καὶ περὶ
τούτων τῶν μύθων τοῖς ἐπιχειροῦσιν λέγειν,
καὶ δεῖσθαι μὴ λοιδορεῖν ἁπλῶς οὕτως τὰ ἐν
Ἅιδου ἀλλὰ μᾶλλον ἐπαινεῖν, ὡς οὔτε
ἀληθῆ ἂν λέγοντας οὔτε ὠφέλιμα τοῖς
μέλλουσιν μαχίμοις ἔσεσθαι.
Δεῖ μέντοι, ἔφη.
Ἐξαλείψομεν ἄρα, ἦν δ’ ἐγώ, ἀπὸ τοῦδε
τοῦ ἔπους ἀρξάμενοι πάντα τὰ τοιαῦτα·
βουλοίμην κ’ ἐπάρουρος ἐὼν θητευέμεν
ἄλλῳ
ἀνδρὶ παρ’ ἀκλήρῳ, ᾧ μὴ βίοτος πολὺς
εἴη,
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταφθιμένοισιν
ἀνάσσειν,
καὶ τὸ
οἰκία δὲ θνητοῖσι καὶ ἀθανάτοισι φανείη
σμερδαλέ,’ εὐρώεντα, τά τε στυγέουσι
θεοί περ…

“Indeed, it seems it is necessary that we take
charge and speak to those debating about
stories, and to require them not simply to abuse
the things in Hades, but rather to praise them,
since they are not speaking truth, nor anything
helpful to those about to be warriors.”
“It is necessary indeed,” he said.
And I said, “We will wipe out all such things,
then, starting from this “epos”:
“I, indentured to the land, would wish to be a
slave to another poor man, whose means was
little, than to rule over all the withering
dead”
and:
“to mortals and immortals, his home appears
terrible, moldy, and these things the gods
hate”…

b. Dio Chrysostom, Περὶ Βασιλείας (Δ49-51) 48
ὁ οὖν Ἀλέξανδρος πάλιν ἐλυπεῖτο καὶ ἤχθετο.
οὐδὲ γὰρ ζῆν ἐβούλετο, εἰ μὴ βασιλεὺς εἴη τῆς
Εὐρώπης καὶ τῆς Ἀσίας καὶ τῆς Λιβύης καὶ εἴ
πού τίς ἐστι νῆσος ἐν τῷ Ὠκεανῷ κειμένη.
ἐπεπόνθει γὰρ τοὐναντίον ἤ φησιν Ὅμηρος τὸν
Ἀχιλλέα νεκρὸν πεπονθέναι. ἐκεῖνος μὲν γὰρ
ἔλεγεν ὅτι ζῶν βούλοιτο θητεύειν
ἀνδρὶ παρ’ ἀκλήρῳ, ᾧ μὴ βίοτος πολὺς εἴη,
ἢ πᾶσιν νεκύεσσι καταφθιμένοισιν
ἀνάσσειν·
ὁ δὲ Ἀλέξανδρος δοκεῖ μοι ἑλέσθαι ἂν καὶ τοῦ
τρίτου μέρους τῶν νεκρῶν ἄρχειν ἀποθανὼν ἢ
ζῆν τὸν ἅπαντα χρόνον θεὸς γενόμενος,
[μόνον] εἰ μὴ βασιλεὺς γένοιτο τῶν ἄλλων
θεῶν…
47
48

Text is Slings 2003.
Text is von Arnim 1962.

Therefore, Alexander was once again vexed
and angry. For he did not wish to live if he
were not king of Europe and Asia and Libya
and wherever there is some island lying in
the Ocean. For he suffered the opposite of
what Homer says the dead Achilles suffered.
For he said that that one [Achilles] wished
that he, living, was a slave to
.”..a poor man, whose means was little,
than to rule over all the withering dead.”
Alexander seems to me to have [preferred to]
get the third lot to rule over the dead, himself
already dead, than to live for all time even
being a god, if he were not the king of the
other gods...
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Appendix 3: Some Problems in Current Corpora Tools
The purpose of this appendix is not to be overly-critical of tools that are, it must
be acknowledged, still undergoing a great amount of change, growing to suit the needs of
the scholarly community. Instead, it is to pinpoint limitations of each search tool, to
provide absolute clarity regarding the choices that I have made within my lexical
histories, and to justify the approximations made therein. No corpus tool is complete unto
itself. Though other dictionaries besides the LSJ and the TLL were used at points in this
dissertation, the following five digital tools were most commonly used in the creation of
each lexical history.
TLG: The primary problems of the current edition of the TLG are caused by the
organization of the corpus and by the methods used to tag terms. Corpus problems cluster
around fragmentary and disputed texts: there are multiple editions of certain fragmentary
authors, and identical fragments that have been variously attested often are listed multiple
times under a search—thus, if a given fragment were attested by Plutarch to Simonides,
but to Solon by Athenaeus, it would be provided not only under the two respective
excerptors (Plutarch and Athenaeus), but also under first Simonides and under Solon. A
related (and greater) problem is the listing of testimonia about authors alongside
fragments attributed to them. A final organizational problem is the grouping of the
Anthologia Graeca with late or undated works: when one performs a word search and
arranges results by date, the epigrams of the Greek Anthology are postponed until the
final entries.
The above problems are not necessary systemic, and could be corrected by the
TLG programmers in the near future. The tagging problem, however, is one that is more
integrated into the current search parameters. When one performs a so-called “lemma
search” on the TLG, the results rendered are not of an individual lemma, but rather of
every possible form listed under that lemma, even when that form overlaps with that of
another word-form. This became clear under searches such as lexis, where forms of the
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verb lego were also given. The only way to correct this in the database would be to allow
tagging of forms, either by users or admins, which of course would be hugely timeconsuming and would itself have a high potential for human error. Perhaps the best
solution is to rename the “lemma” search a “morphology” search.
LSJ: The entries of the LSJ, while thorough, are naturally selective, as the original
dictionary’s purpose was to outline semantic usages, rather than to formulate an entire
concordance. Thus, while literature, epigraphy, and papyri are all pools of evidence cited,
it is not the purpose of any entry to list every instance of a term’s occurrence. While the
LSJ has been helpfully digitized via Logeion, one should use Logeion’s attendant
widgets, such as the frequency evaluation, with caution (as, once more, the corpus itself
is not clearly described).
TLL: There are two main issues in the TLL’s formation: its inconsistency in
lemma, caused by its evolution over time; and its incompletion. The latter “problem” will
be resolved in time, of course. The former has been noted by Corbeill 2007, who notes
that early lemmata in the TLL are organized in a completely different way from more
recent entries, and represent less of the Latin corpus in their citations. One distinct
strength of the TLL, however, is the inclusion of textual variations and emendations in the
lemmata (which is notably absent from the other corpus tools).
Brepolis Latin Corpora A and B: One problem is the actual splitting of these
databases, which makes cross-reference difficult and further obfuscates the parameters of
the corpus (which is already difficult to determine, as the list of works included is buried
in a downloadable PDF). The search itself is also limiting, as Greek-script is not
supported even in the advanced options; in addition, forms of the same term that are
found within a space of three lines are grouped together under a single result, making
results on a large scale, at best, estimates (as grammarians in particular are likely to
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repeat terms as headings and then as topics in immediate succession—a situation that
Brepolis renders as a single usage, though there can easily be several more).
PHI: The main problem of the PHI database are the severe restrictions of its
corpus. Though PHI allows for a proximity search and is Greek-script friendly (utilizing
the Greek-key equivalents shared by the TLG and Perseus), the results are circumscribed.
Despite the discouraging number of drawbacks outlined above, there are
numerous ways in which these corpus tools can complement one another in such a way as
to decrease such problems. The inclusion of some inscriptional and papyrological
evidence in the compilation of the LSJ thus aids in creating a truly composite Greek
corpus. Likewise, the Latin corpus is most accurately represented through careful crossreferencing between the incomplete TLL (with its massive archive), the equallyencompassing (though favoring Medieval works) of Brepolis Databases A and B, and
PHI (limited, but inclusive of Greek script in a search, as well as the only tool that allows
proximity-based research).
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